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Mr. HAYS, a delegate from Allegheny
Mr. BAYNE, appeared and took his seat.
Mr. DARLINGTON submitted
on the table.
Rerolved,

DEBATES

county,

the following

That this Convention will

elected in the place of

resolution, which was laid

adjourn sine &e, on the thirtieth of November

next.

Mr. CUNNINGHAM submitted the following resolution, which was read
a first and second time, and agreed to :
Resolved,
That the resolution appointing afternoon sessions be rescinded,and that
when the Convention adjourns, it will adjourn to meet to-morrow morning, at ten o’clock,
and that that be the standing hour of meeting till otherwise ordered.

Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, submitted the following resolution, which
(the rule prohibiting the second reading of resolutions of this character
being dispensed with,) was read a second time, and agreed to:
Resolved, That the following additional rule be adopted: That, if the President of
the Convention be absent, on leave, he may nominate a delegate to officiate as President pro rempa,-e, during his absence: Provided,
such absence shall not exceed one
Week.

The Convention then adjourned until ten o’clock to-morrow

morning.
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The PRESIDENT laid before the Convention, “ an address and draft of a
proposed Constitution, submitted to the people of the State of New York,
by a Convention of friends of Constitutional reform, held at Utica, in
September, 1837.”
Mr. COATES submitted a resolution, as follows, which was read a first
and second time, and agreed to :
&wlvetl, That the WCof this Hall be panted to 14mosGilbert, this evening, ami
&C two succeedingones,for the purposeof‘ delivering lectureson education.
Mr. REIGART submitted the following resolution, which was laid on the
table for future consideration :
&‘esolver(,That not mire thnn ORChour in each clay, shall be &voted to the cons&
eratim of motions and resolutions.

The PRESIDENT asked and obtained leave of absence for a few days ;
and, subsequently, announced to the Convention that he nominated Mr.
PORTER, of Worthampton, under the resolution adopted yesterday, to act
38 President pro tenzlxre, during his absence.
.3STJI ARTICLE.
The Convention then resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. CIIAMBEKS in the chair, for the purpose of resuming the consideration of the sixth article.
The question pending, being on t,he motion of Mr. RONIGMXHER to
amend the amendment offered by Mr. READ to the fifth section, by striking therefrom all after the word 6‘ section,” and inserting in lieu thereof,
the following, viz :
g&The Governor shall appoint such number of justices of the peace
and aldermen, in the respective townships, wards ant1 borough, as are, or
shall be directed by law. They shall be commissioned for the term of
seven years ; but may. be removed on conviction of miobehaviour in office,
or ofany infamous crime, OKon the address of both Houses of the Legislature.”
IHr. READ modified his amendment by substituting the following, viz :
“SECTIOS 3. Justices of the peace and aldermen shall be elected in the
several wards, boroyghs and town: hips, at the time of the election of constables, by the quahtietl voters, for the term of five years : two justices
shall be elected in each borough and township : but two swcessire grand
juri es of the proper county, with the approbation of the court, may increase or diminish tht: uumber to be elected in any district : one alderman
aluil be elected in each ward.”
Mr. READ said that according to his recollectio!l of what had taken place
during the previous session, the question concerning the election of justices 01 the peace had been already too often discussed. He did not rise
now to re-open that discussion. The queztk:! that the justices of the
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peace shall be elected, and for a term of five years, he regarded as having
‘been settled. The only doubtful point related to the number of these
He had come to the conclusion that it would not be best to
justices.
submit this question to be settled by legislation, but to fix two justices, as
the number to which each township should be restricted, and the mode
suggested by his amendment of giving the power to two successive gmnd
juries to alter the number, appeared to be the most likely one to avoid
those differences which were calculated to produce so much trouble and
embarrassment.
The question being on !he amendment moved by Mr. KOKIGMACHEB,
h’lr. PORTER, of Northampton,
suggested the propriety of modifying
the amendment, by fixing the term of service at seven, instead of five,
years. If the amendment was so modified, he would be drsposed to
vote for it.
Mr. KONIGMACHER accordingly so modified his amendment.
Mr. SMYTH, of Centre, asked for the yeas and nays, on the amendment,
and they were ordered, the number required by the rule having risen to
second the call.
The question being then taken on the amendment as modified, it was
decided in the negative, as follows :
Ysns-Messrs. Bell, Carey, Chauncey, C&es, Co&ran, Darlington, Gearhart, Heister, Hopkinson, Jenks, Kennedy, Konigmachcr, M’Shcrry, Meredith, Miller, Pennypacker, Porter, of Lancaster, Porter, of Northanipton, Reigart, Royer, Saeger, Scott
Thomas, Sergeant, 2’7wi&nt--34.
NAYS-Messrs. Agnew, Barclay, Ban&z, Bedford, Bonharn, Brown, of Northampton,
Brown, of Phila&lphia. Chainhers, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Clarke, of
Indiana, Cledvinger, Clinr, Cope, Crawford, Crum, Cunnin,ghani, Curll, Denny,
Dickinson, Farrclly, Foulkrod, Fry, Gihnore, Harris, Hnstu~gs, Hays, Hclffenstein, Henderson, of Allegheny, Dendcrsou, of Dauphin, I-I@, Houpt, Hyde, K&n,
Ken-. Krehs, Lyons, Magcc, Mann, M’Cahen, M’Dowcll, Merrill, Merkel, Montgonwy,
Myers, Nevin, OverGeld, Pollock, Purviance, Read, Riter, Ritter, Rogers, Russell, Scheetz,
Sellers, Seltzer, Smyth, Snively, Stevens, Taggart, Weidman, Wooc\ward, Young-64.
The question recurring on the amendment of Mr. READ, as modified,

Mr. BABLINGTOK moved to amend the amendment, by striking out the
word LLtwo,” and inserting in lieu thereof the word “one,” before the
word “ J‘ustices, ” and to strike out the word ‘6justices,” and insert the
word “justice.”
The question being taken upon this amendment, it was decided in the
negative.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, thought it would be better to permit the
resolution to retain its original form, and to leave the details to be arranged
by the Legislature.
The report of the committee ran thus :-*‘ Justices
of the peace, or aldermen shall be elected in the several wards, boroughs,
This would leave the number
and townships, for a term of five years.”
of justices in each ward, borough and township, to be regulated by the
Should any evil be discovered, the Lefuture action of the Legislature.
‘I’he opinion of the Convention
gislature could theu apply a remedy.
had been decidedly expressed in favor of an election for five years. He
wsuld suggest, therefore, whether it might not be better to leave all the
details to the Legislature, confining ourselves to the settlement only of
The Legislature could regulate all these minor points,
great principles.
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the introduction of which into the Constitution, as fundamental provisions, would be productive of much diffkulty.
Mr. READ said that when the report of the committee was made, he
had been himself satisfied wit,h it, but after the discussion of the subject
had made him better acquainted with the opinions of the members of the
Convention, he had thought it most expedient to fix the number of justices by a constitutional provision.
It was not very important in which
way it should be done. But if it were to be left to the Legislature to act
on its own discretion, without the Constitution saying any thing on the
subject, a great portion of the time of that body wouid be occupied in
fixing the details. There would be remonstrances and petitions requiring
examinination and action, and two or three sessions might pass away
before the number could be fixed. The Legislature too was not so capable of fixing the proper number as the grand jury of the popular courts.
After all he had heard on the subject, he had come to the conclusion that,
if the matter, in the shape he now offered it, was not agreed on by the
Convention, they would agree ou no course at all. He could not therefore consent to modify his amendment.
Mr. MERRILL desired to offer au additional amendment.
Some form of
au:henticution was desirable, and the Ieasons which rendered this necessary, in relation to sheriffs, operated, with greater force as to justices.He moved to amend the amendment, by inserting after the word “ constables,” the words “ and shall be commissioned by the Governor.”
The question being taken on the motion OF Mr. MERRILL to amend, it
was decided in the affirmatk~e- 3yes 46, noes 28.
Mr. K~:nn rose tn suggest a further modification, although he was unprepzred to oft‘er it in the shape of an amendment. There was no provision made for decisions in cases of contested eleclious ; and, in so many
elections, it wi;s not to be ~~pposcd that some such cases would not arise.
Me would sUggcst the propriety of inserting some such words as these,
6~in case oi” :I contested election, the matter &a!1 be settled in such manner as the thq Legislature may provitlc.”
Mr. l3s.m said i’i. :;cr:ncd to him that it w;ould not be advisnb!e to go into
detniia. As was at prcseut the case in regard to county of5l:ers, it would
he of course, a matter for tho action of’ the I,egis!ature, without being so
specificalip expressed in the Constitution ; all matters of detail concerning
which no provision was to be found in the Constitution, must be settled
by the Legislature, as a matter of course.
Mr. MANX moved to amend the amendment, by striking out all after
the word 6. township,” where it occurs the second time, leaving in the
last clause which provides for the election of one alc!erman in each ward.
Mr. BIWW’N, of Philadelphia, expressed his intention to vote against the
-amendment of the gentieman from Montgomery,
(Mr. Mann) and also
against the amendment of the gentleman from Susquehanna, (Mr. Read)
with a view to come back to the original proposition. IIe was opposed to
The sheriffs might as
leaving the matter in the hands of the grand jury.
well select, as they do in reference to the juries themselves. Choice of justices might be made for the purpose of accomplishing personalobjects, and
therefore this would not be a safe depository of the power.
He would
much rather leave it to the people to determine how many justices there
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should be, and if they would not determine, he would leave it to the Legislature.
Perhaps it would be desirable to make the justices salary o&
cers, and then they might be diminished, should the number be too great.
a Mr. SMYTH, of Centre, stated that it was the practice of the courts in
his county, to draw for the juries ; therefore there could be no apprehension of any fraud cm that ground. In this particular, therefore, he begged
leave to correct the gentleman from the county, (Mr. Brown.)
The
nearer these justices were to the people the better; and the grand jury
The busiwas more directly a part of the people than tba Legislature.
ness of the justices was in the county, and the nearer their connection
with the people the better. He hoped, therefore, that the amendment
proposed by the gentleman from Montgomery would not be adopted.
Mr. BROWN said he stood corrected by the statement of the gentleman
from Centre. He did not profess to he conversant with the subject. But
he still considered the mode to be quite as objectionable as if the number
were to be fixed by the sheriffs, because the sheriffs draw the grand juries.
The grand juries were not elected by the people, but the Legislature
were, and in this view were next to the people. He was willing to vote
for the people themselves to determine the number. He had mentioned
the Legislature, because it had been already decided, that it should not be
left to the people to settle the number of justices.
If that question were still
open, he would vote that the people should themselves make the decision.
The number of these magistrates could be provided for in the schedule ;
and as to all the intermediate matters, provisions could be embraced in
the schedule.
Mr. SWYTA wished to correct another error into which the gentleman
from the county of Philadelphia had fallen. He did not himself know
what was the practice in that county, but if the gentleman had looked
into the law appointing commissioners, he would have seen his error. It
is provided by this law, that the cornmissioners shall fill the ballot box
with ballots once a year, and when it becomes necesszy to draw from
the box, which is always kept locked from the last court, the first twentyfour names drawn out, were the grand jury, and the next drawn
This was the practice in the county
out constitute the traverse jury.
He did not know how it was in the county of Philadelof Centre.
pbia.
Mr. MAXN admitted that the statement of the gentleman from Centre
was correct so far. The assessors make a selection of names, which
they throw into the ballot box; the natr.es are then drawn out in the manner described by the gentleman from Centre. He (Mr. M.) wished that
the people should determine the number.
He was opposed to a large
number of these justices, and would much rather that it should be madew
definite.
Mr. CURLL said the usual mode in his county was this. The Commissioners and sheriff every year select from the duplicate, sober, respecThese names are put into the ballot box, and drawn out
table citizens.
in the manner described. The assess&s only make the returns of the
duplicates.
Mr. STEVENS said it must be apparent to every One that the more they
went into details in their amendments the more perplexed they would be.
J[t would be much better, as had been suggested by some gentleman, to
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content ourselves with laying down certain general principles, and leave
the details to be supplied by the Legislature.
The principle of the election of the justices by the people had been settled, and as to the number
of justices, and all the other incident and subordinate matters, they ought
The whole of these details had better be so
to be left to the Legislature.
left. The circtmistances of the country may change from year to year,
and we cannot change the constitutional law from year to year to adapt it
to these circumstances.
It would therefore be wise to entrust it to the
Legislature, not to alter the principle which hacl been settled, but to arrange all’matters of datailr It’ we make these arrangements in the fundamental laws, and tbcy should work ill, no change can be made without
calling a new Convention.
There should be a uniform law laid down,
which would enable the Legislature to make changes not affecting fundamental principles, as measmes worked well or ill. If it were provided in
the Constitution that there s!rould bc two or three justices for every borough, the operation would bc most unequal. Some boroughs contain a
population of six thousand. while others have not more than five hundred
inhabitants.
There could be no general rule, fixing a definite number,
which would not operate unequally.
Let us determine that the people
shall elect the justices of the peace, and that the Legislature shall, by
some general law, determine the number and appointment of them.Then, if the law should be found to operate unequally, it could be changed the next year. If we insert in the Constitution a provision of this
kind, it would bear very unequally on the State; one township might
elect a hundred justices, while another might elect only five. It then
would be no uniformsystem ; every thing would be under the mfluence of
party and political feelings, operating dzerently in one part of the Commonwealth from what it would in another ; but if a general law were passed by the Legislature, it could be changed to suit the circumstances and
wishes of the people. The best way in his opinion, would be to regulate
all the propositions of amendment. He hoped, therefore, as a great deal
of time had been spent before to day on this subject, and as it had received as large a share of discussion as its importance merited, that we should
negative all the amendments, and adopt the report.
The motion of hgr. hf.4~~ was rejected.
The question being on the motion of Mr. READ,
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, moved to amend the amendment, by
striking out all after the words ‘6 five years.”
The number and apportionment of the justices, might then be fixed in the schedule, as had been
very proper!y suggested by the gentleman from Adams, (Mr. Stevens.)
The motion was agreed to.
Mr. BROWVS,of i.he county, moved further to amend, by inserting after
the word $6township,”
the words, 6‘ by the qualified voters thereof ;”
which motion was agreed to.
Mr. AQNEW moved to strike out the words following, viz : ‘I At the
By the present Constitution, no time
time of the election of constables.”
was fixed for the election of constables, and it was left to be fixed by lam.
He could not see any necessity for fixing the election of justices, at the
time of the election of constables, when that time was uncertain.
He
did’not approve of this Siamese twinship, and thought it better not to fix
the place.
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Mr. READ said, the argument would be very good, if applied to the day
or month of the election, but could not operate against using a generdl
expression.
It was true that the time of electing the constables in the
townships was fixed by law, and wa s different in different places ; but if
the time thns fixed, was a convenient time for the citizens, there could
be no better time for the election of justices.
The motion to amend was then disagreed to.
l
Mr. GILNORE moved to amcncl,
by stri!tinp out “.five,”
before the
word 4‘ years,” and inserting “ four.”
He was anxious to record his
name on the question, and hc hoped the committee woald favor him with
the yeas and nays-but
they were not ordered, and the amendment was
rejected.
Mr. SCOTT said, the amendment before the committee affirmed the
principle of election, by giving the election of justices to the people, and
if it was the wish of the people, he should not object to it. But, it also
affirmed another principle to which he strongly objected. It abrogated
all the existing commissions ; and that numerous and respectable body of
men, the $&ices, were ousted of their offices, and in a way that implied
no inconsiderable degree of censure. He was unwilling to lend his aid
to stigmatize any body of men, aud more especially one which was geaerally so well informed and respectable.
If it was not the desire of the
people to render the oflicers now in commission, ineligible under the
present Constitution, it was practicable to have a gradual chan,rre : and
he wished to put on record a plan to carry out the principle which he
proposed, as an amendment to the amendment, of the gentleman from
Susquehanna.
Hc then moved to amend the amendment, by striking therefrom all
after the words section 3, and inserting in lieu thereof, as follows, viz :
4?he number of justices of the peace and aldermen for every township,
city, borough, ward and district, of the Commonwealth, shall be regulated by the Legislature, whenever by death, resignation, removal or otherwise, the number of justices or aldermen now existing, in any township,
city, borough, ward or district of this Commonwealth, shall be reduced
below the number to be prescribed by law, an election shall be held to
supply the deficiency, at the next constables’ election; and the term of
office of each justice or alderman so elected, shall be five years from the
date of his commission, which shall be issued by the Governor upon leturn made to him by the proper judges of the election. The Legislature
shall provide the mode of trying contested elections.”
Mr. SCOTT did not, he said, wish to argue the matter any further, and
he, therefore, called for the yeas and nays, which were ordered.
The question was then take11 and decided in the negative as follows,
viz :
YEAS-Messrs. Biddlc, Chauncey, Cope, Darling@, Hopkiison, Long, M’Sherry,
Meredith, Merrill, Pcnnypcker, Porter, of Lancaster, Relgart, Scott, Thomas-14.
NAYS-Messrs. Agnew, Banks, Barclay, Barnitz, Bedford, Bell, Bigclow, Bonham,
Brown, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Carey, Chambers, Clarke, of Beaver,
Clark, of Dauphin, Clarke, of Indiana, Cleavinger, Cline, Coates, Cochran, Crawford,
Crum, Cunningham, Curll, Denny, Dickerson, Farrelly, Foulkrod, Fry, Gearhart, Gilmore, Harris, Hastings, Hays, H&I&stein,
Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of
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Dauphin, Hiester, High, Houp, HJ-dc, Jenks, K&n, Kern&y, Kerr, Koni,macher,
Krebs, Lyons, Magee,Mnnn, M’C&n, M’Dowell, Merkel, Montgomery: Myers, Kevin,
Overfield, Pollock, Porter, of Northampton, Purvilmce, Read, Riter, Ritter, Rcqps, Rcy
er, Russell, Saeger, Schcctz, Seltcrsj Seltzer, Pmytlr. Snivels, Stevens, Taggart, Weldman, Woodwar~I,Young, Sergeant,P1wsi&nt-77.
The question recurring 011 &Ir. READ’S amendment, it was taken, and
the amendment was agreed to.
The committee p:occeded to the consideration of the sixth section of
the report, as follows :
“ SECT. 6. All ofticers whose election or appointment is not provided
for in this Constitution, shall be elected or appointed as shall be directed
by law. But no officer connected with, or appertaining to the system of
internal improvements, shall be appointed by the Governor.”
Mr. STEVENS moved to amend the amendment, bv striking out therefrom all the words after the word “law,”
in the liiird line, being the
words followin.g, viz : “But no oficer connected with, or appertaining to
the system of Internal improvements, shall be appointed by the GOV~P
nor.”
Mr. READ said, if there was any thing worth retaining at all in the section, it was this, The people too, were more unanimous upon the question of reducing the Governor’s patronage, than upon any other; and the
patronage growing out of the internal improvement system, great as it
now was, would, hereafter, become greater than all the rest united. If
we do not strip the Chief Magistrate of all this, or of the greater portion
of it, we shall fail to strip him of what will, in a few ye:lrs, constitute an
ammlt of patrorsqe much yrzater than he has ever yet JlO~S~§SetJ.This
very clause, which’it :Y~S ~,v,v p~~pse:l
t.o s~ri!(c out, wouid he the most
effectual provision we ~0~1~~
1 mafe for the reduction of the patronage of
the Executive ; an11it was t!lc gist of the who!c sectio!i. I‘ie trusted that
the motion to stri!+x out a~oultl uot be agreed to.
?JZr.STEVENS said, the previous part of the section which he had not
A11 of?iproposed to touch, made a material chwtrgc in our Constitution.
cers under the preacnt Uonstituticn were appointed by the Governor.
That was now changed, ar;ti be was to i~:lvc the pr~wer uf m&ing no appointments which the Gonst,itution did not expressly give !lim, and all offccrs whose appointmems ar”v .lot
1 provic!cd for, iI3 tlic (!onstituiiou, are to
be appointed in such manner ~1stile T,egislal.ure m:iy dirert. ‘l’his amendment left the Legieln:urc untr.u~~meletl. By Icaving out the clause, therefore, we submit it to the ~eoplc to say, bv their rcpresent3tivcs, from
year to yew, how their o~lxer~:, connected l;Titl: the intern4 improvement
Some gentlemen here, he was aware, had
system, shall be appointetl.
the faculty of linowing how many of thr: people were for this and that.
He professed no such kuowledre, but nne t.hiljg was certaiu-if
the people desired and continued to deiire that t!;ese appointments ~iwuld not be
made hy the Governor, their repceseniatives, coming fresh from them,
every year, and knowing their scntimentw, would carry them into effect.
But, if we bind the people by a constitutiowl provision, they must either
lose all power over the su!>ject for the next fifty yexs, or until another
Convention be called.
But his amendment left it to the people to say,
every year, how the oflicers of the pui:lic works should he appointed,
He would ask
from year to year, and from gel?eration to gene&on.
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whether this was not a more liberal and republican mode of reform, than
to bind down the people to a fixed mode of appointment.
It was not necessary for him argue the question, whether the people desired the appointments to be made by the Executive orthe Legislature ; for the amendment
proposed to leave tt to the people to say to which it should belong, If he
was to decide upon the question, and was obliged to make the power of
appointment permanent in either branch of the government, he would prefer the ex$cutive.
Rut, it was unnecessary, to make any choice between
them. Patronage, it was true, was corrupting, but not more so, when in the
hands of one man than in those of a body of men. There ought to be,
between the Governor and those officers who were to conduct the public
Works, umty of opinion, and harmony of feeling am1 action.
If the appointments be made by the Legislature, and the people think the public
works badly managed, then let them make a change. He presumed that
gentlemen had made up their minds on this subject, and it was, therefore,
unnecessary to discuss it.
Mr. MERRILL would ask the chairman of the committee who reported
this section, if it did not leave with the Legislature the appointment of
all these officers.
That would be the effect oi the section ; and, in his
opinion, the Legislamre was the very worst place where their appointment could he placed. It would be very vexatious to have hundreds of
officers continually soliciting and hanging around the Legislature for these
appointments.
Much time, too, woulcl be consumed in making their appointment.
Now, the elections made in joint ballot consumed a week;
and the extension of the system now proposed, would increase the length
of the sessions beyond all endurance either of the members or ofthe people.
He submitted, too, whether it would not be a very dangerous system to
Would we
blend the Executive and Legisiativc powers in this manner.
obtaiu any, bet!er o&em hy this mode of appointment than WChave now ?
The questron was, not whether we should give the appoint,menta to the
Executive, but whether they should be left open for the people to place
them where they migl1.t.judge it to be best, from year to year. If they find
corruption and logrolliug to be necessarily attendant upon appointments
by the Legislature, they can, if they please, alter the mode of appointment ; but, if we pass t!iis amendment, it will not be in their power.
Mr. READ would, he said, vary briefly rep13 to the objectious urged by
the gentleman from Union. In the first place, the report of the cornmtttee would not have the effect &nbhe supposed. Its effect woold not be
to vest all these appoinmu:n!s in the Legislature, but to leave tt to the
Legislature to say in what manner they should be made. They might
give the principal appointtncnts to the people, and the subordinate ones to
the heads of the department.
They might create the office of Secretary
of public works, or establish a board of internal improvement, to be chosen either by the Ilegislature or by the people, and all the subordinate
appointments could be filled by these officers. The argument as to the
consumption of the time of the Legislature, had, therefore, no force nor
validity.
Mr. MEREDITH thought it very important, he said, that the amendment
of the gentleman from Adams should be agreed to. Some minor matters
in connexion with it had occurred to him as worthy of consideration, to
which he would refer. The idea ot the gentleman from Susquehanna,
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was, that the Legislature should provide for the appointment of a single
officer who should have all this dangerous patronage in his hands. This
would bring us back to the very system of a single head, which was so
much objected to.
The very objection to the present system, was, that
it vested too much power in a single individual.
Mr. READ explained that he hod proposed to give it either to an individual officer or to a board of public works.
Mr. MEREDITH said, the gentleman’s fzzvorite idea seemed to be a single head. The Governor had now all the responsibility of these appoiutmen&, and he was elected by the people ; now, if the head of the public
works be elected by the people, and at the same time, the patronage of
the subordinate officers will be snbstantinliy in the same hands, and in the
hands of the same party; ; but the Governor will have a scapc goat upon
which to throw all his mismanagement. We did not wish the dominant party to have such a scape goat upon which they could shift all the responsibility ; he preferred that it sl~on!d rest upon the Governor alone. Under
the system proposed by the gentleman from Susquehanna, we should have
one of two things ; a man using patronage against the will of the people,
or a man elected by Ihe people as an adjunct of the Governor, and to bear
the burden of all the Governor’s mismanagement, when it was great
enough to turn the Governor out of of&x.
If the Secretary of the board of public works should die, what provision
would be made in that case 1 Were the works to be suspended, was the
travel to stop, until the Legislature had been convened to provide for the
election of his successor ? This inconvenience mouitl be great and very
severely felt. He hoped there would be no indisposition to trus.t the peaple themselves, and their representatives with the powor of determioing
how these appointments should be made, and he trusted that the motion
to strike out would be agreed to.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, did not, he said, pretend &say that the Legislature should elect a Secretary of public works. Therfi was not such
an officer in every State.
There was in Virginia a board of public
works cousisling of thirteen members.
In other States there were
Canal Commissioners, three or more in number.
But these officers
were never appointed by the Governor.
In New-Pork,
which commenced the system of Internal Improvement, and set the example to
all the other States in this respect, the officers connected with the public
works were chosen by the Legislature, and tbi,’ system had been found to
work well. The Canal Commissioners held Ihe’ir oflices longer in New
York, than they do here.
When the Lc$sl;:tarc
make the appointmerits, the officers carry the confidence of the peopie with them and
are restrained by them. But when the appointments are made by the
Governor, the people are jealous of them and are not so well contented
with them. What called this Convention together, if it was not, in Fact,
the general wish to reduce the Governor’s patronage ? It was originally, but by the Internal Improvement system, it had been made much greater. What was the cause of the bitterness and personal animosity which
characterized our political struggles ? The patronage ol’ the Governor.
In social life we were not so friendly with each other as we ought to be,
because every third year, we were brought into collision by a contest for
these offices. If we failed to take these appointments from the Governor, we should fail to do what the people wished and expected. Why
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should we not say at once that the Governor shall not appoint these of&
cers 1 If it was left for the Legislature to say how they should be appointed, there would be found there, as there always was when the Governor belonged to the party predominent in the Legislature, a strong disposition to throw the whole upon him. He hoped we should say that the
Governor shall not exercise any part of this power. In New York, the
public works are superintended by two boards, both of which are chosen
by the Legislature.
He would be glad to see the same plan adopted here,
We ought, in his opinion, to do every thing we can to separate the subject
of Internal Improvements from the party strife of the day, and submit
them wholly to the good sense and impartial judgment of the country for
support ; and he considered that taking the appointment of these officers
from the Governor would go a great way in producing that desirable result. He hoped, therefore, that the amendment might not prevail but that
the section should re maiu as it was.
Mr. DENNY concurred in some of the principles laid down by the gentleman from Indiana, (1%. Clarke,) and he hoped that upon other occasions the gentleman would carry them out. The principle he alluded to,
was that of separating as far as possible these appointments from political
parties. It was a good principle, and he hoped to see it carried out in some
of the questions which may come up before us for our decision; but he
was at a loss to see the propriety of retaining this clause. Why not leave it
with the Legislature to dispose of’ as they may think proper?
Either
allowing them to vest the appointment in the Governor, or making such ’
other dlspositiou of it as may seem to them just and proper. It was true
that we met here for the purpose of reducing the patronage of the Governor, but if he understood the wishes of the people in relation to this
matter it was to apply chiefly to county oflAcers, those oflicers being nearly connected with the people, and it beirfg consequently proper that they
should have the appointments of them m their own hands. They were
officers who came immediately under the eye of the people in the different
counties, being situated at the seat of justice of every county ; but this
was not the case with the ofliccrs connected with the public works, who
were spread all over the State. No person could have any eye upon them
unless ‘it was the Governor, or the Executive Department.
‘I’hen he
thought that they should be kept in such situation, that they might know
that the eye of the Governor was always upon them. He apprehended
that if these offleers were appointed by the Legislature or the people,
they would be almost entirely irresponsible ; whereas if they were appointed by the Governor, they would be heldaccountable to him, and would
perform their duties more faithfully and promptly.
The gentleman from
Lndiana, Mr. Clarke, has told us that the New York system has worked
very well, aud the very best recommendation which struck the gentleman
was that they had not made changes so often as we have done in Pennsylvauia.
He was therefore to understand the gentleman, as saying that
the perrnaneuce of the situation made their system the better one. Now
this was not the dactriue which he, (Mr. Denny,) subscribed to. It
perhaps may show the power of the party, that made these appointments,
or it may be the good conduct of the officers which kept them so long in
office. In Penn?.ylvanis, however, we have had changes, and in his opinion with good effect ; because the fact that they knew that these changes
were to be expected, impressed upon their miuds the responsibility under
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which they acted and the amenability under which they were to the
Governor or Legislature, which operated upon them in a most salutary
manner. This kept them attentive to their duty and prevented improper
conduct. He preferred having the matter left to be regulated by the Legislature, and shouldetherefore vote in favor of striking out the latter clause
of the section.
Mr. BIBDLE was opposed to frequent changes in our fundamental article of Governmqt.
There was nothing more likely to produce discontent in the minds of the community than the inserting of unnecessary reThe
strictions in the Constitution, upon the people or the Legislature.
part of this section proposed to be stricken out, does propose restrictions not only upon the will of the people, but upon the will of the representatives of the people, the members of the Legislature of the State.
He was therefore opposed to it, and opposed to it because there will be a
For these, and the addiconstant struggle to get rid of these restrictions.
tional reasons which have been suggested by other gentlemen, he was opposed to retaining in the section this last provision.
MC. BANKS, did not apprehend that the difficulty suggested by some
gentlemen, in relation to this section would arise. If the present section
was stricken out, nothing would be lost by it, because if it was ascertaincd at the close of our labors that some restriction should be made, a provision can be introduced to that effect. If the proposition of the gentleman from Adams, (MC. Stevens,) was agreed to, these o&es might be
filled by the people or by the Legislature, and the Governor would only
have the appointment of them in cases where the Legislature might fail
or neglect to discharge their duty. By referring to report number twenty-nine, which has not yet been reached, it will be seen that the minority
of that committee, reported a provision as follow, viz : “ The public
improvements of this Commonwealth shall be under the managemant of
a comptroller of public works, who shall be annually appointed by the
Governor, and who shall receive a compensation of not less than dollars.”
Now when we come to act upon that section, he had no doubt
but the chairman of the committee on the sixth article can show that the Governor should not have this appointment in his hands, and the Convention
can then determine whether they wilt take this power from the Executive ;
but agreeing to strike out the provision proposed to be stricken out, by
the gentleman from Adams, did not necessarily throw the appointment
into the hands of the Governor.
It only has the effect to place in the
hands of the Governor the appointment of such persons as the Legislature has omitted to provide for. As there would be nothing lost by the
adoption of this proposition, he should therefore vote for it.
Mr. STEVEN’S motion to strike out was then agreed to, yeas 50, nays 23;
and the sixth section of the report as amended was adopted.
So much of the report of the committee as was in the following words,
was then adopted:
“ SECT. 7. A State Treasurer shall be elected annually by the joint
vote of both brauches of the Legisluture.”
The eighth section of the report of the committee was then read as
follows :
W~ECT. 8. All State officers created by law, except judicial officers,
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shall be filled by elections of the joint vote of both branches of the Legislature.”
Mr. MEREDITIT considered this section as conflicting with sections of
the Constitution already passed through committee of the whole, Thia
section provides that all State officers except judicial officers, shall bo
filled by election by the joint vote of both branches of the Legislature ;
another section which we have adopted provides that a Secretary of,State
He observed also, in this section
shall be appointed by the Governor.
what had escaped his notice in the preceding section. He meant that the
State Treasurer should be elected by joint vote of both branches of the
The old Constitution provided that the State Treasurer
Legislature.
should be elected annually by the joint vote o Ihe members of both
branches of the Legislature.
If the effect of this was to be, that
each House was to vote separately, he should like the chairman of the
committee on the sixth section, to inform him of that fact, and if this
turned out to-be the construction placed upon it, he scarcely thought the
Convention were prepared to vote for it. Inasmuch as provision had been
made in another section for the appointment of certain officers, he thought
it scarcely worth while to adopt this section. The whole of the argument which we have had, went to show that it should be left discretionary
with the Legislature, as to the place of vesting the appointment of the
Seeretary of the Land Offtce, Surveyor General and Auditor General.
They are all created by law, and he trusted their appointment would be
left discretionary with the Legislature.
He therefore hoped that the oommittee would negative the section under consideration.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia county, apprehended that the gentleman
from the city, had fallen into an error, in supposing that it was intended
that this power should be left discretionary.
It might have been that the
argumeut had a bearing that way, but certainly the vote had not. He had
voted that the Governor should not have this power of appointment, with
the full hope that the mode of appointment might be fixed and designated in the Constitution, and if no other gentleman took upon himself to
make the motion, he would do it when the proper time arrived.
At present he would move to strike out the words “ except j*ldicial officers.”
Mr. READ said, the effect of this amendment would be this : If the
Legislature at any time erected and created a new court,uas they might
do, the amendment, if adopted, would require the judges to be elected by
Now he presumed this was not the
the joint vote of the Legislature.
intention of the gentleman himself, as he took it, but this would not be a
proper mode of appointing judges of courts.
Mr. BROWN said that this was his intention, and he intendedto move to
do so at a proper time. The section seemed obscure to him, as he was
not able to say what was meant by the term State officers. His amendment was to place judicial officers on the same footing.
Mr. READ explained what was meant by State officers, such as Attorney General, Auditor General, Secretary of the Laud Office, Secretary of
the Board of public works, and Canal Commissioners.
Mr. BROWN was still at a loss to know why judicial officers were excluded. He could see no necessity for putting in the words “judicis.I
officers” at all.
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Mr. BELL could not understand what was meant by the words State
officers. It rnight receive dicerent constructions by different persons, and
in his opinion it was in direct contravention of a provision already adopted. If his memory served, the Convention had agreed to allow the Governor the appointment of a Secretary of the Commonwealth.
Then was
he not to be considered a State officer. If therefore the committee agree
to this part of the report we will have contradictory provisions in the
Constitution.
In relation to the amendment proposed by the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr. Brown,) if it was adopted, it
would be forestalling the opinion of the Convention in relation to the judiciary, before it came up for discussion. It seemed to be the general
opinion in the Convention, that the appointment of judges of co77rts, was
to be vested in the Governor ; but the object of .the gentleman from the
county appeared, at this premature stage, to be to procure an expression
of opinion upon a part of the report, that the Governor was not to have
this power of appointment, but that it was to be vested in the Legislature.
The object seemed to be to ask us to vote and commit ourselves 011this
great question, before it was fully and fairly discussed. IIe would ask
gentlemen, when it was expected that we would have a lengthy and able
argument on the suhjert of the judiciary, whether they were now prepared to give their votes and settle this great leading question ? He was not
prepared to do it, aud he would therefore vote first against the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Philadelphia county, and then
against the whole section 1
Mr. BROWN’S amendment was then disagreed to ; and the report of the
committee as cont;tined in the eighth section was rejected.
So much of the report of the committee as was contained in the ninth
section, as follows, was taken up :
‘6 SECT. 9. Clerks of the County Courts, Surveyors, Recorders of
Deeds, Registers of TVills, and SheriKs, shall keep their offices in the
county town of the county in which they respectively shall be o&em.”
Mr. DARLINGTON moved to strike out the words <‘County Surveyors.”
Mr. RUSSELL hoped that this amendment might not be agreed to. In
the county he represented they had suffered very great inconvenience on
account of the offtee of County Surveyor not being in the county town.
In the trial *of cases of ejectment it frequently becomes necessary and is
very important that reference should be had to papers in the office of the
Deputy Surveyor, aud in many instances it becomes necessary to go
some fifteen or twenty miles for the purpose of obtaining t!tese papers.
Courts, and all persons connected with the transaction of business relating to land auiis, find the inconvenience of these offices being kept in
any other place than the county seat. So inconvenieiit has it become in
many counties that the Lc,$slature has provided that it shah be kept in
the county seats of those counties, and unless the gcntlemnn could show
some good reason why this provision should be stricken out of the section, he hoped it tvould not now be dispensed with.
De thought it irnportant that this, as well as all other oflices connected with the county
business, should be kept in the county town.
Mr. DARLIWTON could see no reason why this office should be kept in
the county town. In the eastern counties it was of small importance, and
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the officer had very little to do. In Chester county it was far more important that the County Surveyor should reside in a remote extremity
of the county, than in the county town, as his duty lay almost entirely in distant sections of the county. It was far more important that
he should be in the neighborhood of the people, than in the neighborhood of the courts. In many of the counties, this officer was seldom
required to be in attendance at courts ; certainly, in his experience, he
had never known any occasion for the County Surveyor residing in the
county town. If, however, it was necessary in any of the counties, thak
the County Surveyor should reside in the county town, it could easily be
provided for by law. This was the proper course of providing for these
cases. There were but very few counties in which it would be necessary
to have this provision made, and why insert in the Constitution a clause
making it imperative in all counties, no matter how inconvenient it may
he to the people of those counties. For these reascms he had moved to
strike out this provision and he hoped the motion might prevail.
Mr. MERRILL said if it went no farther than to inconvenience the parties in suits, he would not care so tnnch about it, but he knew, and every
lawyer knew, that great injustice was frequently done to persons litigating*
from the want of access to the County Surveyors’ offices ; and in many
of these cases it was impossible to obtain any aid from the court. Where
the County Surveyor’s office is kept at adistance from the seat of justice,
one party tnay produce papers which will have a very important bearing
in their favor, but which could easily be set aside by other papers in the
oflice. If, however, access cannot be had to these papers, injustice is done.
He himself had known of persons having to travel a whole night fot the parpose of obtaining testimony from these oflicc s to sustain their cause in
court. If, then, these papers are important in court, and it had been said
by the Supreme Court of the State, that almost the sweepings of a Deputy Surveyor’s office was evidence in court, the office of the Surveyor
ought to be where it could be easy of access. It may be observed that, it
would be inconvenient for the Deputy Surveyor to reside in the county
town. It was not necessary, however, that he should reside there, but
merely that he should have a room or an oflice there, where the papers
should be kept, so that they might readily be obtained when they were
wanted in court. It very frequently happens that these papers are the turning
point in occasioning justice or injustice to bc done. A person may come
to court to carry on his trial, and he may be surprised at the production
of papers from the Deputy Surveyor’s office, which he had no idea of,
and which he may not be able to rebut because of the distance of the ofIt appeared to him to be of the utmost imfice from the seat of justice.
portance that this office should be in the ceunty town, and if it was inconvenient to the County Surveyor to keep It there, all he had to say to
it was, that his convenience ought to yieid to that of the public convenience. It might be, that it would be unnecessary in some of the small
counties, but as a general rule it was important to the public, and more
important to the parties litigating and to the court before which the trials
were to be had.
Mr. WOODWARDsaid that the question was not whether the office QE
Deputy Surveyor should be kept in the county town, but it was whether
we should introduce--a provision in the Constitution on this subject, Ii
B
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is perfectly practicable for the Legislature to provide, in every county
where it is proper that the office of Deputy Surveyor should be kept in the
county seat, that it should be kept there, but he could not see the necessity of
having a constitutional provision that these offIcea should be kept in every
county town. He could see no necessity for it ; it might operate to make it
inconvenient to many of the people of the counties, and he was opposed to having spy constitutional provision on the subject. He should
therefore vote against the amendment, and leave the article of the Constitution to stand precisely as it is. The committee had made another alteration, the reason for which he could not precisely understand, and unless
some good reason could be given for the change, he hoped it would not
prevail.
111 the third section 6f this article in the old Constitution, the
Governor has the power of dispensiug with the keeping of county ot
fices in the county towns in certain cases. This was dispensed wiih in
Kow he thought the better way would be to
the proposed amendment.
restore the latter part of the third section of the old Constitution. and
leave the other matter to the future acti XI of the T,egislature, and let them
provide for the IieepiRg of the ofice of County Surveyor in the county
towns of those counties iu which it is necessary ; and where no necessity
for it exists, let these cifficers keep their offices where they please.
Mr. R~ao would suggest another reason which he had not heard urged,
in favor of keeping these offices at the county town. These papers it is
well known are of very great importance in case of land claims ; and if
they are kept in the coutli.>T towns, they will in almost ev’ery case be kept
iu fire proof builclingj, and be s;Je ; whereas, if they were not kept at
the couuty seat, t:ley would be subject to desrrtrctiotr by beiog exposed.
In regard to the claus:: in the third section alluded to by the ,gentleman
from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward,) he would say that it was eutire!y umieeessary, aa it bad always been inoperative, no cast ever having crccarred
to require the Governor to cscrcise it. It was a matter therefore of not
the least importance, and IIC should just aw soon have it inserted as omitted, as he had no doubt it wouid remain a dead letter in the instrument.
Mr. SERGEANT said that the argument, so far as he had heald it, in Favor
of having the Deputy Surveyor’ s office in the county seat, was co:Aned
to a single poiiit ; that is, that gentlemen have cspericuced iuconveniencc
in cases where cvldrnce happened to be wanted in trials of causes in
courts. It hns been said tliat sometimes it happens that paper3 arc produced in court as evidcncc, \rllich mig:lt be counteracted by other papers
which could be produced from the &A’s
oflice, if they could be obtained ; and it was said by one gentleman that parties in these triat!s were
sometimes surprised when thi8 evidence was produ,,ecl. In the first
place he thought this t!liFg was magnified. because in all tririls of these
kinds every t!li1lg is ernmmcd which can throw light on the subject, beoffice
fore the thal comes on. If there is auy thing iu a tillrveyor’s
which had any bearing up011 the case, a pounsei woulcl be negligent of
his duty if he had n6t looked into it. IIe was not therefore likely to
Well, supposing that you do require the Surveyor to keep
be surprised.
his ofiice in the couuty town for the convenience of the courts and the
earties who have trials before them, do you not subject the community to
inconvenience ? Then for the sake of a temporary and oecasionsl con-
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venience, you may subject the whole community to a constant inconrenience. He thought it therefore better to leave the whole of these arAs to the matter of fire
rangements to be made by the Legislature;
proofs, he might to be sure have them, but none were provided for him,
and if they were ye: to be provided for, they could as well be provided
at other places as at the county towns. He did not look upon these
papers as so important as the pubhc records. The Deputy Surveyor makes
a return to the Surveyor General’s oflice, and these returns are regularly
recorded, and can be obtained at any time. It is sometimes however des rable
to see the field notes and other papers, which come in as a mere matter
of evidence; but they are not to be classed amongst the records. It appeared to him however, that it was going entirely too much into details
to be noting all these matters in the fundamental law. Inasmuch as it
was an office wllich was required to be exercised all over the counties,
aud in some counties only to be exercised in particnlar districts in the
county, he thought it ought to be left to the Legislature to use such discreHe hoped, therefore,
tion in relation to it as they might. think proper.
that the amendment might not be adopted.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, suggested that if the words “ County Survey.
ors,” were stricken out, it would be better to insert after the word ‘6 Sher.
iffs,” the words---“ and such other ofIicers as may bc required by law.‘,
Mr. RUSSELL said that this question was loo!ied upon as though it \vas
requiring the Surveyor himseli to reside in the county town. This was
not the case. The amendmcntdid uot require that the County Snrveyor
should reside in the county town, but merely that he should keep an office
there. He could not see what objection could be made to this. It might
be that a l’ew counties would not be benefited by it, but in alarge number
it would be a very great convenience, and he thought therefore it ought to
be granted, as it would not be any illconvenience to the other counties.
Mr. Bowrmv said this provision would be altogether useless in the counThe practice in his county was
ty he in part had the honor to represent.
for the Deputy Surveyor to advertise a day when he would meet those
persons having business with him. HIS business was so very limited that
it would be utterly useless to require him to keep a room in the county
town, or to reside there. His business would not justify the expense,
and why compel him to keep an ofiice there 1 He therefore thought that
the amendment reported by the commiitee ought to be dispensed with,
and let the Constitution stand as it is in this particular.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, would suggest another reason why
these words should be stricken out. It was that the Deputy Surveyor was
not known to the Constitution at all, and was not named in any other part
of the instrument, except this. i-le apprehended that it would be wrong
to make provision in the Constitution where an office should be kept, when
no such office was created by the Constitution.
For this reason he should
vote for striking out the words.
&Ii-. BELL, or Chester, said that we could all understand the reason why
the committee inserted the provision requiring t.he Prothonotaries and
Sheriffs to keep their offices b the county towns, whether the population
was large or small.
The Ieason was on account of these offices being
necessarily connected with the courts of law in every town in the ComHe knew it had been avowed here, and such was the fact,
monwealth.
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that the Surveyor General had little or nothing to do with the administration
of justice.
In the county which he (Mr. B.) had the honor to represent,
he had no recollection of a single instance in which that officer was called
upon to appear in a particular cause. He was aware that titles were not
so good in the Western counties as elsewhere, and hence the necessity of
having recourse to these oiiicers for proof. But why, he would ask, should
the Constitution introduce a provision which should be made general
throughout the State, requiring these oficers to reside at the seat of justice
when in all the Eastern counties, they were not required 1 Wliv not
leave the matter to the Legislature, to act according as public eonveliience
Why should we call upon
may require 1 There could be no diirculty.
the county of Bedford, of Allegheny, of Chester, of Bucks, or any other
county, to do that which they might not deem necessary? Constitutional provisions ought to be general in their character, and such as are called
for by the necessities of the people ; while all details should be left to legislation.
He wished that the amendment would be struck out.
Mr. MEr<BTLL, of Union, saw no necessity for a constitutional provision
on the subject. He did not think that any inconveuience would be felt if
the office of County Surveyor were not kept in a county town. He would
vote against the amendment, and also against the report of the committee.
The question was then taken on the amendment, and it was agreed to.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, moved to amend by strking out the word
‘6 and,” before the word “ Sheri%,” and inserting after the word ‘6 Sheriffs,” the words following, viz: “ and such other ofticers as may be required by law.”

Mr. C. said he was not at all anxious as to whether it should be adopted or not. This amendment, however, had occurred to his mind, as
calculated to meet the difficulty.
If it should be lost, then the Legislature
would have to exercise their power as they might think proper.
The question was then taken on the amendment, and it was negatived.
Mr. DARLINGTON moved to insert the word “Prothonotaries,”
before
the word ‘6 Clerks,” iu the beginning of the section, striking out the word
where it occurs before the word ‘6 Courts,” in the first line,
“Collmy,”
and inserting iti lieu thereof the word ‘Lseveral.”
Mr. STEVENS, of Adams, would suggest whether this was not bringing
us back to the old Constitution, with the single exception that the Governor may dispense with the county town. He could see nothing to be
gained by this amendment. The old article, it seemed to him, provided
every thing that could be desired. It would be better to negative the
amendment, and leave the Constitution as it is.
The question being taken on the amendment, it was negatived.
The question was then taken on agreeing to the report ofthe committee,.
as amended, and it was decided in the negative.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, moved that the committee rise.

And a division being called for, there appeared-ayes
So the committee rose and reported progress,
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The PRESIDENT then announced that he should nominate Mr. PORTER,
of Northampton, to act as President pro tern. during his absence from
the Convention for a few days.
On motion, the Convention adjourned.

THURSDAY,

OCTOBER 19.

The PRESIDENT laid before the Convention the returns and credentials
of EBENEZER W. STURDEVANT, a delegate from the county of Luzerne,
in the room of W. SWETLAND, resigned.
Mr. MANN submitted the following resolution, viz :
dCesoZverl,That from and after this day, the Convention will uunmence its sessions
at nine o’clock in the morning of each day, (Sundays excepted,) and also hold afternoon
sessions, commencing at half past three o’clock, until otherwise ordered, subject to the
above exceptions.

Mr. MANN moved the second reading and consideration
luhion, but the motion was rejected-ayes
41-nays 42.
Mr. THoms,
submitted the following resolution, viz :

of this reso-

Resolve~l, That when this Convention shall adjourn, it shall adjourn to meet again at
nine o’clock to-morrow morning, and that such shall be the standing hour for meeting
untii otherwise ordered.

Mr. THOMAS called the second reading and consideration of this resolution, which was agreed to, aud the question beiug on its adoption ;
Mr. FULLER demanded the yeas and nays which are ordered.
Mr. READ moved to amend the resolution by adding to the end thereof,
the words, ‘1 will each day take a recess from one u&l three o’clocl~.
Mr. MANN demanded the yeas aud nays on this motion, and they were
ordered.
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. READ, and decided
in the affirmative, as follows ;
YEas-Messrs. Agnew, Bedford, Biddle, Bonham, Brown, of Lancaster, Chambers,
Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Co&es, Crawford, Gum, Curll, Darlington, Dickerson, Dillingcr, Donagan, Fuller, Gearhart, Gilmore, Harris, Hastings,
Hayhurst, Hays, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester, High,
Hyde, Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Kretn Magee, Mann, Martin, M‘Cahen, M’Call, M’Sherry,
Merkel, Montgomery, Myers, Pennypacker, Pollock, Puniance, Read, Ritter, Royer,
a ltzer, Smith, Smyth, Snirely, Stickel, Tagart, Thomas
Seager, Scheetz, Scott, Sellers, uz

-58.
NAY+-Messrs. Banks, Barclay, Barnitz, Bell, Bigelow, Brpwn, of Northampton,
Brown, of Philadelphia, Carey, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Chauncev, Clarke, of Indiana, Clcnvinger, Cline, Cochrnn, Cope, Craig, Grain Cummin, Cunningham, Dunlop,
Farrelly, Fo&ard, Foulkrod, Fry, Helflicnstein, Hopkinson, Houpt, Ingersoll, Jenks,
Konigmacher, Long, M’Dowell, Meredith, Merrill, Nevin, Overfield, Porter, of Lanc‘aster,
Reigart, Ritter, Rogers, Russell, Shellito, Stevens, Weaver, Weidman, Woodward,
Young, Porter, President pro tent-48.

Mr. M’CAIIEN moved to postpone the further consideration of the resolution, as amended, until Monday next.
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Mr. DARLINQTON demanded the yeas and nays on this motion, and
they were ordered.
The question was :hen taken, and decided in the negative, as follows,
viz :
YEAS-Messrs. Banks, Barclay, Barnitz, Bell, Big&w, Brown, of Northampton,
Brown, of Philadelphia, Carey, Chambers, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Chauneey
Clarke, of Indiana, Cleavenger, Cline, Cochwn, Craig, Cope, Cummin, Cunningham,
Farrelly, Forward, Foulkrod, Fry, Has&s, HelB’cnstcin, Ho:,kinson, Houpt, Ingcwoll,
Konigmacher, Krebs, Magee, Martin, M’Cahen, M’Dow-tll. Meredith, Merrill, Kevin,
Ovcrfield, Porter, of Lxxastcr. Itri!zut, Ritcr, Rogcrst Russell, Shellito, Taggart,
Weaver, Weidman, Woodward, Young, I’orlcr, of Northampton, Preside7lt pro rerh.
40.
N.iys-Messrs.
Agnew. Bedford, Biddle, Bonham, Brown, of Lancaster, Clarke,
of Beaver. Clark, of Dauphin, Coa?es, C&n. Cra\~ford? Crum, Cnrll, Darlington, Dickerson, Dillinqcr, Donagdn. Dunlop. Fuller, Gearhart, Gilmore, Harris, Haylmrst, Hays,Henderson, of Allegheny, Hrnderson, of Dauphin, Hiestcr, High, Hyde, Ktim, Kennedy,
Kerr, Lyons, Mann, M’Call, M’Sherry, Merln~l, Mo:~tgomery, Myers, Pennyparker, Bollock, Purviance, Read. Rit.ter, Rogers, Sacger, Schectz, Scott, Sellers, Smith, Srnyth,
Snively, Stevens, Stickrl, Thomas-56.
Nr. CHAMBERSmoved to amend the resolution by inserting in the first

line after the word “ that,” the words (‘on, and after Monday next,”
and in the second line to strike out the words, “ to-morrow morning,”
which was agreed to-yeas W-nays 28.
Mr. HIPSTER moved to amend the resolution by striking ont “ nine”
and inserting 6‘ len, ” which was negatived without a count.
The question ,recbrring on the resolution as amended, a division of the
question was called for by F&r. MERRILL, and the question being taken on
the first branch of the resolution, it was adopted in the following form,
viz :
Resoloecf, That on, and after Monday next, when this Convention shall adjourn, it
shall adjourn to meet again at nine o’clock, and that such shall be the standing hour for
meeting until otherwise ordered.

Mr. MANN then demanded the yeas and nays on the second branch of
the resolution aud they were ordered. The question was then taken
on the second division, viz : “ and will each day take a recess from one
till three o’clock,” and decided in the affirmative, as follows, viz :
YEAS-Mcasrs. Agnc~~, Banks, Bedford, Bidd!c, Ronham, Rrown, of Lancaster,
Carey, Clianh~~, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Cline, Coates, Cope, Crawford, Crum, Cummin, Curll, Darlington? Dickerson, Dillingcr, Donagun, Fuller,
Gearhart, Gihnore, Harris, Hastings, Hayhurst, &J-S, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hicster, High, Keim, Kennelly, Kerr, Lyons, ?~lagec,Ma.110,M:Call, M%herry, Merkel. Montgomery, Myers, I%nnypacker, Pollock, Purviance, Read,
Ritter, Rogers, Russell, Sargtr. Schcetz, Scott, Scllcrs, Seltzer, Smith, Smytb, Snively,
Strvens, Taggart, Thomas-62
NsYs-Messrs.
Barn&, Bell, Bigelow, Brown, of Northamp’on, Brown, of Philadelphia, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Chauncey, Clarke, of Indiana, Clea\ringer, Coch
ran, Craig. Grain, Curminglmm, Dunlop, Farrelly, Forward, Foulkrod, Fry, Hcl&nstein, Hopkinson, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll, Jenk.,s Koni:macher, Martin, M’Cahen, M’Dowell, Mcrcdith, Merrill, Overfield, Porter, of Lancaster, R&part, Riter, Rogers, ShelIitto, Weaver, Weidman, Woodward: Young, Portrr, of Northampton, President
pro tem.41.

So the resolution was agreed to.
Mr. BROWN, of Piladelphia county, offered the following
which was laid on the table one day for consideration :

resolution,

Resolved, That all questions relating to the hour of meeting and adjournment from
day to day, shall be taken without debate and the yeas and nays being called.
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Mr. BELL, offered the following resolution, which was considered and
disagreed to :
Resolved, That the Convention 30 now proceedto the clcction of a Secretary,to supply the vacancycrc;ttedby the resignation of Mr. SAMUELGILXOPE.”
Mr. HASTINGS moved that two additional members be added to the committee on accounts, md also one to fill the place of Mr. SWETLAND, resigned.
The PRESIDENT, pro ten%,then appointed Mr. STURDEVANT, to supply
Mr. Swetland’s place, and also Messrs. OVERFIELD and DILLINGER members of said committee.
The following resolution offered by Mr. REICART yesterday, was taken
up for consideration.
Remlved, That not morr than onehour of any day shall bc devotcrl to thr. considerations of motions and resolutions.”
The resolution having been read a second time,
Mr. STEVENS suggested that the terms of the resolution should not extend to resolutions reported from committees.
Mr. REIGART acquiesced in the suggestion.
Mr. CHAMBERSsuggested that the resolution be so modified as to embrace
only $6resolutions already reported.”
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia county, knew of none to be reported.
The resolution had better remain as it was.
Mr. STEVENS observed that there was now a resolution on file, of as much
importance, as any that could come up for consideration, and which should
be tested in th;t shape. He alluded to the resolution relative to annulling
contracts. He trusted that when it should come up, there would be such
an expression of opinion upon it that the people of this Commonwealth
as well as the whole civilized world, might learn what. are our sentiments
on so important and vital a subject. He would be sorrv to see debate cut
off without having had any opportunity of discussing it. Gentleman
knew that the previous question would cut ofF unnecessary debate, he
therelore hoped that this rule would not be adopted.
Mr. BELL asked what was the character of the resolution?
Mr. STEWNS said that he alluded to a resolution on file to annul the
charter of the Bsnk of the United States.
Mr. REICART said that he intended to ‘6 except resolutions already on
file,” and modified the resolution accordingly.
Mr. Bnows, of Philadelphia county, remarked that there were no less than
one hundred and six resolutians on file, and in order to test the sense of the
Convention as to whether tbey were disposed to consider resolutions which
had not immediate reference to amending the Constitution, he would move
to strike out the exception of resolutions on file, so that one hour everyday
should be devoted to the consideration of resolutions, no matter what their
character might be. He would not go so far as to say that there were not
resolutions here, entitled to precedence, and of the greatest imporhnce.
What he meant to say was, that he conceived it to be the duty of the
members of this Convention, especially to act upon such resolutions as
immediately related to amendments to the Constitution.
And the resolution, to which the gentleman from Adams, (Mr. Stevens,) had alluded,
when it should ccnne up, as an amendment to the Constitution, would
receive that consideration to which it was entitled.
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Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, asked if a committee had been appointed, or
Whether any report had been made on the subject of the resolution.
The CHAIR said that the resolution had not been acted OIL
Mr. S~TEVENS
remarked that the resolution to which he referred was
No. 7. It was introduced bJ: a gentleman from the county of Philadelphia. He, (Mr. S.) thought Jt would be a proper test question, as to
whether the Convention were disposed to appoint a committee to consider
the subject. He, for one, was desirous that it should be considered. and
if the mover of the resolution did not call it up before the end of the sesdo it for him, in order that a solemn decission, he (Mr. Stevens,) woultl
ion of the people of Pennsylvania, might be had on this very important
subject : that it might go forth to the world, how far authority was like
to be given to the Legislature to interfere, or overthrow cont.racts solemnly
entered into. If there existed an intention to get rid of the resolution,
Ike would, to prevent that result, bring it on in the shape of an amendment. He would repeat, that he deemed this subject one of too much
rmporlancc, not only to the State, but to the whole commercial and
monied world, !o allow it to be passed over, without having the decision of this body on it.
Mr. DARLINGTON, of Chester, said that he was not disposed to throw
any restraint upon our actions. He could see no good reason why we
should preclude ourselves from considering a resolution. although more
than an hour shoultl be occupied in doing so. He was altogether opposed
10 this resolution, because he thought me should proceed with business
much better without il.
Mr. Bnowr, of Philadelphia county, said tlJ:lt he felt no other desire
than to expedite the business before us as much as pos:silrle ; hut, he
thought, that to bestow one hour a day to the consideration of resolutions
would be suGicicnt,, arid four or five hours would remain to be devoted to
subjects of importance.
WC had, i!iis dilyy alrerdy occupied an IlOnr and
a quarter in tli:!jatirrg this matter. kle rntertained the opinion lhat, resolutions only v;hich !oo!ictl to amendments to be incorporated in the ConstiThey
rion, ought to claiJlJ so niucli of ti:c timr of the CoJ:venrion.
should commend not only four-Wis of our time, hul. the whole of it.
The principle reason for tixin;; one hour for the consideration of resolutions,
was to prevent the tlisagree:lble uecessity of calling the previous question
for the purpose of 1JuttiJJg au end to debate. Il’c thought the adoption
of a rule of this sort, mou!tl be salutary in its eA’ects, and much time
wor!ld be saved by it. Mr. B. moved to strike out the words, ‘* escept
resolutions already on file.”
Mr. CHAMBFI:~, of Frank!in, remarked that the object of the mover of
the resolution was a good one- to expedite and facilitate the business of
the Convention.
IIe, Ml. C. bclicvcd that some rule was MTeSsary to
Iimit the action of the body, to the more important business before it. It
did appear to him, however, that by the recolution. as now modified, we
should gain nothing.
The terms 07 it mere, that not rnol’c than one hour
shall be devotcsd to the consideration of resolutions, except those on file.
There were, at this time, no less thau one hundred and seven resolutions
on file, and all of them, in the opinion of those lty whom they were introduced, of importance., By the resolution in question, then, all these
resolutions were to be considered, without any limitation as to time, and
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many of them would consume a good deal. With regard to motiotis, it
was for the Convention to take them up or not. Believing that the object
which the gentleman had in view, would not be attained, he moved that
the further consideration of the resolution be postponed for the present.
Mr. M’CAHEN, of Philadelphia county, concurred in the remarks of
the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. Darlington,) for he did not see any neHe, therefore, did v&e that it be postcessity at all for the resolution.
poned. The Convention could easily, if they chose to do so, get rid of
debate on resolutions. He could not believe that business would be faciliIn regard to the resolution refertated by the adoption of the resolution.
red to by the genlleman from Adams, (Mr. Stevens,) he would merely
say that he thought the whole subject would be brought forward in another
shape, when the question of the Legislative power should come up. The
subject of vested rights, would then be discussed, and an opportunity
would be afforded the gentleman of calling the resolution up.
Mr. STEVENS moved to amend the motion to postpone the resolutionB
The question was then taken on
by inserting the word “ indefinitely.”
the motion, and agreed to, and the resolution was then postpbned indefi
nitely.
SIXTH ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. CHAMBERS in the chair, on the report of the committee to whom was
referred the sixth article of the Constitution.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, moved to amend the report, by inserting
a new section, to be called “ section sixth,” as follows, viz :
SECT. 6. An Auditor General and au Attorney General, shall be elected by t,he joint vote of the members of both houses of the Legislature,
for the term of tw-u years. Vacancies shall be filled by appointment of
the Goveroor, to coutinue until a successor shall be elected as aforesaid.
Mr. R. observed t.hat it was not his intention to go into a debate on the
sul?ject. These matters had been so long before us, that every gentleman
must have made up his mind on them. He would ask for the yeas and
nays on the question, and leave it to its fate.
Mr. DBSXP, of Allegheny, said that he could have wished to have
heard sorne good reason alleged for the change proposed by the geutleman from 8usquehannn, (Mr. Read.) He (Mr. D.) had supposed that
from the character of lilt duties of the Attorney General, and the fact of
the Goveruor haviup to consult him frequently, that he would have been
permitted to choose his CJW~I Attorney General. It was his opinion that
and that the Esecut,ive should
those officers should act harmoniously,
have every confidence it1 him. He kaew not what to say in relation to
The office was one of much importance and the
the Auditor General.
duties were very laborious.
The Legislature had not hitherto chosen any public officers, except a
State Treasurer, dnd bank directors, and iu their appointments they had
been not so successful as to render it desirable that they should have more
to make. These officers bad, as every one knew, been chosen generally
more in reference to political influence, than to their peculiar qualification
for the duties which they had to discharge. He would be sorry to see
the Auditor General appointed in the same manner.
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Mr. PORTER, of Northampton,
was sorry that he could not see the
weight of the argument of the gentleman from Snsquehanna. His proposition overlooked the fact that our system of officers, in relation to the
concerns of the Treasury, was one of checks and balances. That system could not be disturbed without impairing the responsibility of the
officers. The present office of Auditor General formerly consisted of
two separate offices, which were consolidated in 1803, and their duties
devolved upon an Auditor General. It might be necessary hereafter to
transfer a part of the duties pf the Auditor General to some other o&e.
It was impossible to predict the changes which might be made ; but out
system had been, in order to secure a proper degree of responsibility, to
have the Stnte Treasurer elerred by the representatives of the people. and
responsible to them, and to make the Auditor General responsible to the
To give the choice of Auditor
Executive, by whom he was appointed.
General to the Legislature, would destroy this system of checks and balances. Another objection to the proposition was, that all officers bclon,?
It
ing properly to the cabinet, ought to bc appointed by the Governor.
would be impossible for the Governor to get along with a divided cabinet;
and no harmony of action or feeling could be expected among them,
unless they owed their appointments to the same source. Let the Executive take the responsibility of making all the cabinet appointments, and
answer to the people for their conduct in oflice.
Mr. BELL said, the proposition had been sprung upon us suddenly and
unexpectedly.
It was one of great importance, aud he was not prepared
to decide upoil it. To give an opportunity for its consideration, he moved
its postponement for the present.

The chair having prouounced this motion to be out of order, Xr. BELL
asked how he could attain his object.
Mr. DARLINGTON remarked that his colleague’s object wou!d bc best attained by the rejection of the amendment, and the subject could he, if nccessary, taken up again hereafter.
Mr. READ had not intended, he said, to address the committee on this
subject, but being called on for his reasons, he would briefly say, that this
proposition was not, as the gentleman from Chester supposed,
now
suddenly sprung upon the Convention for the first tlmc. 11 was offered in
Its object was to rethe place of seclion 3, which had been negatived.
duce the patronage oft.he Executive, which was ;!y no means a new obj,ect
here. We had already taken from the ExecutivcJ the power of appomting any olliccrs, except a Secretary of State, anti we had made no other
Unless some provision be made, the
provision for their appointment.
offices must cease to exist. These reasons, it appeared to him, were
The proposition was substantially
amply sufficient for the amendment.
the same with the 8th section, but was more delillite.
Mr. STEVENS said the gentleman seemed to misunderstand the present
predicament in which these appointments stood. They were provided
for, under a clause which we had adopted. We had adopted a section
providing that all officers whose appointment is not provided for in this
Constitution, shall be appointed as shall be directed by the Legislsture .
Mr. INGERSOLLmoved to amend the amendment by striking out the
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both Houses of the Legislature,”
thereof, the words 1‘ annually by
the yeas and nays which were
decided in the negative, as folp

Ysrs-Messrs.
Banks, Brown, of Philadelphia, Grain, Dillinger, Donagan, Foulkrod,
Helffenstein, In,gersoll, K&m, I,yons, Martin, M’Cahen, Nevin, Ovetield, Read, R&r,
Ritter, Rogers, Scheetz, Sellers, hhellito, Tag@, Weaver, Wcidmvn-24.
Nsus-Messrs.
Agnew, Barclay, Barn&z, Bedford, Bell, Biddle, Bigelow, Bonham,
Brown, of Lancaster, Brown, of Northampton, Carey, Chambers, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Chauncey, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, ofDauphin, Clarke, ofIndiana, Cleavinger,
Cline, Coates, Co&ran, Cope, Crai g, Crawford, Cmm, Cummin, Cunningham, Curl&
Darlington, Denny, Dickerson, Dunlop, Forward, Fry, Fuller, Gearhart, Gihnore, Harris,
Hastings, Hayhurst, Hays, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester,
High
opkinson, Houpt, Hyde, Jerks, Kennedy, Kerr, Konigmacher,Krebs,I,ong, Magee i? arm, M’Call, M’Dowcll, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merrill, Merkel, Montgomery, Myers,
Per&packer, Pollock, Porter, of Lanrastcr, Purvianre, Reigart, Royer, Russell, Saegar,
Scott, Seltzer, Smith, Smyth, Snively, Stevens, Stickel, Thomas, Woodward, Young,
Porter, of Northampton, PresicEe~~tpro tern-03.

The question being on Mr. READ’S amendment?
Mr. BELL moved to strike o& the words “ Attorney General,” which
was negatived by a vole of 32, to 40.
Mr. AGNEW
moved to amend the amendment by striking out all after
“ section 6,” and inserting in lieu thereof, the following :
“The Governor shall, bv and with the consent of’ the Senate, so long
as the offices exist by law,*appoint and commission for a term of three
years, a Secretary of the Land Ofiice, a Surveyor General. an Auditor
General, an Attorney General, and ot,her chief officers, having, at the
seat of government, the management of such principal executive departments, as may hereafter be established by law.”
Mr. AGNEW said, these nfficers under the present Constitution, were
appointed by the Governor; but, by a provision which we had made,
their appointment was taken from him. If wc left the matter here, the
Legislature would have t,he power not only to make the appointments, but
they could create offices and fill them. The nppoiotment of these officers must be provided for, either by the Constitution or by the Legislature. If the committee should choose, he would not object to striking out
the words ‘6 by an!1 with the advice and consent of the Senate;” acd the
matter would ‘then be left as in the present Constitution : the Legislature
would create the offices, and the Governor would appoint the officers.
The motion was negatived.
The question was then tsken on the amendment of Mr. READ, and determined in t!le negative, yeas 39, nays 61, as follows :
Yras-Messrs.
Bmks, Barclay, Bedford, Bigelow, Eonham, Brown, of Northampton,
Brown, of Philadelphlaj Clarke, of Indiana, Crawford, Curnmin, Curll, Donagan, Foulkrod. Fuller, Gilmore, Hastings, Hayhurst, Hclffonsteim, High, Keim, Krebs, Magee,
Mann, Martin, M’Cahen, Nevin, OrertXl, Read, Riter, Hitter, Rogers, Schectz, Sellers,
Seltzer, Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Ptickel, Taggart, Woodwmd.40.
Nays-Messrs. Ahmew, Ban&, Biddle, Brown, of Lancaster, Carey, Chambers, Chandler, of Philadelphia. Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Cleavinger, Cline, Coates, Cochran, Cope, Craig, Crum, Darlington, Denny, Dickerson, Dillinger, Dunlop, Farrelly, Fry,
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Gearhart, Ilarris, Hays, Henderson, of Alleghmy, HrnJerson, of Dauphin, Hiester,
Hoylkinson,Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll, Jenks, Iiennrdy, Kerr, Konigmacher, Long, Lyons,
M’Call, M’Dowell, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merrill, Merkcl, Montgomery, Myers, Pennypacker, Pollwk, Porter, of I,ancwWr, Purvianre! Royer, lbxsell, Srager, Scott, Snivel?,
Stevens, Thomas, Weidman: 1-oung, Porter, of Northampton, P/widen:. prc tern.-6 I.

The Convention proceeded to the consideration of section 10, of the
report, as follows :
“ All officers for a term of years, shall hold their offlcrs for the terms
respectively specified, only on the condition that they so long behave themselves well.”
Mr. BELL moved to amend by adding the following :
“And they may he removed on conviction of misbehavior in office or
of any infamous crime, or on the address of both I-louses of the Legislature.”
Mr. BELL said this provision was only applicable to judges under the
old Constitution.
The county oficers could be removed by the Governor. The new provision looks to the appointment of the officers for a
term of years by the people; and places them out of the control of the
Executive, both as to their appointment and their removal. In case they
should be found incompetent, or should be convicted of any infamous
crime, there was no power by which they could be removed, before the
expiration of their term. There should be a power to rcmeve n dishonest
or an incompetent man, and the amendment proposed to authorize their
removal on couviction of oflicial misconduct or of any infamous crime, or
on the address of the reprcrcntatives of the people.
Mr. S~EVEXS movec! to amend the amcntiment bv stri;tinfl out the n.oi.~Is
“ or on address of both IIOIWS of thr S,rgislaturc.“’ IIe &ught. he said,
the Legislature should hzve no voice in the rentowl of local ofiirers not
appointed either by the Legislature or Glc Gorernor, but by the people.We might as well not give thrir elcct,iou to tl:e people at ail, as to give the
Legislature this power t.o ronlove them. ‘F’hcv sshould not be removed escept for malvers:ltion or the couvic:io;l of son;e iuibmolls crime.
Mr. BELL said. there micrht Lie inzt:mces of malrers:ltiou, for wbicll an
officer oould not bc rem&l
in anv other wav tllan hv nd~drcss. He
asked the yeas and n:,ys on the mo:&u aud thei- were o&lerrd.
>‘Ir. SJTEVESS said, it would be recollectec! ihat the oflicers intended to
be operated upon by this umeudmeu:, flood iu a very diKerent footiug
from those in the present Constitution, ~liose removal were provided lor
by the address of the F,egialature. The present constitutional provision
was, tllat justices of the peace sl~oultl be app~;iutetl during good be)larior,
but might be removed on $11~’address of ‘Lo111Hours of the T,egislatnre.
f(Jr this
provision ; beca:lse meu m$bt be
There was some good reilson
appointed who were well known to be in~~moas characters, \vliolly ll1C0mpetent to perform the duties 0C the oflice, but they might not br liable to
prosecution for any tlli;jg they migilt do, and if the people h:ld not this
mode of getting rid of tllem, they co~~ld not be remol-ed during their lives.
Elections by the peopie, however, wcrc for short terms, three aud five
years, so that incompetent men could soon be got rid of, and if they were
guilty of any criminal offence or grciat misdemeanor, they could be got rid
of by the ordinary mode. If, however, the people elected incompetent
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men and such men as they ought not to have elected, they have the remedy in their own hands and can remove them when their term of service
He could see no evil, but that which could be remedied by the
expires.
people themselves, and this right ought not to he taken from them and put
into the hands of the Legislature, but few of whom reside in the district
in which these officers may reside. Hc woul4 leave it to the people to
judge of the competence or incompetence of men to fill these situations,
and he would not raise up a restricting and controlling power in the Legislature.
He was, therefore, entirely opposed to taking from the people
the right and the power to remedy this evil. If you place this power in
the hands of the Legislature, what may be the consequence 1 Why, you
may find your Legislature in times of high party excitement, engaged
from year to year and from month to month, in attempts to remove individuals elected by the people by the address of the Legislature.
Who
could sanction this ? Or who could think of introducing a proposition
which might lead to this? It was a doctrine which cannot bc sanctioned
by the Convention, as it is entirely at war with the principle that the
people are the sovereigns, and ,ought to govern. None of the evils suggested by the gentleman from Luzerne can arise, because all these officers
who are elected by the people have to give bond and security for the
&ithful discharge of the duties of their ofFices. All sherifTs, prothonotaries, registers, &c. will be required to give bond and security, so that no
such evil can arise, and he apprehended that it woulcl be trenching upon
the rights intended to be conferred on the people, to place this supervisory power in the Legislature.
It would be seen that there was a great
difference between this amendment and the clause in the present Constitution, and such being the case he hoped this might not be adopted.
Mr. BELL then accepted the amendment of Mr. STEVENS to strike out
all after the word “ crime” as a modification of his proposition.
Mr. WOODWARD then moved to amend the amendment by adding to
the end thereof, the words “ on the address of both Houses of the LecrisIt seemed to him to be entirely proper to retain this provizon
lature.”
in the section. Justices of the peace were elected for five years. Suppose then, that one of these officers should become incompetent to discharge the duties by infirmity, insanity or any other calamity, the number being limited, how were the people to be supplied with these otlicers 4
The offker may become deaf, blind or palsied, so as to be totally incapa‘ble of dischargmg the duties of his oflice. This being the case, was there
to be no provision whereby his place can be filled, and the public given
the benefit of a competent man ? He thought that there must be somewhere in the government a power to dispense with the services of these
officers, not as a penalty, but as a beneht to the people, who were entitled at all times to, have competent and efficient officers. He knew of no
mode so proper for removing these officers, as giving the Legislature auThis power in his
thority to address the Governor for their removal.
opinion, ought to be retained, because if it was excluded, there was no
power under the (:onstitution for removing an incompetent officer. Justices of the peace in some parts of the country were very important officers ; they receive large sums of money, and the whole community is
interested in their good conduct. Then if any of these officers become
grossly incompetent by intemperance, for instance, were they not to be
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Were they to hold their ofices for five years to the great inremoved?
convenience of the community ? He trusted not. This provision had
been in the Constitution for a long time, and he never had heard of its
being used as a means of prosoriptiou of any man. So far from it, it was
a salutary clause which he was not willing to part with, and he did nok
believe the people would be willing to give it up. He could not imagine
a case in which it could operate to the prejudice of the people. He did
not think that a single instance could be found in Pennsylvania., where this
power had been used for the purpose of oppression, and he did not apprehend that it ever would be used for sach purposes. He regretted that
the gentleman from Chester had accepted the amendment proposed by
the gentleman from Adams, because he intended to vote for it but he
could not now do SO.
Mr. BELL agreed entirely with the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr.
Woodsard,) so far as related to justices of the peace, and he intended,
when we came to second reading, to move a provision that the Governor
shoulil have the privilege of removing them in certain cases. It would
be seen, however, that the present clause related to all ol%cers who were
appointed for a term of years, to prothonotaries, clerks, registers, kc.All these oficers were to be elected by the people for a limited term, and
it would, in his opinion, be improper to have this prorision applying to
them. A11 thrse oflicers cau act by a deputy, but with respect to justices
of the peace, it was different, and he should move an amendment hereafter, t.o provide for the removal of these oAicers. It appeared to him that
we ought not to append this provision to the clause in relation to removittg these officers by the address of the Legislature.
It would answer
bettel, to be inserted iu the &use relating to justices of the peace, and
when WC arrived at that, on second reading, he pledged himself to move
it.
Mr. MERRILL said, that the provision on this sub.ject in the present
Constitution, related only to judicial officers, jusiiecs of the peace, and
judges-: cud it seemed to him, as being cntire1.y improper to place this
restriction over the people on the ground of the mcompetency of the o&icers whom they may select. The ftmdam52ital principle of our govern=
ment, is, that the people are capab!c of sell’ government, and that they
were entirely capable of making judicious selectious of their owu officers,
without being placed un*Jer the supervision of any other tribunal, yet by
this amendment it is to be presumed that the people may use this power
With regard to the judicial officers,
conferred upon them improperly.
he thought it would be right enough, as such a provision was to be found
in the old Constitution, but he looked upou it as entirely improper to attempt to exercise such a power as this, over the action of the people
themselves, and for this reason he must oppose it.
Mr. WOODWAR~ said it was very true that this provisiou was in the
judicial article, and that one which related to justices of the peace in
the present Constitution, but he could see no ixpropriety
in extending it
to all officers, as the amendulent he submitted proposed. If the amendment was proper so fix as it related to justiecs of the peace, it might &
well be inserted here as auy place. He knew of no better place to inseit
the provision than in this section. As to the argument used in relation to
placing this power over the people, he could not see the force of it ; IX-
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cause he did not think that the Legislature, except in extreme cases, would
exercise it. It was well known that there were many cases where officers
ought to be removed, when they could not be reached, unless a provision
of this kind were adopted; and it was not to be expected that it would
It seemed to him that the
ever be used as an engine of oppression.
proposition contaiued an importaut priuciple, which ought to be lodged
somewhere ; and it should not only apply to Justices of the Peace, but to
all officers appointed for a term ot years. There were many cases in
which it ought to apply as well as to Justices of the Peace. Take for
instance a Prothonotary, which was a very important oflice ; suppose you
elect one of these officers, and the first month of his election he becomes
a grossly intemperate man, what is to become of the money paid into his
hands by parties to suits 1 IIe believed it had been decided that this oficer’s securit.y was not responsible for money paid into his hands hv parties to suits in courts, and thus mauy unfortunate parties may he swindled
out of their money without the means of redress. Were such officers to
he continued for three years without the means of redress? Was the
money of the widow and the orphan to be placed in his hands aud squandered with impunity, because we must net place these restrictions upon
oficers elected by the people. A man may be au hcnorable, high-minded
man when elected, and may become perfectly worthless before his term
Was there then to he no means of removing such
of service expires.
perso1w ? Was there to be no means of disposing of SLICII officers, although the interest of every man required that they should he removed.
The ofl’icer has ample protection, and he hoped the proposition might be
adopted. It will he recollected that the number of these officers will be
reduced by the amended Constitution ; and if there are incompetent ofiicers in auy of the townships it will be an inconvenience to the people.
As the uumher of oflicers will be limited, it is necessary that they should
all be competent, so that the people might not be obliged to suffer inconvenience by the iucompeteuce of any of these oflicers. He thought it of
the first importance that this power should he lodged somewhere, and
hc knew of no place in the government where it could be so safely
lodged as in the hands of the representatives of the people, to he exercised immediately under their eye. I-le trusted, therefore, that the amendment might be adopted. Mr. W. then tailed fot the yeas and nays on
his amendment, which were ordered.
Mr. DARLINGTOX doubted mhcther t!lis general provision would anstver
the purpose of the geotlemau who moved it. He doubted whether any
general provision cook1 he proposed, which would answer !‘or every
‘be object scemcd to be l,o provide some speedy mode
class of oC.xrs.
of removal for Justices of the Peace. For his own part, he would prefcr sonic local remedy, such as that proposed by the gentleman from
Susquehanna on yesterday, to Icavc the matter to a grand jury to reDalate. He was opposed to the provision in its present form. ‘I’here were
a great many ofbcers to which it could not apply. aud he apprehended if
it was adopted in its present form, it would be giving both branches of
the Legislature the power to remove the Governor and Secretary of the
Now, as he understood the design of gentlemen, it vvas
Commonwealth.
to place the Secretary of the Commonwealth entirely in the hands of
Well then, do you intend, when party politics run high,
the Governor.
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and when the Legislature may be in opposition to the Executive, to give
them the removal of this officer whom they have no power to appoint ?
He was sure this could not be the design of gentlemen, but such would
He thought the better plan would be
be the effect of this proposition.
to let this section yass as it was without the amendment of the gentleman
from Luzerne, and then we can afterwards make such provision in each
case as may seem to be right. He did not, however, think that a general
provision would answer any purpose at all.
had an objection to the proposition of the gentleman
&Ir. HOPKINSON
from Luzerne, and his objection was that it fell short of the object intended to be attained by it ; it does not go far enough. The evil complained
of is, that wheu ot’liccrs are elected they cannot be removed for three years,
but the remedy is such a one that it cannot be brought to operate for several months. Now if the gentleman would find a remedy for this evil,
mhich would be effectual, he might go for it; but he could not see wherein
any great benefit was to be derived from the present proposition.
Mr. BELL wished to say one word in reply to the case cited by the gen.
tleman from Luzerue.
That gentleman put the case of a fraudulent application of money by a I'rotllonohry.
This was a misdemeanor in office, for which the ofliccr may be indicted and convicted, if the charge
can be made out. ‘I’he only case put by the gentleman from Luzerne is
provided for. The employment of moneys paid into the hands of these
officers to other purposes, was a misdemeanor in office, which was provided for. And as to removing men on account of their moral character,
he had no idea of it so long as they performed the duties of their oflices
He had no idea of having the Legislature remove a man
faithfully.
because he was a drunkard.
His desire was, that it should have nothing
to do with the morals of public otlicers, so long as they performed their
duties ; because the power was too easily abused to be trusted in this
way.
Mr. BAXKS considered that this matter had been fully argued by those
gentlemen who had gone before him ; and he should not now have risen,
had it not been for a remark of the geutleman from Chester, (Mr. Bell,) in
relation to the case put by the gentleman from Luzerne, relative to ProHe did not understand the law to be as the gentleman from
thonotaries.
Chester had stated it, in relation to mal-appropriations of money by ProThe case supposed by the gentleman from Lnzcme, was
thonotaries.
that of moneys being paid into the hands of the Prothonotaries where
no act of assembly provided for that mode of payment; and in that case,
although the officer may have disposed of the money, his security could
not be held for it, and it could not be looked upon as a misdemeanor in
office, according to the present construction of that term.
Mr. BELL considered that the Sheriff would be liable for the money if
paid into Court, or the party paying it over.
Mr. WOODWARD explained, that he meant cases where the parties had
paid over the money without the order of the court. He knew if it had
been paid by the order of th* court, that the parties would have been released.
Mr. BAKXSsaid, that in the cases referred to by the gentleman from
Chester, the party was still held liable. He is still liable for the money
paid into the hands of the prothonotary, but was the prothonotary to be
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allowed to take this money andmisapply it, and abuse the confidence the
individual had placed in him, without having any provision by which he
might be removed for such conduct. It seemed to him tobe so just and
proper, that no gentleman ought to hesitate a moment in making some
such provision.
He saw some objections to this amendment, such as
those suggested by the gentleman from Philadelphia, (Mr. Hopkinsou.,;
and the gentleman from Chester (IMr. Darlington,) but still, he hoped
some provision might be made to meet thecase. He knew it now applied
to all officers who were elected, when it certainly could not be intended
to apply to the Secretary of the Commonwealth or Governor.
Perhaps
a provision to except these two officers might answer, and some such
As to the Legislature being the best
provision was certainly necessary.
depository of this power, he might say that he had no more confidence in
them than the gentleman from Adams (Mr. Stevens,) had. He was very
Justices of the
willing, however, that they should possess this power.
~ewe, as well as other officers, may refuse to pay olrt moneys which may
have been eutrusted in their hands, and, at the same time, you cannot
convict them of having committed an infamous crime ; but according to
the act of Assembly now in force, if one of these ofricers can be convioted of a misdemeanor in oilice, upon that fact beiug made known to tke
Governor, he is required to remove him. Now as he understood the
lreutleman from Luzerne, his object was to devise some easy and convegient mode, by which the people might have these oflicers removed.The Legislature being made np of the representatives of the people, it
came as near to them as any other power he ~IICW of, and he took it that
this would be the most safe depository of this power, which, in his opinion, was so very necessary. Suppose for instance, a prothonotary refuses to do the duties of his oflice, totally neglects it,becomes a debauchee,
or becomes otherwise totally unworthy of the. place he holds, is he to be
left without the pale of the law, so that he may avoid conviction ? He
But uuless some such provisiou as this was made, these
trusted not.
officers may hold on to their ollices for three or live years, and set the
He was not
people at defiance. Surely, this was not to be tolerated.
now prepared to propose an amendment which would meet the case, but
AS it was just about the time at
perhaps some other gentleman might.
which the committee generally rose, some amendment might be prepared
by its next sitting.
Mr. CURLL then moved that the committee rise. which motion was decided iu the negative, yeas 41, nays 46.
Z\4r. CIIXNISGHAM said, that if the gentleman from Luzerne, would
make his amendment conform to the present Constitution, he might vote
for it ; that is, that thest officers might be removed on the address of two
thirds of the Legislature.
If this was not done he must vote against the
amendment, as be was not willing to put the Legislature above the pea.
pie.
He believed one of the great objects of calling this Convention, wa
to restrict the Legislative and Executive departments of the government;
therefore, he could uot consent to increase the power of one of these de+
Now it is well known that parties change io the d&rent
partments.
counties in the State, and we know that the popular doctrine is, ‘6 to the
victors belong the spoils of the victwy.”
lm some counties, therefore, a
man may be elected grtihono@ry tliis year by the party in power, and
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that party may be oht of power the ne%t year. The party in power then,
who were opposed to this individtial, may send petitions to the Legislature 0~ have him removed, and the mode of removal, is to’ be the address
ofthe.Legislature.
Now we all know that men generally, act in such
cases upon. party bias, and if the Legislature,shall have power to address
the Governor without assigning a reason for his removal, the officer may
he wmoved when there was no just ground for it.
He was, therefore,
opposed to this amendment as at present proposed. He desired the will
of the peapie to be regarded, and it was easy to say that the Legislature
shall not have this power unless, upon evident cause being shown. One
of the great objects fqr which this Convention was called, was to take
away the patronage of the Executive and power of the Legislature, and
confer those rights and privileges on the people which belong to them,
therefore, to allow the Legislature to exercise this power, would be to
contravene the very object for which this Convention was called together.
We know that the Legislature is frequently carried away by party motives ; that being the case, persons may be removed by the Legishtture,
who were elected by the people, merely because they are on the opposite side in politics.
In cases of petitions being presented from any
county for the removal of an officer, it may be said that the representative
from that county will be consulted. If it is granted that this will be the
case, this representative m,ay be opposed in politics to the oflicer, and the
opinion of this representative was to be taken in opposition to the mill of
a majority of the people of the district.
He could not go for any such
If, however, the gentleman would modify it so as to reproposition.
quire two thirds of the Legislature to address the Governor, he would
have no objection to vote for it.
The question was then taken on Mr. Woodward’s amendme:it, and decided in the negative-yeas
42, nays 64---as follows :
Ysas-Messrs. Badcs, Barclay, Bedford, Bigelow, Bonham, Drown, of Northaml.ton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Clarke. of Indiana, Cumin, Crawford, Cummin, Cdl, Donagan, Foulkrod, Fuller, Gearhart, Hastings, Helfkmstein, High, Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim,
Krebs, Lyons, Magee, Mann, Martin, M’Cahen, Ovrriield, Riter, Ritter, Rogers. Seller:;,
Scheetz, Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Stick& Taggart, Wearer, Woodward, Porter, l’res.:dt%U--42.
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Mr. MARTIN submitted the following resolution, which was laid on the
table, for future consideration, viz :
Resolverl, That the freemen of the city of Philadelphia, and the freemen of the county of Philadelphia, shall each elect one sheriff, and one coroner.

Mr. KO~QMACHER, submitted the following
laid on the table, for future consideration, viz :

resolution, which

was

Resokwi,That twenty copies each, of the Debates and Journal, English and German,
of this Convention, be deposited in the State Library, and that the balance be distributed
among the respective members of this Convention.
SIXTH ARTICLE.

The

Convention

resolved itself into a committee of the whole, Mr.
the consideration of
the report of the committee on the sixth article of the Constitution,
The question before the committee, being on the motion of Mr. BELL,
to amend the tenth section, by adding to the end of it, the following words
viz : ‘6 and may be removed on conviction of misbehaviour in office, or of
any infamous crime.”
And the question pending, being on tbe motion of Mr. WOODW.~RD~
to amend the amendment of Mr. BELL, by inserting after the word “crime,”
the words 6‘ and justices of the peace, prothonotaries and clerks of the
several courts, may be removed by the Governor,on the address of twothirds of both Houses of the Legislature.”
It was decided in the negative-ayes
40, noes 54.
The question recurring on the amendment moved by LMr. BELL ;
Mr. MAXN moved to amend the amendment by striking out the word
6Lmay,” and inserting in lieu thereof, the word “ shall ;” and the amendment being accepted by Mr. BELL, as a modification of his amendment,
the amendment was so modified accordingly, and was then agreed to; and
the report of the committee on the tenth section as amended, was adopted.
The committee then proceeded to the consideration of the report of
the committee, being the eleventh section, in the tirilowillg
words, viz :
“ SECT. 11. All offkers shall give such swuritv
for the faithful diacharge of their respective duties, as shall be direc[eJ by law.”

~=HAIBERS in the chair, for the purpose of resuming

Mr.
, struction

ICmca~~r

which

enquired if’ this section was net susceptible of a con.
\vorrld apply

it to the C-:o:ernor.

U:&r

tllis section,

it ai’.

peared to him that the Executive might Le c~3lIed oil to give security.
Iie
thought it better that the section should be nega:ived, or made more
special.
Mr. READ in reply, stated, that as the committee on the sixth article
understood the s?ction, and according to his own understanding
of it, it
only applied to such officers. as the Le+ala;ure migl;t direct, If, ir. tk
.+
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opinion of the Legislature, the Governor ought be called on to give security, thatbody could say so, and give such direction to the section,
Mr. STEVENS said he saw no necessity for this section. Its only tendency was to create confusion.
The Legislature had already power
enough, without having this thrown into their hands, If the section were
adopted, all oflicers would be required to give such security as the Legislature should direct ; therefore, under its operation, all would have to give
some security, the section did not read ‘6 all such officers,” &c. but
44all officer&
He did not see any necessity for the section.
Mr. BELL said, that for the purpose of removing all ambiguity on the
subject, be would move to ameud the section by striking out all after the
words ‘6 section 11,” and inserting in lieu thereof as follows, viz : ‘<The
Legislature may by law provide that officers shall give security for the
faithful discharge of the duties of their respective ofiices, and the amount
and nature of such security.”
If, said Mr. BELL, the committee think that to give the Legislature
&is power is unnecessary, they can reject the amendment : if they think
it necessary, the adoption of the amendment would render the section
The only question is, if there exists any necessity for
less ambiguous,
giving the Legislature this authority.
Mr. DARLINGTON said, the whole seemed to be unnecessary.
Ko difficulty had arisen under the constructiou of the Constitution, as it stood at
present, and this section would only have the c&t
of encumbering it.
He was of the opiniou that the w&r plan would be for the committee to
reject both the amendment and the secliou.
The question was then taken ou the motion to amend, and decided in
il~e negative; and the report of the committee as regards section 11, was
also disagreed to.
The committee proceeded to the consideration of the twelfth section as
follows, viz :
L&SECT. 12. All commissions shall be in the name and by the anthority
ofthe Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and shall be sealed with the State
seal, and signed by the Governor.”
Mr. WOODWARD moved to amend the section in the second line, by
striking out the word “ shall.”
In all other respects the language of the
section was in the precise words of the old Constitution, and he saw no
necessitv for t!le change. ,
Mr. &E~ENS suggested that when a proposition was made, to make an
nnaecessary change by way of amendment to the old Constitution, it
world be the best way to reject it.
Mr. READ said that the word “ shall” had crept in, he scarcely knew
how. It had been the intention of the committee that the section should
be a copy of the old Conslitution.
The section had been introduced for
the purpose of having it put in an engrossed form, as had previously been
settled. It was of no consequence, whether rejected or not.
Mr. WOODWARD understanding that the effect of the rejection would
be to ieave the old Constitution just as it is, withdrew his motion to
amend.
The question was then taken, and the report of the committee as to
section 12, was disagreed to,
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The committee proceeded to the consideration of the thirteenth section
as follows :
“ SECT. 13. No member of Congress from this State, nor any person
holding or exercising any office of trust or profit, under the United States,
shall at the same time hold or exercise any office in this State, to which a
salary is, or fees or perquisites are by law annexed, and the Legislature
%-ray, by law, declare what State offices are incompatible.”
Mr. SCOTT said that this section appeared to him to introduce a new
principle in excluding members of Congress. Whether it was the intention of the committee to exteud the provision as far as the words of the
section seemed to imply, he did not know. Being of opinion that the
section as it stood, was liable to much ob,jection, as calculated to exclude
many from office, whose services would be valuable to the Commonwealth, he moved to amend the report in the fourth line, by striking out
the words ‘6 or fees or perquisites are.”
Mr. REIGART expressed a hope that the amendment would notbe agreed
to. The whole section appeared to him to be unnecessary.
The most
advisable mode, he thought, would be to reject the’ section, and amend
the Constitution in a more suitable part. This provision was out of place
here, and he hoped the committee would consent to negative it.
The question was then taken on the motion of Mr. SCOTT, to amend,
and was decided in the negative ; and the report of the committee on the
13th section was disagreed to.
The committee proceeded to the consideration of the 14th section as
follows :
‘6 SECT. 14. The freemen of the Commonwealth shall be armed, organized and disciplined for its defence, when aud in such manner as the
Legislature may hereafter by law direct. Those who conscientiously
scruple to bear arms, shall not be compelled to do so, but shall pay an
equivalent for personal service.”
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, moved to amend the section by striking
out all after the word ‘4 direct, ” in the third line as follows, viz ; “Those
who conscientiously scruple to bear arms, shall not be compelled to do
so, but shall pay an equivalent for personal servic.e.”
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, trusted that the amendment would be
agreed to. To whatever decision the Convention might desire to come
on this subject, this was certainly not the place for it. The memorial of
the class of persons which this section proposed to protect, had been referred to the committee on the bill of rights, and a report had been made
(numbered 21,) which would be taken up for consideration, when that article should come up for deliberation and decision.
Mr. BIDDLE expressed himself as opposed to the amendment, and to
the whole section, for the reasons which had been assigned by the gentleman from Northampton,
and also, because he considered it unnecessary
to insert in the Constitution of Pcnnsplvania, any provision as to the
militia.
The Constitution ofthe United States. gives the authority to Congress to provide for arming and disciplining the militia.
It would be
thus perceived that the whole power and jurisdiction over the militia had
Congress has to direct the manbeen yielded to the general government.
Therefore, this
,ner in which the militia shall be armed and disciplined.
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provision in the Constitution of Pennsylvania, appeared to him to be euperfluous. Further experience had shown that the provision in the present Constitution, so far from being productive of good, had in fact, been
mischievous.
When it was said that the militia musters were mischievous in their operation, the answer was that the Constitution rendered
them necessary. Therefore these musters could not be discohtinued.
The objections on this ground, however, are weakin comparison to others
which might suggest themselves to every reflecting mind. The section
is calculated to oppress the religious scruples of 3 particular portion of
the community, who are pre-eminently entitled, if any ciass of the people
can be so entitled, to protection.
It bears hardon the society of Friends,
who came out with Wi!liam Peun, to teach and practice peace, good will
and forbearance in all forms, and who had done more to introduce order
and regularity throughout the Commonmealtl~, than any other set ofmen.
Wave these people suffered 1 Have they been oppressed by the operation
oi this system? It W:ISoniy necessary to refer to the vivid picture presentetl to the Convention by,his colleague, (Mr. Cope,) previous to the
adjournment of the Convcntlon for the late recess. The picture of the
cradle torn from under the sleepiug infant, by the barbarous hands of
the collector of militia fines, was of itself, sufficient to make us determine not to continue this provision in the Constitution.
He had not risen
to make a speech, but he hoped WCshould never hereafter call on those
who have religious scruples on the subject to bear arms, or to pay the
penalty for exemption.
He hoped. if any foreign invader should be rash
enough to set foot on American soil, that he would be instantly driven
back by the spontaneous energies of our citizens.
Rut there was no danThere was no necessity for this section, and he
ger to be apptehended.
hoped the w!mle amcndmcnt would be stricken out.
Mr. SMIPTH, of Centre, rose and said: Mr. Chairman, I do not concur
in the opinions which have been expressed by the gentleman from the city
of Philadelphia,
(Mr. Biddie.)
It appears that, he is willing to give up
ithe right of the State government, aml to leave the defence of the soil
entirely to the government of the United States. This is a position in
which I cannot agree. It appears to me that a State as large as Pennsylvania, ought to ta!ie care of herself. The rights which she has given up
to the United States, should bc preserved to tile United States, but, at the
same time, Pennsyirania should he prepared to defend her own soil, if
necessity should ever require her to do so. This is one reason why the
militia of our State ought not to be lost sight of. The gentleman has
drawn a doleful picture of the evils attending militia parades. It may be
true, that in many instances such evils do exist ; but is there any reason
that the whole system should be abandoned bec,ause of the behaviour of
some few? Sir, I should presume not. ‘phis right of defence is too dear
to the State of Pennsylvania ever to be given up, and I thiuk it is necessary that some provision of this kind should be incorporated in your fundamental law. The gentleman has adverted to tile history of a case
submitted to the Convention, by the gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, (Mr. Cope,) previous to our adjournment in July last. I have listened to that statement ; I have also listened to the accounts which have
been given of the good deeds of the society of Friends, and of the wealth
which they have in their possession. Mow is it, or is it not right that that
wealth should be defended? If it is right, by whom should it be defended? Is
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it by him who earns his daily bread by the sweat of his brow, that the
property of the society of Friends, is to be defended 1 They have undoubtedly rights as well as other men, but I apprehend it is not the duty
of this Convention to enact laws which shall exempt them entirely from
being called upon to defend tlue soil on which they live. I think it would
be wrong to do so. There may be some cases of mal-conduct on the part
of officers appointed to collect fines. But this is not the fault of the law;
and if any thing is wrong, if any individual is convicted of improper conduct in his oRice, the law is open to the injured party, and will redress
his wrongs. It is right that the law should do so, but I cannot consent to
surrender or set aside the fundamental lam of the State. It is a law on
which much depends. It is our duty to prepare ourselves in time of
peace, for ally contingency of war that may hereafter arise. We know
not what is to come ; we cannot tell “ what a day may bring forth,” and
I apprehend this Convention will not williligly
give up that part of the
<:onstitotion of the State which says, that the militia of the State shall
be armed and disciplined at the wili of the Legislature.
I think it is a
ihndamental law which we ought to preserve, and fur the reasons which I
have stated as well as for others, which are satisfactory to my own mind,
1 shall oppose this section.
I have been at the trouble, continued Mr. S., of taking an account of the
different States which have passed laws nearly similar to those which have
These States are Illinois, Virginia, Misbeen adopted in Pennsylvania.
slssippi, Aiabaina, Missouri, Louisiana, Indiana, Maine :Uid North Carolina.
811 these States have taken care that there shoulti be incorporated in their
fundamental laws, an article empowering the Legislature to arm and discipline t,he Militia. whenever they should think it necessary to do so. For
any part, I am desirous that the section uow proposed should be negatived,
and that the entire section of the old Constitution should stand as it
now is.
Mr. BCLL, of Chester, Isaid he had listened with much attention to the
remarks which had bear made by the gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, (Mr. Biddle ;) and he (Hr. Bell) could not but regret that the
question of conscientious scruples had been thus prematurely introduced
into this debate. He had supposed that the discussion of a question SO
delicate, and so deeply interesting to one of the most respectable religious
sects in the State of Pennsylvania, would have been reserved until the
Convention had reached the ninth article of the Constitution, commonly
denomiuated “ the bill of rights.”
He would not now say on which side
he should be found. In all likelihood, however, he would be found advocating, with his friend from the city of Philadelphia, the ri@s and conBut
scientious scruples of this highly respectable body of our cltlzens.
for the present he should vote in favor of the motion to strike out all after the word ‘6 direct,” reserving himself for the discussion when it should
come up in its proper place.
On the subject of militia trainings-o f the organization of the mi!itia,
and the necessity of a Constitutional provision for these objects, he
thought there could not be two minds, nor did he believe that the gentleman from the city of Philadelphia would find another member of the
Convention who would go with him in the views he had expressed. TO
be sure, the power was given to the United States, by the Constitution,
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‘6 to provide for organizing, arming and disciplining the militia ;” but it
was conceded by everv one that the States have concurlent power. It
was known also that congress had not exercised its power, and that the
States had found it necessary to do so. In Pennsylvania especially, the
Legislature had constantly found it necessary to exercise its power. And
why should we, simpiy because the Constitution ofrhe United State contained a provision on the subject. strike out that which was contained in
the Conskilution of’ our State ; thus introducing a doubt at lesat, whether
the Legislature h:ld the power or not. In the YConstitution of 1790, such
a provision was found necessary; still he admitted that the manner in
which that provision had been introduced, imposed a duty on the LegisBe agreed
Eature of Pennsylvania which had better be left unperformed.
with the gentleman from P’hiladelphia, (Mr. Biddle) that the militia system of Pennsylvania, was fraught with evil, and that when the Legislature had been called on to p’ut a stop to these trainings, they had turned to
the provision of the Constitution of Pennsylvania, and had pointed to that
as impemtive.
But it was not necessary, in order to get rid of this clific&y, to strike out the whole section. He should at a proper time move
to amend the report ofthe committee, by introducing the words 6‘ may be
by law” armed, kc.; thus leaving it optional with the Legis&re
to enact laws or not, as thev might think right. He should, therefore, vote in favor of the motion of the gentleman from the ccunty of
Philadelphia, (Mr. Brown.)
Mr. MERRILL, of Union, was of opinion that the question of conscientious scruples belong-cd properly to the ninth article, known a3 the Bill
et Rights ; and that thr questiun of mi!itary trainings belonged to the
a&i& now before the committee.
The
The two questions were di&nct.
commicee had been referred to the provision contained in tile Constimdi.013of the United States, 2s ftxnishing a reason why there should be no
provision introduced into t!le Couatitulion of Pennsylvania il: re!ation to
tb:: organiza?ion of the militia. It wo111dbe observed that the Constitution
of the United Ststes did not take the whole miiitnrJ. power into its own
care ; it merely authorized Congress to direot ~&LO
?XUHTZWiu which Ihe
2llilititt
SllOli~d
I10 orpunizetl, armed and discipliced ; but !cfi rhe actual
training and appointmel:t of the ofiicers, two most importxlt points, to
the Sratcs themselves.
Congress, homcver, had not exercised all the
powers given 10 it. [Xlr. M. then rcati the lirst sectioil of the act of
Congress, passed 6tb May, i’:92, from first volume Story’s Laws of the
United States, page 252, ii1 support of his ~0sit.ian.J
Mr. M. t,licn continued :
Thus under the Constitution and laws of the United States? there was
not any ii111provision for tfle existence of a Militia.
Take every power
which the laws of Cangress had given, and there would be no niilitia at
all. And the question then recurred, wx a militia necessary ? No man
could doubt it. Those WIIO would be oppresse? by the invasion of the
country were those who should defend it, A rree country should never
desire any higher defence than that of its own citizens--that of the peopte
--cull them what name we pleased, the Pratorian Guards, or the &ational Guards-still
nothing less than the u-hole people defending their
FYe ought
country, could make it snre that they would be &fended.
then to cherish the militia system, and n-e could
never remain free, a~ a
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country, unless we did so. He acknowledged that the militia system, as
it exists at present, was a farce. It was mimiclrry, and hardly aforded
the advantage of any military education at all; but still it afforded a
nucleus by which a proper education might be gained, by proper direction ; it afforded a starting point. The militia of our State would have
beeu in a much better condition at this time, if a feeling had not been
excited so strongly in favor of volunteer corps ; thus making the militia
little better than a dead body. If the law of the State had taken a different
course, if it had limited the training to a certain number of pears, all
would have joined the militia, and there would have been no need of
volunteers.
But unless we mere hereafter to submit our defence to hirelings, it would be indispensably requisite that we should have an organized
militia, ready for defence whenever occasion might require. I agree,
however. with some gentlemen, continued Mr. NI., who have expressed
the opinion that it is not necessary that there‘ should be trainings ; that
there should be no more such ridiculous, not solemn farce&, as we have
seen acted. An enrollment is all that the law should require, and less, it
would be improper to require.
The act of Congress of 1702, says, the
militia of the several States shall be enrolled, leaving it optional with the
States to train or not. But there must be an enrollment, and when the
proper time comes, I shall prepare an amendment, pr0vidin.g that there
shall be an enrollment of the militia of this St,ate .; thus insertmg the constitutional provkon, but leaving it in the power of the Legislature to say,
how much further they will go. I would make the enrollment imperative,
because by the law of congress, and, I believe, by the Constitution of
the United States, we were called upon to do so; and in time of peace
an enrollment would bc all that we should want. Whenever government
comes to prepare for war, it might thus be furnished with the number of
men who were ready to go forth to the public defence. and with the places
at which they mere to be found. If the names of all such mere enrolled,
a starting p&t might be secured to the government.
But beyond this
he did not now think it neressary to go; probably it might not he useful
to go further at the present time, But ought we to leave the entire provision oat of our fundamental law? Should the whole sub.ject be left discretionary with the J,egislarure ? He did not see the propriety of that
course. He did not perceive, why, when- the Convention was sitting
here to revise those couslitutional principles which might reign in the
pass over a su!>ject of such
State government forrver, they should
importance.
It was wc;I known that this State had suEered at times for
the want of a coersive p:iwer over the militia.
The power had not been
suflicient, and this was the reason why a resort had been had to volunteer
corps. Hut a defence by volunteer corps, independent of the vast expenses which attended it, would, in carrying on a war, sweep away a
It was
whole generation, and convert the whole State into mourners.
not proper then to depend on volunteers alone for defence in time of war.
The Constitution of the State ought to provide for this. But when the
question of conscientious scruples should come up, as it would do under
the ninth article if the am:v<ment was adopted, the subject would then
be disconnected from the mihtla question, and the Convention would be
left free to determine the question whether the services of those having
conscientious scruples should be required ; and if not, whether an equivalent for those services could with any propriety be exacted. It was his
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mtentioc hereafter to propose an amendment limiting the requirements of
t!le pro\-ision to enrollment only, and leaving it discretionary with the
Legislat.ure to proceed further or not. This would place every man’s
right on a fair basis. would put the country in a condition for defence,
would meet the demands of the Constitution of the United States, and of
the law of Congress, and would enable us to call forth an efficient force
when necessary. He hoped the amendment would be adopted.
Mr. PORTER, of Noltlzampton, said that the power to legislate on the
subject of the militia, wzs 0;re of those powers in which concurrent auhority existed in the General, and in the State Government.
Congress
had this power expressly given to them by the Constitution of the United
states. But until they did exercise it, and in respects in w!lich they did
not legislate in relation to ia, it was proper and right that the States sl~onlcl
have the power of acting. The authority therelbre was retained to the
States to le isbate on th& subject, with the single restriction common to all
their leg&s
-16.tlon, that it should not conflict with the legislation of the Gen-ral Governmcut, on tllis subject. This doctrine would be found fully
recognised in the case of Huston vs. Moore, and others, decided, first by
oar supreme Court, (3d, Sergeant and Ramie, 196,) and afterwards by the
Supreme Court of the United States. It is very proper, too, that this
po\ver should be exercised by the State Le@slature. The system which
the General Government might lap down for the whole Union, might not
be so well adapted to the peculiar habits and feelings of every portion, as
if the legislatitin on the subject had been enz~cted by their own more immediate Governments.
I nm in favor of giving to the Legislature fu!l pomcr to enact Such provisions on this subject, as they shall deem right, auc! only restricting
them from infringing the Constitution and Laws of the Union.
The existing constitutional provision , in practice, has been held unnecessarily to
control legislation, in my judgment.
Its lauguage has been held both by
the Executive and the Legislature, to be imperative whenever any attempt
has been made to dispense with militia trainings of the ununiformed militia,
The terms,
end encourage, in lieu of it, a system ofuniformed volanteers.
:*the freemen of t!lis Commonwealth shnll be armed and disciplined for
its defencc,” have been held to make it obligatory to keep in force laws
for the yearly mustering of the enrolled militln.
We have thus far been
burthened miih a svstem onerous in theestrelnc, to at least a certain portion,
if uot ail of’ our &zens, and which has not teuded to produce that dicipline in the drfezders of our soil, which the C:on&:ution contemplated.?‘he A:uliror Geueral, in accordance with the request contained in a resoluflon which I had the honor to submit near the commencement of our labours,
has given us a statement of the annual espenses of the militia of this Commonweallh, paid out of the &ate Treasury, from the adoption of the present Constitution, in 1790, until the month ofNovember, 1836, a period of
46 years.
By that statement it appears that the amounts paid out o’f the Treasury
$1,327,311 08
during that entire period, were,
And that all the sums paid into the Treasury for militia
2OO,lG2 40
and exempt fines duriug that period, amounted to
Leaving the clear cost, exclusive of fines received, at

91,127,148
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Or something over $24,500, per annum, actually drawn from the State
Treasury.
In this estimate it will be observed that nothing but the ortlinary expenses in time of peace, were embraced. It did not take in any expenses
connected with the time of war, and incident thereto, but merely tile usual
and ordinary expenses of the existing militia system. And to this large
amount might be added cotlcss t!lan %150,00oper annum, in theloss of the
labor of her citizens, whilst engaged in attendillg the militia musters, exclusivc of 311 considerations crinnec!ed wilh their effect upon public morals.
Zt might be well to inquire what corresponding benelits had the Commonwealth received from the existing system, as an equivalent for this
out!ay of money and time, and whether some better system could not be
devised, either to prevent it, or, if it must occur, to obtain its value, in
return, to the body politic.
For this purpose I am willing to substitute, for
the existing provision, that which is containedin the first part of the section
reported by t.he committee, to-wit: that s‘the freemen of the Commonwealth
shall be armed and disciplined for its defence, when, and in such onamer
as the Legidutwe
shall direct ;” thus givirfg the Legislature control over
the subject, and bring to bear all the light which experience, that best of all
teachers, may be able to shed upon it. Every branch of science is in a state
of progression and improvement, that of Government as well as all others ;
and I do not feel that we could he justified in restraining the Legislature
from availing itself of thr advantages from this state and age of improvement.
I beg that I mfy not he understood as undervaluing our militia.
I use the
term in its legltimnte sense, as embracing both your volunteers and your
enrolled mili&
who arc not uniformed; and I desire to cherish and improve it, as the only safe dcf’encc of our country in times of war and danger.
I cheerfully adopt the sentiment that Lba freeman’s ncrn can best defend a
freeman’s home.” Tour militia-man carries with him into the camp a sense
of his rights and duties as acitizen and aconstituent partof the government of
his country, which he is defending ; and when properly disciplined, which
is soon eitccted under proper officers, has the incentive of patriotism superadded to the other motives which act upon the regular soldiers. to produce
subordination and exertion.
Eutaw Springs, Kings Mountain and Bennington, in the war of the Revolution, and New Orleans, Plattsburg,
Chippewa and Bridgewater, in the late war, with other engagements that
couid as easily 1~ named, gave proof that the? were capable of successful
exertion in the battle’s conflict, as the enemies of our country on those
occasions could well attest. And whilst the uames of the gallant captors
of Andre were remembered, the incorruptible integrity of the m&&-men,
Paulding, Va:i Wert and Williams, will be the theme of admiration and
imitation.
It, therefore, is desirable that the best means should be adopted to make
this arm of the public defence as efIicient as possible. Standing armies,
at all times, but particularly in times of peace, are not in accordance with
the genius of our institutions, and should never be resorted to in a republic, if they could be avoided. I have supposed that a system which would
keep the whole body of your citizens, who are capable of bearing arms,
enroiled, so as to be easily called on in times of exigency and danger, but
would dispense with musterings, other than by volunteers, except when
so called on; and which should hold out such inducements to the young
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and active citizens of our country to uniform, and equip and discipline
themselves, as would always keep a suflieient body of them read,y for
prompt and efficient a&on, would, perhaps. &cctually accomplish this object; and that an expenditure of what the militl;L system now costs us in this
A man
way, would be much more judicious than its present application.
seldotn feels in the ranks as a soldier, unless in uniform n+h his cotnrades. But I do not profess to chalk out a system. I would leave that
to the action of the Legislature, to adopt whatever they shall think best.
As it regards the second brancah of this sectioti, which it is purposed to
,strike ont, I am in favor of tte proposal to strike it out, for two retieons.
1st. I think it is not in the right place. It properl? belongs to the Bill
of Rights ; and it is 3 fact that this is the oulp provision in the existing
Constitution, which is found out of place, or calculated to mar the sym.
metry or system which so pre-eminently characterize it. If any such
provision as this is neressary, it should be placed in that parl of the Cone
stitution which treats of the rights of conscience. These, as I have said,
2d. I should be in favor of stripeculiarly belong to the Bill of Rights.
king out this provision altogether.
I regret that vx have been driven into
the discussion of the main question as to the rights of those conscientiously
scrupulous of bearing arms, before we have legitimately arrived at the subject. And I believe that this provision may be disposed of without the
decision of it. The memorial of the Society of Friends, which I had the
honor to present, states, what is no doubt the fact--that this provision
was intended by the framers of the Constitution for their benelit, whereas
in fact it does not so opcratc, nor do they desire t!~ exemption conferred
upon the terms stated. They cannot conscientiously- bear arms, cousitfering it wrong so to do ; ant1 so belierin<, they cnn no more buy ar.
exemption therefrom by payin g an equivalent, than they can do the art
itself. To retain that provision, holds out to the world that a privilege is
given to them which is denied to other c tizens, thus subjecting them 10
invidious redeclions, whilst in fact rile provision is T’erfectly nugaiory to
such as are really conscientious.
No mau more sincerely respects the
rights of cons4ence than I do; :m! when that subject is rexltetl, I may
trouble this body with my views upan it. But I think the ai!op?ion of
this amendment does not ail’cct that, question one way or the other, and
leaves all classes of our citizens upon a fooring of equ:ility : And if the
Legislature, under the diScre!ionary power which the remainder of the
militia musters.
’ section gives them, 5ha11dispense wittl the iIiroluIitar~
those who are really conscientious will have g:lixed in practice an important end in being called on to pay fines for not doing that which their consciences will not permit them to do. But this auhjcct of conscientious
scruples, as well as all other matters relating :o tile entire systemt I rnulzt
leave wholly aud untrammelled, to the action of the Legislature, in whose
hands I feel great confidence it would he safely exercised.
Mr. C~JXXIN, of Juniatx said, !hat he rose :o give his views on the
amendment which had been proposed by the gentleman from the county
of Philadelphia, (Mr. Brown,) in reference to religious privileges.
He
had before him the memorial which had been presented from the society
of friends, praying not only for exemption from military duty, but from
the payment of all equivalent for it. It was 1iiS object to wipe away the
stain which was thus cast on the bill of rigllts, which declared tl:~i we
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were all equally free ; that no distinction should be made ; and that no
religious privilege should be granted to any one over another. Neither
conscience, nor the principles of conscience were well construed in this
memorial. The memorialists set forth that all wars and fightings were anti
Christian ; or in their own words “ that all wars and fightings are adverse
to the peaceable principles taught by the holy promulgation of the chrisHe did not doubt that this Convention would do its duty
tian religion.”
to the whole people of the State and to the nation ; and it was his intention to submit a few arguments, which might not be very familiar to the
members of the Convention, but which he thought would establish the
obvious fallacy of the positions assumed by these memorialists.
It was laid down in the memorial, that all wars were anti-christian.Now, he would ask what member of this Convention would desire to record his name as an infidel ? And yet there were but two alternatives
That which was not Christian was infidel ; as in the olden
presented.
times, there were onlv two denominations of people, and those who were
Thus there were but two classes in ancient
not Jews were Gentiies.
days, and there were only two classes now.
‘I’he memorialists undertook to shew that all wars were anti-Christian,
and they claimed an exemption on several grounds. First, that they had
a charter from William Penn. Bnt William Penn, Mr. C. contended,
,made no such grant, and had no power to make it. The petitioners had
misconstrued the rule of conscience. They could uever say that they
were interrupted in the full exercise of their consciences, until their church
doors were invaded, or until they were prevented from enjoying those
religious professions and practices which were the objects of their own
peculiar choice. He did not know, nor did he believe that they had ever
been interrupted in their mode of worship, or even called to account for
any act, having reference to their peculiar faith. They claimed themseives to be the followers of tile Prince of Peace, and therefore, they said
We all knew what was the character
that all wars were anti-Christian.
of the Prince of Peace; at least all of us knew, who had looked to his
principles as the only rule and guide, not only in the things of time, but
‘J?hey were some of them principles which the memorialist
of eternity.
had overlooked.
Abram kept 318 trained militia men, born in his own
house, and led them on to battle. And, when he, (Mr. Cummin,) spoke
of the groLmds on which the memorialists based their claim, looking as
they did, to the Prince of Peace as their great polar star, might he not
refer to the acts of the government of the Prince of Peace, to ascertain
what analogy there was between the two? He would not now touch
upon the glory of the acts of the Prince of Peace, altho’ he might do so
On examination, it would be found that those who had fought
hereafter.
the battles of their country in all ages, were a people highly favored.The first battle we read of in history, was that of the four kings who
went up against Sodom and Gomorrah, and slew five kings. And then
took with them the goods of Sodom and Gomorrah, and took Lot the
nephew
of Abram, who resided in Sodom, and took away all his goods.
Abram was told of the capture of his nephew, mustered his 318 men;
divided his army ; followed the enemy for upwards of a hundred miles,
near to Damascus ; and subdued the four kings who had subdued fivg
Was this a stain upon the character of that great man, the father
kings.
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of the faithful? &rely not; it was a great honor and glory. He saved their
prtperty, and MIelchizedek went out ‘to meet him, and there called him
$6Abram of the mbst high God-the possessbrof Heaven and earth.“This was the first battle recorded, either in holy or profane history ; and
this went to establish the point, that those who fought the battles of their
country were the eminent favorites of God ; and indeed we had the authotity of the King of Heaven and earth for saying SO. Again: Look at
‘the overthrow of Pharaoh and all his host in the midst of the Red sea !
Wasit not one of the greatest wonders ever knywn in the world ? The
Almighty directed his own peculiar people through that land of wilderness ! and how soon were they called upon to muster their armies ? I
believe, said Mr. C., in one year and two months after their passage out
of the land of Egypt; and in the first chapter of the book of Numbers, it
will be found, that the word *( war” is mentioned no less than sixteen
times. The Almighty not only directed them to number the people to go
forth to war, but Himself Appointed the officers that should rule over
them. What was the language of the Most High 1
4‘ Take ye the sum of all the congregation of the children of IsraeI,
after their families, by the house of their fathers, with the number of their
names, every male by their polls.”
‘4 From twenty years old and upwards, all that are able to go forth to
war in Israel ; thou and Aaron shall number them by their armies.”
‘6 And with you there shall be a man of every tribe ; every one head of
the house of his fathers.”
How, said Mr. C.. will this language compare with the prayer of these
memorialists, or how can they reconcile their conduct to such acts as
these?
In the second chapter of the same book, these tribes are all marshalled
and stationed. And by whom 2 By this same Prince of Peace. HE
was a leader and commander over the people. HE designated those who
should be the commanders of the tribes ; pointed out their stations ; and.
had the whole twelve tribes marshalled in battle array. ‘I’his was done
under the immediate direction of the Great Prince of Peace, a mightier
geueral than ever entered the field of battle. The tribes were attacked bv
the Amalekites ; and the priests of the Lord led them on to battle. A&
Noses and Aaron and Herr, sat upon the mountains holding up the hands
of Moses, fog it so came to pass, that whilst Moses held op his hands,
the children of Israel prevailed, and when he. let down his ha&,
the
And the children of Israel conquered the Amalc.
Amalekites prevailed.
kites, and put them to flight.
And the Lord then spoke with Moses and
said: 6‘ Write this for a memorial in a book, al!d rehearse it in the ears
of Joshua ; for I will utterly put out the rememlnanee of Smalek from
under Heaven.”
“And Moses built an ahal, and culled the name oi’ it Je:,iolah-uissi,”
“For he said, because the Lord hath sworn that the Lord will have
war with Amnlek, from generation to generatiun.”
But, Mr. C. said, he would now leave this par:, a?,~?adrer: for a moment to the conduct of Swi, who disobeyed the voice oi the Lord in
to destroy
saving the lifu of the king of the AmaIekitest and in refusing
the& sheep aud their oxen. For this, Saul was dethroned. And in all
those ages, we found that the Almighty said. tf:at his angels should go
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forth before his own peculiar people, armed to destroy the heathen
nations and to claim the land before them.
These points, Mr. c. said, were incontrovertible,
No human being
would attempt to deny that the Lord was their judge, their law giver, and
He would now proceed to show what
the captain of their armies.
Joshua had done when he crossed over Jordan into Canaan, for the purpose of subduing the inhabitants of that country. Was any. general ever
able to do what he accomplished ? Was Caesar or Napoleon capable of
beating down the walls of a great city like that of Jericho with the souudof
a rams horn? It appeared that when Joshua was near Jericho, he went out
to amuse himself, and he saw a man armed with a sword. He was somewhat taken by surprise, but he went up to him and said, “ Art thou for
us, or for our adversaries ?” The man replied, “ Nay; but as captain of
Who, he asked, would underthe host of the Lord, am I now come.”
take to contradict these historical truths ? gnd, how did they contrast
with the prayer of the petitioners ? Men who seemed to thiuk it antiThese men went so far
Christian to fight the battles of the Moat High.
as to contend that they were not bound to protect themselves and their
country. He (Mr. Cummin) would insist on the contrary, that they were.
The fact was placed beyond all cavil and dispute, as he thought he had
already shown. These people should be compelled to pay for their defence; and there was no good reason that could be urged why they
should be excused. We all knew that after the Israelites were defeated
at Ai, Joshna threw himself on the ground and kept his face fixed upon
the ark of the Lord until the evening, and lamented bitterly that his God
should have brought the enemies of the Israelites against them. The
Lord tells Joshua to rise, and having done so, he tells him of the transgressions of the Israelites, and promises them pardon, and gives him directions as to how he shall divide his army and the manuer in which he
may take the city. Mr. C. would ask if thafwhich the Almighty had done
was anti-Christian ? Would those belonging to the denomination of Quakers say this 1 Why, then, was it, that a portion of the people of this
State should ask to be exempted from the general duties of the whole
community ? Was ever such a thing known as a government making
this distinction ? Mary, the mother of our blessed Redeemer had to pay
What, he would inquire, was
a tax, and she paid it without a murmur.
recorded in the book of Judges ? Why, that Sisera, the captain of king
To&as army, was delivered by the Lordinto the hands of Jael, who slew
him by nailing him to the ground when asleep. “ So God,” in the language of Scripture, “ subdued on that day Jabin the king of Canaan bcHere, then, was another instance of the
fore the childran of Israel.”
assistance of the Almighty being rendered to the people ofIsrael.
VVhat
did gentlemen her:: s:~~7to the song of Deborah? In his opinion, it was
It was full of praises to the King of Israel, and
a nJ0S.t
delightful song.
‘5 Curse ye Meof praises to those who fought the battles of the Lord.
roz, ” said the angel of the Lord, “ curse ye bit:erly the inhabitanrs thereof; because they came not to the help of the Lord, to the help of the
‘l’he case of Samson, slaying the Plulistines,
Lord against the mighty.”
(Mr. C. proceeded to remark,) was a memorable instance of God’s interference for the protection of his servants. Samson was a man of war, for
‘6 the dead which he slew at his death, were more than they which he
And, Ire had previously slain a thousand OFhis cneslew in his life.”
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mies with the jaw bone of an ass. But, said the petitioners, 6‘ it is antiChristian to fight !” He thought, however, that they should be satisfied
They sho~dd be
to be on an equal footing with their fellow citizens.
careful, too, how they cast reproaches upon men who would fight the battles of their country-who
deemed it to be their duty to do so, and who
He would refer to some other passages in
did not think it anti-christian.
the scriptures for the purpose of showing that God had sanctioned and
aided his people in their battles against the wicked.
In the 13th chapter
of the second book of Chrouicles, it would be fouod that Abijah, king of
Judah, with his 400,000 men, fought and obtained a triumphant victory
over king Jeroboam, killing 500,000 men of the 800,000, which he
brought into the field of battle. The Lord was the captain of the army of
the children of Judah, who thus prevatled, ‘6 because they relied upon the
Lord God of their fathers.”
It was recorded also, of Asa, who succeeded to the throne of Judah, on the death of his father Abijah, that he
most signally defeated the army of Zerah, the Ethiopian, because God
was with him, and approved of the acts of his reign. Of king Hezekiah
it is related in Holy Writ, that when Senacherib, the king of the hssyrians, was marching against him, the Lord sent an angel which destroyed
155,000 of his camp in one night. This, (%Ir. C. remarked,) was another instance of the Almighty’s interference in behalf of those who serve
We found that the military achievments, concerning which, so
him.
much is said in the sacred volume, were usually preceded by a prayer,
and praises sung to the Most High, and that victory was given to those
who best deserved it. The Prince of Peace was humble and inoffensive,
He (Mr. Cummin,) maintained that
but was a terror to the wicked.
fighting was not forbidden by the Scriptures-that
is, fighting in a just
cause-fighting
in defence of a man’s country.
nlr. C. said, he would turn to the New Testament for the purpose of
showing what was t!m character of the fighting men there spoken of. He
referred to the third chapter of Luke, 14th verse : (‘And the soldiers likewise demanded of John the l3aptist, saying, and what shall we do 1 And
he said unto them, do violeuce to no man, neither accuse any falsely ; and
be content with your wages.”
How different, (continued Mr. C.) is the advice of John the Eaptist,
from that of the language held by the petitioners.
They say that no soldier can be a christian-that
all wars and fightiugs are anti-Christian: consequently it follows, according to the Quaker doctrine, that they who,fight
the battles of their country, put themselves beyond the reach of Divine
mercy.
He would say a word or two in regard to the centurion, who went
to our Saviour and prayed him to restore his servant to health. He had
the most implicit faith in the Redeemer, and kuew the miraculous powers which he possessed. The centurion, after asking that his servant
should be healed, used this language : 6‘ I also am a man set under authority, having under me soldiers, and I say unto one, go, and he goeth ; and
to another, come, and he cometh; and to my servant, do this, and he
The sick man, (Mr. C. said,) was immediately made whole,
doeth it.”
was completely cured. IIow diflerent was the conduct of the centurion
He was kind, gentle and conas contrasted wit11 that of the petitioners.
fiding in his manner, and uttered not a syllable calculated to wound the
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He (%. C.) wished he could say as
feelings of the most sensitive.
much in reference to the character of the memorial from the society of
Friends.
He next related the particulars as conuccted with the Centurion’s having sent for Peter, the apostle, in order to show that neither Christ nor
his apostle, ever gave the slightest rebuke to any man, because he happened to be a soldier.
Having said a great deal in relation to the military character, he would
now throw out a few observations as to the duty which every citizen
owes to his government.
In all countries, no disiinction is made between
men in regard to contributions for the support of the governmeut.
The
memorial, ho\c-ever, which had been prestinted from the friends, contained 3 strong argument against calling upon them for their aid in defending
the country wi:en necessity requires.
They col:tcnd that it is anti-christian to light, and are themselves unwilling to do so, but do not object to
Kow, he would ask gentlemen here, wh:t was the
pay au equivale::t.
diirtireuce, in a moral pOiilt of view, between a man fighting himself and
getting another to fight for him ? For his own part, he must declare that
he could not perceive any distinction whatsoever.
The gentleman (Xr.
crone into a detailed account of the enormous sums which
Cope,) lid
they had pai?! for taxes, &c. He had shown that the (2uakers had
paid three times the amount of other denominations, that they had b-en
distraiucd for it. He said that they supported their own poor. Well, (ron&iecl Mr. C.) m!lat have we to do with that ? ‘The); have a right to
nay.their :;bsre towards the stillport of the poor of all c!..xomin~tions.$ome of the Friends estimated their property at ~X!?.UOc), nxl scme at
Why
200,000. This was a matter entirely under th,>‘lr o~;.l ccntrol.
should they, then, rcf~~~c to serve as mi!i:ia me:~, er t;, 1x1~ towards its
support 1 They say they will not pay nor they will not fight, but they
have no objection, when the hour of necessity shall arrive, to pay otheys
for shooting down their fellow men. The gentleman who pres-nted the
memorial 07 the society of friends, considered that there was no moral
difference between paying a man for shooting another, and doing the act
yourself: and oil this ground he desired to be exempted from any pecuniary or personal obligation.
Are not the Qua!:ers on an equal footing with the rest of the community
in regard to rights and plivilcges ? Certainly they are, and yet they refuse to do those things, which, according to the bill of rights, they ought
to do, to be entitled to pxtake of the rights and privileges gtlaranteed by
lie would relate an anecdote by way of p:rrallcl. Gcn.
that instrument.
Jackson understoori how to manage matters of this sort. Just before the
siege of New Orleans, when the General was putting that city in a state
of defence, he seized some cotton bags; and a E’renelnnan came to look for
his cotton, and he remarked to the General “you have got my cotton
bags-that is my cotton.”
“ Well then,” replied the General, 6‘ if that
is the case, you are just the man to fight for it, and I will put you in my
So, therefore, (said Mr, Cummin’s) ought these Quakers to fight
band.”
for their property-ought
to be made to defend it. If those who were denounced in this memorial had acted upon the principles laid down by the
society of Friends during the revolution, and had refused to fight the battles of their country, we should have been slaves to Great Britain to thjlr
D
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day. During the revolutionary war, there were more traitors by ten to
one, of Americans than of forclgners.
He asked if there was a man present who had a relative in that war, who would support the prayer of the
petitioners.
He contended (and he admitted that he was using stronglanguags) that any man who would go for granting the prayer of the petitioners, wrote himself down an infidel. If they did not comply with those
requisitions upon which the bill of, r.ights was predicated, and which entitled them to all the rights and prlvdeges therein set forth, the members
of the society of Friends certainly orght to 5[rive up their seats in this
Hall.
It might be considered bold in hnn to speak in the presence ofthose
who were interested in this matter, but he could not help expressing his
sincere hope that when the question should come up for the final decisI ion of this body, that the Friends would not vote for it. And, if they
should set up that they are the followers of the Prince of the Peace? he
(Mr. C.) would undertake to show that they are not. He maintained that
every one was in duty bound to support the government under which he
lived, and he referred to the conduct of Christ as il!ustrative of what W:G.
the duty of all good citizens.
It was rccorrletl in the Gospel of St. Lulie
that spies were sent out by the chief priests and scribes to watch Christ,
and they addressed him in this language : <‘ Master, we kuow that thou
sayest and teachest rightly, neither exceptest thou the person of any, but
teachest the way of God truly.
Is it lawful for us to give tribute un:o
&sar or no ! But, he perceived their craftiness, and sa~clunto t.hem why
tempt ye me ? Shew me a penny. Whose image and subscription k3tt:.
it ? They answered amI said, S:icsar’s. And he said unto theft!, remler,
therefore, unto Caxar the tilings which be Czsar’sl and unto God the
things which be God’s.”
PLOman (said Mr. Cnmmin) can contradict
the truth of this. It was, then, as clear as the sun that shines at noon
day, that every man being u&r
a government has :I right to contribute
to its support.
‘l’his was a universal understanding throughout the
world.
He would refer to another portion ol’ Scripture.
Xr. C. then read the
following verse :

T
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Do that which is good, and thou shalt have praise of the same. For he is
the minister of God to thee for good. But, if thou do that which is evil,
be afraid ; for he beareth not the sword in vain; for hc is the minister of
God, a revenger to execute wrathLupon him that doeth evil. Wherefore
ye must needs be subject, not only for wrath, but also for conscience sake.
For this cause pay ye tribute also ; for they are God’s ministers, attending continually upon this very thing.”
As he had stated in the outset, were men ever interrupted from worshipping God according to the dictates of their own consciences, and where
there were none to make them afraid 1 For, as the Scripture says in reference to obeying the rulers of the land : “ Render, therefore, to all their
dues ; tribute to whom tribute is due ; custom to whom custom ; fear to
whom fear; honor to whom honor.”
He (Mr. C.) did uot pretend to be an expounder of Scripture, yet he
conceived there was nothing plainer to be deduced from that book than
that it was the duty of every man to contribute towards the s!lpport of his
government.
Why, then, he would ask, did the society of Friends suffer
themselves to be levied on’! Why did they not pay their taxes as other
good citizens did ? If they had done this, they would not have had their
property seized, and about which they complained.
If they were the
friends of peace, as they professed themselves to be, why did they not
comply with the requisitions of the land? Why did they not do those
acts which would prove them to be the friends of peace ? Couscience is
a principle of the mind, a principle of the soul. It is God’s vieegerentin
the heart. It approves what is right, and dis-approves what is wrong.
Mr. C. contended that according to the language of the sixth verse of
the 13th chapter of Romans, which he bad already read-men were bound
to support the government which protects them, evcu though it be a Heathen one, and ought to pray for its peace aud prosperitv. so long as they
shall be allowed to exercise their rights and privileges l&e the rest of the
community.
He (Mr. C.) asked if the petitioners had complied with any one of
these requirements.
Those who had sat in this Rail to form a Coustitution for generations yet to come, and had not fulfilled the law. and held
to the doctriue of equality, ofl’ered an insult to those who had complied
with the requisitions by all, imposed upon them.
It Was quite evident
that no human being could be exempted.
Supposing that other citizens
were to follow the example of the Friends, and refuse to contribute to the
defence of the country, how could it be protected ? Antl, what would bc
the consequence ? Why, the enemy vvould overrun the country, annihiNow, unlate the government, 3nd murder men, women and children.
der such a state of circumstances, he would ask if the petitioners moulj
contend that they, in common with every other citizen were not imperatively called upon by laws divine as well as human to dcfcud their country ? He maintamed that the Bible abountletl III instances, many of
which he had already cited, in which the Lord had eucoa:aged ar?d aided
the people of one nation in defending themselves against the attacks of
He insisted that ever since there was nuy organized
their enemies.
society in the world-taxes
had always been paid for the support of government, and he who did not know that fact had read the Scriptures to little
Why should these petitioners not submit to the law, do as
purpose.
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others have done and still do, and not set themselves above their neighbors 1 They should conform to a law by which others were governed,
and in which the whole community was equally interested, for it was en.
tirely fruitless to attempt to escape the payment of the militia tax.
Mr. BIDDLE said he had been told by a friend, for whom he entertained
the highesit respect, that lie had prematurely introduced into the discussion
a very exciting topic. But he could not agree
to tlw
justice
of tile remark. The question was not merely wbcthcr we should exempt from
militia duty those who conscientiously scruple to bear arms, but whether
we shall put in the Constitution ally provision whatever upon the subThe qucetioll is uot whether we shall rely upon the
ject of the militia.
militia for tlef~ccc, but whctlier \:‘c shall insert in the Coustitulion a proPie had before
vision requiring the L(Jgislaturc 10 ilct on tlie sui)ject.
shown that the whole snllject was delegated to the Coil,gress of the United
The Constitution provides that Congress
States, by the Conatitn!idn.
shall have power to provide for org;.!;izi:lg, arming, and disciplining
the militia ; and it was the~cfore, ::s he conknded, unnecessary to insert any thing on the sul>ject iu tl;e Coustitntion of the State, The
question was not nholher \vc shonld rely, v~hich God forbid, upon
standing arm& supported in time 01‘ peace, or upon a militia.
It was
not proposed to rentrain the juriscii&ion of ihe Lcgklature over the matter, at any time whrn the exiFencics of the St:tte required it; they had
ample 1JOWCf to aci q:Oll
the subject. It was not necessary to eiitcr into
the question whether the St;.!es have a concurrent power &ith the United
Why then
States on this subject, fiir it was not dlsl):lted by any one.
was it necessary to make any provision wbsl.ever on the subject? Why
retail! t!lis fi’atort: in o\;r ftmc!amental law ? His objection to it was, that
it was a snbjert which did not , at all times, require legislative action. At
times we had bettcar not have any militia; and, wlteu it was necessary,
the p:)wer to create them couitl be inr-oked. It was said that a well
regulated militia \vas necessary for foreigo defence ; but the contingency
whirl1 would render them necessary for &fence against foreign aggression was very remo!e ,. and when it should arrive-wl:en
there should be
any danger of invasion--every
citizen ol’ the Cornmonwe;~lth would be
ready.and forward 10 repel it. There would never, he trusted, be any
occasion to invoke ihc exercise of this power for that purpose.
But
it had been intimated th:lt it might IJC necessary to call out the militia
for another purpose--for ll~c defence of the State from the aggressions of
our siste: Stat,es. Sir, i :rustt said Mr. Is., I hclievc that the day is Farremote when the citizen soldiers of the several States will point their bayonets at each other. He would never legislate in anticipation of a conThe next contingency suggested was civil
tingency so calamitous.
commotion ; and, in this case, he would greatly prefer reliance on civil
aid. In every cmer:rency of this kind he believed the civil magistrates
would have sufficient power in civil oflicers, to restore the public cranquility.
‘i%en neither of these considerations can render it necessary to
engraft on the Constitution of this State, as a State and not as a part of
the United States, a provisioil for a permanent militia system. It was
not to be said, therefore, that he had brought before this body an exciting
topic of discussion. He had witnessed no excitement.
Every one was
cool,
reflecting, and dispassionate, and prepared, like himself, to discuss
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the question in a cool and temperate manner. He could differ in opinion
from those around him, without, in any way, feeling excitement at their
opposition to his views. In this country, where every man sits in peace,
under his own vine and fig tree, should he be told, when he oirered to
extend a panoply of protection over those whose moral influence had
been so beneficial, and who had so well discharged all their civil duties,
that he had introduced a topic calculated to excite passion 1 He would
prefer to place the sub.ject out of the reach of the Convention.
If we
were to have a militia, there would then be great weight m the objection
to makin,n any distinction, in the burden, between tlill’crent classes of the
community.
But he believed it to be wholly unnecessary to have any
militia, and he would, thereforo, leave out the provisio:l as useless. The
power given to the Congress of the .Unitcd States over the subject, was
ample for the protection ot the country from foreign aggression, or insurrection ; aud though he loved his native State, he also loved the Union.
He believed that whenever the occasion required it, the action of the
[Jnion through the Federal Government, would be amply sufficient for
the protection of the Stit:tte, or the United States, against any foreign aggression. This Convention, he said, would get rid of a question of-a
very difficult am! delicate character, by a&ding
any action upon this
subject.
Upon consideration, he did not believe the amendment of lhe
gentleman from the conuty would produce any harm, and he should
therefore vote for it, and then vote against the section. He was well
aware that there wele many ,nentlemen here who were disposed to provide
for the special exemption of the members of the society of Friends from
performing military service, on pa)-ing an equivalent for it; but though
he had the highest respect for that worthy and benevolent portion of our
fellow citizens, yet he was ohliged to differ from gentlemen as to the ptopriety of the exemption proposed.
Mr. JENKS said, the question was on the motion of the gentleman from
the comity to srrikc out the words 61those who con~cicutiously scruple to
bear arms, shall not be compelled to do so, but shall pay au equivalent for
personal service.”
IIc wvas in favor of striking out this clanac,--not
because he objected to its principle, but because the proper place for the
If it was stricken out, he would,
provision was in the Bill of Rights.
hereafter, ou a pro:)er occasion, avail himself of the privilege of giving
his se&iments on this interesting subject.
Mr. FULLER wished, he s:bid, to understand what was the intention of
the motion to strike out ; and he wished it to be understood by the ComWas it the object to pass over this provision altogether, or
mittze.
merely to defer it until the Bill of Rights was taken up ? In his opiuion, if
such a provision was to be made at all, this was the proper place for it, and
he wished the question to be disposed of here. The question was whether
an exception should be made in favor of any class of our citizens. He was
opposed toanysuchdistinction:
preferences anddistinctions,inarepublican
government, were always dangerous. The burdens of society ought to fall
upon all alike. He was as friendly as any one could be to the sect whom it
was proposed to exempt from the burdens of militia duty, but he could
not agree to aliow them any distinction or privilege, which would go to
excite jealousies, and create an inequality among cit.izcns. He had no
objection to placing all upon an equal footing, and leaving the whole
matter to be considered by the Legislature hereafter.
The most proper
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disposition that could be made of the subject would be, he believed, to
leave it to legislative discretion ; and, as he wished to see the subject disposed of finally, he would make one or two remarks on the question of
conferring esclusire privileges upon any class, or of making any distinction in the imposition of public burdens or taxes. With respect to
exempting the members of the society of Friends from bearing arms,
it would, he thought, have a very iii,jurious tendency.
It might encourage
It was an oppresother sects to start up and claim the same privilege.
sive burden upon all. It was found oppressive, no doubt, during the
revolutionary war to bear arms. 3Ien, in poor circumstances, were not
able to snpport their families, without attending to their daily labor, nor
able to provide a substitute. This was often t,be case with many ; but he
could see no reason why opulent men should be exempted from bearing
arms, or providing a substitute.
There could be no propriety in it. If
they were scrupulous as to bearing arms, they must be equally PO as to
paying for those who do the service. It 1~x3 just as wrong to pay one
for killing a man as to kill him one’s self. There was also just as much
reason for exempting these men from all contributions to the support of
the government, and the delence of the country, from which they+enjoyed equal benefits with others, as for exempting them from this particular
burden. How could they claim exemption from the payment of their
share towards the general tax 1 If they mere sincere in their professions,
and he could not doubt it,-though
so unreasonable were they ihat he
could scarcely believe it, notwithstanding the number of men of probity
whom he knew to he amonq them,--i t was still a matter of predominant
importance that the national tlefence shonld be provided for, and no set
of men, however sincere, could set up a claim to he exempt from renderIf the same provisions were
ing their aid in the defcnce of the country.
to be made here as in the Constitution of 1790, let them be agreed to,
here, or thrown out as a whole. There was no difference between the
proposition now made, and the provision of the Constitution of 1790, except that the present Constitution made it imperative on the Legislature
to continue the militia training, in consequence of which every effort to
The report of the
abolish the militia trainings, had proved abortive.
committee had left it discretionary with the Legislature to continue them
or not. With respect to volunteer trainings, he had some diflicultp, some
doubts about inserting the word ‘6 when.”
He was disposed to believe that the volunteer trainings would be injured by abolishing the militia trainings.
‘I’berc would bc nothing to stimulate men to raise volunteer corps, it’ militia trainings should be abolished. The militia trainings
had become unpopular, because they were disorderly, and the discipline
and uniform of the volunteers appeared to great advantage in comparison.~
Many, therefore, left the militia for the volunteers.
Bu; were it not for
the militia, emulation would not exist to the same extent in the volunteer
corps, To keep up that corps, it was necessary that the militia should be
in sight with their cornstalks and hoes. Wherefore, he was of opinion
that it would be full :as proper to leave the matter as it was.
.Mr. CHANDLER, of the city, said he had been much edified by the remarks of the member from Juniata, (Mr. Cummin,) and if he could
have heard the whole, he should probably have been more gratified.
He
had hoped that this subject would be so regulated as to render it unneThe cornstalk
cessary to impose any burden on the society of Friends.
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trainings, of which we had heard, were no longer considered essential to
the independence of the Commonwealth ; and though there were many
who could show the laurels and the scars acquired in that honorable service. and who bore titles in memorial of it, yet he knew few, in a large
circle of acquaintances, who were not ashamed to be addressed by their
militia title. He was a great advocate for the volunteer service ; for, like
that of the fire department, it was performed without compensation.
He
did not concUr with the gentleman from Fayette in the supposition that
the militia trainings were the source of the emulation witnessed in the
volunteer corps. They required no stimulus to the duty, any more than
the vclunieer fireman did to the performance of his duties. In regard to
the exemption of the Friends from military duty, if any class of citizens
were entitled to such a privilege, they were. A military government was
not one of their choice. If it had been made so, it was by those who had
cnme into the State, since they acquired it, not by arms, but fair purchase
from the origmal lords of the soil. They may truly say to those
who call upon them to bear arms,-we
need no defence ; we wish none;
we made none of these laws ; and you thnt come since our fathers came,
have no right to coerce us to obey them, whatever you may do among
yourselves.
Rut he, (Mr. C.) did not think it necessary to make any
The whole system of militia trainings was universally undistinction.
popular, and it was productive of immoral habits, which lawgivers.should
The gentleman from Juniata
always be careful to check and discourage.
had tailed all iniidels who did not agree with him in his conclusions.
Though he was himself always ready to bear arms whenever he was
called upon, he did not so understand the Gospel of Peace, that he
should not. be at peace with all mankind.
He was desirous of taking advantage of the present juncture to encourage volunteer trainings, if any
were necessary, as he thought they were. It was said that the only
means to keep up emulation among the volunteers, was to bring out the
-militia. Rut this was not the case. In many places the volunteers would
refuse to appear in company with the corn stalks. We had been told
that the militia system cost the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania one
With one half of this expense, an efficient
million of dollars annually.
and well disciplined volunteer corps could be supported, and a vast source
of idleness and immorality shut up. We should then send the people
home, on training days, sober and quiet, instead of disorderly and drunken ; and we should have an efficient volunteer force, without the expenditure of a dollar. of the pu!,lic treasure, or ayy iniquitous fines. One half
then of our present expenditures in supportmg the militia system, would
put us in ‘an attitude for war, and enable us to maintain that attitude.
Every thiug that we wish, would thusbe secured, and the feelings of Pennsylvanians would not be insulted, as they now are, every time they passed
by a tavern where there was an assembly for a militia muster.
Mr. MARTIN rose, he said, to correct a statement made by the gentleman from Fayette, (Mr. Fuller,) whom he understood to say that the
Friends asked to be exempt from the payment of taxes. If the gentleman had paid a little closer attention to the language of the memorial
of the Friends, he would have known that there was never an instance in
which they asked to be exempted from the payment of their full share
towalds the expenses of the government.
‘rhey ‘lever ssked the government to go to any gleater extent than to esonera& them from the pay-
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ment of militia fines. They required exemption from personal service
in the militia, and from the payment of an equivalent for that serviee.
They never asked us to go to any greater extent. As to the gentleman
from Juniata, who had carried us through half of the history of Jewish
wars, to prove that war was acceptable to the Almighty ; he was himself
exempt from the service in the militia into which heseemed to be so anxious
to press others. Notwithstanding
the gcntlcman’s earnest defence of
war, he had not. he believed. fought nny battles, zutl probably never
would.
But he wnuld pass tht over ; hc had risen only to bri:lg to the
view of the committee the reA question, and what was asked by the
Friends.
I-ie hoped geitth~ritetl wOtI!d not branch out llpon what Was not
asked.
Mr. FULLER:
The .gentleman from the county thinks that i have
fallen into an error in mtimating that. more was claimed by the society
of Friends, than exemption from paying an equivalent. for personal service. But I inferred this from their prkiples,
which, if carried out in
sincerity, would !eatl to that absurdity.
It follows, as :I matter of course,
that on the same principles on which they claim exemption for the militia fines, they m:!y c?:iim a like exemption from the payment of any general tas which goes into the public treasury, for the common defence.
Why might they not as well resist the payment of a tax which goes to
the support of the army or navy of the United States 1 If they have any
conscienti&lsly Ecrupies at ::!I upon the subject, they must be carried out,
or i.hep are good for nothing.
What difference is there, in principle, bet,\vcen kill&
a fe!!ow man in war, and paying anothrr man to kill him?
Anti, a,nair:, do nnt the Flie::ds pay one mnu tu Ml another, \rill(~ thev
pav their ~113reof the ~cner;li tns towards the support of the gorcrnmeni,
&l the means of nafionai t!i4ence?
Mr. Ert:ow~, or Ihilndelphi2
ceounty, said t,ha: the amendme!:t hc had
proposed w3 no1 so ~l~jectinna!Ae 3s mnny geii tiemen sll~:pQs”‘1. ‘She
~~FC!~X:Siii(lt?
v:is :i p;sirk al!2 ~irn;$c O:IC. ‘l’he ciawe i:ropo4
to be
stricken OII! 77~s i:iirc:!cc c.1 i3 ::ie bcginningt to rc!i:Je :I aor:ii;, class of
Citizc-i:s w’:u nwo cclL,sciei;tionsl!- t3CrLl~jLlllJL~5
abcivt bearing arms, but
IcVllCitX~?:iIIiL? di:iisI' it ~m~po:d 1 !?!I;~ it ;li.c;pQSe~lljlut i!?CiFC wll0 were
cormici~:iously SSrUpUii:liS
;:!:ont hearing arms shok;lii [ray an rquiA3nt
in
monev for 5:r;cl-il;c;:<on21 servi-e. It Was fnucct, hciwe7-er. tllat ihis was as
Eibjcetio*>:Bl>
II 1dLc3s The o:l!er. II’ lhcy mere co:lsciCiiiiOuS in reiatior, to the
be&g ci’ arms, they v ere cq:~:l!ly so in rcIatil,n ~1 !lte pa~rncnt of money
fbr pf?rSOi>el servJc6:;. It KM, therefore, no rclref at all. Ii it was intended
lo aKord this &W ei’ citizens rclk(; &ord that relirk’n hich w::s proper and
Cipediciit bul 1101lic;ld OiIt to lIterA this provisicn 2s a measure of relief,
when it was no rrlief.
‘l’he c!ausc was n1:jection::!~l~ XI this ground, but
he w3s oppoeccl to it on other gro~inds.
H:c
\i-:;S
npy4:sed
it>
it
because
it created dis!inctions in the dilt’?rent classes iu this i:ollllr;on~~-vralth, and
rlistinctions which were calruiatc:! to create in the minck al’ the people,
He cc,u:d see no reason
dissatisiilciion with their fO?iIl of Covernmcnt.
for m&kg these dieti:rc~i3os ii1 OLII‘ fLlrld::rrlclm!
law.
If it was necessary that any pcr::ons shdd
be exempted tiom tl!e performxnce o!
rnihtary dut:,7 sr the pnS:r!e:lt of an equivalent therefor, let the case be
provided fog by tlic Lcgislaf.ure ; leave the wl:ole matter open to Legislalion, and not here interfere with it. He bc!ieved t!rwe were persons now
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in the Commonwealth
who were exempted from the performance of
military duty- ministers of the gospel were exempted, and he was informed that school directors were also exempted.
He saw p.0 reason
why any of these distinctions should be made in the Constitution.
Let
us leave the whoie matter open to legislation, and let us place this
class of citizens on the same footing with all other citizens of the
Commonwealth,
unless some provision can he adopted which wilt
actually afford them relief without creating any distinctions iu society.He had no i&a of placing one class of persons on a more i%vorahlc footing than another. IIe wished the clause stricken out for the present, as
he could uot consent to piace one class of citizens ou higher ground than
another, unless the good of the community required it. He also opposed
the retaining of this &use in the instrument, because it opens the door
to fraud, which should always be guarded against. There may he times
when the personal services of every man would he required.
By this
clause, however, the services of the poor man would be the only ones
you could obtain. The rich may ohtain suhstimtes by the agency of
money, but the poor man must peril his life iu &fence of his country;
his rights. and the rights also of those who will not thcmselres shoulder
their muskets to defend them. The wealthy may decline rendering personal service to their country for various reasons-because
of their concientious scruples, because of the comfort they can enjoy at home, or
because they cau make more in the transactions of their business at home
than will pay the services of a person as a substitute for t!lem. He can
remain at home, secure from danger, and, at the same tirie, be adding to
his worldly me:dth, while tlie poor man is compelled to Leave his family
and his fire side, and per11 his life, and waste his substance, in defence of
those who are in tile c~lijopmcut of comfort and quiet at home. He wished
every rnatl to do his duty, from the richest to the poorest, aud he wished
every mm to IE on 321cqu:d footing.
‘l’his clause had !xcn introduced
had
into the Constitution lbr a good purpose, hut time and espGxce
shown it to be entirely untitled 1.0the object intended to he effectcB by it.
It could do no good I:I tiinc of peace, and, in time of mar, men would be
shielding thcm~elves bc!iirld it to the ,great injury of the community at
large, who would be tli i: txfKcrrxs by ?t. JIe trusted, therefore, for these
reasons, that the clause mig;lt be stricken out.
Mr. ~ARLIYGTOK s;&irl tl!r,t tllis sl!b,ject had bern treated as if it was
a matter peculiarly askeii ri)r by the society of friends, ils :.n osclusive
beuelit to t.hemsc!vc:; ;ll::i tLcx;srlvcs
alone. ‘I’llis was the light in
which it appeared to l!:?\si: !,‘eon received and trea!cd by ilie gentleman
from Fayette, (Zlr. Fnll5,) a~itl the gentleman form .Juuiata. (Xr. Cnmmin.)
Now by the memorial first presented to this Convention, it would
be seen that they placed the prayer upon the broad hxk of ham:u rights :
they asked ucthlng pecuiiar for themselves, but for every individual in
the community who had conscientioas scruples &out bearing arms for
the purpose of destroying his fellow man. This was what they asked,
by the
and nothing more. l’he second memorial which was prexuted
gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, (Mr. Cope,) and which was
brought to this place by a delegation from the society of friends, he
held in his hand, and it contained the fol!owing language: “ we therefore hope you mill make such provision for the religious scruples of ten-
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der consciences as shall be evident, it is merely a concession to christian
principle, and not limited to any classes or persons.”
Now, if both of these memorials are examined it will be found that
nothing exclusive was asked for by the society of friends. That society,
it is true, is the only one which has aslied this at the hands of the
Convention; but, if it is adopted, it ail1 extend to other individuals and
classes of the community, equally respectable with that society. It
will apply to a highly respectable denomination, tvho were howrl by
They too hold it as a part of their creed, that
the name of Menonists.
it is improper to bear arms ; and it may he that tlrere are other societies
‘I’liere are many individwho hold these peculiar tenets and principles.
uals too who do not belong to any society, but who hold to the same
principles.
With regard to the argument of the gentlernan from Suniata,
(Mr. Cmnmin,) he had ouly to sap that it would bc more likely to
produce an impression unfavorable to religion in the minds of sceptics
than otherwise.
He had been brought up and taught in the doctrines of
the christian religion, and he altvays understood it to be the tenets of the
Christian church to produce peace on earth, and good will among men. He
had no desire to go iuto a scriptural argumeut to prove this, as he knew
himself to be incompeteut to do the subject that justice which ought to
be done to it. It was snfhcient for his purpose to know that this was
the belief of the society of friends, and of other religious denominations
and individuals.
It was known that these persons were conscientious,
and if it was known to be a part of their creed, let us enquire whether
we should not respect it. Let us look for :I moment into the Constitution
Of 1789, which was adopted at a time when perhaps tlierc was more of
the military spirit infuse11 into the minds of Illeil. than at any other time
since the foundation of this Government.
‘IXe framers of that instrument were many of them fresh from the fields of the revolution, and all
Europe was convulsed with the exploits of armies. Notwithstanding,
however, that the people of that day were infected with a military sprrlt,
we see them adoping the principle in the Constitution, that government
has no power nor right to control the consciences of men. Now, if that
people at that time regarded the right of conscience by a constitutional
provision, how tnuch more onght we nom to regard it ? Shall we now
in times of peace, when almost the whole world are engaged m peaceful
occupations, say that we will not respec,t the rights of conscience ? Shall
we say that because the minority dialers from the majority, that they
cannot be permitted to enjoy the freedom (,I conscieme 1 Shall we be
told that the minority, and the conscientiolu; minority, arc less entitled to
the regard of the majority than when the present Constitution was
adopted. If the right of conscience was then worth protection, it is
equally so now. lf you look into the legislatiou of all countries, you
will find conscientious scruples regarded. You will find in England and
America religious scruples tolerated, and provisions made to meet the
case. In the courts of justice, where the lives and the property of our
citizens depend npon the evidence there given, conscientious scruples, in
relation to taking oaths are regarded, they are exempted from the obligation of the oath, and are permitted to g&e testimouy in the manner most
congenial to their own consciences. Our laws all go more or less to
respect the rights of conscience, and why introduce provisions here at _
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this day denying of a respectable class of citizens the free exercise of
the right of conscience. He thought an Examination of the report of
t,he committee ought to convince every one that the amendment of the
gentleman from the county of Philadelphia ought to prevail. The section
reads, ‘6 the freemen of this Commonwealth shall be armed, organized
and disciplined for its defence, when and in such manner as the Legislature may hereafter by law direct.”
Now, he thought this was all that
need be required, au3 all that was necessary; It was leaving to the Legislature the power of providing the manner of carrying out the details as
rhey saw fit. This was giving it the power to say whether the militia
should be compelled to parade and exercise in,time of peace. He apprehended that there would be no objection to the first branch of the proposition, to abolish or keep up the militia system as it saw fit. The latter
clause however, he hoped, would net be adopted., When wecome to the bill
of rights, where it is proper to insert provisions for the protection of the
rights of the people, there this matter may be provided for. For these
reasons he hoped the motion to strike out might prevail.
On motion of Mr. CAREY, the committee then rose, reported progress
and obtained leave to sit again to-morrow, when the Convention adjourned.

SATURDAY,

OCTORER 21.

Mr. STURDEVANT. elected in the place of Mr. SWETLASD, (resigned)
as a delegate from the county of Luzerne, appeared, and took his seat.
Mr. COPE from the committee on accounts, made a report, in the form
of a resolution, which was read twice, considered and adopted.
SIXTH ARTICLE.
The Convention resolved itself into a committee of the whole, Mr.
CHAMBERSin the chair, for the purpose of considering the report of the
commit.tee on the sixth article of the Constitution.
The question pending being on the motion of Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, to amend the 14th section of the report, by striking out all after
the word ‘6 direct, ” in the third line, being the words following, viz :
“ Those who conscientiously scruple to bear arms, shall not be compelled
to do so, but shall pay an equivalent for personal service.”
Mr. JZSKS said the second section of the sixth article of the Constitution of Pennsylvania, requires “ that the freemen of this Commonwealth
shall be armed and disciplined for its defence.”
It has been a subject of
general regret, that this Constitutional
provision is imperative.
The
experience of forty-seven years, has most satisfactorily shown, that mili-
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tia trainings in times of peace, are not productive of beneficial results.
That they have failed to establish that discil:linc and subordination
which is deemed so cssenti:ll a qu;tlitic&otr to soldiers in actuni service.
There naturally exists in the minds of American citizetls, an aversiou IO
coercion and nrilitary restraint in times of pe 2,x, when the necessity for
military discipline is too distant to be realized.
1Le would not be understood as undervaluing t11eservices of t!re mititia ; he bar? been a militia
man himself in pescc and war ; he w::s not rgnorant of the splendid achievments of our militia in the Ltc: and revolutionary wars ; yet. these brilliant
victories had then o:.igilt in that burst afpatriotkm created by the occasion.
Thev were not the cll’k 01‘ a;iy tliscipline acqurred in our ordinary militia
trainings.
It was a general rcnr:nli made by our nficers in active service,
and experience fully confirmed its truth, tiliit the old militia men brought
with them a spirit of i~lsnbor~li!!atinn, contracted at militia trainings, which
was often dlliicult to correcl. and eu!rdue. This is nat,ural. Freemen will
not, in times of peace, emlure mihtary restraints ; and his limited experience had satisfied him t,hat our annual trainings would not fit nun for practical service. In times of d:mgcr when patriotism is ripe and active, a
few days discipline will bettor prepare men for service, than years of
militia training.
Love of country and approaching danger, induce our
citizens to cheerfully submit to subordinAm and military restraint. Preemen’s arn,rs will successfully resist all attacks upon freemen’s rights, come
from whatcver quarter they may. If’ then those advantages had not been
derived Worn militia trainings, which were anticipated, let us give to the
Legislature a discretionary power to dispense with militia trainings, or
an equivalent thert%r i:; tulia of pe3ce. ‘I%0 annual trainings to the people of’this State, had hem mos!. onerous, attended with an expense, which
the Le,gklnturc, il‘un~r;~~nrnc~lcdby the Cottstitutiou, are not Justiliable in
Let us esamine tins
imposing upon the peop!o 0,” t!lk (:(,lllin~ii!n:e;:lt!i.
item of expense. Ity lhc report ol’ the ~\:\jiii;rJlt Gencr:li to the I.qisiature in 18X1, he el;tinr:ltes tlte ntimher of’ ntiliti;t in the Connnon~ealth
at 212,til:) men. ‘I‘l~2.e militia men 37: calted on to train twice a year,
lLstirnat,ing tlteir loss of!zi~ur 2nd expense
or pay an eqcivalcnt thercibr.
they are sui;lecttd co, at one tiolhir a ilap per nnm, dies
the am~u2~amount
111adof expcuse aud 1~s of labour to the l~eople of t!~ieState: 8425,220.
dition to tin::, tikri: is an auriual thali for militia expenses ulkon :lte State
Treasury, 0:‘inore then :~,‘i),OOO;lasl. year it was up\V~ardsof bX910’J0.
By the rep4+rt of the hu?!itor (:eneraI to Ibis Conv?ntivu, it :lFlX!aiS
that lhe ;Irno;ntt c!r:rv,n fro3 the St:rte ‘Ireasurv for the h:ipport of tllc
militia, oti;c:. th:n i Cat reci~ivct! for their aupport”i!t time of w;n, Lrom 1790
$722,157 is
to Novembs 1836, is
The amount of mifLti,t fines impesctl during
:i 587,359
the same. period is,
lCi:I,TiL‘?
Deduct exonerations,
Leaves --Amount of exempt ilnes for the s3me periotl, $292,223
112,713
Deduct e~oneratiuns,
Leaves --

33
08
4Z5>446 35
36
iB
179,501 50

&Iaking the whole amount of mititia expenses accraing since the adoption
of the present Constitution, $1, IZ.,*i 148 00, exclusive ofthe expenses incurret1 during the late war, and exclusive of the loss of useful labor to the
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Commonweaith, and the expenses ‘attendant upon milita trainings ; and
much of this enormous amount comes from the poor whose labour is their
all, and the sole means of providing their fiimilies with bread.
But this is not all. There is a view of this st!bject to be taken, of much
’ more importance than the mere matter of dollars and cents. Militia trainings are found to be the prolific source 0C vice , :md the permanency of the
Republic depends up011 the virtue of its citizens.
All history tells us
that no Commonwealth can exist when the morals of the people 3r(3 corrupt. It is then the sacred duty of legislators, 1,~ c!osioF, as fji- as prac(I ticable, all avenues to vice, and to givo to our instllriticns that permanency
to which their excclleucy entitles them. If then there is no necessity for
militia trainings in times of peace ; if they mrty !,e dispensed with advantageously to the people, or if they have Gilcd to secure discipline and
orgal!ization, t,he objects of their institution, then it is desirable to give
to the Legislature a diserctionary power to dispense with them in times
of peace. It would ~nnaally save much v:tluable labour and many thooThe poor mau mou!d be relieved
sand dollars to the Comlconmealth.
from the burthen of miMia trainings which now affpct him as a heavy and
to bear
most nuequal tax. And those who arc aonscieuticusly s~~~up~~lous
arms, would not be harrassed by those violations upon their consciences
which the collection of militia fines inflicts.
The occasion air, oupht to
be pressing indeed which could justify an interference with the ri&!s of
conscience. Those rights which wcrc reserved to the citizens by William
Penn, the founder of the Colony of’ 27consylvanio, recognized by the
Constitution of 1779, and incorpurated in the bill of Iights in the present
Constitution.
If sir, by the coutinuance of this provision in our Constitution, a most respectable bo,ly 0;‘ christians be oppressed, it would be
_ most despotic ; remove ti:: Conaritniionaltrammel
from tbc Legislature, and
public sentiment would constrain them in times of peace to dispense with
militia trainings.
Mr. FULLER moved to amend, bystrikir1.g out the whole of the section,
after the words ‘6 section 14,” and iusertmg in lieu thereof, the words
following, viz : ‘6 The freemcu of this Commonwealth shall he enrolled
and organized, to be disciplined for its defence as may be provided by
law.”
The chair decided t:\c motion ta !:e out of order, as it did not propose any amendment to the amendment of the gentlemail from Pliiladelphia.
Mr. Fur,r,eu soggested that as it had been read, the amendment ought to
be accepted by the gentleman from Philadelphia,as a m?d&cation of his proposition. [Mr. Brown here expressed dissent.] As his saggestion was not
accepted, he hoped that the amendment of the gentleman from Philadelphia, would not be agreed to.
Mr. BROWX suggested that the gentleman could oft‘er the proposition
as a substitute, for so much of t,he section as would remain, when his
amendment was agreed to.
Mr. FULLER signified his intention to do so, and asked the ,g.entleman
He
to withdraw his motion to enable him to substitute his proposltlon.
would make it obligatory on the Legislature to enrol and organize the militia, leaving it optional with that lbody to discipline them or not. This he
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believed would meet the views ofa majority of the committee.
The Constitution as reported read thus : “ The freemen of this Commonwealth
shall be armed, organized and disciplined, when and in such manner, as
the Legislature may hereafter by law direct.”
‘l’he word 6‘ when” was
the point on which the whole question turned. He had doubts whether
the language of the Constitution was sufficiently explicit.
It might become a subject of debate with the Ilegislature, whether thev had the authority to discipline the militia.
His object he explained to’be, in the first
place, to make it obligatory OII the Legislature to have the militia enrolled
He would then leave it to the Legislature to regulate the
and organized.
discipline, as they might think best. The Legislature would, at all times
be governed by the wdl of the people, and theref‘ure this discretion might
be safely left in their hands. He thought this would meet the object of
the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia.
The obljgation to enrol
and organize, and the power of the Legislature to diseiplme the militia,
he could never give up. Enrolment was merely fbr the purpose of gaining the knowled.ge of the number of citizens capable of bearing arms,
He desired,
and there was a distinction between enrolling and organizing.
before he resumed his seat, to throw out an idea coxernmg
the society
‘I’he ground of complaint made by this society, was that the
of Friends.
Legislature was tied up by the Constitution, :lnll Could no’s act to relieve
them from the penalty of declining personal service, if disposed to do so.
The amendment would release the Legislature from this fetter, and leave
them at liberly to grant such privileges as they might think fit. It would
therefore answer every purpose that the society of Friends wish,
by placing them in the hands of the Legislature.
If’ he could gain his object by the course, he would move to strike out the section as reported,
and then substitute his own proposilion in a modified form.
Mr. CUNMIK congratulated himself that the whole of the proofs and
arguments he had brought forward mere uncontradicted.
He now rose to
wipe away a stain which had been cast upon him. ‘l’he gentleman from
Chester, and the gentieman from Philadelphia, had charged him with saJiug all who do not go out to the field arc iniidels.
He did not $3~ so.
&Ir. BIDDLE, If the gentleman from Juniata, alludes to mc, he must
surer me, with the greatest respect, to disc!aim having applied any such
expression to him.
&lr. CumxMrwsaid, he did iiot alltidc to the gentleman fro111 I’hiladelphia.
He then read zn extract from the memorial of the society of’ ITrieuds, to
shorn that it was the language of that document. and not his own, which the
gentleman had iaid hold of. He had said that it was the belief of ttil2 socicty of Friends, that all wars arc :uiti.clirislian.
Then he had said, iii hia
comment on this belief, tht in this view, all who voted for wars are
infidels, because tllere could be no third l)arty. ‘I’here could only be
It was wrong to charge him with ai:piJ;illg the
Christians and iufidcls.
word inlidel to anp. ‘I%sc niemoriniisis use cl t!ie langn:lge :!~euiselvca,
and he must stand acquitted of‘ the charge. ‘I’he charter oi‘ \\ iiiiam Penn,
contradicted what these petirioners :xlvauced, aud expre+iid n-hat he (Mr.
\V3s
es:al~liSl:~tl
011 warlike
C.) hat1 said. The St3it> of I’eIluSy!v;t1?in
The grant wad made to William l’enu, on acCouIlt 0:‘ warlike:
principles.
exploits achieved by_lCniscl!‘and his f’atnil:-. ilIfere Yr. C. real1 the tir.-l.
section of the graui. ! ‘I’he socict>- of Friends had pleaded under :!lc:
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grant of William Penn, and they were unable to show from a single sentence in that grant, that he intended that any portion of the people should
be exempted from paying theirjust dues to the government.
Pennsylvania being a military State, they who were the descendants from its founder
ought not to be contending for any such principles as these petitioners
asked. Mr. C. then read a further extract, bein.g the 16th section of the
grant, in order to refute the idea that there was mteuded to be any exception granted to any class, from paying an equivalent for personal service.
It was considered enough if the society who had conscientious scruples,
got rid of the personal service. There was not a word in the lam to support them in their claim to be released from the payment of this equivalent.
What &ll the petitioners say to this clause 1 Can they get over it with a]]
tlleir sanctity of pretensions to be elevated above the other citizens of
Their pretensions are unfounded, and it is a shame
America and Europe.
for them to ask for that which is denied to all our other citizens.
Common
sense should teach them otherwise than to ask such privileges.
By the
16th section of this charter, power is given unto “ William Penn, his heirs,
and assigns, by themselves or their captains, or oficers, to levy, muster
and train all sorts of melt, of what condition, or wheresoever born in the
Province of Pennsylvania, for the time being, and to make war, and pursue the enemies and robbers aforesaid, as well by sea as by land ; yea,
even wilhout the limits of the said Province, and by God’s assistance, to
vauquish and take them, and being taken, to put them to death by the laws
of war, or to save them at their pleasure ; and to do all and every other act
and thing which to the charge and office of a Captain Gmeral of cm w-my
bclongeth or hat11 accustomed to belong, as fully and freely as any Captain
General of an army hath ever had the same.”
It will be seen therefore.
by this paper, that William Penn never took such a ground as is now taken
by these petitioners ; and as he had said before, he would s3.y now.
that until their men can show that an attempt has been made to prevent
them from worshipping God according to the dictates of their own consciences, they have no right to complain, aut] cer:ain]y we have never made
auy such attempt as that to interfere with their conscientious belief. The
power is grauted in this charter to William Penn, to act as Captain Gen’ eral, and to train all men-pursue
the euemies of the State,-vanquish
and
take them, and put them to death by thr: laws of war. Is this not a contradict,ion of these petitioners to all mteuts and purposes 1 He should like
to know how gentlemen would get out of this.
It was just, right
and proper that all men should be subjected to the laws, and that all
should pay their proportion toward the maintcnnnce of the government,
2nd the tlefence of the Commonwealth.
We had the highest authority
for this, yea, even authority from on high. ‘I’he scriptures said “Let
every soul be subject unto the bigher powers,” and “they that resist shall
These men, then, ought to s~:bmit LOthe powers ofthe
receive damnation.”
government, and the laws of their country, if they wish IO be the fo!lowers
of the Prince of Peace. ‘I’heir resistaucr is rebel!ion a,gtIiilsl the laws of
the land, which is worse than wkhcraft.
The laliguagr oi’the Srripture ~3s
strong antiempil;~tic,antl in direct contradiction ofthe pr!Iyerof’tLese petitioners. The language of the charter, too, was in contradiction oft.heir prayer,
William Penn never gave them the grant which they here contend for.& was not to be found in any of the engagements of the Government of
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England with him, nor was it to be found in auy engagements of his with
War was lamfitl and justifiable, and he had
the people of Pennsylvania.
clearly proven ou a former occasion that the followers of the Prince of
It was clear, therefore, that all
Peace fought the battles of their country.
persons should be lteld to dot’end their country, and upon their failing to
He wished now to say a few words to
do so, let thetn pay an equivalent.
the gent.leman from Xort!:ampton, (;Kr. Porter,) who had inkoduced a
new doetrine in re!;ltion to mtlitary law. That gentleman was for reject.
Mr. c. ‘;iTas prepaing entirely our milit.ia trainittgs aud organizatiott.
red to show that this militia system operated in a most bcncficial manner;
that it had existed for many hundreds of l-ears, and that fbur kings had
been redeemed from slavery by it. Yet ttte gentlemen from Buclis, from
Northampton and from Chester, could see no necessity for militia lrainings.
He had expressed no scntiMr. PorrrCR, of Yorthampton, explained.
menl whatever, drrocltory to the c!i:xtcter of the militia of t!~:: country.
He desired to cherish Ihem at all times.
Mr. Cumxr~ : You admit that you p&erred the voiuuteer to the militia system. Re t0 tbc miii&, Mr. C. believed it was tbc bnlwarlr of the
nation. Pie believed such exploits had beeu lxtti~rmed by the militia,
organized as militia, that every nation on earth ivas s:&fied of their efliThey had been spok.~ oi’ here cutttemp~uonsly, and alluded to
ciency.
Gentloiiten sitould recollect, however, that it was a
as corn-stak militia.
militia-man who brou$tt down Gen. Ro.xs, whose deatlt, perhaps, saved
‘lYiis was a matter that. should
milliotts for our CitiZCliS and our country.
not be looked over. \Ve littow lttcre is out set of mett in this country
who are opposed to selk!efence ; and another who were in favor of being
at all times ready for the fate of battles. ‘P’his latter class are lhe true
friends of the courttry ; they are the men to be depended upon in the time
of need, and tl:ey arc the men whu save the countty when the day of
How soott we may have a war, no man knows ;trial comes.
and the prophetic warning of the Father of’ his Country was, to
prepare for war in time of peace. We see a spark of mar stiii uueutinguisltcd in Florida, and tto tnan can say how our difiicnlties may lerininitte
Let us then cherish our anciettt militia systetn, which has
with Mexico.
Every gentleman will
shed lustre uponour arms on a hundred battle-fields.
recollecl that it was militia-mcu --aye, uttorgaitized, corn-stalk militia-men,
if you please, who captured Major Audre, at a time wheu our great Captain General was in danger of being taken, and all the gold of foreign
mercenaries could not e&t a release of the captive. ‘l%ose militia-men
did an act c~ltieh was v!ortb countlcas millions to this favored land.Had Wast+gton beeu t&u and hndrc escaped, where would have been
our indepenuence, and t!tose glorious institutions which are looked to as
a refuge for the oppressed of all nations. The gentleman from the comity
of Philadelphia, (k1r. Martin,) had replied to some of his remarks on yesterday, and had made so free as to say that he, (Mr. C.) had never been
in service and never fought. Now all he had to say in reply to that gentleman, was, that he was a little mistaken, as he was very often mistaken
-and he would advise that gentleman itt future never to ntalre charges
unless he was ready to lay his finger on the proof, as he, (Mr. C.) was
not in the habit of stating things unless he could prove them. It was
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useless for him to go over the argument which the gentleman from Centre,
(Mr. Smith,) made on yesterday, as that gentleman had argued the question with such effect as to make it entirely unecessary for him to do SO,
He therefore would conclude by merely expressing the hope that the
amendment of the gentleman from the couuty of Philadelphia might
prevail.
Mr. JEXKS said the gentleman from Juniata, (Mr. Cummin,) had entirely misapprehended him. So far from speaking disrespectfully of the
militia of the Commonwealth, he would say that no man in the Convention had a higher or more exalted opinion of their patriotism and devotion
to country.
He threw out no such idea, because if he had done so, he
should have considered that he was doing the yeomanry of the country
great injustice.
He believed they were competent on all occasions, impelled by that patriotism which is inherent in the breast of every Am&can, to repel all attacks upon their country, let them come from what
quarter they may. He had not lost confidence in the militia, and there
was not so much difference between the geutleman from Juniata and
himself, as the gentleman supposed. All the difference was that he did
not believe that constant habit of training was necessary to prepare them
It was a kind of training and subor&to meet the enemy successfully.
nation which freemen will not be subjected to in times of peace, and he
therefore hoped that it might be abolished.
Mr. CHANDLER, of the city of Philadelphia, rose to make an exl&nation. The gentleman from Juniata, [Mr. Cummin,) had mistaken a re.+
mark he had made on yesterday, in relation to the word infidel.
That
gentleman, as he thought, agreed that the petitiouers to this Conventjon
on the subject under discussion, many of whom he had the honor to
represent in part, had cast an imputation of infidelity upon all who did not
hold their doctrines.
He wished to free this highly respectable class of
our citizens from this charge. The gentleman from Juniata, will understand that that was intended but as a profession of their belief, and that
such profession was not considered as tending to impute infideljty
to those who acted differeutly from those who made this profession.He very much doubted if there was a clause in the existing Coustitution,n,
which would require the gentleman from Juniata, and every other member
of the Convention, to worship in a particular church, as for example the
church at the foot of the hill, (the Catholic,) whether he would not de&no
doing so, and ask to have it removed from the ‘2oustitution, because be
believed the doctrines of t,hat church inconsistent with the christian do+
trines. This would be exercising the free right of conscience, but woulel
any one say the gentleman was charging the members of that church with
infidelity 1 By no means. He knew not what was the gentleman’spo
culiar creed, nor did he know whether the gentlemau cared what his was;
but his heart was so full of the milk ofhuman kindness, that he was willing
the gentleman should worship where he chose, and how he chose;provided he did not trench upon or disturb his church, or his mode og
The gentleman had quoted very liberally from the sama
worship.
volume, to show that war and military discipline was consistent with trne
religion.
NOW, we may go to the same good book and quote certain
passages which will prove that all men shall go up and worship in one
temple; but in practice on this earth, no one would ever think of SUCH B.
E
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Then as we cannot ail agree as to our mode of worship, it becomes
tie established rule in our country, that every man shall worship God
where and how he pleases, provided he does not interfere with the mode
a& worship of his neighbors.
H e considered that men should not only be
&lowed to worship God in the manner they saw best, but that they might
have the privilege of exercising the right of conscience in every respect,
He hoped that the gentleman from Juniata might not
wilhout restraint.
hereafter charge a highly respectable class of citizens as charging infidelity
upon all who did not concur with them in their religious opinions.
Mr. BAXKS could not for his own part see the propriety of tdkL3g about the christian religion or the opinious of one church or
auother in connexion with the question pending before the committee.T’be motion made by the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, is
50 strike out a portion oi’ the fourkenth section of the report of the
slaridillg.committee
relative to the arming, orgamzmg, equipping and
disciplining the militia, and iu his opinion, it was perfectly immaterial
whether the motion prevailed or not. If it should prevail, aud if the
committee should agree to strike out this part of the report, he did not
know that there would be any thinq gained by the society of friends or
any other society iu relation to exempting them from militia dutv. IF
thee there would be nothing gaiuetl by it, he could uot see the necessity
af adopiiug it. The framers of tbc existing Corlstitution, undoubtedly
intended this latter sentence in the clause as a qua!ifying sentence in the
~cc~ion, and any one wlio i\ ould reatl the whole section carefully, would
we at once the popricty t!f this portio:i of the section renxining as it is.
II’ he previous part of the section was to remain, it should be f~llowcd
by the sentenre prop!,4 to be stricken out. If thn: portion was stricken
out, there woul~l have to be au entire motli~icntiou of the remaining part.
It must be cntirely cl-in~~~~~tl,blut no geurleman 113sproposed au amendmint for the whole. ‘Fiie whole section is 3s follows : “ ‘I’he freemen
.03’this Commonwealth sha!l be armed, organized and disciplined for its
Ii?t’fence, when aud in such manner as tile Legislal,ure may hereafter by
to bear arms shall
Inn dlrcct. ‘l’ho~e who 11:tvc conscientious scruples
‘33t be con~pelletl to do so, but shall pay an equivalent for personal
ht?VlCe.” Now this I:r?tcr clause is a saviug clause from the operation of
Lk p:evions pari. Unless the Legislature are somehow restricted, they
lnay compel every man in the Coinmoltwealtll t.0 bear arms, whether he
1&ngs to the socieir or Friends, tile Duulcers, Ominists, Xenonkts, or
Ziiny ot!ler society.
i’ii!css something of this kind is left in the Conrls?utiou, the righls of these pcoplc will be leli ontirely at the mere!- of
TVhat is to shielJ them from the operations of any law
tile Legislature.
ihe Legislature may see proper to enact in relatiou to this matter, if this
danse is s;ricl;en out. lie looked at rhe previous rart of the section, and
lie believed this &use was like tile Crow counlrp.-~rcc,isclv
where it
.ought to be. Hc rcmcnll~rctl to have re::d au :wxdott: of kuucrillzs
.k relation to an hlian chief, of the Crow tribe, and the Crow country.
Tbc old chief said the Crow country was precisely in Lhe right place.If it was any further north it would be too cold, and il’ it was any
:Mhcr south it would be too warm for the Crows-so that it was precise!; in the right place. So with this provision, it was just in the right
;~mce. He was not desirous lo impose any ol?rrous duties on any class
al citizens which ought not to be imposed ui)ou them. The persons and
ihg.
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properties of all should be respected. His desire was that all should be
treated alike, as government was founded for the protection of the persons
and property of all alike ; therefore he was opposed to removing this
clause. In relation to our militia system, some gentlemen seemed to
militia do
think it was not a good one- that it has not worked well-that
not conduct themselves as they should-that
militia trainings present
scenes of vice, dissipation and riot. He did not know how it was in
other parts of the State, but he knew that the militia in his section of
country conducted themselves with as much order and propriety, as that
of any equal number of men congreg.ated for any other purpose. There
was no riotous conduct at militia trauungs, generally speaking. At least
no more than on election days, public venducs or other pubhc meetings.
Wherever large bodies of men cnllect, there will be some little disturbance, but there wiil be no more disturbance at a militia training, than at
any other public assembly of an equal number df men. He regarded
the militia as the bulwark of the natibn, and went for continuing and
cherishing militia organization, both in the ordinary mode and by the
encouragement of volunteers.
He regarded the volunteers, however, as
no better than the militia. He regarded a volunteer company as no better
than a neighbormg company who carried corn stalks or bean poles, if you
please. In times of war we had found that the volunteers conducted
thcmsclves no better than those who stood beside t!lcm, with half a coat
or with no coat at all. How was it with reference to our last war.The volunteers who marched from our own State conducted themselves
no better at Black Itock than the militia who were marched irito the western country under General Harrison.
We all know that the militia
performed their part better than did the volnntcers, for they, instead of
turning their backs when brought t,o the lines, crossed them, marched
to Malden, fought the battles of their csuntry a!~d did not return until our
frontier was rendered safe. He knew there were some of the volunteers
who were willing to cross the lines and enter Canada; but he knew also
that there were some who would not go. The mililia Xld volunteers then
must be placed on the same footing. You cannot make soldiers by
training them as volunteers, so that you may as well depend upon the
militia in time of war, as upon volunteers.
He had no dou5t it was the
desire of every member of the committee, so to act as to do justice to a11
classes of society ; and he regretted very much that there had been an
attack made on any class of persons, because of their conscientious
scruples in relation to bearing arms. IIe rcgrelted also that any class of
persons should ask to be relieved from doing service to their country, in
time of need. He regrcttad it because of the opportunity it gave for
abusing the privilige.
IIe knew tlmt conscience made cowards of us all.
He knew some would avail themselves of the plea of conscience for the
purpose of relieving them from the performttnce of military service in
defencc of their country, and he believed it would be fonnd when the
hour of trial came that those men who owned least property, and were
farthest removed from honors and emoluments of of&e, would be the first
to step forward in defence of their country’s rights aud the rights of those
of their more wealthy neighbors, who perhaps might desire to deprive
them of the rights of freemen at the ballot box. If we refer to the times
when troops were raising for the defence of our soil from foreign invasion,
it will be fomld that the men of small property or of no property, were
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That
the first to enter the ranks, although they had the least to protect.
being the case, we should extend to this class of our citizens, all of the
privileges in our power. The law makers of the State should legislate for this class of meu in such manner as to make them feel that they
are on an equality with their neighbors and not treat them in a manner to
make them feel as though they were eunuchs or servants in the Commonwealth.
As he bad said before, unless some change was made in
the previous part of this section, he could not see how the latter part
could be stricken out. It seemed to him, that the Constitution, as it
stood, was a sufficierlt protection to all persons. His desire was to respect the conscientious scruples of all our citizeus, but the difficulty
with him was, as to how this should be effected, as the Constitution
should be framed for the benefit, of the greatest number of persons.Upon a reference to the minutes of the Convention of 1790, it would
be found that this section was adopted by a vote of forty-nine to ten.This appears to bava been a very decided m?jority in its favor. So that
he thought it was a tolerable strong evidcuce of the justice of it. EEe
We are now, to be
thought the section ought to be retained as a whole.
sure, in the enjoyment of peace, but the surest plan was to keep a militia
always organized, so that they might be speedily called iuto service,
when they might be needed. His hope was that we might have no
quarrelling among ourselves , or with any foreign nation, so that there
might be no necessity for taking up alms ; but whilst men are what we
know them to be, it is not to be expected that we shall have peace
forever ; therefore, the safest plan was to prepare for war in time of
peace.
Mr. ~/I’~ANF,N said that after listening to’ the argumeut of thG gentleman from Mifflin, (Mr. Banks,) he was at a loss to know how to vote
upon the ameedment.
From the turn which this discussion had taken,
it appeared to him that the better course would be for the Convention to
resolve itself into a court of conscience, and euquire how far conscience was to be respected and what was to be regarded as conscientious
scruples. It is impossible for us to tell what is the wish of all our fellow
citizens, on this subject. It is true, that the militia trainings, particularly
in his section of country, ltad been a great cause of excitement ; but had
the laws been faithfully obervetl, he did not believe that disgraceful
scenes would have so frequently occurred. If militia men would
turn out and elect good oficers, there would be more observers of order
on training days. Uonscie:lcc is a matter that lies in every man’s bosom,
and it is for him to determine how far his conscience mill a!low !lim
to go, A tnan may 1)~conscientious, scrupulous about paying taxes, or
about obeying the law of the Commonwealth, but it does not follow that
his couscience is entilled to respect. Every man is bound to respect the
laws. Every man’s property is protected, and every man is bound to
contribute his share for the common defence of the country.
The government protects every man in his rights, and allows him to employ his
industry in s?ch manner as to be of most advantage to himself, and why
should any man ask to be relieved from defending that government.
Mr. ~~'CAREPF,in continuation, said :
He was in favor of the amendment, because it proposed to strike out of
the old Constitution that which was au unequal and partial law, which
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bore upon one portion of the community and not upon the whole. In all
matters relating to the public defence, and to the general concerns of our
government, all men should be participants.
Every man was bound to
defend his home and his fireside, and every man who claimed the enjoyment of political rights ought to defend them. He believed that the
respectable society, who petitioned to be relicvcd from military duty, did
not ask to be relieved from the enjoyment of any political rights. Thev
did not find these rights burthensome, nor opposed to the scruples of their
consciences. Even on election days, when there were many causes of
excitement,
they still participated in those scenes ; and although he
esteemed the society of Friends as highly as any other class of men, yet,
on election days, they were as forward as any in the assrtion of their
They knew what those rights were, and were determined to
rights.
maintain them, If they could be found exercising their rights on election
ground, they ought also to be rquired to defend their country when
assailed by a foreign foe. The militia of the Commonwealth properly
armed’and disciplined, was the great means of our national defence ; and
it was only those who abused and ridiculed the system, and aided in the
election of improper oficers that brought discredit upon it ; and he was
aware that, in his section of the country, there were many who contributed to this discredit, by electing improper officers. This only proved,
however, that the system was abused. He was in favor of the amendment, and hoped it would prevail.
Mr. REIGAKT, of Lancaster, said he was in favor of the amendment of
the gentleman from Philadelphia county, but for reasons ditfcrent from
those which had been assigned by the gentleman who had just taken his
seat. He (Mr. It.) intended to vote for the amendment, because it would
leave all details to the Ilegislature where they properly belonged. The
Legislature had heretofore refused to interfere with militia trainings, in
consequence of the imperative language of the present Const,itution.
He
was willing that that language should now be so modified, as to leave all
details to the representatives of the people. TVhen the amendment was
first proposed vesterday, he felt opposed to it, but subsequent reflection
had changed his mind, and he was now willing to go for it. But, in
going for it, unless the friends of this proposition went one step further,
he should hereafter move an amendment.
He had no idea of leaving to
future legislalion a strong temptation to dispense with all militia trainings
The term “ csigency” was broad and mexcept in case of exigency.
definite; it meant a great deal ; and it might be said that it applied only
to actual invasion, or to a time when the enemy was at our very doors.
He was therefore for restraining the Legislature in some degree, and not
for directing their power to $6exigencies” only ; but in other matters he
was willing to trust the representatives of the people He was desirous,
however, that the matter should be brought to a conclusion now. The
minds of the members of the committee had been drawn to this subject,
and they were as ready now to settle the important principle involved, as
they would be at any time hereafter ; and if a decision was to be postpolled until the ninth article was reached, they would theq have to ransack their memories for the arguments which had been urged, and
probably the whole discussion might be gone over a second time. It
would be better, therefore, to settle the point at once.
The report of the committee, continued Mr. Reigart, on this subject,
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numbered twenty-one, and which was to be made a part of the ninth
article called the Bill of Rights, is in the following words :
“ Those who conscientiously scruple to bear arms shall not be compel$6led to do so, nor pay au equivalent therefor, except in times of exigency
$6or war.”
Of this report I presume we shall hear more when the ninth
article comes up, and 1 am anxious to know what can he said in favor of
such a report at the prcsclnt time, if at all. I ap.prehend it will be much
more in its place here thnii any where else. It will not be in its place,
op. the ninth articln“, as that article has no reference to military duty. I
therefore expect to hear the discussion at this time. To the Bill of Rights,
the peopIe look with great jealousy ; and any alteration in it at this time
lvould be viewed as thoum
.Ii this body had legislated for a particular class
of the people. Whilst I entertain a proper respect for conscientious scruples, I will not vote for raising up a privileged class in this Commonwealth ; though I do not suppose that snch is the design of the friends of
this measure. If it is so, we bad better kuom it at once. Among my
constituents there are Menonists, Ominists and Dunkers;
and I have
myself sprung from the Mcnonists ; yet not a word have you heard from
them. They have always paid their fiocs. They scruple indeed to hear
arms, but they arc not chary of their purse. I do not untlcrstand that
we are asked by the sociery of Friends to create a privileged order ; hut
we are called on to refer the entire matter to the Legislature, and to say
that the society of Friends shall ncithcr bear arms nor pay an equivalent
‘Hlis is leaving too much
therefor, except in limes of ~x@P~~Y or war.
fo the Legislatute, and I cannot go so tir.
This report is in strong direetory language ; it is an invitation, nay, it is a command held out to the
Legislature, which says, you must not impose any fines nor enact any
laws to hear on those who have conscientious scruples, unless the enemy
is at your door, or fighting in the town. Such will he held to be the
mean&g of this sentence, if ever it should come before the legislative
body. I am unwilling that any doubt should remain ; I wish the whole
matter to he left clear and intelligible.
It is undoubtedly the right of
every citizen to receive protection at the hands of his county, for his person and property ; but this proteetion must he reciprocal.
I receive protection from my country, and I am bound to protect her in return.
But
here it is said, perhaps justly-, that conscience interferes and says, you
must not hear arms,.you must not take the life of a fellow.creature;
it is
got in accordance with t!lc principles of Christianity to (:o so. It may be
so: nay, I go l&her, and say that I believe it is not in strict accordance
with the doctrines 01’christianity, yet such is the infirmity of our natures
that we do not practice its pcaccfui precepts. But whilst I say this, I say
20 those who hold these conscientious scruples, you must pay an equivalent for personal services. It is not right that I should hear arms, and
that you should refuse either to bear arms, or pay an equivalent.
It would
be holding out an invitation to all to come and say tbey had conscientious
scruples against bearing arms. I do not believe that the friends of the
petitioners intended t!le measure to bear such a construction ; but a strong
inference might be drawn, on which the Legislature might dispense with
the matter altogether, except in cases of actual invasion or war. I therefore hope that the nmeudment of the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, will be agreed to ; and that the friends of the measure will pledge
themselves here, that when they come to the ninth article, no attempt shall.
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be made to put any thing of this kind into it, I shall then be willing ta
let the section stand as it is, although probably some slight modificatiotn
might be necessary. If this is not done by the friends of the measure, E
shall at a proper time offer an amendment.
Mr. PD~TER, of Northampton, said that as the report of the committee
on the ninth article dF the Constitution had been referred to, and as Fse
had in some measure been called upon by the remarks of the gentleman.
from Lancaster (Mr. Reigart,) it became his duty to say a few words ira
reference to the subject contained in that report.
Jt seemed to have been taken for granted, in some way or other, tlrti
he was in some measure the champion of the society of Friends.
Such.
an impression might have arisen from the pact, that he presented tlie fir&.
petition which had come from the society of Friends in reference to thii
subject ; but he begged gentlemen to remember that, at. the time of presenting that petition, he had expressly reserved to himself the right ta
such action as, upon reflection, he might deem most proper. He s&ad
there wholl~~ uncommitted as to the course he should pursue.
When the subject was brought before the committee appointed on the
ninth article of the Constitution, and of which he was the chairman, ttre
committee tools the matter into conhideration pursuant to the directian of
the Convention.
The result of their deliberations would be found in the
report which the committee had made, and which would hereafter come~p
in its proper place, if it s,hould not be anticipated by the course of this
debate.
Whatever might have been the individual opinions of the members of
the committee, courtesy required that they shonid report a provision in
some degree favorable to the prayer of the petitioners, in order that the
subject might be brought before the Convention, and be there discusse&.
Such, at least, were the views of one of the committee-he
alluded ta _
himself ; and if he should hereafter be satisfied that the provision propose6
in the report would be injurious to the interests of the Commonwealth,
he would not be found its advocate. The delegate from Luzerne (Mr.
Woodward) had supposed some difficulty might arise in the construelion
of this provision, by limiting it to times of exigency or war. Such was
not the intention of the committee, autl such would not be the effect af
the report they llad made. The effect of that report would be simply
this ; that although you might enroll, officer, and make ready your mditia
for the defence of the country, yet where a man entertained conscientiom
scruples as to bearing arms, he should not be compelled to pay a fine, m
an equivalent, in time of peace, when it would be supposed the mnsteriiTrg
of men, reluctantly compelled to attend the trainings, could not result ER
any public good.
-4nd here hr? would correct a mistake into which some gentlemen hllrfi
fallen, when they drew a distinction between the militia and the vofu&
teers. He included both in the militia ; although he confessed he coofd
not understancl the logic which m:lde the services of a volunteer, 6~
came forward for duty of his own free will, less efficient than the se&ces of men who were compelled to perform the same duty. He thoaght
that the volunteer performed his duty more cheerfully than a man wlra
was brought out merely in obedience to law. I draw no invidious di-
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Gnctions, said Mr. P., between the one aJJd the other. But I can point
to a case, and I call upon my friend s who were tl;ere, and who can say,
with me, in the language of tlJe Rilantuan Bard, ‘6 all of which I saw aud
prt of which I was,” to bear testimony to the truth of what I saylook to tlJe volunteers at Camp Mifiin!
Napoleon himself never had
more efficient or better discipliued troops than wereto be found in that
camp, . and they, wirb one or two exceptions, were all volunteers. I
speak of what I saw and know. 1 find JIOfault with others ; b77tI will
say that here is proof, if proof were wanted, to convince the most scepGal, that volunteers, whcu properly officered, arc the most subordinate
soldiers in the world.
‘J’hcy are fl-eemen ; and it has been well obrzrved that a freeman’s arm could best defend a freeman’s home. They
went volunwrily to work. with :I spirit aJJd 3 paliiotism, the results of
which no man could douht.
But as to conscientious scruples. He confessed that this was a most
&%cult question. No lam could be enacted of which a bad man might
noi, avail himself, and here lay the dil%culty and delicacy of tile subject.
3.o man more sinwell; rcspectcd conscientious scruples than he did, and
wi~ere a man sincerely cn tertxined such scruples, the principles of our
Cwernment
said that they should be respected. We knew that many
wit would avail themselves CI~the exemption who were not entitled to it,
and he the great dilfictu!7.y lay. But it was not possible for a man who
&iiD not entertain these scrap!es, properly to feel and appreciate the
arntices of the man ~110 did entertain them. Por himself, he had no such
aoascit~ntious scruples. IIe never had ; bl:t the sect, said Mr. I’., to
‘fiVhk!l I 311’LlIny foref’ztlwrr, and you and yo~7r forefathers belonged, had
I~eltf tl7ese co~:sr~ieniio7:s feclinqs, and thcv became exiles from the land
z2.fiheir birtll, in order th?t thep might cn)o!; tli(? rights of conscience
a7nmolested. 1 therefore ramlot bt7t feel :md resprct these scruples in
&ers, altlio77$ I may difrer from t!JcJn ; acd wtJilst I cannot acwrd in
srsritiment wit!t l.l~cm, I wil! at least, give them credit for honesly and sinwrity in their f’kit,ik. 1 do uot think it ~CCOIJICS nnv member of this body,
whatever his own feelings may be, to find fanlt with the consciences of
*.dacrs. As to the e&t which
snch a pr!~vision miqbt have upon the
17?ierestsof tile comntry, tlJ:,t is a fair subject for discussioJJ ; but whether
~hcir scruples are ri$:t or :yrong, is to me a matter of no consequence.
XC they are sincere Jo what they believe, they arc entitled to respect.
&w
far protection should IX extended to tl7cn7, it is for &is body to
&&rJr1inc ; but tjiat you arc bouml to ~xte!~d protection lo them, so far
XY can be done without il$urv to the body politic, I am free to allow.“E’hcse, sir, are the princlp!cs wtiich hare gorermxl me ; and I declare
::,yself milling to adopt a71v measure which can safely he adopted, to
prutcct them m the eJija.>ynit:JJtof theso rights of conscience. I have
examined this subject III all its hcarillgs with some attention, in consepuencc of the peculiar position in wIuch I stand; and the result of my
I would
convictions I gave to the colenlittee of the whole, yesterday.
not now have adderi n word, but l’oor the manner in which I have been
&led upon, I have consolcetl with a uumber of gentlemen who feel
more interest’iu this question than I do ; and I believe they have agreed,
-hat, if the anJentlJncrJt ot the gentlemw from the couJJty of Philadelphia
.&all prevail, the provision reported by the committee, shall not be insisted on when we come to the Bill of Rights. ‘J’he result will then be that
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you leave the whole subject to the Legislature, and that you do not make
exceptions in cdvor of any peculiar sect. All Our citizens will be placed
on one footing; no privilege will be granted, and nothing will be held out
as a boon to particular classes. I hope, therefore, that the amendment
of the gentleman from tbe county of Philadelphia may prevail ; and I
will say in answer to the remarks of the delegate from Lancaster (Mr.
Beigart) that, in such event, the report of the committee will not be urged
when the Bill of Rights shall be taken up for discussion.
Mr. MAILTIN, of Phil:ldclphia county, said he did not suppose that he
could add any thing to what had already been said, calculated to have a
beneficial effect on the minds of this committee.
But he would offer a
few remarks, with a view to bring the committee back to a right understanding of that which the society of Friends had asked, and tIpat of which
they had complained ; so that the committee might not, as had heretofore
been the case, run into mistaken ideas as to the real nature of the question
before them.
The society of Friends, in the memorial presented here, complained of
mistaken views which had been adopted in reference to themselves, by
the Convention which framed the existing Constitution.
This mistake,
which had crept into the second section of the sixth article of the present
Constitution, was a mistake of a very serious character, yet doubtless
The section provided
originated in the most pure and good intentions.
that the society of Friends should not be compelled to bear arms, but that
they should be compelled to pay an equivalent for personal services,Now the society of Friends complained, in the petition, that that which
was no doubt Intended to be a relief, and to prevent oppression, had
actually become oppressive in its operations.
Surh was precisely the fact.
The Convention which framed the present Constitution, intended to benefit the society “y tbc provision therein iuserted; but the practical operation of the provlslon h;ttl been oppressive, and had led to all the diflicnlties
and prejudices, fears and jealousies, which have existed. ‘They had not
asked to be made n privileged class, to be exempted from the pa.vment of
their proportion of the burrlIens of the Government.
It had been stated
that if this precedent was established, they would refuse to contribute
towards the expenses of the Government.
Let us not fall into :I mistake
in this respect,. If the Fricntls were right in objecling to bear arms, and
they chose to abide the roilsequences, why not let the conseqtlcnces fall
upon them ? Why single them out and say that they shall bc the objects
of plunder and robbery, as they had been under the existing Constitution?
He thought that no man who would examine the memorial, could doubt
that the second section of the sixth article of the Constitution, which
provided that they who had conscientious scruples against bearing arms,
should pay an equivalent for personal service, instead of being, as it was
designed to be, a remedy,, had proved deeply injurious.
And, whilst an
idea went abroad from tins Convent.ion, that the society of Friends was
to be a privileged class, it had a great tendency to work injury to that
class. They made no such request; they simply asked that no provisions
might be inserted on the suhjeet. It might not become him to say much
on this subject, particularly at the present time. He had merely risen to
urge upon the committee not to mis-conceive the real object which the
society of Friends had in view, and to insist that, in acting on the question
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now under discussion, it should be kept distinct from all consequences
which might follow in relation to the Bill of Rights.
Mr. DARLINGTON, of Chester, said he did not ri?e to enter into an argument, but merely to say that the gentleman from Northampton, (Nlr.
PortTr,,) 11adspoken without authority from him, when he stated that the
provlslon reprlrted in the Bill of Rights, was not to be insisted upon. He
{Mr. D.) wished JJOW to stale, that he was not committed by any such
disclaimer.
On behalf of his constituents, he felt it essential that some
such guard should be thrown around their rights, either in the niuth
article, or in some other place ; and he did not wish to bc considered as
giving up these rights.
Mr. l’o~~sn said he regretted he had so misunderstood the gentleman
In the interview between them this
from Chester, (Mr. Darlington.)
murning, ho (%lr. P.) had considered that the views of that gentleman
were such as he (;\lr. P.) had stated.
Mr. DARLINGTON said he could only state that he had had no such
understanding.
Mr. MEREDITII, of Philadelphia city, said that he could have wished
that this discussion had been deferred until the Bill of Rights came up for
consideration, inasmuch as a petition on the subject had been referred to
the committee on the Bill of Rights, who had reportkd a proposition in
relation to it. But as there now appeared to IE a dificulty between gentfemen of the committee who made the report, one declaring that the provis?nd the other that there was no
ion should be given up in the Bill of Rights, S
intention so to give it LJ~, he thought that it would be hctler that the discussion should pro:eed at this time, in order that the question might be finally
settled.
The amendment now peuding, proposed to strike out that clause of the
Constitution which related to those having conscientious scruples against
bearing arms. It appeared to him that this amendment did not present
the matter in such a point of view, as was likely to meet the wishes of this
Convention, excepting OJJ~Ya small portion of its members. Most of the
members believed that the clause should be altered ; some that it should
be altogether struck out,- but the latter were few in number. Some
preferred that it should stand as it now stnod ; and a large portion, who
desired that it should remain with some nlteral.ion. had not yet enjoyed
II’ this amendment \vas
the opportunity of expressing their opinions.
agreed to- if the clause was stricken out, it wuald be difficult to restore
it; but all the discussion now had, woul~l be thrown away, and a new
discussion must hereafter ark.
He trusted, ihcrefore, that the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr. Brown,) would withdraw his
amendment, and thus ailow slich propositions to be made, as would
meet the views of different gentlemen.
His own views he would now briefly express. It seemed to be coneeded, in reference to the general question of the militia, that there was a
mist&e in the existing Constitution, in the insertion of an absolute provision,
for arming and disciplining the militia ; and he beiicved it was agreed
that that provision should be JO altered as to leave a discretionary power
somewhere or other. 811, he thought, agreed that the clause requiring
that the militia should be armed and disciplined, was not proper.
Look-
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ing to this as the basis of the argument, the next question was, iu what
cases should the militia be armed and disciplined, and where should the
discretionary power he reposed ? It seemed to him that the Legislature
was the only body in which it could be reposed; but when the Convention proceeded to give that power, the question arose, was there, or was
there not a class of our citizens. in reference to whom the power of the
Legislature ought to be so limited, as to prohibit them from requiring that
the class of citizens alluded to should bear arms, because of conscientious
scruple, which ought not to be violated ? And this question divided itself
into two branches ; the first having reference to a time of peace, and the
second to a time of war. After the cxperiencc of fifty years, for he
believed we had no militia previous to the Revolution, he felt no disposition to iadulge in theoretical speculation.
He would ask of what practical
use had it been, to arm and discipline our militia, as such by law, in time
of peace 1 He would answer that he defied any gentlem?n to shew a case
where they had been of any use to the country, either in time of peace or
war. We all knew what our militia trainings were. We had heard
them repeatedly described, and they formed topics on which declamation
might be indulged to the end of time. We knew them ; we had seen
them ; we had felt the evils which attended them, and we knew that it had
from time to time been matter of regret to the Legislature of our State,
that there was in our Constitution an absolute provision which prevented
them from putting a stop to these trainings, and, consequently, to the
scenes of vire and demoralization by which they were accompanied.With this experience before us, might we not safely say-without
drawing
any line between different classes of our citizens-that,
in time of profound
peace, no citizen, whether having conscientious srruples or not, should
be vexed by these trainings, or be compelled, against his own will, to
attend them ; and leaving it tkretionary
with rhe Legislature to say,
whether a necessity for training existed or not. So far as disciplining the
militia in time of peace had ever been found usefIll, it would, by such a
clause, be continued.
By such a clause, we should remove, for a long
time, it were to be hoped, all the difficulties in relation to those whc had
conscientious scruples against bearing arms, and we should, at the same
time, remove a great hurthen from those who had conscientious scruples,
but who were coml~~elletl to turn out without auy uecessity for so doing,
and who, if they did not turu out, would have to pay to the Commonwealth a heavy fine, not only in money, but in the heavier loss of their
What priumple could be injured by such a provision?
time and labor.
Why, he would ask, should we saddle ourselves with this system,
when every thing is in a state of profound quietude ? And, why should
we not sanction a proposition which shall leave to every man the privilege of arming himself; thus enabling the citizens to discipline a militia,
if they chose to do so, but which the law shall not compel them to do?
In the event of the exigency of a war arising, then it might be well enoygh
that the Legislature should have the power to act on the subject. Accordmg
to the bill of rights, every man would be left free to actin defence of his country. The questionnow was, what provision ought to be inserted in the ConThe gentleman on the
stitution providing for the exigency of war?
other side of the house (Mr. Reigart) had remarked, that it was difficult
to say what was au exigency.
But he (NIr. M.) would inquire if we
could do more than leave to the Legislature of the Commonwealth to de-
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clare when that exigency cxisled 1 We left it to the represent-tives of
the citizens of the State to declare when thnt exigency shall exist, and to
declare that we must look to the deknce of the country.
There nould
be but a small chanre of safety for us, if the T,egislatnre would not act
when an exigency shoubl arise. lie, however, could not anticipnte surh
a state of things, Ind~:etl. he was not willing to suppose that a time
would ever arrive when the country could not be tlel’endctl, and that. too,
without an entire revoiution in our q~vernment. So long ns (and he trusted
that would always be) the Legislature was composed of the immediate
representatives of tlw people, lie lOO!iL?d~~011 stich an event as ut:er~y impossible to arise. He would decLire, then, that be had no objection to
leave to the Legislature the power to declare when an exigency shall
arise. It might be asked, suppusing war tu take place,what shall be
done with those who conscientiously scruple to bear arms ? Shall we
say that they shall pay an equivalent for t.l:eir service, or shall we undertake to say, by the Constitution, that they s!~all bear arms ‘! But5 how
could we say this ? It was morally impossible to compel a man to bear
arms, if he refuses to do so. He, however, entertained no fears that those
who conscientiously scruple lo bear arms, would in the moment of danger, be fonnd as ready as any other portion of citizens, to rally to the defence of the country.
It woul~l be nnfGr and uncharitable to assnme that
they would not. The instinct of self-defcnce was as strong as any in wr
nature ; and they would be found as much actuated by it as any of us.
As that portion of our citizens, denominated the society of Friends, and
who, it was l~nown, cn:ertaincd conscieutiou- J scruples on this subject,
had been allndctl to in t.he course of the present discussion, he would ask
gentlemen what had hew the liiltciy of’ their eomlnct from the earliest
periods-from
the time of Penn to tlio lirese:it hiinr 1 At wlizt period of
emergency aud of daqcr was iL! that the swi~ty of Fricntls had been able
to restrain its inenibe~~ from taking a part in t!ie wntest Y \J’it!i all their
conscien!ious scruples,
lie wonld rcpcat tktt tlieir own body could not
prevent their members froiu ta!riiq up wns.
12 the ve’ir 17 !3, when
Pennsylvania w:ts under Goverllc;r b+:lplii:!, :1x1 r11eliktlier country at
war with Il’rance, G eorgc IMicr, 3 Q:i;tl;er, ::prrx:l ;I report Illat a French
squadron w2s in tlic llelaw:.re, wiicn ttll: whokr community, 1vit.h the
younger branches of the sr,cie?y of I’;ic~nd5 in l’f:il:tdcipl~in and the neighborhood, flew to arms. Suc*ii was tlic vcrv natural instinct of their natures. ‘Yhe elder braiiches of’ the societv lincw not what to make of this
extraordinary movement.
Ant1 how, ix would a>E;, was it during the
revoluiionary 15ar ? Nntib ithstanding scruples of conscience, a large portion took up arms in tleknce of the liberty ant1 independence of their
country.
He did not speak of those who permit,ted their conscientious
scruples to prevent their slioultiering :i musket, 2nd particularly the elder
members ---who, ni all societtes, are no:’ co~n~elicd to participate in actual combat-nor,
did he speak of thns- who remeinrd 31 home to dress
the wounded and take care ofthe l>risonerS, but he spoke of those who,
in defiance of their own rules, and from a principle of self-tlefence, railicd
to the protection of their country.
Thy
are callf:d free Quakers, and
adhere to most of the principks of the old Friends. There was, a few
years ago, a connection of his, a Friend, yet who commanded a troop ot
cavalry during the war, and fought with great gallantry, and after the
peace, rejoined the society, and remained for many years a much respec-
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ted member of it. He (Mr. M.) would say, looking to the history of that
society, that they were more distinguished for peaceable pugnacity, than
any in esistence ; yet their whole action had been continually at war with
the opinions and prejudices of the world. If we took them man for manand there were abundant facts to demonstrate the truth of his nssertionthey would be found to have given personally their full share, as a socieAmong the generals of the revoty, towards the defence of the country.
lntion were many Quakers, to whom we owed the regularity, the order,
the discipline and the determination and perseverance which was instilled
by them into rhe minds of the troops under their command. And, these
were thy men whom some gentlemen wished to break down, to annihilate, becanse they entertained conscientious scruples in regard to bearing
arms. Who was General Greene ? Why, one of the most distinguished
commanders during the revolution, and a Quaker. It would be found, on
examination, that the society of Friends had furnished as many, if not
more military commanders, in proportion to its numbers, than any other
religious denominatiou in the United States. Gentlemen, he apprehended,
would recollect the facts as connected with the last war, and the emergency which arose and induced a split in the society of Friends.
The
North-East and North-West frontiers were attacked, and notwithstanding
the clause in the constitution of Pennsylvania, not compelling those who
have conscientious scruples to bear arms, and aithougb there were plenty
of men ready to shed their blood in defence of the country, yet such was
the enthusiastic and patriotic ardour of many of the quakers, they sacrifited their conscientious scruples, and offered their services in defence of
Why, then, he would ask, should any gentleman desire to
the country.
expunge from the Constitution the section in relation to exempting those
who entertain conscientious scruples, from bearing ;Irms ? He knew that
thegentleman from the county of Philadelphia, who sat in front of the
chair. (Mr. Martin) felt that eveu if this provision should remain in the
Uonstitution, that 11~time of war, it would still be a burden he would like
to get rid of. He (hfr. 3leredith) maintained that we ought to feel a respect for the conscientious scruples of men. But, whilst he did this, he
should contend that where services were not rendered in time of war, an
equivalent should be paid. He, however, saw no reason why we should
interfere at all, By doing SO, we left them in time of war at the mercy
of all the excitement of the period against them. Now, he wished to
avoid this, and had prepared a proposition, which he would offer when an
opportunity should occur, in such a shape as to be able to get a vote taken
on it. It was to provide that in a time of profound peace the volunteer
system should be allowed to go on; that they shall be assisted by the
public, if deemed proper ; that no one shall be compelled to attend militia
trainings or musters, nor be subjected to compulsory fines : and that, in
time of war, those who have conscientious scruples shall be situated as
they are at present, compelled to pay an equivalent for services which conscientiously they cannot render. He, under the present circumstances,
should feel himself bound to vote for the amendment. He thought the
existing provision in the constitution, aa good as any that could be suhstituted for it. If the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia (Mr. Brown)
would withdraw his amendment, the gentleman from Fayette would then
have an opportunity of pressing his, which he (Mr. Meredith) regarded
to be salutary as far as it went.
l
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Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia county said, that he would like to accede
to the wish of the gentleman from the city, if he could, but he thought
that the question would be better determined by taking the question first
on this amendment, ad afterwards on that of the gentleman from FayThe gentleman from Chester, (Mr. Darlington) might
ette (Mr. Fuller.)
then call up his amendment, and thus would the whole question be before
the committee.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, remarked that if the amendment of the gentleman from Philadelphia county should succeed, he should move to amend
by adding report 21, if it would be in order to do so. He would now ask
that question of the Chair.
The CII~IR said, that it would be for the committee lo say whether the
proposition was inconsistent or not. He considered it to be in order to
submit it to the committee.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, asked for the yeas and nags ; and, the question being taken, it was decided in the affirmative, as follows, viz :

Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, moved to amend the section by striking out
all after the word b’tbe, ” in the first linc, and inserting “ citizens of this
Commonwealth shall be enrolled, and in case of threatened invasion, or
insurrection, ahall be armed and disciplined ftir its &fence.”
Mr. R. said, that this section, ns reported by the committee, had never
It was reported, however, in obedience to the order
met his approval.
of the committee of the whole. In his opinion, the change which had
been made in the very first word of it, made an essential differcnce.‘I’& word 6‘ freemen” had been struck out and the word “ citizens” substituted for it, the eircct of which would be to esclrde ii aliens” an8
‘6 Africans.”
Nom, he proposed to show that me ought to exclude both.
By ihe terms of the Coustitution, if thus amended, neither aliens nor
Africans would be recognized as citizens oi the Commonwealth.
Whv,
he would ask, should we csclude aliens ‘! In the first pl::co~ me had cikzens enough of our own to defend the country, without calling in the aid
of aliens. In the neat plxe, they might happen to owe allegiance to a
country, with which we miyht be at war. And, no man, in his opinion,
whose allegiance was due elsewhere, was fit to be a militia man, nor
should he bc entrusted with so important a duty. Again : he might have
to do an act in pursuance of the laws of the Commonwealth, which
would, perhaps, subject him to an ignominious death on the gallows as a
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traitor, if taken in arms against the country to which he owed allegiance.
He conceived there was no necessity for placing aliens in this unpleasant
condition-of
imposing upon them so cruel an Obligation
There could
he no object in training them, unless with a view to having their services
in time of war. His opinion was, that we ought to change the word
Lcfreemen” to “ citizens ;” and he thought that the reasons which he had
given were sufficiently couclusive to Induce gentlemen to agree to the
adoption of that course. With regard to enrolliug the coloured population
of the State, he would say that it was contrary to the common sense Of
the community, that coloured men should be marshalled and march side by
Such a proposition, he was sure, was so abhotside with white citizens.
rent to the feelings of the people, that if a provision were inserted in the
Constitution of that character, it conld not be carried into erect by the
Although the word “ freemen” was used in the ConstituLegislature.
tion, the Legislature tinding it impossible to overcome existing prej udices
in relation to associating with persons of COlOUr,were obliged to violate the
spirit of that instrument in passiug the military lam, which provides that
all free male white citizens shall be enrolled.
In order, tbcn, to avoid a
future violation of the Constitution, which had been found so necessary-,
As to
we should strike out the word “ freemen” and insert is citizens.”
militia musters, gentlemen would perceive, if they examined his amendment, that it embraced the idea thrown out by the gentleman from the city
of Philadelphia, (Mr. Meredith) that, in a time of profound peace, when
no man anticipated war or invasion or an insurrection in the country,
and when, too, the Legislature are not willing to tnkc the responsibility Of
saying to the people that danger was at hand, there should be no militia
musters. He held that there was no necessity for them in these times,
and for the last ten or fifteen years, they had been productive of no good,
but much evil. As to the Legislature, and no one liked to take the
responsibility of saying that there was a probability of requiring the services
of the mibtia, he would not wish to impose this duty upon them, nor
under all the existing circumstances, subject the Commonwealth to an
annual expense, as had been the case for years, of half a miiliun of dollars, and that for no earthly good, but much evil, as had already been
stated by gentlemen who had spoken on this subject.
He hoped that his amendment would be agreed to in its present form,
as it vvou~d supercede tile question in relation to conscientious scruples,
and wo~dtl satisfy the Friends, as it would relieve them and all of us
from an oppressive and burdensome duty, which was wholly ummcessary
in peaceable times, and productive Of great immorality.
hIi-. Mn~nnrrn, of the cit.y, remarked that he liked the spirit of the
amendment, but be could not concur in the propOsed change of the word
lie thought, too, tllat we ought not to prohi$6freemen” for “ citizens.”
bit aliens who had made this their adopted country, from bearing arms in
its defence in time of war. He did not wish to atlas a stigma upon them, by
putting any thing in the Coustitution which wou1.i induce the belief that
they were not to be trusted with arm% He thought that there were but
few foreigners who came among us, aud acquired property and resided
here for some time, who did not lee1 a disposition to defend their adopted
country.
Mr. M. would move to amend the amendment by adding, “ the militia
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officers shall be appointed in such manner and for such time, as shall be
directed by law.”
Mr. BELL said, we had already adopted a provision which superceded
the necessity of this. The 6th section says : “ all officers whose election
or appointment are not provided for in this constitution, shall be elected
or appointed as shall be directed by law.”
Of course this includes military officers.
Mr. MEREDITH said, that provision appeared to embrace civil of?icers
only. It had also been proposed to alter that provision and it might still
he altered. At all events it might be better to provide separately for the
gppointment of military 0Qicels.
He would propose, however, to leave
the matter to be thought of, between now and Monday morning, and with
that view, he moved that the committee rise.
The committee rose ; and,
The Convention then adjourned.

MONDAY,

OCTOBER23.

SIXTH ARTICLE.

The convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
CHAMBERS in the chair, on the report of the committee on the sixth
article.
The question pending, being on the motion of Mr. MEREDITH, to
amend the amendment offered by Nr. READ,by adding to the end thereof
the words, ‘6 the militia officers shall be appointed in such manner, and for
such time as shall be directed by lam.”
&Ir. MEREDITH withdrew his motion to amend for the present.
Mr. FULLER then moved to amend the amendment of LMr. &AD, by
striking out all after the word ‘6 the” in the first line, and inserting in lieu
thereof, the words following, viz : “freemen of this Commonwealth shall
be enrolled and organized, to be armed and disciplined for its defence as
may be directed by law.”
Mr. I?ULLER in explanation of his object, in offering this amendment,
said that he was induced to make the proposition, because he believed that
the people did not wish to dispense with the militia system, and that they
would reject the whole Constitution, if the amendment of the gentleman
The enrollment and organization of the
from Susquehanna prevailed.
militia, he considered as essential to the best interests of the State ; and
without going into an examination of the immoralities of trainings, he
would say that militia trainings in his opinion, were quite as honourable
as volunteer trainings.
Let it be stated specifically ifwe shall have a trainMr.
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ing once a year, or even in two or three years. Let the people be at liberty to say how often they shall take place, and he knew the gentleman
from Susquehanna would agree with him, that the people are the proper
authority to decide this question.
With respect to the old Constitution,
and the provision concerning the society of Friends, it was all complete
as they wished it to be. They only asked that the exception might be
stricken out, and the amendment was made to accommodate them. If
this was all they asked, his amendment was sufbcient. They only desired
to dispense with the exception which operated on them as a burden, rather
than a relief, and his proposition therefore must meet the approbation of
that society.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, said that there seemed to be three opinions thrown out in reference to this matter. The first was that the whole
subject should be left to the Legislature.
The second was that suggested’by the gentleman from Fayette, (Mr. Failer,) that the militia should
be enrolled and organized, and that it should be left to the Legislature to
direct when they should be armed. The third opinion was. that of the
gentleman from Susquehanna, (Mr. Read,) that the militia should be enrolled and not oflicered, orgauized and armed, until the exigency should
require.
He was in favor of that suggestion which required that the
militia should be enrolled now, and not officered, organized and armed,
until exigency required.
He thought it would not be proper to officer
the militia generally in times of peace, as those oflicers might be good
for war. He would therefore dispense with the officering the militia, until
they should be called into actual service, and then such oflicers might be
selected as wonld be competent to lead into bat,tle. Therefore, for the
reasons he had given, he should feel himself compelled to vote against
the amendment of the gentleman from Fayette.
Mr. READ said that when he had submitted his amendment, he had
offered some explanatory remarks, but as it was about the dinner hour, he
believed they had not been listened to with much attention.
He ,vould
therefore ask again the atteution of the commiuee for a few moments,
while he endeavoured to csplain his amcntlmeut, and compared it with
T!ie amendment he had offered conthat of the geutleman from Fayette.
tained two separate ideas, and be iutended to call for a division of the proposition, and to make the first branch end with the word ‘6 citizen.”
There
were some who are iu favor of dispensing wit!1 musters, who o!>jected to *
chanue the word “citizens,”
for the word” freemen.” He thou ght it ’should
be algred. There was a number of aliens and Africans in the State ; popular prejudice would not sancs.ion a general association with coloured people. It had been sufiicieutly strong to prevent such association without
any special exclusion in the Constitution.
The introduction of the word
6’ white,” into the Constitution, for the purpose of expressly excluding
coloured people from the right of suffrage, was merely the adoption of a
Principle which the people had acted on, for half a century.
The coloiired people were not admitted into the ranks. The Constitutirn
which
provided for no such exclusion, had been violated in its spirit, in order to
exclude the coloured race, and the peop!e were satisfied. JNhere coloured people had been construed to mean citizens they were admitted ; where
a different construction prevailed, they were excluded.
He thought also
that aliens ought not to be compelled to go into the ranks of the militia.
F
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Some had said we ought not to proscribe aliens. This proposition did
not proscribe them. If alieus choose to volunteer in the service, they
could do so. But it seemed to him to be cruel to compel them to perform
actual service, to coerce them to enter into the field a&nst their own government to which they had given their allegiance. %he government of
Great Britain, did not recognize the right of expatriation ; still if a British subject came into this country, and was naturalized, it would be the
duty of this govcrnmcnt to protect him. Until the act of naturalization,
however, this government would not have the power to protect him.
Therefore the exclusion of aliens could uot be regarded as a stigma, or in
any other light than that of a protection ; because as the laws of nations
who are taken in arms against their own country,
treat those as trditOrS,
aliens could not go into service on the Same footing with citizens.
The
gentleman from the county of Philadelphi?, had misunderstood his (Mr.
H’s.) amendment. It said that the militia should be enrolled at all times ;
Et said nothing about organization.
There was no prohibition. in it against
&cering
and organizing th:: militia when the Legislature should thmk it
proper to do so. It said nothing on these poinis, but left the whole to the
unrestricted discretion of the Legislature.
There was a positive instruction that our militia shoul~l remain eurollcd at all times. No one had
any expectation that it would be necessary to call out the militia very soon;
and this amendmeut wou!cl prereut the training of the people, and of the
Friends a!su. ‘rile gentlcui:ui from Fayette, (Mr. Fullf~r,) had fallen into
ile sccmeti to think that the people would be satisfied to dis3 mistukc.
pense with the trainins of the militia altogether, until there should arise a
chance of their being soou wanted iu service. If the Legislature was
not willing that it should be done, the amendment woultl ham-elhe efl&ectof
preventing any training in time of profornd peace. The amendment of
the genllemnn l’rom Fayette, ran thus, “ P;‘K?t?iIlC~~ of this Cominonwealth
shall be enroiled and organized, to bc armed and disciplined for its defence
as may be directed by law.”
The !nnguage here wx very ambiguous.
The Ilmguage of the present constitatiun read thus : bL’l’he freemrn of
the Commoomealt!l sh::!l bc armed :a~1disciplincdforits deiiincc ;” leaving
dt free fdr the Legisl~~Ire to determine when they should be called into
p:ervice. It ought to be lindcrstootl a3 meanmg, that they should be organized
for service, si rrhcn they siiali be rc,tiuired.”
That was the fair int,-rpreiaLion, and uOt the coustTucti32 put oii it by some that it went to authorize
trainiags ::g?inst tllc v:isil of lhe pf:Gple. “!‘bc rlaus~ in the preticut Coustitution was lia:,ic: to l;iCL~!li;IIge of :Iu~bi:~uii~~,nild So \\:a3 tlltr arneudment
of the gelttle1ll~Ii:
!‘Wlil F&~t2ltt:. ‘l’lle ai1:fxiineur of tile gcntiemau was
ns :m~bignous as the clauie in the l!rcs;~llt Constitution.
It YOllld not
hear the conslruction th:Lt the pcoplt: shoii!d lx 2rlI:ed and dixiplined at
211times. ‘I‘iie px?l~iuan from I”syette, had 30 iugci!ivcsl;; worded his
:f,n~en&ncrl~ 3s to ma!;c that :vhich stlnc~ioncLi !A own pcc:i~~~I liicn-s, the
Now lit tvoalcl ask t!jat ~c:~G:~r;lanto look
ISUSI,plausible con2xicii:~n,
at tlte l~~l~pge, and set if it was 1101 ambiguous, txrc! ii’ t!;e most eastLxinslructloll
!V.vi!S !kU!, that the frcemcn 3!lould be artnet 31lii disciplined &
time of profound peace. ‘I%ex was moi111~ reaPox Mr. 11. said, why
Ills proposition was lxe!Lrab!e to that of tilt ge;ltL~m3il ii-On1Fayette.
it
~~0uld have 3 greater tendency.to satisfy those w!io asked for 3 ch:c~ir~~m
i.iiis provision of’ tile C:oi:~ri!uticn. iii ii::.: I f tlangcr, or of actu:.! iny.-aston, we had never henrd the f‘iicnds a& io: ;a!iy esemptio:!.
AI! tiiev*
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had asked was, an exemption from what they deemed an oppression, in
time of peace. This amendment which I (said Mr. R.) have offered, gets
by the scruples of those who are conscientiously opposed to bearing
arms. All they ask, all they wish, is to be relieved from an onerous or
oppressive duty, in a time when there is no occasion for its exaction.
Why <hen should we adopt an ambiguous proposition, when we can take
one which goes to relieve this deserving and respectable class from an
onerous dut).
Ko gentleman has been asked to point out a single
case where our militia musters have been productive of one solitary
good.
Mr. FULLER expressed his regret that his proposition did not meet
with the approbation of the gentleman from Susqueltanna.
The language
of his proposition was excepted IO. He had taken the pains to consult
with members, of the committee, in order to have the words suited to
make it discretionary with the Legislature to say how the trainings should
be arranged, and also how frequently they shottld take place, He thought
it would be so understood by the commtttee and by the gentleman from
“Freetnen of this Commonwealth shall be enrolled and
Susquehanna.
organized, to be artned and disciplined for its defence as may be directed
This langua.ce seemed to him to mean the very proposition
by law.”
which had been maintamed by ihe gentleman from Snsquehanna. The
framers of the Constitulion of the United States, viewed the militia of
the several St,ates as an arm of the greatest importance.
mat constitution says : 61.4well regttlated militia being nccesrary to the security
of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be
If it was then dcemerl necessary that the militia should be
inftinged.”
well regulated, such a militia could never exist under enrolment alone.
Something more would be ncccssary to product such an efl’ectaal rcgulation as would guard the liberties of :t Slate. The time might come when
there would exist a necessity to hart awe11 t;cgulated militia for the defence
of our own State, and not for that of the TJntreJ States. In sticlt a case,
would gentlemen like to hare the militia in such :t situation as that they
could not be called on to do eK~ttt:tl service. This would place the United States in the awkward position of being compelled to call out the
militia ol the States. How cou!d the militia be l.rust2d to go into service
if they were merely enrolled. In his oniuion there ought to be full organization to infuse eficiency inio the rat;!is. As to the objection wbicii
had been urged against freqoetrt trainings of the militia, thnt they were
productive of no eartltlv good, he thought that tlterc: resulted quite as
much good from militia traittings, as from the tminiti$rs of volactecrs.
~q*~~ntinflux of petitions to have the
There had been for many years a coLLrr
system brokrn down. 11 gentlemen would take the :ronble to look back
on the records, they would Lid petitio:ts, first from one quarter of tile
IIe believed thn! the org:mizin;S and keepState, and t!xn front atlothcr.
ing up of the militia would never be discouraged by the people; and if
we did notlting further than to provide for the enroiment ; be thought
the people would put down tlt 11
I new Constitution, that the,y would not
adopt t\te amendments. Org rnization was particularly menttoned in t,tte
Constitution, and why there sltould be a desire on the part of tbe comIf the whole system
mittee to dispense with it, he was at :I loss to how.
were to be abolished, he had no doubt that it would meet the approbation
of the society of Friends ; but iI uugltt no! to be dist:lr!)?d tnerr:ly for the
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accommodation of any privileged class. From the remarks of the gentleman
from Philadelphia county, (Mr. Brown,) that gentleman seemed to eoncur in the propriety of leaving out organization.
Now that was the main
thing. It properly belonged to the State to organize the militia, and the
doing of this was in concurrence with the language of the Constitution of
the United States, instead of being at variance with it. If the Constitution of the United Stat,es said ‘6 a well regulated militia” was necessary,
he wished to be informed how any militia could be we!1 regulated, without
being organized,
Mr. POINTER, of NorU~ampton, said that perhaps a reference to one or
two authorities would have a tendency to rectify the opinions of gentlesllen on this subject. In orrler therefore to enable us to come to correct
conclusions on t!lis subject, and to act understandingly in relation to it, it
might be well to turn to the Constitution of the United States, article I.
section 8. page 14, 15, and 16, as fi~llows :
Congress shall have power
‘6 To makes rules for the government and regulation of the land and
naval forces :
‘6 To provide for calling forth the mi!itia, to execute the laws of the
Union, suppress insurrections and repel invasion ;”
‘1 To provide for organizing, arming and discipliniug the militia, and
ibr governing such part. of t!lem as may he employed 11-1
the service of the
United States, reserving to the States respectively the appointment of the
ofiicers; and the authority of training the militia according to the disciplme prescribed by Congress :”
At t!re time the present Cons!itutiou of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania was made, Congress had not exercised the power given by t.his
clause of the Constitution: ; but two years afterwards, Congress did enact
a law to give eifcct to this provisiou ; and into this law the word ‘6 white”
The first section of this act of Congress of Nay, 1792,
was introduced.
read thus, and the proi)ri?y of the provision leaving the organization to
she discrerion of the Legislature was by it made manifest.
‘6 SECT. 1. Be it enacted bv the Senate and House of Representatives
of the United States of America, in Congress asscmblcd, That each and
every free able bodied white male cinzen of the respective States, resident
therein,who is or shall be of the age of eighteen years, and under the age
of forty-five years, (escept i:s is hereinafter escepred,) shall severally and
respectively be enrolled in the militia, by the captain or commanding officer of the compauy, within whose bounds snclr citizen shall reside, and
that within twelve months after the passing of this act. And it shall at
all times hereafter, be the duty of every such captain or commanding officer of a company, to enrol every such citizen, as aforesaid, aud also
xhose who shall from time to time, arrive at the age of eighteen years, or
being of the age of eighteen years and under the age of ‘forty-five years,
(except as before exceptedj shah prove to reside within his bounds : and
shall without delay, notify such citizen of lbe said enrolment, by a proper non-commissioned officer of the company, by whom such notice may
be served ; that any citizen SO enroled and notified, shall within six
months thereafter, provide himself with a good musket or firelock,
a s&ieient
bayonet and belt, two spare flints and a knapsack, a pouchy
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‘with a box therein to contain not less than twenty-four cartridoes suited to
,the bore of his musket or firelock, each cartridge to co&& a proper
quantity of powder and ball : or with a good rifle, knapsack, shot pouch,
and powder horn, twenty balls, suited to the bore of his rifle, and a quarter
of a pound of powder, and shall appear, so armed, accoutred and provided,
when called out to exercise, or into service, except that, when called out on
company days to exercise only, he may appear without a knapsack. That
the commissioned oflicers shall severally be armed with a sword or hang
er and espontoon ; and that from and arter live years from the passage of
this act, all muskets for arming the militia, as herein required, shall be of
bores suflicient for balls oftbe eighteenth part of a pound and every citizen so
enroled, and providing himself with the arms, ammunition and accoutrements required as aforesaid, sha!l hold the same exempted from all
suits, distresses, executions or sales for debts, ur for the payment of
taxes,”
Under this law the Legislature had acted. There was a mmifest propriety in retaining the first words of the section ; and perhaps the words
(‘ as the Legislature may direct,” may be chaoged, so as to make it conThus the clause would not interlkre with
form to the act more nearly.
the act of Congress, and the Lcgislatnre could not I+gislate so as to conflict with the action of Congress, if it were provttled that the arming
and disciplining should be done, as directed and provided for by law. He
preferred the language of the Constitution as it uom stood, with perhaps
a slight modification, to either the amendment of the gentleman from Fayette, or the gentleman from Susquehanna.
Mr. MERRILL said he did not see any thing to be gained by chan,Ting
the word LLfreemen,” to “ citizens.” Mow would the act stand then i”n reference to alicns. The law, a section of which had just been read, says
who shall be liable to be enroled, and gentlemen, by adopting any other
provision, would go contrary to the act of ConTress. Would the gentieman preclude citizens of the state of iL-ew York, who had not a right to
vote in this State, because they who have not a right to vote are not. citizens. Yet such are required by the terms of the act of Congress to be
enroled. The words of the report of the committee, he considered to be
preferable to those of the amendment of the gent!ernan from Susquehanna.
He had also another objection to that gentleman’s amendment; he had
given a list of occasions aud times when ibe militia shall be called out, and
that list was a defective one. He had said he would call them into service
at a time of apprehended invasion or insurrection.
‘l’hat would not do.
Such a provision as that would not leave any case of exigency. It might
be necessary to call out the militia for the purpose of enforcing the revenue laws, and for the prevention ofsmug$ing ,. and this could not be done
if the list contained merely apprehended mvasion and insurrection. There
was the diffjculty.
He saw no reason for tying down the Legislature in
this way. If an exigency occurred, they mould
call the militia into service
and there was no necessity for calling them out, unless such exigency did
arise. For himself, he would prefer to leave the arming, disciplming and
offlcering the militia to the discretion of the Legislature, in the manner
required by the terms of the act of Congress. To insert in our Constitution, what an act of Congress could annul, would be useless ; and we
could not by any provision in the Constitution, prevent the United States
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from enforcing the act of Congress, and calling out the militia on the
occurrence of any of theexigences specified, and any attempt to do SO would
be void. It would be better to adopt the report of the committee, and to
reject both the amendments, and this would leave it at the discretion of the
Legislature to adjust the mode of organizing the militia and carrying out
the system. We had not the power to put any provision into the Constitution, which wonld be in violation of the laws of the United States.
If we make a defective provision, the Legislature wonld not he able to act
contrary to the terms of the act of Congress. Holding this opinion, he
gave a preference to the amendment to the amendment, but was still more
disposed to adopt the report of the committee.
Mr. FORWARDsaid he had no intention to make a speech on the subject.
Ke had merely risen for the purpose of bringing to the view of the committee a single topic, relating to the attiMe in which we stand in reference to the government of the Union. This point was one which could
not be overlooked.
There were reciprocal duties to which it was our duty
to have reference in all we did. The people oitbe United States had not
been silent on the subject ot’ war. This State in its individual character
had no power to declare war. That was a power vested in the United
States, and it was kit to the government of t.he United States to erercise
it. The United States Constitution was explioit OII this point; ‘Congress
shall have power to declare war.” “ No State shall without the consent
of the Congress, lay any imposts or duties, on imports or exports, except
what may be absolntely necessary for executing its inspection laws”
‘6 go State shall, wi;hout the consent of Congress, lay any duty of
&Cc.
tonnage, keep troops, or ships of war, in time of peace, enter into any
agreement or compact with another State? or with a foreign power, or
~c?u:dlv invaded, or in such imminent danger as will!
engage in War, unless IA
not admit ofdelay.” We ought therefore to bear in mind that Congress has
the exclusive right of declaring war and making peace. If the duty had
devolved any where, it had devolved on Congress to declare war.
Congress then miglrt make all the necessary arrangement on this
subject; and, as citizens of Pennsylvania, we were subject to the action
of Congress. What rights then have we over tbo matter ‘? The right of
appointing tlic officers of the militia when called into service. This is a
power reserved to the States in this clause. There was no obligation on
the States to act on the subject, till Congress should call upon them ; nor
in fact, even then ; for the right of appointing the officers is included in the
power of 6‘ crganizinp” the militia, and if the States do not exercise that
power, the General Government may do it. The power to be exercised
by the States was a specially reserved power. The question was what
should be done by the State of Pennsylvania, under these circumstances ?
Let us look to our own duty. Was it requisite that we should in the
fundamental law of Petms$lvania, provide for a militia system? No.
All the power to be exercised by the State, could be exerted by the
Legislature, as well without, as with such a provision.
It was a State
power, reserved in the Constitution of the United States, and could be
exercised by the legislature when necessary. We might, therefore, strike
out the whole clause, from the Constitution of the State, and leave the
subject entirely to the Legislamre.
It was a mere matter of discretion to
be determined by this Convention.
He was not certain that it was expe-
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dient to avail ourselves of this opportunity to provide that no man shall
be compelled to perform militia duty in time of peace, though the militia
system had been found more than useless. The remarks of the gentlemau from Fayette, (Mr. Fuller,) on this point had struck him very forcibly.
He doubted very much whether the people of Pennsylvania
would respond to the wishes of this Convention in this regard, if there
was a disposition here to dispense with all militia trainings, in time of
peace. He was not, therefore, willing, as at present advised, to make
that provision.
As to the moral right of toleration, it would pain him till
the latest hour of his his existence, if this Convention should expunge
the clause securing it, from the Constitution.
That provision was
adopted in 1776, in time of war, and when an enemy profaned our soil.
In 1790, it was again adopted in a modified form. It was a right which
in 1776, was declared to be sacred--that no one having conscientious
scruples, should be compelled to do military duty, upon the payment of
an equivalent therefor.
Upon that subject, when it came fairly and fully
before the House, he should have something to say.
Mr. MARTIN said the whole question was nom narrowed down to this
point-whether
in time of profound peace, the free citizeus of this
Commonwealth should be compelled to bear arms, and perform militia
duty. It appeared to him that a vast majority of the free citizens of
this Commonwealth were opposed to keeping up this system. When
we had settled this important point, and decldsd accordmg to the feelings of this Convention, aud of the people, that no one should be
compelled in time of peace, to do military duty, the remainder of the clause
would be productive of little difliculty.
If we examined the memoriai
presented to us by the Friends society, we wou!d find that thry asked
only to be relieved from that provision of the Constitution, which
constituted them au exception to other classes of citizens.
They said,
in so many words, that the clause in the Constitution which made
them au exception, though embodied for their relief, had eventuiited in
their oppression. This was true ; and they therefore asked to be relieved
from that provisiou or any similar one that might be substituted for
it. This was all that they required.
It was true that this clause
would go to confirm the rights of conscience; but this was not the
occasion to introduce that subject. We, said Mr. 81. do not want it
here. We do not wish to hape it mentioned or alluded to, in connection with the organization of the militia.
We complain that it has
been improperly introduced into the Constitution.
As to the right of a man to freedom of conscience, it was not to
be opposed nor brought into any doubt. He would not be under the
necessity of going into the Ml of Rights for that. The object of the
memorial, let me say, is to lsk that we may not introduce any thing
into our Constitution which will impair the rights of conscience in this
respect. Now let us keep clear of it. The Constitution of the United
States has a bearing, and ought to have a bearing upon the Constitution
of Pennsylvania, and in relation to the militia, it should be our main
The
object to keep in view, the provision of the federal Constitution.
whole subject of war and peace was committed to the federal government
and there was the end of the matter. Should any enactment be put in
our Constitution in relation to equipping and enrolling the militia, it

’
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should be consistent with the Constitution of the United States, Now,
sir, in regard to any provision on this subject, show me the man among
the Friends who wishes t,o belong to a privileqcd class, or who asks to be
placed ih one. 811 we have got to do in the matter, is to keep clear
of it. We have notbin~ to say in regard to ihe classes who shail or
shall not perform military duty.
We are to decide simple whether the free citizens of the State arc
to be compelled to muster
cn the militia, acd we shall have no difiiculty in
deciding that sirqle point. He could not, he said, believe l.ll:lt it Was
the opinion of the majority here, th:it the provision heretofore adopted
in regard to the est:~blisl~ment of a militia system, had been productive
‘he who!c system has been n Failure. He could not
of'anp
gooclelrtxt.
believe that there was a m:ljorit,v here. die wuu!d say that the people
should stdl be drugged to the militia musters, when and after fifty years
trial, the musters Ikid been fotlud to be productive of no good, and of
very great evii. Nilitasy meu of experience have always told us that
they preferred as recruits, soldiers who had netter been mustered into the
militia.
l’l~ey lp:!r:i ;-iot!iillg tlicre lhat can ever be cseful to them in
regular semcc,
:WLI they have to unlearn what they theu
acquire.In this view cf the subject. and believiug as he did, tllat it was the
object of a written Car stitution to preveut file necessity of Legislation,
and if possible, to place barriers beyond which me cou!tl not go ; he
thought. our best and wisest course would be to provide that there shall
he no mikry
service requirccl of citizens of the Commonwealth in
tke of peace. ‘I’be tluty uf citizens in Icar migllt be left to Ihe ConIf we should 00
stitutilirl (4 rhe lJuitet1 kkttcs , amI national le&latiou.
frnine !:ur Cc:t;s:itnti0a, as we could easily do; :uitL still comply fully with
the requinitiona of the Corlstitctiou i)l’ tlir i’nio;i, as to i:~lare that no
free citizen of the C’omn;oIirrcaltll shall bc t.ompellerl to be:\r arms or
pay au quiwlwt,
i0 timr of peacr, au<i leave 11112whole matier to hr
arim~e:l, ai: it ougi~t to be in :irLe oi’ wir’, we 3hali Ilave douc 211lliat is
required of us.

He was ready when the committee struck out ihe objection~~ble clause
to leave
the
Coniitillirion
wlirre it was,
from the prestut C0:1sliiUiiOl~,
providing, only, Aat IW one should be compelled tu do military duty.This whole objertiliu to the existiug Constitution was removed by the
vote striking out that clause wllic!i, :I~ough intcntled to relieve the menib-rs of the society of i’rieuds, had, JS they reprezcntcd to us resulted in
their oppressiun.
‘rlint clause placed them in a very unpleasant
They were made to appear as a privilege11 class, or being exposition.
empted for miiilary service, while otht-r l>eoi>le ilad to fight tor them :
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but yet they were subjected by the non-performance of the duty, to the
most odious, fraudulent, and oppressive exactions, from the collectors of
militia fines. This was a system which worked badly as to all citizens,
but more in regard to the Friends than any other class. That clause
respecting the Friends king removed, he was disposed to do very little
more.
All we had to, do was to comply with the requisitions of the
Constitution of the United States, and to leave the subject of peace and
war to be regulated by it. The state of things in time of peace wvils as
different from thzt in war, 2s was possible.
How then in peace could
we say whi1t arrangements should be made in time of war. Every
Legislature that undertook to make a military organization in time ot
peace for the purpose of war, must act blindfolded.
When the war
comes upon us, then we can always find the means to meet it,
and inen of proper character to conduct it.
We had never found
ourse!ves deficient in this respect. Why, then, was it necessary
for us to say in the Constitution
what should be done in time of
w2r or invasion 1 We could not anticipate all the circumstances of
the war, and it would be much safer for us to let the matter rest. There
can never be a day of emergency in which there wiil not be men who
can say promptly what ought to be done. The Constitution had very
little to do with the affairs of war. Better would it be to settle by the
Constitution, nhat shall be done in time of pe:lce, 2nd when we have
done that, we shall have done all that is necessary.
IIe would urge it
upon gentlemen to abolish all compulsory training in peace. He was
110soldier, 2nd he br!ieved there were but few here who were soldiers,
though some there were who had high military titles. He did not believe that other gentlemen here, with 211their professions, knew 2uy more
about the m::ttel than be did. He woald leave the subject by reFeatiag
that in his upiuion, we shotild comply wit11 the wishes of the people, on
this subject, iurtl with tilt requisition of the Constitui.ion of the United
States, if. omitting :IN refcrcnce to the society of Friends. we provide in
the t ‘onstitution, that heretiter there shall be no trainings in time c,f
peace.
Mr. SYPTI:, of C’entre, said he had a few remarks to make on flus
perplexing question.
He had some objection0p to the amendment of the
gentleman from Susquehamm, 2nd he would show, in a few words, why
he preferred the ameudment of the gentleman from Favctte, to that of
the grntlcman from Si19~~~~el1anua.The gentleman fro& Susquebanna,
uses the word ‘6 citizt:!.”
so as to confine the provision to those dlo
are not aliens, and this lie does, because to muster an alien, would pat
hi1n in danger of fight.illg against his own country.
Now, when we
knew tl1at Americ was peopled with emigrants from Europe, and that it
was-not proh2ble that me sl~ould ever be involved in war with all the
powers of Europe at once, this restriction was unwise 2nd unncecssary.
Moreover, it had a tendency to degrade foreigners, by relksiug to them
the privilege of bearing arm? in the service of the country.
Suppose
we were at war with Gieat Brit.ian. Some of the aliens among us would
be Spaniards, Germans, Poles, Frenchmen, kc., but all these would be
prevented by thin provision fro1n taking any part in the w>v, and in the
defence of the countr>-. Besides, even if it was true that the alien was
put in danger of sulkrin~ as a criminal, it was not a principle fo1 us to
recognize, because it w;~s claimed by foreign governments.
If a man
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has property, he has a right to defend it. That was a doctrine which he
held to be true, and that was the principle which we were bound to
sustain. Another objection to the word ‘* citizen,” that it excluded the
best soldiers, young men from eighteen to twenty-one.
Until they were
twenty-one they could not be citizens, but still they would be able and
patriotic soldiers, and had a right to claim a part in tire deknce of their
country.
Be would greatly prefer the word “ freemau” to that of
“ citizen.”
It had been argued by gent!emen opposed to the militia
s.ystem, that its expense was so great th;\t it ought not to be kept up in
time of peace. This was a strange doctrine. It was a stange thing
to put dollars and cents in opposition to liberty in Pennylvania.
But will the system of compulsory militia trainmg be so expensive as
cut us off
that of voluntary enrohnents 1 YOU cannot, if you wodti,
from the indulgence in patriotic feelings.
The young men will form
themselves into volunteer corps, if not enrolled in the militia, and the
expense of the voiunleer trainings will not be less than tltose of the
militia.
But the uainings were not expensive to the State. The
salary of tbe brigade Inspeclor, is the principal source of expense.They were certamly entitled to some compensation, and the of&e was a
necessary one. Here was the greater part of the scare-crow objection
of expense. But another objection to the system was that of ineflkency
for the protection of the country from invasion.
This objection was
founded on mere incidents in the-late mar. ‘1%~ Governor of Vermont,
it was said, in the late war with England, exerted his power to embarrass
mlat
Governor
was hosti!e to the war,
the operations of the militia.
and when the patriutic volunteers of the State mustered into the service,
he sent an orc!er for them to return. IRut it was no good objection to the
systent t.hat a Governor sboultl be found who w~ultl throw his oilicial
Very differweieht against the patriotic exertions of his fellow-ciriz::ns.
ent 1’3s the experience of Pennsylvania in the late war. Not a hostile
foot was set upon our soil, though the enemy’s fleet ‘was in sight of .Erie.
But he contended that it was idle to wait for the organization of a militia
system, until ii11 enemy was actually on onr soil-until
his cannon
roared in our ears, and his bayonets flashed in our faces. In peace, prepare for mar, was the maxim of common sense and of enlightened patri1 c but would prelkr the old
otism. He was opposed to both amendme.lt,,
clause in the Constitution.
The gentleman stated that a large majority of the Convention struck
out the clause respecling those conscientiously scrupulous as to bearing
arms. He was, nevertheless, opposed to that’ proceeding, and he hoped
the majority would consent to restore that clause. One observation which
fell frotn the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward,) he would now
notice. He understood the gentleman to say, that we ought to leave the
right of organizing the militia to Congress alone ; and he a.lleged that
the Federal Government, by the Constiktion, has the whole power over
that subject. He diKered from the gentleman in opinion as to this matter. The clause of the Constitution which provides “for organizing,
arming, and disciplining the militia,” only referred, in his opinion, to such
portion of the militia as were called actually into service. The clause
secures to the State authorities the appointment of all oacers of the militia. The whole subject was not left to the National Government.
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There must be in the Constitution of Pennsylvania some provision for
the arming, organizing, and disciplining the militia, else they eould not
be enrolled and officered, and mustered into the service of the United
States. The United States could call the militia into service to repel invasion, suppress insurrection, or to support the execution of the laws
of the Union; but the States had the right to train them, and it was their
duty to do it. Another objection made to the militia system was the
immoralities said to be practiced at the tr$niugs.
Now he felt as much
interest in preserving the morals of Pennsylvania as any one ; but if we
were to prevent the assembling of the people, on any occasion, for fear
of immoralities, where should we be ? The people sent us here to alter
the Constitution, so as to give them more rights than they now enjoy ;
or rather to restore to them rights which the present Constitution deprived them of. The people want, among other things, more frequent
opportunities of assembling together, to compare views on public affairs,
to express their sentiments in regard to them, and to give instructions
to their officers. Who did not know that immoralities prevailed to a great
extent at the election ; and no where more than at the election in the city
and county of Philadelphia.
He should be sorry if he thought they
were practiced to such an extent in the interior.
But did any body think
of abolishing elections on account of the vices practiced at them ? We
must certainly do all that legislation can do for the moral culture and welfare of the people ; but we cannot promote morality by abolishing public
meetings of the people.
Another objection which gentlemen make, is, that no good can be
shown to result from the militia trainings.
He took the libertv of differing with gentlemeu on this score. He took it that the miliiia t.rainings were of some service, He knew the syst.em had great difliculties
to contend with, in consequence of the prejudices of differeut persons
against it, and this was not alone coniined to Pennsylvania.
He kuew there
were many wealthy persons who would pay a fine: rather than turn out in
the militia, because they thought some disgrace might attach to them, in
consequence, and those persons would use their influence to break up the
system ; but he hoped that they, would be frustrated in their designs, and
that the ancient and long estabhshed system might be kept up, and that
the Legislature might pass such laws as to improve and better it. During the last war, when our frontier was invaded, the hardy yeomanry of
our Commonwealth turned out in defence of their country, and did the
State much good service. Many of our citizens, in the western part of
the State, joined our fleet under the gallant Perry, and performed
service in that victory on the lakes which aided so mu& in the successful
termination of the last war; some of these, too, were aliens, if you
please, who joined in and fought the battles of their adopted country,
with as much spirit and patriotism as those who had been born upon
her soil. He himself had procured from your department here a token
of the bravery of some of those men. Then why should they he precluded
from serving the couutry of their adoption ? These men, however, were
not all called out immediately from their homes without having any
knowledge of military tactics. They were organized as militia at the time
they were called upon, and had been disciplined, and were ready for the
field immediately, as the people of the interior and western part of the
State were always ready to turn out in defence of then country when in-
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vaded. It might be that some persons in the extern part. of the Commonwealth were opposed to this miliGa system, but it was not the case with
the people of the north western se&on of the State, where he resided.
The gentleman from Susquehanna must himself think there is some necessity for training and disciplining the militia, because, in his amendment, he provides that in time of war, or threatenrd invasion, they &all
be trained and disciplined.
Then ivhy not always keep them trained,
because there is no knowing when they may be needed. They ma?
be wanted at a time when none will be to be found, if the amendment of
the. gentleman from Busqoehanna prevails.
He desired the system of
trammgs to be kept up, for although so inany winters had passed over
his head that he could not be called upon by the laws of the land to defend his country, :Tct he felt as warm ;1n intcrcat in her soil ns he ever
had. He had turned ant in times of need, but he did not pride himself
on that, as he considered it the duty Of every man to do so, when called
upon. He might go on farther, but he would refrain from doing so at
present, as he had said more than be intendctl when he arose ; but with
the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, he thought the best plan
would be to return to tbc provision in the old Constitution on this subject. In conclusion, he would say, that he would certainly submit cheerfully to whatever decision the majority of the Convent&
might come
to, because bc held to the doctrine that rhe majority should rule; bgt
at the same time he hoped that the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Fayette might prevail.
NIr. M’CA~EN said that the discussion was progressing as thou$~ the
proposition mac!e by his coi!ea,gue, (Mr. I?roi~n,) liar! not bee3 agreed
to ; and it seemed Co I&t7 that 11would have been r.7:7ch more in Qiiler
wlicn that ~llif?I~dlll~tit
xv:13 lx2i(iil:g, thx: 21 pxsent.
lie !?nd voted fcr
:;incc to le:,rn Ili:lt th:it
that proposition, and l:.: 1~1 !,wen gxti:ii:tl
amendment was pcciiliarlv acccp~~blc , not only 70 tho snciety of ,4r&ids,
bat to all other. socictlcs \~~hicb b:!tl pe’i:,ioncd the Co:lvcntic:il on this subject.
Kc had voted Liir t!ict amcnti~ncct, !iO:;~evcr, not for tile purpose of
acceding to tbcir misbcs entirely, but w:i;S gr::tiiie:l
to find
t!ut
it had met
tiicir views. Ile voted fL:,rit bec:cosc il ~~7s a 1::xtial cxelnptlon of 3 portiou of tiic ror::rr:unity
frorrl duties and o!~I~~;~liol;s
xvllicll
be thought no
citizen of the Cornmon~veaLi! oiig:;t 13 be c:;ciuptcc! from. I-Ic Id iistcned to the :~rgunients of r.1~2gcr;:io~!:aii I‘ro1!7Aile$r~!iy, (Nr. Forward,)
ici-i;)lPS Of ii I:ortiou of Olir ritiwith respcet, so 1’;~ iis tile cotlscieliliOlIs
2377swere co7xerned ; an!1 hc ‘lia:cncc! :o i;;C reading (Ti’ tl:C article of the
Constitution Oi’lhe United St;ltcs, hy th:tt gent!cir::~n, with sotnc zltention,
and he thought that if ihr: gcxtlex:m bad read :I little farther, he would
have foi7ncl a proviso giving the S&lea the right to organize militia corps
for their own tiefhnce, anil the deibnce of’ tile co77ntry. In the emendments to the CQMtitUtiOil,
arti& sccoIII1, rv-tr:ilrl lx G7nti the following
worc!s : “ A well requlxted mililia h&g nece*sary to rhc security 31 a.
free State, the right of the people to kc~p xld bear :,rms sbsil not be inIt is &erc ri:servpd to i!ic people of ererp State the right to
fringed.”
bear arms and organize a nlilitia, xlcl we dc~not entrench either upon the
Constitution of the United StAi?S-, or t!re laws of Gorlgress, when we
provide that the freemen of the St,;te shJ1 lx enrolled and organized as
He was sorry to h-nr his colleague, (Mr. Martin,) say that the
militia.
ocicty of Friends had made a complaint which was riothing more than a
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The laws of the State
justifiable complaint of oppression and plunder.
he believed protected the rights of every citizen of the Commonwealth.
Then if these people have been plundered, they have the law for their
redress. But if he understood the matter rightly, these people rebelled
against the law. Instead of remaining good citizens, and acknowledging
and obeying the laws, they chose to rebel against them, and therefore they
have no right to claim the protection of t.he laws of the Commonwealth
which they had set at defiance. The State of South Carolina had conscientious scruples about paying certain taxes in the form of duties levied
by the General Government, and they rebelled against the laws of that
government; but they were compelled to submit and obey the laws.
This goes to prove that neither a State of the confederacy, nor an individual, had a right to set the laws at defiance. The doctrine that the supremacy of the laws must be maintained, is a good and wholesome doctrine, and every citizen of the Commonwealth ought to obey the mandates
of the laws of the Commonwealth.
If these people have been oppressed,
the proper mode would have been for them to petition the Legislature, or
this Convention, as they have now done for redress-obeying
the laws
of the Commonwealth ‘in the mean time, and not to rebel against those
laws, and refuse to submit to them until compelled to do so. It was not
his intention now to go into a discussion of this matter of conscience, as
it had been postponed until another time, and he should therefore pass
over it for the present. In relation to militia trainings, he might say that
he knew they had been great cause of excitement, but, as had been justly
remarked by the gentleman from Centre, (Mr. Smyth,) this was produced by that spirit of hostility to the laws of the Commonwealth which
was so much to be regretted.
It was produced by attempts to ridisule
and bring the laws of the country into discredit.
They were produced by
individuals who could uot be looked upon as good citizens, because they refused to obey the laws of their country.
Whether the militia organization
of our State had produced good or evil results, he knew not. Heleft it to
be determined by those who were familiar with the history of the late
war, whether the militia of Pennsylvania and of the United States performed services in defence of their country, which entitled them to the
regard of their countrymen.
Those who are better acquainted with the
history of those times, will know better how to rebuke the assertion that
the militia are a disgrace to the country.
Your volunteers are militia j
they are all on the same footing; they all perform the same services to
the State ; and it would be contrary to our free institutions to abolish the
He was opposed to this matter of paying an equivalent for
system.
personal service. Every man should stand ready to defend his rights and
his propert,y, and no one should shield himself behind the clause in
relation to an equivalent, whereby he can produce tbe services of another
in place of his own. He did not ackuowledge this doctrine of employing
a substitute as a sound one. Every man should be called upon to perform service to his country in the hour of need. Suppose you carry out
this doctrine ? Suppose in times of emergency every man should prefer
paying an equivalent, or furnishing a substitute, instead of himself,
where would you find those who would tight y-our battles ? There was
no equivalent for human life ; and a man who chooses to pay a thousand
dollars for a substitute, should not be permitted to do so, because it might
be possible that he could make ten times that much in the performance of
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his occupation at home-in the enjoyment of that ease and safety which
others were stuggling to defend for him. As he had said before, he was
pleased to find that the amendment of his colleague was acceptable to that
portion of our citizens opposed to bearing arms ; but he hoped tke Legislature would pass no law exempting those persons from bearing arms in
defence of the country in time of need. To hire men to fight the battles
of our country, is in direct opposition to the spirit of onr free institutions.
It may perhaps answer the purpose in other countries, but in this
country we should all be volunteers to fight in defcnce of onr country,our country’s rights,-our
free institutions,-our
property,-our
wives,our children,- and all that we hold dear. These arc the considerations
which call us to the tented tield, and these are the cnnsiderations which
should niake us all join in the inspiring: language of the gentleman from
the city of Philadelphia, (Judge Hoplr~nson,) in his national ode of
‘6 Hail Columbia, happy land ! ”

And rally in defence of our national rights whenever they may be endangered.
Mr. FARRELLY considered the amendment of’thc gentleman from Fayette, (Mr. Fuller,) as more objectionable than the original clause in the
Constitution itself. The people of t.he State are to be enrolled and organ‘rhe amendized and for what ~nrpose? To bc armed and disciplined.
mellt was making the injunction for disciplining them stronger than it is
It was giving the strongest sanction to the
in the present ~onst,itu&n.
ridiculous parades which the people were already troubled with, without
The attempt to abolish this
the least advantage to the Commonwealth.
militia system, appeared to be lookecl upon by some gentlemen as an
attempt to abolish a part of our system of government.
Now he had a
very great respect for the militia, and placed as much con’ddcnce in them
as perhaps any gentleman here, and the best proof he ccmltl give of this
fact to the militia o!‘thc C’ommonwealth, was to exert his humble efforts
to relieve them from the disgraceful scenes they are uow annuallg compelled to winless. He consaered that iu endeavoring to relicre them
from the annual musters, he was showing much more profound respect
for them than the gcntlemcn wer:, who mere endeavoring to keep up the
For what purpose are the militiaof the (Iommonwcnlth
present q&em.
called out twice a year? He 114 heard of no adoant~ge which was tierived from it. In the country, it is well known, that it operated drleteriously on the morals of the coniniunily, and fed to false notions of miliSo far from its introducing propc* distary discipline and subordination.
cipline or any thing li!iE military subordiunlion, it has directly the contrary eKect. A waut of subordmatiou prevails, and an ent~rc want of
those principles of discipline which much iit men for miiitary scrrice.
If it was necessary to give ineii milirary schooling, this is t!rc worst school
which they cnu be sent to. If persons tutored in such a schooi, were
called upon to repel invasion in time of War, he tOOk it that the schooling
would bc found to be of mol’e disadvantage than advantage co them. Oue
of the great disadvanta:;es attendiug t!~c present militia system, is: that
the companies are not provided with competent ofkers.
A large m:ljority of the mililia oflice~s of our state are wholly incompetent to perfkn
the duties required of mili tary ollicers . ad, in lact, competent mew c;annot
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be found to accept the offices. If the nation was to be plunged suddenfjr~,,
into war with our present militia system in existence, it is almost certain
.._
that disaster and disgrace would attend our arms, for our militia officers
“. .‘c,
as a bedy, are absolutely not qualified for their situations, and our militia
could not receive the proper instruction until a new set of officers were
provided for them. Our militia officers will always be of this character
so long as the present system lasts, and we can only expect to make our
militia valuable by abolishing the present system, and waiting until aa
emergency shall arise requiring the services of militia, and then provide
good ot3icers for them. In times of absolute necessity there is no doubt
but proper and competent officers would be elected ; but in times of profound peace all observation and experience tells us, tlrat proper officers
will not be elected. Another had effect attending the election of militia
officers under our present system, is, that it leads to the election of bad
civil officers. Men elected to the ofTices of captains and colonels gain a
certain degree of notoriety which is a steppiug stone to civil of&es and
employments ; and in consequence of this, meu de<oid of every qualification for civil employments, are frequently elected through this notorietv.
This is a fact which cannot have escaped the observation of a single individual in the convention.
He knew of a case of a recent election, where
an individual came near being elected to the Senate of the State in consequence of this notoriety, who was certainly devoid of every qualification
for that office. So long, however, as the present system is kept up, this
influence will be exercised, and very much to the disadvantage of the ’
people of t!ie Commonwealth at large. IIe believed that to the fact of
these militia offices being used as steppiu g stones to civil employment,
was to be attributed the keeping up the present militia system to this
time. If it had not been for this, he had no doubt but the system would
long since have been abolished. If he wished to desnoy the characterof
the militia of the couutry, to render them totally ineficient in time of mar,
to suppress the spirit of patriotism, incu!cate false notions of military subordination, and unfit them totally for those 11igh duties which
they might
be calletl up,m to perform io times of need, 11cwould keep up the present
militia system. ‘l%e ridicule to which the militia, as at present organized, are sul>jccted, would be the surest means of making the country lose
confidence iu it, and unfitting it for the performance of every military
duty. If, too, he was in favor of’ a standing army for t.he protection of
the property of the people, 1~ knew of no more certain means of eflectiug such au object, than by keeping LIP this militia system. When it
would be put down by public scorn and public contempt, then ambitious
and designing men might operate upon
the pconle, ncrbups by telling
them that the militia system had fuiled, sllff tll:lt 3 st:uiding army was ne.
Such might
be tile result,
ccssary for tire protectiou of their rights.
and such result is to be guarded against. If WC wish, therefore, to save
the character of the militia of the Gomtnon~vealih, aud prevent the possi
bility of’ such us event, as the esistcnce of a standing army in this coun
try, the best and most efiectual mode of pre-cutiug it, is to abolish the
presellt militia system. In fact, the argument On which the system is
supported, is the necessity of some llarticular sort of defence for the
country, and it is generally advocated, as the 01lly al!ernative between it
and a standing army. It stems to be the substitute for a standing army.
Now, he wished them to be placed upon the basis, that the existence of
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a standing arm.y. was not required in this country.
‘The system not only
destroys the mlhtary spirit of the peaple of the country and subjects them
to ridicule, but also subjects the people of the Commonwealth to a most
onerous tax tbr keeping it up, and loss oftime in attending trainings ; and
after all this, not an earthly benefit, not a single advantage is to be derived from it. On the contrary, it was productive of very great evils.Now take the same tax and the same amount of labor, which is lost in
attending these trainings, and place it upon the highways of the Commonwealth, and there would be less cause of complaint on the part of the
people and a great benefit would result from it. Why, then, should this
system be kept up when there is not the slightest advantage to be derived
from it, and when there is not the least probability of a war. All the
signs of the times indicate peace. The principle of peace is in the arcendent throughout the world and from every indication which we have, it
will remain so lbr a 101fgtime to come ; then, why the: necessity of’ keeping up this parade which can be of no service either in peace or war.
There was auother objection t.o which he ~vould advert, connected with
the election of these militia olliccrs.
i-h believed the effect of this election of ofricers, would bc, when called into the service, that the troops
when drafted would be put under the co:nmand ofoflicers, not of their election and perhaps not of their choice. The proper au11true mode of avoiding this wiil be by postponing the election of oflicers until the militia are
actually needed to rope1 invasion, or such other emergency as will make it
necessary for them to be called out. With these remarks be would leave this
subject, beiieving in the mean time that he could not show a more profound
respect for the militia of the country than by endeavoriu,g to relieve them
from the ridicule which they were annually su$ect.ed to m attending their
regular trainings.
Mr. FOILWARD wished to say a word for the purpose of correcting a
misconception of his remarks, by the gentleman from Centre (Mr. Smyth)
He (MI. k.) ;iid not say that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania had no
right to organize her militia, or to provide for its organization.
What he
said, was, that Congress had the power to act upon the subject and
provide a militia code ; that it might set forth the :naaner in which the
militia should be organized, and this would include a plan for the appointment 0C oficers as a matter of course. He considered expressly that in
the absence oi’ such code the State might act, and it had so acted. He
had not denied to any State in the IJnion the right of self-defence or State defence. He had adverted to the re!ations held by this Commonwealth to the
National Government. He had spoken of its exclusive right to declare war,
and, in speaking ofthat subject he had called particular attention to the word
Li national.”
He had said that the power to declare war, superinduced
the duty of providing for it, and in this relation we mere placed. By the
compact of the Union, we were not bound to prepare for war or take one
step in reference to that subject -he spoke of national war and of our
duty to the Union-to
the nation. He had said and he repeated it, that
the State had the right to organize and arm her militia-he
did not deny
that right-the
Commonwealth has a rigbt to provide forher own defence.
It is expressly provided in the Constitution of the ‘United States, that the
States may provide for their own defence in times of imminent danger.
We are bound by that Constitution, and we have a right to defend ourselves in the way that is reservedin the Constitutionof the United States ;
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that is left to every State in the Union, unrestricted and in full force. He
knew that the people of the United Stata had reserved the right of se%
defence; but the States have given up the right to keep ships of war 01
troops in time of peace. What he had said he took from the book, and
he had not gone beyond that. The rirht of prepsring for war is exclu:zively reserved to the Government of &e Unit4 States, azd the St&a
cannot, for their otvn defence, keep ships of war or troops in time OC
penr-e. Now for the qualification of these remarks, he would refer to the
.amendment to the Constitution w!lich had already been read as follows:
** 4 well re,gulated militia being necessary to the security of a free Stabe+
ohe right of the people to keep and bear arms, shzll not be infringed.“’
Why, this was intended to conrley to individuals certain personal rights,
This is a personal right reserved to individuals to bear arms; this was
Idopted to grant td every mnn the shieid OP self-defence. There is,
bowever, al:other cormection between the United States arid the States
seari:>r upon this subject. By one of the articles of the Constitution o&
ihc Ur?ited States, it is stipulated tha,t “ the United !Statcs shall guarimtecw every state in this Union a republican form of’ government, and sJd
jj?otect each of them ygainst invasion, and upon npplication of the Legisiature or the Executive, (when the Eegisiature cgnnot be convened)
2gaiast dome& violence.”
Thus, theu, the burden of protectiug each
of the States of the Union from domestic violence, devoires upon the
Government of the United States. This is another security on beha!f ~6’
tile States, and burden on the part of the General Gocerumcnt.
Ii:. Fkid repeated but what he fOUild in thC book and he was surprised that
he should have been misapprefiended.
Mr. SXYTH, of Centre, said, if the gentlemau from Mlegheny unctepstood him, as saying that the gentleman was opposed to organizin,n and.
disciplining the miiitia, he had misunderstood him.
His object&
to
what the gentleman said, was, as he understood him at that time to say,
that Congress might provide for the appointment of oiScers for our militia. Now if the gentleman held to this doctrine he eou!d not agree ~vitb
him ; because the Constitution of the United States reserved to the States
respectively, the appointment of all militia Ot5cers.
If the gentleman
asserted that Congress had this right he must beg leave to differ with him
and refer to the clause in the Constitution OS”the United States on the
subject.
&Ir. SCOTT, of Philadelphia city, said he rose to say a few words 0~
In reference to the particthe general subject nom before the committee.
ular amendments which had been proposed, he did not feel it necessary
to sap much, beoauae his own opinion. 7 mere in favor of the old (JoIlztjtution, with the single amendment made as to those having conscientious
scruples ; and his remarks, therefore, would apply with what little fora
they might possess, to any other amendment which might hereafter he
This Convention w3.s
offered, as well as that nom before the committee.
about to frame a Constitution which, it was to be hoped, might endure as a
basis on which the whole State was to grorv up in strength and prosperity,
for another half century to come. There was now in the State of Pennsylvania, a population of not leas than one million and a half; and by the
time another Convention should be ca!led, that number might have
increased to something like three millions of people. With this prospect
Q:
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before them, the question in his mind was, whether, in laying the basis
of a Government for such a people, to neglect that arm of the Government, which is generally designated the mrlitary arm, would be expedient
or right ; whether we were not bound to provide for the military defence
of the people against all casualty by the proper internal orgamzation of
our militia, just as much as we were bound to provide for those branches
of the Government which related to the admiuistration of justice, or the
civil department of the State. He apprehended that until mankind should
alter; until their passions and feelings should be ltlr different from those whicl.
actuated them now ; until, in short, that period should arriv’e in the history
of the world, contemplated as possible, he beliex,ed, only by visionaries
nil men should be allowed to retam the peaceful
and theorists -when
possession of their rights, and when all nations should be pesceabie II?
point of practice-no
well organized state, nation or government, would
neglect to engraft ott its fundamental law, some provision for the mamtenance of her military arm of defence. And here he would beg leave m
ask what the present Conetitutioa of Penus~-lvanis asserted on this subject,
with which we, her EOIlE, ought to quarrel ? The Constitution, in its
present form, provided, in article 6, sec. 2, as follows :
“The freemen of this Common~vealth sh311be armed and disciplined
b‘for its defence.
Those JVliO conscicntiorrsly scruple to bear armi,
4‘ shall not be co1npel1etI to do so, but shal! pay au ecluivalrnt for personal
*‘ service. The militia oflicers shall be appointed in rueb manner, and.
‘I for such time, as sba.il be directed by law.”
“The freemen of this C~ommoll~vealth,” repeated BIr. S.: ik shall be
He would again ask what mere
6‘ armed and disciplined for it,s dcfence.”
was in this short and beautiful sentence, calculated to escite anv feelings
with which the frermcu of this Con~monwvPaltl~ ought to quarrc,“11 WXb
it not right that ibe friends of the Commonwealtti shoultl, at some time
and in some manner, be armed and disciplined for its &fence ! Wlqnot ? Bec;u~se we bad been told it was the duty of tbc General Government to protect us. The General Governmeimi, bow ever, bad not protected us ; it had entirely tXed to do so heretofore, and it might fail,
again.
Witbin twcuty ye:lrs WC bad had an enemy on our soil, irs.
more parts than one ; rre had had the capitols of our States nearly occupyed by them. OIIC capitol had been entirely destroyed. Another h>d
been within a few Itours of ahsolute abandoument to the enemy, nnd our
volunteers and militi:: had been slaughtered in its defence. we 11:1cI113d
the enemy in every parr of our country, and who could say that what had
once happcncc!, might not happen again ? Who could rise the rei! of
futurity-who
could look behind it and say tbab, in the (ourse of fifty
vears, the sa,me state of things mi,gbt not again ocL-ur ? The General
Government rould not be presctit at all times and in all p!xes, lo defend
the country front iuvasion ; aud until we ceded to tbc General Government a power mbicb never yet had been, and he believer1 never would be
ceded to it-natnclp,
a power to create a standing arm\; equivalent to this
defence-it would be useless to look up to it for e&e protection anal
defence. The feeling of every American citizen was opposed to sucl: ;i
g-rant ; it had been opposed by all the statesmen of our country, and we
had been brought don-n to this single propo31t.on that, as a permanent
means of defence, me must depend on a well-armed and disciplined militia..
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In Pennsylvania we had failed in some branches of this duty. We had
not disciplined our militia well; and in some places they were made
objects of ridicule.
Such indeed was the truth. But was this the fault of
the Constitution, or the laws under the Constitution ? Ifit was the fault of
the laws, let the Constitution stand, and let the laws be so amended as to
meet the principle itself, which the Constitution contained. This would not
be the only part of the Constitution which had been formed, and which
had not for a long time been satisfactorily acted upon, although the action
upon it had finally been made satisfactory. Look, said Mr. S. to that clause
of our Constitution which provides for the creation of common schools !
Was it not a dead letter on your statute book for forty years ? Thousands
on thousands of dollars were actually expended on the system of educstion, and were actually thrown away, until it hec:une
a subject of ridicule.
And yet have you not within fire or six years adopted a system, under
tlrat same Constitutional provision i , which bids fair to rival that of any
other State in the Union, and to make your people as en!ightened as the]
Such is tlie state of the case as to educstion, and .such may
are virtuous.
bceome the case as to the doctrine of national defence by means of a well
disciplined militia.
But, Mr. Chairman, we bare not always treated our militia in this way.
Governor Snvder, in his message to both Houses of the Legislature of
Pennsylvan& in the year of 1815-16, says : ‘i During the late m-ar, the
(‘soil of this Commonwealth was nevei trodden by a hostile tbot. vet
(6it had at one time a greater number of militia and volunteers in the se&ice
‘6 of the United States, thau were at any time in the field from au? other
CLState in the Union.
Our inilitia and volunteers were act~nallv engaged
‘6 with the enemv in Cauada, on Lake Erie, at Baltimore and slsewhere,
‘6 and stood ready to repel him from the States of Sew York and Kew
6‘ Jersey.”
And, continued i\Ir. S., the Governor might !mve added the State of
Pennsylvania.
I well remember the scene, to which reference IXF been made by the
gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter,) when l:lrge bodies of mtln
assembled for the defence of the city of Philadelphia, some of them
splendidly disciplined volunteers -some of tliem imperfectly ilisciplincc!
militia, but all of them ready to defend the Capital of the State. W’Iia
that looks to the history of the trausactions of tl;at time at Baltimore ;
who that recollects the power of the British Knoy then hovering on our
coast-who that remembers the sudden fear into which the city of Philadelphia was thrown, will say that had it not been for the prepxation and
spirit manifested by the volunteers aud militia, the citv ot‘ i’ltiladeluhia
itself might have fallen into the hands of the enemy ? “Who cau say {hat,
but for that preparation, tbe enemy might not have nltackcd Pl~iiadelphis
as well as 13altimore and Waslhgton ! They might kdeed hare faiIet[,
but the knowledge that the city was prepared to meet the enemy. 1~;s
enough to prevent the invasion ; the very knowledge that there. were stoct
and willing hearts ready to receive the enemy, should he advance, at the
point of the ba,yonet, would act asacheck upon him. Itlonot know but that
suc11an event IS going to occnr agsin hereafter. I c3:inOt tell wiiether, in
fifty years from this time, me are to be twenty-four or only twelve United
States, or a less or greater number. It is not givcu to u+ to raise the velI
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of futarity.
We cannot penetrate with human vision, the events of the
next half century.
It is impossible for us to say, whether sncceedjng
generations will be called to resist f0reig.n invasion, or will continue to ‘be
members of a great and consolidated nation. Hut of this I’feel assured,
that in all the vicissitudes of fortune, and amid all strifes-foreign
and
domestic-Pennsylvania,
if to her natural and acquired wealth, 10 her
unestelled internal resources -to her mineral wealth, her interndl navjz+
tion. her system of ,general education -she shall add a bold yeomanry9
*s armed and disciplmed”Pennsylvania will take her station upon z
commanding eminence. Let it be remembered that the volunteer system
1s but a part of the militia system. If such is the case, this is 3 branci~ of
the system which ought to be encouraged in the best mode possible, and
I apprehend that that end will beat be attaiued by upholding the other
branches of the system also.
One branch of this provision required that the militia should be armcci ;
-,llCj large sums of money had beeu expended by the Commonwealt!l :or
2his purpose. Brsenals had been erected at various points-arms had
cers had been appointed-some
progress had been
been puxhased-offi
-made, and some steps had been takeu, t110ugh
probably not the best
:ha.t could have been adopted ; and if this feature of our Co]]s1i[~:tio~
was nom abolishec!, it would be an abandonment of all that 11ad hither:o
been done -and the thirty or forty thousand men that had been arT,ed
rtnder this system, and had stood ready to come forward at any rnomen~
Tar the public defence, would bc dismissed without the possibilitv of
Cal!ine them together again in any sudden emergency.
We could kither
pro&e men nor manufacture arms on an emergency.
If we destroyed
rhat which had been done, we shodci dcetroy the volunteer system ;
because by taking away their arms, we destroy also the martial spirit which
they were sure to engender. It was true, as had been said, that the States
wece so jealous of the preservation of thi-b martial spirit, that after they
had adopted the Constitution ofthe United States, as it now stood, they were
not satisfied until they had secured an amendment which provided ‘6 that
the right of the people to keep and bear arms., ahall not be infringed.”
If
we destroyed the militia system, we did not Indeed take away the right of
the people to bear arms, but we destroyed the inclination, the h-bit of
wearing arms ; and such was not his sentiment as to what ought to 5e the
condition of things in a country like ours. He believed that not only the
right, but the habit of wearing arms was essential to freemen, and to tlke
preservation of the liberiy of freemen. This was the principle asserted in
Ihe Constitution of the United States ; and if we did amay mith this, the
eH‘ect would be to destroy the principle and the feeling together.
Rut there were other consequences to be considered as connected mith
t.he abandonment of the militia system ; it might lead to the creation of’
standing armies in the various States of the Union, as had been intimated in the course of the dehate by a gentleman on his left, (Mr. Farrelly 3)
and he (Mr. Scott,) had observed that the intimation had created a smile.
J-Ie had listened to that suggestion with attention, although he did not
A standing army had, however? been asked for in the State
roncur in it.
of Pennsylvania, since the termination of the last war.
0~ reference to the JournAs of the session of our Legislature in the
ye-,r 1815 and ‘16, page 212-13, it would be found that a report was
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made in the House of Represenlatives, by the committee on the militia,
of which Mr. Suthelland was chairman, on a proposition for the creation
ofa select cqx
offifteen thousand armed men in this State. The report commenced as follows :
6‘ The committee on the militia system, fully aware of the numerous
1‘ diflieulties that occur generally to the adoption of an efficient militia
“iani, have thought it an act of prudence to suhmit to the consideration
“of the House, some of the most prominent features of a bill that they
The immediate and especial object of your
Lbcontemplate introducing.
L‘ committee in submitting their ideas upon the bill for the organization and
“ equipment of a “select corps” of young men to defend the State, is to
“ ascertain, in as decided and unequivocal a manner as possible, the sense
“ of the House upon a hill of that nature. Your committee lhink it would
“ he a useless and unnecessary waste, both of time and money, to prepare
‘6 and report a bill, (which fro& its very nature must he a voluminous one,)
Lsand afterwards have it rejected. They, therefore, think that this will
“ be an ample apology forrecommending the following outlines ofa bill, for
CLthe adoption of this House :
bL1st. The committee recommend the uniforming and equipping Of
ii !5.000 men, who shall parade one week in the month of each and every
$6year.
r6Pd. That the indix?duals to compose the select corps, shall he between
“ the ages of 13 and 28.
*‘3d. That the officers of the select corps, while in the service
$‘ of’ the State, shall he entitled to the same pay and rations as oficers of
(‘ the same grade and rauk in theservice of the United States : and that each
“ non-cornmissioned officer and private, shall receive we dollar per
L‘ diem, for every Jay’s attendance upon military duty, as assigned
“ by law.
*‘ 4.111.That a tar shall he laid upon the citizens of this State, agreeably
(‘ to the county rates and levies, which tax shall be exclusively approprlI‘ ated for miltary purposes,
a65th. That the Executive of this Commonwealth shall appoint all the
I* officers that may be necessary for the oflicering of the select corps,“and so forth.
He (Jlr. Scott,) well remembered tile course pursued on that occasion.
He was a member of the House at that time, and he opposed the report
for reasons which, in addition to those advanced by other gentlemen,
mere deemed sufficient, and the report of the committee was rejected.
But there we found 3. project for the creation of a select body of men* to
he armed and disciplined, formed and uniformed, and paid b>: the State ;
and to be governed by officers appointed by the Executive of the State.
But suppose we
The good sense of the penpie rejected the proposition.
had iust come out of a war in which, instead of being annoyed by a militia
part17 disciplined, we had been annoyed’ by the presence of no militia at
all. Suppose that instead of presenting a front of some fifteen or twenty
thousand men for the defence of the Capital of our State, we had presented
none at ali ! What wou!d have been the result of the report introduced by
that committe.: in 1615 ? It would have been adopted, and we should have
had a select corps of fifteen thousand men, raised, armed: disciplined and
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paid by the State ; and we should thus have had a needeus on which to
form a standing army in the State of Pennsylvania, with all its expenses
and all its enormous and horrible results. He wonld not present to the
Convention the tlanger of such a state of things hereafter; they could
judge for themselves. The United Stateg had never thought proper, had
never condescended to carry into effect that portion of the powers given
IO them bv the Coc.>titution, which authorized the arming and disciplining
of the militia.
They had left it to the States for the reason, he presumed,
that the States had a strong inclination themselves, to perform this duty.
The same gentlrman, from whose message he had before quoted, (Governor Snyder,) spoke in the following language :
‘* Experience has &on-n the futility of the idea of converting every
46man into a soldier. An ellicient &fence must, iii ~rq judgment, be
‘6 4077&t
in a select militia.
Such
a body, always orgamzed, disciplin*‘ ed ak well appointetl, can, on ::ny emergency, be promptly brought illto
(6 the field ; and so long as freedom is n~preciatetl, and patriotism inherited
want abundant materials to form
*‘ from a brave ancestry, we shall IJW&
** such a force. To attain this c?csirable objc& it would seem only
*- liecesearv to aid :>uclfoster the spirit that animates our vouth, by granting
~~irnmnnitk5 to those who shall enroll themselves i;i select corps to
a- serve auc’n a periocl ns may be fixed by lam, holding forth to him who
“ honorably discharges his duty, f’uturc esemption from service-a liberal
*‘remuneration for the uniform 3nd accoutrements furnished by him, and
Lbi”or the time he shall hare spent iu acrluiring the art of WX. It is well
6‘ observed, in the Fare\41 kklrcss of the great and prod Washington,
‘* that ‘itimcIy disbursements co prepare fir dangrr, frequently prevent
Ji greater disbursements to repel it.”
Tile whole male population between
*‘ certain ages, mi$c be held in reserve, enrolied and mustered, perhaps
ii once 3 year, ,?---ax!
80 011.
Such, continued Mr. S. n-as the opinion of Gov. Snyder as to the mode
of carrying out the principles of our Constitution ; and the great point
which he (Mr. S.) was desirous of pressing on the attention of the
members of this body wits, that the language of our Const,itution was now
competent to that mode. His o!)jection was against interfering with this
language so 8s role s?en the power of the Legislature ; he would leave it to
them to enroll, arm, disc:ipline and embody the militia, as, and when they
pleased. Ije knew th3t if there was iJ0 clause introduced into the Constitution in relation to :hc militia, the Legislature would not thereby be
prevented from acting on the subject. I-k knew the principle to be that
the Legislature had a right to legislate, in all modes. and upon all subjects
where they were not specially prohibited by the Constitution from legislatin_rrJ anh he concurred, therefore, in the opinion that if nothing should
be s&l in the Constitution, still the subject lvould be open zo legislation.
But we had heretofore thought this a matter of such grave importance, as
to be worthy of direct and positive enumeration in our Constitution ; to
be put imo that instrmnent, and to be brought, from time to time, to t+
attention of our legislative body. This course was thought necessary to
the framers of the esistiug Coustitution, and ifwe frittered away the language which they had inserted, it would be pointing out to the Legislatures
that might hereafter come, the extent to which this Conventiou thought
they ought to go, altliough it might not amount to a positive prohibit;on
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of their action. On the whole view which he had taken of this question,
under all the lights which he had been able to summon to his aid, he was
of opinion that it would he better to leave this freeman like provision of
the existing Constitution entirelv untouched--to leave the hands of our
legislative body, unrestricted akd untrammeled, and to leave it to them
from time to time to fashion such a system as might hereafter accomplish
that which we had heretofore failed to effect, in the same rnannerthat our
srstem of education had at last been brou,qht into successful operation,
akhough for a space of forty years, the provIsion in regard to it remained
meffkctual and useless. With these views, and believing that we might
safely rely, in this particular, on the wisdom of those who had gone before
us? he intended to vote against nil the amendments, except that which
iad been already adopted, leaving out those persons who cutertained
conscientious scruples against bearing arms.
said he was suffering under indisposition, and should
Air. SHELLITO
not have said a word at this time, had it not been for some aspersions
which had been thrown ont against one of the most worthy citizens of
our State. It had been said by his colleague, (Mr. Barrelly) that the individual alluded to, had used his commission as a militia ollicer, as a stepping stone to a high civil office for which he was totally unfit. He, (Mr,
S.) denied that the gentleman was untit for the office; there was not a
more worthy citizen in the State of Pennsylvania.
He repelled the
odium which such language was calculated to throw on a large portion of
n!le people whom he had the honor in part to represent. And whilqt he
was up, he would say a word on the subject immediately before the committee. He should not sanction, by his voice or vote, any proposition for
abohshing the militia of our country.
We must either defend ourselves
IJ~ means of the militia, or we must resort to a standing army-a
proposition which must strike with horror the mind of everv freeman. He
denied that it was the wish of the people to abolish the militia system; it
ought not to be done, and so far as his influence could extend, it should not be
done. The Convention might as well break up at once, and go home as
make such an attempt.
He looked upon the militia as the bulwark of our
liberties ; as a sure protection and defence in the time of danger. It had
been said that we might rely with certainty on the volunteer corps ; but
he could not subscribe to that proposition.
The militia and the volunteers
were so dependent on each other, that the one, without the other, wo~dd
Ml
to ihe
groontl
; there would be no roluuteers if there were no militia.
And thus, when danger approached, the State of Pennsylvania would be
left, like a silly dove, among her sister States, without the power to defend
herself. Were we willing to defer all preparation to the last moment, in
the belief that an army would spring up at our bidding the moment the
enemy entered our doors, and was thundering against the malls of our Capitol? Nothingcould be more unwise- nothing mole absurd. We had been
told that in seasons of peace we shoukl
make preparation for mar ; and
time, which tested the philosophy of all principles, and the truth of all
theories, had demonstrated the soundness of this doctrine. For what
purpose were me fitting out the big ship at Philudelphia ? Why were we
putting her guns and all her armament on board 1 Was it not that she
might be ready to defend us, if defence was necessarr 1 We ought to be
ready at all times, and on all occasions. The Co&tution
of our State
provkled that the 6‘ Governor shall be commander-in-chief of the militia,”
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and if we now did away with the militiaspstem, what becomes of this
clauie of’opr. Constitution ? We oii ht to oherish our militia by all the
.rqoans in our power. Subpose there z ad been abuse of the system-that
was no argument against the system itself, If the people .were drilled
with corn-stalks, as had been,assertedhere, they were still making some
preparations. And if bad and inefficient officers had been elected, that
was not the fault of the law, nor did it furnish any reason why it should
be abolished. It had been argued on this floor, that the militia system
was made a stepping-stone to civil office. What was there wrong or
discreditable in this ? Surely nothing. On the contrary, it merely demonstrated that those militia officers who were so fortunate as to be elected
to civil appointments, were worthy recipients of the public confidence ;
for, if they were not so, if they behaved like dissolute men or vagabonds,
the people would not suffer them to be their representatives in high places.
The very selection showed that the man was a worthy and meritorious
citizen, or that the people were fools. Was it consistent with human
setion to suppose that, becausea man was a fool or a vagabond, therefore
he should be raised higher in the scale of public estimation? We could
not seriously entertain such an idea for a moment. In conclusion, he
weld express a hope that there would not be found a majority of this
Convention who would be willing to give up the militia system, but
that; on the contrary, they would uphold, cherish and strengthen it. The
xnilitia had icquitted themselves with honor, whenever they had been
called into actual service. He trusted they would not now be abandoned.
[Mr. BIDDLE, of Philadelphia, madesomeremaks, a report of which was
sent to him for revision, but, in consequenceof the retention of the manuscript, the om+ssion of the speech in its proper order has become
unavoidable. If received, it will be published in an appendix.2
Mr. CHAUSCEP,
of the city, rese and said that he would ask the m&igence of the committee for a few minutes, while he stated the reasons
upon which his mind was made up, and which would inrluce him to vote
against the amendment of the gentleman frcm Fayette (Mr. Fuller,)that of the gentleman from Susquehanna (3%. Read,) and also against the
report of the committee, as it now stood. He bad gone back to the Constitution, and stood in admiration of those who framed it, and inserted the
provision, whioh was at present, under disctiesion. He Hal satisfied
himself well as to the reasons which influenced the framers of the Constltution-bad well considered the subject, and felt quite content to rest upon
the wisdom of that title. It. would be borne in mind by the Conventioc,
that the Constitution of Pennsylvania was formed shortly after the Constitution of the United States. He thought that the framers of our
Co’nstitution bad bestowed much reflection and consideration upon the
Constitution of the United States ; that they had looked to see nhst were
the rights reserved to 11:~States under that instrument, and particularly
in regard to this interesting subject. They had espressed their meaning
and intentions ill language peculiarly fortunate. The ciause expressed
all that was necessary-to be stated ; and after all, it left the subject precisely on the footing upon which the framers of the Constitution, after
full deliberation, wished to leave it ; that was to say that the Legislature
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He trusted that the C’onhe ran over the acthor[tirs
in order
to see how far our own Constitution harmonized with that ol’ ti,e
United States, how far we were in the due execution of the putk,or::y
which was reserved to the Stat,es, and how far, too, we should lGPi>ar!
from that ground, which he regqrded the legitimate ground-whether
\ve
should adopt the report of the committee or not. He thoupht ail thee?
things necessary to be noted here in reference to this subjk,
In thr
eighth section if the first article of the Constitution of the United Stn!es
it is provided that Congress shall have the power of caiiing for:]? tiip
militia, 82.
(‘ Congress shall have power to provide for calling forth the miiitl:r
to execute the laws of the Union,
suppress insurrections and repel In.
vention

would

3 certain

have

patience

with

him

while

vas1ons.

~6To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and
for governing such part of them as may be employed in the service 0,:
the Unit,ed States, reserving to the States respectively, the appointment
of the officers, and the authority of training
the mili& according to tk~e
discipline prescribed by Congress.”
The terms of the Constitution he need not refer to ; and the amendment
now under discnssion was simp!y an afirmnnce of a power--fhnt the right
of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.
This provision of the Constitution gave to Congress a great power, and no doubt
the framers of the Constitution of the United States, thonpht t!:at th19
power could not be better exercised than by Congress. What was the
provision in the Constitution ? It wrould be seen that the power given to
Congrcas was to “ organize, arm, and discipline the militia,” alid that the
r:ghts reserved to the States were, the “appointment of the officers an4
the training of the militia, accordifg to the discipline prescribed by ConHow &es the Constitution of Pennsylvania proceed 1 Why,
gress.”
it decked this general principle in the outset, that “the freemen of this
It IV85
Commonweath shall be armed and disciplined for its &fence.”
nr, afkmance of the provision in the Constitution of the United Stztesin aid of that provision, and for the execution of the authority reserved tr
the States respectively by the Const,i:ution.
It provided that the n:i!itk,
otficers should be appointed in such manner and for sac21time, ti shouki
ask, if there was any thing but pcr!‘ec;
be Grectcd by law. He wou!d
harmony and peri’crt unity between the Constitution 01 t!le Unit4 Qt3iC!i
and that of the S:1:::eoE Pennsylvania, the formation ot’ which immetllately followed that of the Cons&ion
of the United Sl:?tes ? Dii;; cn!
the people of Pennsylvania take up the idea of the reserved richi. contal:led in this section, from the Constitution of the United States, 3ncl
mean to exercise it by declaring, as they did declare, that i‘ ~!;e freemer
of this Commonwcahh shall be armed and disciplined for its tlefe!;ce I*’
And, they did this in conformity 1vit.h the provision in the Constitution of
the United States, which asserts that 6‘ Congress shall have tile power of
organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia,” &c. They nru!ed
themselves of ihc reservation made to the States, and accordingly inserteli
in the. Constitution of Pennsylvania that “ the militia officers shall be
nppomted in such manner, and for such time as shall be directed by 1;~~”
VI-.at more km this was wanting’? Did we want to go fcrlh-,r thsn the
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essrcise of that authority which was reserved to ali the States respectively
by the Constitution of the United States ? Did we want to do more than
That 1 He would ask if there was any esigencv,‘any emergency which
called for the exercise of authority on the part of a Srate, as a Stale right,
and which might be a questionable matter, as related to the Constitution
of the United States ? All that was required to be done, was already dorm
by the Constitution.
That Constitution (continor(1 Mr. C.) lprovides that
“the freemen of this Commonwealtli shall he nrmcrl and tlisciplined for
ils defence. Those who conscientiously Scrliple to bear 3rniS, shall nor
be compelled to do so, but shall pay an equivalent for personal service.”
dlld, air. it further declares that ‘6 the militia ofliccrs shall be appointed
111sarh manner and for such time as shah bc directed 1-0~law.”
Let IiS illC1lT sir, for 8 siugle moment, Iook at what are supposed to be
the t!nee propositions now before t!le commitme as amendments to this
provision in the Constittition.
What says the committee ?
66The freemen of this Commonwealth shall be armed, organized, and
disciplined for its tlcfence, when . and in such manner as the Legislature
may hereafter by law direct, 8x.”
He (Mr Chimncey) would ask, if there existed any necessity for an
alteration of the Constitution, for the purpose merely of introducing a
change in the phraseology of the provision.
The Constitution, as it now
stood provided that the appointinent of the oflic.ers should be as the law
directs. De could see no good reasori whatever for the proposed change.
It could not be regarded as an amendment to the Constitution.
What
was the amendment of the chairman of the committee ! The effect of it
was to strike out the word 6‘ freemen,” and to say that the citizens of the
commonwealth shall be enrolled, and in case of threatened invasion, or
insurrection, shall be armed and disciplined for its tlefence. Did this
relieve us ft-om any supposed difliculty in the case 1 Who did t.lie framers
of the Constitution sav were to be the judges of the csigency that. should
And, who
f*dl for the exercise of that power ? Surely the Legislature.
were to be the judges under the amendment of the geutleman from Susquehanna ‘! it’liy, the Legislature.
‘l’hen, tliere wits nothing presented
nere in the shape of an amendment. We stand on the same ground.
The power of’s State could only be csercisetl by its legislative authority,
and tlrey knew beet the time when it should be exercised. Would gentlemen go so fx as to say that the Legislature ought not. to he judges of
our being threatened with an invasion, or insurrection ? That was a time
when the judgment of the Legislattnx J should bc esercised ; and sxely,
under the existing Constitution. in precisely the same circumstances, and
in the same.i:ontil:geiicy,
must that judgment be !iad. IIe declared that
be could see nothing in the proposition of the gentleman from Sosque‘I’hc amendment
hanna which made an amendment to the Constittrtioti.
of the gentleman from Fayette (Mr. Fuller) was in these terms : ii The
freemen of this Commonwealth shall be enrolled and organized, to be
Let
.nmed and disciplined for its &fence, as may be direoted by law.”
IIS analyze
this amendment. Did the mover of it mean that the freemen
of this ‘Commonn-ealth should be enrolled and organized, and be armed
and disciplined for its defence, as may be directed by law 1 Because, if
he did, ample provision was already made in the Constitution.
Did he
mean that they shou!d be enrolled and organized 1 For that purpose, an
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enactment of the Legislature was indispensably necessary : and afterwards, the judgment of the Legislature should be exercised as to the mode
and manner in which they should he disciplined for its defence. Now,
the mover of the amendment should bear in mind that inasmuch as this
power was given to the Legislature by the Constitution, that very circumstance left them the right of esercising their judgment as to when a contangencv should arise for calling out the militia, which was the object of
the genileman’s amendment. Did the gentleman from Fayette mean that
we should go beyond the terms of the provision contained in the Constirntion of the United States, relative to arming and disciplining the militia?
Did he wish to designate the exigency when the power should be exercised I Let the gentleman remember that Congress was to do that. We
had esamined our own Constitution, and seen that the framers of it had
acted in perfect unison with the framers of the Constitution of the United
States. There was, then, danger in departing from the proper authority
-the Constitution of the United States. He had said nothing in relation
ho that part of the section reported by the committee, which related to the
conscientious scruples of some of our citizens.
He thought that there
wonld be an opportunity hereafter for the further consideration of that
subject :-he meant when the report of the committee, which proposed
the introduction of an article into the Bill of Rights, should come up.
IIe hoped, then, to be favored with an opportunity of showing that it was
founded upon a proper basis- one unquestionably right, so far as it related
not only to an exemption of those who entertained conscientious scruples
against bearing arms, but also, to inflicting upon them a penalty for
enjoying the rights of conscience. These were the reasons which induced
him to vote against the amendment.
Mr. FCJLL~R,of Fayette, said he perfectly concurred with the gentleman on his right, (Mi-1 Chauncey) that the provision in the present Constitution was all-sufficient in regard to organizing and disciplining the
militia of the Conrmnnwealth.
But, in consequence of the suggestions
of many of the members of the Convention, as well as citizens, he had
been induced to offer his amendment, making a little change in the
phraseology of the section. The Legislature alleged that they were not
a: liberty to abolish militia trainiugs. so much complained of by a large
‘I’hey said that they were constitutionally comportiou of our cilizens.
pelled to require them. III order to relieve and untie the hands of the
Legislature, he dc2;ired to insert the word ‘6 when.”
He confessed that
he was willing to adopt the provision in the old Constitution.
He was
not willing to leave the I,egislature untied as to organizing the militia;
but
desired to leave them at liberty in this respect. He t!lought that the
speech of the gentleman from the city, (Mr. Chandler) went to prove,
most conclusively, the necessity of keeping up the militia system. With
regard to the amendment tn the amenthnent of the gentleman from Susquehanna, (nlr. Read:) his opinion was that it would meet the views of
those gentlemen who desired to untie the hands of the Legislature, and
mt make it obligatory upon them to have the militia enrolled and disciplined.
If he (Mr. F.) understood the language of the existing provision,
it contained two separate and distinct ideas-the one obligatory, and the
As to the objections
other could be dispensed with by the Legislature.
suggested by the gentleman from the city, (Mr. Biddle) in regard to’the
officering of the militia, he thought there was no force in them ; for, when
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the several corn anies of the militia. were mustered into the service of the
Whited @ate& tRe captain might be drafted, or not, as was thau ht proper.
ThYs 1vrs.a matter tu be regulated by a lsw of the States. T& Cbnstitntiim mi ht be so amended as to provide that the person drafted should
be electe d captain. His view of the matter was that every citizen should
retain the character nf a citizen soldier.
Mr. INQISRSQLL, of Philadelphia county, remarked, that if the imendment of the gentleman from Fayette, (Mr. Fuller) could be amended by
“B$r&ing the words CLto be” out of the sentence “armed and disciplined
by law,” he wonld have no objection to it ; but, if not, he should feel
himself compelled to vote against it.
Mr. BIDDLE asked for the yeas and nays, and they were ordered.
Mr FTJLLE~accepted the modification to strike out the worda ‘6 to
be.”
Mr. MEREDITH,
of the city, would briefly starbe tbe grounds of his
qbjections to the amendment of the gentleman from Fayette, (Mr. Fuller.)
His intention was to give his vote against the amendment to the amendment, and’also against the amendment of the gentleman from Smquehanna, (Mr. Read,) and he would vote, finally, in favor of the amendments
reported by the committee. The experience of the last few days had taught
as, that the moment we departed from principle, me were involved in
intricacy, and found It almost itipossible to reconcile the various conflicting opinions which prevailed on the subjects brought under consideration.
There was, however, one subject, upon which members generally seetied to agree-even
his friend from the city, (Mr. Hiddie,)
appeared to achnit that there should be some discretion left to be exercised
by the Legislature in respect 10 this important matter. His colleague,
(Mk. Chauncey,) who last addressed the committee, concecied, as he
also believed had almost erery gentleman who had spoken, lhat it
He found
should be left ultimately to the discretion of the Legislnture.
only an agreement, a unity of opinion as to the princip!e, distinctiy
laid down in the report of the cnmmittee, but a division of sentiment as
regarded the details. Some of his friends seemed to think that zhe present mode of training lhe militia led io the cultivation of a spirit to
bear arms. Here he must beg leave to dissent from that opinion. Inde&d, in his humble judgment, it turned into ridicule the professlon ot
bearing arms. His collepue, (Mr. Sott,) seemed to imagine that the principle with respect to this matter, might ultimately be carried out as m refer.en& to common schools. He, (i\Ir. Meredith,) wished that he could
that. time was necessary to ensure military
agree with him. We klleiV
discipline ; and that in a time of profound peace an opportunity presented
itself of disciplining men for the field, which did not occur in a time
of war. As to the conscientious scruples entertained by some merl
relative to bearing ;Irms- that was a matter which he preferred
In his opinion, Ihereshould be left to the diecretinn of the Legislzture.
fore, it would be better to have no provision in the Constitution, on the
subject.
He thought, then. as had been already suggested 13~ the
gentleman from the cite, (!tlr. Chauncey,) that ti:e question should not
And if, at
be touched until the Biil of Rights kame LIJ) for considerntior:.
that time, it should be discovered that there was a decided majority. in
He
favor of leaving it td the Legislature, he would give his assent to it
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won!5 abandon his grounds of objection, provided a step were gained by
-it. He could not take the old Constitution for the reason assigned by his
highly respected and venerable colleague, who thought that the instrument
‘1s it now stood, Ieft a discretion.
He, (Mr. .M.) was not plrpared to
:ay that the language of the Constitution bore out the argument conlended for by the gent!eman ; nor, would he maintain that it contained alI
-that was necessary to give the Legislature discretion.
The question
had never been raGed in Pennsylvania, whether the Constitution which+
calted imperatively
for the arming and disciplining of the militia, did
3ot hi:16 the Legislature to have that carried into execution, as well in a
lime of peace as of war. In his opinion, it did not. If his construction
of the Constitution was wrong, or if there was any doubt as to its
aneani:lg. he would be willing to vote for having it so altered as to
leave the matter cf arming and disciplining the militia to the discretion
And, hc would do SO, because he felt impressed
of t5e Legislature.
7~1th the belief that t!le Convention desired the insertion of such a clause
in the Constitution as would prevent ail doubt 011 the subject for the
future. He believed the Constitution perfectly, intelligible as it nolv
stood-that it contained a simple princij)le, lenvmg it to the discretion
of tile Legislature to say when the militl a shall be armed and disciplined,
-d to pnt out the manner, and fix the time for which they shall serve,
‘This he thought, would bc as safe a mode as any that could be adopted.
[t ~vas probable that many more a:nendments might be proposed, be.
sides those at present under consideration, and that much more discus:;;on might bc e!icited. However, the sub-iect was one of great imporpanc~, and involved considerable dificulty, and therefore, was deserving
#)f all tile attention that the committee could bestow upon it. For his
a)mn pnrt, Ix t!lought t!le better course to acdopt, was to fix the principle
only. and leave the details to the disposition and management of the
{JeSi&ture.
He would
vote agaiilst the amendment to the amend,Qent, and also the amendment, and in favor of the report of the committee, as amended.
111. FcLLER, of Fayette, modified his motion by reinst:tting the words
6. to ‘or,” which he had moved to strike out.
>lr. hEP,SOLL, of Philadelphia county, remarked that it must be
obvious t,o every member that ever since the commencement of the se+
sion, there had existed among gentlemen a considerable degree of frankaesss and cordiality
‘ 3 and that there had been, on this question, a good
deal of profitable debate. He entertained no doubt that, in the course of
the afternoon, or the evening, some means would be devised by gentlemer?, to dispose of the subject under consideration, as speedily as
With this view, then, he would move that the committee rise
possibie.
10 meet again to-morrow morning, when doubtless something would be
effected.
Air. &KGDITH, of the city, hoped he did not understand the gentleman as signifying that there had been too much debate.
Not at all. Certainly not.
)Ir. 1~t3E~s0L.L.
‘I’he question being taken on the committee rising,
!I division was demanded-yeas
W-nays
not counted.
The committee then rose, and the Convention adjourned till to-morrow
morning.
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The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. Chambers in the chair, for the purpose of considering the report of
the committee on the 6th article.
The question pending being on the motion of $fr. FULLER, to amend the
amendment offered by Mr. READ, by striking therefrom all after the word
“the,” in the first line, and inserting in lieu thereof the words following,
viz : “Freemen of this Commonwealth shall be enrolled and organized,
to be armed and disciplined as may be directed by law.”
1Clr. INGERSOLL said he would not have risen to take a part in this debate,
if he did not flatter himself that he could throw a little light on the subject,
He could go to bed, and rise
in the present temper of the Convention.
with thankfulness, that none of that party feeling which the former session
had originated, remained in his breast. Hc would say that less good
than ill had been said of the Convention, and in many cases, its indi~~idual,
He desired now to
as well as its general character, had been implicated.
take up a few minutes, a very few minutes, and he would pledge himself
not to go beyond that limit, and he would not have done this, if he did not
One or two views which
feel that this was a subject of vital importance.
struck his mind with great force, and which had not been touched. he
Q’ith the feeling of an elder he
was anxious to present to the committee.
rose,-not with the wisdom of one -for many of the junior members of
the Convention, disgusted with the folly of the exhibitibns, would diocontinue the whole of the militia system ; while two of the elder gentlemen
in his eye-one
with the gold spectacles, and the other with the silver
ones,-and he knew no better way to designate tbrm, doing it, as he did,
with the most perfect respect had spoken in favor of tbe system, as he
intended himself to do. Let us not (said Mr. I.) be discouraged by the
want of proper lams, or of a proper spirit in the people to carry those laws
into elfect. He felt himself standing on cardinal principles, when on the
foundations of self-defence, and liberty of conscience. I\Jany gentlemen
had come to the Convention impressed with the importance of the judicial
He had
office, which he could not see to have been greatly overrated.
nis own opinions on this subject. Executive patronage was regarded by
many others as a question of great importance, and some attached as muck
importance to that of the legislative power. There was also the subject
of corporations, 011which he had very innocently brought himself into
trouble. But what were all these, to the great question involved in this
section. So highly did hc rqgard it, that he could not be able to excuse
himself, if he did not say a smgle word. What is a militia ! It meant
neither more nor less than armed people. Ne did not intend to speak
lightly of our holy religion, when he said that the right of conscience;
which has been called an imperfect right, or the right to be exempted from
military service, as tender consciences ought to be, where they properly
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can, is only secondary to that great natural right, which is our birth right.
Too old to fight himself, he did not wish to compel a worm that would
not. A militia is an armed people : It is (said Mr. I.) that sovereignty
to which we all bow-that sovereignty of arms. It comes from that great,
just nation of antiquity, which continued for 600 or 700 years, without
the advantage of your republican institutions, and subdued the world and
infused her own character into those she subjugated.
His friend over the
way had never spoken better than he did on this subject, and he hoped
that gentleman would help him to the lines of Sir William Jones in
reference to it.
the British isles.
Our own ancestral country- not England only-but
Ireland, Scotland, kc. are distinguished for this principle.
In France,
untillately,
only gentlemen mere allowed to be armed ; and even now it
was death in Germany for a peasant to be caught with a fowling-piece ;
whereas, in England, Scotland and Ireland, all were armed. For did any
one suppose the militia system meant nothing more than the art of
shouldering a firelock, or performing an evolution ! It meant more. It
implied the use of the iireloclr and the sabre on all occasions. It placed
it in the power of every one i0 make himself a man, capable: at all times,
When we speak of
of defending himself against outrage and violence.
trainings, we speak of that whirl1 begins at the cottage fire-side. There
He spoke of something earlier
is some self-training to be performed.
than the mustering of a corps, or marching in the field or by the tavern
door, where a dozen persons assemble, and, in their sports, prepare
themselves for the business of war; and while, with a quiet conscience
and a gratified feeling, he was williirg to accede to the wish for an esemption from pay, which would satisfy the more tender conscience-and
he
would be willing IO go yet further to put their minds at ease-hc could not
but feel alarmed, lest this great institution, which had made England the
first of modern, as it made Rome tht: first of ancient, nations, should be
impaired, because some abuse,c hdbeeu discovered, and some con?emptiblc
proceedings lrad taken place. He begged thecommittee tobe assured that he
was not disposed or able to take up much time. Who fool~ghtthe batt!es
of Lexington, Bmiker Hill and Saratogn? or, to come nearer our own
times, who were they, also, at Plattsburg, that conquered the conquerorsof
Europe ? Who saved Baltimore ?-and he regretted to say that, if Baltimore had surrendered to the enemy, Philadelphia would not have even
waited for a summons. The British troops would nothave marched as far as
the Susquehanna, before a messenger would have beeu with them,
Who obtained the victory at
tendering the submission of Philadelphia.
New Orleans ? These militia, trained and disciplined in their own houses ;
not practised in the field, but bringing the guns which they were taught
to use when children.
In these emergencies, not only to repel invasions,
but to suppress insurrection, all classes, including even his friend behinlf
him, (Mr. Cope,) would be ready to turn out ; for did not 2000 young men
turn out of Yhkxlelyhia for that FLU-pose, a large proportion of whom
were of Quaker lineage, their fathers and mothers Ibeing of that persuasion ?
This was a spirit which vve ought to cultivate.
He would ask the
attention of the committee, for a siugle instant, to modern times. It was
afact, with which all perhaps were not cognizant, but it was not to bc disputed, thatyour Bernadotts, your Soults, your Grouchys, those great generals,
who carried the French power into all the Capitlas of Europe, but t!lat
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-*hi& was defended by militia -were
all raised at the head of milit1a. The battles of Merengo and Waterloo, which, in poetry, present
the most beautiful pictures of systematic skil!, practically, as we had
‘been told by those who were actuaily engaged in them, exhibited
as much coniusion and helter skelter, as we could meet with at any militia
muster. That which, when hits history shall be written, mill present
&e most perfect plan, which the most comprehensive genius could devise
and execute. may hare partaken, and did partake, of the corn-stalk
I;!laracter . The battle of Merengo is known to have beeu gained in :he
most clumsy and incomprehensible manner. When the French arm7
Aad been routed, Kellerman took it into his head, with about 600 straggling
horse, to charge the pursuing troops, cut through them, and cut back, and
t&
turned tee fortune of the day. The First Consul, who was x 3
&t,3nce, knew so little of what was goin: 011; that he was dolzbtf~ll for
some time, to whom was due the merit of v;lctory, such was the confuston
~vnlch prevailed.
A battle, therefore, as it would appear, was not 33
difficult an achievement for a militia.
The raw initiant was just the same,
perhaps it was better, in the militia.
IIe had heard a distinguished
gentleman of this State say, that there was no occasion for a militia, as,
~1 eaze of emergency, we should have defenders hired. That was the
prmciple of which hc (Mr. I.) was afraid. It was a fact that no i:ireti
As he had before said, no French army
army ever conquered a militia.
had been able to reach the Capital of a militia country.
These French
xmiea, which were originally all militia, a:icr mar&ing to Madrid, to
Berlin, to Vienna, co !Varsaw-every
where but Loudon-were
at last.
conquesed by militia.
The Landwehr, green militia, turned out agninar,
&em at Waterloo.
Never did Napoleon tight with more bravery than on
tim: occasion. But the French had hirell soldiers, and none others. In
fhe tirst instance, as he conquered all Europe, at last al! Europe conquerecl
him, by the very means which we were now talking of. With a view to
further illustration of the question, he hoped he would be permitted to
read to the committee ORE or two passages. Aud he would first read
tn few passages from Blackstone, on the subject of the origin of the
militia.
b&It seems uuiversally admittedby all historians, that King Alfredfirstset.
tied a national militia in this kingdom, andby his prudent discipline made all
the subjects at his dominions soldiers : But we are unfortunately left in
the dar!i as to the particulars of this, his so celebrated regulation-tbocgb
from what we last observed, the Dukes seem to have been left in possession of !oo large and iudependent a power, which enabled Duke Harold,
on the death of Edward the Confessor, though a stranger to the roval
blood, to mount, for a short space, the throne of this Kingdom, *in
prejudice of Edgar Athelrig, the rightful heir.”
Blackstone then goes on to trace the origin of the militalp tenures, and
then proceeds as follows :
$6In this state, things continued till the repeal of the statutes of armour,
in the reign of King James the first; after which, when King Charles the
first had, during his northern expeditions, issued commissions of lieutenancy and creatd some military powers, which, havingbeenlong exercised,
were thought to belong to the crown, it became a question in the long
parliament, how far the power of the militia did inherently reside in the
Ring-being
now unsupported by any statute, and founded only upon
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immemorial usage. This question, being agitated with great heat aud
resentment on both sides, became at length the immediate cause of the
fi~tal rupture between the King nnd his parliament; the two houses not
only denying this prerogative of t.hs crown, the legality of which right.
perhaps might be somewhnt doub:ful- hit also seizing into their own
hands, the entire power of the miliiia, the illegality of which step, could!
never be any doubt at all.
‘1 Soon after the restoration of King Charles the second, v:hen the
ailitary
tenures were aboIishcd. it was thought proper to ascertain tllr
power of the militia, to recognize the sole right of the crown to govern a11\
,I
command them, and to pat tklc whole :ntoamore regular method ofmilitw;
~ubordiuation, and the order in 1%tlich tl;e militia now stands by I:t~v. is
principally
huitt upon the statutes which were then enacted. It is twt
the two last of them are apparently repealed; but ~XUI~ of their provision5
are re-enacted, with the addition of some new regalatlon, by the present
general scheme of which is to discipline a cert;un
mi1it.k law; ,-tlie
number of the inhabitants of every county, chosen I,y lot t’or thwe year?,
,mti o:ficcrecl by the lord lieutenant, tire deputy lieutenant, a:~1 otbei
principal land-holders, under a commission from the crown.
They are
not compelled to march out of their counties, unless in case of invasiou
0r actual rchellion, nor in any case compelled to march out of the kingd!ml. They are to be exercised at stated times, and their discipline 111
general is ltberal and easy ; but, wlien ordered out into actuk11service,
they

are

suhiect

bo the

ITills

Of

Jllartid

hw,

as

necessary

to

lice11

t!le~n

in order. ‘I’llis is the constitntioual security which our laws have provide0
lfor the public peace, and for protecting the realm against foreign or
domestic violence, arid which the st:lt!l:+ ., drlclare is essentially necessary
20 tile safety and perpetuity oi tiic IiingJ. ,.I.”
Here, then, was to be attained the i~.~ntlation of the whole.
lie
would further direct the attention of the committee to the 29th chapter ol
the Federalist-to
&ncra! IInrcilton’s c!kwssion of the s:lbject.
When
he said. at the beginning o f IA remarito, that he would throw a light 011
the subject, he ini:aut to rcfe., to this chapter. Any geotlcman Inig!r!::.
He
(111.
I.)
wou!d
~Joi be so unreasonab!e
2s 1.0 t:!x
Tead it I’or bin&C
the p.ltiericc of the committee by reading lhis essay of one who ~;IJ
master of the subject., and had great milit;\ry experience.
This, their.
was the system, and such ~2s its operation in this State. He wWld 3Sli
the attention of the committee to the iiflh section of’ the second chaper of
the old Constitution-he
meant the Constitutlou of 17’7~. ‘* ‘IYie fret:mc!l
of this ~ommonw&th,
and their sons, SlJdl be trained and armed for iIs
kBe k new an instance, and it deservrd
‘. AJ~ their sons.”
clefence,” kc.
to be met;tkned as an honorable dist.inction, of a gcnticm:m at the battle
of Baltimore, who bad tive sons in the service of his country-a
gentiem; rk
who led the charge at the b:?t.ile of tlie Cowpens, and put the regulars 10
jiiq!lt-General
Howard ! ‘I’he section goes on thus-*‘shall
be traincl!
and armed for its defence, wider such regulations, restrictions and excep.
tions, as the General .4ssembly shall by law direct : preserving always to
the people the right Ocelecting their genwds and a!1 commissioned o6icer+
under that rauk, 111such Manuel, and as ofien as by the said law shall be
Hare. then, every man,- whether native or naturalized,
directed.”
whether free or bond-for
t.he provision comprehended every class anti
cotalour-every man capable of shouldering a musket, was required to k+
H
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trained and armed, by our present Constitution ; and the amendmea:.
l>roi>osad to it, designates thy nlilirla as onlIT to be for defence, and in thk
i,iern Blackstonc himself reparded the miliiia.
The very second amendment, to the Constitution of-the United States, previous to which several
a’ the States had refused to come into the compact, he be~.qcd to recomrr.ei:tl to the attention of his friend from hlleghsnfv, (Mr. P orw-ard)-6~ a
wx;! reguiated militia being necessary to the securltv of a free State, the
rqht of the people to keep and bear arins, shall not he infringed.”
Mark
t,j!e admirable adaption of lhe language. There is (said Mr. I.) an argument in it more tl::in I could ma& in 2 war, ali co!:densetl. A well
rc!-c!aced right of every mzn, to do v;hat? o’.l’o bear arms-and the Constiyci,ion sag-sthis right to bear arms ‘Lsllall not be infiiuped.”
‘IYiis “ well
rewlntcd
CL kilitil ( 7” which is &‘ neeessarvd to the security of a free State,”
ls>..e right of every man to bear arms. and it is 2 right which *‘ shall not
!\( !::fringed.3’ And rr hen Ik fritxd from Allegheny said at first, (as he
I~::(: understood l~im,) that the fetierai lww~r absorbed all the rights of the
:.t>dc,son this subject, he (Mr. I.) confessed tl ~a:Ire had felt himself excited
‘Thlz right exceeded, was beyond the rexh of the
:~in:‘os; to pugnacity.
iederal Constitution-it
was supreme, 2boye llle supremacy of the Consti;:.;;ion-it was a right which the Coustltutio;i cocitl not toucll. It W3P
!iotiling less than man’s right to self-defence, that l>owcr which could nor
‘i’owards the conclusion 01
ix Iln]mired
by ally pOXer
(Jf govcrnm~It.
11.~late war, when this gorrrmuent was struqling with immense dilficult:rs, this Stnte hxl her armies. At that time Mr. BiddIe was a memlw
c,:‘tl-<eS;cnate. and was the author of what was then calied the conscriptiorl.
11~;(Mr. I.) had vat! ior somfdGn~
like i?, ax1 he wcxld cl0 so again:!:ltl llcre lie fount! the xthority in ti:c Ci>nbtiti;:ion of‘ the Uiked States.
‘I ?uo State
sha!l,”
&;c.
b-0:’ en::1!!e
11: w:!r.
un!33s actually itivadctl, or i::
C~IICI~
Imminentdan~tr as wi;! n(+,admit c~fdtlay.”
And wl:o ~3s to judqt
oi’ this “ imminent tl;rll,Wr”?
IP II!-, the pow3 of the Stxie--3lld
as ths
Sitate
was
not then altwether in a state 0 f arquk~cexce.
of Ilarmony witt:
f!le General Go\-ewmetit. tiiere was i:ancer lest tile whol-1 system ot
eneclis and balances should be dratroyrtl at once. Here. tllen, 1s a state
i)t’ ripht, belonging to tii3t
spSie:iI
which
11as been
callec!,
~rcjinstinm
f &!11y,

he

W:~S

ready

10

admit,

hut

sometimes

wrth

meat

popriet)

,

Iv13icIl no in:lu woult! Fire away if he cou’:d: or could girr
having
vute&%itti
;iway ii‘he would. ‘I’ilis he ‘iTas jiee to ackn0wItdge,
:Zquiet conscieuce to strike out the clause. Ile was aware thnt the whnk
niieht 1~2leftout. Inadditionto w!l:lt i:iS Ij.iClld Kith tiic gO!cI PpWtX:l3---‘rlr
i?.lr. Chauwev‘ . ,-had
mc‘ant the gentkman fro111 I’i~iiadcinl~i:~.
very
llroperiy said, lie was tlispoxd to stkhgthen‘rhe views of t!iat qcnt!emw.
\Vhat were xe here !itr ? He h;~d cnxe here uwler the iml)1es5icrn-and
he should continue so to :ICt-that we l!:~~~eno popularity to consult. He
BS any pl!!~~lll‘l!l : but he beiieretl that the,
was as fond of polxlarii;v
people were disposed to permit any mewhe: :o vote as he might thinI%
best. If he but vote conscientious!!;. he ~111not be cniled to accotmt b:
his constituents; his vote will not be allowed to stand 111his Wa)’ tcr
public favor. This was a hod>- above legislatures.
He hr!ieved-and
hc
]<r)ew it was ticklish gr-nuud for him to occupy--lje
!;elieved we WWE
above instructions, while he believed legislatures were open to instruc
tions- lvhich, as a eolejrated statesman had said, sometimes paralyzes the
We all knew, fix a thousand instances might be
..3”,:io::..o,f..a kgislalnre.
‘13 State

Rights.”
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referred to,thatthere were many well disposed and intelligent members,who
approved of the principle that every man should vote as he thougllt proper.
There was a friendofhis,who
\~ras:~stout-hesrtedsoldier,who wasnot afraid
to walk up to the cannon’s mouth and be blown to pieces, if such were to be
the result-who,
whenever the ayes and noes were called, was always
seized with a sudden trembiing fit. \Ve brought our duty here with us,
and he was not sure that we ought not to put it into the 0rg;mic law, thx?
the Legislature should never be cz’ded upon to act on this su!?jer;t. We
have taken out the clause which relates to reljqiox scruples. D~tl any on::
suppose that the Legislature would not be tailed upon to charqc, to modif;{
the present system, and would not this herenfterprove a constant Eubject of
diKiculty and of embarrassment.
He had fcit ali this at the moment when
he gave his vote, hut he had felt, at the satnd time, that there wzs only a
choice of evils before him. Ile was williq to go as I’d:. as that, and to
run all risk on the subject. All the fear he ha<1 was that they had not
gone sulliciently into detail, and that for want of this we had !:Gd ti,~
foundation of much confusion and tliscont~nt.
He would repeat what he ll:*d frquentiy
said 03 this rloor, a3ii it
was a principle upon which he had heretofore acted, and would L,ontimlr:
to adhere to. His belief then was, that no man’s popularity could su%r
by any honest and independent vote which he might give in this body.
Another principle which he contended lor, and upon m!lich he sl~oulJ ac:,
and conceruing which ho had met with the opposition of many respect,:ble members of the body, and that was thn.+ this Couvention was not 1,)
stop when we had put in t11eConstitution what the people &sired us to
do, but were to incorporate in it w!i,ltever we might deem to bc.Iight; ii )
matter whether the people ccmtetnplatcd it or not. And f r ?iis own p:xl,
in this iust,mce, he WASinclii:ed to hc!ievc that he sho~!d go !‘ilrti;cr, a::1
endeavor to get a clause inccrpo.,v.ltecl in the Conslitution which shoul5!
have the effect of relieving the IAr$slature from a&n< on ti:is e:nI~rrds~ing subject. Such was his notion it’ the IIIWW, at ail cvcnts. 5Vitb Wspect to the toleration cllestion, he had a word or two to ~av. ‘r!e must
deny that 3ve were ac:q
cith a view to atl‘rct any rcli$c,us i1,)2v
whatsoever.
He thought that his fiieud from P!lilndclphi~ count\‘,
who had shown much zeal and :a!xiaty on this subject, was cn:ire!y
mist&en in his apprehensions.
\l’e were acting upon the princip!a
of self defence, from 3 aousi~!er;itlon ot’ ri_y!lt, Slli)C!riOUr
to religious
.toleration. He would not vote wilh a view t.o a:ly r.-ii;;ious sect w!~atever.
Be had not risen to sprair in a strain of aluiat~on, or In terms ol’ encomixin of any religious body. He agreed entirclv wi:h wha! was said two or
three days ago by a :cntieman from tht city oi’ i’hilxlelphia,
(Mr. Char&
ler,) connected with a res~~c~a!~le prcs” ; that the priuciplc5 of religious
freedom, haviug been established bv the fouuders of this CornmonweAth,
\Villiam Penn, and his immediate ibllowers, we m~giit almost be said to
owe to them au exclusive privilege.
And, il’ that prlrilege could he COP
ferred on any body of men, aud the principle justified bv anv certain
standard, he would not hesitate to vote for It. It was 3 pri;ilege, and 1x3
would vote for it as such. He would give to the society of Friends, as
Williams did in the East, and the Earl of Baltimore in the South, rehgious freedom together with the principles of political liberty.
\Ve, however, COU~LI not do it, for there was no standard by which we could be
governed.
We could not tell w;lao was a member of the so&q
of
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fpziends. In making this remark, hc bcgqed not to be underatoo4 ES
making it in an offensive scnae. But, he did suppose that there were
members of that society within the sound of his voice who, respectively
tlitl not consider each other mcmhcre of the society. There was no stan&rcl, except such a3 the Crentor shoaltl make. No human eye could
look into the consciences of men, 2nd ascertain who had eonscientioun
scruples. What else remained to be done ! Why, ali that we could do
~vas to say that a11persons ha\ ing co ::scieotious scruples shall be excused
$‘rorn miiil.arp service, upon paying an equiraleiit the&or
He would
i[:ive no objecti
to crant this llgilt to my pcr;on
; to are\7 old l~13CliWw
man, to any individual, for they were as innch entitled tn It 7:sany society
in par-~
::,hatever. It was not a right which belonged to any individujl
lirnlar, hut. to every one who en?ertaincd couwientions scruples on the
?ill;~ect. Me was told thgt this p’inciple of toleration as respected tbc
tnilitia, was to be found, il’ no? in thL Constitution, nt least in tile lams of
scre:al of the States of the Union. i Ie sh0uid under thece impressions
vr)te for keeping the oitl Constitution as it no1.r was. His !kiund f&m
Fayette, (Mr. Ful!er,) was in kvor of m&iii,? it mandatory upon thr
Any one who wmld carry
Lepislature, as it xw in the Constitulion.
out the principle of compulsory coutrihution ~hoold
have
his (nlr. Ingerdevise a plan. hy which the tctider
sOil*S)
vote : and any one m1.o wonltl
be rehcucc!
4Fonxiences of men- not anv ,+ect,fo7 he 1itlClV c,i’ none-miglit
:!3d at the sxme time, be ~n:?bletl to cxi‘y out this priuciple 01 arming l!i~
ntilitiz, shoakl alS0 haI% his Vote.
hIr. CIIAS~LER,
of Phil~.dclphi:~~, snid. 3 rise, *ir, with some diilisensible of t,lle disadvantages 0”
c:ci:cc at this stage Of a prot.ratrtec!i!CiClte.
ijllowin~ ai!d repiyin, ‘7 to s:) eloc~ue:~ :I speech as the committee has ,just
listened to from the delegate from tizc cc:nnty, (115. Jiiwrsoll,j
nor has it
(the
President
ofthv
::sc:rpecl my observation, tluat nllr rcspcctabls cOllf2gw
Convention.) has been taking ~;r,:~?s,evic!ently with an intention of speakinq to the question now unA2r debale. I?etu:ccn two surh entertainkent
1 Xvii1 ouly ofler nn interlude CXphIl:ltory
of t:!e sl:!tft
Of tile cjueSt;Oll as it.
iwx is befox the committee-C ‘111:lri!! ibtl~il?llS conrec~ing two conliner:ts of
i!OWf?LS.
For some ti!ne, it has pl~xtacd tilrise who 3di ollatc the amendment of lhe
g~:kt!enian f~oin Fayette, (Mr. l~uller) to overlook e:itirely the distinction
1lUliC
IX:whicii the oppouents of coercive i’?ili.tnrc discipline car-e!‘nlly
:,~‘een tlic wXh2feers
of our shLte, ad he e~li77itxl militia who rucswr
Lpon compulsion, or pry 3 he 5:x nrrn-appearance ; r.nd the eloquence
ot
the gc&rn:m
from the coi~n:y IIc.
x-c; been dnul~lv tlnr~gerous. bcrausc 1:~:
omitt,ed to notice! that distinction, anti c;c~netl to think that the voiun:ecr
~*on~pxies of Pennsylvania vase nxessari,iy shari;lg in all that odjuw
which .justIy attack
to the c~):!li~?oilmilit,xl, aA
YQich commends~ali
legislnus-2 action in the cause of i!le La!tcr, It:35 iu a milit;!ry committee’fk
:trrangx~eut than to the i( com~riit!cc 011 victc arid i,::m7rality.”
‘fhroaghout thi? c’cliatc, iI ha:3 been the wish of the gentlemen witt.
~v~lo:n I have the honor to aCt, to i)r912IOte sudl legislation as Will effw&ly
encourage the voiunteer syc;tem oi our 8ta?e, 1vh11e it shall defer
2t least, to the threatcaed iitvasion or open insurrection, t.he eserck
o[ the power to cull upon all to bear arms or furnish an equivalent.
>iothing canbe more evident than the Let, that the involuntary militia
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system of our State has outlived the affections and the respect of the
people--that it has lost what appeamnce of usefulness it ever possessed,
and is now .a proper subject for exrission by every rn!e of practical repubThe gentleman from the county has multiplied instances of
licanism.
the value and importance of a militia, and I will trespass on the patience
4 the committee lirr a few moments, to follow him in some, not only
ancient, bat ‘* modern instances.”
‘1
The gentleman, sir, refers us to the history of Borne as supplying a
splendid example of the efirct of an “ armed and disciplined militia,”
!brmcd of her own citizens, by which, he says, that nation was “ enabled
to conquer the surrounding people.”
Sir, conquest is not the business or the armed citizens ; the thought
itse1f.k ~u:~vorthy a treeman. The rrpnblican knows his own rigbts, and
takes arms to defend them ; he recognizes the rights of others, and is
most careful tf> respect them. The very clmsge of desiring t.oextend conquest and increase tenitory would be enougll, to call at once for disarming
When a European power IGnted irs
and disbanding a republican militia.
purpose to assail a ,neigli’noring re@&c, on the sonth of our nation,
President Monroe lost no time in responding, with a more significant hint,
kat if such motives actuated the foreign government, the United States
r:o~dd scarcely be an unconcerned or an inactive spectator. But, sir, let
11slook into the performances of this Itoman militin, if indeed it was the
When the foreign conquest
militia of 1Zome that conquered the world.
ceased, did this militia keturn to the tield and the plough, and maintain the
republic ? Sir, liome, bv her armed c:)borts, the militia of the gentlemen’s
L;rgument, lost her repul;li.cnnism ; and at last the very army which had
enslaved the wo&!, as the gentleman boasts, turned upon its parent Rome
herself, claimed for itself the right of sovereignty, and set up at 3uction,
the diadem of the CEsars, allowing tire right of purchase only to success.t’ul warriors.
So much fk the &WW~ ~Z.ilio.
The British militia, sir,
is oficered bv the government to sustain itself against the peop!e. The
battle of Lexington is also quoted as an instance of the value of the miliGa. Why, sir, a.t that interesting portion of our national history, no miliThe Munroes and others at Lexington, who sprung from
tia existed.
their plougbs and their gardens when tbe British id marched to secure
or destroy the stores at Concord, mere ncit her otbcers nor soldiers, though
the facility with \vhicb tbep became both, when put with disciplined men,
is a proof of ttie ground I occnpy, that the liind of discipline proposed
1:1 the a.mendment cannot make a sob!ier, though I confess it may ruin the
man. ‘l’he gentleman has most feelingly referred to the successful &fence of
Baltimore, and expressed his opinion decidedly, that had Baltimore fallen,
I’biladelphia would at once have been in the hands of the enemy. Baltimore, sir, was not defended by the ‘i militia,” though many of that class
of soldiery may have been among its defenders. The event is too recent
and its history too well known, to neecl a more particular reference ; but
1 cammt forbear noticing t!le remark that I’hiladelphi~
must necessarily
‘Those who retreated from that dehave followed the fate of Baltimore.
_Feat, might have fallen back upon’ the resident soldiery of Philadelphia.
The Capital of Pennsylvania would have been yielded only with the last
E)reath of her natural defenders. ii Quaker city,” as she IS called, s!le
= ~&red Zikcsr who would have c!rfeiked their homes and
:,vo”l.:!
,-, . ha103,.L.&.,‘
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their children from the pollution of a foreign soldiery; and the in-.
stance furnished in the earlier stage of this debate by my colleague at
my light, (Mr. Meredith) of a “ Friend” assuming the command of a
troop of horse during the revolution, is further proof that what by some
is thought the weakness of the city,
might prove her strength. Those
distinguishet! by “ peaceful pugnacity,”
might have held uncomfortable
the assailants, while others with cliffcrcnt views would have lessened their
number. I have no c!oubt sir, that had the British soldiery ventured upon
Philadelphia, in the vain calculation upon the character other inhabitants,
that its commander would soon have exclaimed. ‘6 save me from the
‘ F&nob,
and I will t&e care to escape from the enemy.”
1 have aheady said, sir, that I did not rise to make a spwch; my
object has been to place tiii;til?ctly before the committee the views which
I am1 some others entertain of the qwstion now under consideration. We
&sire that the volunteer corps should be encouraged by all suitable
:Jppropriations and other avail:dIle TTWRIIR,
but that the State, as wcil as
ccrkin petirioncrs, may bc sp3rcd thi? inflie;ion ofinvoluntary trainings or
2.n qui?;nlent tax.
3Ir. I?USLOP, of Franklin, wished to make a few remarks. It would
be recollected that the comwittee to whom this wbject was referred, made
3 report nearly in the 1anpn::pe of the Constitution, that <‘the freemen of
this Commonwealth shall be armed. organized, and disciplined for i:s c!e.
fence ;” except, that thrv ad&d thu mords- “when and in such manner
)is tiie Legislature may here:~.!ier by law dircci,” ending the section with
::lle worcl.3, “ ThO SCwho cor?scieiitiou-:lv scruple i0 hear arms, shall not
sn - cquivaleut for per5onal service.”
‘;,e eon~~~“ikd
IO d0 SO, but
SJldJ
J’“y
Hc (;\1r. D.) ad his cr~!ea~u~~the chairm;m, (Xr. Chambers,) had voted
3’1sty&e out the IaLter clau:;e, leaving the section to end with the sentence
~c\vhcn and in such manner as the LcgJature sh:,ll hereafter dirrrt.”
1:
ilad ljeen over and over ag:h,
said, that the Lepislature had considered
itself bound to !;cep up niiiltia traiiiiqs. in some form or other-no matter
]:ow ridiculous it might appear in practice to the great ma2S of the comA:ld, for the purpose ol’reIievin:r the consriences of the members
munity.
(If tlic Legislature, in some mcnsure, from that nntho~ity, the committee
had reported the clause which he h:ici just read-leaving
the matter at
The chairman of the committee, from which the section
their discretion.
17;::sreported, (Mr, Read) ~noved to strike out the a-ords “armed and discipiined for its defence ;” aud the gentleman from Fayette, (Mr. Fuller,)
Itloved tliat. the militia should be armed and discipiined as directed by law.
[lc (&ir. Dunlop) had listcued with much attention and pleasure to the
remarks of gentlemen Oil this interesting subject, alltl he aid his colltague,
(Mr. Chambers,) had voted as they dii!, from a wish to relieve, as far as
practicable, tbc consciences of those of our fellow citizens, in reference to
this matter. He confessed, however, that after hearing all th:lt had been
raid, ar~l reilccting deeply on it, he had come to the conclusion that t!:e
better course would be, to leave the Constitution as it was originally.
Xnd, one of the grounds, which had not been fullp considered during the
debate, and mhick had brought him to this conclusion, was the character
and object of the eighth section of the first article of the Constitution of
the United States, enumerating the powers of Congress.
~&~ll charges of war and all other expenses that shall. be inaurred foa
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the~common defence or general welfare, and allowed by the United States
m Congress assembled, shall be defrayed out of a common treasury,
which shall be supplied by the several States,” &c.
E-Ie would ask whether this was an exclusive, or a concurrent power ?
Was it a power reserved to Congress only, or was it a power to be esercised by the States in connection with their other powers?
And, have
the States a right to legislate beyond what Congress has the right to legisla te for them ? This part of the Constitution of the United States was
not altogether clear in its meaning, and might be considered as unsettled.
The case of Houston and Moore could not be considered as decisiveI;;,
settling this point. Such was the importance of the case that the LcgisEatlure of Pennsylvsni:l felt themselves called upon to pass a special law, w
acthorize it to be tried. It was carried to the Supreme Court of this
State, and after long and able arguments had been heard, it was then
xmnled in the Supreme Court of the United States,. but such were the
difficulties that presented themselves and the differences of opinion cntertained by the Judges-that
this part of the Constitution remained still
In these times, when men are so fond of taking the responsiunsettled.
bility upon themselves, and of asserting that every man had a right r.:)
construe the Constitution as he understands it, some might be found ready
to do so in this instance. He, homever, held that no man has a right to
give his construction after a legitimate authority had decided upon it. I-It:
thought that the manner in which the question, to which he had referred,mas
disposed of by the Supreme Court of the United States, left it open for
What we had to decide was--whether the meanmg
further examination.
of the clause in the Constitution was what it was supposed to be 1 Did
;t give a concurrent jurisdictioil to the State 1 For, if it did not, then it
did not become us to legislate on the subject, and every man who hx!
sworn to obey the Constitution of the United States, must consider that
ns paramount authority.
If, then, Congress has exclusive jurisdiction, in
Ehis respert, he held that in the Convention of a State, we shocld have no
right to insert in the Constitution a clause conflicting with that power.
We did not know where there was a more handsome or beantiful illastra-.
eion of the duties to Government, than was contained in a report. of Xr.
Dallas, in 1814, when in Congress.
That distinguished gentleman nseti
*his language :
“In the administration of human affairs there must be a period when
discussion shall cease and decision shall become ahsolute.
A. diversity of
opinion may honorably survive the contest, but upon the genuine princepies of a representative government, the opinion of t,he majoritv sari 310~
be carried into action. The judge who dissents from the majority of the
bench, chnngcs not his opinion, but performs his duty when he enforces
the judgment of the court, although it is contrary to lus own convictions.
An oath to support the Constitution and the lams, is not therefore an oath
to support them under all circumstances, according to the opinion of the
Individual who takes it, but, it is emphatically an oath to support tbecl
according to the interpretation of the legitimate authorities.”
The tenth article of the amendments to the Constitution, says :
“The powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution,
nor prohibited by it to the United States, are reserved to the States respectively, m to the people.”
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Mr. II. remarked that there were two clauses in this article, Ist., 61t]ip
powers uoc delegated to the United States by the Constitution ; and se:ondly, “nor prohibited by it to the S’tatcs.”
He would ask, if the
poWers
over the militia were delegated to Congress? Why, most untlue,stionably they mere--almost exclusively so. Congress has the right
of arming and disciplining the militia, and the question was-wllelher
that
power was pohibiled to ~he S~aiea? Was it reserved to the States?
‘rl:ere might be rcservatiolls, or restrictions on the States, not directly
mpressed,
but implied.
What he woult! inqtlire, was reserved to the
SiLIteS
bv the Constiiu!ion of the United Stales?
L&The appointment of
IhC OfGm, and thr, ”-utllority of tr:lin;ug tile militia according 10 lhe dis‘1 lie question was-whrther
this is a
cipline prcscribml t)y t’ongres~,”
~~OllCU~lf3ilt,
or an exclusive pow:rr ? lt had been laid down that if Congress has a concurrent power wiih ?hc St;:tcs, aud Congress does not cst’reise that power, Ihe States m:1~7,l;ilt il” Ccnpws
has, as far it can, ths
Sjiates are exciurled.
It w:xs onto aflirmrd that if Congress lecis!ated on
the Nubject at all, it took the whole power. h belter constnic;ion would
scrm td have been pul, upon the power, in question!, by Mr. Serqe:mt,
CI~ancelior Kent, and Judg-c Story, who say that it only contro!s tile uuthoritp of the States, SO j:,lr as it may conflict with that grani,cd to Congress
i;,k- the Constitution of lhe United States. He (Mr.
ready 10
acknow!edge that to the extent IO which Congcss
might exercise 11::.
ilower of arming and disciplining the mjhtia, the States had x0 contra!.
OVEI it. The question next to Ix: cc;n*itiered was-how far has Congress
cxcrciscd this power?
There was :,:I act passed in 1’792, and which ~vas
IV’e found
siil! in fbrce, requiring the organizing znd arming of the militia.
lhat Congress passed an act m 1803, and all me in 1815, on I!ie same
%JiJ&!t.
We had no power to intcrfe:c with &at \vhich was lhc supreme
law of the land. The act passed by Congirss in 1792, n-ouid be found
111Story’s United States Laws, vol. I. p. 262. What., he asked, n’as its
lrfllyi3gc 1 It was --“that each and every free 9ble bodictl while maie
citzeu of the respective States, resident, tlirrein, who is or shall be of the
:tge of cightcen years, and under lhe z%e of fort\--Sve Tears, (except as is
hrreinafter excepted,) shall severaily and resp&tirely
be enrolled in the
militia by the captain or commanding officer of tile company witljir: whose
bounds such citizen shall reside, and that within twelve montl. x after the
p:!rsing of this act. Bnd, it &all, at all times hereafter be the duty of
t:verJ- such captain, or cornmantling o&rcr of a ccmI:any, lo eurol every
such citizen, as aforeenirl, and also tliose who sl~all, from lime to time,
xrrive af 01e age of eighteen years, or b&g of the age of eighteen years,
:md uader the age of forty-fire J-ears, (except as More excepted) shall
come IO reside within his I~ounds,” ‘C:c.
how, whether it was a concurrent, or an exclusive power, was immste:.i:l!, for we have no autlioril~ over the mlllter ; Congress having declared
that cacb and every ahlc boched male white citizen, between the age of
eighteen and fort;;-five, A311 be not onlv e~xollcd, but shall povide himself with lhe weapons specifictl in the’ act of 1792. If we were now
making a new Constitution, and were to insert in it a provision on this
subject, which should come in collision with the Constitution of the United
States, we might get into much tlifliculty, because we have no right to
He would ask any gentleman who had
violate that sacred in&xment.
c;worc to obev the Constitution of the United States, if he would dare .b3
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ktroduce a provision which would come in conflict with it 1 No conscientious man would think of doing such a thing- would dream of putting
in the Constitution of Pennsrlva& u, a clanse to exempt the Quakers, or
any other sect, from the pe~formsnce of militia daty.
At the time the
Constitution of this State went into operation, t,he C:onstitut.ihn of the
United Stat,es llad not been fully recogoized br the several States. Con‘gress closed their proccedinn3~ ii September, 1%7, and before the Qonrention of Pennsylvania had closed its proceedings.
A vex nntl nine month
elapsed between the going into operation of the Consiitction ofthe IJmteti
States and that of the Stais of Pennsylrania.
He would put it to gentlemen to say whether we should not be placed in an awkward position if,
in forming a new Constitulion, we mere 10 insert in it a clanw esenkptiq
a certain class of citizens from cert,ain duties which the rest of the community were oblipctl to prrform, nnd wlkich exemption \vas contrary LO Ihe
Constitution of t,lie United States. .It might. ‘be said, however, that w<>
ought to establish such a C.overnment as to enable ns, under all chaug: A
and circumstanecs, to protect ourselves, without esteruxl ald, iu t!le ere:ii
cf its being withdrawn at some future day. He WOllld F:ly tllat, Wf2 Iid
now no legitimate right to change or IO alter the C:oustitution.
If it colitained any thing which was inconsistent with :Ire Constitution of ihe
Uni!ed States, let it remain.
We had no a,nenc:; in putting it there ; arid
had no right, therefore, to alter it. And, 11 we did, we should do so in
direct contradiction of the Constitution of the Unitetl States, and of the art
of 1792. He confessed that he would have been glad to have accommo~
dated the Friends, and others w110entertained conscientious scruples relztive to bearing arms, bv the insertion of a provision in the CoustitutioIr
FUC~ a.~ they could de&e. but he renliv could not axetie to their wislles
for ttre rearous which he hat1 already Rtated. He trusted that genlieln~~u
xvt10 appealed to others to respect t!;rir conscientious scruples, wou!d c:itend the same courtesy to those who had not the conscience to grant wha;
was asked of them.
He hoped that the Friends and Mcnuonists would he exempted on
account of their conscientious scrup!es, from personal service. All who
\l-ere scrupulous on this score, might, \;ithout’incot~venience, be esempiet1 upon the payment of an equivalent.
\Ve could spare them 311; fiw
.v.e had an abundance of m01 , and vast facilities for corn tnnnication.
WC
could now transport troops and munitions of war from the interior to t!~c
seaboard at the rate of thirty miles an bow.
There mere huntlrrds oi’
thousands of men who would be ready and eager to rush into the field for the
&fence of the country.
We nwd not !ook to the Friends and the Mennonists in the time of real danger ; and we could easily frame our laws so
8.2to save the consciences of all our fellow citizens, who felt any scruples
iu regard to bearing arms. lle had votet! for striking out tile latter clawe
ef tbe amendment reported, exempting the consci&tiously
scrupulous
from personal service, upon the pa&xt
of an equivalent ; but, if it were
t.o go orer again, he did not know that he shorrk! vote iu the same v:ay.
But he was willing to exempt these persons upon the payment of an
equivalent.
‘I’he Mennonists had uever refused to pay an equivalent, am!
all they wished, was to be exempted from actxll and personal attendance
at the militia musters ; and they were perfectly content with the provesion of the Constitution as it now stood. But, ifthis provision should be
stricken out, then they would be left to the mercy of tile Legie!ature, whe
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might withdraw from them the protection which they now enjoyed. The
Friends stood in a different position in regard to this matter. Though
milling to discharge all their civil duties strictly, fully, and promptly, they
revolted from militarv service. They were good, liberal and public
spirited citizens, and ~&id discharge any duty imposed upon them which
ws not against their consciences ; and it was apainst their consciences
either personally IO repel force by force or to aid others in the strife of
arms, by payini an equivalent for personal service. Now, he would ask,
was it right and proper for us, who represented a large body of Nennonist.s, to give our consent to the possible withdrawal *from them of the
protectiol<from personal duty which they now enjoyed, by the pnyment
Of 2x1equi72lenr.
Tbev would complain of such treatment and with great
reason. The Mennon&,
in his part ol‘ the State, were numerous, and
they were sober, quiet, and industrious citizens.
They had nothing to do
with public affairs, and it was verv dificult to prevail upon them even to
exercise the right oi suffrage, except at those times when they be!ieve t!lc
bulwarks of' the Constitution to be assailed, when they will ccme to its
C.effance. This sect oripinated in ‘I’riesland in tile year one thousand fire
tiundretl and fifty.
‘Z’hiir great founpler was Mennon, who was a man of
piely and learning- of so great learning, that among his sect, he was considered as an oracle. Eis iniluence was very great in suppressing the
ferocious and furiocs quarrels excited by the Bnabaptists, and ultimately
his principles spread very far through the country.
At length, some
port!on of them, in consequence of religious persecution, came to this
country, where they have always been esteemed useful, respectable and
quiet citizens.
TheI- rnaint:kined the character of their founder, were
cluiet anti industrious; ail{! iadin’ercut to every thing except the cultivation
and display of the uno!,trusive virtues of chrLtianity.
IVould it be riqht
to exposethese men to the caprices 0 f’ legislation, through which in a
moment of alarm ant1 excitement, they might be deprived of the freedom
of conscience which they nom enjo~etl, whereas they now have a bulwark in the Cocstitution, w!lich exrrnpts them upon the payment of an
equivalent., from bearing arms against their consciences. Why should any
particular sect he exem<ted from the c!ischargc of public duties ? When
men were by the operaiion of government, protected in their persons and
property, it was gc%g beyond‘ the limit 8 of motlera!ion for them to ask
that they should be rrlievel.1 from t!leir proper shzre of the burden of
public defence, either by personal service or by the payment of 311equivalent. It was said to be productive of great hardships and oppression to
the society of Friends.
Eut it was because they preferred to endure these
Ilardshlps-to
have their houses inrnded -their property seized and sold
--nnd their persons imprisoned, tr, the, payment of the tax imposed by
law as an equivalent for the service from which they were orered con&
tional exemption.
If we should say that every man who conscientiously
scruples to bear arms sha!l be exempted, and without the payment of any
equivalent, where shail WC st,op ? WC shall, by such a provision, hold
out a boon to the trait,or and the convict, and afford them an opportunity
upon a false pretext, to evade the performance of their duties as citizens.
How many would say in reply, to the summons of their country, I have
married a wife, or I am buildmg a house and cannot come. It must be
left to their own conscience to determine whether they are sincere or
not. You cannot, through any earthly tribunal, ascertain whether any
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PTUI~has a conscientious scruple or not. Be he ever so profligate in his
life, all he will have to do will he to say that he has a scruple of COW
science. Suppose you tell him that his life contradicts his declaration, he
can still say tbat his mind has been changed since he entered the door of
the house where he is, and claim the benefit of the exemption.
No
period of time can be assigned within which the scruple shall be possessed, or a man’s mind changedupon the subject. Ifno human tribunal can
judge of his conscience you must take his word, you cannot even sLve:d
him, for he may have scruples against taking the oath. You might, in
fact, as well tell your oflicor not to enrol any man who will allege a;y
scruples of conscience, as to have a general provision for exemption. l&o
men would be enrolled but those of a strict sense of honor and duty, and
your troops would soon dwindle down to a remnant, like those’of Gideon,
though they would not be so effective. If we do not insist upon th8epayment
of an equivalent, every fellow that chooses, may rc!iere hirn.elf of thcx
duty by snyil:p that he has scruples of conscience. We might just as
we!1 say at once, that every man who chooses may fight for his country,
and tlr:lt if he does not choose, he may let it alone. He would be very
glad to accord all indulgence to the scruples of the Friends.
As a class
of citizens, they deserved the hlrhest pr:liae for their industry. economy,
‘I’hcy were ilt the head of all our works
moderation and public spirit.
of benevolence, and to them me owed, in 3 great measure, the amelioration of our institutions and laws. IIe had warm friendships among them,
and for ali whom he had known he entrrtained the highest respect. But
they must permit him to say that it is impossible topenetrate men’s consciences and to dram :I line of distinction betwvecsnthose who hare sincere
scruples and those who only nffcct to have them. Would it not be to
grant an esclusivc privilege to extend the cxemptlon specially and exclusively to them 1 They were of this, and did not wish to have their name
They wished to be relieved, and, at tbe
as a sect, specially mentioned.
same time, to have tlhrir dcnomianticn and their scruples left out of the
We cannot, without granting au exclusive privilege, desig
question.
nate any particular society, * and, if we make the exemption gen(sral, then
we open the door for the escape of every coward al:d scoundrel who ma>
wish to hold himself back f’rom his country’s service in the time of peril.
The Friends, as a society, notwithstanding their scruples, bad, in the
time of trial, furnished some of our bravest and most devoted soldiers.
.4 large portion of them, too, although they did not, like Greene and
Itandolph, and Brown, draw the sword in the defencc of the country, yet
gave it the aid of their money and their countenance and their counsels.
They had offered aid and comfort to the sick and wounded, to an almost
unii&ited extent, and had given as many gallant and true spitits, as any
other class of our fellow citizens had done. He did not know whether they
would look upon this as a compliment, but it would be so considered by
the members of this body. Many of their officers and soldiers were
In Philadelphia,
highly distinguished for their daring and devotion.
during the revolution, there was an entire regiment of them, called the
Quaker regiment, and they took good care never to flinch, always condu&.ng themselves with cool, quiet, and determined courage ;
16Firm proud and slow a gallant front they bore,
&ill as the brceue;,resistlesrras the storm:’
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In regard to the mili!ix as individuals, there was no complaint.
No
ridicule MU intentlet! to be cast upon them. The militia were coimposed
of the people. They were onr fathers, brothers and sons. Were they
not,
too, tl:e sovereigns of the country, and did not Solomon tell US that
WC must not whisper a word against the king, for that a little bird ~vould
carry the wport to him ? But who lixs ::ny respect for Ihe system ?
Who believes that it m~~!ics good soldiers ? Was it not a wretched
::pstem arid wholly inadequate fflr i;s pr&sscd olljf.ct.5 1 A militia
muster was certainly the last. pi:ice in the world to learn the use of arms.
Ilow mari;q corn~stock pns there mi$:t be in the cities hc did . not knam,
but the
were 3 plenty of them to bc seen at all the trammgs m the
cour,!r~-, and every muster was not,bincr I;ut a barlesque of miiitary array.
As to ;!x miliLiu tiwmsrli~2s, the teal liliows. they were our constituents ;
thrc wnt as hex, XICI might wnd us clsc~\~herr, arid were to be treated
Wit%
1t:C UllllOSt
respect. ‘P‘hr qei!;!rnicn from the county, thcrrfore,
ruiocl,izrd I-IIS own ct,nst;tr!3ltP, when IW spk: so will of the militia.
b;!!?le
of plat?si,lily~,
;,n:! of thr gallmlry displayril
. .4c iixl told us of the
by the militia there. Ilut he tlitl not s:jv a word about the battle of the
‘i”hamcs and of the distiupislled
success ;,i’tbc \oluntcer mounted men in
that action.
At Plnttshur;, there was Cot in fact any battle.
On the
:irst day, tile militia could not be prevailed upon to staud. ‘l’he historical
:iccount of the affair, stx( d that a corps was nlaccd in front. of the militia
!o enccuraq ihern, but the tlc::r ii~llt~~;s notxdithst”nding that, took to their
heels.
But
the mst
d;q-,
tt!e l?ritioh broke up their likrs and resorted to
tbcir heels, whereqmn, our militia stood xry well. The year before
this action, the gallxlt (:cjneral I!:!rlison. in the battle of the ‘I’hames,
with his vo1mitecr mw.ntt d riitsmclc, broke ai:tl routed a regiment of
Briti*!i troops. He n as eorrv the genileinx~ did not refer to that aiLir ;
f‘clr ti,erc t;,igl:t be ~:ic ii)r ilic fx(,t, after 3 iiltle time, and Ire Kuuic!
liilre bacn glad to carry house the ~~c:~t~cni:ii~‘skrtimony with 3 view to
do jusl.iee to a gallxrt solflier. Uw:i the whole, lie (Mr. D.) wcu!d
pefer to leave the Constitution as it now stood on this snl)jecl.
Xr. PKGERS~I.L
hd
no:,
he said, tlx !wul~s hehre him, but he !wl a
j)erfect rcwilleciion nt’ the cl-ents of t!lc battle ot’ PLartsbur~. G cneral
M’Comb,
who commandctl on that oc:aTion, was an intimate friend of
his, and he had hearci the events of the aflair wry circumstantially rslated. The militia on that occasion, did al1 that was expected (iwrn them.
“I’hey were only required to stand on tl:e defensive. TLe Diitish Iiowever retreated, and thcv were, hc believed, idlo7ved by our twrps.
1le
h:$ cmitlcd nnp non& of tile battle oi’ tlit- ?‘hames in his relli:.rl~k3,
for The
l?C tlllSl,l?~l that XYCMliOU!d
re:isoii ihat the gentleman 1121.1
:illudell to, 31111
ix relieved horn the poor parlv jolrcs v;liicb were so common h:,re at the
last session. On the news ol’“tJ’:e bxttie of’ the ‘I’hames, hc (hlr. I.) illuminated his house, al:d no man in the co:mt:v
felt a greater pride in that
wetow than he did. ‘I’tie pre+nt ITice I”res;dcnt ol‘ ihc United Slates,
42oi. johnson, who led the cilqe
on that occasion, was his intimate
fiienil, and he sat by him in Congress, at the time nhcn hc left his seat
:here to join the army.
No man took grealer interest than himself in that
cxtory, but there were circumstances lespccting it which induced him to
‘et it alone.
.Plr. ~I0l’IiI?CSON
did not rise, he said, to take any part in Ihe debate 011
and he did not know where, in the wide range it had taken;
the uuhiect,
,,
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it~would find any limit.
He had risen to express a wish that the eommittee would arrive at some decisioil upon the question. Generai as
the discussion had been, and great as had been the nnmber of topics
introduced, there were still, as it seemed to him, some few individual
Faints as to which there wo:~ld be no diiference of opinion.
Some gentle.,,
men were in favor of extendin? the exemption now oirered by the Constitution, and others were in favor of a more rigid enforcement of the
militia system. But there were some few prunciples on which we
could all agree, ant1 thus we would bc pnt in ZI way to arrive at some
decision upon the question. TI:e+jc principles he P-onld state. In the
;irst place, it was I.he general opinien, he bclievcd, that no unreasr~nable,
burdensome, aud vexatious tlulp sh~~uld be imposed, by law, on the Litizsns, when it was not called for by the pnblic interest. A wise ;intP
pater1~1 government would impose no duty on n citizen which would be a
grievance and a burden to him and m:liic no adeqnatc return to the Com‘I’hat WRSone step in this qu~~stion; and another was t!lat
monwealth.
the trainings of the militia, as now conducted, and had heretofore existed,
Jverc a vexatious Ihurden cpon the eit!zens, and were productive of no
LVxq not this principle correct ? Did any one
poasib!e good to any hoJy.
here s:ay-that thxe strq;ling
niilitkl tr:ti!ling tended to promotc a know]etlgre of’ military a!faira, or to in:ike any man a soldier 1 ‘I’hcn were
t.hese trainin&
as they !i;ive cxis!ed and sti1.l exist, of no possibly
ntility, while at the same time, they wvcrea source of vczation, crnelty and
tint it is said tl$s is the fault of the
ondcnge to olur fellOiV citizens.
He did not say anything agkst the mihtia.
III: viewed them
system.
with respect, kindness and regard ,-for they were our fathers, sons and
All the complaints were of the system. Rut it mxs asked, can
brothers.
we not get a better syskm ? Had wc not attempted it from litne to t,irnr,
and had we adranctxl axe step tonxr,!s a bcttcr system in forty yt:;~:‘~!
It was universally atlmittcd til,lt ‘iv;: lnallc no soldiers hy it. WNC ~ultl
llot ma!te them, b:lt in on:: way, which was proposed in Goveruor Snyder’s administration, and v;iricn every one revolce,J at. Plc took it as il.
truth, then, contirmsd by cxpariance, that we must keep the militia :;vs..
tern as we have got it, or giv,: it op. I-I I? had then established e&,-o
principles ; first; that ic was not the part of a good gnvernm nt to impose any vexatioils and uncalled for tiutics upon the citizens ; and second,
that onr militia system is of no use mkatever.
He held ii. as another
principle
that,
in tine
of peace,
when mililia are of no use, even if they
would be at any titno, their trainmgs might be disperrsed with ; but,
when danger threatens, then every man of whatever sect, ought to
be obedient to his duty as a citizen, and lx ready to defend his country
:mi himself, and his property.
He would not stand at the door of a man,
to defend his house, when the owner wvns in the house, exempt from
exposure to personal hszard and duty, and cmp!oyed, pxhaps, in paeking up his plate, and ljreparing for his escape. ln time of danger, every
man was bound to con:ribute to the safety of the country. in one way or
:mother, either by personal service or I,y the payment of an equivalent,
Then, he would ask, did not the amendment. as amended, on motion of
the gentleman from Philadelphia county, cover all these principles ? It
called up, en masse, all the citizens to defend the country when defenm
was required.
How does it do it 1 It does not, indeed, go into detsils. It was utterly impossible for ds to mticipate and provide for
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every contingency that might occur. Such provision might be safely
left to the Legislature- to the representatives of the people of’ Pennsylvania.
The Legislature, heretofore, had been willing to dispense with the
militia trainings, but they felt bound, bv the imperative injunction of the
Constitution, to carry the provisions into effect, and to keep them tip.
This was their sole objecnon to the discontinuance, if he was correctly
We were to judge, then, as to the expediency of retaining
i!lfOrIIEd.
this imperative provision.
Shall we keep the Legislature under this imperative order, or shall me cut them loose from it 1 That was the ques.tion. We could not look forward for forty years, and teli every act, in
reference to the defence of the country? that might, in that course of time,
be rec,nired of them ; but the legislartve holly itself, at the time and on
the spot, could decide what should be done. l-Ii6 friend and colleague, (Mr.
Scott,) whose opinion had great weight with him, and for vvhose learning he had the greatest respect, had opposed tile amendmeuc on the
g&ml that it was identical; in ef!i:ct, witn ii?:: provisions of the present
Good reasons , Mr. 1-I. thought, had been shown foe a
Constitution.
change of the Con5iicitution ii1 this particillat ; 31111
his co!!eague, with all
his iearning and ingenuitr, could not prove th:tt the Constitution norm
ieft it to t!ie discretion of the Legisiaturc to continue or dispense with the
1Ve know, in fact, t!rat the Le$slature had adopted a
militia trainings.
different construction of th: Constitution.
Our opinion, what it might
be, of the prcoper construc!.ion of the insrrumont, wouitl have but lrttle
He svidiietl to alopt an aniendme:it whicii would
7:eiqtit mith them
clj&e
certain
what
w,f’3s ii,Et UilCi2i%liil,
311: would leave W tflc Lcpi*lature
a discretionary power over the sul>ject. We saw here a great rliRerence
of opinion
fs to the real in!ent
and
ol~jcet
0:’ the Coiis!:tuticin:l
provision.
4Jne
memher was in favor of the Constit,ution, as it stood, llecause it
.w;fi impemtive in its injunction upon thp Le$slatnre to organtze 2.n.l
in tiis opi::cliscipline the nii!iti:r ; anil another W;;S in favor 0l it, becatiwl
W;lS it not ,proper then to settle this
jon, it was not thus i:npor;:tlve.
question,
even
ii’ merely considered as :i question o!’ construcrion ? Ifar,ing fixed upn the prmciples, it would be easy to settle all the details,
The great qucstioa
for us to decide w:\s, whether we would leave the
at large, to the entire discretion of the L:gtslature, or whether
djsct
me would continue tlle:il uuder an i:np3atiVe or&r in relation to it. He
would like to see a vote taken which would test the sense of the Convention on this point.
?Illr. STEVENS wnuld9 he said, make a ferv remarks in explanation of
his views of the subject and of the vole he should give. He agreed with
the gentleman from Philadelphia, (blr. IIopkinson,) in all his sentiments
on this subject ; hut it seemed to him that his object was not 10 be gal&
in the way that he proposed. He mot~ltl not leave it in the power of the
Legislature to vex and burden ttre citizens in time of peace: unnecessartly ; but he would agree that, in times of real danger, no one should
claim any exemption from the duty belonging to all good citizens.
He
had prepared an amendment which he tctended to of& in ease that
which was under consideration should be rejected. [Mr. Stevens read
s,n amendment providing, in substance, that no citizen should be compelled
to bear arms in. time <of peace, but that,, in ,time oh war, every. citizen
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rapable of bearing arms, should be compelled to perform military duty,
or pay an equivalent therefor.]
hrow sir, if you leave the report of the committee as it stands excepting
the amendment of the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr.
Brown) which is agreed to, the present militia system will be in fall
force, and the Legisl:tture wili have power to make those who are conscientious about bearing arms, pay an equivalent, in the shape of a fine,
and you may depend upon it that the Legislature will make no change in
relation to this system on any account. He had seen the subject frequently brought before the Legislature, and he seldom saw the Constituquestion of
tion brought in question. The question of poliqy-the
expediency was the only question which was taken mto account. If WFC
did not abolish militia trainings in time of peace, depend upon it the
Legislature never will.
He was therefore in favor of putting in the Constitution the imperative esemption of all those who have conscientious
scruples agairist bearing arms, from doing so in times of peace, or the
paying of an equivalent for the same ; and he was for le;lviiig them subject
~JIJthe Legislamre and the laws to be prepared when the enemy was at
the door, or when invasion threatened the land. He thought none could
complain of this. He believed the present militia svstem to be a farce,
and it will continue to be a farce so long as it is org&zed as it is at present. &4lthough the militia is composed of respectable men, he must
say that they were contemptible soldiers. He fell no hesitation in saying
this. He cast no reproach upon the men, but, merely upon the system
.which produced the most wretc!lerl l:isubortllnaiio!i and want of disc+
pline. Respectable cikzcns attend the trainitl,gs, but they meet for ihn
and frolic ; therei’ore therc: is no reason why tllt;se persons who do not
,c!esire to enact these ridiculuus scenes should be subjected to pay a fine,
or an equiva!ent.
No public du!y reT.Cres that such a stutc of orgnuization should be kept up by compulsives mealis, and as there are sane who
have conscientious scruples, he would therefore insert in the Constitution
x clause entireiy escmpting them bot!l from attending or paying an
equivalent ; ,and he did not cdre how many of our citizens availed themselves of this privilege in time of peace. Even if it extended to one
half, so much the bette,, because those who did then turn out would do
F,J for the pure love of performing mi!itury du)y, and they, would perhaps
do credit to the systems instead of disgracmg It. But wtule he would do
this, he w.ould take away that p:Jrt of the Constitution which went TV
Every mean
exempt any man in time of war from defending nis-connli-y.
should be ready to take up arms in del’ence of his country and his country’s rights, when har instituCons were entlanqered by a f,)reign or
domestic foe. He theref:>re hoped that the amendment of the gentleman
from Fayette, and the ame.ntlment of the gentleman from Susquehanna.
might both be negatived, do that he might hdvc the opportunity of introducing the proposition which he had brought to the not&e of the committee.
Mr. BELL said, he presumed that the gentleman who had just taken
Jlis seat, was not present a day or two since, when he (Mr. B.) .announced
1~as his itrtentitrn, in case the amendments now pending mere negatived,
to move an amendment almost in the same words of that brought to the
notice of the committee by the.gentlemaE. from Adams. .He .agread.with
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that gentleman entirely in the view taken of this question, and WXP
+wxl
to hear that he wou!d have the powerful aid of that gentleman,
knowing as he did his own inability to do the subject justice.
While he
was up he would give some reasons for the vote he was about to give,
which had not yet been brought before the body, otherwise he should
not have troubled it ou the sul!ject. There were three questions which
seemed to be presented for discussion aud decision, and each of them
highly important
‘l’he first was, shall the Legislature of Pennsylvania,
which is t,he immediate representative of the people of this Commonwealth, be reslrlcted on a suhjec: so ~i~cmencous as the military. defence
1.11 the secourl place shall we impose an iuiperatlve
comof the couu try?
mand upon the I.egislature to do that which their good sense woul~~
forbid tilem from doing ? And thirdly, shall we leave them to act so far
ASthev m:ly deem proper in relation to tit,0 conscientious xruples of a
portion of our citizens 1 Now with regard to the first question, s!lall we
make it imperative on the Legisiature :1ot to txmpt
any person, but ttr
cali upon all citizens, to enact once or twice a year a sceue which has beeu
very properly denominated a ridiculous farce 7 We have heard it argued
!3y some gentleman,. that nndcr t!ie prceent Constitution, the llegislarure
mace the power to abolish the militia trainings, and the militia organiza-Gun. We have heard from the gt,ntIeman I‘km Adams, that kvhen the
Legislsturc was callxl upon to aGol15!1 HIS disgracelul syskm, that they
Jid not refer to the ronstiiutional obligation upou them,? but put it upon
That to be sure might
have been
the ground
of polky.
of CspetiiClicy.
the grounds taken by sume gentlemen ; but we ali how it IS a part of the
and the journals, the arguments, the dehistory
of the (~Omnionweaiti~,
Legislature,
matlyd members
bates will show it, that in the Peunsylvxh
placed their convictions
against
abolishing
the q-stem upon constitutional
:grounds-upon the clau;ie we are now discussing aud proposing to amend,
and upon it, because tllcy looked upon it as imp’ ,rkve, lea\‘m,z to then!
710 discretion
mii:Wver
; and upon rofctefice, 10 the minute5 of ‘~thc Cougrounds
ior thir
vention of IiW, pqc *2X, will be thtniti the stroilgast
WC iiud that wlleu the sectiun
*‘the freemen of
x+vv of the case. ‘i’here
this Commonwealth shall be armed and disciplined for its defence,” WRY
ander consideration, a motion was made by Mr. Roberts, seconded by
Mr. Rhoemaker,
to strike out after tl:c word 6’ I:ommollweelt’l,”
the word
” sidl,‘~ and insert ill lieu whereof the word 6~VWIJ,” n hi& lnotion was
determined
in the uqrtive.
This amendment it appCars was negatived
debate aud wllhout a division ; therefoore tnere is very gooc!
without
At soy rate
arrrounds for looking upon the ciause as heiug imperative.
&ere is room for doubt as to whether it was intended to leave any d~seretion
in the Legislature.
Then what were we assembled for 1 i51111ply
came here ~llso to relnove otscu.
71 introduce amendments. No sir-we
rities,
to remove doxhts. It is our bonnclen duty to remove all doubts, by
,utroducing langunke which will give every clause a c!ear and espiictt
ineaniltg,
so that liodhig
may be left to construetiOi1.
So much
for that
part ok the subject. Now it has been agreed by some gent!emen [hat
:~lthough eviis innumerable have been practised under the militia laxs o?l
ihis Commonweal&
based upou the Constitution ol’ 1790, yet the syswm must be kept up, because if you destroy
these militia
trainings,
you at
MIX
destroy
the tiolunteer
system, which is the protectioq of our State iu
all times of danger ; and as an argument
in support
of this, we have been
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pointed to the gallant exploits of our volunteer militia on several occasions
He knew there had been a gallant band of volunteers mustered on tk
southern frontier of our State, in whose ranks was then to be found s
gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, now in his eye, but he wodd
appeal to that gentleman, or any other gentleman, to say whether the o$&,
miserable corrupt militia system of the State had been the means of aidilag;
in the formation of that corps. No sir-it owed its existence to no sue&
system ; but it owed its existence to the patriotic feeling which arons&$
the young and the ardent of the city of Philadelphia.
He might say ti,
the patriotic spirit which pervaded some of the school boys of that ciq,
because in the ranks of that corps was to be found at least one patrio&
school boy, who, although barely rising sixteen, threw away his books,
and rose superior to the militia system, and all the enjoyments of K=
home and the comforts of a domestic fireside, took up arms in defence Q.$
his country, and marched to meet the enemies of his country.
A gentl.eman on yesterday had pointed the Convention to the fact, and delineatB!
with what patriotic ardour our volunteers rushed to the defence of the&
country during the late war. Sir, Pennsylvanians need not at any time to
be coerced to become volunteers in the day of trial. During the last waz
they rushed to the relief of their country, and rallied around her star&r&
without owing it to any militia to coerce them, or fit them for the serviceHe thought he had shown briefly that it was not owing to the militia
system during the last war, that the volunteers of our State were rcatly
immediately to take the field, and it was not now owing to the m&t&
system that volunteer corps were in existence.
But what will be tb
result of dispensing entirely with the system ; he spoke of it now as con+
will be t&
netted with the volunteer system. In other words-what
result of adopting the amendment proposed by the gentleman from Snsw3quehanna, (Mr. Read) and dispensing altogether with the organizing oE
troops for the defence of the country in time of peace 1 Why, it will lr42
the total destruction of the volunteer system. Are we then ready top
introduce into the fundamental law of the land, a clause that will lead! TV
the destruction of the whole volunteer corps in the Cornmonweaith 7 Har
trusted not. What was our condition during the last war 1 We wm
without soldiers and without officers. The government was compell
to call into her service the superanuated officers of the revolutionary
war, and what was the consequence 1 Defeat and disaster attended onx
arms, and the most promising of our citizens were cut off, because of t&
inefficiency of the officers of our army. This he knew, because you%
as he was, and imperfect as his recollection was of events at that peri&
yet he recollected that there was but oue volunteer company in the city
of Philadelphia before the war. His friend from the county of Phil&&
phia (Mr. Ingersoll) shook his head at this, but, he would tell the gentiet
man, at all events, volunteer companies were few and far between. 1Rc
spoke of the time immediately preceding the war. Well, what wastb
result of thiti state of things? Why, as he said before, defeat attend&
our arms in the offstart. All our institutions are opposed to the keep+
up of a standing army, and where are we to look for the preservation of
our liberties 1 Why, to our volunteer corps. There is to be found tb
school of the soldier, and to no other school can he go, because it is t&
most ridiculous farce to send men to militia musters to learn militag
tactics. Then it is of the utmost importance to preserve these voluni~
I
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mrps as a nucleus around which to assemble the whole mass of the
Every gentleman must agree wir.h
people in cases of great emergency.
him that we should not take anv sten that would have the effect ol
destroying this part of the militaT-y of’our country,
The Legislature
&ould not be compelled so to act on this subject as to utterly destroy the
G&y military force known to onr State. It wilI be recoiiected that the
subject of placing the volnntecrs of our Commonwealth on a n10re FZVO:;LIble footing, has engrossed the attention of the most enIi$tenetl portion, OI
the people of Penusylvsnia, and it had produced t!le assembling of I
Glitary convention at this place some fex years ago. He (Mr. B.) w.i~
mot. preseut l:imself, but he knew many very intelligent gentlemen. who
were present, who were persons that hat1 ~~ommunefecivolunteer troops,
and lxtd 1mc11 experience 111 the matter; and lhat convention rccommer.3ted
El0the Ikgiskrtur e a system which hc believed to be the on!y prac:ic9~!c:
‘rheir
r4co:c~
system of lieeping up 3 hor!y of troops in !imc of pesw.
~mllck&~Jll
was, the establishment of vol~ltecr corps to bc pnid ?I” ihe
%fiitc, for all the time :hay loose in the service of t!le State. Now \FGI Id
lirr: genilcmx~ from Susquehanna by iii5 amcllhicllt
prevent the Legi5laiurc from doing any tl:iug like this ? He wou 1d leave the Legi2:.3tur~:
Gee: to ai:t 2s they might see fit arici proper. For t!iesc. reaconi i-.r ;ve:il:!
1
vwte for lhc report of the committce , !O~l~liI,~ it t0 the liP~~iSl3tlire 10 Zt3 OjJf
such a s:,::~t,,om
as to them mzy seem 1n0at proper.
The
vo!u:1twr
ST.iiC!il
must heconic most populnr, an d he was son-c ?o set: that the r.oil.:i:ir~
3rd miiiiia system was connccred togcthfr. .w;:s lie 10 bc tolId Z:: LllI:i
+;i, thill 21Lcgislaturc Glzinot bc f01117:I10 Obey the will of Iljcir (01;.
As to the ~21 of the people of ttx Srsr: on
stilnen:s 02 this sniljecl?
-Ii-i+ ciu”stion, he thought tl-.ere could 1)~ but li~!lc t!ou!,t. Eic IE(E;?~I:I.
iierc cotdd be but one opinion on this sulyect, iv the east especialI\-. x:d
iire trn5!ed in :he i~f5t ;iIao ; and hc t!:ougizt w!len is11
c ::nlocsc the i.x:ds ot’
Rhc:Le;ii.5!:ci!:rc, we m:ly expect a very favoxh!e chan;;e. For these rc~sons, :vitbolit at presezlt goiq
into tile constitutk~nal ~~uestion ro2ri hv the
gcnllern:m
from Franklin, (Mr. Dczklt,p,i ‘I he fci? bound to vote agaii:3t. I,!29
~&ing
ariicr~tfm~nts, and in far.or of t!re report of the co.xmir:ee :ls
amended by t!lc guntleman from ?hiladelp:?ia, restxing 10 !:ims?!f lite
JYiiVilegi? of moving the amendment hc !ir?d heretofore brought :i? :IIV
mtice of the committe-, when lie should haic the opportonity to ricj so.
Mr. Br.civN, of tl!e co::nq- of Phil:~clel~hi:~, *llolIltt
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of ar:ni:ig anil eqxiliping them. 1:rom tf:c p:ist expe..
riC!RCe\VJlit’i) ‘i”;(! i)aVh’ I~iti 0:: itiis subject, it has beeu found 3~21:k? I.cgislalure wcrc intii~~9sed fo do away’willi the mililia trainings.
Wb:it
object the .Legisl~ture ix11 in view, he knew no:; but it had btezr :sec;l
ihat they
v;ex
ictlispoaeil
to abolishi;;g the system, and i;e though:
the better plan now was to Icave to the people themselves to say, through
their immediate represcatdtires, whether they were disposed to do away
with military trainings in time of peace. He thought in trusting rhis
~OLP’JI IO the pe,ople, :nd to the Legislature through them, we PUJIncb
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power
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risk whatever, as it was not to be supposed for a moment that the Legislature would neglect to arm the militia when the United States or the State,
might require their services. He had strong reasons to believe, without
imputing any improper motives, that the Legislature would not do away
with militia trainings, if the provision was left as in the old Constitution ;
and he was, therefore, in favor of placing over them an injunctlon in the
Constitution, to do away with them,/and leave the matter with the people.
He was not even for saying that they sboultl bp kept up in times of exigencies, leaving it to the Legislature to say when the exigencies should
arise that required it, giving their reasons For it. He was entire!y opposed
to having any distinction m classes, either made by the Cons:itution or
the Legislsture.
In times of trial, he wished every c:aas to ;E cni!ed on
alike. He wished every class to stand on the same foo:ing, arid hrive
all subject to be called into service, in defence of the State, when it
was necessary. If it was necessary to -311 ost the armed citizen for
defence, let every man be subject to be called upon ; ar:d if it w32 reqnired
by the State, that men should receive a trai:iing of two or more duys in t,he
year, let all be called upon to perform that service to ti;e State. Wr are
all protected equally by the lsws and the government, and we si:o3:d all
hear the burdens of the gorelnment equai1~. He wouli relieve !;o man. or
no class of men, from any duty reo-rired to be performed bq’ the government.
He would not, for a moment, thinli of =iving a vote tht ,mo:!.~l justify
the suspicion, or lead to the danger, which was to he Zt~~jllYkCi~Li~cl from
allowing conscientious scruples to interizre with the dccles wiLi:h tile
citizen owed to the Stat,e. He would r,or, in t!rnes of prof~iu:r~l pence,
allow any citizen to be esempt from the pzrf~ormarlce 0E 2~2:ies~V,-i::chwere
required of him by the government.
If ttese cic:ks Xe ilOt rl’*li??d Of
us in times of peace, let us all !)e exempt from them : b:il nl.e:t ir is
required of the citizen to arm in tlefence of hia con!rtr~-. ;l:e:l iet it br
imperative upon erery man in the Commonwe:~lih ; 3i Icasr 50 mnrry of'
Tie
them as the people, in their Legislative capacity, sh3ii rq2ir.e.
thought the question raised by Isis coiieagce, (Mr. Ir.:;ersoii.‘ 1~ relation to the right of the citizen to bear arms, had very !ittie :O ii,> \rvitti this
l’herc was a vast difference !,etween the ri$t of the clrlzerl
question.
to bear arms, and drdgging them throcgh streets. or zicross fields. so:ne
with and some without arms, merely to render themselves ridic:Aou-t
The man is no better fitted to use bis arms after he has performed service
in the militia trainings, than he was before he sttentird t!:em : anl if
there had been no others at Plattsburg and 1311limore, than those who
had received these militia trainings, the enemy had less :o aitpreh2n.d
from the use of those arms, than those who be!tl. them. ‘i’l;ere was a
great difference between the present time, ~cd :!:e perid wi:e:: the Constitution of the United States and of this !5:taie were adopied. 1: may be
well enough for the citizens of the southern and western States to keep
and bear arms. It was necessary in this State at 0W time for every man
to take his arms into the field with him when he wen: to his plo;rgh, but
what citizen would think of doing this now I It wouid be a ridic:rlous thing
for him to do so, and it wsuld be just as ridiculous for the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania to keep herself armed to the teeth, when not the slightest
The military training has brought disgrace
danger is to be apprehended.
upon the system without being productive of any good results. It may
be true that some valuable:officers have sprung from militia officers but at
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the same time it has brought into the field men to command who are unfit
to obcyl men who are unfit for private soldiers, yet who are made to
command regiments and brigades, some of whom have been elected for the
very purpose of burlesque.
There was not the slightest use in these
militia trainings, for the purpose of keeping up the military spirit, or
for any other purpose, because the citizens of this country &ill always
defend it when it is invaded. If you go to Bunker Hill, to Plattsburg,
or to Orleans, you will see that the citizen will always be ready to defend
his rights. If vou go to Europe, you will find that the Tyrolese fought
as bravely agai&t their country’s enemies, when their soil was invaded,
as any soldiers ever fought. It was time enough, however, to call our
citizens into service, when our soil is invaded-unless
we can show clearly
that we do prepare them for service, by the militia trainings which we
have. These trainings were a very great burden to the people, which
he was willing to relieve them from, if they desired it, and with this
view, he would leave the matter to the Legislature to be regulated as
they saw most proper. In relation to the section in the United States’
Constitution, that the freemen shall be armed for the defence of the
country, which had been brought to the notice of the committee by his
colleague, in an imperative sense, he must say that he begged leave to differ with his colleague as to the construction to be placed upon this clause.
He took it for granted that they were to be armed when defence was
necessary-when
their services were necessary. He did not look upon
it that the freemen of the Commonwealth should be armed for defence,
when no defence was necessary. He took the clause as meaning that we
should not enlist a standing army of soldiers for defence, hut that the
freemen should be armed for defence, and that only, when defence was
needed. He mould take away the injunction upon the Legislature to keep
up these militia trainings ; or he would go further, and say, that they
should not btiog the militia system into ridicule, merely for the sake of
according military distinctions to certain persons ; but he would also take
from the Legislature the power to relieve any of our citizens from aiding
in bearing the burdens of the Stale in times of need. He would, therefore, vote for such a proposition as he had indicated, in the best language
in which it could be prepared.
Mr. SERGEANT said he understood the gentleman from the county of
Philadelphia, (Mr. Brown) to say that he would vote for the amendment
of the gentleman from Fayette, (LMr. Fuller.)
Now in his opinion that
amendment went quite as far if not farther than the Constitution of 1790.
It was as follows : ‘*The freemen of this Commonwealth shall be enrolled and organized, to be armed and disciplined for its defence as may
It appeared to him that this amendment led to the
be directed by law.”
same conclusion that is supposed to have been arrived at by the Legislature, heretofore, under the Constitntion of 1790. The Constitution says
‘<the freemen of this Commonwealth shall be armed and disciplined for
its defence,” and the amendment of the gentleman from Fsyette, says
“they shali be enrolled and organized, to be armed and disciplined for its
pefence as may be directed by law,” so that they amount to very nearly
the same thing, As the’enrolment appeared only to be with a view to
their being armed and disciplined, he could not see that the people would
be any better off, if indeed they would not be worse off, than under the
existihg Constitution.
He was therefore opposed to the amendment,
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and whila up he would say a few words on the subject, not, however,
intending to detain the committee many minutes.
There are two provisions in the Constitution of 1790, the fate of
The first wns to be found in the second
which has been very singular.
section of the sixth article which says “that the freemen of the Commonwealth shall be armed and discipliued for its defence.”
The other was
to be found in the first section of the seventh article in the following
words: 6“ The Legislature shall as soon as conveniently may be, provide
by law, for the establishment of schools throughout the State, in such
manner that the poor may be taught gratis.”
The one is a direction to
the Legislature to make preparation for a state of war, and the other is
equally imperative in directing them to make preparation for that which
will be beneficial to all mankind in peace as well as in war. Now if
you will look at the regular messages and addresses of the different Governors of Pennsylvania, you will find that these two matters have been the
leading topics in uearly all of them; and in reality they have been subjects of deliberation in the Legislature, more or less, at different times.
But the militia srstem has had the best fortune of the two, for there has
always been a mihtia law except in the year 1814, when it was most wanted, and then it did so happen that there was no militia law in existence.
The subject of education, however, which was equally provided for in
the Constitution, and which was equally imperative with that clause
which relates to the militia, has been until quite lately, eutirely lost sight
of, and neglected, and no provision made for it. Although, there was no
doubt about the propriety of a school system, it was utterly neglected by
the Legislature, while the militia, which was becoming more and more
doubtful every day, was steadily kept up. For some cause or other, they
thought proper to maintain the system, as they called it, such as it was.
The volunteers of this State, who were the only troops deserving the
name of soldiers belonging to it, have giveu the final death blow to the
miiitia, and the militia can never recover unless the volunteer system is
entirsly destroyed.
This perhaps may not be so perceptible in the interior of the State,
but in the city of Philadelphia and the neighboring counties, the contrast
is such between the volunteer corps, and what is called the militia, as to
not only disparage the militia in the eves of spectators, but also to be offensive to those who serve in the militia.
Here was to be seen on one
side the straggling militia without uniform and often without arms, and on
the other, a body of tine looking young men, and gallant spirits who
would, whether disciplined or not, do duty in actualservice.
When these
troops were called out during the memorable year 1814, all that was felt
in regard to them was the apprehension that so fine a body of young men
might be lost by exposing themselves too mnch ; we had many fiue volunteer corps at North Point, at the entrenchments near Baltimore, and at
Bladensburg.
At the latter place there was a regiment of vo!unteers,
which to be sure were designated as militia, and very possibly this was
the regiment in which the five brothers were ; but it was made up of such
men that it was with difficulty they could be induced to obey the order to
retreat, and the commander of the British troops himself, who was acquainted with the character of this regiment, and knew that it was made
up of the finest youths of Baltimore, felt concerned lest he should, as he
said himself, have to let loose his blackguards on them. That officer
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who fell at Xorth Point, and whose death perhaps saved the effusion of
much blood, had the generosity to sap at Bladensburg, that he was glad
to see this regiment get out of his way, lest he should have to set his fellows upon them. The gentleman from Chester, (Mr. Bell) supposes the
existenee of volunteers in this State and the United States to be recent.
This is a mistake. There was a curious fact on record in relation to the
volunteer system of which he should speak in auother point of view.
There wei-e’volunteer corps nsarly as long as fifty years ago, and these volunteers, aucf sometimes the militia, were commantletl bv meu who had served
‘rhe first company that was iaised in Philatleiphia,
in the rcvalu:ion.
was comInanded bv a man who had been a captain in the war of the
revolution, and anoiher company which was raised afterwards, was commzlde~l IIV a gentleman who was a colonel. But there was one remarkable itici ii; re!nrion to t!:e volunteers which could not be affirmed as to
niilinz, aml that was thet they were generally to be found in numbers
proportioned to the~esigencies of t!le times. For esample : in 1794,
here was a call made by the Gcncrd Government for troops, to march
to ;??ewedt to suppress; the :vestcrn insurrection.
Immediateiy: from a
~OILJWI~ c-!lcd X’l”l;erson’s
Bh~el;, in the ci’ty of I’hiladelph~a, there
sprang cp a regiment. AFain, iu IX%, when we had the difficulty with
F’rance, Ji’Pherso:;‘s Blues again rntered the service, and were augmented ;izd increased, and another regiment added to tiiem; and, nt
the fime lime, 3 legion was raised commztded by Ciencral Shaw. All:
The last war, too, increased the number of
tl:ese were volunteers.
~ol~xl:cws.
Then what comparison is there bcLween the voiunteers
2nd mi!i:ia ! (22:: you look to 2 ~lxtoon of miiitiat ill time of danger,
wirh ihat confidence w!lich you place in an equal number of volunteers t
Or CZII :,:ou give them that instrucliion which the gallant, chivalrous spirit
of Ibe young volunteer possesses? Do you believe or rloes ally man here
b&eve, !hat any psrt of the military accomplishments ofany one man in
a platooc oi volunteers or regulars arose from iiia having been enrolled
in the militia ? I mean this ; do you think that a man who has advanced
one single step towards military attainments, has acquired those attainTieIlIS by service in the militia ? In other words, if you were going to
form a T,o!unteer corps, would you ever enquire whether a man mho proposed to cuter it had, or had not, been at the militia trainings ? If he had
bepn the:? his whole life long, and every year during his !ife, you mig!:t
raise a doubt whethe: he was fit for a soldier, but you never could enterrain the idea t1lr.t ile was better qualified on that account, for such :a
ofiice. Ef this is the fact, what is the consequence 1 He is not fit for
war, ?.liC!not fit to be a soldier in time of‘ peace ; and if the performance
of miiitia duly does not yl!alify him to become a member of a volunteer
corps, to m;n-ch along side of a platoon and go through requisite exercises,
screly i,t does not qualify him i’or service in acti?e war. Kow, take a
a23
w;!lo t:as been at a militia training and instead of a corn-stalk, give
him a musket, and place him alor,g side a platoon of volunteers. Do you
believe that he would be able to keep time, or to go through the evolutlIlI?P. SVouid :~ot those who composed the platooil be jest as well satisfied Y a:~!- o;i;er man came in ? If then militia traiuings are of no advantage to ?:ZI in this poict, wvirat rood can they effect ! What have you
gzir,td bv comoelling him to att?nd those tralni:lgs ! Look,
on the otlles
h.a~?, at:ihe ev!‘l w”iich res:lIts from Ihem . XI ed which becomes greater
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and greater every day. It is one of those things, the tendency of which
is to produce evds which may one day become of great magnitude. The
very man who marches in the ranks of the militia, if he 1s too poor to
pay the fine which is levied upon him for non-attendance at the training,
being unable to spare the money from his earnings, or riot having it to pay,
feels himself disgraced-he
becomes irritated, and this feeling tends
sfrongly to keep ul) a spirit of hostility to those who appear to be better cff
fr. life. Such men look even at the volunteers with hatred, and it is natural :hey should look upon others in the same way ; because in towns and
cities tlie militia are the ob,jects of ridicule.
The boys laugh at them,
aervmts ridicule them, every one makes fun of thn,
and at best, you
have nothing but a solemu mockery of a parade got up.
2’iii.s has in part arisen from the employment
ly took away all martial spirit from the militia.

of volunteers, who entire-

Xow, Ur. Chairman, can you hat-e a militia in time of peace 1 So far
as my knowledge of history will go, there never has been an iustance ofa
militia, or what has deserved to be so called, except ingovernments which
. are essentially military.
Take for esample, the Romans. The whole
c&e of laar in their governmeut, sllowed that it was intended IO keep up
a military spirit. For what purpose ? Just as surely as you make a body
~niihtary, just so surely you will find work for them to do ; and the Romans from their earliest to the latest period in the history of’their empire,
did find employment for that spirit in foreign wars and conquests. So,
sx, when France was madc military by her conscription, which was a
miiitia system, how was that spirit fed, for it must be fed, if you excite
it ? By foreign wxs.
There is but one nation now upon the face of the
earlh that has, properly so called, a militia law ; it is more properly
speaiimg a nidilia con&tution.
It is a state of being whicli, owing to
accident of one sort or other, or to the character of the people, makes all
men soldiers ; sometimes good, and sometimes bad. Spain furnishes the
oalv example in the world of 3 militia. They were at war, for 3 period
of Eight hundred years, fighting with the Moors for their own soil, and
everv man was compelled to fight, They had been invaded by France ;
thqChad the wars of the succession, and now they have fallen to battle
w1?3 one another. War suits them very well ; and if it is brought upon
them. it brings the war spirit along with it. The great question then is,
wtietlier you can have 3 militia. in time of peace, unless you have
military institutions and employment.
If you Irave forts and garrisons,
this would help ; or if you had a frontier enemy, or if you will march to
foreign conquest. But can you make militia without actual war 1 What
is the difficulty which you have to encounter with militia, on the field of
hattle 1 It is not that they do not possess as much patriotism or courage
as other men, but the scene is new to them ; they were not accustomed to
it-tney
are panic struck. After they have been in battle two or three
tmee, they wiil fight as well as any other men. Vvhat you want then,
IS mrlizuy employment.
How are you going to get it ‘! If you have
military employment, there wi!i be soldiers, and they spring up out of
the ground where you least expect them, and where you have not sown
the seed. Has not the experience of our country demonstrated that this
is the fxt ? Who were t!ie soldiers of the revolutionarv mar ? You had
ooty ttvo or three men 0: miiita.,r-7 sciexe in the whoik army. one of
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&em did nothing but give trouble, and at last was disgraced. Another,
w
a man of real merit, one of the most accomplished soldiers in our
No one doubted his patriotism
service, but one of the most unfortunate.
244 military skill.
The son bf a blacksmith, or himself a blacksmith, in Rhode Island, made
aaadiistinyished
commander. In the last war, who was the man that led
or troops to victory in the north, General Brown, a man who never saw
squadrons in the field, but who was called out from the state of New
PO&, and happened to be acquainted with the ground, who 1x3;“sborn
with a characrer and properties and feelings that make a soldier ; and.
tie very first time he ever led the militia into the field, to their credit be
They deceived
S spoken, they gained a victory, at Sackett’s Harbour.
&t=z enemy by what was thought to be a maneuvre, when in reality they
Were only retreating in haste, or, as some would call it, runnipg away.
‘%%e British were alarmed, and they ran away too. So the rmhtia gain& that battle, and in a way in which militia are very able to gain the
it iS UnreaSona&st battle into which they may be led. It iS im~Jroper,
&e to expect any thing else.
But we are brought back to the question, can you keep soldiers in
time of peace ? A shoemaker must have shoes to make, or else he will
%rget his employment, and his instruments will rust.
You cannot keep a violin player in full possession of the knowledge of
his instrument, unless he practices every day. No man can keep up his
knowledge of a trade unless he practices it constantly.
Nor can you
!&eep soldiers, unless you have real business for them to transact. How
G:E you teach him ? From the beginning of the world down to the presexd time, there has been onIy one mode, and that is, actual \var ;
&here indeed you may teach him the whole. You cannot teach him in
&me of peace without destroying civil virtues ; and I sav if yen could
make a complete .aidier in time of peace with the same feeling ax the common soldier acquires? I, for one. should regret that vou ever possessed any
War is a great evil ;’ its employments are
a& school of instruction.
&iau%l. There is poetry, probahlg, in war among the mountains, when
it comes to be presented in engaginrr description, free from its honors.
But Heaven help the poor country ti&ough which this poetry penetrates,
~~fess it rages among sterile and uninhabited mountains, where there
Heaven help a poor country, such as Spam
,iz nothing to be destroyed.
or Portugal, or the countrv which was the baitle field of former wars
ti Europe, called the Low countries. But when I say this, I do not mean
*say that any state or people are to be taught not to defend themselves,
-.md 1 do not believe that you can so teach them, with all the eEorts ot
-&a? sect which has been so often spoken of here ; and with all the warm
tctihment
which the people of that sect have to its peaceful doctrines,
%tep have never been able, when w:r has sprung up, to suppress the feeliagd natural to some of their young men: and, sir, in proof of this asser&XI, you have the fact that some of the most distinguished warriors have
bia men who burst from that sect in defiance of all the restraints enfor~2 upon them, and led our armies to the battle.
E have spoken, Mr. Chairman, of the militia, I mean of militia trainings,
25sbeing entirely insufficient for every useful purpose. Let any gentle-
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man who is desirous to know what ought to be added to the picture, go
and look at the trainings in and near the city of Philadelphia.
It is not merely, nor perhaps chiefly, those who are enrolled, but those
who take advantage of the occasion to run into every kind of dissipation
and vice. Whoever will incur the trouble and disgust of witnessing
such an occasion, will, I feel sure, agree with me in the belief, that the
mischief resulting from these trainings, far exceeds any advantages which
are supposed to be derived from them.
Suppose a war were to come upon us, I care not how suddenly. Will
you have gained any thing by your militia system ? If not, are you at
a loss for the means of defence ? Never ; it never has been, and it never
will be so. The volunteer force, I mean the association that were below
the city of Philadelphia, in the year 1814, on its return, passed in sight
of the camp of a British General, whose name I forget at this moment.
He enquired who they were, and he was told they were the youth of
the city of Philadelphia, who had volunteered their services to defend
their country.
The General immediately answered, that it was impossible to make an impression on a country which abounded in such soldiers.
And so it does abound with them, not only or particularly in our cities:
I mean that our youth entering the volunteer service throughout the country, are soldiers by habit ; they have the habit of arms ; they have a sense
of individual independence ; a knowledge of their rights ; a feeling that
they have something worth contending for, which distinguishes them
throughout the whole land from any body of men that has existed ;
which makes them ready at all tnnes to be soldiers, whenever their services may be required ; and they were thus prepared to be so with as little
training as any people can have. The greatest difficulty, however, in
making an entire soldier remains to be told. Whatis a soldier according
to our modern system of war ? The modern system has this happy
effect, that, in general, the country is at peace in itself. What are
armies made of? They are made of men reduced as much as possible,
to the mere condition of machines, and submitting implicitly to whatever orders may be given to them: and among other things, they submit
to personal, physical correction.
Can you form such an army as this in
time of peace ? Or, if you could, would you desire to do so ? Look at
the most famous British brigade in the Peninsular war, in some respects
the best and most distinguished corps, of the whole army, and probably the
most effective ! What were they taught? Never to step aside for any
thing; and if they did step aside, they were punished with the cat o’ nine
tails, on their backs. If they were dying with thirst, they dare not stop
to drink, though the water was up to their chins. By these means the
writer on whose authority I speak, says, they became the best brigade in
the army; that is, by bringing down all individuality
or sense of right,
and by training men to submit to whatever they might be told to do. But
we cannot do tins in any country in time of peace, and least of all, in
this. What inducement then is there to hold out in the Constitution,
such an injunction to the Legislature?
The requirement of the present
Constitution is that 6‘ the freemen of this Commonwealth shall be armed
and disciplined for its defence ;” the meaning of which is, that they are
at all times to be armed, not only on the day of parade, but always ; and
Well, sir, armed they never have been,
always to be under discipline.
and disciplined they never can be. Otherwise to a certain extent, adopt
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the system of volunteers.
And mh:~t is that? The most perfect of the
volunteer corps occasionallv take tile iicid : they march with knapsacks on
their backs, and encamp with ali the :ippurtenances and appearances of
war. They devote a number of daps i:l exb year to the service, and to
parade. Wow many dnys in the year wou’id VW take the poor man from
his labor, to employ him iu these miiitin t&titlings ? How many holidays that is, not working-days would you ?:.ke from him ? because, in
fact, you do so : since if he k!“,S not wten cl. accnrdincr i0 summons, he
must pay his fine. How many days then, c!Oyou ?a<e from him in the
la11and spring?
The poor man earns, say, ~1 dollar a day, and thrt
‘~%e man xhove him
amouot, three days in ezch year, is lost to !lis family.
suffers the same loss, because he pays i!lfZ fine9 but he canbearit better
than the other. You first take his iioiidav, Lrcause he wOu!d not g0 if
he cOu!d pay ; he loses his time :vhich i,c ii’is money, and his family loses
the mead which that money is to buy. Look as this operation, as it thus
presents i&elf to our minds, and see whether any thing Ought to be introduced into the Cons:irntion which shall oblige the Legislatcre to recognize
such a system. Come to t!le final resl~its :--and what are they ? A man
who can pay his fjnes, has no neetl to arm or discipline, and thus you
cO.me down at last with the acmal demands, to the man who cannot pa;;,
a~cl whose time and the labor of whose hands, is a!1 that he has to live
T-‘Y+ You compel him tO march out.
What have you gained by al! this 7. Is it not a sacrifice of sense t0
sollnd, and of substance to mere words ? Is it not a mockery ? Nay, is
it :mt worse than :x moc!tery, when we reflect that it is attended with pOsitrve ir!jury, and injury. 100, U~OII :!IOS~ lvho :,x least able to endure ix !
And when time o( war comes, as he said beibre, what advantagje haye YOU
derived ?
1~; great exigencies every man must come forward ; and of the fC2
TI’CSSof hands anal hearts in the United States tlmt woulJ offer themselves
ilt such
a time for the defence of their country, how many of them wOlI!d
have atrended the militia trainings ; or, of such, how ~Uzny ~vouitl -j-cii
depend opon? This appears to me to be oue of these things about which
we have continued to talk a ion: time, mii!lout possessing any very
lli%ZiJlCt
idea about it.
‘l’iere is truth and reality in the assertion, that it is better than a standNo man can
ing army in time Of peace. T fully concw in that opinion.
dOliLt
it.
But what standing arni~ i:::x vou occasion for in time of
prace’l except, perhaps, for a fe:l ;““:s v,:!licll are to be guarded, and
w!.ich will require but a few men fo, .x11. You want no standing army
:‘t:ve t;,rce, why, even in the distrssIn time of peace ; and as to actual rl-,*““’
sing a!ld thank&s service of t!le FlOrik!:: war, where there are 110honors
10 be gathered, where the soldier has to submit to every thing that is
:!lere YOU see how promptly volnndxegrceable and discouraging-even
teers have presented themselves frcom every part Of the Union within a
reasonable distance of the scene of action. Durins the icst war, the whole
land br;s:led with t+e bayonets Of volunteers.
I ou had a standing army
cluriqg the war. Kas it danserot;s? Piot at ai!. It was numerous, bet
the vo!un:eers were EQ mu& more num~o~~s, that no danger could be
apprehe:lded frOm it. I wili nOt go flirther in t5i.s ma:rer, except to sa:~,
ui!l
reduce
the
lbt
1 Will vote for t,‘:zt piopo*I?iO::. w!z!ever 11 is. hat
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demand on the time, and labor, 2nd monev qf the citizen for this mere
name, to the very minimum.
Let the milk be enrolled, if you please,
and postpone ali further proceedings until the necessities of our country
shall require some further steps to be taken.
AS to that particular class of our citizens who are more especially
roncerned in the settlement of this question, and whom I esteem and
respect as highly as any man cm. I will sav that, whatever relief may
have 1xr1~ tender4 to them, has been onlv an’incidentnl one, and I shall’
‘be glad to have them relieved even by an’ incident.
I shall be glad, and
sha;l lOOk Upon it as one of the good consequences flowing from some
,rstablishcd provision, that thcr shall not he annoyed as they have been
m times of profound peace. \qhen the time arrives that we are menaced,
lvhen danger is near and our common country is to be defended, then
every, man will agree that all must contribute-and
even those who have
conscientious scruples, although their scruples may be so far respected as
not IO demand that they should personally engage in that which would
violate their consciences -still they must contribute towards the support
of those who do personally defend their country.
They must pay their
share. I have no hesitation in going thus far ; but in time of peace, it
seems to me that it partakes too muc,h of the character of the system asit
has heretofore existed, to compel a man to pay who is conscientiously
~CrU\>U~iJLiS.

For these reaxms, Mr. Chairman, I prefer the amendment of the gen?leman from Yusquehanna, (Mr. Read) to the amendment to the amendment, which has been offered, and 1 shall accordingly vote against the
aine:Amcnt to the amendment.
%h. IfERRiLL, of Union Faid, that if he did not feel that he stood alone
in the House, and alone supported the proposition, he should 110t HOW
tresg:!ss on the time and patience of the committee.
He felt himself
compelled to coincide with much that had been said, as to inefficiency of
tile militia.
He hew the system was not such as it ought to be. But
SO far from instituting any iTnquiry into the origin of the evil, in order
what ;I proper and sufficient remedv might be applied ; it Freerned to him,
that the Course indicntcd by the arguments of gentlemen all round the
;I-Iooee. was calculated materially to increase that evil. He believed that
the inefficiency of the militia system, was to be attributed mainly to erronexus legislation, both by Congress and the Legislature of Pennsylvania.
We oug!lt to have, and it was perfectly practicable that we might have,
2s eflicient a militia, as the wants of the country would ever require, provided a proper course of legislation should be pursued. The feeling of
our people is in favor of the good republican doctrine, that the people
must be their own defenders ; and that no other doctrine could be acceptable to them so long as our republic esisted. Having, himself, always
en!ertained the belief, that the people owned the country, and that it was
t!:eir duty to protect it, he would not for a moment surrender that opineon, nor could he for a moment believe that true republican principles
cot:iri prevail in the minds of any portion of our citizens, who could forget
that ihcy had this great duty to perform.
Let our youth, as they arrive at
man!rood, he taught to reject at1 defence from Pr~txian
Guards, Strelitz
or Banisories ; from a!\ hireling auxiliaries by whatever name they may
be cal:ec! ; let them be tanght u:;der God, to re!y upon their own skill
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and bravery for the defence of the country, the common mother of us all
and there will be no difficulty.
The legislation of the country has been calculated to destroy this principle.
How 1 By the act of 1792, Congress provides for the enrolment
The necesof nearly two millions of men with our present population.
sities of the nation never has, and probably never will require one t.enth
part of that number. It was iutended hy the framers of the Constitution that
the enrolled militia should be armed at the public expense ; but to provide
The
arms for two millions of men was altogether out of the question.
revenues of the country would not bear the expense ; therefore, the whole ,
If Congress, who have the control of the
matter had been neglected.
whole subject, would pass a law requiring an efficient training for a fe,
years, say four or five years, (for we do not want men to be able 10 command the armies of a monarch) we should have no reason to complain.
It was the duty of the government to provide military instruction for the
citizens as well as any other kind of knowledge; but with the present
number of the militia, it was beyond the means of the government to
give proper instruction to the officers, or any at all to the privates.
All
this had a tendency to draw the minds of the people from the true prineiples of self-government and self-defence ; and to lead them to feel contempt for one of their most important institutions, because its practical
operation was not such as pleased them. It cannot be denied that this is
all wrong; and our State Legislatures have contributed largely to it.
They have come in aid of Congress in this matter. They are, however,
somewhat excusable from their want of power ; but they have made a
mistake in using the power the!; had. They have brought into existence
Men who have wez~!ttu
a corps of men who have exclusive privileges.
and ambition enough to arm and equip themselves in a particular manner,
are excused from the drudgery and mortification of a militia parade. and
their time reduced to less than one third of what the others are obliged to
devote to their irksome aud loathsome duty. The very elevation of rhe
volunteers tends to the degradation of the rest of the militia.
Put the volunteers back to the militia and reduce the number of the
whole to the wants of the country ; Pennsplvauia could never want more
than twenty or thirty thousand, and these could bc instructed in the
elements of military knowledge, so as to be equal at least to our present
volunteers.
They would be called on in regular succession ; and the whole able
bodied part of our population would be made to feel that they constituted
a part of t,he great national defence ; and they will feel themselves devoted
in their own estimation and in the estimation of others, in proportion to
the magnitude of the responsibility they have assumed. It wiil then be
In times
a repnbliean militia and there will be no exclusive privileges.
BienJ the
of public exigency, extend your enrolment up to forty-five.
prudence of age, the vigor of manhood, and the tire of youth, and you
will have a power for defence unassailable, for attack iiresistihle.
There is another objection to relying on volunteers under our present
law.
Think how many mourners the destruction of a 4ngle volunreer
company would make!
A whole generation of hopeful youth may be
cut OR in a single battle. If in peace they have exclusive privileges. in
time of war they have exclusive burdens. In a republic both are wrong.
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It may be thought that these considerations cannot have much to do with
the action of this Convention.
It may be so. But he did not wish it to
go abroad among the people, that this Convention was indifferent to the
instruction of all our citizens, so far at least as to give them the elements
of military knowledge.
As to the other part of the Constitution referred
to by the President of the Convention, that the government was bound to
diffuse knowledge to every class of her citizens, he would only ask how
far was it bound to go 1 Only to give the elements and then put them in
a condition to gain further information for themselves.
He was anxious
this should be the case in relation to the militia.
Give every citizen a
chance to qualify himself to be made a soldier, whenever his country
should require hts services.
But the question had been asked, where had the militia done any thing ?
They fought with credit during the whole of the last war, and during the
war of the revolution, the success of the good cause, under Providence,
often depended on the coura,ge and patriotism of a few militiamen,
If
instances were necessary, it might be asked, who are Jackson and
Brown ? and what kind of force did thev command 1 and where did they
Who under Harrison defended our long and wild
learn the art of war?
North-Western Frontier ? I see before me a member of this body, (Mr.
Clark, of Dauphin,) who was a brigade inspector of the militia of our
North-Western
border, and who, when Erie was threatened by tha
British, rode in twenty-four hours more than ninety miles, and distributed
his orders with such speed, that within two days, there were militia.men
at Erie, from the distance of fifty and sixty miles. His zeal and energy
and that of the men who obeyed his requisitions, is worthy of all praise,
and the document is recorded in the office of the Secretary of the Cornmonwealth, giving them the thauks of Governor Snyder and the thanksIn an especial manner is our worthy fellow member
of the country.
thanked for pledging his credit and his estate to raise supplies for those
patriotic men who had left their homes at a moments warning, and without the means of supporting themselves abroad ; and when it was out of
the power (as the same records shew) of both the General and State
Governments to send him money. At the very time when these militiamen saved our frontier, a regular army, formed on scientific principles,
must have been disbanded, if similarly situated. Instead of defending
the rights of our citizens, the regular soldiers must have become separated in bands of marauding and plundering banditti.
Circumstances like these can only happen in the militia of a free
people, and it is only a free people who can appreciate such patriotism.
They must have not only that knowledge to be gained from books and
theories ; but they require that practical experience which enables them to
apply their force to the right place.
But the time of adjournment had arrived and he could not continue the
argument, nor ask the committee to rise on his account.
The whole
argument from all quartets of the House had tended to encourage volunteers, and to lay aside the militia.
He objected to the system.
Whenever any considerable portion of the people come to think their aid in the
defence of the country not necessary, they must begin to think their stake
in it to be undervalued, and this is contrary to the plainest precepts of
If Congress would take time to remodel the system
republican equality.

I

according to th&suggeslions of a board of officers who examined the
subject some years ago, it might be vastly improved.
There was-not time now’ tddiscuss the question of conscientious scru-

ples. He did not believe the right of comcience to be an imperfect one.
We did not yield this right to society. One great object of entering into
.s,ocir9y was its preservation.
Qn Motion of Mr. MANN, the committee rose, reported
obtained leave to sit again ; and,
The Convention adjourned.

TUESDAY

AFTERNOON,

progress and

OCTOBER 24.

BISTH ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. CHAXBERS in the chair, for the purpose of considering the report
of the committee on the sixth article.
The question pending being on the motion of Mr. FULLER, to amend
the amendment offered by Mr. READ, by striking therefrom all after the
word $6the” in the first line, and inserting in lieu thereof, the words
following, viz : 6. Freemen of this Commonwealth shall be enrolled and
organized, to be armed and disciplined as may be directed by law.”
It was decided in the negative, as follows :
YEA*Messrs.
Banks, Bedford Big&xv, Brown, of Northampton, Clenvenger, Cummin, Fuller, Gilmore, Hastings, M’Call, Merrill, Nevin, Rogers, Smith, Smyth, Stick&
Sturdevant, Taggert, and Woodward-19.
Nnms-Messrs.
Agnew, Ayres, Barclay, Barndollar, Bnmitz, Bell, Biddle, Bonham,
Brown, of Lancaster, Carey, Chambers, Chandler, of Chester, Chauncey, Clapp,
Clarke, of Beaver, Clark of Dauphin, Clarke, of Indiana, Cline, Coates, Cochran, Craig,
Grain, Crawford, Crum, Cunningham, Curl& Darlington, Darrah, Denny, Dickey,
Dickerson, Dillinger, Donagan, Donnell, Dunlop, Farrelly, Forward, For&rod, Fry,
Gamble, Gearhart, Grenell, Harris, Hayhurst, Hays, HelRienstein, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester, High, Hopkinson, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll,
Jenks, Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Konigmacher, Krebs, Long, Lyons, Magee, Mann, Ma&,
M’Dowell, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merkel, Montgomery, Myers, Overtield, Pennypacker
Pollock, Porter,. of Lancaster, Porter, of Northampton, Purviance, Rogers, Read’
Riter, Ritter, Royer, Russell, Saeger, Scheete, Scott, Sellers, Seltzer, Shellito, Snively’
St&gem, Stevens, Thomas, Todd, Weidman, White, Young, Sergeant, President-91):

The question then recurring on the amendment offered by Mr. Rn~n,
to the fourteenth section of the report of the committee,, by striking out
di after the word ‘6 the” in the first line, and inserting in lieu thereof, the
words following, viz : “ Citizens of this Commonwealth shall’ be en&
led, and in case of threatened invasion or insurrection, shall be armed md
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disciplined for its defence ; a division of the question was called for to
The question was then taken upon this
end with the word $1citizens.”
branch of the amendment, and it was decided in the negative.
The question being then on the second branch of the amendment, in the
words following, viz : 6’ of this Commonwealth shall be enrolled, and in
case of threatened invasion or ksurrection, shall be armed and disciplined
for its defence.”
Mr. INGERSOLLasked for the yeas and nays, and they were accordingly
ordered.
The question WANthen taken on the second branch of the amendment,
and decided in the negative, as follo\vs, viz :
Y~..4s-?&dsrs Biddle, Brown, of Lawlnter. Corey. Ci:ipp, Cochran. &nn, Darlingnor,, Farrclly, Jenks, Mutin, ?!‘i)owell, Meredith. Fennrpwkcr.
Purvisncr, Reigart,
Rend, Royer, Rusd, Smith, Sniwly, ‘l%m~~s, h-OUI:~, ancl Sergcailt~ P:widm:--21,
Nau’s-Messrs. liqm?w. hyrw, Baldwin, Bmks, Bmc!ay, Barndoilsr. B:wcit~, Beiifod
Bell, Bigclow, ;tonham, Brown, of Xortn2mpton, Rrolm, of Philalelphia, Cnxt~ber:;,
Chandler, of Cixar,
Chaunccy. Fluke, ofscaser, C!ar!c, of Dwphin. Clark?. of Icdjana, Cleavingcr, Clihe, Coates, Copr, C::rir, C’rnin, C’rsv5?.!, IJuranin, Cur.r,in,;h,lm,
Carll, Darrah, Drm~-, Dickey, DvAwson, Dillinger, . . Dana,- in, Uorxe!:, Dunlop,
Forxxrd, F~ul!x.l,
Fry, Ful!er, Gam:Jle, Geilrhut, cI:lnior~~:.C:rennell. R&s,
KMlings, H;rvhurst. HBYR, HclS-n&n,
H~nd~reon, of Allr$rny,
Hci~derron. cat’Dauphin,
Hiester, ‘HigIl, Hopkinson, Hoapt, H$c, Iucwsnll. K&n. Ker~nrdy, KITT. Kociquch?r,
~::cbs, Lmr?;, T,yo:ls, i%gee, Mnim, hI’(Xxm, hI’Cd1, M’J!?erry, Mtvrili. MeAxI, ?+Io;ltgomcry, ?/lycrs, Xevir:. C)vcrSe!d, Pollock, Porter, of Lanrn9er, Porter. of Xorth.
aq,t&, Riler, Rittcr, Roger.5 S:Wgfr, scnectz, Scott, Sr:lt=ri, ScEtzcr, Sh&:,, P.-$h,
St,~ipx, Stcwns, Sticiie!, Sturdcrant, Tqqart, ‘i’odd, TYravcr. XVzidmti~, \V h::e ar,l

WOd\Y‘lId-IN.
IIr. PORT):R, of Korthanipton, moved to amei:d the fotirteen;k: seztiou
of the report ot’ the committee, !!v s:rikitjg out the wor~!s. ‘6 the Legislature may hereafter, by law dircc:,” a~:d msertil!g. “ is or ~!:a11be directed by law.”
$lr. p. esplained that the 0l:jcct of his amei;?.inei:t was is3 m&e
tl,e section provide for whatever hire&on migtt be given to an act oi Congress, or an act of the Legislature.
Mr. FORWAP.D, of Allegheny, ~ouid
suggest to the mover, whether
it would not be better to insert in his amendment the words. “ shall,
or may be.”
He (Mr. F.) thoaght that the amendme!lt did not read so
well without them. It seemed to him to bear rather the stamp of d~ctation to the Legjsiatcre, and a recogI:ition of the presect sys:em accomHe might perhaps, be
panied by a desire that it might be cantinoed.
l~~ist&en in his imprcs5lons.
&Ir. PORTER modiiie:! his amendment by striking out t:l.e words ‘6 is
_ be.”
or shall,” anil insertinc’3 5‘ ma>’
After a few words fxm ?IeSra. :~TF”ENS, FOP.WAllPs ?&i?.ZDETCE, .&NV
TEE, alld DUM,OP, as to the phra~eok)qy of t!,e amendmen;,
Tile question was taken 011t:l,e amendment, and it was agreed to,
&IF. BELL, of Chester, moved
to amend the sectEon by inserting aftrr
tlie word 6‘ law,” these word6 : “ Th9se who conscientiously scruple to
bear arms shall not be compelled to do so, nor shail they be compelled to pay an equivalent therefor, except in times of exigency, or
*Tar.”
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county, asked for the yeas and
Mr. M’CAHEN, of Philadelphia
nays.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, said, that it was with reluctance he rose to
renew the consideration of this important, though vexed question.
But
representiug as he did, a large class of persons who were deeply interested in its fate, he deemed it to be his duty, seriously to discuss the subject, and to ask for it a fair, candid and impartial examination.
It was
now fairly before the committee.
So prominently had it presented itself
to the attention of this body that the consideration of it had been anticipated. It had been incidentally discussed-when
other questions were
more immediately under consideration.
Every gentleman had then felt
sooner or later, he should have to meet it, discuss it, and decide upon it.
It was a question of vast magnitude, as it affected rights immeasurable,
except by that standard which is implanted in the breast of man by the
Creator: rights, not merely civil and political, but ,resulting from that
allegianee which is due from humanity to God. Regarding it in this
point of view, he would ask whether it ought not to be approached solemnly, and whether we should not cast away all prejudices, and eschew
all passions and everything
calculated to mislead the understanding ?
Whether we were not to look at the question, no matter what had been
said on the subject, fairly and honestly, and in the hope of at least, coming to a righteous judgment?
Such prejudices, he was aware he would
have to encounter. Such prejudices-if
he was correct in applying
them ,-but perhaps, it was too harsh a one; and if so, he begged pardon
of the committee.
However, to use the word in its mildest sense, he
would say that prejudices were held by some of the members of this
committee, resulting either from education, or their habits and morals,
and which made it difficult for them to appreciate the sentiments of those
who wete conscientiously scrupulous against bearing arms at any time.
What, he would enquire, was the question 1 It was simply this:
Whether those forming a part and parcel of the people of Pennsylvania,
who entertain religious scruples against bearing arms, should be placed
on an equality with our fellow citizena, who do not? We had heard
something here relative to privileged classes, and it had been intimated
that the memorialists asked for privileges, and to be placed above the
mass of their fellow citizens.
This is not the fact. The Friends
sought only to be put on the same terms as other persons of the community-. Why did he say so? Because by the fundamental law of
Pennsylvania, as it exists, the religious scruples of all men were respected, except in reference to the defence of the State.
If gentlemen would refer to the Bill of Rights, they would find that such was
the fact. He considered that those who had memorialized us, had made
nothing more than a reasonable request. They wished to be protected
equally with the rest of their fellow citizens.
Nor was this peculiar
scruple relative to bearing arms confined to one class of religionists.
It
had been asserted in the course of the discussion, that the large and respectable society of Friends were the only body that was demanding the
right which they claimed. This was not the fact, for a large society,
called Mennonists, also asked it. The amendment, now on the table,
embraced all classes of men, all sects, all religious denominations.
It extended protection to the whole community.
Besides those two
societies which he had named as claiming this right, there were many
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others. There was a large number of people in Lancaster and other
places, who entertained conscientious scruples against bearing arms.
A class existed, calling themselves German and United Brethren, which
would rather surrender all their worldly wealth than give up their notions in respect to bearing arms. He did not in the least object to the
He much preferred it in its present
wide scope of the amendment.
shape than if it were less general in its character.
What did we ask ?
He said zue, because he felt the honor of standing on this floor as the
advocate of thn melnorialists ; not that he entertained the scruples
which they did. What, then, he repeated, did we ask? Libertyreligious liberty-liberty
of conscience.
Nothing more than this.Freedom of conscience-to
pursue the dictates of our hearts, with a
religious intent- to worship God in our own way.
We asked to be
placed on the same foundation as we are in regard to liberty of speech
-to the right of acquiring property, and to the right of pursuing our
own happiness --all which righ:s are secured to us by the Constitution
of Pennsylvania.
Ho would re eat, that the memorialists asked nothing
more. The right of cons&m & was of more importance than any
other which he had mentioned, because the latter sprung from the
institutions of society, whilst the former origina.ted from the connection
which exists between the Deity and man. And, shall this protection,
asked for in this enlightened age, be refused on the ground that the feeling which originated the request is not entertained by the whole communitv 1 A meritorious, well-deserving and highly respectable portion of
the’ people had asked for it, and why should we not grant them it? It
had been said that this was a right subordinate to the right of self-defence,
-an indefeasable right as it had been called by the gentleman from
the city of Philadelphia.
It is implanted in the very nature of man,
and accordingly we were struggling for this right from the first dawn of
religious liberty.
Yes, whenever and wherever a ray of hght had succeeded the gloom which had overshadowed the world-men
had yielded
up their lives in thousands as martyrs. in the cause of religious liberty.
History was full of examples of the obstinate firmness with which men
had fought for this natural right. I.ook to France-to
the Waldenses
and the Huguenot, who turned every house in a fortress, and every site
into a battle field. In Ireland, the best blood had been poured out like
water, in the sacred cause. It had every where crimsoned the green
fields of the Emerald MC!. In England, t:le martyr had yielded up his
life at the stake, rather than surrender his religious belief. In Scotland,
the Presbyterians waged au obstinate and exterminating war in detnce of their creed, and to free themselves of the feiters -which their
JSnglish neighbors souglht to bind upon rhem. Men there, fled from their
homes, deserted the cottages of their affections, and abandoned the
proteclion of an organized government, because that protection
ws
accompanied by the assertion of a right to control the conscience
of the subject. A11 this was overwhelmi;lg proof that religious liberty
was felt to be dearer than life, aud would only be surrendered with it.
Bnt among the great illustrations of this truth, might be instanced the
facts attending the first settlement of Northern America.
Under the
most discouraging circumstances, thousands who had parta!ren of the
advantages of civilization, left the land of their fathers, and abandoning
t!re luxuries of polished life, withdrew from the baleful 61iade of ail
H

oppressive government, to seek a howiing wilderness, and such safety as.
tbev mirbt find at the hand 01’ tbo rude savage ; rather than endure the
d~&raCcm of B ri$c v:liic!l they insisted on a3 sacred. Bmone the-:
glories of the esriy history of the liberties of this country, was, that here,
f’reedom of conscknce \vv;i:j firs: pro~~!~~iu~eclas amoug the fundamental
p:ineipIes of its governments.
In the r+n of C!~arle~ 11, of England,.
12owEr
:: \Vil!iatns. aztualed by a liberality of I’eclirig in aJvx:ce of the
agT* 2nd 1~hich s!V:c!s lu?tre on his memory, established reiigious
as oui: of the pro:zinent chnracte~istics of the government he
likriy,
fcx;11&ti.
‘I’llis was so er:rly as the fourteentuh century, Charles II, and from tha*,to tint: tlie present, this feature of cnr polity, had been every where
c1;crisl:ed and fostered in <his country. The same principle was promulged
by Wlilinm Penn, s!lortly before he left !Lngl:mti for America. In the imle ixtrxment in which he delineated the “ frame” of the governp’.ih3b
hc ca~ug!~t,as a grand truth, which adment lx XXF &out to eAAish,
nuttec! 42 no contradiction, 4‘ ‘Ikt all men have a natural and intlefeasable
rip!lt, to n-orship Almighty God, arcrxdmg to the dictates of their own con
.~::ICI;CPS
; t!~t HOman WII, of rig-!lt, be compelled to attend, erect or support
acy plxe ot worship, or to maintam any ministry against his consent ; that
IX hnmw authority can, i?z any case whdez’er, control OT inlerfere will&
t,lr riy!it- $cc~~.~cleuce; and that no preference shall over be given, by law,
tr, 21:~ rei$ozs estabii&ments or modes of worship.”
‘I’be absence of all
r:cilt 10 ‘* contra; or interfere with the rights of conscience,” under any circ::!liStL!C(!s, is here as btre:i*.lousl>- ~lntl ~mphaticslly denied as is the posikc,!.. cut disported an!’ tvher:: within the broad borders of Pennsylvania,
’
14I.‘~ mx: can, u’i ri$t be compelled to attend, erect or support any
t1::1t.
pi-x 01 wors!Cp, o: to mamttln any mini;tr\; agkst his consent.”
This
crrrt:zt prlnci~~ie, tli>;s proclGned by Penn, and msistsd upon by his Gel:&
and hliO\~ cr3, !ind been fuliv car&xl out, and never violated, except so
inr as ii *~CIYLx linp&ed b;. t!lat clause in the existing Constitution of
Pecnsyiv::uia w<csr consicl.er:ltion, and lreel~ing this in view he might
assert, wi:l~uut li’ar of contradiction, that no authority can. or ought to be
to!eretcd bv wl~ich men may lx deprived of the right to fcllew the dictates.
ui’ their 0x7:n conkxces.
7’he memorinllsis zsl;ed for no privilege-no
franchise--as had bee!1
‘I‘hey demanded but a hare right, tlro possekon of whicll their
?&pi.
guawntied to them.
grest leader- thr fowder of tl;is C3m~no:?\vealtli-i;ad
If t!iev were here importuning for the grant of an exc!usive privilege,
for soiietbing 3ot possessed by other ci‘iizens, be would be the Iast man
to skmd lxre as their advocate ; but they desired nothing more than the
introductioll of a &use, to some estent, prw!Gbiting Ihe enactment of
lans interftring with the w!igious srruplt:s they entertained, and this
~:a’: nothiilg mow than was already secured to their fello~~s. This W:S
asserted as a principle in tile Constitution of 1776, and repeated in the
existing Bill of Rights.
It was, perhaps, snflicient, merely to call artenuon to ihe fact, that from the first settlement of Pennsyivania, down to
tfle present moment, it bad been observed as a rule not to be controverted,
that no IZW should be ma&, having the slightest tendency to interfere witi or control freedom of conscience, except in the particular
instance of which, as seemed to hm, the memoriaLs+~ So just!!- eomp.mt!

The principle, he therefore contended, was at the foundation of otir
krscituttons, that there was no pu\ver in our goccmment to intetlere with
be r:ghts of co:xxicrux.
If this pririx2il:le wx correct, aud none here
uyn~ld deny it, what was t;ie ques:ion for this C:onV~litioU to decide ?
simply this : do sily, por;iou of our i:llo;v cilizens entcrxin coikentious
scrupies ag~zinst pC~fUrilliilg iil2it.L:)~ duty, or i.i it m:roly an atikctation of
;I scruple, 011timir par;., to avoid the burden 2nd !~:iz:trd of bearing arms ?
Wheu we 130kcd to this quc5:ica , ive !coultl find Ii:31 it was one merely
1%ere their professions sincere 1 Have those n-ho have
of veracity.
given us, for so many ;voars, proof upon proof of their sincerity, 3nd
who llaw suffered t!rems:lves, for ihe s&e of their reii@ous scruples, to
be rcrilcd anti opprc.sseJ, beei ai! ttiis time practicing deceit 1 If their
scruple was au honest one, they had a right tu maintain it, and xve
were obliged to secure them in the right by the aid. of the lam. Sir, said
Mr. I?. in aking for the iuscr;ion of t!~is protective provision in the Constitution, it is not nacc.+sa;~ytl:at I sl~ouli! x&r to tlie character of the
largest society which claunb exemption from mikxr;: service. If they
were here for an exclusive favor, it mi;!tt be nectzxarj: to speak of them
moral aud social worth, and of t 11e.gicat huefits wnich they had con.
ferred upon Pf3llilSylVaIlia, ant! the nnportant lxlrt they had acted in the
It might, too, be necessary to
establishment of our fife iostitutions.
follow them into tlie fricml!y ai:J benevolent circle of their domestn;
1-3Lll, it was a rigi;t, anti not a privilege, which they asked,
rettrement.
ad lie, thereiore, forbore. iL.tl ITC :!:ry eridcncc. Ite asked, escept our
0~11 asser:iolrs, that tltey arz iujinc(:<e in the scruples which they proIi1 the Conslitutiim. as it no\v stood, there cvas at
fess to entert:k.
least a practical recognition of the lxiucipie for which he conknded, and
though it did not go so far as was tleinatlded, yet it furnished a proof that
respect had been paid to t!ie fact, that a portion of our l’el!oxv citizens
eutcrtnined an honest sernple in regard to bcariug xms.
It remained to
Inquire, what. Was tilt: Cxtelll Of tlliJ scrup!e. Uid it go beyond mere
personal service?
If it did, it \F;ls entitled to our rerpcctful consideration. If gcutlcincn Would turn to the memorial, they \vouid find
that their scruples extended to the payment of an equivalent for service,
arid they put it on tl;o n,~mral grc;uutl that, being averse to mar, they
were opposed to the menus by which a state of war might be created
They asked to be relkved not only frown the duty of
and maintained.
bearitlg arms, but from l!lu equaliy odious nccessily of paying an equivalent for it. \Vas it fur us to stay that this scruple vias affected ? Should
we set up a stnndar~ for other m~n’s consc~euccs, and pronounce that
his or that scruple of couscience is unreasonable I The members oI
this religious, v orthy and respectab c socie?y, sav that they enterlain
scruples of conscieuce equally strong a@nb! lxrymg an equivaieut, as
against bearing arms. how, the prtnci;>le ~hlca he had before indicated
was strong enough to protect every scruple which might he professed.
It extended to one case as weil as to the other. If the scruple was sincere
we were bound tJ recognize it, and protect t!mm in it ; and we had no
right to pronounce that it is unreasonable.
He might, perhaps, ask?
but. he did not do it, that any society os individual should be exempt,
under th.: rrghts of conscieuce, in time of danger and of war, from per.
sonal service or the payment of a:1 equivJent. They had a rivkt to Come
ia and.&maiid
ttis, but that question was stxr2unded w-i% SD tnanr
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difliculties, th:it they wnived it altogether, 2nd only asked to be exemptctl
in time of profound pence. But, when the exigencies of wnr should
require it, they remain like other citizens, subject to the demand of the
If the
government upon them for personal service or its equivalent.
question was between convenience aud inconvenience, who would hesitate
io his decision ? If t!nc question be between ri,ght on the one side and
mere inconvenience on the other, would the argument resulting from inconvenience defent the prayer of the petitioners, and deprive t!iem of a
right which from the origin of our Constitution, h:id been held sacred.
As to the frauds which were anticipated by some gentlemen, no man
wobl!d, in time ef peace, resort to fraud for t:le purpose of procuring an
exemption, and in time of war, it rvoulcl nor arni!. ‘i’hen, nit classes
world be on the same footing, and be compelled to renc!er personal serAli they asked wns freedom from the burvice or an equivalent.
den and vexation of this duty in time of pence, when their csemp
Wha;
iion could be productive of no ill etlkts.
though one half or
three-fourths of the people should, in timt of l~~c:c, affect n scruple in
Would the countrv lose any thing bv it ?
order to avoid militin training.
zdvaurage would be derived from 111
e cor;tincance of the militia
mat
trainings, even though every citizen attended them ! In time of war
when their services were wanted, there would be no room for fraud or
the Aegation of any scruples, -for no one will be exempted, except
This feature ~3s not a novel one in
iip0Il the payment of an equivalent.
our Constitution.
Th’ IS was not the onlv State in the Union which had
set an example of freeing horn the burden of militia service, the tender
ronsciences of their citizens.
The Constitution of Vermont, provides
Court,
hi *LQuahrs and Sh&ers, the Judges of tile Supreme Ji:dki4
and the ministers of tlte C’lospel,” may be exempted from militia duty.
The Constitution of Xcw Hampshire. ~2:;s : “ iSo person who is consciectiousl~y scrupulous. about the lawfulriess of !jearihg arms, shall be
s:~mpc;led tkerero, provided he will’p:rp an equiralent.‘~
We find, t,hcrefffre. !li?t other States recognize the exkenrae of these
s~rup!es and protect them. Should we then, w!lo.-e State wm founded by
ti;:s very scrt w!rich demands the exempiion, and who see ever-v where
couud :hern the evidences oftheir patriotism and worth, should we be be:nnd others in maintG:ring the sacred principle oP freedom of conscience,
which bv this sorie;\r 13:IS laid at the follndation ot’ ocr institntions.
Should i!te propositicrn w!iich he h:td oflkretl succeei!, any defect which
imqht arise in its oper3:ion , might be remedied by the Legislnturr.
If
~rviiiulent evasions were practits3d under it. the !am would provide means
:;lr tkeu detection and lmrtishn~ent. AIe:r inconvenience ought. not to
:W urged as 31~ohstinle to the adoption of the proposition.
!)ne rvord in reply to the sentlcnian from F:ani;lin, ($1:. DildOp) Wbn
De argued, th;lt as the hnSCl6Ution
sxgges:ed a constitutional d;ficulty.
): ihcUnited states gave Cougress the power to s.rm 2nd organize the mili22. and call t!lem into service ; any provision by the States t’0r rhe ercmp
tion of 3ny parl!cular class from militia service, would be 5n infraction of
r.ile Constitution.
In his very ingenious argument, he mentioned that this
.,eing 3~ exclusive power of the General Government, ail the provisions
made in relation to the same subject by the States were null and void.
.?f the gentleman would read the case of 2Gore and Houston, he wauld
Z:id that the power is concurrent between 11etrvo jurisdictions.
I!’ Coa-
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grcs6 choose to exercise the power, then our State Legislature upon the
subject must succumb to the superior authority of the (:oositution of the
United States. But there could be no difficulty in our exercising the
power, while it was not exerted by Congr,ess. Mr. Bell concluded by
expressing the hope that the further consideration of this subject by the
committee would clear it. of all doubt and difficulty, and that the reasonable demand of the memorialists would he complied with.
Mr. WOODWAHD said, hc had refraiued from taking any part in this
debate while it related exclusively to the organization of the militia, a
subject of which he had no particular knowledge.
But the committee had
Having rejected all the amendments
now arrived at a differetit question.
which have beeu offered, we had come back to the report, and it was proposed to modify this in the manner suggested by the gentleman from
The proposit,ioti went to exempt all persons professing consciChester.
entious scruples, from military service and from paying an equivalent
therelor except in times ol” war. He was opposed to the introduction of
The Constitution of 1790
any such provision into the Constitution.
contained a provision, which had been stricken out on the motion of the
gentleman from the county. (Jfr. Brown) to this effect-that those who
conscientiously scruple to bear arms, shall not be compelled to do so, but
shall pay au equivalent f<Jr personal service. I voted against the motion,
for I saw no reason for striking out that provision.
It was, however,
done by the assistance of those gentlemen who have the most direct interest in this question, and now we are asked to go further and to cxonerate those professing coriscieutious scruples, from all military taxation.
He called it taxation, because it was a mode of compelling men to coutribute to public burdens.
SiG said Mr. W. 1 have always been taught that peace is the time to
prepare for war, but how can you prepare for war without money, which
is its sinew ? We are called on to exempt a body of people from the payment of the taxes iu a time of peace, which are necessary not only to
prepare for war but to prevent it.
‘J’hese military fines or taxes, as he called them, went into the Treasury
for tLe use of the Government, and he was opposed to exempting any
class of citizens from their payment.
It seemed to him we should be
doing great injustice to our citizens at large, and violence to our best interests, should we yield to any class or portion of the people, however respectable, entire exemption both from military service and its pecuniary
During the progress of the debate, we had heard a great deal
equivalent.
of the freedom of conscience. He concurred in all that gentleman had
rsaid of the freedom of conscience and the sacredness of conscience, and
he was unwilling in any manner to interfere with the full enjoyment of
his rights of conscience to which every human being was entitled, but it
struck him that the rights of conscience were well enough secured by the
Constitution as it stands, and that this demand for further provision in behalf of conscience, which the Friends are now pressing on us as a matter
of light- for the gentleman from Chester demands it in their name as a
matter of right-is-quite
unnecessary ancl a novelty in Pennsylvania.
I
can understand how a man may have conscientious scruples against,beac
ing arms for the purpose of takmg away the lives of his fellow men, and
there is much reason for being asked to excuse that peaceful sect from
such a. duty ; but, when Government asks an annual contribution either in
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services or money for the purpose of preveniing all necessity for violence
and force, I cdn not, air, understand how it is a case for tender couscienees,
nor why both money and services should be forbid by conscience. It is
8 new case-firto me a novelty.
Geatlemeh have referred to Penn’s Charter, wherein, as in our bill of
Every man
rights, the freedom of conscience is abundantly guarantied.
is permi,tted to adopt whatever religion and creed he pleases, and to worship Almighty God according to the dictates of his conscience, and no
man is permitted to molest or make him afraid; but no where in Penn’s
Charter, in our Constitution or laws, do you find the principle recognized
which is now sought to be introduced.
Exemption from taxation is the
last thing he would ever have expected the Quakers to ask for. Their
history informs me, sir, that they have always: regarded it as a religions
duty to contribute to the support of the Government under which they
lived, and that conscience, instead of interposing to shield tbem from the
demands of Government, has bound them to a strict and faithful discharge
of all the obligations of good citizens.
In Proud3 History of Pennsylvania, gentlemen will find the following account of the ideas which this sect
used to entertain, if they do not still, of their duties to Government.
‘*Their great care and strictnes s, in rendering to C;2sur, according to
their manner of expression, that is to the Goven~~nf,
its dues; in the
punctual payment of taxes, cnstoms, and discouraging all illicit and clandestine trade; and in being at a word in their dealings :-Insomuch,
that, in their particular advice3 to their brethren they say :--‘*As the
blessed truth we profess, teacheth us to do justly to all men;in all things;
even so more especially, in a faitfifirl
subjection to tf:e Government. -i,n
all godliness and honesty ; continuing to render unto the King what is hrs
due, in tases and customs, payable to him according to law.“---“For
our
ancient testmony bath ever been, and still is against defrauding the King
of any of the above mentioned partirulars, and against buying goods reasonably snspccted to be run,“--“or
doing any other thing whatsoever to
the injury of the King’s revenue, or of the common good, or to the hurt
of the fair trader ; so, if any person or persons, under our name or proor
fession, shall he known to be guilty of these, or any other such Ch~?8
o&%ces, we do earnestly advise the respeotive montltly meetip?gs (bereafter explained) to which such o$%aclcrs belong, that they severely reprimand, and tespLxy ngnl,zst such offender, and tbeir unwarrantable, clanbeing under great obligations of
destine and unlawful actions” -we
gratitude, as well as rlu~r~, to manifest, thnt zoe are CIStruly conscientious
to render to Czsar, tlzc things that are Czsar’s, as to support nny other
branch of our christiun tmtimony.”
And so great was the importance
of this afYair with them, that an annual enquiry was regularly made
through all parts of the British dominions, where they had members of
society, whether the purport of these advices were duly put in practice,
or not, and to enforce the same.”
I have always supposed that these people were to be looked to for good
examples of cttizenship as well as for all the other virtues, and never
before did I hear that conscience had taken alarm at the ordinary and reasonable demands of the kind and paternal Government we enjoy.
Why,
sir, where is this principle of exemption, if once adopted, to stop ? The
Legislature of this State may think it necessary in times of profound peace
to buy arms and munitions of war -to organize and drill the militia-m
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encourage volunteer corps and to make large preparations cgainst 1?lC1iOUr
iill this will require money, ar:tl who sh7ll con?rihuX
of need and peril.
it? Since these prepxations point to war, ihc Friends cannot conscientiously contrib:lte and they must be esempted,
you
say. But XlOihf3
xxi
another class of commrrnity come forxxd
with the same plcn oi conscience, arid, on the same principle, thy too must he esem$xl fr:)m 21
participation in these arrnngcments-this
pcxe cst:lblishn7-ct-rlnrl
iir,:all:,’
,it is discovered that the State cannot be armed arxl put into xn :ittim!e of
tlefence at all. What then is to become of her ? JVhy, sir, xtr would ?e
inevitable.
Our feeble condition would attract assar2ts and that qrcctest.
of human calamities would be certainly brought on us by iile ~CIIL~P; FOTIsciences of the Commonweaith, which refused to keep np a:1 ability of :!nSupi>oSCdor
fence. True humanity might tlicia!c the preparations I h;l~
more, and they should 11avc?!ie elyect to deter hostiiity, prevent blo&!:eti
and preserve peace. ‘rile gentleman from the citp of Phi!adelphi;k, (31r.
Scott)
11% ShOWi
c3ncllisivCly IloW extensl ‘iY!lV tile fart of 311 or:i;:ni7fd
military force had opcr:!.ted with the enemy &ring the last war and :lo~:
salutary such impressions ma7; prove i!l future. But you lose the bcxfit
of sucL impressions on the n~intl of an enemy when you deny to tl:c >:*vcrnment. the means of makiug the requisite prcperationr, ~&I if fo:t
&use those who arc coc5cientiously scrupulous, not the i&nkers only,
but the >Ienonisis, the YDnnkcrS and perhaps every man ol’ any rcliginus
creed, may claim ihc benefit of the exemption, so that your govermne!:t
will become dcfenc:eIess and powerless.
Without a formal renunciation of its authority, and \vvithoni open rcsistance to its demand?, it will be left at the mercy of any fde who may choo::t
to atlack it from without, or of any enemy within its bosom, who mav dcsire torentl and overthrow it. Now, sir, I have showK from Proud’s His:or;<
what the opinions of the society of friends are, in respect to public (:o:iirlbutions ; and I find, in the Constitution of 1776, the principle rdoptei!
and recognized under m!lich they seem always to have acted. ‘i’llr: 3t!1
section of that Constitution is in these words : CLEverv mem!xr of socie!v
bath a right to be prot.ected in the enjoyment of lift: liixrty, 2nd p:o@
erty ; and therefore is bound to contribute his proportio!; ?orvnrc’:s ;!:e
expense of that protection, and yield his personal service when nccessary, or an cquivxlent thereto; b.ut no part of a man’s property ~‘:ln 5e
justly taken from him, or applied to public uses, without his own consent
or that of his legal representatives ; nor cau any man, who is conacirntiously scrupulous of bearin, (T arms, be compelled thereto; nor are ?he
people bound by any laws but such as they haye, in like manner, assexed to for their common good.”
Mr. (:hairman, this is wholesome doctrine, and these are the princ!piss
They pervade all ocr institutions ; and I had ho,?ed
of Pennsylvania.
t!ley mere cherished hy all our people, I would respect conscientious
scruples against bearing arms, where they are siriccrely entertained, 2nd
would not ask any man, in peace or war, to take up arms against his conscience; hut then he should pay a pecuniary equivalent, such as ‘he
government might assess. This is all that has ever been demanded;
and this seems most reasonable and just. I have looked in vain in o;:r
own plans of government and Constitutions, and in the Constitutions of
other States, for any such entraerdinary immunity as is now asked lirr .I
part of our fellow citizens.
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I3ut we are told we must not undertake to judge of men’s conscinces ;
and it is more than intimated, that to argue a,rrainst this ‘6 dcmantl” of
conscience, is to trespass on holy ground. I agree that consrience is
a sacred right; but when I am asked to vote for exempting a large class
of our most opulent citizens from the contribution to public burdens
which other ciiizens have to make, on the grouutl that conscience iorbids them to contribute, may I not inquire, if it is a case for conscience ?
If anenlightened conscience ought, or can, interpose a plea in bar in such
a case ? It seems to me to fall peculiarly within the scope of our duties ;
and I should feel that uur constituents had reason to complain, if we
yielded to this mild ‘6 demand”
without investigating it closely and
severely.
I know the proposition is often stated in this form: “ It is wrong to
take human life. And it is the same thing to pay another for taking it
as to take it ourselves ;” and in this way it is supposed the argument
is just as strong against paying pecuniafy equivalents for military service, as it is against performiug the scrv1ce. Now two things are forgotten by this argument: First, that tile pecuniary equivalent is for the
general pWrpo8es of the government ; and, secondly, that all military
service, as well as pecuniary equivalent:, , are designed 10 assist to ptoserve peace, and not to protnotc war. Peace is the state our country desires. War is a calamity, and government must be trusted with the
means of averting it, Il’ government finds military preparations ,to be
the most effectual means, where is there room for conscientious scruples
against co-operating with government 1
There is another view of this matter to be taken. The people who
have sent in their petitions here, asking for this exemption, are among our
most opulent citizens, and have a large amount of property to be protected by the government.
Can they cnnscientiously ask for pro:cction,
when they refuse to furnish means ? Protection and allegiance ale recip
rocal duties ; and it seems to me that the law of allegiance binds every
citizen to a dischurge of all his obligations to the government which gives
him protection, until he is ready to transfer himself to another asylum.
Surely, while a body of men ask and enjoy protection from the government for their persons and property, it would be unwise to give them
the power, by an aflirmation of conscientious scruples, to absolve themselves from their reciprocal duties to the government.
I have an objection to ahe amendment, founded on its generality.
Nobody but the society of Friends is asking for this exemption ; and it
it is to be granted, let it he to them specially aud alone. The amendment
goes to exempt every body who may profess conscientious scruples. Let us not outrun the expectations of the public by offering universal exemption from taxation ; but if we are to have a select and privileged class among LIS, let ~1s name and specify them in our Constitution,
so it may be known who are intended to be benefitted.
In the first establishment of a privileged order of men, we ought to be more exact and
specific than the amendment is ; and iE gentlemen insist on pressing it, I
hope they will make it so.
On motion of Mr. DARLINGTON, the committee then rose and reported
pro,aress, and obtained leave to sit again.
The Convention adjourned.
Y
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Mr. DUNLOP submitted the following resolution :
Rewlved, That as soon as the present article is passed upon in committee of the
a!~&, that all further proceedings towards amendments of the Constitution shall cease,
and that the Convention will proceed to consider,upon second reading, those which hare
:tircatly been acted on in committee of the whole, so that a speedy adjournmeet of this
body may be e&ted.
The resolution having been read,
Mr. DUKLOP moved the second reading, and asked zfor the yeas and
nays on this motion, which were ordered.
‘Ihe question was then taken on the second reading,
the negative, as follows :

and decided in

Yus-Messrs.
Agnew, Baldwin, Chandler. of Chester, Channcey, Cochmn, Cope,
Crai;, Dariington, Dickey, Dillingcr. Dunlop, Harris, Lon,q, M’Sherry, I&will, Pennypacker, Reigart, Royer, Seager, Scott, Serrill, Snively, Thomas, Todd, Weawr, Sor.geml, I’r&&/il-26.
n’ars-Messrs.
Banks, Barclay, Barndollar, Barn&, Bell, Biddle, Bigclow, Bonham,
Druunl, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Carey. Chambers. Chandler. of Philadelphia, Clapp, Clarke, of Bcnver, Clark, of Dauphin, Clark% of Indiana, Cleavinger,
Cline, Coates, Grain Crawford, Crum, Cummin, Cunninglvam, Curl& Darrah, Dickrrson, Donagan, Donnell, Forward, Foulkrod, Fry, Fuller, Gamble. Gcarbart, Grenell,
Haitinga, Hayhurst, Hays, Hellliinstein, Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiestcr, High, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll, Jenks, Krim, Kennedy, Kerr, Konigmachcr, Krebs Lyons, Magec, Mann, Martin, M’Cahen, M’Call, M’Dowcll, Merkel, Mont
gomery, Myers, Overfield, Pollwk, Porter, of Northampton, Pur\iance, Read, Riter, Roe
gus, Russell. Scheotz, Sellers, Seltzer, Shellito, Sill, Smyth, Stickel, Sturdevnnt, Taggnrt
Weidmm, White, Woodward, Young-ES.
.

“.

SIXTH ARTICLE.

The Convention

again resolved itself into committee of the whole, Mr.

CHAXBERS, in the chair, for the purpose of considering the report of the

committee to whom was referred the sixth article of the Constitution.
The question pending, being on the motion of Mr. BELL, to amend
the fourteenth section by inserting after the word “law” in the third line,
the following, viz :
‘6 Those who conscientiously scruple to bear arms, shall not be compelled to do so, nor shall they be compelled to pay an equivalent therefor,
except in times of exigency or war.”
Mr. DARLINGTON requested the indulgence of the committee for a very
moments, while he onlv briefly stated such views as had occured to him,
in reference to this subject. It seemed to him that there was a disposition in the committee to discuss the question of conscientious scruples,
in this place. Although he thought that a wider scope for this discussian
would be presented when the Bill of Rights should come up for consideration ; yet, if it was the sense of tile committee that the discussion could
with more propriety be carried on now, he hoped to hear from gentlemen
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all that could be hid on the subject. It was probable that the committee
were in some measure, influenced by the fact, that in the old Constitution;
~a clause of this character was originally reported in the Bill of Rights,
and was afterwards transferred to the sixth article. This was done after
the Convention had been for some time in session, and fhe Convention’
had adjourned until a later period of the year. After the adjournment,
and before the Convention met again, the memorial of the society of
Friends was sent in, and the prayer of that memorial was acceded to by
inserting this provision.
It was thought proper to transfer the provison to
the place where it now stands. From various conversations which he had
with gentlemen, and from observation of the desire exhibited by the committee, it seemed to him to be the pleasure of the committee to settle the
question here, and not to hriug the provision intu the Bill of Rights. He
cared not where it found a ‘place, so that the clause was inserted somewhere. The matter seemed to be narrowed down to t!re single question,
whether conscientjnus scruples against bearing arms do exist in any class
of our citizens ; &I, if so, whether such scru,ples deserve respect at our
hands. Could there be any doubt in tlm mmd of any man, as to the
existence of such scruples ? Was there any one who could hring himself to the belief that it was merely a fallacy and deiusion.
Was their
any one who had read the history of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
as it was to be found in the annals of her legislation, and could come to
the conclusion that there existed no such thing as conscientious scruples ?
Was it not for this that our forefathers fled from a land of persecution,
and settled themselves down here 1 What was almost the first step
which they took after their arrival in this country, but recognition qf these
conscientious scruples ? In the charter of privileges granted by William
Penn, this priuciple is recognized in the strongest terms. Tu the first
proceeding of the Legislature of this Province, in 3765-6, we find a spe-.
By a reoial enactment, recognizing and tolerating this espress right.
ference to a law passed long before any other c!larter of rights but that
granted to William Penn, the following enactment would be found.
*‘Because no people can be trulv happy though nuder the greatest enjoyment of civil liberties, if abridied of the freedom of their consciences,
as to their religious professions and worship : And Almighty God beiug
the only Lord of conscience, father of l$hts and spirits, and the author
as well as object of divine knowledge, fault and morsbip, who only doth
enlighten the minds and persuade and convince the uuderstandings of the
people ; I do hereby grant and declare, that no person or persons, inhabiting on the province or territories, who shall confess and arknorvledge
an Almighty God. the creator, upholder and ruler of the world, and profess him or themselves obliged to live peacably under the civil government, shall bc in any case molested or prejudiced in his or their person or
estate, because of his or their conscientious ~~ersunsion or practice, nor
be compelled to frequent or maiutain any religious worship, place or
ministry, contrary to his or their mind, nor do or suffer any other act or
thing, contrary to their religious pursuasion.”
Could there be auv
Did this provision mean any thing or nothing?
doubt on the subject in the mind of any man? As to whether it be B
part of the religious creed of the society of Friends, to bear their testimony against war and fighting, we are not called on to determine. There
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was no? any question of that kind before us. It awcld he found that at
so early a period of our hirtory as 170.5, the Legislnrure of Pennsylvania
did conceive it proper to secure the inviolibility
of conscience to those
who protiisred to be members of this societv, as mnv be seen hy the followinE extract from the law concerning liberty c;f consciences, p:assed
in 1705.
who shall profess and declare that t!~cp will lire peacea“ Ko person
bly under the civil government, shall in any c.lse he molested or pr$udited for his or her csnacien!iozt.s p~~~~~~sioizs, &r.”
Shortly afterwards, in the year 1718, this principle was carried still
further by the I+$:-lntul ‘0, in the act for the advancement of justice, section 3, wherein it is enacted as fol!ows:“All and all manner of crimes and offcnces, kc. shnll and may he
cnquired of, heard, tried, and drterminctl hv judges, justices, inquest? and
witnesses, qualifying thcmselvcs nccortlinq to thrir conscir7~~iOZts IjeTs~asion reelxctively, eit!ler by klriug a corpoxli onth, or 1)~ tile sokmn
afErmaliim allowed by act of Parliament, to those caliecl Quakers, in
Great Britain, &c ”
Here again the Legislature recognized this principle. !Icre it would he
found that one hundred aid twenty years ago, the principle of cor,xiento the Friends
tious scruples, rccarding the taking of oaths, in reft,rf:l?ce
alone, r,r very frv others, VW scrnp~~lonsly regarded hy the LeGlature
of the Province. and embodied into laws which have continued to this
to tlicsc
i::Cmces
day
to be lanctmarlis
; nor need \ve confine ourseivcj:
alone. In every step in the formation of our g:jvrrnmC’nt, the s:mx principle is rrco,rn&d.
In the Constitution of 177U, we find it laid down,
in the dcr:l:iration of rights, as follows :
‘6 That all men have a natnml anti un3Iienablc TiElIt to v:orship Al“ mighty God according to the dictates of their 0Gn consciences
and
“ understanding, and tllat no man ought,, or of right can !x compc-iled to
6‘ attend anv religious worship, or erect or snpport any place of worship,
“ or m:li&in any ministry. contrary to or against his own frcz mill and
‘1 consent ; nor can anv man who k.Anomleges the heinq of a God, he
‘6justlv deprived or :&idgcd of anv civil right as a citizen on account of
“his religious sentiments or pcc,;liar mode of religious worship ; and
“ that no authority can or ought to ix v&et1 in, or as&met1 by any person
‘I whatever, that shall in anv case interfere with, or in any n1:mner control
‘6 the right of conscience in the free cxercisr: of religious” worship.”
Now. it was thus laid down that no man ~llould be deprived of any right,
If he should fail ts show that
on account of his religious sentiments.
this conscientious scruple to hear arms, was a religious sentimrnt in those
who
belonged to the society of Friends, then his argument based on this
declaration iu the Constitution of 1776, could amount to ,nothing. Cut
if he should succeed in showing that it was a religious spntimcnt, a part
of the creed of this class of our ciiizens, then we must renounce all these
principles which our fathers had laid down, if we refuse to respect itThe same principle is again laid down in the Constitution of 1790. At
evey step thereupon we may trace the fact, that conscientious scruples
against bearing arms in those who profess to belong to the society of
Friends hare been respected by those who have settled the gQ.:ernment
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of the Commonwealth.
In the Constitution of 1790, we have the sacred
principle established : “That no man can of right be compelled to at6’ tend, erect or support any place of worship, or to maintain any ministry
“ against his cousent, that no human authority can, in any case whatever,
No man therefore
a6control or interfere with the rights of conscience.”
can be compelled to any particular form of worship, or to support any
which he does not conscientiously believe to be right. The Constitution
of 1790, contained no such clause as the present. Mr. D. here made a
reference to the memorial of the Friends, to show that in its langmrge
it entirely harmonized with that of the charter of privileges, and that
therefore no objection could be urged against it, to which the charter
itself was uot liable. To sustain that position, he read au extract from
the memorial of Friends.
Now he would ask, what was the conscientious practice; what the
conscientious persuasion of the society of Friends ‘! He spoke in refcrence to the Friends alone, because his argument would cqunlly app!p to
any other sect, or to every other individual holding conscientious scruples. If then every individual in the community, no matter liovv low his
station, since this colony was settled, had been considered as deserving of
such regard, and had been protected in his conscientious privileges and
practice, were we now about to retrace our steps to those dark and barbarous ages when no human right was recognized, except the right of the
strongest ? He trusted there was no such disposition in this body. If
there were any who entertained conscientious scruples, he hoped these
scruples would be protected and respected, unless they should come in
competition with tlie public safety. He made this exception, because he
feit free to admit that the public necessity was superior to all law. Conscientious scrupics. in times of public danger, must give way to pubiic
necessity.
The principles of toleration which he had explained ~~2s not
only to be found in the Legislative history of Pennsylvania, and in her
Constitutional code, but in the Constitution of every State, even where
the society of Friends were scarcely, if at all known, those who cntertamed concientious scruples had been exempted from military duty.
There was but one instance to which he would refer, which would, he
believed, convince the committee, if any thing would, of the propriety
In Tennessee, where perhaps
of continuing this principle of toleration.
there was no such person as a Quaker known, it had been tbought necessary, by a special provision in her Constitution, to make it imperative on
the Legislature to exempt those who had conscientious scruples on the
subject, from the necessity of bearing arms. The 8th article of the Constrtution of ‘I’ennessee, contained this clause on the subject : “ Legislature shdpass laws exempting citizens belonging to any sect or denomination of religion, the tenets of which are known to be opposed to the bearing of arms, from attending private and general musters.”
Thus it would be seen that the Constitution of Tennessee did not ever;
leave it discretionary with the Legislature, but made it imperative on that
body to pass Iaws exempting from muster such persons as entertained
religious scruples. This was going as far as any other Constitution had
gone, if not farther. In many of the books he saw this principle of toleration recognized, although in our Constitution, it is coupled with a
clause -a dark spot in our organic law-compelling
the Legislature to
exact an equivalent.
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The Constitution of Maine, article 7, section 5, runs thus:--” Persons
of the denomination of Quakers and Shakers, justices of the supreme
judicial court, and ministers of the gospel, may be exempted from military duty, but no other person of the age of eighteen, and under the age
of forty-five years, excepting officers of the militia who have been honorably discharged, shall be so exempted, unless he shall pay au equivalent,
WI be fixed by law.”
Here the language makes it imperative, or at least holds out a strong
invitation to the Legislature to make such exemption : but when such
ThUO,
exemption is made, there is nothing said about an equivalent,
Maine and Tennessee have adopted the same broad basis In Maine too,
there were (&lakers, and Shakers and ministers.
Perhaps only the Quafrers and Shakers entertain4 conscientious scruples. But it was not left
at the discretion of the Legislature to’inflict any equivalent.
Most of the
other States recognized the principle of conscientious scruples, but required an equivalent.
It was not his purpose to go further than was proposed by the amendment of his colleague, (Mr. Bell) to exempt those
who professed scruples from actual service, and from paying 311equivalent
m time of peace; and, in war, from personal service, but requiring the
payment of an equivalent, because no scruples could then be permitted to
interfere with the public safety. Look one moment at the equivalent
What was it? An equivalent in time of peace, when only
required.
one or two days training was required ! What did it amount to? He
wished it to be laid down as a principle, that the conscientious scruples
of individuals should be respected, unless some over-ruling circumstances
rendered it necessary that these scruples should be disregarded,
What
were the services required in this case 1 To attend militia musters once
or twice a year, under officers like the notorious Colonel Pluck.
Are
tIleye the kind of services to be required of our citizens 1 The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania stands alone in the folly of her Legislature on this
point. Did any one ever hear of an equivalent for standing in the street
sholdering a corn-stalk ? What was originally intended was that an
equivalent should be given for actual service, when such service was
recluired. The militia laws bad, on this point, never been in conformity
The Legislature had exempted some in disregard
with the Constitution.
to the provision touching conscience, and had made others liable to service. Never, until they came to the point of arming and disciptining the
mililia, did the Legislature strictly comply with the provision in the Constitution as it now stands. There ought to be made evident some positive
good-some
over-ruling necessity, before we ventured to violate the conscientious scrup!es of any man. Gentlemen had told the committee of
the exploits of militia in Europe, as well as in our country.
He ~3s
.astonished to hear the army of the great Napoleon designated as militia.
Be believed it to be a fact that Napoleon himself had said that the militia
were only fit to stop a bullet until the regular troops could be brought up
to action. He had therefore heard with astonishment that the whole army
But it was not his purpose to take
of Napoleon was merely militia.
away the merits of any. In his pait of the country there were no militia,
there was no military spirit.
He would now turn to an authority which
lie considered to be as great as that of Napoleon with every Amenican.
Generalal Washington, in his letter to Congress, in 1778, in the midst of
the war, used this language :
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‘&To place any dependence
upon militia, is assuredly
resting
upon 8,
‘i broken staK. hlen just dragged i’rom the tender scenes of domestic
Li life ; unaccustomed io tile din of arms ; 1otall\- unacquainted with every
‘* iiind of military skill ; wl;ich, being followed 1~7a want of ssonfidence‘6 in themxlve~ ; ~,~:~cnoppoxx1 to troops rc~ula~ly trained, disciplined
ii1 kllO\Vledge
and superior in arms; tilalit%
; sup&r
6’ and appointed
,. 10 fly
[rOIlI
tht<ir 011’11 St!2ldOWS.
“ them timid and ri:a~i~7
liesides,
the
ii suddeu
change
i:t tl!eir
m3ilneI Of !’i\ ,‘.mg, particulariy in their lod$ng,
‘6 brings on sicknessin many, impaticnte in all ; aud such an uncOn~uerLbable dosire of’ returning $0 their respective homes, that it not only
“ produces shamefui auci scandalous dcsertious a1110ug themselves, but
‘L infuses the li!ie spirit in others.”
Again, speaking of’ his preference for a standing army over the militia,
-6’ lf 1 was died upon to decixe upon OaLli, wbetlicr the militia
he saj3:
‘6 have been most ~crviccuUe or lwrij?& upon the whole, 1 sl~oulil ~bbi scribe lo the Idler.”
With such evidence before us, he wonld ask, in the name of COI~~OI~
sense, if to support such a system, tic ccmecientious scruples ot‘ any
of our citizens ought to be disregarded ? 1Vhether tilt right conferred by
the Constitution ought to be violated to lieep up an annual muster of’rmn
IV iti1 corn-stdh
?
Hut it had been said by thr; gell\leman from FrxAilin
over the \vva~-, tlict if’ we open the door, we sh;dl allow the worthless to
shield themselves from the duty Of serving their counlry I),y sstliilg u1’
conscientious scruples, and tlins niai;c room for tile fxape of a!1 who are
cowards. It wouid lie a singular sl,ectacle t0 present lo the world an
army of cowards aud traitors who, il’ they soulcl, would shield themselves
the
under Ltie plea of conscienticws scruples. it had been uuiiijrrrily
Iuiiitary practice to drum such characicrs out ol’ the corps. The argument thereiore, defeated itself. ‘I’he gcnlleman from ldiZfdblie, (!Ur,
\\‘oodwartlj had aiso said that the gcntlenmn tram Fran!ilin, had placed
of
view.
Hut
was
it
this questiOn iu H eit:a~ and umaiis\rera!~le poiilt
likely that any OI:C, merely to avoid t!:e musters, would become a disciple
t)f a creed wl;di he did not believe, and ali’ecl scruples which be did not
feel ? \Vas :here any evidoncc ol’ ~nany having bad resort t0 such fraudulent means to avoid service iii time 0-f war 1 Gut supposing it to be
true that if we tolerated the scruples of one, we should open the door to
others. Such a result was bareiy possibie, but, because a rew cowards
or traitors, or botiil riligbt IwFsibly slxeid themscives under SUCil a pretext,
was such a tritii,ng and tloIibtful evil 10 be allowed to weigh aga~usc the
feelings and rellpwus opiuious of so 12rgz and respectable il pociicrn of
cril s~l:~xld be utade to give may to a
our Mow citizens ! Ali pa&i
posirire and a ~cueral yood. Hc did not believe that t:;ts wou!d be an.
evil at all. He bid not think that it rvo;ild !:e found to be the case that
any cirizens of Pennsylvania would sheid
tiwnsclres under the plea of
conscientious scruples, unless they seriously and reli,oiousfy f’elt these
scruples. It had been also said, that if WC allow this esempt~on, it would
be creatmg a privileged class among our citizens.
Hut was ths the fact 1
If so, your Legislature have already croaied a privileged class, because it
is enacted that a!1 who refuse to swear by the bo& may be allowed to
afirm.
Now was not tllis creating a priviieged c-ass 1 Why are they
ta be allowed, when called to testiy 011 mattex which involve lil’e acd.
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death, or important questions as to property, to evade the solemn form of
an oath ? Was not the exemption from this obligation erecting them
into a priClcged class ‘! ‘I& only object nom prayed for, was a proper
respect for these religious scruples, w!iich had been recognized and,
respected ercry where am! at di times.
l’he ~entlernan from Lazerue hat1 remarked upon a truism that,
in tim of pee,
it was proper to prepare for mar ; and that it was also
proptr that. taxes should be levied cclually on all for the support of the
war. Ile (Mr. D.) granted ttiis position, that the tax should be levied
equally ; but had we ever heard of any individual in the community
refusing, on account of his conscientious scruples, to pay a tax for the
support of the government ? No, it was not that this sect claimed any
exemption from the ordinary burdens imposed on others. They had
been found among the best and most peaceable of our citizens ;
d\Vaj-S
lie v~ou!d not say, t!iey were t.he best. They mere always ready to
pay their due proportion of the bnrdens of the government.
It was certainly true, that some of the money in the treasury might be applied to
the purchase of alms for the defence of the couutry ; but that mouey mas
levied bv a general tax ; it was not exclusively a military tax, and it was
this alone to which they objected -namely,
to levy-ing a tas which was
exclusively milikny--or
to compelling them, a!gainst the scruples of their
conaeiencl: to bear arms, either 111time of peace or war, or to pap an
equivalent for pcr5onal service in time of peace. This, and this alone,
\vas what the Li’ricuds objected to.
On a I-iex.v of the whole case, he hoped that the Convention would act
on the broad principle of llumaii tights, and with a liberal respect l’or the
rights of conscience in others ; becauhc
no man should claim for himself
what he is not willing to grant to others. De hoped that the Convention,
feeling the tbrce of the amendment, would this day aihrm by its vote
the sacred prmciplcs which was tu be found in every Cons:itution in the
United Sca?es, recogniziug and favoring the sacred rights of tionscience.
lMr. BIDDLX said, that be probably owed an apology t.o the committee
for agail trespassiiig on their l?atience ; but he trusted that that apology
might be founl in the deep and absorbing character of the matier under
‘l’he question on wiGh the committee was now called on
consideration.
to detcrmiue, was not a question at al! perplesing In its character ; it was
It was simply t!iis-whether
in times
simple. plain and unambiguous.
of complete and entire peace, we should compel tlnrt portion of our citizens who entertain conscientious scruples against bcarrng arms, either to
perform military duty, or to plJj an equivalrnt. fur tilat performance.
which he confidently
‘r)le questh;, then, was one restmg on ahundaht,
busted, we should never disturb ; that foundation whielt was the right of
every man to worship h!mighty Cod in his own manner and accouing to
the dictates of his own conseience, uncontrolled l;nd unmoleste~l by any
liutmm authority.
He proposed now to consider some of ti:e objections
Ii e should
and arguments which had been raised against this exemption.
And, he should, ;n the first place, and,
do it as briefly as possible.
direct his attention to the ingenious arguljrobably, almost esclusirely,
ment which had been presented to the committee on yesterday, by the
That gentleman had said, and
gentkxnan from the county of Luzerne.
+eeC he possessed high authority for the remark, bat in lin;e of peats
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it was proper to prepare for war. But he (Mr. B.) would ask, on whom
di,d the duty *of preparing for war rest? Had that gentleman forgot the
Had he forgot that our government
peculiar character of our nation !
consisted of a General Government and a State Government 1 Was it
‘lot the Government of the United States which was invested, not only
with the power, but with the duty of preparing for war and of protecting
our territory against aggression ? It had been well said by the gmtlrmnn
from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) that the General Government alone
could declare war, and that all the immediate power in relation to that
Had we
matter was the peculiar province of the General Government.
not yearly expenditures to fortify our harbors and to protect our western
03untry ? Was it ‘to he proposed that the Smtes should enter the field
of competition against the United States, and here have a national force
and there a Pennsylvania force ? W 53 it proposed that we should go still
further and raise troops ? The Constitution of the United States forbids
And was it now proposed that we should not only have frowning
US.
battlements and roaring cannon, but that we should also have a military
array to garrison them 1 This it was in time of peace to prepare for
war. It had never been intended that the whole yeomanry of the country
should be taken from their peaceful pursuits, that they should be turned
into the tented field, and there, with generals and all the array of military
titles, that they should be made soldiers of; and simply for the reason
that, at some future day, war might threaten, or an enemy might invade us :
and, therefore, that the great portion of our lives should be spent :LS
soldiers, to the utter disregard of all those charming and social duties of
peace which make us good men and good citizens.
Then, continued Mr. B. the duty of preparing for mar is the duty of
erecting forts and raising and disciplming armies. ‘I’he militia :ue intended for the spontaneous defence of the country ; eac’h man to stand forth
from his house or his hut, to defend the one or the other-but
it is not
intended to be a trained force against a future, contingent, and probabl>
I think then, Mr. Chairman, that I have abundantly
very distant war.
shewn that, true as it is that in time of,pace we should prepare for war,
still that that duty, by the happy organization of our government, complicated as it is, yet harmoniously and happily performing its different
functions, belongs to the General Government-the
General Government
protecting us .abroad, and the State Governments taking care of, and
fostering us in the arts of peace-spreading
intelligence, ant1 knowledge
and improvement among us, and uniting us together in one harrnoniorrs
f:dmily. This government, thus harmonious and happy in its siructut~,
has selected the General Government as the depository to rvbicii should
be confided the power, in time of peace, to prepare for war.
But, Mr. Chairman, it has been asked, should any class of the people
of this country refuse to pay a tax for a great public purpose?
ShOUlLi
they enjoy the blessings which are diff’userl among us, and refuse to give
back their poor pifiance towards the maintenance and support of that
government which bestows all these blessings upon them ! Sir. it appears
to me that the learned gentleman. in his ingenuity, has mistaken the
nature of duty imposed on the militiamen.
The law requires that they
shall parade at certain periods of the year for a certain length of time, and
thst,
if they do not’comply with the requisition of this law, they shall pay
a fine. But, sir, this is not a tax levied for general purposes. $I!- friend
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from Chester county, (,\Ir Darlington) had said with great truth, that
there never had been a tax levied for general purposes which had notbeeu
most cheerfully paid by that class of our citizens who entertain these
conscientious scruples. Probably no portion of our community has been
more ready, not only to pay taxes and bountifully to pour out their treasure for the support of the g.overnment, but to promote good, and to ameliorate the condition of mankmd in every form. Then they are not amenable to the charge of refusing to pay their portion towards the burdens of
the government.
But, sir, I assert again that this is not a tax; it is a
tine, it is a penalty for not doing that which the law commands that they
should do-it is like all other fines.
We might as well say that a fine
for an assault and battery was a tax. It is that which the law says they
shall pay, for neglecting to obey the command of the law, and you might
with as much propriety say, that any other fine imposed for the many
numerous offences against the law, was a tax, as say that this partakes of
such a character. It has not a single characteristic of a tax ; it is a fineit is a penalty.
Let me ask then, does not the argument we,have heard
as to a tax, lose all its force 1 It is ingenious, however.
Indeed the
gentleman from whom it emanated never speaks without manifesting ingenuity ; but we should not suffer ourselves, on this account, to be led
astray from the plain matter of fact. Is the militia system itself a tax?
If it is not, then neither is the equivalent for militia duty a tax. But it is
said, it is a great privilege-the
privilege of bearing arms-that
it is
a right which all have to defend themselves. If, then, it is a great privilege of freemen, surely it is not to be designated as a tax; and, if not a
tax, how can its equivalent be called a tax 1
I have thus endeavored, Mr. Chairman, to notice this argument of the
gentleman from Luzerne ; but he has proceeded further, and has entered
into a learned inquiry whether the consciences of those who entertain
these scruples, were enlightened consciences ; or whether they are not
ignorant, deceived or mistaken.
Sir, are we prepared to constitute ourselves here, into judges of their consciences ? The gentleman from Chester has truly said, that no man doubts their sincerity.
That they are
numerous we all know-that
they are intelligent we all know.
The gentleman from Luzerne and myself differ in opinion with this class of our
citizens, and we are ready at any moment to be led into the tented field to
defend our country.
But, because we differ from them, are we to say
that all the light is ours, and that they are groping in darkness, ignorance
and folly ? We differ from them and that is a!1 that can be said. But let
us not mistake our course ; let us not exalt our standard above their’s ; and
because they do not agree with us, let us not say that they shall yield
their convictions to us. What is it ? It is not giving them a privilege to
protect themselves against wrong ; it is an absolute command upon them
to do that which they believe to be wrong. And would not we lose our
respect for that society, if, after strugglmg so long for conscience sake
through every difficulty and every trial, by any act of uncalled for oppressign, we compel them to forsake their accustomed ways, and to turn from
the paths of peace, or lay a destructive grasp on their domestic joys and
social happiness. Then, sir, I hope that we shall not undertake to set ourselves up as the judges of their consciences.
But, it is said that this is asked of us by the Friends as a class. And,
it is asked, shall we, in this land of equal privileges, set up one class with
L
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Privileges, which another class of our fellow men are not permitted to
enjoy?
And thus, Mr. Chairman, by attacking our prejudices, and b;v
appealing to our feelings and our selfishness, we are asked to compel this
body of men to do that which they believe they are forhidden by then
Creator to do. But, sir, this boon is not asked by the society of Friends
as a class ; it is asked for every human being who believes that the
Umighty has forbidden him to bear arms. It is, then, only recognizing
irr this Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, the principle that ever>- man
shall be entitled, not only in a place of worship, to adore God-as he
pleases, but in all the walks of life to carry out and openly to illustrate
&e creed which he professes openiy at his altar. And, sir, is ir for t!ie
people of this Con~mot~mealtl~, at this late day, to deny this great priucrgle 1 What was it impelled our ancestors to forsake their homes, to abandon their firesides, and the comforrs and luxuries of European life-to
cross the broad ocean and to come to this continent, which ~-as theu x
wild wilderness of savages, where the war-whoop resounded in their ears ?
IL was religious liberty ; it was for that great bless@ that every danger
has braved, and everv peril fearlessly set at naught. Then they believed
9: was their duly, anj that the voice which commanded them onward,,
earne from no human tongue ; nothing could arrest their career-no
tempest could appal them-the
tomahawk lost its fears-they beiiel-ed.
Qat the voice of God commanded them on, and they went. boidly fornrard.
Are these the prineiplcs which governed them 1 Look at the 12~s agreej
npon in England before they left their homes. One of the great prmcrpies to which t!ley there pledged themselves, was the followq,
viz :
“ 35 : LAW. That a!1 persons living in thi*j province, who conltzs
6i and acknowledge the one Almighty and Etrr:mi God to be the Crexor,
LLupholder and ruler of the world, and that hold themselves ol~ligcd irk
Li eonscience to live peaceably and justly in civil society, shal! ir2 m v-3~
atbmemolester! or prejudiced ior their religious persu:slon or prxtxe
ii:
*Gmatters of faith and worship, nor shall they. be compelled at ally time
L6Eofrequent or maintain any reiigrous worship-place or ministry whatr:Je,;er.”
‘i’hen, continued Mr. B. the great doctrine which brought. them a~rosd
tie ocean and peonled this Cornmonncaltl~, was the right of conocie;:ce.,
lfie right to live peaceably in a civil State without molestation on account
Are we, :heir descendants, ashamed oi that
d their religious principles.
great principle on which this Corr~monrwxltl~
was settled ? Are we prepared to sal- that we will abandon t!le good old mars of ou; fathers ; that
they who &me aiuoljg the savages, teaching peace, not robbing them or
Shairsoil, but purcl:as:ng it, and teaching thm justice and liberality-shall
xqe3:I ask, who are their peculiar descendants, declare at this tune a< day
by a Convention of Pennsylvania, (if it should be ratified by the people)
dxl this principle shal! no\v be obliterated from our fundamental code 1
Xr. FULLER said, he was opposed to the amcndmen!, and also to the
report of the standing committee. He iv-as at 3 loss to conceive how
Q&e gentlemen mho were friendly to the views of the society of Frtends,
muid’ reconcile to themseives what they asked in this amendment,
Wint did they ask for ? They asked to be exempted from the obligation
of bearing arms, or of paying an equiva!ri:: in time of peace. En time of
&gendy
or n-x they asked for no exemption whatever,
Now-,
1c
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.,conscientious scruples existed at a11 with the society of Friends, those
scruples would most certainly be doubly urgent upon them to ask an exemption from all equivalent in time of war ; inasmuch as the money nccruing must be applied to repel force by force- and would furnish the means
by which human life might be taken. In time of peace they ask for
exemption when, as had been justly observed by the gentleman from Luzerne, the money would be applied merely in maliingp~e~~arcstions against
any foreign invasion or insurrection.
It was simply to preu& war : and
although an attempt had been made by the gentleman from the city of
Philadelphia, (Mr. Biddle) to show that this was not a tax, yet all fines
and forfeitures went into the general funds to be used in payment of alI
necessary preparations for defence. . Where then was the difference !
Could there be any ? Had the gentleman from the city of Philadelphia
shown that there was any ? But that which was most novel to him (Mr.
F.) was, that these persons having conscientious scruples against bearillg
arms, and standing in the position of a privileged class, did not ask for any
exemption in time of war. If they had conscientious scruples against
taking human life, why not ask for an exemption at that time, when the
money in the public treasury must, of necessity, be applied to such purposes. He presumed that would be inconsistent with what they had heretofore claimed, and with what they claimed at this time. When this
question had first come up- when the society of Friends as well as another
portion of the citizens of our Commonwealth, claimed a change in the
Constitution in respect to the militia trainings-in
order to meet them on
a ground of compromise, and to settle a certain great fnndamental principle
ofour State, that a well regulated militia should be organized, he had
He well knew
offered an amendment which was voted down yesterday.
that it would be voted down, but still he had felt it to be his duty to place
it upon record. Gy that amendment the militia was to be enrolled and
organized ; but the disciplining of them was left to the discretion of the
Yesterday, the gen‘I’hat, however, was not satisfactory.
Legislature.
So
t!eman from the city had preferred the words of the old Constitution.
also did he, (&Ir. F.) They were admirably adapted to the purpose ; they
conveyed the proper idea, and that in terms so brief, yet comprehensive,
that it was not possible for any man to misapprehend them. What were
shall be armed and discithey 1 <aThe freemen of this Commonw&th
This was the whole matter, excepting that, in a
plined for its defence.”
subsequent paragraph mere added the words, “Those who conscientiously
scruple to bear arms, shall not be compelled to do SO, but shall pav an
How much preferable, conti&ed
equivalent for personal service.”
Mr. 17. were these words of the old Constitution, to the words which the
report of the committee proposed to substitute.
The report of the committee, it was true, made it obligatory to enrol
and organize the militia, and to discipline them when, and in such manner
w the Legislature might hereafter direct. He wrds well aware that, if the
report of the committee should pass, the Legislature would, in all probability, be beset, from session to session, with applications to prevent the
Applicants for this object (or as they were
disciplining of the militia.
commonly called L‘borers”) would swarm around the capitol like locusts
in the land of Egypt, and a great portion of the sessions of the Legislature
would be taken up by this subject; and although these people were in a
minority, it would yet be in their power to harass the legislative&body
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very much. It would be better, therefore, to make the language conclusive. Would any man state that, under the Constitution of 1790, the Legislature had not the authority to say, that a training of the militia should
take place once a year, or once in five or ten years 1 He thought not.
The Constitution was not binding, or imperative, in this particular ; it
was left discretionary with the Legislature ; and we found from various
changes made, from time to time, by the Legislature on this subject, that
they neverconsidered this provision as obligatory.
In reference to those
militia trainings, a great deal had been said as to the utility and the abuses
of them. The worthy President of the Convention, had given us a doleful picture of the militia trainings ; and speaks of the vice, debauchery, and
*allKinds of evils which result from them in the eastern part of the State,
or, if the committee pleased, in the city of Philadelphia.
But what did
that prove ? Did it prove that there was a deficiency in the system itself?
EIe (Mr. F.) thought not. If it did, we might also complain that we
found equal vice, disorder, immorality, and even fraud, at the polls on our
election days. But was this any proof that the election laws were defective ? If not, why meddle with them 1 Kad it been pretended by any
gentleman in this Convention, that the system under which we exercised.
ahe free right of suffrage at the polls was so defective, that it ought to be
remedied or abolished ? No. So far as his knowledge went, and speaking in reference to the militia trainings in the western part of the country,
(the city and county of Philadelphia might, of course, be an exception)
he would say, there was as much order and as much decorum observed,
as on any other occasion where so great a number of people were congregated together. And, as had been well observed by another intelligent
gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, if the militia trainings were
not kept up in some degree- not merely by an organization of the men,
but by actual disciplinc- the probability was that our volunteer corps
would go down. It was the greatest stimulant to good behaviour in the
volunteer corps, to have the militia contrasted with them. Much had
been said as to the inefficiency of the militia, and the President of the
Convention had stated that, in order to make efficient soldiers, it was necessary to put them in full practice, not only by drilling them, but by the
actual practice of killing their fellow-men.
He (Mr. F.) did not know
that this was a necessary conclusion ; hut it was certain that a knotvledge
how to handle their arms, of military movements, in fact a proper training and discipline were essentially necessary, if called out to the defence
of their country.
-4nd he would ask the honorable gentleman, or any
other member of this committee, whether the militia could not be as well
disciplined as the volunteers ? Suppose the same inducements were to
be held out to the militia, that were held out to the volunteers; would
they not have an additional stimulus ? The volunteer corps served only
the period during which our citizens
seven years instead of twenty-fiveThis, in itself, constituted a very
were subject to service in the militia.
great inducement.
Give to the militia the same inducements, and he
would answer for it, that they would be equal to the volunteers. The
natural bravery of the militia was equal to that of the volunteers.
Could
uniform or apparel make a difference in the courage of men ? All that
was wanted to make the militia fully as efficient as the volunteers, was
to give to them equal inducements. Another idea which had occurred to
him with some force was this; that if the militia should be abolished-
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and some gentleman here seemed anxious that such a step should be
taken-the
probability was that the volunteer corps would become someCould this be doubted
thing like a standing army in the Commonwealth.
when the advocates of the volunteer system, had urged the propriety of
abandoning the militia, in order that greater aid might be given to the
volunteers 1 What aid was intended to be given ? Why, the intention
was to pay the men for their time and equipments.
This would place
them almost on the same ground as a standing army, with soldiers regularly enlisted. It appeared to him that, if the militia system was to be
done away, if the trainings were to be done away, and the volunteer corps
was to be entirely relied on for the defence of the Commonwealth, it
would be found impossible to dispense with the services of that corps at
any time. They would have to remain in perpetual service. There
would be no means of defence, except the volunteer corps, and to them
we should have to look in every difficulty or emergency. If such a course
was to be pursued, it would become necessary to increase the pay of the
volunteers.
The inducements must be increased in every way, in order
co keep up the corps, and, by these means, they would in fact become as
expensive to the Commonwealth as a standing army. They would be
no more efficient, after all, than a well trained and well regulated militia,
as appears to have been the opinion of those experienced men who passed
the amendment to the Constitution of the United States, which declares
explicitly, and in language not to be misunderstood, that “a well regulated militia being necessary to the security of a free State, the right of
the people to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed.”
Could any
man mistake this language ? Was it not such as he had designated it,
language too plain to be misunderstood ? Did not all the gentlemen who
heard him agree that, in the language of this amendment, a well regulated
militia was necessary to the security of a free State ? And the policy of
the Commonwealth ought to be, that every man should keep and bear
arms- that he should be considered as a citizen-soldier, because it is
consistent with the very spirit of our Government, that every man should
feel such a deep personal interest in it, as that he weuld be willing to
.shoulder his musket, at any time, and not leave it to his neighbor to defend his possessions, or the country which has given him birth, This
was consistent not only with the Constitution of the United States, and
with the act of Congress passed under it, but, also with both the Constitutions of Pennsylvania of 1776 and 1790. It conveyed clearly the idea
.set forth in the few, but expressive words of the present Constitution,
which he had before quoted : bbThe freemen of this Commonwealth shalI
be armed and disciplined for its defence.”
This idea also had struck
his mind with more force since the comparison which had yesterday been
exhibited by the gentleman who had spoken on his right, and on reflection, he (Mr. F.) felt thoroughly convinced that the old Constitution
was best adapted to convey the proper meaning. In reference to the
remarks which had fallen from the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. Darlington) as to the inefficiency of the militia in the county of Chester, he (,Wr,
F.) would beg leave to inquire from that gentleman what degree of effiIf he (Mr.
ciency existed among the volunteers corps of that county.
F.) was correctly informed, there existed none. It was true the gentieSo they might.
man had stated that they lived in peace and harmony.
But was this the condition of things in every portion of our country ? The
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price of human liberty was a continual, and never ceasing watchfulness ;
and every people who would preserve their liberty, must of necessity
resort to it. The event, of which information had just been received-he
alluded to the reported capture by pirates, off the Capes of the Delaware,
of the packet ship Suequehanna- furnished us with ample evidence of
the necessitv of preparing for war, even in times of the most profound
peace. We know not from what quarter a blow was to be expected, nor
at what moment it might be given ; nor at what hour we might be called.
upon lo repel an invasiou.
In the instance to which he had adrerted,
there was not, as he understood, a ship or cutter prepared to follow and
save the lives of our fellow citizens.
And this would be the erect in
every instance, if we adopted the notion that, in time of peace, it was not
proper to prepare for war. Ii1 his opinion, oue of the very best means of
avoiding war was to be at ail times prepared for its approach, and to iet the
World k:loW that we were prepared. The very fact would frequently
deter an enemy from invading OUTsoil. Let us always be prepared-iet
it be !inown that we always were prepared; and, probably, by these
means alone, we might ::v$d a war for centuries to come. Had proper
measures been resorted to by t!te city of I’hilatlelphia,
to guard! against
suc!l a possible catastrophe as the capture of the ship Susquehanna, he
doubted much whether her capture mould ever have been attempted. FIe
should, therefore, vote against the amendment of the geuileman from
Chester, because if he i3cr. F.) understood its purport, it was irreconci!able with that which &e Friends themselves desired to hare. If :!le
Friends did wish an exemption from fines in time of peace, they wanted
a fur2ler esemptlon-an cl that was, an exemption from the payment of
an equivalent in money to pay men for killmg their fellow men. If they
wanted one, they wanted Ilie other also. In the first case, no conscientious scruples can exist ; but in the second case, the money was to be
apphed to a use which came in direct conflict with their conscientious
scruples ; and thus we were asking, in their behalf, for that which could
not efYec:ttheir conscientious scruples, whilst we passed altogether over
that which appealed directly to those sdruples. The Friends, as it apappeared to him, cornplair~ed of a burden imposed upon them bv the old
Constiturion of 1~30 ; and ail They asked was to be esempted %rom that
particular burde:i. Was ihis all they wanted ? If so, why not be satisfied when the objectionablc clause was struck out ? But gentlemen on
his right and on his left, rise up with a further claim of a very strange
character, and what wxs it? It was a claim not founded on conscientious
scruples at all- it was a mere matter of dol!ars and cents. Coiiscience
could have no concern in it. What! to claim exemption, in time of
peace, from bearing arms or paying an equivaient therefor-and
to be
willing only ii? time of esilrency or war to pay that equivalent, :vhich
t!ley knew would be applies for the express purpose of taking the lives of
their fellow men ! This hey were willing to pay for. Was not this the
inference, and the only inference which could be drawn from the premises ?
Mr. DARLIXGTON rose to explain.
The gentleman from Fayette, (Mr,
Fuller) had been incorrectly informed in some particulars.
He (Mr. F.)
was himself a native of Chester county ; and the fact was that thkre were
volunteer corps there as well organized, trained and disciplined, as any
The C!lester county volunteers
simliar corps in the county of Fayette.
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had served duri?g the late war. He (Mr. D.) wonld only add that the
high spirit existmg among them at this time, was not to be ascribed to
the presence of any militia in that county.

.

311. PI'LLER resumed. He was happy to hear this explanation, as he
was ignorant of the facts which had been stated.
Mr. MARTIN, of Philadelphia county, expressed his surprise at the
character of the remarks that had fallen from the gentleman from Fayette,
(Mr. Fuller.)
It was his (Mr. M’s:.) intention to show, or rather attempt
to show, before he resumed his seat, that he and those who advocated the
non-compulsion of men to bear arms who entertained conscientious
scruples against doing so, were consisient in every sense of the word.
The application of the amendment now before the committee, was not to be
confined to any particular class or set of men in the Commonwealth, bnt
to
./ men of all classes, who had conscientious scruples in reference ta
nearmg arms. When a gentleman made any remarks which had a direct
near&upon
himself, (Mr. iM.) he certainly was entitled to say something
m reply to them. He would then remark, as he had already done o:~ a
former occasion, that neither he, nor any of those whom he knew to
entertain consc.ientious scruples on this subject, desired any exclusive
priwleges.
They merely wanted that in a time of profound peace, na
citizen should be compelled to bear arms, or to pay an equivalent therefor.
When it should be in order, and he believed it was now, he would move
to s:rike out of the amendment. the morda- ‘( Those who conscientiously
scruple to bear arms,” &c. and to insert in lieu thereof, that “X0 freemao
of the Common\v.ealth shallbe compelled to bear arms, nor pay an equivaht therefor, except in times of exi,gency or war.”
A large portion of
the citizeus of Penns,ylvania had, within the last few years past, clea.rly
and nneqn~vocally evinced by the course which they had taken in respect
to militia trainings, that they are not necessary in a time of profound
peace. The gentleman f’rom Fayette, (Mr. Fuller) remarked that we
asked to be excused in times of peace, and said nothing about war ; that
this was evidence of our inconsistency, and that we entertaiaed no conscieniious sri-uples. Now he, (Mr. M.) begged to say that we did not want
these conscientious scruples to be brought into this clause in any may or
tbrm whatever.
He hail, on a former dav, stated that the oppression,
perplexity and misery, under which the soc’iety of Friends labor, was from
a clause ‘in the Constitution of 1790, exempting those from duty who
entertained conscientious scruples in relation to bearing arms. Here,
then, was the difficulty.
II great deal of prejudice had been gotten up
againsr them, and conked
up to this time. It was said that because
they were rich, they were not to be compelled to fight, and that the poor
man had to fight their battles. Nom, what the Friends desired, was to
get rid of this charge-o f the unjust imputarion which rested against them.
If the committee fully understood what was asked for, he was sure that
they would not charge the Friends with requiring them to,grant exclusive
They neither desired nor expected any exceptions to be made
privileges.
in their favor. But would gentlemen tell him that the Friends were the
only men who wished to be relieved from militia musters in a time of
peace ? He could assure the Convenlion they were not, and that it mas
the opinion of every reflecting man they should be abolished. Although
there were many gentlemen here who well understood military tactics,
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yet none of them had ventured to show that musters were of any benefit.
Indeed, we had been told quite the contrary ; sod one gentleman, who
had had some experience in military affairs. declared that Ihere was much
more trouble in getting a man to unlearn what he had learnt, than to learn
what he should really know.
He, (Mr. M.) would ask if this was not the
opinion of the comkittee, and of the people of the Commonwealth generally? Why, he asked, in a time of profound peace, should we keep up an
oppression-a
practice known to operate as an oppression 1 After tifty
years experience, not one solitary instanc.e of good could be shown to
have been produced by it. He had nothing to say against making it
obligatory for men to be organized and enrolled-to
be armed for their
own defence. It was perfectly right that a!1 free citizens should be armed
for that purpose. Who doubted it ? He did not think it necessary to
occupy more of the time of the committee than to enforce what be had
already stated in reference to the wishes of the society of Friends, of
which he was formerly a member. He knew something of their sentiments, and that they wished to be relieved, as they thought their fellow
citizens might be, no matter what might be their religious opinionsfrom attending militia musters on condition of their paymg an equivalent.
Mr. M. then moved to amend the section by striking out all after the word
“law,” in the third line, and inserting the following:
6‘ No freeman shall be compelled to bear arms, nor pay an equivalent
therefor, except in times of exigency or war.”
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, said he cou!d not vote for the amendHe thought that we were going too much into detail, and interment.
The object
fering with that which should be left IO :he Legislature.
which he had in rising was not to make a speech, but merely to correct
an error into which the gentleman from Favette, (Mr. Fuller) had f;ti:en,
in relation to what the soriety of I+&
asked for. They asked
for an entire exemption, as a matter of right, and not of privilege, on the
ground of the right of conscienc,e. which was perfect and inalienable.
The society required, not a partial, but an absolute release from bearing
arms. The committee had now the subject llefore &em, and they could
not run counter to the requirement of the Constitution of the United.
States.
No exemption could be granted, except in times of peace, and
the committee was not willing to go farther. Kow, this was not all that
the society asked by the amendment untfer consideration ; but it was all
that would be granted to them. The chief purpose he had in view when
he rose, was to state what was the view entertained by the society of
Friends.
If they should not get all they asked for, yet an exemption, as
far as granted, would be a considerable relief to them, as all could not be
demanded as a matter of right. So far as individually concerned, he
stated, after having had a conversation with some gentlemen, that he
supposed their advocates hele would be satisfied if the clause should be
stricken out, which operated oppressire1.y. It seemed that what he had
before said on the subject, had been rnlsunclerstood, but the misapprehension was corrected at the time by the delepte from the county of
Chester, (Mr. Darlington.)
His opinion, at this time, was that, perhaps,
the object might have been obtained, by leaving the matter to the Legislature. Individuallyv, he was satisfied that great practical good was to be
He conobtained from the Legislature, by &king
out the provision.
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fessed that he did not entertain that fear of the Legislature doing wrong,
which some gentlemen appeared to feel. He (-Mr. P.) did not imagine
that his plain friends would be quite as formidable a band of berets as the
gentleman from Fayette (Mr. Fuller) seemed to think they would.
But
he (Mr. Porter,) had not had so much legislative experience as some other
gentlemen, still he did not believe that any member would permit any thing
of this sort to operate on his mind, and induce him to abandon his duty at
the solicitatior. of any body of men. The human mind, however, was
differently constituted, and what opAated on one man, did not on another.
Did we not find, although persecution had driven our ancestors from
the shores of Europe to this country, in order that they might enjoy
the rights of conscience- these very men denying to those who had
followed them the rights of conscience. The Puritans of Il’ew England-men
of as much purity, honesty and worth, as ever lived, wheR
they landed on our shores avowed, that every Roman Catholic, or
Quaker, who should be found within their bounds, should be put
to death. Yet, we found the Roman Catholic Colony of Maryland,
and the Quaker Colony of Pennsylvania,
the first to proclaim reliIt was a singular fact, that those
gious toleration in North America.
who fled for conscience sake, were the most proscriptive of any set of
His belief was that no sect who do
people that came to this country.
entertain conscientious scruples themselves, would refuse to respect those
of others. He was, therefore, not afraid that the Legislature would not
respect the rights of the petitioners.
For his own part, he was perfectly
willing to leave the decision of the question in their hands, to decide upon
it as they might think right.
He did not wish the insertion of a provisThe delegate
ion in the Constitution, to dispense with militia training.
from Fayette, (Mr. Fuller) had observed that if militia training should
be put down, the voiunteer system would likewise be extinguished.
h-ow, what he (Mr. P.) wished to do, was to put it in the power of the
Legislature to keep up such an armed force as circumstances might render
necessary.
He was for leaving the whole matter to the Legislature? who
would, of course, adapt their legislation to the exigencies of the times.
He confessed he was wl~olly at a loss to see the distinction drawn by the
gentleman from Fayette, between the militia and volunteers, uniformed or
He (Mr. P.) thought the term “militia,”
applied to
ununiformed.
In his judgment, the defence of the country should
every citizen soldier.
be committed to ererv man who did not entertain conscientious scruples
to uniform and arm liimself.
We should then have a body of men who
would act efficiently. keep together, and be of essential service in the
time of danger. He had been told that an arrangement of this kind was
adapted in some of the States. He would have every man, except those
who had conscientious scruples, uniform himself.
Let it be a uniform of
Pennsylvania, so that when you go to any part of the State, pou find the
militia all dressed alike. Let every man, when he arrives at the age of
twenty-one, uniform and arm himself in the manner universally adopted
If this were done, the volunteer system
throughout the Commonwealth.
might be entirely dispensed with, because the whole community would
be armed. He, himsetf, had not had much experience as a citizen
soldier ; but he had been in command of militia, and always found that a
man dressed in auniform coat, could be better drilled than if he were not.
They learned their discipline much quicker, when in the garb of a so!dier ;
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and they would not meet the charge of the beyonet. unless they felt that
those a!ong side of them were soldiers. Tins had been the feeliug at all
times. It was whollv immaterial what the uniform was, if the men were
all clothed alike, even if thev wore the grew roundahont which was worn
during the last war, it would do equally as well as that which might be
He, however, found himself wanderiog from the
much more costly.
subject. He would now conclude by saying that it would be better not to
insert anv thing in the Constitution rendering it compulsory to dispense
with mili& musters. The Legislature should be left free to act according to the exigencies of the times. If fhe militia must be mustered, let
it be done once in three or five years.
&II. ~I’Ca~i;.x, of Philadelphia county, said t!iat when that b!essed
era should arrive, when peace would be proclaimed among all the nations
of the ear& it might then do to turn t,heir swords into plough shares,
and spears into pruning. hooks. It would be time enough then to adopt
that course. The subject under consideration was one in which rhe
consciences of men were deeply concerned ; but his opinion was, lhnt we
should take special care that we did not, in our strict regard for the rights
He believed
of conscience, violate and outrage the laws of humanity.
That nine-tenths of the world entertaiu no conscientious scruples against
defending their country.
While this, then, was the general feeling among
mankind, it would never do for a single Commonwealth iike Penusylvania to declare that anv of its citizens should be exempted from the patriotic dutv ofdefending the”ir soil. He maintained that it was the duty of every
good kitizen to protect his countrv in the time of dmger. 7Yhathad human
law beer1 instituted for, but for the mutual protectiou ofcommunities ? And
how mere they to be carried into effect, but by t!re acquiescence and
assistance of every man ? He contended that in peace it ~3s good policy
to be prepared for war, and that danger was less likely- to occur when a
people were prepared to meet it. The gentieman from Fayette, (Mr.
Fuller) had fuilv illustrated this position by reference to the report
of the packet ship Susquehauna having been captured by a piratical
schooner. By way of argument, let it be supposed that the owners of
that vessel entertained conscientious scruples against putting arms into the
hands cf the crew that they were without any; and that they, with all
the passengers, should be murdered, would not the law of humanity
interpose itself against these conscientious scruples ? He thought it would.
He conceived it to be a duty we all owed to ourselves-to the whole
community, to provide the means ef defence, and to esempt uone from
It was
participatmg in it. Much had been said against t!re militia.
true that in the militia trainings, there had been enacted many disgraceful
scenes. And iu that section of the State from whicit he came, the militia
He knew that he should obtain no credit,*
system was vei-v unpopular.
if he were to attempt to defend what had happened.
But, the truth was,
and it oupllt not to be disguised, that it was not those who did attend the
musters, but those who did not, who brought odium upon the militia, by
paying liberally to get offensive offtcers elected. For instance, in the
case of Colonel Pluck, who was not a man to muster, yet many who did
not muster themselves, paid liberally to have him elected. He (Mr.
WCahen) knew many who wished to get rid of the system, by bringing
ridicule on it, who paid their twenty and fifty dollars each. But the militia had been spoken slightingly of by the President of this Convention, who
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remarked that the people would as soon see Col. Pluck in the Conetitution, as the militia.
He (Mr. M’C.) would take the ground of the
gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) and say that the militia
would in future be found to be as it had been heretofore, the main stay
and prop of the countrv.
If history told the truth, the militia of William
Penn had distinguished themselves by their bravery in defending their
country.
Who were those men who achieved the victory at New
&leans, but the Kentuckv, Tennessee and Kew Orleans militia ? It
was t!ley who beat the tramed bands of Europe-men
who had a hundred trmes bravely marched up to the cannon’s mouth. Yes ! these
It was the
highfy disciplined troops were defeated by raw militia.
militta, theu, that had gained such immortal honors for their country.
It had been a practice of the regular soldiery! as well as others, to speak
contemptuously of the militia ; but, in the time of war they did not use
rhe same langra~ge. With regard to lhe digraceful proceedings which
had grown out of some of the militia musters at Bush Hill, they only
went to show the ineficiency of the civil law. It was the duty of those
entrusted with the laws, to put them in force. And they ought to have
put a stop to these iniquitous scenes, not by ridicule, but by doing what
was adequate to the eniergencg.
Other riots and tumultuous assemblages had taken place, relative to abolition, and the conducting of slaves to
prison.
Now, he would ask if these conscientious scruples of the peaceloving kind, respecting which so much had been said. had not had some
agencv in producing them ? The ancestors of Wi!liam Penn had gained
the grant of land on which we reside, from their military ancestors.
They took the milderuess at the price of blood, and were willing to take
the soil, bloody as it was, to found a community of peace. The laws of
conscience, and the operation of conscience, in individuals, was not
understood.
He approved of the language of his colleague, (Mr. 3Iartin)
that none should be compelled to bent arms in time of peace, but he
did not think that such an amendment should be placed in the Constitution.
He though:, that we should be prepared for war in times of peace ;
and that the best way to keep peace, was to be always ready for war.He hoped that neither the amendment, nor the amendment to the amendment,, wo~~ld be adopted. The recent circumstances that had occurred
on our coast, *ought to operate as a salutary admonition to us, and show
that we should ever be readv for self-defence. That all our ports and
merchant vessels should bo deOfended, or rather, prepared for the means
of defence, Every man s!lould be a.citizen, and every citizen a soldier ;
and then he would be best able to protect his country, and his own
property.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, requested of the gentleman from the county or
Phriadelphia, to withdra\v his amendmom, until the vote should have
been taken on this amendment.
Mr. Cvwxrx. of Juniata, said he rose to make a few remarks on the
question then betore tfle committee, which had once been solemnly
settled, and now had, by some extraordinary circumstance or another,
came up again for its decision, The gentleman from the county of
Philadelphia,
(Mr. Brown) had moved an amendment to strike out
the clause exusing
a man from militia duty on account of conscien?ious scruples, which was adopted by a vote of 79 to 23. How, he
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asked, had the matter been brought up again, after being thus decided. but
by the gentleman from Chester 1 ‘rhat gentleman had introduced it as
though the right which the petitioners claimed, or set up rather, belonged
to them exclusively. Gentlemen had here said that there were many fighting
men among the Quakers. He (JIr. C.) saw none here, but he hali heard
them make a good deal of noise. Gentlemen llad misunderstood the grlnt
They could not overthrow HoI? Krit and the riirhls
of William Penn.
of conscience; for, the rights af conscience depend on Holy Writ. He fully
agreed with his friend from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) who had remarked
that there could he no rights of conscience against the government of a
State. The gentleman from Chester, (Mr l&rliI~gton) had said ~XUC~111
respect to the charter of William Penn, as conferring upon the society of
Friends what they were now seeking for, He (Mr. 6.) maintained that
there was not a particle of evidence to be gleaned from the instrument
He did not mean to condemn
which would make out a case for theti.
He (3lr. C.) did
the speech of the delegate from Chester, altogether.
not profess to be a classical scholar, but he had read several things in
history, which were applicable on the present occasion. For instance,
he had read of Rome being saved by the cackling of a goose. NOW,
literally, there was noihing more meant by it, than he conceived there
was by Penn’s charter, in reference to the exemption clanned by the
Quakers.
He had read of Coriolanus, who deserted Rome, and led the
whole Volscian army against it, and a request being made by the ladies
and matrons of Rome that Coriolanus would spare it, he gave way to the
solicitations of his mother, and told her that she had saved Rome, but
destroyed her son. Now he (Mr. Cummin) thou$lt the gentleman from
Chester, (Mr. Darlington) was in a similar position to Coriolanus, for he
had tried to save the Quakers, while he had destroyed himself.
What right has any individual to claim esemp!.ion from militnrb- eervice ? All citizens, of whatever class or country, are bound to take up
arms against the pubiic enemies, and to pursue and destrqy them. I will
not give gentlemen PerV line language ; but, sir, I {vi11 stick to the words
of my text. In the o;iginal grant to Penn, from which he derived ali
his authority, he and his assigns are specially empowered IO levy forces
for the protection of the country from barbarous tribes, and from 1’ pirates ;” and, sir, one of our Philadeiphi;l ships has just been taken by
pirates, with some of these very non-combatant friends on board. I will
read this passage from the 16th section of the charter granted to Wile
iiam Penn : “And because, in so remote a country, and situate near so
many barbarous nations, the incursions as well of the sar::~e; rbemaeives,
as of other enemies, pirates and robbers, mav pro’oably be &red ;
therefore, we have given, and for us, our heirs, &, do give power to said
Wiliiam Penn, his heirs, kc., by themselves, or their captains. or olher
officers, to levy, muster, and train all sorts of men, of what condi:ion. 01
wheresoever born, in the said province of Penn$ylvania, for the timr
being; and to make war, and to pursue the enennes and robbers aforesaid, as well by sea as by land; yea, even without the limits of said
province ; and by God’s assistance, to vanquish and take them, and being
Itaken, to put them to death, by the laws of war,” &c.
How will gentlemen get clear of these clauses? Here are t&s and
grinciplcs which cannot be contradicted.
Gentlemen have taken ttree
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grounds on which they claim, for the friends, and others who have scruples, exemption from all military duty, or from paying an equivalent for
personal service. In the first place, they maintain that all wars and fightings are anti-Christian.
In the second place, they claim that the example
and precepts*of Christ, the divine founder of our religion, are opposed
to war ; and, third, they rest their claim upon Penn’s grant of liberty of
conscience to all citizens and inhabitants of Pennsylvania.
Now, I can
disprove all these positions against any arguments that learned gentlemen can bring to their support. I will read from the Charter of privileges granted by William Penn, and see what it says, and compare it
with the claim set up in the Friends’ memorial. ‘6 Because no people can
be truly happy, though under the greatest enjoyment of civil liberties, if
abridged of the freedom of their consciences, as to their religious profession and worship ; and Almighty God being the only Lord of conscience, father of lights and spirits, and the author, as well as the object,
of all divine knowledge, faith, and worship, who only doth enlighten the
mind, and persuade and convince the understandings of the people, I do
hereby grant and declare. that no person or persons, inhabiting in this
provmce or territories, who shall confess and acknowledge Almighty God
the creator, upholder, and ruler of the world ; and profess him or themselves obliged to live quietly under the civil government, shall be, in any
ease, molested or prejudiced, in his or their person or estate, because of
his or their conscientious persuasion or practice, nor be compelled to frequent or maintain, any religious worship place, or ministry, contrary to
his or their mind ; or to do or suffer any other act or thing contrary to
their religious persuasion.”
This is nothing more than a guaranty of conscience to all citizens in
It says to them that they may worship
regard to their mode of worship.
the -4lmighty according to their own conscience, and exercise their religion without molestation ; that they shall not be compelled to go to any
church ,-to conform to any mode of worship which they do not approve,
-to build any house of worship ,-or pay any tax for the support of any
established religion.
So far the grant goes, and no further ; and this is
as far as we can go, in granting to any sect the freedom of conscience.
This is all that they can claim, or that we can grant. The 16th section
of the royal charter granted to William Penn, makes it the duty of every
citizen of Pennsylvania, to make war upon enemies, pirates and robbers,
by land as well as by sea, and pursue them even without the limits of
the province, and kill them. This charter makes every citizen a soldier.
The argument of the gentleman from Chester was very able, but it was
We have an account of a master builder, who .
without foundation.
founded his house upon a rock, upon which the winds blew, and the
storms came, but yet it remained unshaken upon its firm foundation ; but
it is related of the building of another man, that it was erected on the
sand, and that it fell before the storm and flood, just as the argument
fell which the gentleman from Chester yesterday raised. He said that
the Friends had certain rights, and upon that assertion he went on to build
without the foundation of proof and evidence. Again he would refer to
their memorial, to show off what they claimed. They claim the right of
65inculcating” their faith upon all men. What is the meaning of this
word 1 I would ask the learned gentelman from Chester, if he was still
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in his seat ; and I am sorry that he is not, for I am opposed to all those
principles which,lead men to desert their posts.
Here Mr. C. read an extract from the memorial of the society of Friends,
which, he contended, went to show that the Friends are got only bent upon
relieving themselves from all military duty, but that they are determined
to exert all their influence for the purpose of 6‘ inculcating” their doctrines upon others. They admonish all others not to perform military
service, nor to pay an equivalent for it. They are not content with refusing themselves, but they encourage others to refuse to pay taxes. I took
Nistory of Pennsylvaa book from the library t!le other day ,-Gordon’s
throws much light upon this sub~lect. When I went to obnia ,-which
tain it again, I found that a gentleman had taken it out, and upon further
inquiry, that he had mislaid it. So I cannot bring the book before voup
but I carry enough of it, for my purpose, in this old brain of n&e,
This doctrine of “ inculcating” their aversion to the defence of,tthe
conntry, upon others, they begun to practice at a very early, and m a
very Interesting period of our !iistory.
We may go back to the old
French war, and shall find that the opposition of the Friends to the military
system was then very conspicuous. They then olposed the preparations for the war, and endeavored to embarrass tile province in its
means of defence. The Friends, as they called themselves,-and
they
had done well to take that name ,--3nti they tnav be friends to each other.,
-proved
themselves, at that time, enemies to the government to a-hi&
When the colony was at war
they owed all their safety and protection.
with the French and their savage allies, they “ inculcated” upon those
around them, and under their influence, the duty of witbdrau-ing themselves from the public service. It was argued by the gentleman from
Philadelphia, (Mr. Chandler) that they once had the government of the
State, and that others came and rooted them out. ‘d’his is true, and eveh
for themselves it is well that it was so. During tile French war, of
which I speak, the assembly of the colony, according to Gordon, consisted of thirty members, tv;enty-seven of whom were Friends, as i’hey
called themselves, but enemies as I denominate them. They voted against
the bill for calling out the militia, and against the bill for raising supplies
to carrv on the war, and to defend the colony,-to
defend tbemseives
‘Pwenty-seven of this family of
and their own families and property.
Friends voted against these bills in a time of public calamity and danger,
-in a time that tried men’s souls. They were obliged, in consequence,
to resign their seats, many of them, tind the Governor called allOLheF
set of men, who passed a militia law: and provided the means of equipping and supporting a militia force. Well, at this time, the Menonists
had become a numerous sect.
They would not fighhr, for they left
enough of that behind them, in the country from wliich thev came.
They had conscientious scruples against fighting, as weil as the Friends ;
and, for some time, they hesitated also about paying an equivalent.
The,y, however, consulted with the Friends, and finally came to the conelusion, that if they did not tight, they ought to pay ; and that, sir, was
not a bad notion of the men with the long beard. But: upon their consultation with the Friends, what did the Friends say ? They said-46 If
you establish a militia force, you will, in a short time, be reduced to the
same condition of slavery under which you lived in the old world ; and,
if you pay for those who tight, it wiil produce the same result, It will
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lead you in!o bondage.”
But what said the Mennonist leader ? “ If we
do not fight, we think we should pay, because we must support the
government nnder which we live. and by which we are protected.” The
advocates for this exemption, tell us that Christ, by his example, discouraged war. But what said Christ to Peter? The tax gatherer came
to Peter and said, Peter, does your mast.er pay tribute to Czsar ? And
Peter, in a great flurry, answered “ Yes.”
And when the Saviour himself was applied to, was not his reply-*& Render tribute to whom
tribute is due.”
I should like to know what the memorialists make of this ? Will they
say that Christ rebelled against, or refused to support the government
under which he lived?
Does not this government depend upon the
payment of taxes ? And is not the payment of taxes the very sinew
of war, as the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) so ably argued yesterday?
If one refuse to pay, all may refuse, and the couhKever was there 3
try and government be left without any support.
claim made in the whole world so unreasonable as this-to
be exempted from a fair proportion of the public taxes. No learning can
dispute this, and any argument against the payment of taxes, 1 can meet
with the aid of this book, which was dictated by divine wisdom.
I am surprised, sir, that gentlemen of so much learning and abilitv,
should fall into so great an error in relation to the character of Penr;‘q.
grant.
It was, as I have shown, a grant of religious freedom, and not
of freedom or immunity from the support of the government.
Why
should we create an odious distinction in society?
Is this consistent
with the principles of our institutions ? How was it in Montgomery
county, where the doors of the houses showed the holes through which
the cannon balls passed 1 Those marks showed, to this day, how they
were treated.
In a national question, we should not be so tender of scruples as of
our national power and safety. Here gentlemen know this very well.
They are convinced. that they are wrong ; but they adhere to their position, because they wanted the ascendency. But it is said there have been
fighting men among them. So far, they are deserving of credit. I
remember one of them, William Beale, whose name is spread through
my part of the country.
He was a native of England, and he fought
the battles of freedom in this country, during the revolution.
He was
turned out of meeting for it ; and it is in this way that they always rebuke the spirit of freedom and patriotism.
I have now said enough, sir, to show that the prayer of those people is
War. sir. far from beinp hostile td the laws of God. is
an abomination.
in conformity with them. ‘We have all -seen in the Scriptures, that the
greatest men, and the men most after God’s heart, were warriors.
The
Lord of Hosts overrules all battles. To his guidance and protection,
we owe a11our victories ; both in the late war and in the war of the revWashington was a Christian. He appealed for divine assistant,
olution.
and obtained it, and he succeeded. Who will say that General Jackson,
with his handful of militia, was not guided by the Lord of Hosts,
when he put to flight the British army at New Orleans, with great
slaughter, and with the loas of only seven men on his part 1 The same
providence is extended over the affairs of mankind now as formerly.,
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This sacred volume of inspiration is now closed, but the workings of
providence, in the affairs of men, are still the same. They are the same
now, that they were when Abraham, by the appointment of Jehovah,
with his three hundred and eighteen militia, subdued the four kings. No
nation can expeet to enjoy either liberty, or prosperity, or happiness, but
by the means of divine appointment.
I have shown how he directed all
the operations of the .army of the Israelites- how he instructed them in the
knowledge of war, and strengthened their hands for the conflict-how
he encouraged them in the fight, and bade them not to be discouraged.
1 am sorry these points of doctrine are not more familiar with gentlemen who advocate the exemption of men from military service,
while they claim to be the children of the Prince of Peace. What is
the duty of subjects, but to obey ? And are those gentlemen obedient to
the plain doctrines and instructions of his law? The Lord of Hosts has
given us his commandments to go by till the time of his second coming.
He left us baptism as an introduction to his church ; and, in his last
hours, before he was taken prisoner, he broke bread and drank wine, and
bade his followers to dn the like in remembrance of him. But do not
the Friends reuounce and deny these several ordinances ? I have a right
to refer to this point of doctrine, since they claim to be the followers of
the Lamb-of
that Jehovah, who, in righteousness, maketh man. With
the inspired writer of the epistle to the Hebrews, who recounts the deeds
of the great followers of the Lord, I may exclaim : “ What shall I say
more 1”
What shall I say more ? For the time would fail me, to tell of
Gideon, and of Barak, and of Sampson, and of Jepthah, of David also,
and Samuel, and of the prophets. The sacred volume, however, is full
of the recitals of the battles fought by the servants of the Most High,
who, through faith, subdued kingdoms, and wrought righteousness,
With them, Mr. Chairman, I leave you; hoping that the report, as
amended, will be agreed to, and that the freemen of the State of Pennsylvania will be always armed for her defence, and ready to smite
her enemies with the sword of the Lord and of Gideon.
Mr. STURDEVANT, of Luzerne, said he was desirous that every feature
of the present Constitution should be retained unaltered, unless where it
could be manifestly improved.
All the propositions which had been
brought to the notice of the committee in regard to this subject now
before it, were to his apprehension, objectionable.
The report of the
committee as originally made, and as it stands, since it was amended, on
motion of the gentlemanfrom thecounty, was exceptionable, and it appeared
to him that the .proposition of the gentleman from Chester, was still more
so. He could not vote for the amendmeat of the gentleman from Chester,
because it titiuck at the root of our militia system ; a system which
has long been in operation here ; which has sustained us in the day of
trial, and the hour of battle ; a system which we had seen much cause
to venerate, and which he should be the last man here to destroy or im’
This system, whether it was ridiculed as a corn-stalk system, or
Eied as the bulwark of our defence, he could not consent to abandon.
He regarded it as necessary to the safety of the country.
He could not
look back to the days of Lexington, and Bunker’s Hill, and of the many
glorious battles of liberty in which the militia have been engaged, with-
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out the reflection that we owed our present prosperity and glory to that
militia.
He could not think of taking from the Legislature the
right of acting on this subject. He believed that the volunteers-and
the voluuteers were, as it had been said here, only the militia--were
dependent for their existence upon the continuance of the militia system.
When we do away with that, we shall do away with and destroy the volunteers. He could not therefore consent to take away frem the Legislature
the right of legislating on this sublect. He feit that the militia were our
constituents, and that they were entitled to be treated by us with the
highest respect. He felt that, in time of peril, we have been depeudent
on them, and that, if, ever again, we should be called upon to defend our
r@ts, we must again rely upon them, as we did in the late war and in
the war of the revolution.
He could not vote for the amendment of the
gentleman from Chester, because it conferred an exclusive privilege upon a
particular class of our fellow citizens, and one which we would not dare to
extend aiike to every citizen of the State. He would notrecognize their
claim to exemption a9 a right ; and though he would go as far as any to
oiotect all men in the right of worshipping God after the dicmtes of their
conscience, yet he would-go 110 further.
He would not say to his neighbor who was of a different opinion with
him and who held to a different faith, tkat he should be excused not only
from being armed in defence of his country, but likewise from paying an
equivalent to defend that country.
He could not sapto any class of men
that they should receive protection from a government, while they were
relieved from paying an equivalent for that protection.
He looked upon
this equivalent required to be paid uuder the existing Constitution as a
tax, and to ask to excuse any class of persons from the payment of this
equivalent, was absolutely and in fact asking that a portion of our citizens should be exempt from the payment of a tax which goes like all
other taxes, directly into the treasury of the State. You will tind by the
act of the 11th of April, W&5, that all fundu,,collected as militia tines are
directed to be placed directly in the treasury.
‘l’he third section of that
act provides $4that the brigade inspectors, and persons appointed in the
place of brigade inspectors, as aforesaid, shall keep an accurate account
of all moneys received by them for the tines aforesaid, and shall annually
in the month of January, in every year, settle with the Auditor General,
v&o is hereby required to adjust their accounts, and shall pay into the
State treasury any surpluss arising from said fines,”
These fines therefore, are a species of taxes which go directly intothe State
treasury, and are precisely on the same footing of other taxes. Now
bow can the society of Quakers ask US, 011 account of their conscientious
scruples, to protect them from the payment of these taxes in time of
peace, when they are not only williug to pay them in times of exigency
and war, but to go into the battle field, as some gentleman has asserted.
They are willing to make their payments in time of war, and fight the
battles of their country when it may become necessary, yet they ask us
in time of peace to exempt them on account of conscientious scruples,
from paying a tax which goes directly into the treasury of the CommonIt appeared to him that gentlemen were asking a very great deal
wealth.
when they asked of US to exempt a CUSS of our citizens, why received
equal protection from the government with all our other citizens, from
BI
very
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contributing their portion of the taxes necessary to be contributed in
order that we might in time of peace be the better prepared for the hour
of trial and difficulty and danger. If you take away the arming and
ttaining of the militia, you deprive them of gathering the little informa.
tion which they pick up on those occasions, and when they are calle?f
into the field they are totally unfamiliarized with the use of arms, and
are wholly incompetent of performing service to their country.
If thev
are not permitted to meet and train, their services will be of little avail
when they are called into the field. Then, as to this matter ofconscientious scruples, the moment you allow these scruples to protect men from
attending these trainings, or or paying an equivalent, that moment it extends over the whole Commonwealth ; for, what man is there whose conscience would not help him out in a matter like this, in time of peace,
however brave he may be in the day of battle. There are but few who
would not take advantage of this provision in time of peace, and as 6‘ conscience m&es cowards of us all,” many might avail themselves of it in
times of danger. There are but few, as he had said before, who would
not take advantage of this provision in time of peace, and how would
your Legislature make provision for such emergencies as t:ler might see
arising.
A large majority of your citizens may be conscientious both in
bearing arms and contributing money, so that the hands of the Legisiature would be tied, and the storm of war would be upon you before the
sinews of war were prepared to withstand it. If it is a fact. as has
been asserted by some gentlemen in this debate, that the Quakers
would be the first to shoulder their musket in defence of their country in time of invasion. why was it that in time of peace they
were desirous of sheltering themselves behind conscientious scruples,
from paying that small remuneration, which was required of them
by the government, to enable it to prepare for those emergencies.
We differed with the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr.
Martin) as to the manner of preparing for war in time of peace; that
gentleman seemed to suppose that preparing for mar in time of peace was
raising fortifications, collecting arms and ammunition and training troops,
and taking all other preliminary steps towards preparing for actual service. This was not the kind of bpreparation which he expected to see
in a time of profound peace; what appeared to him to be a reasonable
preparation for war in time of peace, was placing in the hands of every
citizen the necessarv implementi of war, an d familiarizing them with
the use of those irn$ements, so that they might be able at ouce to use
them effecuvely in the field. This was the kind of preparation nhich
he desired to see. But can it be said by gentlemen, that men can be
made familiar with arms in the course of a few days ? Certainly not.
Again, can it be expected that men will go and learn military ta&e,
losing some three or four days in the year, at an expense ot perhaps
f5ft.y dollars, to support a system which t?ieir more wealthy favored and conscientious neighbor is entirely free from 1 If this wzs not to be expected?
and certainly it was not, he thought we oc@t to be exceedingly cautious
It is a 6onstitution
in altering the old Constitution in this particular.
under which we have lived happily for a long time. It is a Constitution which many citizens of the Commonwealth are satisfied with ; and
it is a Constitution which we should prk=crve inviolate, unless we can
improve it. Unless vve can return i; to the people with judicious and
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salutary amendments, let us preserre it in its original form. Don’t let
it be said of us tllat we came here to make amendments to the Constitu;
tion ; but instead of making amendments to it, we have torn it to pieces.
‘He was opposed to all the amendments which had been offered to this
section, and he was opposed to alY alterations of it, unless gentlemen
could convince him by cogent arguments, that we would be bettered bv
the change. He should bold himself open to conviction ; and he should
be glad If any gentleman could explain to him why we should make any
alterations in this section. The moment they did so, he would go with
them, but not until then. With these views, which were more extended
than was his intention when he rose, he would leave the question to the
committee, not intending again to trouble it with any remarks of his own,
on any questions except such as he believed the people took an interest it.
Mr. BELL rose to ask of the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr. Martin) to withdraw his amendment, so as to enable us to hive
a vote on this question.
Mr. MARTIN, thereupon withdrew his amendments.
Mr. BELL said he had been asked by some gentlemen to modify his
amendment, so as to make it more conformable to their views, and accepthug of their suggestions, he modified his amendment to read as follows :
‘&Those who conscientiously scruple to bear arms, shall not be compelled to do so, nor, except in times of exigency or war, to pay an eqnivalent
therefor.”
Mr. FORWARDwould beg the indulgence of the committee, for a few
minutes, while he laid before them some of the views which he entertained on this sub.ject ; and he did it in obedience to a duty which he felt
thathe owed both to himself and his constituents. It had appeared to him
on this question that we have been wandering a!,out without exercising
much talent or much ingenuity, for the purpose of discovering the princepies, if there be any, on which “this question ought finally to turn. It is
but a question of toleration ; to what extent shall the conscientious opinions of men be tolerated ; how far shali the liberty of conscience be conThen, is there one common principle to
“ceded 1 That was the question.
which we all yield assent, that will aid us in our inquify on this subject,
one common ground on which we can all stand and dtscuss this matter 2
Why he thought there was, and he thought that principle to which he referred, had been alluded to, though not pressed by others who had gone
before him, and he thought it was virtually conceded by almost every
gentleman who had taken part in the debate. Sir, when men come into
society and are parties to a compact or government, it is obvious that they
must surrender some of their natnral rights, otherwise government could
not be organized, and if organized, could not be held together.
What
are the natural rights of men, which must be surrendered, and what may
be reserved consistently with the stability and s-3fety ofthe gorernmentWhat, is the right of conscience ? Is it a right, wh~h must be Burrendered up to the government, on entering into compact with it ? No sir.it is a natural right which is reserved to the citizen, one which he never
surrenders to government, one which he holds to, in al! forms of government, and never gives up. IJ liberty of c.onscience a natural right 1
Who denies it ? Then is it open now for discussion ? Liberty of COR-
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science was not denied bp any body, to be a natural right ; this was conceded on all hands. Then why do gent!emen not trace to the sources
of this right, and see what it is? VVhy it is the right of worshipping
God, as every man may see fit, and this right is not to be infringed in this
oountry.
We call it a natural right, because men acknowledging the Supreme Being as their ruler and guide, hold themselves accounrable to him
in certain respects, and when they do this, they feel that they owe a duty
t,o that Being which cannot be dispensed with.
This is the right of conscience. Is this then not to be tolerated ? When men feel that there are
obligations and duties which they owe to their Creator, which are paramount to all others, is it to be said that this shall not be sanctioned by govIs there a doubt on this subject, as to what all should do.
ernment.
When men believe in the Supreme Being. are accountable to Him, believe Him to be the moral Governor of the Universe, or take his revelation
to be the guide of their conduct, and believe it a part of their duty to
obey his behosts as they understood t!lem ; will any man say that this is
not the right of conscience ? Does any man doubt it? Is not this the
same as the right of worehipping God according to the dictates of conscience ? The whole matter rests upon the fact of a man’s acknowledging the Supreme Ruler of the Universe, as his guide, and refusing to do
any thing which he believed was not approved by that being.
The right of conscience in relation to bearing arms is a sacred right.
It is equally sacred with that of the right of self-defence. They were
both equally high and sacred rights, and when he heard gentlemen stand up
here and call this liiierty of conscience, a privilege, he was astonished,
If he understood some of the gentlemen who had spoken on this subject,
they called it a privilege and hesitated whether it deserved the name of a
While speaking of those rights which we are required to yield to
right.
a certain extent to the government for i@ perpetuity and safety, he should
Iike gentlemen to show him the necessity for yielding this right ; could
gentlemen show wherein it was essential to the existence and perpetuity
gf the government to yield this right. When he wus called upon to
yield any of his rights he wished gentlemen to show him some reason
why he should yield them. Show him chat it was necessary, show him
that the government could not exist without it, and he yielded the right.
He had a natural right to self-defence, but he yielded that right in certain
cases, and why ? Because the government could not exist without it.
The sheriff came to him with a eapiagLt and laid his hand upon his shoulder,
and perhaps might take him to prison, and unjustly too, and he bad to yield
to this, because civil society and the government could not be held together
if every man had the right to rebel, and not obey t!le ot3icers of the law,
There must be a common arbiter in society, and every man must yielo
to that arbiter. He may have been perfectly innocent of the charge
brought against him, he may kave committed no crime, he may hsre
owed no money, and t!le man who brought the suit may have been the
villain;
yet, notwithstanding his innocence, he might be arrested and
*en to prison, and he was obliged to submit to this, because the govern3 nt and society demauded it at his hands. Be must yield his natural
right of se%defence, otherwise he would hzve knocked down the otficer,
or repelled him from his house by force. This was the ground on
which this matter stood. He found a class of men in the community
who believed in God, and believed that tbey owed a duty to God para-
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Fount to all other duties. They believe it b their duty not to bear arms,
and they owe it as a duty to the God that made them, not to do so ; and
that if they d-o this they will be accountable at the jutgment seat of
heaven ; it is blended with their hopes and their fears, with those hopes
of enjoyment which lie anchored beyond the stars. This has been the
belief of these people from the foundation of the government to the present time, and all their acts show it ; then why should we be asked if this
tight was to be allowed them, which is here asked for ? Are we to step
in between these principles and the throne of God and resit his claim
upon them. He for one would not do it, unless some imperious and high
necessity could be shown to exist which required that this natural right
should be given up. He hoped now that those gentlemen who were,
scrupulous about their indulgences to the society of Friends, and ha&
addressed the Convention on the subject, would meet on this principle.
Let them come up to the marl; and deny that this was a natural right.
If they did so, he called for the proof; they must prove that it was not a
natural right, and if they failed in that, they yielded all. If they failed
all was yielded, and the right must be suetaiped, because it was sacred;
and he would ask any Christian community on earth where toleration
wyas practiced ; he would ask any individual in the country; he would
ask the atheist who had no God, if any such there are, whether it was
not our duty to grant this claim to all who sincerely asked it. It is as plain
as day, that there is a principle in this thing-it
has been acknowledged
in the Constitution itself, and in the Constitution of 1776. This pIinciple was then acknowledged when our soil was stained with hostile
blood ; when the conntry was agitated by fear, and all were ready to
acknowledge that there was a Supreme Being, to be looked up to. The
principle was acknowledged in the Constitution of 1776, as follows :
CLKo part of a man’s property can be justly taken from him, or applied
to public uses, without his own consent, or that of his legal representatives ; nor can any man who is conscientiously scrupulous of bearing
arms be justly compelled thereto, if he will pay such equivalent.”
Sir,
the right is sutured here and they are left merely to pay the equivalent,
In Tennessee it is regarded only in time of war, and in Maine the Constitution provides that the Legislatare may exempt these classes. But,
he recurred to the principle and he desired that it should be. yielded,
except in case of imperious necessity. If that ground was estabhshed and
proven, he yielded the matter. This matter had been argued in regard
to certain facts, which had been brought to the notice of the committee.
Then taking it on this ground, what were the facts of the case, what
necessity was there to call upon these men to surrender up their natural
rights ? The militia trainings. There is the necessity, and the only necessity for it. Let this matter be expatiated upon ; let it be examined and
see whether they are of such great importauce as to demand the surrender
of a right like this to them. Are the militia trainings in time of peace of
that importance as to require the surrender of a part of a man’s natural
rights ? Why, the matter was yielded-it
was given up. It was given
up by the gentleman from Fayette, that they were not of such importance. The whole of the gentleman’s argument went to yield the
point.
What he said or intended to say was this :
Mr. FULLERexplained.
&at, by the amendment, the Legis!ature were privileged i!? the matter,
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either to keep up the system, or abolish it, as they saw proper ; yet alX
hjs argument went to show that it ought to be kept up continually.
Mr. FORWARDresumed. He did not misunderstand the gentleman.
He said that the gentleman had yielded the principal point as to the,
necessity of keeping up these militia trainin-gs, and he apprehended that
he would not fail to show the committee betore he got through that the,
gentleman had yielded all. In framing a Constitution to meet certain
cases, are we to stand on practical grounds, or on that which is imaginary
and fanciful? .4re we to look to circumstances as they are, or as they
actually may be in reality, or are we to fly to visions and dreams? Now
what were the facts-what
were the actuai facts in relation to the militia ?
He put that question to gentlemen. Are the militia musters as now
conducted, as now instituted and carried on, of the slightest service IOthe country ? Are they necessary to the safety of the government?
i) re
these precautionary measures necessary for the public safety 1 Has the
gentleman from Fayette and other gentlemen, not conceded that this is
not necessary, and that the miiitia trainings are useless, except that keeping them up has a tendency to drive-men to join volunteer corps, to get
This system was kept up to be contrasted
rid of turning out in the militia.
wit,h the uniform volmneer corps to ac.t as a stimulus upon them. In
other words the volunteers were to be made up of all the respectabiiity
which would be drawn from the militia troops. These persons were
to be brought out to tke public gaze and contrasted with t.he volunteers for
the purpose of keeping them up. Was this all the militia sysrem was
worth preserving for ? He need not enlarge upon the fact noticed by
others, that militia trainings were universal objects of contempt, and his
object was to secure them from the stigma which had been cast upon them
in consequence of their disgusting parades, and nonsensical exhibitions.
It had been said those who were in favor of abolishing the miiitia trainThis was not the case. We estimate
ings undervalued the miiitia.
them, acknowledge their merits, but we do not believe that militia
trainings, as at present conducted, are in any way to be looked upon as
preparing the country for defence. It is a farce to say that these cornatalk exhibitions shall be kept up for the defence of the country, and he
wished to relieve those who mere compelled to take a part in there exhibition from doing so, These gentlemen who agree in favor of this system mzjr say that it will hereafter become respectable. This, however,
was not the case now ; that was his argument and he was to act by what
he saw before him and not upon w&at any gentlemen may imagine will
happen.
He wished to say one word more in relation to these militia
trainings.
He remembered hearing an officer of the regular army say,
and no doubt, other gentlemen had heard the same remark, that it was
really a disadvantage for an enlisted soldier to have ever served much in
the militia-because
it is neceseary for him to unlearn all that he learned
there. He must tmlearn the whole of the exercise he learned there, if
he ever learned any. He must unlearn the negligence and habitual insubordination he has there been accustomed to, before he is fitted for service
To get rid of the habits of insubordination, which
rn the regular army.
he has imbibed at militia trainings, is one of the most trying circumstances attending the driil of a recruit who has served much in the militia,
Then were men to be brought out and subjected to this ridiculous exhibtiioa
without any benefit to be derived from it 1 Were the citizens of Penn-
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sylvania to resent this spectacle of ridicule once or twice a year? Was
it to be sar2 for a moment that your citizens would lose all military
spirit unless they were subjected to this childish parade ? Besides men
contract habits of insubordination there. which it is aimost impossible to
break them;of, if they are afterwards called into actual service. It is vain
-it is utterly useless to think of disciplining the freemen of our Commonwealth at our militia trainin,gs. Well it was these militia trainings
he was speaking of, with all then evils. He had said they were of no
use, and he repeated that they were of no use. But what IS meant by
Why, when he spoke of them, he meant American citizens
our militia.
accustomed to the use of arms ; not in the camp or in the field, but
American citizens accustomed to use their arms, and to all that manual
dexterity which could only be gained by long practice ; not field manmuvering and marching, but a perfect knowledge of the rifle and the musket
--such a use of the rifle that vou can take the eye out of a squirrel on the
highest tree. This was all in all, and beyond this there was no necessity
to go in this country.
In this, the soldiers of our country had a superiority over t,hose of any other. Ask the British officers who were engaged in the last war whether there was no superiority in our troops in
this respect. Well, was this to be learned at militia musters ? Let any
man speak who had attended militia musters, and say whether he
ever attained any military knowledge there. He would appeal to any
man to say whether he would not in a week or three days steady drilling,
obtain more militarv information, than at all the militia trainings he had
attended for a series of perhaps twenty years. There could be no
doubt of this. But when it is necessary, the American citizen is always
read-{ to bear arms without these militia trainings.
How was it before
the last war iit this State 1 Were there any mthtia trainings to make the
thev
citizens of Pennsylvania prepared for service 1 Not at all-but
were ready to meet the enemy in the east and in the west. How was it
in Tennessee before the battle of New Orleans. Did the men who fought
that battle perform militia service to prepare them for it ? No sir-it was
known that they did not. Were the militia of Bunker Hill, prepared
for the events of that day of glory by previous trainings as militia 1 No
str. The gentlemen who had argued this question had treated it as
though war would come upou us like a thunder-bolt from a clear sky.
They have been endeavoring to provide for emergencies which may not
arise in a thousand years. They say that when war comes there will be
no timt for calling out the militia ; they say that the militia must go from
their homes to the field of battle. Now, sir, practically speaking, this
is all absurd. Do you expect in this State which is an interior State,
that a war can be brought upon us in a day, and that the militia will not
have timely warning of its approach, so that they will not have ample
time to be enrolled and organized ? Do you expect thus suddenly to be
thrown into a war? Why, no man can expect this. It is mere dreaming-indulging
in the wildest imaginations, which never can come to pass.
We contended that these persons who were for providing for all these
extreme cases, were merely consulting visions, and not the actual truth
and facts of the case. This was his argument ; now let them meet it by
showing these militia musters were or could be essential to the defence
of the country.
There was another topic which must not be passed over. What
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do gentlemen mean when they ask if we a e to have a privileged
class, an aristocracy in the country.
Now, k e would return this by
asking of them what they would have in relation to this militia system..
They say we must not put down the militia system otherwise the roiunteer system will fall. You must then keep up the militia as a contrast to
the volunteers ; you must disgrace one class to keep up another : ycu were
to degrade one class and march them through the streets to the derision of
the mob, that another class of persons may have the glory of being more
NOW, he was utterly opposed to this thing. He
noticed by the public.
had no idea of becoming a part of this foil to the volunteers, and of
being a part of a ditgustmg exhibition which was to be kept up for the
purpose of miniatermg to the glory of another class of persons. He had
no idea of having an exhibition of cornstalk boys kept up to be hooted at
by the boys and the blackguards in your streets. In what he was now
saying, he was contending for the militia, he was desirous of freeing them
from this painful exhibition.
He knew their value and fully appreciated
their services. He was addressing the Convention in their behalf, and it
was for them that he afiked they might be relieved from performing this
unpleasant and utterly useless service. Mr. F. then gave way to
1Mr. MEREDITH who moved that the committee rise, which was
agreed to; and,
The Convention adjourned.

WEDNESDAY

AFTER3

00X,

OCTOBER
25.

SIXTH ARTlCLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into a committne of the whole,
Mr. CHANBERS
in the chair, for the purpose of considering the report
of the committee to whom had been referred the sixth article of the Constitution.
The question pending being on the amendment oflered by Mr. BELL,
which, as modified, reads as ibllows, viz : ‘6 Those who cotscienti,-&y
scruple to bear arms shall not be compelled to do so, nor, except in times
of exigency or war, to pay equivalent therefor.”
*Mr. FORWARD
resumed his remarks : When the committee rose in the
morning, he was adverting to the condition of the militia, and distinguish.
ing between those who were its real and its mistaken friends. He did not
believe that those who were enrolled into the service would feel any
mortification at being relieved from ridicule and ignominy.
He put it to
gentlemen whether there was any disposition among those who were
called out to go through these idle and disgusting exhibitions periodrtally ? Was it not adtnitted to be a degrading service? Was it not
looked upon as a frolic, a burlesque ? Was nit this the case in Ph~i-
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adelphia when a celebrated colonel (Pluck) was put at the head of a
regiment of militia ? Was not this the feeling of the militia themselves ? We then were not throwing any imputation upon them. Who
are they ? Are they not our friends--our neighbors-onrselves
? He
bad no disposition to under value the militia.
Nor could he agree that
in abolishing militia musters it would be necessary to abolish t!re mi!itia.
The extent of his argument, as it had been conceded on all hands, was
that the system might be improved, nnd.that the drowning honor of the
miiitia should be plucked up by the locks. What did the gentleman
from Favette, (Mr. Fuller) say 1 That the volunteers would put down
the militia.
Another gentleman had said that if the militia had the same
pay and equipments, they would be as good as the volunteers : that is, do as
much for the militia, as you do for the volunteers, and the militia will be
just as good. What was this but an admission of the whole argument?
What said the gentleman 1 Let there be voluntary service. The gentleman himself looked to voluntary service, and the whole of his reasoning made out the argument that on voluntary service alone we qould
rely.
All seemed to agree that to induce men to enrol in the militia,
volunteer service should be encouraged. What seemed to be objected ID
was that conscientious scruples were not violated, to do what was called
justice to the militia.
The whole argument, therefore, was yielded,
when it was admifted that without the volunteer system, the militia
would be imperfect.
There could be no reliance but on voluntary
service.
On what other could reliance be placed ? Would you rely
on any body which would be likely to shrink from duty? He might
differ from gentlemen on this point, but he thought ihe reluctance, the
refusal to serve which accompanied the militia system, must always
render it inefficient in time of danger. Suppose an enemy threatened
the countrv, it might be said would there be voluntary force sufficient to
repel the invader?
Any one who was acquainted with the history of
the last war must believe that there would be sufficient offers. Would it
not be adequate, more than adequate, when adopted as the policy of the
government?
Did any men believe that the voluntary service was not
amply competent for the purpose of defence? An& would it not be
more honorable, more glorious to rely on it, than to coerce the consciences of these citizens whose scruples forbid them from engaging in
war? Such was the fact-such the reasonable espectation.
When he
said the militia service was degraded, he stated what was the fact.
Make it a voluntary service, and it would become as respectable as the
volunteers.
When he said if the country was in peril the volunteers would be more
than suf%icnt to defend it, was it not palpable that this exaction of duty
from tender consciences was not necessary ; and if it was not necessary, if
there was no necessity which demanded it, there was an end to the question,
unless gentlemen were willing to venture on the perilous ground that the
right of conscience is not a natural right, and therefore has no claim to be
respected. The situation of the country would be very different abroad,
under the shadow of the glory of the volunteer system than under that of
the miiitia.
Would any foreign power venture to attack the country,
when it was known that it would be defended by volunteers ? Already
there is a sufficient number elf volunteer companies enrolled. There
were two companies in Allegheny.
How many there are in Philadel-
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phia he could no,t :ell. In Dauphin and,other counties there mere similar organizations. And he believed that there could not be lees than : 5,000
or 20,000 in Pennsvlvania, who were now reatly, at the call of their
country, to take the’field whenerer peril should assail her. How then
could any man say that it was necessary to violate the rights of conscience ? But the gentleman from Luzerne said here was a tax. Would
gentlemen compel the payment af a tax ? Would any set of men interpose between the collector and the Constitution :o the wants of the
country ! No. If it was a tax, he would yield it. But what was the
nature of the tax ? B tax on a tender conscience. We are to tax men’s
consciences, for giving way to feelings not to be resisted, He would
yield the argument there, but it was a tax on conscience. We lay a
penally on a man, because he is in default, and is censurable or criminal.
We make him pay-for
what 1 For enjoying his own conscience ; and
what wzs the difference between this and adormg the Creator according to
the dictates of conscience? In both eases, it was a scruple-a duty.
We come to make it penal in this land of liberty, if it was not profane
to use the name of liberty in such case, to enjoy the rights of conscieuce.
There was no man who could stand before his fellow man, or before
his @reaLor, with this argument.
We may call it exaction, penalty for
scruples, or what we wiil, here is the fact, He agreed with the learned
judge from Philadelphia, @Mr. Hopkinson,) that there might be a period
when if government could not enforce a tribute for emergencies, it could
not exist. We might impel citizens into the ranks, under the influence
of a grand and public necessity.
The
citizen
must
then yield his rights.
So it wxs as to those who held religious scruples. They must yield to
the majority, for the purpose of maintaining the government.
But they
were not bound to yield further than the existence of this necessity.
The language of the amendment was this : “Those who col:scientiously
scruple to bear arms shall not be compelled to do so, nor, excep.t in times
of exigent
‘* Exigency in
or war, to pay an equivalent therefor.”
war ! ” 1%-hat was the meaning of the words? Who were to judge of
the exigency 1 Were the Legislature to judge 2 Were we to submit it
to Legislative decision to say when an exigency would exist? What
was an exigency?
It was contrwiistinguished
from
war? It was the
threat of war. ‘I’he exigency arose with the threat. The militia were
then to be prepared, enrolled, drawn out, because the conntrv required
their services. They were required to be ready in arms. ‘This was
the exigency intended, and not the calm, halcyon days, of peace. He
agreed with those who insisted that we ought to be prepared in time of
exigency, to be equipped and mustered for war. In this he entirely
agreed. And in a case of war, or exigency, which would induce these
preparations, there ought to be an equivalent paid, because a natural right
But in peace, in a stare of profound peace, where
must be surrendered.
was the necessity, where the expediency, which would justify such a
call ? He had heard sentiments which ought to be repu$iated every
where: that the rights of conscience were not natural rights, that any exemption on account of scruples was the creation of improper distinctions,
And that there should be personal service without equivalent.
He was
not to be caught by such arguments. PlTonation had ever suffered by
What count.ry ever did? He had.
adopting the policy of tcleration.
heard it said that there could be no mode of testing consciences, and that
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any man might claim exemption, with equal justice.
This would be
obviated by adopting the system of voiuntary seivica.l There cauld exist
no difficulty in drawing the line. Let the gentleman from Franklin look
back to the histor of Pennsylvania, and be would find that there had
never been, any J lfficulty in determining who were those entitled to
exemption on account of their conscientious scruples. It had been construed to extend to Quakers, Menonists and others, whose tenets were
well known, and who could not be suspected of pretending to possess
tender consciences merely for the purpose of evading a further duty.
He who would set up such pretext, from such a motive, might well be
dispensed with in the service, for he would prove a traitor there. No
such charge could attach to that large class of citizens, void of self
reproach, who had adopted the peaceful creed as the guide of their
actions.
But it had been said, that a man would start up and claim this privilege, when his neighbors all around him can say, that he did not believe
in those scrnples ; that he would come to claim the privilege, not upon
religious grounds, because he was not a religious man, but just because
he chose to claim it, and that, too, in the presence of men who would
brand him as a base hypocrite.
Would any man dare to meet the infamy
which might f:all upon him for such a course of conduct as this? There
was no argument could be built on this ground. In point of fact, the
discrimination hwas easy and certain. There were not ten men who
would incur the infamy, under pretences which were. known to be
false. A man of no religion claim an exemption on the score of a tender
conscience ! No: he would not dare to invoke the scowl of society,
and the hootings of his neighbors.
He (Mr. F.) would now come back to the point from which he had
started ; namely, that those who were in favor of abridging the rights of
conscience, could only do so on the ground of public necessity.
He
affirmed that the existence of this public necessity had not been shown,
and that, therefore, this class of our citizens might rightfully claim this
exemption.
Every exigency which could justify a claim on them, had
been provided for in the amendment.
The class by whom this exemption was asked, was renowned for its love of order-for
its obedience
to the laws-for
its charity.
Was this aristocratic ? Was this odious ?
Was this criminal ? Look at the history of the world, and who could
deny that to this little community, mankind were more indebted for
liberal principles thau any nation in the world.
How long was it since
toleration had been known on the earth ? Probably, we might-go back
to the age of William Penn, but not much further.
Where did It arise?
Among religious men. It was a religious principle, which had been encrafted on free government, after the example of William Penn and others.
but let us go back for two centuries, and what should we fmd ? We
found men taxing other men’s consciences upon the very ground taken
here; that was to say, should a man set up his consciene against a tax
gatherer ?
In other countries, a tax was paid for keeping up a national church;
taxes were annually collected for that purpose. In such countries, a
man might say he had conscientious scruples, aud he would be asked,
shall a man set up his conscience against the tax gatherer?
For, after
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all, it was but a tax foor the maintenance of an established church.
That was the argument, and the same argument might be fou!:d in
this Hall.
Again, we found gentlemen here doubting the sincerity of these persons. We had the charter, and we had the conditions of the charter.
We still found gentlemen doubting whether these scruples were sincere
or not.. This was the argument of the 15th century ; when men went
to the stake to be burnt, and all sects, escept the Quakers, were perxcuted. Thev went to the stake, and tlley met death unfiinchingly ; it was
said their opinions wele so absurd that they ought to suffer for entertaining such scruples. And this was just the argument which had been
urged here-that they were setting up their consciences against the defence of their country. How absurd ! It was the old chapter of tyranr1.y
and intolerance.
What right had he, or any other man, to substitute h1.s
own opinions for the consciences of olher men? and to bring charges of
fraud and deceit against them, simply because their opinions differed
from his own?
In conclusion, he was of opinion that the Convention conld not misunderstand the nature of this request. The principle was clear to his
mind that public necessity alone could justify the Convention in calling
upon this class of men. Let it be shown that such a necessity existed,
and he @Mr. F.) would go cheerfully as far as that necessity required.
If it could be shown that these trainings were actually necessary for the
defence of the country, or as a preparation against emergency or war ;
if, he repeated, this necessity could be made clear to his mind, he would
go with the gentlemen who opposed the wishes of these individuals.
But, said .JJr. F., till you show that necessity, the argument is mine, and
the conclusion is mine.
Mr. BANKSsaid, that he was always pleased to see the gentleman from
Allegheny (Mr. Forward) take the floor, because be was clear and explicit in the expressions of his opinions, and he possessed the advantage,
moreover, of being able to throw much ingenious argument about a cause,
whenever he was called out to speak upon it. \$?hether his arguments
were at all times satisfactory to those who heard them, or were not so,
it was at all times gratifving to him (nlr. B.) IO hear him upon any
subject brought before this body. Nevertheless, according to his (Mr.
B’s.) opinions, the gentleman from Allegheny had taken a decidedly
wrong view of the question now before the committee.
The amendment
of the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. Bell) did not go the lengths which
the gentleman from Bllegheny had supposed. It did not go to prevent
the Legislature from enaeting laws in relation to the conduct of all the
citizens of the Commonwealth-Friends
or otherwise, as gentlemen might
think proper to term them. It did not go to provide that there should, or
should not be, militia trainings.
There was nothing of that kind, either
in the report of the committee, or in the amendment by the gentleman
from Chester, (Mr. Bell) or in the amendment which had been laid on
the table, as proposed by the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia,
(Mr. Brown.)
There was nothing either in one or the other of these
propositions, which went to make it absolutely imperative on the Legislature to keep up the militia trainings.
Thexe was nothing of the kind
in any of the propositions.
Why, then, had there been this ado about
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the rights of conscience, and about taxes as equivalents for personal
attendance at the militia trainings ? Nothing was to be gained by such
discussion ; although it might be, and probably was, intended for effect.
What its end might be, he did not know.
If there was any thing in the
article, or in the amendment, in reference either to the abolition or to the
keeping up of militia trainings, the argument of the gentleman from All4
gheny, might carry with it some force. When that gentleman had first
addressed the committee on this subject
the other day, he introduced to
US the Constitution
of the United States, to shew that neither the Legislature nor the citizens of Pennsylvania in Convention assembled, could
dispose of the authority given to the Congress of the United States, in
relation to the militia ; end at that time he declared it was idle to contravene the action of Congress in regard to this, or any other matter in any
State in’the Union, while Congress kept within the limits of the Con&
tution.
The gentleman was unquestionably right in the view he then
took, Bnd yet his argument on the present occasion went to shew the
existence of a right to contract the power of Congress in regard to a
portion of the citizens of Penusylvania.
Mr. FORWARDrose to explain.
The act of Congress recognized all
exceptions granted by the State Legislatures.
We might excuse any man
and yet act in perfect conformity with the requisitions of the law of Congress.
Mr. BANKS resumed. He had not, he said, the act of Congress before
him; but he had before him the Constitution of the United States, which
declared that Congress had control over every thing in relation to the
land and naval for&s of the country ; and, 30 far as his recollection went,
there was no act of Congress which authorized the Legislature of the
State to exeuse A or B, or any one else. The eighth section of the first
article of the Constitution of the United States, among other things
contained the following paragraphs :
6‘ Conaress shall have power to make rules for the government of the
land andDnaval forces.”
(6 To provide for caliing forth the militia, to execute the laws of the
Union, suppress insurrecttous and repel invasions.”
6‘ To provide for organizing, arming, and disciplining the militia, and
for governing such part of them as may be employed in the’service of the
United States, &c.”
And the second article of the amtindments to the Constitution of the
United States, is as follows : **A well regulated militia being necessary to
the se-,urity of a free State, the right of the people to keep and bear arms
shall not be infringed.”
& much for the Constitution of the United States. In relation to the
protection and support by the government, the fifth section of the first
chapter of the Constitution of 1776, declared as follows : cEThat government is, or ought to be, instituted for the common benefit, protectton and
security of the people, nation or community, and not for the particular
emolument or advantage of any single man, family, or set of men, vho
are a part only of that community.”
The act of Congress of 1792, whieh had been this moment sent to his
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table, he presumed by the gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter,)
was in these words :
Act of Congress 1792 : Act more effectually to provide for the national
defence, by establishing an uniform militia throughout the United States :
‘6 SECT. 2. That the Vice President of the Unit.ed States; the offi‘6 cers, Judicial and Executive, of the Government of the United States ;
6‘ the members of both Houses of Congress, and their respective officers ;
4‘ all Custom House officers, with their clerks ; all post officers and stage
‘4 drivers, who are emploved in the care and conveyance of the mail of
(‘1the post office of the Uiited States ; at1 ferrymen employed at any.ferry
*‘ bn the post roads ; all inspectors of exports ; all pilots ; all mariners,
(6 actually employed in the sea-service of any citizen or merchant within
(6the United States ; a& all persons w?lo mw are, or may here:fter be,
L( exempted by the lau!s of the respective Rates, shall be and are hereby,
(6 exempted from militia duty, Izotu.it?Lsta~~,di~ their being ubove the
bsage of eightee7z and t&er the age of forty$ve
yews.”
Thus, continued Mr. B., it appeared that, in pursuance of this act, the
Legislature now possessed the privilege to exempt, if they thought proper
“And all persons,” says the act, ‘6 who now are, or may
to do so.
hereafter be, exempted by the laws of the respective States, shall be, an’d
were hereby exempted from militia duty, notwithstanding their being
above the age of eighteen, and under the age of forty-five years.”
This
being the case, continued Mr. B., it was in the power of the several
States to exempt persons, so far as they thought proper ; and the Legislature under that act and the existing Constitution would have the power
now, if thef thought proper to exercise it, to exempt members of the
Legislature and all other persons. As we were now about to revise the
Constitution of Pennsylvania, and as we were placed towards the people
of the State in the same relation as though we were about to fratne a
form of government where no government had beforelexisted, the question
was, whether it %asexpedient
to incorporate into our fundamental law,
the proposition offered by the gentleman from Chester.
He (Mr. B.)
doubted very much the propriety of incorporating any such principle.
He doubted whether it was right or expedient for this committee or the
Convention, to exempt any portion of our citizens from the operation of
He doubted-indeed
he was satisfied in his
general laws or regulations.
own mind, however, other gentlemen might satisfy themselves by reasoning according to the belief which each entertained-whether
it was
proper for this committee to say that A or B should be exempted from
the operation of any general regulation with reference either to the militia, or to any other department of the Commonwealth.
Would it be
right, would it be treat%g the rest of our fellow citizens fairly, to say that
any one society of chnstlans, of any character or description, should not
be subject to the same impositions, if gentlemen were so pleased to call
them, in relation to the support of the government and the protection of
the people of the Commonwealth, to which others were subject under the
Constitution and lams of the State. Surely not. It might be expedient for
some, and advantageous, but not right. He knew what the argument was
which had been used, and very forcibly used, by the gentleman from
Allegheny, (1Mr. Forward) that conscience might interpose its authority
and save one man from doing that which all others mere bound to do under
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the Iaws of the Commonwealth.
That gentleman contended that you
taxed a man’s conscience when you charge him with the payment of
public dues, or of taxes to support your government.
‘l’ax his contax his property, and if his conscience interferes and
science ! No-you
says that it is’wrong, would you call that taxing his conscience 1 All of
US, under this plea, when taxed for the support of the government in any
of its branches, might say it was improper, because we thought the legislation wrong, and our consciences disapproved it. Would It be right for
us to say, we would no? pay because legislators were mistaken in their
views, in putting upon the people charges which mere not called for or
expedient’!
And were not our rights the same in regard to toleration?
Did any man ever hear of the speciea of toleration which has been urged
upon the attention of the committee in the course of this argument?
Exempt a man from bearing arms if he chooses to pay an equivalent for
personal service, and do you not thus tolerate him to choose that which
he prefers ? You put no compulsion on such a man. If you leave the
Legislature free to say, that all men should bear arms when the exigencies
of their country required, he (Mr. B.) contended that no imposition was
thus placed upon the consciences of men. No such thing. Every man
chose that which he preferred ; namely, whether he would carry arms,
the country requiring his services, or whether he would pay an equivalent for personal service, and for that protection which others g&e him,
by marching to the tented fie!d, and by baring their bosoms to the bayonets of the enemy.
Government had in view the good of the whole
people ; and all Legislatures, and all enactments by Legislatures, had
certain avowed qbjects in view, of giving protection to all and prescribing
rules of action for all, with an eqnil and impartial hand. The desire of
all, was, that they should have protection , and it was right that every
man should contribute from his means, as his neighbours did, to the
Would we not, by the very act of
maintenance of that protection.
exempting one portion of our citizens from this necessary burden, place
them above their neighbors and fellow citizens in relatiou to the matter
of military service? He knew that this class of citizens believed it to be
wrong to take up arms to defend their country, their persons, or property,
or their neighbor’s property ; but what of that; while I, in my person,
protect them and their property, they are bound in justice to support me.
What was remarked yesterday, by the gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, (-Mr. Hopkinson) that he did not choose to stand at his neighbor’s
door with a musket to defend him, whilst he was packing up his plate,
must have left an impression on the minds of those who heard, not to be
effaced. This was a forcibl6 allusion to the condition in which the
country had been placed, and mfght be placed again. That being the
case, was it not right that these mdividuals should contribute theirportion
to the support of the government ? The portion of Proud’s History which
had been read y!sterday by the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) was su%iclent certainly to satisfy us, that this doctrine was right.
If they did not contribute to the support of their government, they were
If they allowed the Legislature IO pass
not acting like good citizens.
acts of assembly authorizing thes,0 militia trainings, and did not choose
either to give their personal services or to pay an equivalent, were they
acting in good faith to the Commonwealth ? Certainly not. And if
they would not so contribute, was it not proper to coerce payment-to
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take their property if they possessed any. ) Might he not go further and
say, that the collectors of militia dues should lay their hands on thejr
persons, and to dispose of them, or to compel payment of these just
demands? He would not go SO fir as to say they should be tied to dead
bodies for punishment, as was sometimes done in ancient Rome ; nor did
he think that they should be sold, as debtors were according to the provisions of the civil law. But he did think that they should be compelled
to pay, in the same way as the law compels the payment of all other
dues. Surely, if one portion of our fe!low citizens ought to be compelled
to pay, every other portion should.
He knew, as had been remarked by t!te President of the Convention
esterday, that the militia had been brought into disrepute.
Not (said
t r. B.) bv persons belonging to it, but by those who were unwilling to
carry muskets, or corn-stalks, or to pay a dollar a day for being excused.
By those who would like to be regarded as the exclusives ot town and
country.
In this way was the militia systetn brought into disrepute.
Those who acted in this way, knew nothing of the advantages of’ the
system,. and
. thus were for putting us at the mercy of a hired soldieryconscription-if
gentlemen pleased. He knew not what other delegates
on this floor thought in reference to this subject. But, he could speak for
himself: he had been a militia man, and had shouldered his gun as soon
as he was able-turning
out with his neighbors, and attending the trainings. He had never felt degraded ; on the contmry, he always had felt
it his duty to encourage obedience to the law, and to aid as far as he
could, in every department of the government of tile country.
He had
from his youth upwards, been taught to cio SO, and he would instruct his
children to follow in his footsteps in that respect. In his humble opinion, it was the bounden duty of every man to do all in his power to aid
end support the government under which he lives, and to further the
welfare of his fellow men. Every man who refused to do this, ought not
to be entitled to, and ‘certainly was not worthy of, the protection of the
government.
He (Mr. B.) was for upholding the militia as our best
defence in a time of war. If it was kept up, as it ought to be, there
would be no danger of otu soil being invaded by a foreign foe. The provision, as it had been agreed to, authorizes the Legislature to do as they
think best in the matter. The section now read : *‘ The freemen of the
Commonwealth shall be armed and disciplined for its defence, when, and
Supposing this to be agreed
in such manner as shall be directed by law.”
to, and that the Legislature should not authorize militia trainings, or even
if they should, and did not impose a fine for non-attendance, the section
would then be entirely inoperative, and he thought gentlemen did not
desire any such thing. What necessity, he would ask, was there for the
amendment of the gentleman from Chester, unless his object was to
exempt a sect, that was as fully able as any other, from the payment of a
contribution?
Could there be any danger apprehended by those who
entertained conscientious scruples in being called upon to do militia duty ?
Was their property likely to be endangered ? Certainly not. Then why
not leave the regulation of this matter in the hands of the Legislature ?
If the Friends were in no more danger of being injured than other citizens who were not conscientious in this way, why should they have a
special favor granted them in preference to others ? It really seemed to
Those who contended for such a privilege, were
him preposterous.
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laboring under a great mistake in taking such an exclusive view.
I&e
would never consent to countenance such a classification of citizens
whether they numbered fifty or fifty thousand. Let our Constitution
have in view the welfare of the Commonwealth generall,r.
And, let our
acts of assembly fix the rights and privileges of the community of Pennsylvania without partiality or prejudice.
The delegate from Allegheny had spoken of conscience as being a
natural right.
Now, he (Mr. Banks) did not understand it tobe a natus
right, but his belief was, that conscience was a moral sense. If he was
not mistaken, it was the celebrated Locke who said “ Conscience is bs
the judgment, what the understanding is to the will.”
Somewhere elge.
too, he had read ‘(what conscience dictates to be done or teaches not todo.”
But in all governments-whether
in the government of the United States,
or any other well regulated government, as, in that of Pennsylvanih
inconveniences must be endured by the few, for the benefit of the wlml~
Nothing at all was sought to be imposed upon any portionof the Commonwealth, which would not operate on all alike. Then why should we &
asked to exclude the Quakers frorn the operation of a general law ? Nowa
the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) and others, knew just as
well as he did, that it would be wrong and unfair to grant any privilege ns
one body of men over another. He would ask the delegate from Aliegheny whether he could, consistently with his sense of duty to the
country, do any thing which should not induce every citizen, in the time
of danger, to come forward and repel the foreign invader 1 No man, h+s
believed, that had ever thought for one moment on the subject, conl~I
believe it. He might agtee to it, in a time of peace, on account of t&t
tender consciences of those who refuse to hear arms. He might agree a
it, because the exigencies of the country are not such as to require that her:
should repair to the tented field. But money was no equivalent, in a t&e
of war, to a man for risking his life. Would all the money that tine
society of Friends could collect, be any equivalent to me, (said Mr. B.) g
I should lose my life in saving their property and persons ? Would is hc:
an equivalent to my wife and children, if I should be so cut off from.
And such would be the opinion of every prothem ? No such thing.
perly constituted and correct mind. The remarks made yesterday by
the President of the Convention, in allusion to the British General, Ross,
who, when on his way to Baltimore, seeing a fine regiment from that city
before him, said 6‘ he wished that regiment would withdraw, or he w&r4
have to let loose his blackguards upon them,” altheugb intended by
the President to disparage the militia system, had on his mind a cow
effect. ‘I’hese blackguards, let it be remembered, were mercenary
soldiers-not
militia- and under a British commander.
The gentlemsxs
might have proceeded a little further.
He did not tell ua, although lak:
knew it well, that it was a bullet from a militia-man, that killed that sassn
General Ross, and thus prevented the shedding of much more blood. I&
was idle to tell him (Mr. B.) of the kindness of British officers or soldiers
to American citizens.
He could not understand it. He had had ances&nJ:
had most of the delegates on this &QF
in the service of his country-as
-and therefore he could not help feeling warmly on the subject.
5..
gentlemen read the narrative of Captain White, of our own Adams could
and then talk of the kindness of sueh officers and soldiers. Tall it not ti
Gath, publish it not out of this chamber of deputies from a free peo$rp
N
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that British officers and soldiers ever behaved kindly to Americans ! Eri,
others ridicule the militia as they please, but let the members of thrh
Convention show to the people of this Commonwealth, that they, for
their part, will sustain the system of their forefathers-that
system w-hi&
was adopted as long ago as the year 1777. Let us cherish the doings of the
days when every man carried his musket, not as a hired mercenary, but as a
militia-man, in defence of the Commonwealth and the country. Men in former days, did not refuse to carry their muskets, and use them, too, u-hen
the exigencies of the country demanded it. There had been a time when
men did not shrink when they mere required to train, no matter whether
it was once or thrice a year. This brought to his mind what had beer:
said bv the President of the Convention, that trainings occasioned a great
loss oi mo11ey- Lbthese abominable trainings,” if the gentleman pleased,
The man wllb could be relied on in the day of trial, depend on it, was no:
the man to take money into the account. The poor tnan did not estimate
his duty to the State by dollars and cents. He would turn out when his
country required that he should do so. No man who desired the perpetuation of the free institutions under which he had livec! and been instructed,
and which he ought to cherish as his !ife, would object to sacrifice some
of his means and his comfort, in order that military trainings might be
kept up, so that in the ham of danger. we should he the hetter prepared
to defend our homes, our firesides, and OUI liberties.
Looking, then. at,
this important subject in every light in which it could be viewed, he
thought it u-ould be best to let the constitution stand as it now did. He
well remembered the remark which fell from tke gentleman from Phil&
delphia, (Mr. Scott) a few days ago, on :I motion made to strike out an
amendment excusing those from bearing arms who entertained conscientious scruples-that
his sons should be trained, Btc. He (Mr. B.)
approved of the sentiments uttered by that gentleman, and hoped they
would be cherished, for they mere characteristic of every mzn who
desired to act out the conduct of a freemen on all occasions. Kow,
he supposed that the society of Friends, and every other society, an&
every individual iu the Commonwealth, would be as safe under the
Constitution as it exists, as if it were changed. Ile doubted much
whether any proposition could be broughtbefbre the people, which would
meet their approbation in preference to the section in the Constitution of
1790. He would vote against the amendment of the gentleman from
Chester, (Mr. Bell) and if the gentlemzn from the county of Philadeiphia shouid persist in pressmp his proposition, he would vote against that
also. He (Mr. B.) was satisfied with the section as it now stood, ant
he believed @tat they who entertained conscientious scruples in regard to
bearing arms, would fare better by clingin, w to the Constitution as it is,
which does not compel them to bear arms, than under the amendmen:, by
which they couid be compe!leA
Mr. RISJGART,of Lancaster, said that coming from a section of the
state in which there were a great many persons conscientiously Ecrupulous on the subject of bearing arms, EC should avail himself uf the present
opportunity of ogerering some reasons why they should not be compelled
to act contrary to their religious notious. A great number of his const;tuents, whom he had the honor to represent in this Convention, we:>
men of influence and WCditl. Some of them were Slcnosists 3mi Anlo.,
IAS! and Dunkards. 2nd Baptis?s, different from ti:e Quakers in ti33 re.
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spect that they never refused to pay their fines, though they were scrupulous in respect to bearing arms. During the whole of the interesting discussion which had taken place on this important subject, he had listened
with delight and instruction to the various speeches that had been delivered. He could not, however, consent to vote to make any distinction be.
tween the different citizens of the Commonwea!th.
The gentleman from
Chester, had, in an eloquent speech, asked the Convention to place all
the citizens of the Commonwealth on an equality, but he had failed to
show that any inequality existed. And, having failed to show that, he
had failed in his position.
Having been unable to prove inequality, he
could not ask for equality.
What, he asked, was the position the delegate
had set out with ? Why, the position was, that the socie,ty of Friends
(as he had contended for them alone, not for other denommations) have
conscientious scruples.
Mr. BELL
of Chester, said : The argument was applicable to all.
Mr. Rsrcbnr resumed: They asked not other men to perform service
without payment for it. There was nothing more equally protective of
the rights of all classes than the present Constitution.
That instrument
goes on the ground of equal rights and privileges, and fully carries out
‘The gentleman from Allegheny had refered to the Conthat principle.
stitution of 75’ as giving greater privileges to those who scruple to bear
The sixth section of the first chaparms, than the present Constitution.
ter of the Declaration of the Rights to which he refers, provides, that
‘6 every member of society ha.th a right to be protected in the ertjoyment
of life, liberty, and property ; and therefore is bound to contribute to the
expense of that protection and yield his personal serviae, when necessary,
or an equivalent thereto.”
This did not mean, in his opinion, an equivalent in money, but in personal service ; so, in the next clause, it is declared, that ‘6 no man who is conscientiously ~crupulo~~s of bearing arms,
can be justly compelled thereto if he will pay such equivalent :“-that
is,
if he will furnish a substitute, who will render the personal service required of him, and who would
fight the battles of the country in the manner in which a free citizen is expected to do. The new Constitution was
more indulgent to the scruples of citizens than the old one, and it went so
far as expressly to exonerate them from personal service in the militia on
the payment of an equivalent in money. The same people now come
to us and demand that they shall go scat free. We admitted liberty of
The right claimed by the friends was
eonscience to be a natural right.
that, being conscientiously, scrupulous of shedding blood, they should be
free from the burden of mrlitia duty on paying an equivalent for it, in
time of peace. That was the csteut of the right claimed. But, if there
was any principle of consistency in the claim, would it not extend also
to time of zoa7*? The right of conscience, in this case, was limited to
a conscientious scruple to shed blood in time of peace, but not upon an
aversion to war. This inconsistency upset the whole of the argument
which the gentiemau from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) in his able and ingenious speech, founded upon the freedom of conscience as a natural right.
It was admitted that, iu the emergencies of mar, the right claimed for the
scrupulous must yield to the necessity of the case, and in this view of the
matter the whole question ended.
It was related in one-of the&histories of this Commonwealth that, in 1’721,
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James Amon, the founder of the sect called the Amenista, petitioned the
proprietory government to be relieved from the payment of all taxes. He
represented that he had no occasion for the aid of the courts nor of the
civil power; that he had no suits, and no quarrels with any body, and
But the proprietory government said, no. You are
needed no protection.
under the same protection of the government that every other citizen is,
and you must contribute your share of the tax levied for the support of
the government. So here, in answer to the demand made upon us by the
Friends, we say you must pay an equivalent.
They reply, we will meet
you half way. We will pay the eqnivalent in time of war, if you will
relieve us from it in time of peace. The gentleman from Philadelphia
asked what brought our ancestors here? it was a desire to enjoy freedom of conscience. They fled from the intolerance and bigotry of the
old world, where they were persecuted like felons, for the crime of
worshipping God after their own consciences, there they were not permitted
to enjoy any religious freedom.
The two cases were not parallel. There
they would gladly have paid an equivalent for the sake of enjoying their
They came to
own mode of worship and their own religious opinions.
the wilds of America to get clear of religious restraint, and here they and
their descendants, to this hour, are free to worship in their own way,
The only question was, whether one portion of
without any restraint.
them should be exempted from the military taxation, while the other was
Pot. It was the exclusive privileges of the old countries which was the
cause of all their persecution and suffering, and the object of all their
complaints and aversion. Carrying out the principles of the gentlemen
from Allegheny they fall to the ground. The argument is over and the
contention is over. Let us see what other states have done on this subject.
In Massachusetts, the Friends, and others who were exempted from per.
sonal service in the militia, pay an equivalent, and so every Kew-England
State except Maine. The Constitution of Tennessee has a remarkable
expression in relation to this subject: “ non-resistance,” it says, 6‘ is absurd.”
That is the argument of the Constitution of Tennessee, and it is
one that cannot be got over. His course would be to vote against the
amendment and the report, and to get back to the provision of the old
Constitution and adopt it, with some modification.
Mr. MERRILL said, it had been remarked here that this question was
settled. If it was so, it had been settled, after a debate on only one side :
all those who professed to be in favor of recognizing and protecting conscientious scruples, had deferred the expression of their views, until that
subject should come fina!lv before the committee, in another part of the
Constitution.
He was wdhng the discussion of that branch of the question should be postponed to another time. But, as almost all those who
were on the other side of the question, had taken this occasion to bring
forward their views, he would make a few remarks in reply, though the
issue had been made without any reference to the question immediately
before the committee. A remark had fallen from the gentleman from
Northampton, (Mr. Porter) which was certainly candid and might be
true, that there were very few who cared any thing about the con&ences
of others. He trusted, however, that we did not wholly disregard the
consciences of others, and that we entertained that principle of toleration
which would lead us to aecord to others, that which me claimed for ourselves. That freedom of conscience is the very foundation of our insti-
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by
reference to
tutions, no one would doubt. It would be perceived
almost every fundamental law, and to the proceedings of almost every
public body.
A strict observance of the rights of conscience, was insisted
upon by all the founders of our institutions,
The very clause of the
present Constitution which was now under debate, recognized this principle. The third section of the ninth article of the same instrument WAS
still more explicit.
It declared that ‘6 no human authority can in any
case whatever, control or interfere with the rights of conscience.”
That
was the declaration of 1790, which was then authorized by the people of
Pennsylvania, and had since been acted on for forty-seven years-that
“ no human auth0rit.y can control the rights of conscience.”
Is that true
or is it not 1 Is this principle held and believed in Pennsylvania ? I cannot doubt it. One question arises, how far is the principle to be acquiesced
in ?-and another is, how far are those who profess conscientious scruples
sincere in their professions ? Though there had heen no positive declarations that the Friends are insincere in their professions, yet there had been
indications of distrust in their sincerity.
On this point the question must
rest. Do you believe that those who profess conscientious scruples, are
sincere 1 Who makes those scruples ? What is their character and tenor
of life ? Are they men who would report one thing, while they believed
another? If they were sincere, then 1‘ no human power can interfere,”
with them. Then had these scruples been assumedto mean some bad and
wicked purpose, or are those who profess them, men of such character
and deportment, as to afford a guaranty of their sincerity ? That there
are men among them who may act from the paltry motive of advantage is probable ; but does such a motive operate upon the whole sect?
They are sober, quiet, industrious and benevolent, and their mode of
worship and belief holds out no allurement5 of any sort. Their’s is not a
popular belief in this State. It never was, nor could it ever be, the popular and predominant mode of belief any where. Do you believe that
those people have separated themselves from the popular belief, for an interested motive ? Would they make more money by it than by any other
faith 1 No. Their belief was unpopular, and it was held against the sentiments of a vast majority of the people of the State. That was the
strongest possible proof that we could have of their sincerity.
Who
professed their religion in eaily times, for the sake of interest? Those
who first began to profess it, were persecuted to imprisonment and death.
Are we to be told that they were not sincere 4 What better evidence can
a man give of his sincerity, than his willingness to stake his life and
his reputation upon his professions 1 What evidence can we have of the
sincerity of any political man, that is stronger, than we have in this case?
These scruples then being in sincerity entertained, our fundamental laws
declare that “ no human power can control” them. Are we now going
to subvert this principle, and to say that the rights of conscience shall be
protected only so far as suits our convenience ? Shall we say that no one
has a right to claim protection in matters of conscience ; that his protection shall depend upon the discretion of the Legislature ; that the rights
of the minority shall be left to the decision of a fluctuating majority ; and
that every thing which the minority does shall be wrong, and every thing
done by the majority shall be right 1 Can we not go a step further and
invade personal rights and rights of property, with as much reason as we
do those of conscience ? If one be doomed to destruction, how long will
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it be before the other is offered up a sacrifice? I believe, said Mr.
Merrill, that the right of conscience is as sacred a right and as perfect 3
right as any other ; while at the same time, it is less capable of being protected, and more liable to abuse then any other. It is a perfect right and
is to be enjoyed as we enjoy all other rights.
In time of peace there
should be full and free toleration of these scruples; in war, those who
profess them and those who do not, must share alike the common hazard.
In this way, all will be put on a common footing. Every thing will be
tolerated in peace ; but in war, ail must partake of the common burden
and hazard. Is it not fair and proper, that we should put this matter to
the Friends, in this way? They can ask no more; we can oEer no
less. I have no doubt, sir, said Mr. BI. that the conscientious scruples
of the Friends are as great in time of war, as in peace; perhaps much
greater ; but we say to then: that, in that emergency, you must partake.
with us in the common danger.
The gentleman from Susqnehanna, says, that granting them this is putting them on a different footing from our other citizens.
This he denied.
He had no idea of placing them on a diKerent footing, and did not ask it,
and he would not grant it. He would tell them that in time of peace, their
conscientions scruples should be regarded ; but in time of’ war, he would
tell them that they had a stake in the community, and that they must
help to maintain it, or lose it : he would tell them that they received
equal protection with all other citizens, and they must return equal services to the country; therefore, this was only securing equal and exact jusThen, if the scruples of these people are
lice to all our fellow citizens.
honest and sincere, which none can doubt, we will regard them when the
exigencies of the country does not require their services. Could we do
less than this? He thought every consideration demanded this of US.
They at one time were the inheritors of this land, and they practised toleration to all mankind ; we are now in the majority and we ought to
practise toleration to them-they
had a right to expect this. When they
were in the majority in this State, they might have excluded the Presbyterians and Lutherans and other religious sects, but they did not do this.
We came here by their indulgence in the first place, perhaps by their inritation, he did not know, but we enjoyed their indulgence and their protection, and now when we are in the ascendency, we should practice the
same kind of toleration to them. He was sorry to hear the ,truth and
sincerity of the professions of these people doubted. The first doubt ia
relation to their conscientious scruples was raised by the gentleman from
Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward.)
He could not understand the conscientious
scruples of the society of Friends- they were totally incomprehensible
to him. Why, other men may not understand his conscientious scruples ;
and does he expect all other men to give way to him. Certainly not. He
does not allow his word to be doubted in relation to any matter-why
then does he doubt the word of others, when they tell him they have conscientious scruples. But he does not understand their conscientious scru
pies, therefore, he would allow them no liberty at all. Why, where would
this thing lead us to if carried out. The king of Babylon could not understand Daniel’s conscientious scruples ; He could not see the necessitjr
of any man’s
praying three times a day- and therefore he threw Daniel
into the lion’s den. Charles the fifth, could not understand the conseientious scrcples of Martin Luther.
Henry the eighth, could not under-
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stand any body’s conscientious scruples, who did not profess the same faith
with himself, let that be what it might ; 2nd the government of England at
one time could not understand any man’s conscientious scruples, who
would not contribute to their church ; and how many ministers were sacritieed, . and how inuch ruin was brought upon that country, because many
andlvlduals would not conform to this doctrine. He might not be able
to make the Quakers understand why he preferred the Presbyterian church
or the Lutheran church, to theirs. ikou, Mr. Chairman, might not be able
xo make the Episcopalians understand why you preferred the Presbyterian church, but that did not say that his doctrine was any the less correct, because they could not understand it. His duty was a matter with
his own consclence, and he was not to be controlled or driven from his
belier, because others could not understand it, Agaic, gentlemen might
recollect that in Scotland, Knox and a large portion of the reformers of
that day, wished to appropriate certain lands to the education of the children of the kingdom-but
those in the possession of them could not URderstand any such doctrines, so theg- divided them among themselves. The
laws of England required every man to pay tythe for the support of the
established church, and the ruiers of that country could not understand the
consciences of any person who was not willing to do this. They must
pay tythes to a church which they never enter. Suppose such a law
was to be passed in this country, would not gentlemen have conscientious
scruples about paying it ? Would not they ask to be relieved from this
burden ? There would be no difficulty then in understanding where gentlemen’s consciences were. All he asked then of gentlemen now, was to
do what they would expect to receive under similar circumstances.
Let
us go one step further.
If conscience is a thing that is to be judged of
by other men, those who are least informed and take least pains to examme into matters of conscience are to be the judges : and those who take
great pains to come to right conclusions, are to be the victims.
All any
man has to say is, that he dent understand anotber man’s conscience, and
on this principle you can justify every persecution, which has ever been
practised in the world.
Are we to follow the example of the dark ages
of Europe, or are we to be governed by the light of modern reform?
Are we IO go back to those ages when no man could understand the conscience of those who did not believe with him, or are we to practise upon
the blessed doctrine of toleration to all ? It is right and proper that every
man should be left to judge for himself, in relation to conscience ; and if
gentlemen who could not understand the consciences of others, would
examine their own breasts, they would see that this should be the case.
It was to be observed that they who had but little sympathy for other
men’s consciences, had generally a very great determination to stand by
their own, and not yield it up to any person or on any occasions. The
Presbyterians when the attempt was made to forc,e Episcopacy uponthem,
were most strenuous in resisting it. Their consciences would not permit
of their receiving the doctrine ; they could not come to the same conclusion, and they rejected the doctrine. This matter then, of judging of
the consciences of men, is a dangerous matter, for it will always happen
that the less informed, the more ignorant, and those who have never taken
any pain5 to inquire into the scruples of conscience, will be the judges.
It has been objected to this amendment, that it will raise up privileged
classes, and create inequalities in society, and that we must not make
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anemptions from a general law. Why, there are more exemptions now
6sm this militia law than any other general law in the State ; all who are
6wsr forty-five years are exempted ; all who have served seven pears in
a volunteer corps are exempted ; eand men are exempted by name or title.
Jadges of courts, ministers of the Gospel, justices of the peace, postmasters and others are exempted.
Then this argument that there must be
no exemption from general lam, went for nothing.
He wished now to say a word with regard to the cry ‘6 exemption from
-es,”
whieh are levied for the support of the government. Now it was easy
gsl call every thing by a name, but he wanted to have every thing called by
&s right name. Moneys demanded and collected from men for a failure to
prform certain duties, was not a tilH, it could nothe looked upon as a tax.
33 was declared in the law to be a fine, and to turn round and say it was a tax,
and 9a.y that the Friends ought not to be excused from paying this fine, be&ause It was a tax, was a perversion of terms. It was wholly absurd to
call these fines a tax. It is true that both takes money from the purse,
and in this light alone could it be viewed as a tax. But were they both
f&- the same object 1 No sir ; one is in aid of the government, and the
ether is a penalty for a delinquency in the performance of certain duties.
It was nothing more nor less than what it professed to be, a fine. Now
he would ask whether by any implication in the world there was any
&wound to suppose, that when conscience would not allow a man to do
ene thing, it would allow him to do another in precisely the same form,
He could see no reason for any such supposition.
He himselfhad none
~8 these conscientious scruples, nor did he know that he had a half dozen
apfconetituents, who had ; or who desired this change to be made ; but he
J&red to grant the Friends this right.
He had no doubt tha: they had
eonseienrious scruples ; it was not to be doubted by any one-no man
could doubt it. Do you suppose if they had no conscientious scruples
about paying an equivalent for personal service, that they would allow
they allow their
tiieir property to b(: levied upon to pay this fine ? Wo1~1~1
most necessary furrliture to be taken and sold ? W':ould
thev allow such
mm as the collector of lines referred to by the grntleman ?rom the city,
&@r. Cope) to enter their houses and take awav their property, when they
had the money in their pockets to pay the inc.
Would they subject
Olgemselves to the scaKs of ruffians, if iheJ7 were not conscientiously scrupulous against paying this equivalent. It was not to be doubted then for a
-411their acts prove
moment, that they were sincore in their prrtentions.
St9and we have not the leart room to doubt it. He then asked gentlemen
b consider this matter soiemnly and seriously, and endeavor to remove
ai1 prejudices from their minds, befhre they give their votes. He would
ask the gentlemen to examine t!iemselres and see if they were not acting
on this matter from some se!i%h consideration ; whether it was not passible that some political f‘eeling, c*ome old grudge, something which may
hare existed in their minds for years, might improperly influence them in
&is matter. He would ask gentlemen to Cew this question in all its
bearings, and examine well the danger of disregarding the right of conscience. If we do not hold the right of conscience sacred, we have
nothing to recommend our institutions to the oppressed of other nations.
On it rests our oniy hope. and if it is given up, there is nothing in our
It is a so&d right and must be held sacred
&tit~tlions worth preserving.
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by the freemen of America, if we would recommend republican institutions to the rest of the world.
Mr. WOODRARD, moved that the committee rise, which motion was
negatived-yeas
35, noes 46.
Mr. SHELLITO hoped gentlemen would not force a vote at this late hour,
and in the condition in which the committee was now in. If the question
is one of importance, it is important that we should have every vote that
can be obtained.
He hoped therefore that the committee would rise.
Mr. FORWARD concurred entirely in opinion with the gentleman who
had just taken his seat, he hoped the committee would rise.
On motion of Mr. FORWARD the committee then rose ; when,
The Convention adjourned.

THURSDAY,

OCTOCER 26, 1838.

Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, submitted the following resolution,
which was read a second time aud adopted :
Resdved, That a minutr bc made on the journal of to-day, of the omissionto insert
among the nays on tbc minutw of the committee of the whole, on page one hundred and
forty of the punted minutes, the name of Mr. PORTER,of Northampton, who voted in the
negative, and his name omitted by mistake in the printed journal, although found on the
original minutes.
SIXTH ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. Chambers in the chair, on the report of the committee to whom was
referred the 6th article of the Constitution.
The question being on the amendment offered by Mr. BELL, as modified,
to read as follows, viz : “Those who conscientiously scruple to bear
arms shall not be compelled to do so, uor, except in times of exigency
or war, to pay an equivalent therefor.”
Mr. PURVIANCE, of Butler, said, that as he intended to vote in the affirmative on this question, he would ask the indulgence of the committee for
a few moments, while he assigned, if not what may be considered reasons
by those who heard him, the views which influenced his opinion, and
which might be satisfactory to those whom he had the honor in part to
represent.
It appeared to him that the report of the committee, if adopted, would leave the proposition of the gentleman from Chester unobjectionable.
The report proposed to strike from the Constitution the present
objectionable feature which imposes on the Legislature an imperative
It changes the Constitution
obligation to pass laws arming the militia.
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by the introduction of the word ‘6 when.”
If me adopt the report of the
commitme, which he hoped the committee would, it would read thus :
‘*The freemen of this Commonwealth shall be armed, organized and
disciplined for its defence, when and in such manner as the Leyidature
may hereafter, by law direct.”
What was the motive of the proposition
of the gentleman from Chester-and
what the objection?
It proposes
that no one shall be compelled to bear arms, “nor, except in times of
Was the request on
exigency or war to pay an equivalent t,herefor.”
which this proposition was founded, which emanated from a most respectable society in the Commonwealth, a reasonahle one, and such as ought
to be granted ? What was the objection to it? The gentleman from
Fayette, (Mr. Fuller) and the gentleman from Centrc, (Mr. Smyth) seemed
to be peculiarly sensitive ou the subject of the militia.
There was one
objection to the amendment only which they had suggested which he
would examine.
They say that the militia system should be supported
because it stimulates volunteers.
It was a costly stimulant.
We are to
pay the enormous amount of 2,000 dollars a year for supporting a system
which is admitted to be au object of ridicule,” in order to keep up, what
the gentleman from Fayette and the gentleman from Centre, call a stimulant to volunteers.
Mr. BANKS here inquired who on the other side, had admitted the militia to be an object of ridicule.
Mr. PURVIANCE said, he did not name the gentleman from Mifflin.
But he would merely ask whether that position was, in point of fact,
true ? Were persons driven from the ranks of the militia to those of the
volunteers on account of disgust 1 Was it in peint of fact correct? -4s
far as his experience would enahle him to decide, the volunteers were
more in the habit of giving up and falling back into the militia.
hnd how
was that? Was the reasoning of gentlemen on this point sound ? If it
was necessary to keep up a portion of our military system in a position to
provoke ridicule and contempt, for the purpose of stimulating another
portion of it, viz : the volunteers -the argument might be carried out, and
gentlemeu might urge that it was necessary to keep up vice for the
purpose of promoting virtue -to keep up a ridiculous system for the
purpose of warning you from it -to keep up, in this government a positive vice in order to point your steps to the opposite virtue. This was
Was it sound 1 If this position was not
the argument of gentlemen.
true in fact, or sound in reason, it was the only one offered to justifv these
annual parades of militia which had led to so much abuse and &licule.
He proposed to add a little to the statement alreadv made as to these
trainings, and to ask if they were necessary to the disciplining of the eitizens. He was ready to admit that this was the object of the framers of
the Constitution.
They had declared that the freemen of this Commonwealth shall be armed and disciplined.
Has the present militia system
effected that purpose ? Where did you find subordination in the militia?
The system was only productive of insubordination, and habits are acquired in the militia from which those who gained them can never be divested.
When a service of years is required, habits are acquired which can
never afterwards be thrown aside. Place men in the militia where they
obtain habits of insubordination, and they can never afterwards be disciplined and taught the science of military tactics. By the present system
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mas there any thing like discipline presented ? He professed himself to
Like the gentleman from Crawford, (Mr.
be a defender of the militia.
Farrelly) he wished to eievate that branell, because it could not he denied
Let
by any one that it tvas now the object of contempt and ridicule.
gentlemen draw the connast between men in the militia ranks shouldering corn-stalks, whooping, swearing, noisy and ungovernable, and the
soldiers which were in the contemplation of the framers of the Constitntion, when they constructed this system , and say whether the present
system has fulfilled the object of its creation. In the one, it is all order,
in the other svatem, alldisorder ; in the one, beauty and system are consprcuol;s, WI& tleformity and confusion characterize the other. Did the
militia system inspire any valorous spirit, any chivalry or patriotism?
Was any love of country produced by it 1 No one could look at the
miiitia ranks at the annual trainings, without a feeling of cont,empt. In
the volunteers, we discover the generous inspirations of an ardour and pairiotism calculated to benefit and elevate the country.
The regularity and
discipline which prevail in their ranks, bring to mind the soldiery who
may be entrusted with the perilous enterprise of war, a service which
must devolve on them at some time or other. On the ether hand, the
exhibition of a militia training can only be regarded as a laughable farce.
He would ask these gentlemen who objected so much to any provision
now in time of peace, how the framers of the system intended the provision to be carried out? He would call on the gentleman from Philadelphia, \vho held the rank of Colonel, and had a regiment of militia in his
keeping, how ix was intended to give efficiency to the system?
Was it
made ei’lective by the system he now pursued ? What are these trainings 1 The men go through the manual exerc.ise. You call on them to
carry arms-present
arms-trail
arms. Instead of obedience to your
command, they give you a dance or a song. You order them to shoulder arms, am! you see each man knocking off his comrade’s hat with his
corn-stalk.
And this was the organized and disciplined militia of the
Commonwealth.
He would go still further, beeause gentlemen on the
other side had not f&d
to place the militia in an imposing attitude.
Suppose you desire to put the militia in battle array, and to exercise them
in the tactics of the field ; and you order them to form in mhelon or to
wheel from the centre to the right and left.
Mr. &~‘C.hHa;x said, he had never been an advocate of these militia
txainiags.
He had only said that the cause of the ridicule was to be
sought for in those who are opposed to the system, and who had endeavored to bring it into ridicule.
Mr. PURVIAXCE resumed. He would not again refer to the gentleman,
as he appeared to be sensitive on the subject, but he would pursue his
inquiry in relation to the order and discipline on the part of the organized
and disciplined corps of militia, because some gentlemen had deciared
dist,inctly that volunteers were militia and they were all upon the same
footing ; others, however, had made some distinction between the two.
Now he would pursue this picture still further, and he had witnessed it
himself.
He bad seen them drawn up in battle array, and heard the
command given them to wheel to the right and left and fire, and no sooner
was it given than they fonnd themselves in solid column, not one of them
knowing or desiring to know whether he was right or wrong.
Again,
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when you order them to dress by the colours, what a pretty line you have.
He called upon the gentleman f;om Fayette, (?Jr. Fuller) to W- whether
in obedience to that order he had not &en, instead of ‘~1strait l&, a line
at an angle of forty-five degrees, yet these are the grand and the disciplined militia of the Oommonweal& of Penus~lvania, which arc the bclwarks of her defence. Now he might say t&t he could turn wi!h pride
to our volunteer corps, that they hare kver been disciplined and ever
shown a dispositior? in favor of becoming disciplined soldiers, and when
commanded to go through rnilitarv evolution3 of auy kind. they hare ever
shown a readiness and willingne$s to perform them. The militia on the
other band care nothing about their military tminiogs, and only go there
that upon the best
for frolic and fun, and nothing else. He thou&
reflection which the committee could give this subject, every man must
bring himself to the conclusion that these trainings might be dispensed
with ; and that they were unnecessary for the purpose3 for which they
were organized, and that they had cutirely failed to fulfil the purposes
intended by the framers of the constitution of 1790. For all that could
be said on this subject could not show that these trainings prepared men
are worse than
for actual service in the field. They are useless-they
The love of country which swells in every
useless-they are ridioulous.
American bosom will soon prepare him for the field when his country is
invaded, without these mock parades to prepare him. That love of country, with one week’s discipline, will always prepare an American for war.
Was it required of him to give evidence-of this 1 If so, he would point
You will find
to the field of Lexington, of Monmouth, and of Bunker Hill.
there that, by a week’s disciplining, were made officers who acquired an
undying fame. B week’s discipline was all that was necessary, when an
American citizen was called upon to prepare himself for the field of battle.
He ~oulcl now say a word in relation to the question of toleration,
because he did conceive that that was now the question before the
committee-view
the question as you may, and it results in a question of
toleration.
Even the gentleman from siifflin, (Mr. IJanks) admit3 that
it is a question of toleration, but says it is toleration in giving them a
horn if
choice between bearing arms aud paying an equivalent therefor.
a man is conscientious in the manuer these petitions represent, this is no
toleration at all ; there is no alternative iu it. It is known th‘lt/ in this
country and in this Commonwealth, there is a bady of men denominated
seventh day baptists ; and he asked gentlemen of 11~scommittee what was
their belief-what
was their creed. Why, sir, they believe that SaturIS their belief. Kow
day of our week is tbc Sunday of their week-that
he would ask the gentlcmau from Fayette and the gentleman from Mifflin,
whether if a Convention was called to frame a Constitution for the Commonwealth OfPennsvlrania, composed ofa majority ofaerenth day baptists,
they might not inseit in their Constitution, that Saturday of the week was
the Sunday of the week, legally to be observed as sucll. If that should
be the case, he would ask gentlemen whether we would not remonstrate
against that, and do it upon the ground that it was an interference with
our conscience. Now, if it come3 to this, that a majority has the power,
that a majority gives the right to dictate in regard to couscience, we may
go a step further and say and insert in the Cmmitution that Sunday is the
only Sabbath, legally to be observed as such. and that no other day shall
be observed x Sunday. If this was done, he would ask if it would not
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trench upon the rights of conscience of that very respectable class to which
he had alluded. He wouldsay a word further in relation to this question
of conscience, and then he had done. Gentlemen had treated this subject
as an application on the part of the society of Friends, to be exempted
Now he trusted that the committee would
from the payment of a tax.
What do they ask? Do
not be misled on this idea of its being a tax.
they ask to be relieved from the payment of a tax for the support of the
rrovernment ? Bv no means. ‘rhev merely ask to be relieved from the
&n%
of a fine: What is a fine ? s What ii the legal acceptation of the
What does it imply ? It implies
word ?-because it has a legal meaning.
a degree of neglect on the part of the person who pays the fine; and
hence it is that the society of Friends believe that, in applying the word fine
to them, you throw upon them a degree of censure for a supposed
The society of Friends never fail to perform their duties to the
neglect.
He asked the committee when it was, that the society of
government.
Friends ever refused to contribute taxes to the support of the government,
Why, sir, adopt this proposition and you do not relieve them from the
payment of taxes. They pay their taxes as before, and those taxes go
into the treasury of the State, and whenever your Legislature may see
proper to levy a tax for carrying on a war, YOU will hear no complaints
from the Quakers, because they hold it as a part of their creed to pay all
necessary taxes to the government under which they live-to
render unto
He could not regard this question
Caesar the things which are Gzsar’s.
in any other light than as a question of toleration, and on that ground and
that alone, he hoped the amendment might be agreed to, which would
grant them the relief which they asked.
&fr. SHELLITO had a few observations to make on this question, and
after the very brilliant display of talents which we have had, it was not
to be expedted that he could throw much light upon the subject. He
was much aleased with the range the debate had taken. From the first.
he had recorded his vote against striking out the clause which had been
struck out-he was still of the same opinion, and every speech made in
behalf of the petitioners strengthened him in the correctness of that
He believed now that the old Constitution was better than any
opinion.
thing we could get, and he hoped it would be adhered too, In relation
to these militia trainings we have heard a great deal said, a great deal of
declamation without argument. He had heard them designated as corn.
stalk boys, who were paraded only for the derision of the mob, and that
they could never be of any service. NOW, he would undertake to
bring to the notice of the Convention some facts which had come within
During the last war, a draft was made upon the
his own observation.
section of country from which he came, for these poor unassuming, much
abused corn-stalk boys, to go out with General Harrison upon our western frontier, to defend it from the incursions of the savages, and their
scarcely less savage allies of that day, the British troops. Well, they
turned out, they Joined the army, travelled through the wilderness, and
did much good service to their country, without a single man of them
deserting, so far as he knew. They were marched to Fort Meigs, and
while there, their term of service expired, but did they then come
home, and leave the frontier defenceless? No, sir-the new drafts had
not arrived, and they volunteered their services in defence of that frontier until they should arrive. Then it was when there was a force there
--
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adequate to defend the frontier, and then only, that they returned to their
peaceful homes, to enjoy the comfort of their fireside. This, sir, was
the aonduct of the corn stalk men. On the other hand, he would bring
to the notice of the committee the conduct of our volunteer troops on
the northern frontier?
He was in the town of Mercer when the glory
and the pride of Pennsylvania volunteers assembled there, previous to
their joining the army on the northern frontier.
It was a’proud day to
him to see these troops shine out in all their splendor. like a sun in the
They mere well armed, well equipped, and well disciplined,
firmament.
and much was expected of them. But when they joiued the army, and
arrived at Black Rock, what was their conduct. He need not repeat it.
It was known to all, and would to God that the veil of oblivion was
drawn over it. It was not his purpose in what he said to disparage the
volunteers.
It would be unnatural for him to do. They were his couotrymen, and some of his own relations were at present of their numbers,
He had two sons belonging to volunteer companies, therefore, it was not
to be supposed that he would say any thing to bring this class of our
troops into disrepute.
But as gentlemen had seen proper to draw contrasts between militia and volunteers, he wished to rescue the militia
from some of the stigma which had been cast upon them. He merely
wished to show the committee that these corn-stalk men were of as much
service in the clly of trial1 as those men who shine out in the sunny
days of peace, lrke butterflies in the middle of June. He was in far&r
of keeping up the system, and regretted that there tvas a class of persons
in the community desirous of breaking it down, and bringiug it into eontempt by electing fools and idiots as commanders of companies or regiments. He considered the section of the old Constitution as the best
which he could .get, and tvhen he could get the opportunity he would
record his name m favor of it.
Mr. \~oonwAnn, said he should willingly have avoided making any
further remarks on this subject, if the committee had been ready to take
the question last night, but as there appeared to be a disposition to discuss
the matter further, he availed himself of this opportunity to reply to some
of the observations which had fallen from the gentleman from Aliegheny,
(Mr. Forward) and others on that side of the question. It seemed to
him that t.he course of this debate required us to confine ourselves to the
proposition contained in the amendment of the gentleman from Chester.
Now the Constitution of L790, contained an exception in favor of those
conscientiously scrupulous about bearing arms, allowing them to pay a
small contribution for personal services. This was testifying the respect
which the framers of that Constitution felt for the tender consciences
of this class of our citizens, but upon a vote of the Convention, this
clause had been stricken out. It is now proposed to introduce a distinct
amendment, going to exonerate all persons having conscientious scruples,
from not only bearing arms, but the payment of any equivalent therefor.
AS all of the arguments of the other side, in favor of this measure, have
been condensed and embodied in the very able speech of the gentle.
man from Allegheny, (M. Forward) 1 shall notice that speech particularly.
Mr. Chairman, there are no conclusions so strong and satisfJctory to
The
their author as those which are drawn from the pet&
princ<Gi,
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gentleman has illustrated very ably the value of a question, beg ed in the
speech which he has given us, founded on such premises.
fi e took it
for grauted that there is not now, and will not be in future, any necessity
for any militia organization.
Sir, do you sustain the militia upon any principle in Pennsylvania?
He could not judge what necessity there was for keeping up the militia
system in Pennsylvania, much less could he; or any other man judge
what may be its necessity in future. All he knew was, that the Legislature, whenever it was addressed on the subject of modifying the
system, and abolishing the trainings, turned a deaf ear to the petitioners,
and not upon constitutional grounds, but upon the grounds of expediency,
They held it indispensably necessary that the
policy, and necessity.
system should be kept up. This has always been a favorite system in
Pennsylvania, and let them be branded as corn-stalk militia, or with what
other name of reproach you please, he took it that the Legislature would
never abolish the system. The Pennsylvania Legislature has from time
to time decided that some kind of military organization must be sustained
for the exigencies of war. Look at the messages of all the Governors
He had looked
of Pennsylvania, and what do you find on this subject?
into nearly all of them, and he found, that they all concurred in opinion
that the system ought to be kept up. They recommended, to be sure,
improvements and reform in the system, but all agree in the conclusion
that its organization in some form, and to some extent, is necessary for
the safety and the happiness of the people of Pennsylvania.
By all of
them is the system recommended, from Governor M’Iiean down to the
present time. Through the whole line of the Executives of the Gommonwealth do you see it declared that the militia system is necessary
for the defence of the country, and the security and liberty of our citizens. Then he took it that it was the clear opinion of the people of
Pennsylvania that this system should be kept up. He repeated that he
knew not what the necessity for keeping up the militia was now ; he knew
not what it was to be in future ; all he knew was that it had ever been a
favorite measure in Pennsylvania, and he believed the people would
never give up this right arm of their defence. They mill cling to it and
cherish it, and however you may endeavor to destroy it, by efforts to
bring it into ridicule and contempt, they will not yield it. If there were
evils in the system, as he had no doubt there were, leave it to the Legislature to correct them-let
it be remodeled, reorganized, and reformed,
but let it not be broken up and destroyed.
He did not know whether the
committee, or the Convention, in amending the Constitution of Pennsylvanina, would leave it with the Legislature to dispense with the system,
or whether it would compel them to sustain and keep up the establishment ; but whether it was made imperative, or left discretionary with
them, he believed, and he said it now in view of the past history of
Pennsylvania, that the Legislature of the State, knowing the wishes of the
people, will never dare, wholly and entirely, to dispense with the militia
system. They never have attempted to abolish the system, and they
We have had occasion for the services of the militia, and
never will.
we may have occasion for their services again. We can only judge of
the future from the past. The interests and the cupidity and the passions of men are the same now that they have ever been, so that the
State is in the same danger now that she had been heretofore.
He knew
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not where or when she was to be attacked ; he knew not what destiny
was in reserve for her : all he knew was, that the wisdom of the Commonwealth had decided upon the necessity of retaining a militia establishment, and he believed the same wisdom would continue that establishment ; but whether in the form of corn-stalk mililia, or in the form
of uniform volunteers, he did not know and should not trouble himself to
The argument from the other side has all proceeded upon the
inquire.
false assumption, that no militia is necessary, and is sustained here by
detailing the ridiculous scenes, which sometimes attend their public
exhibitions ; and which, as had been said, were always encouraged and
sometimes occasioned by that portion of the community who are in favor
of dispensing with all militia security to our Commonwealth.
Now to
go back to the starting point, he asserted that a militia organization was
necessary to the security of the Commonwealth, and no gentleman had
shown that it was not necessary, and no gentleman could show that the
State had ever ceased to consider it expedient and necessary.
If gentlemen cannot sustain their conclusions without disposing of the
militia, let them prove the establishment to be unnecessary, and not
assume it-let
them demonstrate that the State and her authorities have
been under a mistake in fostering the militia, and let this be done, not by
ridicule and denunciation, but by facts and argument. Until this is done,
he should repose on the conviction, sustained by our past history, that
the militia establishment is useful and necessary, and cannot safely be
dispensed with.
Well, sir, advancing from this point, me learn that there is a body of
men in this Commonwealth, who have conrcientious scruples against
bearing arms ; conscientious scruples against conforming to the laws,
Such a
providing for keeping up this necessary military establishment.
body of men he knew existed, and he admired and respected them for
their many virtues, and believed them to deserve all the high wrought
eulogies which had been pronounced upon their characters.
I’here was
no man who respected these people more than he did, and he believed
them sincere in the professions they make on this subject. He would
therefore place in the Constitution a protection for their consciences, by
relieving them from doing military duty. He would take precisely the
same ground taken in the Constitution of 1700, by the fathers of our
republican institutions,
The framers of the Constitution had precisely
the same application made to them from the same source, and they took
the ground, that no man should do military duty, who had cons&
entious scruples against bearin, m arms, but that the allegiance which
he owed to the Commonwealth should be preserved, bv the payment of
a small contribution or tax ; that he should pay something in lieu of the
military service from which he was exempted.
This was the ground
then taken; this was the tolerance then practised; and such was the
proposition that our fathers inserted in the Constitution, and which had
been expunged from it on the motion of the gentleman from the co,mty
NOW, when the gentleman from Franklin, (&lr. Dunof Philadelphia.
lop) makes his motion to reconsider this vote, he would vote for it, and
he would stand by that principle of toleration, wherever and whenever
it was asserted. But what are we told by the gentleman from Allegheny,
(Mr. Forward) what are all told who stand by the broad principle of
toleration as asserted in the Constiution of 1790 ! We are told that it is
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a revival of the fierce spirit of persecution of former ages ; that it is the
same spirit which planted the stake and kindled the fagot ; that we are
returning to the dark ages of barbarity ; and that we are unmooring tboae
hopes that have their anchorage beyond the stars. Why, any persorm
listening to these remarks, would have thought that we were intro&e’&
some monstrous and unheard of doctrine into the Constitution.
Who ZCe
they against whom this argument is addressed ? Individuals who, act&g
upon their sense of propriety, are in favor of retaining in the Con&mtion the very tolerance principle that has distinguished this Cornmenwealth and all other free governments upon earth. A principle lab&
has always secured to all men the right to worship God according to &n
dictates of conscience, and to be exempt from the bearing of arms upti
the payment of an equivalent.
He submitted to the oommittee and ~a,
the country, whether the gentleman from Allegheny, in the warmth oI
his zeal, in favor of these petitioners, had not imputed to others mellt
than the question demanded, or the circumstances of the ease required.
Whom do we propose to persecute ? What is the system of persecu&rsa
complained of? Who had brought forward a proposition for the persecution of any one 1 What amendment have we brought forward to persecute the friends ? Yet the gentleman from Allegheny had made the
insinuation that we desired to return to the practices of the dark ages.
He repelled the insinuation.
There was nothing in the discussion;
nothing in any amendment which had been offered by any gentleman,
and nothing in the course which any gentleman had pursued here, w&la
justified the insinuation of the gentleman from Allegheny.
Mr. FORIVARD, begged leave to explain.
He asked the gentleman!
whether he could for a moment, have understood him as imputing metives of any kind to any gentleman here. The gentleman says he rep&z
the insinuation,
Mr. F. had made no insinuation.
He impeached na
man’s motives, and he defied any man to put his finger upon a word lot
his argument which went to impeach the motives of any body.
Mr. WOODIVARD resumed. He did not know how any intelligent gentleman could adopt the spirit, which characterized the darker ages am.8
distinguished the fifteenth ceuturp, without knowing it. and he did n&
know how any gentlemau could be for reviving the fierce spirit of perseeution, which planted the stake, and kindled the fagot, and for unmoeriq
the hopes which were anchored beyond the stars, without knowing sow
thing of it, and if he do all this knowingly, his motives deserve to be in+
peached. But he did not understand these hair splitting distinetions, ain&
this quarrelling about which was the norm and which was the north-we&
side. He took the general scope of the gentleman’s argument, and L
had not preserved a note of a word which had fallen from his lips, but he
now declared that the tenor of the gentleman’s remarks in regard to &e
course we have thought proper to pursue, was of a character that the
question did not call for, and that the tolerant course of the debate did
not justify.
He submitted however to the committee, the remarks of tEuc
gentleman, and the propriety of the notice he had taken of them, leavlw
thematter to be judged of by them. But to proceed with his argument. T&a
gentleman has told us in the course of his observation, that this was in&&
a tax ; differing from other gentlemen on that side of the question-he t&z
us that it is a tax, but that it is a tax upon tender consciences. Now 1(16r.
0
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W. denied this. He denied that it was a tax on tender consciences. Et
is not the conscience that is taxed, but the purse ; and does the gentleman
from Allegheny, mistake the one for the other? He trusted not.
It is the purse that is taxed for the Aef of the conscience. The
purse is taxed, out of respect for the conscience ; and this k rhe I;mJ
of toleration which the people of Pennsylvania are always wiiling to
regard; and this principle has been engrafted on our Constitution 2nd
become the law of the land, upon the ground that the consciences of t&s?
people are against the performance of militaxy duty. This was the
,$octrine that he cherished : but who ever heard in this diecuesiun the consciences of these people assailed, or who ever heard that this was a perstcuting tax upon conscience? There may have been force iu the gentleman’s declamation, but there was no force in the argument. The Constitution of 1790, respects the scruples of those conscientious aga~s?
bearing arms ; but the man having conscientious scruples, pays e::ch :2.x
as the government enforces upon him. The Legislature of Pennsyira:?:a
had always decided that the militia estabiishment is necessary, ar.d wviil
always continue to do so. Now, sir, if the Legislature of’ Pennsy1=:a:n:!
decided that the militia system was necessary for the safety, the jecuritj
and the defence of the Commonwealth, holv is it to be su&ned c:.i+ioui.
some kind of preparation, and where is that preparation to be matic I
Contributions are to be made for t!le purpose of yurcbasing. arms, erecting of arsenals ancl paying the expenses of the militia, ::no when is ait
this to be done ? It is to be done in time of peace. ‘I’ben ii’ CO:ISC~~!LCious scruples are to protect one class of me2 ji0.m making this contriin;tion, it may another, ant! another, and when it becomes necessq to mke
rhese preparations, there will be no body to call upon to contribute, ior zii
will be protected by their consciences, Once say th3t conscience shaI!
protect men from making these contributions, -MI you mill have bzr iew
eontribntors in time of peace. There will be no budy to take the ikld,
and there will be no body on whom t,o cali for means to make the p?e-sarations necessary for the ticfence of the country.
Garry out this pi-i&iple, establish this plea of conscience, and where will it end 1 A r:-iiok
Commouwealih-may shieldthemselresunder
this plea of conscience, irom
coniributing to the mi!itia service, for the purpose of keeping up yoilr
miliatis establishmeat.
Your Stale becomes defenccless, feeble uzrl. co:>temptible in the eyes of the world, your military spirit has iieti, ihere z3
no protection for your citizens, you beaome the scorn and derision 35 ihi.
nation, and stand, inviting aggression from allroad, and encourarrinu seti.&en and rebellion in the bosom of your own Siate. If these ge~&e>;,e~‘:
dostrines become the law, where is the security for the citizens of &irs
great Commonwealth, where is the secaricy for the property of tj:~ Q:i4:*
kers? Where the security for your homes, your firesides, :<our ~.i;fc:,
and your children 1 On what arm will tb-11gentlemen themselves iean for
l>rotection in the hour of trouble and danger ? You become at once prostrate, feeble, contemptible, and a prey to every nation, who choose to pre)
Once adopt it atd exctisr.
upon you. But carry ttiis principle further.
this class of men from paying what he contended was strictiy a tss;
excuse them from paying a militia tax, when all along the Legislature has
deemed it necessary to the well being and safety of the governmem, tbar.
the militia should be preserved, and what wvlli be the next step yoi: wii:
be asked to take? Why, you will next be asked to excuse them from all
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taxes that go to sustain your judiciary establishment.
If militia taxes are
yielded, judicial taxes must be’ on the same ground. The argument will
tell with the same force against these, but with the advantage of a precedent. The Quaker never sues any body-he
has no occasion for your
judiciary-he
is conscientiously scrupulous against employing it and of
course against sustaining it. Every dollar he pays to sustain this expenrive establishment, is a tax on tender consciences ; and, as the Constitution
has taken them into its keeping, and relieved them from military taxes
which are indispensible to the existence of the government, a fortiori,
these judicial taxes must also be forgiven.
This will be the argument,
and how will you escape from it ? Adopt the principle, and conscience
may become arrayed against one tax after another, until your government
becomes a thing more contemptible even than a “corn-stalk militia”-a
mere rope of sand. Aye, sir, the Keystone State, is to be without the
‘power of collecting taxes for any purpose, because conscience chooses to
step in and arrest the arm of the collector.
This was the first step to an
,entire and utter dissolution of our government, and prostration of our
Commonwealth.
They might disguise it as they pleased; they might
ridicule their fellow citizens when acting in a military capacity under
laws of the State, but he proclaimed that the moment the power of the
Commonwealth was set at defiance, when, in the judgment of the Cornmonmealth, that power ought to be exercised either in relation to the
militia, to the judiciary, or to any other State object-its
sovereignty
would be destroyed-the
State would be deemed contemptible, and would
be split to atoms. He, for one, would never give his sanction to a step
which he believed, if followed up, would inevitably lead to a dissolution
of that government to which we a11 looked for protection, for our lives
and our property.
But, he had been told that this was no tax. One gentleman had said,
that it was no more a tax than was a fine for an assault and battery-it
had been called a penalty-an
amercement-any
thing but a tax. He,
(Mr. W.) did not contend that these military fines were called taxes, in
our Constitution, or in our acts of Assembly, or, probably in common
parlance.
He was not, however, to be cheated by names. ai The rose
by any other name would smell as sweet.”
He looked at the substanee
of the thing, and he saw in this all the essentials of a tax. What was a
tax ? He would read its definition from Webster’s dictionary.
‘6 Tar ;” derived from the Greek root “ tago,” is defined by Noah
Webster, to be “to set, to throw on.”
“A tax,” says that author, (6is a rate or sum of money assessed on the
‘6 person or property of a citizen by government, for the use of the nation
“ or State. Tazes, iu free governments, are usually laid upon the pro‘6 perty of citizens according to their income , or the value of their estates.
‘( Tux, is a term of general import, including almost every specie of im6‘ positions on persons or property, for supplying the public treasury, as
‘6 tolls, tributes, subsidy, excise, imposts or exactions.”
This, then, continued Mr. W. was the definition of a tax ; an imposition either upon the person or properly for Stale objects. This was
the general idea which we had of all taxes.’ He supposed that when a
man was fined for an assault and battery, he had committed an offence
which required punishment in some form, and this was the form which
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had been prescribed by the law. But, he would ask, what law had tha4
man violated who chose to pay a fine, instead of performing military
service ? Did not the law and the Constitution allow it? Did not every
act of Assembly secure the right 1 And, when a man paid his tax to the,
collector, did he not act in conformity to the law ? Was there any via:
lation of the law ? Did he become amenable to any legal tribunal ? Not
at all. He had simply accepted the compromise offered to him by the
law of the land ; either to do military duty or to pay a sum of money in
lieu of it. And he had chosen the latter alternative.
As well might we
say, that a man was punishable by fine for not working on the high-ways,
We have laws which compel
as for not performing military duty.
every citizen to work upon the high-way of the township in which he
lived; but if a man chose not to march with his shovel and spade over
his shoulder on the day on which he was notified by the supervisors to
do so, he might pay a money equivalent or tax in lieu of performing personal service. Any man might do so. Was this like a fine upon a
culprit-u pon a man who had committed assault and battery 1 No-it
was a tax-strictly,
a tax. The law had said to him, in advance, that he
need not work if he choose to pay a tax. And so the law said in the
present case,* vou need not do military duty unless you choose. YOU
need not do military duty, but you shall pay an equivalent for it. It wa$
a contribution for a public object. What was that object? The defence
of the State ; to make preparations for dsfence in such manner as the
This was the high and paramount
law of our State might prescribe.
object to which all men were bound to contribute, either by personal services, or by the payment of a pecuniary equivalent.
This was the high
and paramount ob,jkct for which this burden was laid upon the mass of
our citizens. And was he not then correct in saying it was a tax, and in
comparing it to all other taxes assessed for State purposes? He was
well aware that it was not called a tax; but, in his view, this, as he had
before stated, was a matter of no importance.
He looked at the essential quality of this thing. He saw that it was money to be paid for a
great public object-namely,
public defence against a foreign enemy, or
domestic insurrection ; and hence it was, that he inferred it was a tax and
nothing but a tax. Standing then on this ground, let me ask if this
amendment is not calculated to describe a circle round a certaiu portion
of our fellow citizens and to e‘rect them into a privileged party-a non-tax
paying party ? It throws over them a Constitutional shield from the
demands of the public, because their consciences are tender. And what
would be the apology of the members of that Convention to their constituents, when they went home, to the industrious farmers of the land, and
told them, “we compel you to pay a tax for military service, whilst we
have excused the most wealthy of our citizens from doing so”
What
answer should we make, when asked the reason of this fanatacism? We
should answer, their consciences forbid them to pay, and we excused
them.
But our yeomanry would see and feel the injustice and outrage, and if
they did not pour upon us their contempt and indignation, he mistook
much the character of the people of whom he spoke.
Never, until he was prepared to cut loose from all those sacred republican principles which constituted at once our pride and our security-
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never, until he was prepared for a privileged church establishment in this
land, would he vote for an amendment which involved results such as
these. There was no escape here. Gentlemen might talk as much as
,they pleased, about taxes or their conscience. He would refer again to
the authority which he had introduced the other day-he
alluded to
Proud’s History of Pennsylvaniaa work in which all the tenets of this
respectable sect of Christians were fully displayed ; and it would there be
fbund, in so many words, that their consciences required from them the
payment of every tas which the public authorities might require. Talk
of taxes being against conscience, whilst here it was expressly declared,
that it was the duty of every good Christian to pay such taxes as the
Legislature might impose.
And the high authority for this principle is
recorded in the layguage of our Savlour, when he commanded that
tribute should be pald‘to Czsar :--‘&Render to Caesar the things that are
And, continued Mr.
Cresar’s, and unto God the things that are God’s.”
W. who was Caesar, but the personification of the power employed in
persecutiug the followers of the Christian faith 2 Is it lawful, our Saviour
was asked, to pay tribute to Caesar, when mighty eygines of power were
engaged in overthrowing christianity, and in unloosmg the faith of those
whose holIes ure moored beyond the stnrs?
And what was the answer?
*‘Render to Czsar the things that are Caesar’s, and unto God the things
This was the reply of our Blessed Redeemer, and this
that are God’s.”
was the principle on which the Quakers placed their argument when they
baid, that duty to the State, and duty to conscience, required them to pay
all the taxes which the State, whose protection they enjoyed, might impose
upon them. This was mainly the argument taken here ; and he was not
to be stopped in his course by being told, that we could not dive into the
depths of the human heart, and construe the @onsciences of men according to our own opinions.
It was his duty to look at this matter according to the sense which he had. He knew that it was not for him to
explore the hearts and the consciences of others. But when a class of
men come before a body such as this, and asked extraordinary privileges
Lwhen they asked an entire exemption from the ordinary burdens of the
government, he should take the. liberty to inquire into their title to these
privileges, and to look into the princcple upon which they justified their
demands-and
he should never be deterred from the performance of this
duty, by being told that the subject was sacred. He had before explicitly
stated and he now repeated that he did not doubt the sincerity of professions which were made of conscientious scruples ; but when, in his representative capacity, as a delegate acting under the solemn responsibility
which he owed to the people, he inquired whether the payment of this
tax was a fit object to which to apply this matter of conscience by con,stitntional provision, it was necessary for him to discard all personal
So inquiring anxiously, and conscientiously seeking to
considerations.
arrive at correct results, he could not find .that the payment of this tax
was a subject to which he could constitutionally
apply this matter of
.conscience ; nor could he see that the subject involved in any degree the
He had listened with much delight to
question of religious toleration.
themany rhapsodies which had been poured into the ears of this committee, on the subject of toleration of conscience. He listened at ali times
with pleasure, to eloquence on such a topic. But whilst he admitted that
toleration of conscience should ever be held a sacred and inviolable prin-
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ciple, he still contended that conscience had nothing under Heaven to do
The great question was
with the matter nom under consideration.
whether we should sustain, or abandon our government-whether
it was
worthy of receiving our contributions for its defence-or, whether it had
become so mu& a matter of indifference to us, that it might be left a
wreck on the ocean, at the rnerey of the tempest and the storm. He
repeated that it was no question of toleration of conscience. When the
Convention, in the due progress of its labors, should come to that part
of the Constitution which declares that no man shall be molested in warshipping Almighty God according to the dictates of his own conscience,
the gentleman from kllegheny, (Mr. Forward) would find him willing to
go as far as any body, in sustaining tha,t great principle of our Constitution.
But, he protested against every endeavour to connect this question of
taxation with the subject of toleration of conscience. It was not so ; the
‘l%e object was the dcfence of our
two matters were entirely distinct.
State. Was it 24?2cor~.scio&& to defend our families, our homes, 0111
rights and our liberties ? Surely, it was not so. ‘I’he Quakers of other
days did not juc!ge that it was so. That man who spoke “as never man
spoke” did not Judge so. When the State in which we lived, and which
protects us in the enjoyment of aIJ our earthly possessions, imposed a
tax upon us, it was right we should meet it. He granted, indeed, that
the people might rebel; for this was one of their fir‘& and most inalienable rights. But on no other pretext, save that of rebellion, could we
justify resistance against the payment of a tax. You must either be for
us, or against us. You must either assert your allegiance by the
payment of your t3ses, or you must rebel and overthrow the government; and he granted, of course, that when the government became
oppressive, tyrannical and intolerable, rebellion was a sacred and indefeasible rigbt, and, in such case, he would himself join in it. But it was
a question of payment, or rebellion ; and if gentlemen could show him
that our government was no longer worthy the support of honest and
Christian men, he would join them in the effort to overthrow it. But, he
would do it manfully, by open and direct attack, and not by secret or
insidious attempts to undermine it. He would not do it by interposing
his conscience between him and his duty, and thus making it the apology for every dereliction from duty. The payment of this tax, he held to
be necessary. If not necessary, it would never have been imposed ; and,
if necessary, should it not be paid 1 How could gentlemen justify a
refusal to pay it ? Upon wvhat prinoiple was it to be withheld 1 On the
principle of religious toleration ? Were we to be frightened by thus
laying it to the score of religious teleration, and to be told that this was
the ground on which the justification rested ? He denied it ; he denied
most emphaticall- that there was any question of religious toleration
here. It was simpiy a question of supporting the government.
And if
the necessities of our governm’ent rendered such a tax necessary, where
was the conscience in all this Commonwealth which would refuse to pay
it for the defence of our State, of our homes and our altars. We were
not about to enter into a foreign war ;-all we asked wae, security and
peace ; and, for the purpose of enjoyin g security and peace, we should
place ourselves in the attitude of defence. We should show the nations
of the worId that, whilst we are anxious to respect the rights and
Woerties of others, we are at the same time prepared to assert and
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vmdicare our own. This was the true, and the only proper course; and
trme and all history had demonstrated the truth of the maxim, that
nations never were so secure of peace, as when they were prepared to
repel force by force. And this, Mr. IV. said, would bring him to another
point in this discussion, to which he felt anxious to call the attention of
the committee.
The gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) if he (Mr. IV.) had
correctly understood that gentleman’s argument, asserted that, on the
principle of toIeration of conscience, me were bound to excuse that class
of our citizens holding conscientious scruples, from the payment of fines
e:. m other words, of an equivalent for military duty ; but that in time
ai mar, invasion or exigency, even Quakers, with their tender consciences,
ought not to be, and should not he excused. This was what he (Mr. IV,)
izc! understood to be the position taken by the gentleman from Allegheny ; if mistaken, he would he glad to be corrected.
Mr. FORWARD rose, in exp!anation, and inquired if the gentleman from
Luzerne, would have the kindness to refiect whether he (Mr. F.) had
sa:d any thing of public necessity, as the ground of the claim ?
Mr. WUODTV.~RD resumed. He said, he did certainly remember that
the gentleman from Allegheny had stated, that it would be intolerant to
require from this particular class of men, eit?rcr the performance of military duty. or the payment of an equivalent for it, unless in the event of
some great and over-ruling public necessity ,-in the esistence of which
!~e (Mr. F.) would not excuse any man, This was his, (Mr. W’s,) understznding of the general sense of the argument, and he now proposed
7.0 examine it. Let us look for a moment, not at what the society of
Friends ask us to yield to them, but at what is asked in their behalf, by
the gent!eman from Allegheny.
In time of peace, that gentleman asked
that they should not be called upon eit.her to perform military service,
nor to pay an equivalent for it, because their consciences were opposed to
every measure of the kind.
But then, he (Mr. W.) took the ground
that this tas which was thus applied to preparations for defence in time
sf peace, was the very way to keep off a war. But this, it appeared,
was against the consciences of t!rese individuals.
It was against their
conscience to do that which would, in all probability, render the effective
employment of militzry force unnecessary ; but when the hour of difficulty and danger was at hand, when the foeman’s foot was planted on
onr soil, v!hen ‘6 the dogs of war” had slipped, then the conscience of. the
and his scruples against bearing arms are to be
Quaker is to yield;
regarded no more than if they had never existed. And it should here be
observed that the whole force of the argument lay in the fact, that these
particular individuals held conscientious scruples against the taking away
of human life. This this was the I‘ pith and marrow” of the argument;
they would neither take away human life themselves, nor would they be
instrumental in having others to take it away. And yet the argument of
the gentleman from Allegheny, would compel them to do so ; for, the very
moment an enemy landed on our coast, the gentleman’s argument required that they should smother the voice of their consciences ; that they
should m&h to the tented field in common with their fellow-citizens; and that there, whatever extremity was required, the still small
-voice of conscience should be hushed in the din and roar of bloody
battle.
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But “in these piping times of peace” where there was no danger to
%leapprehended, and when all those preparations might be made which
would push oft’ the danger of war, it might be, “to the last syllable of
molded time,” conscience steped in and forbade them to do any thing
which was calculated to sustain and perpetuate this happy reign of peace,
This was the strangest positlon
tills millenuium of the Commonwealth.
\m which he had ever seen so solemn a question placed by those voluntiry advocates who came forward to vindicate it against that fierce and
God-thirsty
spirit of the fifteenth century, which, if we were to believe
what we were told, had found its way, at this late period of the history
of the world, into the deliberations of this Cocsention.
Conscience !
&z, said Mr. W. I can not understand it, if such be conscience. I
&ought I had some knowledge of it ; 1 thought I felt its monitions ; but
& it be made of such stuff as some gentlemen seem to think it is, I conkBP3JTfyselfa stranger to it. If its purpose is to seal men’s purses against
kaxatmn, it will not be wanting popularity, and the pulpit need not longer
6xhort to its cultivation.
Conscience will iiourish whatever else decays,
MX~this amendment will plant it in many a bosom where it was never
b&m suspected to esist.
But, continned Mr. W. it was to be remarked, as, he believed it had
Geady been remarked, that the Legislature of the State was the judge
It
g2)*iithe only judge of the necessity of these military preparations.
was to be remarked, as it already had been also remarked, that all these
&es were to go into the treasury of the Commonwealth,
there to begame subject to distribution bya the law making power, in such wav :as
&;a% power might choose to direct. lnd who was that law making
pnn-er ? Were those persons who entertained these scruples of consrlence escluded from participation in that power 1 Were they not fully
xtipresented therein ? Was not their T,oke equally as potent as the
-s&ce of other classes of our citizens, in judging of the necessity which
e;r&ed for this military establishment. as it was in judging of appropria.k*ns of money for any other purpose ? Surely, it was so. One gentieaan bad remarked, in the c.ourse of this debate, that this class of our
g*crple was always to be found on election ground like other meu : that
tic). were fully as active, and fully as jealous ot‘ the preservation of their
ti$& as any other men. There were no interpositions of conscience on
m8h occasi&s.
And he believed, so far as his (Mr. W’s,) knowledge
catended, that these men were always abundantly represented in our
We+ative assembly. JVhel;e then was their grievance’! 1 On what
Foond had they any right to complain ! By whom was injustice
dinme to them? Their peace sncl security, their lives, their liberties
Z+D~their property were amply guarded by that legislative body of
which they themselves were a component part. They had, in cornmm1 with others, a voice in deciding at what time this military
u%ablishment was not necessary, and when necessary, whether the
ati%~al emergency had arisen, or not. He said that these men were
fe judges of the matter, because thev were fairly represented in the
y whose judgment was to control’it.
Of the time when defensive
masure should he taken for the common weal, and of ihe extent to which
&ey should be carried, and the character they should be of, were al!
qn;istions for legislative decision, and these petitibners are fully repremB:ed in the Legislature.
Where then, he would once more ask, was
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bhe source of complaint here ? What more had any set of men a right
to expect at the hands of our government ? Where was the ground on
which gentlemen in this body were to be pronounced unreasonable, intoierant, and opposed to the free exercise of the rights of conscience ? w 3s
there any foundation for such charges ? Was there ayy class of our
citizens, whatever might be their peculiar opinions on religious or other
matters, who were mourning because they were taxed without representation? Was there any class of Our citizens mouruing that they were
enslaved ? that they were oppressed ? that thev were weighed doan by
the burdens which our government imposed $0, them, and which they
had no voice in imposing?
He had heard of none such; nor did he
believe that any such were to be found within our borders. He believed
that all classes of our citizens enjoyed their privileges alike-t.hat they
were all equally taxed, and all equally protected ; and he could see no
manner of reason for complaint from any quarter. It appeared to him
that these men were represented every where; and if they could come
to the Legislature, and could succeed-in convincing the Legislature that
no militia was necessary, that no trainings were necessary, and that,
therefore, it was not necessary to impose any fines, let them do so. The
.door was open to them- and he proposed to throw no impediment in
their way. But when, in the judgment of that legislative body, it might be
,necessary to insist on this performance of militia duty, and to exact a tax
or fine as an equivalent for its non-performance, then he would say
that no man in this Commonwealth, be his opinions what they might,
had the right to interpose his conscience in open defiance of the lawmaking power, on the plea that compliance with the law, involved a
violation of religions toleration, or the freedom of conscience. Let them
be allowed to couvince the Legislature of Pennsylvania, if they could do
so, that no man should arm himself with a corn-stalk, to appear on training days at a militia muster. He was content with this. But when the
day of emergency came, when peril was near, when a necessity for
action had become apparent, he entered his protest against excusing
one portion of citizens from the performance of duties necessarily
imposed upon others. He desired that the blessings of our free govornmen should be equally felt; he desired that its genial influences
should descend like the dews of Heaven equally on all, guarding,
protecting and blessing all men of all conditions-the
high and lowthe rich and the poor, alike. He would never consent to draw a
sacred line of distinc:ion around particular bodies of men: to say to
those who have been so fortunate as to range themselves within that
circ!e “ vou are free frotn taxation because you entertain conscientious
scruples,” and to say to those without it, “you are not free because you
.do not entertain these scruples, you have not conscience enough-but
cultivate its tenderness, and it will entitle you to receive the especial favor
Here indeed would he inducements held out to
of your government.”
every coward and hypocrite-to
every miser and traitor in the landinducements which would tend directly to the destruction of the moral.
character of the State of Pennsylvania, and to the entire surrender of all
the peat bulwarks of our independence and our glory.
To such results
he, tor one, would never contribute by his voice or vote.
He had said, however, that he was unwilling to set hitnrelf up as a
n judge upon the conscienoe of any man. He had also said, when he
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had before addressed the committee on the same subject, that one
objection which he had to the amendment was its universality.
He
would endeavor to show to this committee, that the power thus bestowed
might be greatly abused-that
it might protect many men who were
How utterly ridiculous, as well as
utterly unworthy of protection.
criminal might the operation of this amendment prove to be ! Every
mean coward who desired to shield himself from personal service or
responsibility, might say to the collector, that he entertained conscientious scruples. True, it might be that he had been engaged during the
whole of his life in dissipation and vice ; true it might be that his charaeter was in every respect. low and degraded ; true it might be that he
was in every sense a pest to the country in which he lived ;-sli:l,
under
this amendment, he had the power to throw himself upon the reserved
rights of conscience, against the operation of t!lis military tax-to
say
that he had a tender conscience, and that, therefore, he must beg to be
excused. Such would be the operation of this amendment, if it met
So soon as the fines were levied,
with the sanction of this Convention.
we should find one man after another evading and nullifying
the
operation of our laws, and stopping up our resources by thrusting
between the treasury and its sources, a conscience, of the existence of
which nothing had ever been heard before. This was the character
and description of men who might abuse such a provision as was now
proposed to be inserted in our fundamental lam. It was not his intention,
however, to apply these remarks to the society of Friends ; he merely
intended to argue that this provision, from the fact of it3 universality,
might be made to comprehend, and to shield, every worthless renegade in
the land, who was either too coward!y to perform military duty when
required to do so, or too miserly to pay an equivalent for it. Bnd he
,would much rather vote at once in favor of any provision which \riould
go to exempt the society of Friends from all responsibility in the matter,
than he would vote in favor of a provision which might cover not only
that society, but a mass of men much less wort!ly of the consideration
and respect of this body. Nay, he would go even further-he
declared
he would vote for a constitution& recognition and establishment of that
society and church, infinitely sooner than he would vote for an amendment which went to overturn the foundation of our government, and to
the absolute prostration of all those great principles, which lay at the very
base of our institutions.
But, he would ask this committee, whether
they had any design to take such a step 1 Was it sincerely the intention
of this body, to recognise one church to the exclusion of all others ?
He could not for a moment believe that it was. The other sects, numerous as they were in our Commonwealth, had asked no such constitutional provision to be made in their favor. The methodists, a denomination of Christians, composing men of as pure and exalted principles
as mere to be found in this land-a denomimation of which the country
was full, though not so full as he would desire-had
preferred no such
request. To this sect a large body of his constituents belonged. They
were men, too, of tender and enlighted consciences, and as much opposed
to the wanton sacrifice of human life as any @her portion of our people.
But not a syllable had been heard from that intelligent and growing body of
men. Thay had not come forward to vex the cares and harass the deliberatidns of this Convention by petitions of such a character. Then, again,
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large and highly respectable body of men ;
there were the Menonists-a
men, too, who entertained conscientious scruples against taking away the
life of their fellow men, equally as strong as those entertained by the society
of Friends.
But they saw-they
knew-that
the surest way to avoid
takiyg away life, was to place ourselves in an attitude of defence, by
making some kind of preparation against an attack. They, therefore,
had been silent. They had not harassed this Convention with petitions
to be excused from the burdens imposed on others ; they had not
;rr!empl.ed to derive at the hands of this Convention some great political
privilege that should for ever hereafter characterize and distinguish them.
The society of Friends was the only body which had sent forth its
pentions.
Let that petition be treated respectfully ; let it receive all the
consideration to which the respectability of the source from which it
emanated entitled it ; let it be deliberately and candidly weighed; let
Ihose who favored the prayer of the petition be heard in its favor. But,
when all this had been done, then let him (Mr. W.) be allowed, for
one. with such conscience ns God had given him, to say that they
could not have that peculiar privilege ; that they could not have that
exemption
which was for ever to distinguish them as the State
Church of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Let him be allowed
10 say, that they could have the benefits and protection which a great,
a Tvrse and a good government could bestow upon its citizens : but
thev never, with his consent, should be allowed to refuse to contribute
Their due proportion to the defence of the country ; so lonp as they
claimed that protection, and so long as they remained in the full enjoyment of it. He must be allowed to say, in all sincerity and randour,
and vAth a!1 respeet, at the same time, to the feelings of the society of
Friends, that, whilst they lived under this government, they must
either chew that it was unworthy of support, or they mnst contribute
to sustain both the military, the Judicial, and all other establishments
which the law-making power of this Commonwealth
considered it
necessary to establish.
So long as their churches and their church
property, were ail protected by the laws and the Constitution of the
Commonwealth, he must be allowed to say, here and every where
else, however much they might desire to avoid such impositions, still
they must contribute to the public burdens. They need not do military
duty, nor need they march out in defence of their country.
If there
was any thing in the uature of the service, which ran in conflict
.with their peculiar opinions, and forbade them to enlist as soldiers,
they need not do so. They need not be compelled to take away the
life of their fellow man. They might remain peaceably at their fire
side, whilst the mass of the people of Pennsylvania
turned out,
marched to the rield of battle, and exposed their lives in the cause of our
common country.
But, of the abundance of this world’s stores with
which they were blessed, let them contribute something to the common
cause : let them do something at least to testify their affection for the
government which thus protects them, by contributing cheerfully their
He proposed to lay no
proportion towards its maintenance and support.
tax on their consciences ; the only demand he made was upon their
purse. And upon what principle of justice, or equity, could that
demand be resisted ! Under what right of conscience could it be evaded?
He would
He knew of no such principle-he
knew of no such right.
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admit that the gentlemen from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) in beggmg
this whole question, as he most undoubtedly had done, had made the
argument his own and the conclusions his own. But when we looked
to the facts, when we looked to the history of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania as it was -wheu we loo!;ed to the character of our people
-when we looked to the history of the provision in the Constit.ution of
1799,-when
we looked to that provision merely as a tribute paid to a
tender conscience, and to re!igious toleration, he (Mr. W.) denied that
either the argument or the conclusion, belonged to the gentleman from
Allegheny.
Mr. FORWARD rose, he said, to make a few brief explanations of the
remarks which he had ottered yesterday to the consideration of the
committee.
He felt the more anxious to do this, because it was to him
a matter cf some concern, that the sentiments which he had espressed,
In the first
should be rightly understood, both here and elsewhere.
place, then, he would remark that he had not stated, as had been imputed
60 him, that this was a tax upon conscience. No such language had ever
escaped his lips. In reply to the argument which had given to this
equivalent for non-performance of military duty, the character of a tax,
he had said that, if it was a tax, it was a tax upon conscience ; but that,
whatever name might be given to it, it was, in fact and in substance, what
was called by law, a penalty or fine ; and that this was not only its legal
character, but its true and proper character.
It would be remembered that one of the gentlemen who had addressed
the committee on this subject, had taken occasion to dweli upon the
absurdity of the doctrine of uon-resistance and non-combativeness.
It
would be recoliacted, also, that it had been further pressed upon the
consideration of the committee, that this was a tax, and nothing more nor
less than a tax. In adverting to these arguments, he (Mr. F.) had taken
occasion, fairly taken occasion, to say that, in the 15th and 16th centuries,
one of the main arguments brought against those who had beeu brought to
the stake, and suffered martyrdom by the fire and faggot, was that they
had been guilty of absurdities ; that their opinions were erroneous, and
This was what he
that they must know better than to believe in them.
had said, and no more. In relation to tax, he had made the remark that,
in other countries, contributions to the support ofa national church, were
levied as a taY
. ,-that they were called by the name of a iax, 211(! that
this was essentially a tax upon conscience. Such was the ground which
he had assumed, and he had yet heard nothing which should induce him
to change his view of the matter. And now, when he had endeavored to
pointout the consequences of what he believed to be an erroneous argumenti
and when he endeavored, by such force of reasoning as he could con:n:acdf
to persuade a gentleman to review his opinions, and to reconsider lus
arguments ; when he had endeavored to show, with historical truth, that
“the argument which had been here used, was the very argument which
had been used in former ages of the world, against those who had been
,persecuted to death for opinions’ sake ; when he did this, and when? in
a spirit of liberality and candor, he invited the gentleman to look at the
consequences of his own argument, he was then toid that he charged that
gentleman, and others w!io entertained similar opinions, with introducing
this argument for the purpose, and wit!? the intention, of adopting the
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absurdities, and fanning into existence the fierce and blood-thirsty spirit of
persecution which characterized the 15th century.
Now, he would ask
this committee, whether any man, looking fairly to what he (Mr. F,) had
said, could so far have misunderstood his argument as to build up, on its
foundation, such imputations as these ? Had he taken any undue advantage in his remarks?
Was it not fair to deduce absurd or erroneous
consequences from the arguments of those who entertain different opinions
from ourselves?
Surely it was fair. And yet, for simply doing this,
was he to be charged with imputing to others, questionable motives, or a
design to revive absurd doctrines ? All that he had said was by way of
warning ; to show that the argument used on this Aoor, was the same
which had been used in the 15th century, and for this, the gentleman
told him that he had charged upon him (Mr. W.) the oppression of the
15th century.
If this was the only mode in which the gentleman from
Luzerne was willing to treat the matter, there would be an end at once to
all further discussion.
But there was another explanation which he (Mr. F.) felt it necessary
to make. If his worthy friend (and he trusted the gentleman would not
repel this appellation,) would take the trouble to turn to his books on
logic, he would there find that one very common mode of sophistry
consisted in mis-stating the argument of our adversaries ; and he (Mr. F.)
thought, if he was not much mistaken, that the gentleman would also find
this characterized as not a very reputable kind of sophistry ; because, ,in
every event, an antagonist was entitled to fair dealing. What was the
proposition which had been made by himself?
Was it to dispense with
the militia 1 Not exactly so. What was the language he had made use
of? Was it that of ridicule towards the militia 1 Not at all. On the
contrary, he had stated, in so many terms, that he was willing to rely
upon them, in one form or other, as the right arm of our national defence.
This was the idea he had expressed ; and was he holding them up to
ridicule when he said that they were a part of ourselves-that
they came
directly from among us 1 And yet the gentleman from Luzerne, would
insist that he (Mr. F.) had treated the militia with ridicule or contempt,
and had endeavored to bring odium upon them. The gentleman had put
words into his (Mr. F’s) mouth, and ideas into his argument, which he
had never applied,-but
which, on the contrary, he utterly disclaimed.
His argument had been expressly this :-that he would dispense with the
militia trainings ; because, so far from being productive of good, they
were, in his opinion, serious and unnecessary evils ; and, for this reason,
he was not willing to compel men to attend the trainings, or to subject
them to heavy penalties, if they did not attend.
In re-stating his proposition to them-which,
he repeated, he felt
anxious to place it in such alight as to prevent the possibility of misapprehension-he
would again say, that he had confined all his observations to
the militia musters. It was these that he considered to be entirely useless,
and which, therefore, he desired to see abandoned. But the gentleman
from Luzerne had given to this argument a much more extensive and
important bearing than he (Mr. F.) had ever intended it to bear. Would
you, asked that gentleman, make your government a rope of sand 2 And
bow, Mr. F. would inquire, was such a position to be, by any rule
of construction, drawn from the argument he had submitted ? If we
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dispensed with the militia, we mere asked, what would we do ? In what
condition should we be left, if we were to lop off this right arm of our
defence? Sir, said Mr. F., I do not feel myself bound tq answer this
question, for the plain reason that I have never put forth any such propnsition. And I now retort upon the gentleman from Luzerne, who has
thus disingenuously dealt with my argument-whether
he intends to say
that this government relies for her safety and protection upon these militra
trainings ? Can the gentleman seriously mean to assume this grouncl ?
My proposition, the whole scope and bearing of my argument, had a@..
cation to a time of perfect peace, when there was no alarm of war, and
when we had no reason to anticipate that there would be any. This w;38
the whole of my argument-I
went not a step beyond it-and yet the
gentleman from Luzelne makes me say, that I would dispense with tht:
militia-that
I would abandon the means of national defence-that
I
would do nothing to keep it up ; and then he closes with the inference
that, if it cannot be kept up, it is impossible that the government of our
country can be held together. When the gentlemzn from Luzerne s&a;1
next condescend to notice any argument of mine, I shzll thank him if ile
will not put into my mouth, words which I hare never used, but whit!..,
on the contrary, I expressly repel.
The question, after all, Mr. Chairman, resolves itself into &IS---.
whether the system of militia trainings deserves ali t!le support, a.id
encouragement at the hands of this Convention, which have been gi~r;
to it ,by the gentleman from Luzerne ? To my mind it is not; buz, ;a:
the same time, I do not choose to be held up to the people of this Commonwealth as casting ridicule on the militia,-a
part ofwhom consists or‘
my friends and acquaintances- but as going still further, an& putting forth
the proposition that the militia ought to be entirely dispensed with.
Sir,
I do not choose to be placed in this false attitude, by the misnpprehecslsn
or the sophistry of any member of this body. But, when I addressed the
committee before, I stated -and I think the gentleman from Luzerne oag5.t. ~
in all friendship, to have noticed the fact-that
almost every 11331:-SAL.,
holding the militia trainings up to ridicule ; that the militia themse!l;es
laughed at the exhibitions;
that they 1 scouted them; that they &spis&
the service, and that all men knew this to be true. dnd for stating F~Y.I
well known fact, I am made to say that the militia were ridicuious, .G:!
that they were deserving only of contempt.
Sir, I said no such thing
I never intended to say any thing of the kind. I repudiate it altogether.
It does not belong to me. Let those who think proper, claim it as theu
own ; I have nothing to do with it.
But, Mr. Chairman, I have one further explanation to make, and I
shall leave the subject with the committee.
The gentleman f~m
Luzerne had been pleased to say, that I would not exact from
persons having scruples of conscience, the duty of bearing arms
in a time of peace, when there was no enemy invading our soil,
and no danger threatefiing US ; but that, in a time of war, or in a cast:
of emergency or anticipated attack, I would no longer respect their
conscientious scruples, but would compel them to go to the field of battle,
and shed the blood of their fellowmen, as though no such scruples had
ever existed. And, sir, the gentleman is pleased to think that there is
great absurdity in this. Now, what I said was, that in entering into
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society formed for the general good of the whole body, certain of our
natural rights were, of necessity, surrendered to the government.
And
I said that this right of conscience never could be, and never had been
deemed to be, surrendered, except on grounds of some great over-ruling
I said that, in the event of war, (although I did not
public necessity.
intimate this as being my opinion, but merely alluded to it as an argument
which had been broached by others,) it might be fairly said, that this
necessity for the surrender of all these scruples to the general good,
actually existed, and that, therefore, their natural rights were to be given
up on the altar of our country.
But, sir, I never said that the Quakers,
or Menonists, or Amonists, or any other denomination of people holding
these scruples of conscience, should be compelled to go to the field of
battle, anal to shed the blood of their fellow-men.
On the contrary, I
stated my belief that it was not right, in this age of the world, to compel
a man to take up arms, and to shed blood in despite of the dictates of a
conscience which tells him that it is wrong and sinful to do so ; but I
expressed my opinion that, in time of extgency or war, he ought to be
compelled to pay an equivalent for his personal services ; that is to say,
that he ought to be required to contribute towards the public service, his
proper proportion of those means which were necessary for the defence
This is what I said, and not what the gentleman from
of the country.
Luzerne imputes to me. He has imputed to me, in fact, the very
contrary of what I did in reality say. In reference to the observations of
the gentleman, that we were about to create a privileged class, and to
bestow on that class immunities and privileges which we denied to other
portions of our citizens, I have nothing to remark.
We are not to be
prevented from advocating and contending for a sacred principle, on the
ground that we are about to create a privileged class. If the principle of
toleration is not sulliciently respected to furnish an exemption from a
general rule, of one man m many thousands, it seems to me that we
cannot boast much of its ctxistence among us. If such a rule of conduct
as this is to be adopted, we shall put down the principle of toleration in
our government for ever. Who had ever heard of such a thing as a
principle of toleration being applied to all men? And, if not applied to
all men, what came of the fears and forebodings as to the stability of our
government, which had been so emphatically espressed by the gentleman
from Luzerne, if this principle is made a part of ,our fundamental code?
This, however, is not the question. It is deemed, by the gent.leman from
Luzerne, to be enough to repel this claim, to say that, by granting it,
you establish a state church, because the claim is not universal.
The
gentleman is entitled to the full benefit of all his arguments in this matter;
he may rest satisfied with tkem, if he is so disposed. I leave them in
his hands.
He desired to tnake one more explanation.
He did not say, or
insinuate, with all deference to the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) that any experiment for taxes to support government, was prope,r.
In the sacred volume, he knew it was said, ‘*render unto Caesar the
things which are Czsar’s,” and they were so rendered. And he knew it
was also said, (‘the powers that be are ordained of God.”
And he
also knew, that the first and second Charles, James the first, Louis the
fourteenth, and all monarchical governments, had adopted this passage, in
order to sustain the doctrine of the divine right of kings, But did he
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attribute to the gentleman from Luzerne the design to support the divine
right of kings ? No. But thev all cited precisely the same argument:
L‘ Render unto Caesar,” &c. Could this be carried out to a tyrannical
extent? And could the tyranny be exerted on the ground that it was
right to ‘6 render to Caesar the things which are Caesar’s ?” Casar, he
thanked God, was not here ; although there were many, perhaps, who
had been waiting and wishing for him for some years past.
This
much by way of explanation ; and here he would leave the question as
he found it.
Mr. CLINE, of Bedford, said, that after the able argument of the gentleman from Luzerne, he would have thought it unnecessary to trouble
the committee with any remarks, if it had not been for one position of
the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) to which neither the gentleman from Luzerne nor any other gentleman, had adverted.
He (Mr. C.) had the honor to be nominated by the President of the
Convention as one of the committee on the ninth article ; and when the
report ou this subject was made, he did not give his assent absolutely to
the proposition contained in it. He was willing, however, that the
chairman should make the report, reserving to himself the right to state
his opinions at the proper time.
But he did not now intend to go over the whole ground, but merely to
advert to one proposition of the gentleman from Allegheny, to which he
could not give his assent, an d on which the whole of the argument of
yesterday had turned. The speech of the gentleman was learned, able,
and eloquent, but it failed to convince his (Mr. C’s) reason and conscience. The gentleman had affirmed that the right of conscience was
a natural right, with which no one had a right to interfere. He (Mr. C.)
wished the gentleman had stated what he meant by a right of conscience.
I know (said Mr. C.) that a man is at liberty to exercise his conscience.
I know that I am at liberty to exercise reason, understanding, and will ;
but it would be an awkward expression to speak of the right of reason,
understanding, and will.
It is equally so to say right of conscience.
We might say it was the conclusion to which a man comes after the
exgrcise of his reason, and the faculties which God gave him. If we
could be in error as to reason, so we might be as to conscience; so
then, if me entertained scruples, they would be founded in error. What
right had any man to say he had come to certain conclusions on the subject of the agrarian system, and that he had a right to share my property 1 I (said Mr. C.) could not submit to this conclusion.
The government would not. If the government would, it was a state of things
which he trusted never to see prevail in this country.
Therefore, he
nrust say he entertained great doubts as to these scruples of conscience.
And he held these doubts, and made this declaration, with great deference to the gentleman from Allegheny, whose argument was most
happy, able, and impressive, but the premises were not founded in reason. He (Mr. C.) did this also, with the utmost deference to that
respectable society which made this appeal to the Convention, and he
confined what he had to say to that class.
There was something highly imposing in a respectable, influential,
and philanthropic class of citizens making such an appeal as had been
presented to this body. But his sense of duty would not allow him to
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say that the appeal itself would have weight with him, because he felt
that respect for the class. He was bound to Look also to other classes,
and to decide if this appeal was founded on principles of justice to allthat it looked to the interests of the whole community, and asked such
privileges as no one would have a right to complain of. He was about
to use an expression which might appear to be harsh: that so far from
regarding the objection of this respectable class to personal service, or an
,equivalent, as a matter of conscience, he was disposed to regard it rather
Had
in the light of a religious prejudice than a conscientious scruple.
,they ever retired from the world, and in the seclusion of their closets,
closely and deliberately investigated the question, whether they ought to
bear arms or not 1 It might be asserted that such an investigation had
been made, and that this had led to the conclusion to be found in the
appeal. But he had doubts of this, because there were other sects, entertaining similar opinions with this society, who had never come to these
conclusions, which we miqht be told this society had arrived at, after
close and ingenious exammation, as the result of reason and investigation.
Had we not found a man who entertained a peculiar set of opinions,
propagate them with such industry and success, as to produce extended
error throughout the world?
He could not believe that these memorialists came to this body entirely free from prejudice, without permittilg
the opinions of their ancestors to have some influence in bringing their
minds to the conclusion that they are right.
He had said this appeal was made from a source which was entitled to
the greatest respect; and it had been advocated, not by one, two, or
three, but by a number of gentlemen, with an ability far beyond any
which he nossessed; but while he gaid this, he was bound to lnok at the
matter as ‘it really is. It had been very correctly asked, why had the
whole ground been changed 1 Why had the original position been relinquished ? Who yesterday could have inferred, from his commencement,
that the gentleman from Allegheny would have come to the conclusion
which he iinally reached ? ‘I’he argument he had listened to with pleasure, but when the gentleman came to the conclusion, he (Mr. C.) could
What was his posi
not but regard it as 64most lame and impotent.”
tion ? That the only desire of the society of Friends was to be exempted
from service in time of war, not in peace. It was an argument then
applicable only to one alternative.
Was there any danger that the militia, in time of peace, would try to
cut the throats of their neighbors ? What would be t!ieir object? Ii
they were exempted at any time, should it not be in war, and not in
A respectable delepeace 1 Was not that the prayer of the memorial?
gation of Quakers had solicited this from the committee, and he was
present at an interview between them and the committee on this subject.
They then stated their wish to be exempt, not in time of peace, but of
war, and to be exempt, not only from personal service, but from the
payment of any equivalent for it. We should do great injustice, in his
opinion, to the great body of our fellow citizens, if we granted this
prayer, and imposed an obligation on one class of citizens from which
we exempted another. True, it was said that all citizens were at liberty
I?
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to avail. themselves of conscientious scruples on this subject. But this
would not be tolerated : he could not think that it should be tolerated.
In regard to the freedom of conscience, he was willing that it should
be secured to them. But why ? Because that implied only the privilege of exercising their religious belief in a manner that would not con,
diet with any law for the support of the government.
We give to all a
right to worship the Deity in the maimer most agreeable to their own
consciences ; and further than this no State had gone. No State Constitution contained a provision fur the compiete exemption of any portion
of its citizens from personal service, or an equivalent, on account of
conscientious scruples. He was of opininn that the Legislature ought
to have the power to make the exemption ; but not with reference to one
&ss alone, but ali classes and sects. He was inclined to believe that
the miliiia trainings were of little or no value for any purpose ; but he
\I-otili: not exempt one class from a duty that others were obliged to perform, on account of the religious scru+
which the favored class might
There was something in the character of these scruples
entertain.
which he could not understand. They were not palpable and tangible.
Hr could not. grasp their meaning. The gentleman from Allegheny,
(,h.
Forward) who had spokeii so eloquently on the subject of the
I
rights ci conscience, might well understand it. But in his mind, there
:~ppe,neC: to be great danger in aliowing every man to say, that, on
accobnt of this or that conscientious scruple which he entertained, he
could not give his support and obedience to a law of the land, however
ilecessq- might be that law for the well being of the country.
Such a
principle would bc produrtive of the greatest confusion and perplexity.
k m-n ini+, on the score of conscience, refuse to pay his tax for the
scyp:2rt 01 a pauper, on the ground that the pauper had worked in a
diariiiery, and niiplit work there again, contrary to the conscientious
beiief 01’ t5is men, that distilleries ought not to be, in the most remote
mmner, encourage d. Many laws miubt. in sonic way or other, be found
to contlict. cr tiler mioht be imaginei; to conflict, with the consci.ntious
belier of mo:e in~iividuals.
‘d’ne gei?t!eIllTXl'S position, in regard to the rights of conscience, he
~or,tJ not understand. He may understand it, and so may, you, Air;
Chcirman ; but to me, it appears to be very vague and indefinite, to say
tt,at a man shall bc exempt from obedience to laws concerning which he
ni,ij. hare conscientious scruples. h man might memorialize and peti,
tiOli for the redress of wht lie conceived a grievance, but until his prayer
was granted, or the govwnrwnt dissol&,
it was his duty to submit to
tile powers that be.
He was in favor of striking out the whole report; and he should vote
rty:kinst the amendments, and in favor of t!le present provision of the
Constitution, if it should be somewhat modified.
Mr. Scorr would ask the indulgence of the committee for a few.
niimtes, while he explained the reasons which would govern his vote
on this question. He had, be said, a deep and abiding impression that
the liberties of no people could be maintained, unless their yeomanry
v ere armed and disciplmcd.
This principle was at the foundation of
national independence and nstiona! freedom. It was important in reference to nationa! defence fram foreign aggression, and stil1 more so for
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ihe support of the liberties of the people against domestic invasion.
All
history showed that no nation could retain its liberty in opposition to the
ambition of its (JWI rulers. uniess the people were armed aud discipiined
for their own defence. ‘rlic asnanlts o.f a foreign force even upon an
unarmed people, could not long prevail.
Much injury might be done,
and many lives sacriliccd! but tire spirit of :he people would rise with
But against
every det’eat, and the inraders would bc ultima:ely repelled.
domestic tyranny, the only security of the people is a11armed and disciIt might appear strange to hear an American
plined body of militia.
talk of danger at home ; and at this clay, a11apprehensions of that hind
might appear virionary.
But, on two occasions within our brief history,
and since the adoption of the Federal Constitution, the government has
been supposed to be in danger. A large and respectable party, during
the administration of the elder Adams, declared that the government had
undergone 3 change ; and under the administration of the late Executive,
there was a large party, embracing vast numbers of intelligent and patriotic citizens, who said that the go: ernment !lad undergone a revolution.
I, said Mr. Scott, do not say that ei:iier one party or the other was right,
but stili we have the fact that, before the government was a half century
old, there were, on two occasions, a moiety of the people who were
deeply agitated with the appre!lension of this danger. If ever there
should’be more than an apprehensirm of this danger; if ever a serious
blow should be aimed at the liberties of the people, it was only by arms
and discipline that it could be rc.~istcd. On this principle were based
the words of the Constituiton, which assert in a manner so beautiful,
that ‘6 The freemen of tl~is Commonwealth shall be armed and disciplined for its defence.”
How is t!us to be done 1 To a certain extent
thev have been armed and disciplined, and in virtue of iaws made in pursua&e of this clause III the Constitution.
The volunteers, upon w1~01nsuch high praise had been bestowedand too much praise could not be bestowed on them-were
armed and
disciplined, and now exist under this clause. Whence are their arms r
From the public depots and arsenals. Mow are t,hey creatrd? Under
T!ieir oilicers are appointed, and under
this clause of the Constitution.
this clause ; they are organized into battalions, and under this clause of
the Constitution.
How was the spirit. aroused under which all this had
been done, but under this clause of the Coustitution?
By that clause of
the (,onstitution is this spirit to be preserved, and, therefore, I am
opposed to any amendmeut which shall break it down, and prevent us
from carryiog out the beautiful principle, t!lat the freemen of this Corn-monwealrh shall be armed and disciplmed for its defence.
Mr. S. said he would now consider whether the amendment proposed
by the gentleman from Chester rva q cmsistent with the doctrines which
he advocated. In his opinion the amendment went to enforce that clause.
It would arm and discipline the great body of the freemen, and yet save
the feelings,and conscience of that portion of our citizens who entertam
scruples of eonscience as to bearing. arms. Let us examine the extent of
this amendment, and see how fdr it differs .from that clause of the Constitution which I s ) earnest!y advocate. That very clause exempts from.
bearing arms those who conscientiously scruple to do so, That very
article asserts the, principle that those. who entertain conscientioud
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scruples sha!l not be compelled to bear 3rms; and to this exemption it
adds a qualification.
What is that? That they shall be compelled to
pay an equivalent for personal service. How far then does the amendment of the gentleman from Chester difl’er from the clause 1 His amendment provides that they sha!l not he compelled to bear arms, and so far
they agree. Then it provides that, at all times of war and public exigency, they shall pay an equivalent for personal service. JJark, Mr.
Chairman, how small a dityerence there is between the amendment and
the original clause. There is scarcely a hair’s breadth of difference
between them. The exemption shall exist only when there is no war
and no exigency,
What is the meaning of the word ‘6 war ?” It means
that space of time when hostilities are in progress-that
is plain ; but to
define the meaning of the term “ exigency,” wiil be more diffkult.
But
this very difficulty itself serves to narrow down the privilege to a small
compass, and it is left to the Legislature to say what shall constitute the
exigency.
In case of the occurrence of circumstances which justified an
apprehension of war, even at a distant time, would it not be competent
for the Legislature to say that the LLexigency” contemplated by the Constitution has occurred ? Certainly it would be. The limit of the exemption would, after all, be left to the Legislature to prescribe,
The question
then simply comes down to this, whether it is necessary to provide, at
this period of time, when there is no strong occasion for it, that there
shall be no exemption, and that the same duty shall be required from
every citizen as in time of actual war, or of the exigencies arising from
an apprehension of war.
Let us, said Mr. S., look at the question in another point of view.
Suppose the Legislature should lay a tax of two hundred thousand
dollars for the provision of munitions of war. There was nothing in this
amendment that would exempt any one from paying his portion of the
tax. Adopt this amendment, and there is nothing in it to prevent the Legislature from taxing citizens, including the Quakers, to the whole extent of
their private fortune, for the purchase of arms and munitions of war.
The extent of the provisions of the amendment has been misunderstood,
and he put that case to illustrate it. and also for the purpose of deducing
from it this position, that by this amendment me exempt the Friends and
others who entertain scruples, from nothing but personal service. There
was no tax nor contrivance, for the purpose of military preparation,
from which any one could by this provision be exempted, and its single
and sole aim and effort was to relieve them from personal service, and
tt.ey were exempted before by the existing Constitution.
I do not, continued Mr. S., regard this as an exemption from a tax.
I do not regard this duty of taking up arms as a tax. 1 recognize in it a
privilege, of which no citizen is to be deprived-the
high privilege of a
freeman-the
privilege to bear arms. This we are not to regard as a tax
or a burden. It is a duty to the public and a right appertaining to the
character of a freeman; and in the old Constitution, which was framed
at a time when men scrupulously criticised every word they used in surh
an instrument, the word “equivalent”
is employed, from a knowledge
that the term ‘4 tax” would he inadequate for the idea intended to be
conveyed, By the word “ tax,” we invariably understand a pecuniary
contribrtion, pf general and uniform character, assessed upon all citizens
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and holders of property for the general good. Thi;; is the well known
meaning and character of the word ‘4 tax ;” and, in the Constitution of the
United States, there is a provision to secure uniformity of taxation.
The
Constitution uses the word 1‘ equivalent” for the reason that it does not
mean a L6tzx,” from which no one, as its framers knew, could be esonerated. It only said that these persons should not be compelled to perform this specific duty.
The argument of conscience, Mr. S. said, had been so ably and eloquently presented to the committee, that it would be unjust for him to go
into it. He would pass it over, therefore, with a single remark.
As an
argument, it had heen pressed with a very importani qualification ; that
all scruples should yield, at all times. to public necessity.
Now, when
this was admitted, when it was conceded that the persons asking exemption shall submit to the paramount claim of pnblic necessity, all that is
required is given up.
It is put into the power of the Legislature at all
times to determine when this public necessity exists. Certamly, gentlemen can find nothing alarming in the doctrine of conscientious scruples,
with such qualification as this. But who, it is asked, holds these conscientious scruples ? How shall it be ascertained who entertains these
scruples ? Will it be competent for me to say to the tax-gentlemen9 I
have a scruple, you can collect nothing from me? That, too, wili require
legislation.
It must not be left in the power of every man to Start up and
say, I have a conscientious scruple, and am exempt.
lt is competent fat
the Legislature to direot the mode in which the existence of a conscientious scruple shall be ascertained.
It would not be permitted, for
instance, that a young man who has broken through the discipline of the
Quakers society and borne arms, should, when he chose, afterwards again
avail himself of his original scruple to evade the duty. It would be found
necessary t,o make some general provisions with a view to determine
what are conscientious scruples, and how they shall be ascertained.‘l’hat would be an important check upon any abuse of the exemption, and
would fully meet the objection that the provision mill put it in the power
of any one, by mere word of mouth, to evade theperformance of military
duty.
But who believes that any person would make such a claim for
the sake of getting rid of this duty in time of peace? Without treading
further upon this ground, he, would now beg leave to introduce another
topic-one,
however, which had already been forcibly argued by his
colleague on his left, (Mr. Chandler.)
In all ages and nations, the people have deemed it consistent with their
obligations to themselves, to acknowledge, by’suitable remunerations, the
services of great benefactors ; individuals, families and provinces, had
been distinguished by the high rewards bestowed on them by a grateful
people, in remuneration and memorial of their great services. This has
been the practice in monarchical governments, and there is no reason
why a free people should deprive themselves of the power of fixing the
stamp of their approbation on individuals and bodies of men who have
rendered signal services to the public.
He would not set up for the
Friends any overweening and exclusive pretension to exalted merit.But he could not forbear to see in that society the founders of the Commonwealth.
They laid the basis of our prosperity.
They did establish
the great principles which to this day have never been lost sight of, and
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the influence of which will be felt to the latest poslerity.
IIe could point
to the tenets of Pennsvlvania on the suhjecc of slavery ; to the estahlishment of the first penitentiary system; and to the amelioration of the
criminal code. He co11lt1,he said, enumerate other great principles which
had been infused in the legislation of Pennsylvania and which derived
their origin from the sociqtp which laid the hasis of this Commonwealth.
He had forgotten one thmg which he had intended to name, as distinguishing the policy of this Commonwealth from that of my other of t!le
colonies here founded-he meant the terms of intercourse between the
original settlers and the aborigines.
How proud would be the situation
o1’a Pennsylvanian, when, in the national councils, any question should
arise in relation to the amelioration of the criminal code, or to the abolition of slavery, or to our intercourse with tile aborigines-our
whole
policy in relation to wticb had been marked out by the society of Friends.
It was not a boon that was proposed to be given to this society, but the
distinction was asked as resting on their old privileges and laws, which
had not yet bern wholly wrc-stcd from them, This noble and venerable
mansion was once theirs, all its rooms and furniture were theirs. They
had a right to prescribe the terms on which all who sought admission
mithm its walls, shouid be permitted to enter. One small apartment was
all lhat was nom left to them. The new comers had crowded tllem out
of every other. One solitary chamber and place of rest was left to them,
and they only asked the priiilege to remain there.
You have the hall,
the chambers, the stairways -leave us, they ask, our private room, to
which we may retire in safety. The privileges which they claimed by
charter they hat! a rjght to perpetuate.
He apprehended that these were
the fielings and prmcipies which induced our forefathers, when they
adopted the present Constitution, to insert an exemption for them from the
duty of bearing arms. From respect to the original owners of the splendid ediiice which we inhabit, he was willing to place his vote in favor of
such an amendment as will save their feelings, while, at the same time,
it will not hazard the public interests.
The question being on the amendment of the gentleman from Chester,
as modified,
The yeas and nays were required by Mr. AI’CAHEX and nineteen
ethers, and were as t’ollows :
TEAS-TvI&srs. Agnew, Ayrea, Baldwin, Barr&z, Bell, Diddle, Brorrn, of Lancaste:, Carey, Chambers, Candler. of Chester, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Chnuncey,
Co&a, Cochran, Cope, Craig. Cunningham, Dar:ington, Denny, Dickey, I)urlop, Far~11~. Forward, Eopkinson, Jcnks, Maclay, &I&m, M’Dowell
M’Phcrrv, Meredith,
3lerri:l, Pennypackrr, Porter, of Lancaster. Porter, of Sorthampton, Purvijncc. Roger,
Russell, Scott, tier&, Snivrly, Stevens, Thomas, Young, Sergeant, Preaiden/--il.
Nlrs-Messrs.
Banks, Barclay, Barndollar. Bedford, Bigelom, Bonham, Brown, of
Northampton, Urown, of Philadelphia, Butler. Clspp, Clarke, of Beaver, Clarke. of
Indiur!u. Clfx+ngcr, Cline, Grain, Crawford, Crum, 0.~11, ~Darrah, Dickerson, Dil.
linger, l~onagnn, Donnell, k’ou:krod, Fly, Fuller, Gam!~lc, Gearhart, Gilmore, Grencll,
Harris, Hastings. Hayhurst,Hays, Helffenstein, Hendcr~nn, of Alleghwy. Henderson,
ci Dauphin, Hi&w,
HiAh, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim, Kennedy. Kerr, Krehs,
Lyons, Magee, Mann, M’CaE.en, M’Call, Merkel. Montgomery, Myers, S&n, Ovelfield, Pollock. Rend, Rogers, Sqer, Scheetz, Sellers, Seltzer, Shellito. Pill, Smith, Smvth,
Sterigere, Stickel, Sturdevnnt, Taggart, Todd, Weaver, Wcidman, White, Woodwa~d-,
76.

So the question was determined in the negative.
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made by Mr. DCNLOP and Mr. DARLINGTOS,
That the committee of the whole recon&ler the vote of the 2Ist inst.,
en the amendment of the report of the committee to whom ws referred
the sixth artic,le of the Constitution, to strike from the fourteenth section
Qf said report all arter the word ii law,” ill the line, as fol!ows, viz :
“Those who conscientiously scruple to bear arms shallnot !!e compelled
to do so, but shall pay an equivalent for personal service.”
Mr. ISGERSOLL said, he should vote against the motion to reconsider ,
but if it prevailed and if the state of things which he had supposed to he
settled, and which he believed to be the best settlement of it, was overthrown, he should then offer a suhstituta for the clause, providing that!he
freemen of the Commonwealth should he armed, trained and prepared.;
with the exception of those who shall ohtam the certificate of the Court of
the county where he resides, that it is contrary to his religious sentiments
to bear arms. This provision would guard the rights of conscience hot!1 in
war and in peace; and he knew of no leason why they should be less
respected in time of war than in peace. He ttiooght the matter had
better he left where it was, hut if it was the pleasure of the commlttee IO
reconsider the vote, he should o&r this amendment.
Mr. BROWK, of Philadelphia, said the object of the gentlema: was
already understood ; hut as the motion was seconded by the genrleman
from ‘Chester, (Mr. Darlington) who was a member of the society of
Friends, he should not oppose it. If the Friends declared that c!ause to
be obnoxious to them, he certainly would agree to striking it out. He
(Mr. I3.) supposed that it was in accordance with the wishes of the
society that the clause was stricken out, and it was at the request of some
members of the society that the motion was made, and not from any dis-.
position unfriendly to the militia system.
It took a’cvav 7 distinction
which was made at the time of the formation of the Cons&tion
for lhe
avowed purpose of relieving the Friends from burdens of conscience, but
the measure had in practice proved to he odious and oppressive.
It was,
therefore, declared by some of the Friends, and, in fact, it was their
general wish, as he had always understood, that, if this was the only
means of relief which we could offer them, they wauld prefer to have no
distinction whatever, made between them and other citizens.
If such a
clause as they ‘require cannot be made a part of the Constitution, Ihey
prefer to he left to take their chance with others. But, when one of the
members of the society, who is presumed to know their views and feelings on the subject, moves a reconsideration, he must suppose the clause
iwas acceptable to these, and that they proposed to let it remain where it
:tvas. He was, therefore, willing that the motion to reconsider should
prevail.
Mr. SARLIKWCON said, the opportunity thus offered him to explain his
bbject in seconding this ‘motion was not unacceptable to him. He voted
for the motion to strike out the clause, distinctly understanding, and
hoping to get in the place of,it,e,omething more favourable to the wishes
of the society of Friends.
He wished to strike out the clause, because it
miniposed on the Friends an ohligation,te “pay an equivalent”
for the
service from which it exempted them.
Against that obligation the
society had complained. and in the hope of being relieved from it and
V from the ,obligation of bearingarms, .he voted for the motion to strike out.
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But, finding, as he now did, thahwlrat the Friends wished could not be
obtained, he was in favor of restoring the clause to what it was before.
ff he could get nothing better for the society, he certainly did not wish to
render thei,r situation any worse.
Mr. SFRGEAKT, (President) rose merely to suggest, he said, whether
the member from the county of Philadelphia, had not a sort of right to
offer his amendment.
He had actually presented it, and it was entitled to
consideration, but it was withdrawn to allow a direct vote on the amendment offered by the gentleman from Chester.
Mr. &XLOP wnuld, he said, withdraw his motion if necessary, but he
C’iA
* \‘ not understand it to be SO. He asked what the amendment referred
to Tras.
Mr. MARTIN, in reply, said, it proI-ided that no man should be constrained to bear arms or pay an equivalent therefor, except in times of
war.
‘J’i:e committee then rose, reported progress and obtained leave to sit
again ; and,
The Convention adjourned.

THURSDAY

AFTERNOON,

OCTOBER 26, 183s

SIXTH ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. CHAXB~S in the chair, on the report of the committee to 1%
horn was
referred the 6th article of the Constitution.
‘Ibe question being on the motion of Mr. DUNLOP to reconsider the
vote of the Zist, by which the amendment of Mr. BROWX, of the county
of Philadelphia, was agreed to, Mr. DUM.OP withdrew the same.
Mr. MARTIN, of Philadelphia county, moved to amend the section, by
rnserting after the word L6law,” in the third line, the words, ‘* no freeman shall be compelled to bear arms, nor pay an equivalent therefor,
except in times of exigency or war.”
Mr. MARTIN said, it \vould not be necessary to occupy the attention of
the committee more than a very few minutes, as he thought the ameadment must be fully understood. The question was now stripped of all
those vexed matters which had occupied se much time. This consumption of time, however, was not to be regretted.
The question was now
reduced to this single point-if
the freemen of this State shall be compelled at all times, to bear arms, and to be mustered into service whether
It was a question, therefore, easily underthey are wanted or not.
stood. He did not believe it possible that a majority of this committee,.
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01 any thing like a majority of the citizens of the Commonwealth, would
sanction the principle that the freemen of the State should, under all
circumstances, be required to muster and bear arms, when there was no
occasion for it. What was this Convention assembled for, but to make
such amendments to the Constitution as circumstances seemed to require.
An amendment of this kind, he knew, a short time ago, it would have
been impracticable to carry out.
But that time had passed over and
passed away.
On this hill, where we now sit to form a Constitution+
the mechanic and the farmer, were compelled to pursue thrir daily occupatiou with their arms by their side. But would any one say that this WIS
necessary now ? No, He had come to the opinion, and who ever would
take the trouble to examine the matter closely, would be convinced as
well as he was, that the public opinion of this State was opposed to the
adoption of any compulsory measure in reference to mi!itia training.
He did not himself wish, and he was mistaken if there were many of his
friends who did wish it, that the matter should rest on any other ground
than this -that no mau shall be compelled to bear arms, or to pay an
equivalent, except in time of war.
The metits and demerits of the militia had nothing at all to do with
this question.
Where would this effect the militia 1 &o where. There
was no necessity for bearing arms in a time ofprofound peace. No man
could insist on such a point in a free government-in
a Commonwealth
situated like Pennsylvania, her extensive interior sutrountled every way
by hills.
With such natural defences there is no danger of invasion.
Besides this, the popilatiou of the State, from its earliest years, had been
so habituated to the use of fire arms, that they were, at all times, almost
qualfied for soldiers. If his proposition did not succeed, and the citizens
and their sons are to be salled out to give away a great portiou of their
time, iu arrniug and disciplining, whether necessary or not, it would be
an opposition to the plain sense of public opinion.
He did not think it
required much argument or a great consumption of the time of the committee to settle this question, if we would but take the public opinion for
our guide. His respectable colleague behind him, the Colonel of militia,
said that those who heretofore resisted the militia law, are in rebellion
against the laws of Pennsylvania.
This, then, was a conclusive ground
vvhy there should be inserted in the Constitution an amendment which
would prevent any such rebellion.
He could scarcely believe that his
colleague was right in his assertion, but yet there might be something in
it. If this amendment was lost, and the Constitutton were so framed, as
to control the Legislature, and to make it imperative on that body to call
out the freemen of the State for eight or ten days in the year, there wouid
be found a great many who would not comply with the provisionsof such
a law-let
his colleague call it rebellion, or by any other name he chose.
Again : If there was any individual who had incurred considerable labor
and expense to qualify his sons so as to make them masters of military
tactics, would he be willing to see them in the ranks at the militia musters? If he had educated them at West Point, in order that they might
obtain perfection in all the splendid accomplishments taught at that instttution, would he be willing to let them go out with the militia, where
there could be acquired no knowledge of war ? Stripped nom of all these
logical and theological questions which had perplexed us so long, he
hoped the question was now fairly presented, and that such an amend-
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ment would be inserted in t!re Constitution as would hereafter prevent
any such odious and oppressive tax from being forced on the freemen of
He trastcd that his proposition would be supported by a
this State.
handsome majority in the Convention, and he would conclude with askmg
the yeas and nays on his amendment.
The requisite number having seconded the call, the years and nays
were ordered.
The question was then taken and decided in the negative, as follows,
viz :
YEAS-Messrs. Enldmin, Bamitz, Bid&, Brown, of Lancaster, Carey, Chandler, of
Chester, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Channcey, Clnpp, Castes, Cochran, Crum, Darlingran, Denny, Dickey, Farrelly. Forward, Hays. Hopkinson, Hyde, Jenks, Konigmacher,
Leng, Maclay, Martin, M’Cahen, M’Domell. M’Shrrry, Meredrth, Merkel, Penn~packer,
Porter, of Lancaster, Pnrviance, Reigxt, Read, Riter, Royer, Russell, Merrill, Snively,.
Stevens, Thomas, Young, Sergeant, P~&de~t-44.
NAYS-?desrs. Agnew, Eanks, Barclay, Barndnllar, Bedford, Bell, Big&w, Bonham, Brown, of ~orth.nnpion, Brown, of- Philndelphia, Butler, Chambers. Clarke! nf
Beaver, C!ark, of Dauphin. Clarke, of Indiana, Clcavinger, Cline, Craig, Grain, Crawford, Cunnin&nn, Curll, Dickerson, Diilinger, Donagan, Donnell, Dunlop, Fonlkrod,
Fry, Fuller, Gamble. Gearhart, Gilmore, Grmell. Harris, Hastings. Hayhurst, Heltb’ stein. Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester, High? Houpt, Ingersull, Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Krehs, Lyonq Map, Mann, IvI’Call, Montgomery, Myers,
Nevin, Overfield, Pollork, Porter, of Sorthampttm, Rogers,Yaepar,Schectz, Scott. Sellers, Seltzer, Shellito, Sill, Smith, Pmyth, Stmigere, Stickcl, Sturdcvnnt, Taggart, Todd,
Weaver, Wcidman, White, Woodward--77.
Mr. DCSLOP, of Frnnk!in, submitted the following motion, viz :

That the committee of the whole reconsider the vote of the 21st inst.,
‘on the amendment of the report of the committee to whom was referred
‘L!re sixth article of the Constitution, to strike from the foueteenth section
of said report, all after the word 6‘ law, ” in the third line, as follows, viz :
“ Those who conscientiously
scruple to bear arms shall not be compdl~d
to do so, but shall pay an equivalent for personal service.”
Xr. ISGEEIOLL demanded the yeas and nays on this motion, and they
wete ordered.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, asked what would be-the effect of the
previous questian ? Would not the question be on the section as amended?
CHAIR.
It would be.
Mr. PORTER then demanded the previous question, which was seconded
by the requisite number.
Xlr. DENS-Y appealed from this decision of the chair, on the ground
that in his opinion the previous question ought to apply to the motion to
reconsider, instead of the section to the Constitution.
After a short discussion by Messrs. BELL, PORTER, of Northampton,
DICK&Y, SERGEANT, DUSLOP, BARLISGTON, and HIESTER, Mr. DENKY
withdrew his appeal.
Mr. &lERRILL called for the yeas and nays on ordering the main question, which were ordered, and mere, yeas, 60, nays 64 ; as follows :
YrAs-Mefsrs.
Banks, Barclay, Bedford, Bigelow, Bonham, Brown, of Sort!rampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler, Clarke, of Indiana, Craig, Cram, Crawford, Curll,
DArrah, Dickerson, Qillinger, Donagan, Donnell, Foulkrod, Fry, Fuller, Gamble, Gear-
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hsrt, Gilmorc, Grenrll, Harris, Hastings, Hayhurst. Helffenr;tein, Hiester. Ei&,
Houpt. Hyde, Ingersoll, Keim, Kennedy, Krell s, I~yom. Magyc, %mn, MT:d1, Merkel,
. Myers, 3 win, Overfield, Porter, of Northnmpton. Read. Rogers, Sdmtz, S&m, Seltzer,
Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Sterigere, Stickcl, Tapgart, Weaver, White, Woodward-60.
Nays-Messrs.
A~xT, Baldwin, B~mdollar. Dnmitz, Bell. Bi:ldllr. Brerrn. of I,anraster, Cnrr~, Chunhers, Chandler, of Chester, Clrnnd~r, of ‘Ph~ndelphin, Chaunceg,
Clnpp, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Clewinger. Clinr, Codes, Cochran,
Cope, Crum, Cunningham, Dnrlington, Denny, Dirkey. Dunlop, Fnrre!l~. Fa~xd,
Hays. Henderson, of Allegheny. I&wrlerson, ofbauphin, Hnykinron, Jcnks. Kerr. Koni,macher, Long, Ma&)-. Martin, M’Cahen, M’Dowcll. WSherry, Meredith, Nerrill,
Montgomery, Pennypackcr, Pol!ock. POI?PT, of Lancaster. Pun-&we. Rcigart. Riter,
Royer, Russell, Rnegrr, Scott, Sex-d, Sill, Snively, Stcvcns, Sturdevznt, Thomas,
Todd, Wcidman, Young, Sergeant, Presided-G4.

So the committee refused to order the main question to be put.
Rlr. I~LOP
renewed the motion of reconsideration.
Mr. ISGERSOLL demanded the yeas and nays on the motion to recnnsider ; which were ordered.
Mr. BROWS, of Philadelphia county, rose and said, that he believed
he had given his reasons for the motion he h:rd made? when he !sst
addressed the committee on this subject. Be did not feel very anxious
t.hat this principle should either he inserted in the Constitution of ihe
State, or that it stlould he excluded from it. At the time he submit!ed
the motinn, he had done it with a view to the behefit of those at. rvh~e
instance it was made. If they were not desirious to retain it, he sbouid
not be inclined to feel any anxiety about it. He did not intend !o rise
up as the champion to defend the motion he then made, and ~hici;. it
would be remembered, had met with such general approbation on the
He was of opinion, however, that
partof the members of the Convention.
as thus much had been asked, and as some gentlemen, members of this body,
were still inclined to the belief that they x-ere in a better position with ihat
portion stricken out, while others thought they were in a worse nosition, it would be better to let the matter lie over until seronJ reading.
The best the committee could do. would be, he thought, to let the mxtrr
rest until it should again come up in due course, on its serond rezding.
It could then be retaiued, or left out, as the Convention might think most
expedient.
If the society of Friends were not desirous that such a provision should be inserted, he did not think that any gentlemln :n ?his
body should insist on retaining it. If there was any class of our citizens
who wished to be relieved irom particular hurdens, the justice of tileir
claim could be as well decided upon on second reading as at this time.
If that relief could be granted to one portion of the community without
committing injustice toward another, he was willinK it should be given.
But to grant a species of relief which might be abused, was an act to
which this Convention should never yield its sanction. &or did he
This, bowever, was not the last questio:l on which
believe that it would.
the Convention would be called upon to act ; and there was yet shundant
All he asked was, that the committime for deliberation and reflection.
tee moul~l examine the subject carefully in all its bearings-that
1!1ey
would consider it well, and that they might thus be prepared to say
what steps it might be necessary and proper for them to take. He
frusted that they would not ,hastily undo that which the committee, by so
F@Ty large a vote, had thought proper to do on a previous occasion.
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Mr. STxvxPI’s said, he trusted that the excitement which had been
exhibited in the process of this contest would not induce any gentleman
to suffer his personal feelines to get the better of his jadgment. but that *
he would act coollv and deliberately on this very serious question. He
It must be obvious
hoped that t?te mot& to reconsider would prevail.
to every reflecting mind that the exclusion of this clause from the
amended Constitution would be, in effect, to take away from those who
held the scruples of conscience every vestige of toleration ; and that it
was saying to them, these conscientious scruples, to which a due respect
has hitherto been paid by your government, arc no longer worthy of legal
forbearance.
If this v-ote mas reconsidered, he ~voulci suggest whether it would not
be practicable to draw up an amendment in some form or other, which
might meet the views of all the members of the Convention. and which,
at the same time, might liberate this class of men from any thing like
bonds or trammels on their conscience. Suppose, for example. that the
imperative vrords “shall pay” were to be stricken out, and that the words
“mav be made to pay” mere inserted in lieu of them ; thus leaving it
not <mprrative, but discretionary, with the Legislature, from year to year,
to say whether the state of the times, or the condition of the country
required that this class of men should have their scruples disregarded,
If the
and their feelings crushed by the weight of State Legislation.
vote to re-consider should be agreed to, as he trusted it woul~l, he
should then more an amendment of the character which he had designated. Such an amendment would make the Constitution of our State
muc!t more in unison with the spirit of the age, than did either the Constitution of 1790, or the amended Constitution as it nom stood under the
vote which had been taken.
Mr. BELL said that, for the reasons which had been assigned by the
pentlcman from Adams, (Mr. Stevens,) he should vote in favonr of the
It had been most truly remarked that, when we
motion to reconsider.
looked to the provisions of the present Constitution in relation to those
conscientious scruples which were known to be entertained by a large
and highlv respectable portion of the citizens of Pennsylvania ; and
u-hen we saw the solemn enactment declaring that those scruples were,
St lenst to some extent, to be respected ; and when n-e looked to this new
Constitution now about to be promu!&wtcd tn the people, and found that
a Convention composed of the representatives of freemen had, aftrr
solemn consideration, struck out, absolutely expunged, that portion of the
Constitution of 1790 which shielded and protected the consciences of
these men. ,-he said, when all these things were taken into vien-, those
who might come after us could arrive at no other conclusion than that,
at this period of the world, after the onward march which man had for
several ages back, taken towards civil, political and religious frecdcm. the
representatives of the freemen of Pennsylvania, in Convention assembled,
had deliberately expressed their opinion, that this protection, this toleration towards the rights c:f conscience, ought hereafter to be withdrawn.
No other inference could be deduced, if the provision was left in its
present shape. But there was another rwson why he was decidedly in
favor of the motion to reconsider.
He had intended so soon as the
mohn to reconsider prevailed -if it fortunately should prevail, and the
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clause which had been stricken out should be re-instated-to
move, by
way of an amendment, to add, after the words ‘@personal service,” the
words, ‘Iwhen required to do so by law,” or words to that effect; thus
leaving it discretionary with the Legislature to say, in the wisdom and in
the capacity of representatives of the people, when this class of our
citizens who entertained these couacientious scruples, should or should
not be compelled to pay an equivalent for persondl service. He would
not make it imperative on the Legislature at ail times to exact an equivalent, but he would vest in the Legislature the right to say when they
should be called upon to pay an equivalent and when they should not.
The whole matter would thus be left open ; and this, he thought, would
be the best mode in which it could be arranged. He did not now intend
to enter on the intricate question of the rights of conscience, nor to
inquire how far it was the duty of the government, consistently with the
obligations which it owed to the other portions of our people, to go, in
extending protection towards them. He would only now say, that he
felt anxious that the vote which had been taken should be reconsidered.
And the question was then taken on the motion to reconsider the vote
of the ~1st instant, and was decided in the affirmative as follows :
YEAS-Messrs.

Agnew, Baldwin, Barclay, Barndollar, Barn&,

Bell, Bid&,

Bon-

ham, Brorvn, of Lancaster, Brown, of NWhampton, Butler, Carey, Chambers, Chand!er, of Chester, Chandier, of Phi~adelphin. Chauncey, Clnpp, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark,
of D~+hin, Clcavinser, Clint?,Coates, Cochran, Cope, Grain, Cunningham, &dingtJn, D~rah, Denny, Dickey, Dillinger, Donngan, Donnell, Dunlop, Farrelly, Forward, Foulkrod, Fry, Gamble, Gearhart, Grenell, Hayhurst, Hays, Henderson, of
Allegheny, Henderson,of Dauphin, Hiester. High, Hopkinson, Jenks, Kerr, Km+macher, Long, Lyons, Ma&y, lMann, Martin, M’Dowcll, M’Shcrry, Meredith,
Merkel, Montgomery, Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter, of Lancaster, Purviance,
Rogers, Royer, Russell, Yaeger, Scott, Sellers, Seltzer, Sexill, Sill, Smith,
Stevens, Rturdevant, Thomas, Weaver, Weidman, White, Woodward,
Sergeant, President--57.

~MernlI,
Reigart,
Snively,
Young,

Nlys-?+Iessrs. Banks? Bedford, Bigelow, Brown, of Philadelphia, Clarke, of Indiana,
Craig, Crawford, Crum, Curll, Dickenson, Puller, Gilmore, Harris, Hastings, HeltEmstein, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll, Keirn, Kennedy, Krebs, Magec, M’Cahen, M’Call, .\lyers,
Nevin, Overtield, Porter, of Northampton, Read, Riter, Schectz, Shellito, Smyth, Stcrigere, Stickel, Taggart,-36.

SO the vote was reconsidered.
So the question was determined in the affirmative.
:%r. I~GFJWOLL then oRered the amendment of which he gave notice
this morning.
The Chair stated that it was not now in order. The question was,
ho said, now, upon the amendment of the gentleman from the county
of Philadelphia, (Mr. Brown) which hack been reconsidered, viz : to
strike out from Ihe 14th seetion of the report of the committee, on
the 6th article of the Constitution, the following:
“Those who couscientiously
scruple to bear arms shall not be compelled to do so, but
shall pay an equivalent for personal service.”
Jlr. FORWARD asked what was the amendment which the gentlemen
from the county, Mr. Ingersoll, proposed to offer.
The amendment was read as follows: “ The freemen of this Commonwealth shall be armed, trained, and prepared for defence, as by law
shall be directed, except those who are regular members of some
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ao,$ety \vhose relicrions belief is opposed to bearinq arms ; ant1 a cer;
t,ificnte to tile fact sidl be filed; and, the author thereof punished for a
misdenleanor for falwbooda therein.”
her, BR~WV. of P:lilndrlphia, modified his amendment, by striking out
211 after the lvord *‘ p.2y,” and inser:ing, Li a 12.x into the treasurv of the
St.ltc, equzl to the pcrsouxl service rendered by those wfio bear
arms. 9,
Mr. DUK;LOP asked by rrhnt means the value of a maI;‘s persor.al
service3 1~35to bc recovered in mane;;.
or. ~~omn further modified the amendment, and then withdrew It
for the present.
blr, BELL, of Chester, mnved the fo!lowinc amenClment--tc strike o!Lt
all after the word “ but” and insert in lieu t&reof the words *‘ may be
required by !sw to p:y an equivalent therefor.”

.

&;r. RUSSELL, ol" Bedford, more4 to amens! the amendmrnt, by siriking
out a11 after the word “ law,” in the third line, axe! insertin; in lieu
thereof, the following, viz : “Hut no freeman of this State, shall be
compelled to bear arms, provided he will pay an equivalent to be aster.
t~ixd l:y law.”
Mr. BGSSELL S2id he tOOk this from the COnStitntiOiI Of the State Qf
It would get rid of many objections and apply to all ulilie.
Tcnncssee.
h$r. HEISTER co:~itl not but congratulate the committee the other day,
he said, on having set!14 this importan! question.
But. after rlel,ating
the matter fct another week, they hsd now got back COthe vf;x point
~hcncc they depnrted. He hoped the commltrce would now stick to the
ql:istii?n withfxlt being again dra>lmn OH from it by any ame;:dment.
WC\;ighty considerations urged US to act upon the questlon now hefnre us:
It seemed to be de:n:u~led by the general voice of the people, ihnt the
rnilitir. trainings sho~rld be abolish(Jd, as ust:lrss:. srpensive an11 demo?x!!zlc,g ; or, at least, to leave it to the Legis!:lture to continue them, or to
tiispensc with, according to the exigencies of the times 2nd the denian&
of public sentiment.
He hoped the committee would now go on and do
this, FGhad been proposed by the report of the committee.
The rfport
in its present form would answer e%ry object, 2nd would meet with the
vocals 0’ the zajoriy of tho people, as he felt well assured.
Mr. CIDDLI: hxl hccn in kvor. he said, of esemptkg those whose
conscisr:.ce rendered t.hem unab!r to pepfcr.m military duty, and he
ati!: bcliel-ed that there W2.5 D tliSp0Sitioil to take that course
The
amendment heretofore offered by tl,e gentleman from ChPsLer, (%jr.
Dorlington) wouid, he hoped, he tried ovex again and sdopted. It was
a provision whdl would oppress no one, axI which, he thougilt,
would conciliate 211.
‘The question was then taken on Mr. RU~ELL’S amendment to th&
amendment and decided in the negative.
Mr. SERGBAXT, (President,) said, as the amendmant stood, it would
be imperative on the legislature to compel the payment of an equivalent, He now understood it to be the object to take aw.iy every
imperative charscter from the provision, 2nd he would, therefore,,
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suggest the words following, viz: 4’ but, when required by law, they
shall pay an equivalent for personal service.”
Mr. BELL said that, upon looking at the whole amendment, he couiil
see no ambiguity in it.
Mr. SERGEAST said he would suggest another modification, which
The imperative chwcter of the
was merely of a verbal character.
provision could br moved by putting it in the form following: “Those
who conscicntioualy scruple to beer arms, shall not be co:npel!ed to
do so, but may be required to pay an equivalent thcrefor.”
Mr. BELL accepted this amendment as a modification of his proposition.
Mr. DUXLOF moved that the committee now rise:-Lost.
Mr. DCSLGP hoped. be said, that the committee would not adopt the
Me greatly preferred the original proposition, as
proposition a3 modified.
more intelligible, and in fewer words. The ortginal proposition he
it retained the language of the old
preferred for another reasan, -that
Consttution,
and was well understood.
Mr. BELL said there was little difference between the two propositions.
That which he had adopted would, he believed, answer the object
contemplated.
Mr. DVXLOP again moved that the committee rise, not wishing the
‘rile motion was lost-yeas
43,
question, he said, to be taken hastily.
nays 62.
Mr. BELL hoped, he said, that the committee would indulge him tvitb
a fern words of explanation, as it seemed to him there was a great misapprehension as to the difference bc$meen what we had been doing under
the present Ctrnstitntion, and what it was nom proposed to do, by the
The motion to strike out the clause
amendment beforc the committee.
respecting those who have conscientious scruples as to bcarinq arms,
having been reconsidered, he proposed to add the provision, that those
who conscientiously serup!e to h ar arms, shall not be required to pay an
equivalent for personal service, unless the requisition he made hv law.
The amendment leaves it to the option of the Legislature, to require an
equivalent or not. It is agreed by all that they shall not bear arms
against their consciences, and the qumstion is, ntietber the Consti?ution
shall impose upon them the payment of an equivalent, or whether that
shall be left to tbe discretion of tlie legislature.
Tllc present Constitution
m&es it imperative upon them to pay an equivalent, for personal service.
Ir leaves no discretion to the Legislature on the subject. The very words?
of tlie Constitution are, that those not compelled to bear arms, on account
of conscientious scruples, $6shall pav an equivalent for personal service.”
Should they refuse, or neglect to pc’rform the service, they shall pay an
‘fhe question now is, s!lall we not alter the Constitution so
oquivaient.
as to leave it to the immediate representatives of the people to say
whether t!tay shall be obliged to pay this equivalent or not, Shall it
be left to the Legislature to say when, and under what circumstances, they
shall pay an equivalent ? If the legislature then should deem it unwise,
cruel, and unjust, to direct the payment of this equivalent they will not.
do it. The amendment leaves the question to he settled by the ordinary
Legislature, whenever the case may arise. The clause will provide,,
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&rst; that those conscientiously scrupulous shall not be compelled to
bear arms ; and, second, that the Ilegislature shall say whether, and
when, they shall pay an equivalent therefor. The objectlon to a former
proposition was that it placed the society of Friends above and beyond
the law, constituting them a privileged class ; hut that objection did not
apply to this*amenclment.
That we should extend protection to their
.scruples, where it can be done with propriety and safety, was the opimou
of all, but there were doubts as to the policy of exempting them, under
all circumstances, from the payment of an equivalent for personal military
service. But what objection will there be to vesting iI1 the Legislature
discretionary power over the sub.ject. In every great pubhc emergency
when the services of these people are required, they can then be called
upon to pay au equivalent ;-and thus to contribute out of their overAowinq abundance to sustain the interests of the community, whereof
they form a part. It was admitted that it is improper to exonerate the’m
altogether, both from the service and its equivalent, but what better
course in regard to them could be taken than to leave it to the immediate
reprezentatlves of the people, to determine when that state of things
has arisen which will make it necessary for every one who lives under
ahe protection of the Commonwealth, to contribute towards its support
and defence. On one baud. it is acknowledged that there is a cla$s of
our fellow citizens, who entertain these scruples, religiously and conslcientiously ; and, on the other hand, we admit that they ought, under
some circumstances, to pay an equivalent for their exemption ; and we
propose to leave it to the ordinary Legislature of the Commuuwealth, to
say when it shall be proper aud necessary to require from them that
equivalent.
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, said he had hoped that the question was near
its decision, but he fouud he was mistaken. The very question which
The gentleman
had been once disposed of, was again brought forward.
from Chester dwelt on the discretion which shou!d be vested in the
He (Mr. F.)
Lcgislatute, and was willi?g to leave all to the Legislature.
was willing to leave a portlon with that body. ‘l%e teport of the committee says :-*‘ The freemen of this Commonwealth shall be ar:ned,
organized and dis-iplined, when, and in such mauner as the Legislature
It was, therefore, left discretionary with
may hereafter by law direct.”
the Legislature to say uJi&enthe organization should take place, and this
was just what the gentleman from Chester wanted. Why at this late
hour, when the queslion had been already settled, more time was to he
consumed on it, he could not tell.
Mr. WOODWARD said he believed the committee were disposed to take
the original Constitution, in preference to the report, aud to test this be
demanded the previous question.
A sufficient number rose to second the demand.
The question being, “ 6hall the main questi’on be now put ?”
Mr. BIDDLE called the yeas and nays, and they were ordered,
The question was then put and decided in the affirmative, as follows :
Y~as.--Messrs. Banks, Barclay, Barndollar, Bedford,Bigelom, Bonham. Brown, of
Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin,
Clarke, of Indiana, Cleaving+%Craig, Grain, Crawford Crum, Curll, Dar&, Dickerson, DiHinger, Donagan,Donnell, Foulkrod, Fry, Fuller, Gamble, Gearhart, Gilmole,
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Grenell, Harris, Hastings, Hayhurst, Helffenstein, Hiester, High, Houpt, Hyde, Ingr+
~011,Keim, Kennedy, Kerr, Krebs, Lyons, Magee, Mann, M’Cahen, M’Call, Montgsm
cry, Myers, Overfield, Porter, of Northampton, Rogers, Saeger, Scheetz, Sellers, Seltrer,
Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Stengere, Stickel, Sturdevant, Taggart, White, Woodward-66.
Nave-Messrs.
Agnew, Baldwin, Barnits, Bell, Biddle, Brown, of Lancaster, Csreyw
Chambers, Chandler, of Chester, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Clapp, Cline, Coatq
Cochran, Cope, Cunningham, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dunlop, Forward, Hays,
Henderson, of Allegheny. Henderson, of Dauphin, Hopkinson, Jenks, Konigmaokq
Long, Maclay, Martin, M’Dowell, M’Shcrry, Meredith, Merkel, Pennypacker, PolIo&
Porter, of Lancaster, Purviance, Read, Royer, Russell, Scott, Serrill, Sill, Snively,
Stevens, Thomas, Todd, Weidman, Young, Sergeant, President-51.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, said that as he was anxious to record
his vote against all innovation on that matchless instrument-the
preseti

Constitution of the State of Pennsylvania-he
would ask the committee &I
indulge him with the yeas and nays on this question, and they were OKdered.
Mr. C. then inquired of the chair whether, if the committee of the
whole disagreed to the reporb of the committee, the effect would be ti
leave the Constitution as it now stood 1
The CKAIR said, that such would, in his opinion, be the effect.
Mr. BELL inquired whether, if the amended report of the commiti
was negatived, it would be in order to submit an amendment to the CUEstitution as it existed at this time 1
The CHAIR said, that as the effect of such a vote would be to leave &e
Constitution of 1790, in its present form, it was the impression of &fs
chair that it would be in order to move au amendment to that Constitution.,
And the main question, which was : ‘6 Will the committee of the wk&
agree to so much of the report of the committee as is called section fourteenth, as amended ?” was then taken, and decided in the affirmative, adi
follows :Ysas--Messrs. Agnew? Baldwin, Barndollar, Barr&z, Bell Biddle, Brown, of rsSg
caster, Carey, Chambers, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Clapp, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, QT
Dauphin, Cline, Coates, Cochran, Craig, Grain, Crum, Cunningham, Da&@%
Denny, Dickey, Donnell, Dunlop, Forward, Hays, Henderson, of Allegheny, Hen&r?g of Dauphin, Hiester, Hopkinson, Jenks, Kerr, Konigmacher, Long, Maclay, Mart&
Call, M’Dowell, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merkel, Montgomery, Pennypacker, PollcsCt,
Porter, of Lancaster, Porter, of Northampton, Purviance, Read, Royer, Russell, Sa.em
Scott, Serrill, Sill, Snively, Thomas, Todd, Young, Sergeant, Yrcsident-60.
Nays-Messrs.
Banks, Barclay, Bedford, Bigelow, Bonham, Brown, of Northaml+
ton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler, Clarke, of Indiana, Cleavenger, Crawford, Cur@,
Darrah, Dickerson, Dillinger, Donagan, Foulkrod, Fry, Fuller, Gamble, Gearhart, G&
more, Grenell, Harris, Hastings, Hayhurst, Helffenstein, High, Houpt, Hyde, Ingers+&
Keim, Kennedy, Krebs, Lyons, Magee, Mann, M’Cahen, Myers, Overfield, Rogvq
Scheetz, Sellers, Seltzer, Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Sterigere, Stevens, Stick4 Sturdmsr&,
Taggart, Weidman, White, Woodward-55.
So the committee of the whole agreed to so much of the report of k

committee as is called section fourteenth, as amended.
On motion of Mr. M’DOWELL, the committee then rose, reported p*
gress, and obtained leave to sit again ; and,
The Convention adjourned.
a
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Mr. DUNLOF submitted the FoIlowing resolution, viz :
&s&v&
That as soon as the fifteenth section of the report, Ko. IS, wlxich ESihr
+x&r of to-day, is passed through the committee of the whole, that all further proceed+s towards amendments of the Constitution shall cease, and that the Convention wi!!
~meed to consider, upon second rending, those which shall hare been then acted on III
I^
&ttee,
SO that a speedy adjournment of this body may be effected.
j&. DUNLOP moved that the resolution be now read a second time.
Mr. READ, of Susquchanna, asked for the yeas and nays which were
red.
The question was then taken, and decided in the negative, as foilowz :
Y~,sas--Messrs. Baldwin, BamdoIlar, Brown, of Lancaster, Chambers. Chandler, of
c&ester, Co&ran, Craig, Cunningham, Darlington, Denny, Dickey, Dillinger, Dunlop,
J&ys, Hopkinson, Ingersoll, Konigmacher, Lyons, Ma&q, W&11, 41’3hcrr~, iXerri!l,
X’wnypacker, Porter, of Lancaster, Royer, Sncger, Scottt Serrili, Snirely. Steven:,
%a%, Poung, Sergeant, Presi&enl-33.
Kiays-Messrs.
Agnew, Ayres, Banks, Barclay, Bnmitz, Bedford, Be!I. Billdlr,
Bigelow, Bonham, Brown, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler. Careq-.
Q;handler, of Philadelphia, Cfapp, Clarke, of Beaver, Ciark, of Dsophin~ i‘larkc, of
&&ma, Cleavinger, Cline, Contes, Cope, C:rain, Crawford. C’rurn? CurlI, Darr~h,
.U&inson, Donagan, Donnell, Farwlly, Fleming, Foulkrod, Fry, ITulirr, Gxn’blr~, Gear&x&, Gilmore, Grenell, Han%, Hastings, Hyyhurst, Helffcnstcm, Henriersor), of Alleis$cny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hcister, Hqh, Houpt. Hyde, Jenks, K&n, Kennedy,
Aerr, Krebs, Magee, Mann? Martin, M’Cahen, M’Dowll, Merkrl, Miller, JI,vntgomer~-,
layers, Kevin. Overfield, Pollock, Porter, of Northampton, Purri,mrr, Rwi. R&x,
Z&ers, Russell, Scheetz, Sellers, Scltzcr, Shcllit.o, Sill, Smith, Smyth, Steri~crc. EtKdCau& Taggati, Thomas, White, Woodward--86.

SIXTH ARTfCLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the mhoie,
Hr. CHAMBERS in the chair, on the report of the committee, to whom
was referred the sixth article of the Constitution.
90 much of the said report as is calied section fifteenth, beir.g under
Eokideration, in the words following, viz :
bbSECT. 15. No person who shall hereafter be engaged in a duel, ei:ter
8s principal or second, shall hold any office of honor, trust or profit
&Ier the Constitution and laws of this Commonwealth, and the LegisMure shall direct by law in what manner the proof of haying been so
e@aged shall be established.”
MIS. HIESTER, of Lancaster, moved to amend the same by striking
rherefrom all after “ section 15,” and inserting in lieu thereof as follows,
aia :
“Any person who shall, after the adoption of the amendments proposed
Ihy this Convention to the Constitution, fight a duel or send a chaliengc
SOIthat purpose, or be aider or abetter in +:ing
a duel, shall be deprired of the right of holding any ofice of honor or profit in this State. and
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shall be punished otherwise in such manner as is or may be prescribed
by law.”
Mr. HIE~TER asked for the yeas and nays on the question, and they
were ordered.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, moved to amend the amendment by strking out all after “ section 15,” and inserting as follows, viz :
‘6 The barbarous practice of duelling shall be prohibited by proper
legislative enactment, and the due punishment of all offending, shall be
disfranchisement, legal disqualification to hold office, or otherwise ”
Mr. PORTER said he was opposed to the whole provision, which he
considered as unnecessary, but? if any thing was considered necessary, it
should be something like the amendment he had now offered. He had
no idea of turning the Constitution into a penal code. The law of the
land provided adequate punishment, and all good citizens would aid in
its infliction.
But if it was the will of the majority that there should be
constitutional provision, the details ought to be left to the Legislature.
The Constitution should not be converted into a penal code. Certain
principles should be laid down in the Constitution, on which the Legislature might found its action; grants of power might be made to the
judicial branch, but we ought not to go so far into details as to determine
what the punishment should be. He had yet another objection.
He
could not see why in the Constitution we should brand one sin in particular as unpardonable.
He knew duelling was a great offence. But there
were many of our most respectable citizens who, in early life, had been
engaged in duels, and had repented of the folly in after life. Should
there be no locus penide&rt: for this offence, above ail others which
might be committed ? This would be in contradiction to the mild principles of Christianity.
Mr. HIESTER stated that this provision was not without a precedent.
It was a copy of a section in the Constitution of the State of Ten=
nessee. In the Constitution of Virginia there was also a similar
provision, recognizing the passage of a law for the punishment of duelfing. [Mr. H. here read the provision from the Virginia Constitution.]
It appears, therefore, that in the Constitution of Tennessee there was a
provision to prevent dueiling: and in the Virginia Constitution, the deprivation of holding office for hghting a duel, was recoguized.
There was
this difference between a penal enactment and a constitutional provision.
Under the law, the penalty might be evaded by the offender going into
another State, where the law could not follow him with its punishment.
But, under a constitutional provision, he would be amenable to the punishment any mhere. He could not permit himself to doubt, in the age m
which we live, that every one would admit that the practice should be
discountenanced.
Many disputes and differences of this kind arose from political cavils,
among political aspirants, whose eyes were directed to power and
station. If we insert this provision, declariug that offenders in this way
shall hold no office, few such men will be found to engage in duels.
He believed, therefore, that it would be salutary and proper to introduce
When the provision should become known, there would
this provision.
not be found many willing to incur the penalty.
In the Southern States,
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things are somewhat different.
Gentlemen in that section of our country,
think it necessary to have such collisions.
But when we read of such
scenes as have recently occurred, and are daily occurring in Louisiana
and Mississippi, it becomes an especial duty to prevent, by all the means
in onr power, the occurrence of such tragic scenes here.
Mr. STURDEVANT, of Luzerne, was of the opinion that the Constitution
should contain some provision on the subject, and he preferred something
like that contained in the report of the committee. It appeared to him
to be a more proper subject for the Constitution, than for legislative
action. We have had legislative enactments, but they did not seem to
answer the purpose. The Legislature had imposed a fine of five hundred
dollars, and one year’s imprisonment, the same as in cases of felony,
but the penalty was not effective in checking the evil. He was therefore in favor of doing away this legal provision, and inserting a clause in
the Constitution.
The effect of such a provision would be more operative. He felt inclined to believe that any one who had been challenged,
being able to hold up the Constitution as a bar to his acceptance, would
be able to relieve himself from the imputation of cowardice.
The
remedy ought not to be provided by the Legislature.
The offender ought
to be punished by the deprivation of his citizenship.
This would be
much more likely to put an end to the practice than any act of the Legislature. It was easy for an individual, convicted under the act of the
Legislature, to obtain a reprieve from the Governor, and to come back
into society, on the same footing as he had previously occupied. This
has been the case, and may be the case again. But if there was a
constitutional provision, it would do away, in a great degree, not only
the necessity of accepting a challenge, but also, with the practice of
sending one. Those who wish to banish this barbarous practice out of
the .country, had better rely on the Constitution, than any legislative
remedy.
Let there be inserted in t.he Constitution, something, which the
Legislature cannot overrule, such as taking away the right of citizenship
for ever. Every one who might then be challenged, would have sufficient ground for refusing, by referring to the Constitution, and saying
here is the Constitution which deprives an offender in this way, by
depriving him for ever of his citizenship; and were it not for, this, I
would accept the challenge and resent the insult, but I cannot violate the
Constitution, which, perhaps, I have sworn, under all circumstances, to
preserve. There could be no hope of reprieve or pardon, in case of
acceptance. The offender must thenceforth become an outcast. This
would be a sufficient reason to justify the refusal of a challenge, and the
constitutional interdict would be sufficient to shield him who refused,
from any imputation of cowardice.
For these reasons, therefore, he
was disposed to think that there ought to be this provision in the Constitution.
Mr. AGNEW, of Beaver, rose, not, as he said, to make any speech on
the subject, but merely to call the attention of gentlemen to the act of the
Legislature, which they appeared not to have read. He would call the
at;ention of the committee to the provisions of the act already in force
on this subject, from which he would read the first two sections. The
act was passed in 1806, and the provisions were as follows :
66SECT. 1. If any person within this Commonwealth, shall challenge,
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by word or writing, the person of another, to fight at sword, rapier,
pistol, or other deadly weapon, or if any person, so challenged, shall
accept the said challenge, in e&her case, such person so giving, or sending, or receiving any such challenge, shall for such offence, being thereof
lawfully convicted in any court of record, within this Commonwealth,
by the testimony of one or more witnesses, or by confession, forfeit and
pay the sum of five hundred dollars, and shall suffer one years’s imprisonment at hard labor, in the same manner as convicted felons are now
punished, and moreover shall forfeit, and be deprived of all rights of
citizenship, within this Commonwealth, for the term of seven years,”
“SECT. 2. If any person shall willingly
and knowingly carry and
deliver any written challenge, or shall verbally deliver any message,
purporting to be a challenge, or shall consent to be a second in any such
intended duel, and shall be there legally convicted as aforesaid, he or
they so offending shall, for every such offence, forfeit and pay the sum
of five hundred dollars, and suffer one year’s imprisoumeut at hard labor,
in the same manner as convicted felons are now punished, and moreover,
shall forever thereafter be rendered incapable of holding any office of
honor, trast or profit, within this Commonwealth, which incapacity shall
be declared and made part of the judgment of the court.”
Now then, in fact, it appears that duels are already discredited in
Pennsylvania;
and it was a sufficient argument that the law discredits
the practice.
When the law went thus far, and had been in operation
for years, there was no fear that it would be changed. Did the amendment now prepared go as far, or half as far as the existing law ? As the
gentleman from Northampton had properly said, the adoption of this
clause would make the Constitution a penal code, and this too, at a time
when public opinion would not be likely to sanction the change.
Should the public sentiment be ever likely to change on this subject,
under the provision for future amendments to the Constitution, it would be
easy, at any time to insert a provision.
But why trouble the people
with deciding on questions of this nature, when the law already provides
more than we ask ?
Mr. SIYTH, of Centre, differed from the gentleman who had just
spoken, and he would just state the reason why he differed. He thought
it necessary to have a provision on the subject in the fundamental law.
Last evening, he himself had advocated an amendment looking to preparation, in peace, for war. But he thought that a provision like this should
also prevail.
The gentleman from Beaver had read the provision of the
existing law. Suppose that a citizen of Pennsylvania was in Louisiana,
and should meet a ruffian who offered him a challenge, and had not the
law of Pennsylvania at hand for reference. He would then be unable to
justify a refusal to accept the challenge.
But he may have the Constitution at hand, which he could refer to as a sufficient reason for refusing
a challenge.
Not having the law at hand, he might render himself liable
to be assailed as a coward, because he was asked to refer to the law, and
was unable to produce it. On this account, then, he considered that it
would be better to insert a clause in the Constitution.
Mr. STEVENS, of Adams, said he was opposed to the amendment to the
amendment, and in favor of the amendment of the gentleman from Lancaster. The amendment to the amendment he regarded as little better
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than a mere mockery.
To place in the Constitution the same provision as
before, giving no additional power, was like attempting to get rid of a
subject without touching it. There could be no necessity for such a provision as that of the gentleman from Northampton to prevent oneSpecies
of offence. Had the laws hitherto had any effect, or any adaptation to the
case ? They had never had any effect on public opinion, or been at all
successful in restraining this crime. Who had ever been indicted or csnvicted under these laws 1 No one. No one had ever been punished to the
slightest extent, and no one ever would be, under them. The gentleman
from Beaver said the penalty of the law was sufficient. The action of
public opinion prevents for ever the operation of the act. If we introduce a provision into the Constitution, whenever any one who has
offended against it, is elected to the Legislature, it would be in the power
of any one to contest his seat, and if contested, and the offence proved,
he would be excluded from.his seat. But under an act of Assembly, he
must be regularly convicted in a court of justice before the penalty of
the law can be enforced against him. This would never be done. Who is
it that fights duels? Wot the class who are usually the subjects of prosecution. It is the high, the rich, the gallant, and they can only be
prosecuted by those who lose their friends. But t.hese are carried away
by a sense of chivalry, and it is as much disgrace to prosecute, as it
would be to refuse a challenge. There ought then to be a constitutional
provision on the subject. There was another reason. By law, you
cannot convict unless the offence was committed in Pennsylvania.
The jurisdiction does not lie beyond the limits of the State, and the act
so provides.
But a constitutional provision would reach any one concerned, no matter where he may be. How often is the act evaded 1 No
one fights a duel in Pennsylvania. i He had known many in the last
twenty years, who had gone out beyond the limits of the State, and
although not fatally involved, had yet been concerned in duels, and had
made their arrangements beyond the line. The law could have no effect
in cases like these. But these persons who hold such a high sense of
honor he did not ridicule or condemn, although he held not in great
estimation one class of them, who were aspiring after political honors.
These cannot, under the !aw, be convicted, but they will be careful how
they commit any act which will exclude themselves from the chance of
rising to the honor and emoluments of office. He knew nothing that
could be so potent in preventing these men from engaging in duels, as
a provision in the Constitution.
To threaten such with the penalty of
the law was in effect nothing.
They knew it to be a mere threat in
the statute book, which never had been carried into effect, and which
never would be carried into effect. And there always would be a great
number of applicants for office, engaged in party politics, who would
be, at all times, ready to take advantage of the weakness of the law, and
who could only be restrained by a power which was above that of legislative enactment.
There then was a plain, easy, and powerful remedy which was certain
to be resorted to, and nothing more than this need be done. Nothing need
be said about the enormity of this offence, for all admitted it. As to the
locus penitentize, it was unnecessary to say any thing, because murder in
the first degree was always punished in this state by death, and probably
always would be ; and killing a man in a duel was the last kind of murder
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for which penitence ought to go for pardon. This crime was always
committed in cold blood, and it never had the excuse of human inhrmity.
It was cool, premeditated, cleliherate. Any excitement of feeling
would unfit a man, according to the principles of honor which govellr
these affairs, from participating in them. We would not, in such a
case, extend any room for penitence, unless it be that penitence whi&
is exhibited in the other world.
Mr. BAXKS was very willing, he said to join in removing any obsta&
to proper legislation on this snbject. The Legislature had attempted ore
enact official laws in relation to it. While the Legislature was left TV
enact such lams as they pleased in relation to duels fought, either in the.
state or out of it, he saw no reason for submitting to the people a provi.sioD
on this subject. Every man who reflects upon the source of life, a&
upon the nature of man, would be disposed to act cautiously in &icr
matter. It was our duty, in the position in which we were place&
to exhibit our regard for public morals and social order, and manifest
to the world a desire for peace and public tranquility.
It therebe
becomes us to conduct ourselves carefully in every thing and espe&Q
m this. We have no license in law or in public opinion, or in &e
feelings of humun nature, for duelling.
But sometimes tho neceshlffgr
of the case has driven honorable and worthy men into it. While &FM
Legislature was free to act and pass such laws as might be necew
for the suppression of the practice, it was as unnecessary for W ti,
interfere by a Constitutional provision, in relation to this, as to any O%X
crnne. Why should this be provided for more than murder or no+
slaughter 1 There would be no necessity for it, and that being the CZS+
he thought it had better not be done. It might be that a majority dr;%m
people of the state, being friends to morality and order, would agree ta
Incorporate this provision in the Constitution.
If any man wereindulging
in envy of his neighbor, on account of his more successful effort in seenrmg the popular favor, how easy it would be 10 provoke him, by per=&
Insult, to such a course as would prevent him from taking his sa
Unless you reform the morals and manners of the people, you ca.n~~&
prevent one citizen from offending another. If a man was determined CO
give offence,he would do so. Good men would never drive their neighbors
either to duelling or to assault and battery.
There was no real necessity
for incorporating this provision in the Constitution, or from imposing any
disabilities, in relation to this, which was universally admitted to be a
shocking practice, which was not also imposed upon other crimes
He would not shut out from the operation of the pardoning power, men
who were involved in this offence, while we patdoned, and perhaps raid
to high places in society and in the government, men who who have been
guilty of provoking another to a duel by spitting in his face, or other &liheratc insult, and men who have been guiliy of other crimes. %%a
murderers were not deprived of the hope of pardon he would not cut ulb
the duellist from it. The best mode would be, he thought, to leave 41 mlea
to be treated according to law, and the circumstances of the case, and &c
sense of those upon whom may rest the responsibility of their trial.
Mr. FORWARD said he was of the opinion, and there were Con&tionai lawyers here who would correct him if he was wrong, that tie
Legislature had no right to enact a law prohibiting any man from hold@
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DB office or from exercising the right of suffrage, for any act of this
P&d. This was the office of the Constitution.
The Legislature would
tipoee no new restrictions, nor enlarge any old ones, upon the exercise
@f the rights of citizenship.
He submitted it to the Constitutional lawJXXS here to say whether the principle which he had here stated was
aomect. He denied that the Legislature could impose any restrictions
He believed it had been so
qon the right of holding oflice or voting.
&eided in the Legislature of Virginia, and the Constitution of New-York
rpeeially authorized the Legislature to enact laws for the disfranchiseatent of persons guilty of certain offdnces. The same principle was recognized in the Constitution of Tennessee. Whether he was correct or
eat in his opinion, it was enough for him that the Legislature would feel
gmt delicacy, as they ought to do, in restricting those rights, upon any
coesmsionor for any purpose. If we really wished to suppress the practire, we must not leave it to an act of Assembly, and to the result of a
&al process for conviction.
The Legislature, he thought, could not
interfere; and if they did, a law could not meet the case of a duel fought
&PIW~
‘of the limits of the state. It was necessary that we should make a
cL”anstitutiona1 provision on the subject.
Mr. BROWX, of the county of Philadelphia, did not, he said, defend
&.B practice of duelling.
Such a course would only bring obloquy and
eostempt on any one who would attempt it. Any argument on the subyieet would be lost upon those who had never been placed in circumstanCPPwhich would enable them lo judge of the motives and feelings of him
u&o had been called upon to defend his person at the sacrilice of life. It
meat be left for that bosom alone which is exposed to the hazard of the act,
All your laws can have
to appreciate the feelings which prompted it.
im inflaencc on the course of any man in such a c2se. How would
s3;e prospect of losing the chance of ho1din.g an office under the State
~Yermncnt, or a commission in the militia, stop a man from an act
BE?which he is about to peril his life, his reputation, and his hopes,
a~ has been said, of happiness hereafter. With all these things in view,
who would thiuk of the clause in the Constitution 1 He who supposed
&at it would have any iuflucnce, knew little of the human heart, or of
Ithe feelings of that man who was placed in such circumstances.
Farther
bc uqould s,ay, that however averse he might he to the practice of duelling,
&at the prmciple of personal responslbilitf had been the meal:s of presenting much crime. It had preserved, through life, unstained, many a
~I6monial
bed, and the chastity of many an innocent woman. The
tzowledge of the responsibility which might be incurred to the father or
fire brother, had a strong infln;nce in deterring many from crimes which
&herwise they might commit with impunity.
This provision had been
stism*ed to in other States, and had always been found useless and vain
YS 2 means of preventinK duelling.
Why, then, should it be placed
bsl the Constitution ? This provision we find in the Constitutions of
Y.irginia, Tennessee, and other States ; but had it checked duelling
Share 1 Shall we be told that any restriction is necessary in Pennsylvaaia, where duels are so rare, when such restrictions have been found
aseless in the States where the practice prevails ? Here public opinion
81~s settled the matter; but, if public opinion tolerated duelling, would
my constitutional or legal enactments pevent it 1 Suppose persons pro%&it.ed from fighting in this State, how easy it would be for them to
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go beyond its limits.
They could pass over the boundary, and put
your laws at deti%nce.
There was another and very important consideration ; and that was t!le
effect which this restriction would have upon the individual subjected
to it. When he found himself deprived of his privileges, and set up
as a mark for the finger of scorn, shunned and denounced as one unworthy of participation in the rights of citzienship, how could he live
among you as a good citizen ? Would he not be rendered misuntbropic
and desperate ? Would he not hold blood as cheap as the waters of
yonder stream? The provision now proposed was impracticable.
It
supposed that we should punish a citizen for deeds committed beyond
the limits of the Commonwealth ; that we should send out spies along
with every citizen to follow him in his wanderings over the earth, and
watch his actions where ever he may be ; and with a view to hold
him accountable for them. We say to him that wherever he lives, and
under whatever circumstances he may find himself,‘he shall not be governed by the usages of the place where he is, nor by his own judgment,
deliberately made up, in reference to his situation, but by this abstract
and arbitrary restriction.
It was said that the state of political parties in the Legislature would
always render it certain that every one would be challenged for his
disability under the proposed clause. But who would ever put such
interrogatories ? Who was ever asked, upon taking his seat in either
branch of the Legislature, whether he was of legal age ? Suppose the
individual objected to, denies the charge, how is it to be proved?
Will
you send a commissioner to New Orleans or the East Indies, to inquire
into the facts ? But why should not other offences be punished by disfranchisement, as well as this ? Gaming was prohibited by the statutes ;
but, according to the newspapers which had been laid on our tables, it
is carried on to a most abominable and pernicious extent in this very
borough.
Should we undertake to eradicate it, or leave it to the laws 1
He would venture to declare the belief, that gaming alone had brought
more misery and vice into this State, and blasted the happiness of more
families, than all the duels that were ever fought here. How iiumerous
are the instances, within our own observation, in which the most calamitous results have followed from an indulgence in that vice ? Should we
say, for that reason, that all who are, in any way, at any period of their
lives, connected with gaming, shall be disfranchised?
i\;otwithstanding
all the laws that could be framed, there would be cases iu which the
most worthy citizens, impelled by a sense of injury, and by high feelings
of honor, would be brought under the penalty of the proposed provision. In these cases, men risked all that they loved in life
Did not
Hamilton and Decatur sacrifice honors, rewards, and all that they loved
on earth, to the sense of honor which urged them into private conflict.
Every means should be adopted to prevent the crimes which could place
honorable men in such a situation.
But should we suffer the gamester and seducer to escape our notice,
while we pursued, with relentless severity, those who, perhaps, by the
crimes of those very men, have been driven to seek private redress.
Let us not put this offence of duelling alone in the Constitution, when
there are so many other crimes equally deserving of punishment, and
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much more likely to be committed; and which, in fact, mere often the
causes of duels. Duelling was also prohibited, and liable to be severely
punished, bv existing laws. In the case of the last duel that took place
in the vicinitv of Philadelphia, th”e Judge decided that wilful murder had
been committed, and the parties would have been punished accordingly,
if they had been found at the time.
The proposed clause was also objectionable, because it seemed to
stamp with our disapprobation many men who had formerly had the
misfortune to be concerned in duels. Your Hamilton, your Decatur,
your Clay, and your Randolph, risked their lives in private combat;
and thongh he was far from approving of their conduct, yet he did not
deem it necessary to step out of his way to condemn it.
Mr. MERRILL had no respect, he said, for that code of honor which
sanctioned duelling, but he was obliged to pay respect to the provisions
of the Constitution.
He had some scruples as to the constitutionality
of the proposed clause, and he would inquire whether, by its adoption,
The Constitution of
me would not place in our laws a futile provision.
the United States provided that “the citizens of each State shall be
entitled to all privileges and immunities of citizens in the several States,”
Could we go beyond our own territorial limits to inflict a punishment for
any offenee ? Could we prevent the commission of any act in a foreign jurisdiction 1 Could we have any aathority or control over any act
commit!ed beyond our borders ? Be wished an answer to the question.
Our authority in the matter was at least doubtful. He was strongly of
opinion, also, that the Legislature had not the power to disfranchise any
In that case, the amendment of the gentleman from Northcitizen.
thampton, (Mr. Porter) took the true ground, for it gave the Legislatnre
all the power it ought to have to extirpate the principles and practices
tolerated under this false code of honor. Let it not be said that the act
will be nugatory for the purpose of correcting this criminal indulgence of
passion. He submitted whether we could visit any act of our citizens
committed beyond our borders, could we prevent those who committed
an offence ant of the State from enjoying all the privileges of citizenship
He could not vote for either of the propositions, except
in the State.
that of the gentleman from Northampton.
remarked that the delegate from
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton,
Luzerne, had referred to the provisions of the Constitution of Virginia
and Tennessee. But he was disposed to judge of principles by their
practical results. We have no constitutional provision against duelling
inpennsylvania.
But we have few or no duels in Pennsylvania, and in
Tennessee, dirks and bowie knife scrapes ale as common as the weekly
newspapers which bring us the accounts of them. Onr Legislature has
done more to repress the barbarous custom of duelling than all the constitutional provisions of other States, where the moral tone of the people
was not in accordance with the legal enactments. Hc did not believe
that any const,itutional provision on the subject was necessary ; but, if
the doctrines of the gentleman from Adams were correct, then the most
proper course would be to give further anthority to the Legislature.
We
could put on record our opinion that the custom is barbarous and
destructive of the interests of society, and leave it to the Legislature to
devise the most proper means to suppress it. Why should we single
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out this practice for punishment, when the whole catalogue of other black
offences was omitted.
Why should those who have been guilty of perjury and of murder, be restored to society and the rights of citizenship,
while a man, who has once been driven into private combat by a deep
sense of injury, is forever to be excluded and disfranchised ? He could
not conceive on what code of morals this difference was founded.
Duelling nught to be suppressed, but it could not be selected for punishment, as the unpardonable sin. He had known some men who had been,
in the course of their lives, engaged in duels and they had lived to regret
and repent it, aud to become honored and respected citizens.
S110u1d
we be more severe in regard to these offenders than the precepts of our
religion 1 Should we say that an ofl’ence, committed in boyhood, is past
The Constitution of
forgiveness, and never to be pardoned by society.
this State, whose base was charity and mercy, ought not to have upon it
this blood stained record.
It was said that the amendment which he had proposed was mere
mockery.
He certainly did not intend it as such, Again : it is said that
it is only giving to the Legislature a power which they already have.
He offered it however, to satisfy the minds of those who think there
ought to be something in the Constitution on the subject. It had been
asked triumphantly whether the laws had heretofore prevented the commission of this crime ; he however, whould ask those who put this
Inquiry, whether a constitutional enactment would answer the purpose
better. It had been asked too, if any man had ever been convicted under
this act of assembly.
He, in his little experience, had known two convicted under it, and he had no doubt there would have been more if the
offence had been more frequent.
There have been convictions, and if
there has not been more of them, it is because the crime has not been SO
frequent in our Commonwealth.
Duels are a rare thing in Pennsylvania,
and it is for the reason that public opinion discountenanced them. It is
said that this constitutional provision ought to be adopted, because although
the laws of the State provide a punishment, yet there cannot be fouud
persons who will institute suits and come forward as witnesses in such
cases, so that the parties in a duel might be convicted ; but that the high
party contests which take place in our State will bring out men, who will
come forward, and contest the seats of persons engaged in such practices,
in the Legislative halls, in case they are ever elected to fill such places ;
and that although a man may have committed this act out of the jurisdiction of this Commonwealth,
and while, he was a citizen of another
He
State, he can be excluded from the enjoyment of these privileges.
denied this-he
denied that you had any such jurisdiction as this, and
should like to know by what authority gentlemen claimed it. Our jurisdietion is limited-it
is bounded on the south by Matson and Dixon’s
line, on the west by the state of Ohio and the lakes, on tho north by
iVew York, and on the east by New Jersey, and your Constitution and
your laws give you no jurisdiction without those limits.
You cannot
make a man amenable tn the laws of Pennsylvania for offences committed out of the the State. He should like to see gentlemen’s authority to
support this new doctrine, and if they had none they must yield it up.
Weil, again, it is said in support of this constitutional provision,that aman
must be prosecuted and convicted under the laws of the Legislature.
Well, if he mistook not, there was a constitutional provision at present
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existing that no man ‘&can be deprived of his life, liberty or property
He had
unless by the judgment of his peers and the law of the land.”
heard to be sure, that in scme courts a man was presumed to be gui!ty
until he was found innocent: but under onr most mild and Christian 13~s
When a
a man is presumed to be &ocent until he is proved guilty.
man has committed a criminal offence he is entitled to be iried bv his
peers under our present Constitution, and if vou strike out that pr&ciple
you strike out one of the most salutary and-important principles in the
But it is said that duellists are men generally aspiring to
instrument.
office, and if you place this check upon them it will have a salutary efYect
in preventing duels. Now there have been a few duels fought by the
great men of our nation, and he believed as many in Tennessee, where
there is a clause in their Constitution on the subject, as in any other
State, and it never prevented these men flom rising to honors and to offices.
From his own observation in relation to this matter, he did not believe
that we should have a constitutional provision to disqualify any man
because of his having been engaged in a duel. The duels which have
occurred in this part of the country had been principally between young
men- men under age-and they could only be looked upon as the mere
follies of youth. He knew of none of the great men of Pennsylvania
being engaged in duels of late years. He had to be sure heard of some,
but he required more than mere hearsay evidence before he made the
charge. He knew not why the follies of youth should be visited with
such a penalty through life. He knew not why, although you may have
evidence that the person engaged in a duel was convinced of his folly, and
regretted it, and mourned, perhap s, in sack cloth and ashes, at having sent
a fellow being prematurely to eternity, be should never be permitted to
He did not agree with the gentlerepent of his follies and be forgiven.
man from Adams, (Mr. Stevens) that this was the onlv kind of murder
that ought never to be pardoned. He did not just& duelling yet he
believed there were circumstances under which men &not
well avoid
it. He did not say this acc0rdin.g to Christian principles, because there
it was forbidden, but he spoke with regard to the unregenerate mind. He
wonld illustrate his idea by giving an occurrence which took place in the
city of Philadelphia some yeas ago. It happened that an individua! in
that city insulted an old ladv very grossly, by some mt‘ans or other, and
her,son met him afterwards,“and pulled his nose. A suit was brought in
consequence, and the matter referred to arbilrators, and among the arbitrators were two elders of churches. After the evidence was all gone
through and the insult proved, so atrocious was its character, that one of
the old elders of the church, sprang upon his feet, and said, if the insult had
happened with any of his family, he would have knocked the person down
who gave it, if he had been as big as a house. He thought then that if
this would have such an effect upon a person of advanced years and
Christian profession, that these indiscretions of youth, mere somewhat
excusable, at least they ought not to be visited with so severe a penalty
as that proposed in the amendment of the gentleman from Lancaster.
He knew an instance of two young men in his own neighborhood,
indeed he might say they were but boys, as they were only about
eighteen years of age, who fought a duel. Theymet on the day appointed, fired, and one was shot through the body, and for a long time his life
was despaired of, and subsequently he died. The other was now a man
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of high respectability now in another State, and has been so during the
whole of his life; yet adopt this principle and such men would be blasted
for life for the indiscretion of youth ; adopt this principle and all their
future prospects would be blasted and all their future usefulness des.
troyed. Sir, there is such a thing as putting the mark of Cain upon men,
and he for one was unwilling to do it; he was unwilling to place a man
in society in a situation for the slow unmoving finger of scorn to he
pointed at for all his life. You do not by this produce reformation, and
repentance, which is the great object of all our punishments.
When the
proposition which has just been passed upon by this body was before the
committee, he advocated the right of conscience, because he. respected
the conscientious and religious opinions of others, and he advocated this
proposition which he had submitted, because he was opposed to placing
a man in such a situation that no reformation could wipe away his guilt.
He did not wish to place in the Constitution of Pennsylvania a principle
which was directly contrary to that holy religion which we all subscribe to.
’
Mr. AGNEW said, when he read to the Convention the act of the Legislature on the subject of duelling, he did not do it as the advocate of duellists, or the friend of the duellist.
The question to him was a new one,
he must confess, as he had not more than given the laws of the State on
this subject a casual reading. He was however, not altogether convinced
but that the Legislature had the power to deprive a man of the right to
hold offices for the commission of some enormous offence, without any
constitutional provisjon, as he did not understand that these rights were
guarantied to a man by the Constitution, so as never to be taken away.
It appeared to him, that rights of this kind were no more guarantied, than
netural rights.
He apprehended that the right of liberty, was as sacred
a right, as the right of holding office, yet no man pretends to say that,
notwithstanding the Coustitution had not given the power to the Legislature to enact laws to take away this right, the Legislature had not the
power to do so. A man under your laws may be sentenced to prison for
life, and lose those political rights which it is supposed the Constitution
guaranties ; because his confinement prevented the exercise of those
The conviction of perjury, of felony, would deprive a man of
rights.
those rights, which it was supposed the Constitution guarantied.
He
apprehended that ever since the laws of England existed, and were introduced into Pennsylvania, they had always taken away from that man
who was found guilty of these crimes, the character of a free man. Every
free man had the right to vote, yet that character of the freeman may be
taken away by your laws. He would ask gentlemen, whether a man convicted of felony, could not be expelled from the Legislature, without any
law being enacted on the subject. ? It’occurred to him that if a man was
convicted of a crime of so odious a nature, he could not maintain a seat
in that body. It is to freemen that certain political rights are given, as
for instance, to freemen is given the right of voting ; but could a person
convicted of perjury, come forward to the polls and offer to take an oath ?
Could he be permitted to take that oath ? He apprehended not, because
the laws say that he is not a competent witness. Well, if he is prevented from being a competent witness, he would ask if it would not prevent
him from voting.
The very act of voting in that particular instance
might be prevented by the law, which prevents him from being a compe-
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tent witness. If he recollected right, Blackstone says Cdthat persons convicted ofinfamous crimes, lose their free law”-the
law regards the rights
of freemen. It seemed to him that tbe word freemen was to be taken in this
acknowledged sense under the Constitution, and he understood when that
character was lost or taken away by law, he comes no longer within the
provisions of the Constitution.
Although this was a new question to
him and he did not pretend to have reflected on it, with that consideration
to which it was entitled, still as society must be protected, and we have
the right to take the liberty from a man who has been guilty of certain
offences, and prevent others from being witnesses in a court of justice,
he apprehended that we had the right to passlaws depriving men from holding certain offtces, and that the Legislature had in the instauce before the
committee, the power to pass such law, as was a necessary punishment,
for the preservation of the peace of society. Is it to be argued that the
individual who has committed the most atrocious crime against the order
of society, is to be protected by your Constitution, wheu the man who
has stolen a loaf of bread, is deprived of his liberty inconsequence thereof ‘-I
Is this the kiud of justice which gentlemen would expect the Constitution to meet out? He trusted not. He held that the laws mere competent to provide punishment for every ofl’ence. He could not support the
amendment of the gentleman of Lancaster, because he believed it went
too much into detail, and he did not believe me ought to go into details in
constitutionalsprovisions ; but if the Legislature had not power competent
to remedy the evil, he was willing to confer the power upon it.
Mr. CHANDLEK said he rose merely to express an opinion arising out
of the inquiry on the other side of the house, that it is not in the
power of the freemen of the State to reach the privileges of those who
come among us from other States. It is objected that we cannot bv any
constitutional provision, deprive any man of the privileges in this <State.
which he would have in that State, from whence he came, merelv because
we must give to him the privileges of citizenship.
Surely it’is in our
power, in our fundamental law, to say what person shall be eligible to
,office, and what person shall not. We may say that any gentleman shall
not be eligible to office ; we may if we choose, say that personal deformity
ahall prevent him. The question then appeared to him, to be entirely as
to the propriety of exercising this power, which we hold in our capa-city
of parliamentarians or legislators.
He was far from being the advocate
of duellists, and while he was ready to admit that public opinion had had
a great influence upon Pennsylvanians, in relation to this matter, still he
thought there should be some provision in the Constitution of the State,
to express a public abhorence of that act, but whether we should make
the Constitution a penal code, was another question. He believed ihis
should not be done. A good deal had been said by diflerent gentlemen,
in the may of apology for duelling.
It had been said that duels had praserved the chastity of the marriage bed. If it had done that, he almost
regretted it, for it may be considered an argument in favor of the continu.
ante of that kind of personal satisfaction.
But if any kind of satisfaction was to be allowed for this offence, he thought the more preferable
mode would be to adopt that system practised by a member of Conmess,
from the state of North Carolina, by the name of Potter. That mo>e he
It was said that this crime
thought would be far preferable to duelling.
of which me were speaking, duellin g, was no worse than scandal, calum-
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ary. He believed however, in most instances that the law reached this
sort of offence, and where it did not, public sentiment reached it in such
a way as lo have the same effect. That public sentiment however, was
the power against which we are now trying to legislate, to put into every
man’s hand, a whip to lash the offending rascal through the world.
We
are providing the means of preventing the repetition of this great crime,
in our Commonwealth.
We ask not that the man who has thus offended
shall be punished, but we ask that you may legislate against public sentiment, which has been erroneous on this point, and take away the prejudices of your citizens, which have been too much in favor of this practice. We all know that the leading characteristic of our citizens, is a
desire of office. The accession of weal\h is so easy in this country, that
that distinction is not remarkable.
Every man with industry can become
rich in this world’s goods, but it is not every man who can become Governor of the State, or President of the United States ; it is not every man
who can become a member of Congress, or stand a legislator upon this
floor, dictating laws to the people of this Commonwealth ; but it is almost
every man who expects at some day or other, to arrive at it. Sir, there
are men in their workshops, boys it’ you please, drawing the thread or
driving the jack plane, who would start with horror at the very idea of
this proposition, standing in the path between them and the Executive
He thought then, that we ought to have
chair of this ~ommoawealth.
some enactment in our Constitution on this subject, as duel!ing has lost
much of its hateful character, from the indulgence of public opinion.
He did believe that more lives were lost by pugilism in the present day,
There has scarcely been an instance of a pugilistic exthan by duelling.
hibition, but one or the other party was either very much injured or killed,
yet it is not necessary to insert a clause in the tionstitution of Pennsylvania, on this subject, because public opinion is correcting the evil, as
every man who is engaged in such comba\s is driven out from all genteel
society.
He did desire that the Constitution should be spared this feature
that belongs particularly to the criminal laws of the State ; but that it
should direct the Legislature to enact such laws as will of themselves, if
possible, prevent recourse to this mode of settling difficulties.
With
regard to the degree of punishment to be inflicted for this offence, perhaps
He believed the law should he so
every one bad their own opinion.
framed as to remedy the evil, but he did not desire that it should be opers
tive upon the offender forever, if he lived \hat long. He agreed with the
gentleman on the other side of the house, that this kind of punishment ;
this setting a man up for the finger of scorn to be pointed at duriug the
remainder of his years, would have a very bad effect. It would be creating among us, if duelling should ever exist in this Commonwealth to any
extent, a band of assassms, who had nothing to live for, and nothing to
hope. Ile had no doubt but the\e had been some engaged in duels, who
would wiliingly have avoided it ; some who were possessed of the best
and kindest feelings which exist in the human bosom, and who regretted
it afterwards every moment of their lives, because their conscience told
them that they had done an act which was in direct violation of the laws
of God, yet they could not avoid it without themselves being made an
object for the finger of scorn to point at. All of us know that we had
better be sleeping in our graves, than be subject to the derision and the
scorn of that society in which we live. We know that it would be better
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not to engage in these kind of contests, but, we know that being among
men who frequently give insults, those of strong passions are tempted to
resort to this kind of redress for personal injuries; therefore, we cannot
and we ought not to regard the crime as inexpiable.
de asked for a
stigma to be put upon this crime, which would aid in correcting the evil,
but not that it should reach down from the father to the children, so that
another generation might share the curse. He held no such doctrine as
this, and would conclude by adopting the words of the poet, that, “He
who by repentance is not satisfied, is neither of earth nor heaven.”
Mr. DICKEY called for the yeas and nays on Mr. PORTER’S amendment,
which were ordered.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, would not have troubled the committee with
any remarks of his, but that he felt bound to vote against the amendment
to the amendment.
He thought that we ought to have some constitutional provision respecting this species of crime, but he did not think that
the amendment to the amendment reached the case. It is merely directing the Legislature to provide for punishing it, whereas, the amendment
itself as well as the report of the committee, goes to provide the punishment. He liked the report of the committee, therefore, but the amendment of the genlleman from Lancaster, pleased him still better, as being
more explicit.
He should therefor vote against the amendment to the
amendment, and for the amendment of the gentleman from Lancaster. To
his view, we had not in this country a sufficient horror of.blood, we do
not set a sufficient value upon humau life, and we are strongly disposed to
right our grievances by having recourse to private revenge. NOW if we
examine the moral law, and have recourse to the text book of our religious
faith, we will find that the whole tenure of the Scriptures is against taking
away the life of our fellow man, and that adequate punishment is recommended for the offence. There YOU will see no distinction between murder in the first or the second degree. This was a distinction which had
grown up with our modern notions. Eveu the accidental taking away
of life-the
merely flying of an axe off the handle and killing another,
was such an offence that a man had to fly to a city of refuge, in consequence. So careful was the Moral Governor of the Universe, in relation
to human life, that he provided that it shonld not willfully be taken away,
that every precaution should be taken to prevent it. LbVengeance is mine,”
saith the Lord, ‘6 and I will repay it.”
This was one of the rights which
it might be supposed that we had in a state of nature, but which we gave
up upon entering into civil society.
It was universally agreed so far as
he knew, that this right was yielded to society-we
dont claim the right
of protecting ourselves, but we give that right up to society, and it protects us. He did not believe that we carried the punishment of many
offences against the peace aud safety of society, far enough in this country. We find the code of Great Britain, much stronger than ours.
There to be sure, they hung men for offences which we did not consider
of sufficient enormity to require such a punishment, but in many of their
other laws, he thought they were in advance of us, on this subject,
There they held the managers of a turnpike, or the proprietors of stages
and steam boats, accountable for the accidents which occur, in consequence of negligence on their part. Parliament has provided adequate
punishments for all these cases, but how is it with us ? Whole steam
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boat loads are blown up and perhaps one half of them scalded to death,
and what is the remedy ? There is a noise about it in the newspapers,
for a short time, and that is the end of it. We are exceedingly careful in
some ,things but not enough so in others. The gentlernan from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) says we should not make the Constitution a criminal code. Now when we enter into society, we should provide the
means of protecting us in all things. The ordinary Legislature is sufficient for ordinary protection, but here was one crime he apprehended
which the ordinary Legislature could not meet. They cannot punish it
because, as had been said, it may have been committed out of the State,
and by that class of society, as was remarked by the gentleman from
Adams, that the law does not reach. It had been well remarked by some
English statesman, that $6the laws were but cob-webs. They only catch
the small and weak flies, while the large and strong ones break through.”
You punish the man who has been guilty of stealing a loaf of bread, but
you reward the man who shoots down his fellow man in cold blood, and
you are not willing now to introduce a provision in the Constitution,
because it may operate upon some persons who have been of some standing in the Commonwealth, and deprive them of holding places of honor.
Rot it had been said that we could not punish a person who had committed this offence out of the State. He did not think that a deprivation
Have we not a right to say that a man
from offence was a punishment.
who has committed this offence, shall not hold oflice in the State-has
any man a right to office? The people have a right to elevate us to high
o5ces, but we have no right to claim it. We do not sit here by virtue
of our own right, but in virtue of the right of the people. We may
therefore. in the fundamental law, say who shall and who shall not hold
office. Gentlemen say that a man must be tried by his peers. We admit
that in ordinary cases, but we say that here is a crime that the ordinary
Legislature cannot meet, and therefore we will provide in the Constitution
that whosoever commits it, shall neither give a vote, nor hold an o5ce in
the Commonwealth.
He was clearly for some constitutional provision,
and he thought the amendment of the gentleman from Lancaster, provided for the case in the best way, and he should therefore vote against the
amendmeut to the amendment, and for the amendment of the gentleman
from Lancaster.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton county, modified his amendment to the
amendment, by adding at the end thereof, the words : ‘6 by disfr.mchisement, legal disqualilicarion to hold offtce, or otherwise.”
Mr. FORWARDsaid, that he liked the amendment to the amendment, as
it had been improved, better than he liked it in the form in which it
originally stood. Still, however, he should feel constrained, reluctantly
to vote against it, for the purpose of reaching the more preferable amendment which had been offered by the gentleman from Lancaster, (Nr.
Hiester.)
Let us come to the plain truth of the matter, and what was it 1
‘i’hat there was a certain class of men -men of high principles and lofty
aspirations- who claimed to be exempted from the force and obligations of
the laws of the land ; in other words, a class of men who claim this
privilege on the ground of honor- or the principles of what was termed
‘6 the code of honor” -a rule among equals which was perfectly consistent with every vice and every crime that could stain the human characR
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ter. Let the practice go down, and there would be an end of this code
of honor altogether.
Let the farmers and mechanics of the country get
hold of it, an8 what would become of the laws of the country ? But this
was not the case. All of us knew that this code of honor, this practice
of duelling, was kept 0p for the benefit of a class of men, moving in a
sphere to which few could afYord to aspire; all of us knew that this code
would not do for the common peopIe. He intended these observations as.
general ; he did not allude to any member of this body. He spoke tbc
truth, as he believed the truth to be. This code of honor .which Aourished in the present day, was related to the ancient code of chivalry, and had
in fact been derived from it. At one period of the history of the world,.
noblemeu-cavaliers
as they were called,-were
allowed to bear arms
forty days in the year. They had what was termed in those days, tournaments ; and they fought duels, but the common people of that day were
not allowed these privileges.
They wer.e indeed permitted to look upon,
and to admire this display of heroism, but they oould not take any part
in it. Tbu~ we saw that this mode of figbtinq bad degenerated from time
to time, until at last, in our day, we had come down to the da,gger and
t!:e bowie.lrnife ; instruments of death which had been brought mto such
common use in some parts of our countrv, that a man’s life was not safe?
since be knew not at what moment be might be attacked,
If the common people valued lif’e so little, as to be tempted to this bar=
bzrous practice, you would hang any of them that were convicted ; whilst,
under this code of honor, a man might escape wirh impunity.
Thus a
man of honor, as such a character was technically called, might shed
blood, or might murder an excellent man, and yet be held’wortlly of of-&c
and of f:tvor. IIC W’:G of opiniou that this code of honor had better receive some notice in tl~t better code which this body was now framing for
the goverrune:it of tile people ;---the Constitution of Pennsylvania.
Hc
believed that such a notice wou!d bo a victory gained by the mass of men
over this code of honor-faisely
aud infamously so called. But he had
bwn to:d t!iat this wo!i!d not have the effect to suppress duclling; that
there was an inciinatil;u ?o it in the minds of high and honorable men.
He cou:d not lruo~~ the fllct, but it seemed to be supposed by gent!ernen
thnt the mere opposition to this measure gave them,a title to be eonsidered cr,ul;qcous, and placctl them on that elevated platformset apart for those
wh show obedience to the rules of this code of honor. He was in favor
of’ making a man who had been engaged iu duelling, ineligible to O&X,
for the very reason that aspiring and lufiy men were th03e very perso:;s
~$0 wer3 almost exclusirely eugaqed in this practice. A man nho at.
tempted to brin,g otle of these Fashionable JiJLlrderers to justice, would >,3
suspected of being a coward-a poltroon, &c. &c. Let. this provision be
iuserted in t,!:e Conrtitution, and his word for it, the people ctf Penus>-!Vatlia would enforce it. And he did not say this, for the purpose” of
reaciliiq thobe who were beyond these w:dls. He made no such appeals
to thei: t’sixz. Ir had been said, that me should notputish men u11t11they
were cotiyicted of a crime. ‘I’he Constitution provides that there shall be
certain disquaiifica!ions for o&e in certain cases ; as, for examplei “ that
no person shall be a representative who shall not have attained the age Of
twenty-one years, and have been a citizen and inhabitant of the State three
years next preceiing his election, and the last year thereof, an inhabitaut
QE tk:f ci!y or county in which he sha!l be chosen, unless !le, shall have
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been absent on the public business of the United States, or of this State,”
And in some states, it was known that even clergymen were not
eligible to office. He did not take the ground that this provision as to
duelling, was to be inserted, for the purpose of punishment ; but he and
those who acted with him in this matter, argued that such a provision
would reach the minds of men, and would deter them from the practice of
duelling by reason of the serious consequences to themselves which must
We should not legislate
follow a disregard of the laws in this particular.
on the subject, but it would he competent for us to judge of the qualifications of persons seeking office, and to ascertain whether they had been
guilty of an act noticed in this amendment.
This was all that he desired to effect here. He was perfectly aware that the act of assembly had a
beneficial effect in this Commonwealth;
he had known prosecutions
brought under it. He believed that it had done good, and that it would
still continue to do good-but he thought, at the same time, that the provision here contemplated would be much better, and would lead to still
more benelicial results. The people would then see that a prohibition of
this barbarous practice was placed in their fundamental code ; and it would
stand there as an admonition and a beacon to those hot spirits, under the
age of twenty-one years, who might be looking up to the pinnacle of
power, so to concluct themselves as not to forfeit those rewards of a welldirected and successful ambition, which are alike within the reach of
every citizen iu our Commonwealth.
He denied that there was any pun-.
ishment in this provision.
-411thad it intended was, that those who were
engaged in this practice of duelliug , should be disqualified from holding
oflice. He looked upon it as a measure of clemency, rather than of pun.
ishment, and he trusted it would meet with the approbation of this body.
Mr. BO.YIIAM, of York county, said, that he could not vote for the section as prepared by the committee; nor could he vote for any other provision being placed in our fundamental law on this subject. He had
heard it declared, over and over again, in this house and out of it, that the
few amendments which were priucipally desired by the people of the
Eommonwealth generally, were such as would go to the curtailment ot
Executive patronage. ‘I’he Convention had now been engaged during a
period of about eight days, in the discussion ol’a tnattex, which was,com-.
paratively speaking, of very small moment, and whirh resulted in leaving.
the section of the Constitution, just about in the same position as that in
which it previously stood. It was admitted that thete had becu a considerable waste of time on that section of the Constitution which had just
been disposed of-arrd. which, after all, ha&been scarcely touched by the
He alluded to the mihtia system. Under the Constitution
Convention.
of 1590, the Legislature had the right to say, whether the militia shoul~l
turn out one day in. fi,ve or ten years, or as seldom or as often as might
He could.not see that, after al! the time and conbe directed by law.
sideration which had been wasted on that soh,ject, the evils complained
of had been in the least degree remedied. ilad now this new subject was
introduced to consume the time, and to harass the deliberations of this
Convention ; and, as itseemed:to him,,with. as little prospect of beneticial results. lt was a suhjectwhich must, from its very nature, occupy
s62verdl clays ot very valuable time; and yet, it was certain that, after aiii
that could be said about it, nothing could be done which nould tend, in
anx, degree,.to remedy the evils, which.were complained of. How \yas
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the remedy to operate ? He would ask the members of this cdmmittee,
what did a young man, in the heat of youthful blood, and suffering under
the sting of real or supposed wrong, what did such a man care about
being excluded from ofiice ? Or, to go further, what did the aged man
care for it? He would much rather be disfranchised from the privilege
of holding office, than he would become amenable to the law, be immured within the walls of a prison for a year or more. Punishment to this
extent might already be inflicted under the existing laws of our State.
He (‘Mr. B.) was himself entirely opposed to duelhng ; he considered it
as altogether ,wrong and unjustifiablea mere relic of the barbarism of
past ages. But he would leave its punishment to the law of the land.
The law should be severe enough to prohibit the practice.
He, for one,
would be willing to go almost to any extent to put an end to it.
He
would even go so far as to give his sanction to a rule, similar to that
which had once been established by one of the Kings of Europe, (the
King of Prussia if he, Mr. B. remembered correctly)\which
was, that
where two parties fought a duel, and one of them was killed, the survivor
Mr. B. thought that the establishment of such a
should be executed.
rule in this country, would effectually put a stop to duelling; and he was
in favor of leaving that part of the law open at all times to legislative
action. Let the Legislature make such provisions as would most effectually check tliis barbarous and inhuman custom among us.
He hoped
that the committee would not consume more of its time in a discussion
which could be attended with no advantageous consequences. If, said
Mr. B., we are to go on, day after day, and week after week, adding section to section, and amendment to amendment, we shall have a larger
volume of the Constitution of Pennsylvania alone, than this book which ,
I hold in my hand, and which contains all the Constitutions of the twentyfour States of this Union. Complaiuts have been heard of the time which
has been already spent in our deliberations, and I think that we ought not
to suffer the introduction of any new matters, which are calculated only
to waste still more of our time, to distract our deliberations, and to prolong
the session of this Convention to an extent which no man can foresee.
The gentleman from Adams, (Mr. Stevens) had stated, that the acts of
Assembly providing for the suppression of duelling, have not had the
desired effect ; but I think there can he little doubt that they have, in a
great measure, answered the purposes for which they were enacted.
The instances in which this practice has been resorted to in the State of
Pennsylvania, have not been numerous. It is known to all of us, however, that they are more frequent in the Southern States, where constitutional provisions for the prohibition of the pracrice are made, than they
are here among us. If any remedy can be devised, which would operate
more effectually for the suppression of duelling than the laws which now
exist, I, for one, should most cheerfully see them enacted and carried
rigidly into force. But I do think that the provision which it is proposed
here to insect cannot have the desired effect; and, for that reason, as
well as for others which I have assigned, I shall vote against the amend.
ment, as it has been proposed by the gentleman from Lancaster, (Mr.
Hiester) and in favor of the amendment to the amendment, as modified,
which has been offered by the gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter.)
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And the question was then taken on the amendment to the amendment,
as modified, and was decided in the negative, as follows, viz :
PEAS-Messrs. Agnew, Baldwin, Banks, Barnitz, Bedford, Bell, Biddle, Bonham,
Drown, of Lancaster, Brown, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Carey, Chamhers, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Chauncey, Clark, of Dauphin, Cleavinger, Craig,
Grain, Curll, Dickey, Donagan, Foulkrod, Fry, Gilmore, Greneil, Hastings, Helffenstcin,
Keim, Kennedy, Lyons, Martin, Meredith, Merrill, Porter, of Northampton, Purviance,
Royer, Xussell, Scheetz, Scott, Serrill, Taggart, Sergeant, Presiden:43.
NAYS-Messrs. Ayres, Barclay, Barndollar, Bigelow, Butler. Chandler, of Chester,
Clapp, Clarke, of Beaver. Clarke, of Indiana, Cline, Coates, Cochran, Cope, Crawford,
Crum, Cunningham, Darlington, Darralr, Denny, Dickerson, Dillinger, Donnell, Dunlop.
Farrelly, Fleming, Forward. Fuller, Gearhart, Harris, Hayhurst, Hays, Henderson, of
Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester, High, Hopkinson, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll, Jenks, Kerr, Konignxachcr, Krcbs, Maclay, Magee, Mann, M’Call, M’Sherry, Merkel, Miller, Montgomery, My-ers, Nevin, Overfield, Pennypacker, Pollock, Porter, of
Lancaster, Read, Riter, Rogers, Seager, Sellers, Seltzer, Shellito, Sill, Smith, Smyth.
Sterigere, Stevens, Sturdcvant, Thomas, Todd, Weaver, Weidmsn, White, Woodward,
Young-77.

So the amendment to the amendment was rejected.
And the question then recurred on agreeing to the amendment of Mr.
HIESTEK.
&Ir. DUNLOP said, that with every feeling of respect towards the gen-

tleman from Lancaster, (Mr. Hiester) he (Mr. D.) did not think that the
amendment improved the report of the commitee in any respect. The
gentleman from Lancaster aud himself, had both been members of the
This amendsame committee to which this article had been referred.
ment, now offered, was originally proposed and discussed in committee.
He (Mr. D.) after a careful examination of the whole ground, had preferred the original report; and, if he was not mistaken, he believed also that
that report had, in committee, met the views and approbation of the gentleman from Lancaster.
Mr. D. believed he was correct in his recollection on this point.
MI. STEVENS said, that he preferred the amendment of the gentletleman from Lancaster, to the original report of the committee.
The original report made it the duty of the Legislature, to point out some-mode
by which the proof of an individual having been engaged in a duel should
be established.
Under the amendment of the gentleman from Lancaster,
the proof was to be established in the usual mode in which all disqualifications for office were to be established, that it was to say, it was left
to the body of which a person might propose to become a member. He
was in favor of leaving this to be established in the same way; or else
legislative provision would render it nugatory as it was at the present
time.
Mr. READ said, that if he was correctly informed, the section es reported by the committee was drawn up by the gentleman from Lancaster,
(Mr. Heister.)
It was that gentleman’s own peculiar measure, and he
(Mr. R.) was willing that that gentleman should have it in any phraseology which he preferred.
He (Mr. R.) should vote for the amendment.
‘I$ substance of the two things did not differ, although the phraseology
.
Mr. HIESTER said, that it was true, as had been stated by the gentleman from Susquehanna, (Mr. Read) that he (Mr. H.) had submitted the
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original proposition in committee, in the form in whiclh it now stood. It
had met with his own approbation at that time, and it would do so still,
in case he cou:tl not procure that which he conceived to be still better.
He thought that the other was mere explicit, for the reasons assigned by
the gentleman from Adams, (Mr. ‘Stevens) -namely,
that it was left to the
body which the person proposed to enter to decide on his qualifications.
He hoped the amendment would be agreed to.
And the question on the amendment was then taken, and decided in
the affirmative as follows, viz :
Yeas-Messrs.
Ayres, Barndollar. Bamitz, Brown, of Lancaster,Carey, Chambers,
Chandler, of Chester, Chandler, of Philadelphia. Chaunccy, Clapp, Clarke, of &aver,
Clark, of Dauphin, Glarke. of Indiana, C ine, Cope, Craig, Crum, Cunningham, Darlington, Darrah, De&y, Dickerson, Forward, Fuller Gearhart, Grmell. Harris, Has
tings, Hayhurst, Hays. Henderson, of Allegheny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hicster,
High, Hyde, Jenks, Kerr, Konizmarher, Krebs, Maclay, Mann, M’Call, M’Sheq, Mcredith, Merrill, Merkel, Miller, Montgomery, N&n, Ponnypacker, Pollock, Porter, of
Lancnstcr, Purvianrc, Read, Rogers. Royrr, Russell, Saegcr, Sellers, Seltzer, Shellito,
Sill, Smyth, Stevens, Sturdcvant,Thomas, Todd, Woodward, Young--G%

,

Nays-Messrs.
Agnew, Baldwin, Banks, Barclay, Bedford, Bell, Bigelow, Bonham,
Brown, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler, Cleavinger, Coates, Corhran,
@rain, Crawford, Curl& Dickey,, Dillingcr, Donngan, Donnell, Dun:op, Farrclly, Fleming, Foulkrod, Fly, Gamble, GIlmore, Helffenstein, Hopkinson, Houpt, Ingersoll, K&n,
Keunedy, Lyons, Magee, Martin, Myers, Ovcrfield. Porter, of Northampton, Kiter,
Scheetz. Scott, Merrill, Smith, Sterigere, Taggart, Weaver, Wcidman, White, Sergeant, Presiilmt-51.

So the amendment was agreed to.
The question then Iecurring on agreeing to the report of the committee,
as thus amended ;
Mr. MANN asked for the yeas and nays which were ordered.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, then moved to amend the report of the
committee as amended, by adding to the end thereof, the following words :
6‘ But the Executive pardon, may remit the said offences and ail its disqualifications.”
Mr. BANKS demanded the yeas and nays on this amendment to the
amended report, which were ordered.
He
Mr. KERR, of Washington county, rose to ask for information.
would inquire from the chairman of the committee, to whom this article
of the Constitution had been referred, whether the Governor of the Commonwealth, under the existing Constitutiou and laws, would not have
the right to pardon in this case, as well as in all others?
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, said that, in reply to the gentleman from
Washington, he would merely say, that the offence being created by the
Constitution, and being declared to be unpardonable, the Governor would
not, in his, (Mr. P’s.) judgment, have the right to remit the penalties
imposed, unless the power to do so was specklly granted in the Constitution itself. He would add that this was the m& reason which had
induced him to offer an amendment.
Mr. SERQEANT said, that he concurred in the opinion that had been
expressed by the gentleman from the county of Northampton, (Mr. Porter)
that, if the Convention should determine to insert in the Constitution a
clause declaring that a man who had done certain things, should never
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“nold,office, no pardon could be extended to him, either by the Governor
or any body else. The very commission of the act itself, was made io
operate as an incapacity to hold office, whether it was criminal or not;
or whether the party was convicted or not, if there were any ot!rzr mode
of proving the act but a conviction ; so long as that stood against a man,
It was a perpetual bar, which never could he
he was disqualified.
removed; and to my mind, said Mr. S., it is a very dangerous sort of
thing, and one which may hereafter cause some of us much anxiety an.1
pain ; because, as to dueliing, whatever any of us may think of it in the
IVe all
abstract, no man can deny that there are degrees of offence.
know, for example, that duels are sometimes forced upon men, against,
their better judgment and against their principles, and yet in such a way
that it seems almostimpossible for them to escape. In other instances, a
man may manage a duel in such a way as to convince every body that he
never intended to take the life of his fellow man ; although, at ihe same
time, in order to maintain his own character and positiou in society, he
is willing to go out and (risk his own life in a duel.
Let us look at it in another point of view. That which draws a man
into a duel, although it may not justify, may very much extenuate bis
eiience, or his supposed oflence. Are these circumstances to carry no
Is this
weight with them 1 or are they to be altogether disregarded?
alone, in all the vast catalogne of human crime, to carry with it such
infamy as never can be removed ? I am myself entirely opposed to this
whole system of duelling.
I should be most happy to see it abandoned
throughout our land. But, whilst I entertain these sentiments, I cannot
bear the idea of fixing upon a man- under all the extenuating circumstances of anger, of passion, or of inadvertence in youth, or any other
age, by which the act may be attended-I
cannot, I say, consent to fix
upon him for one single act of his life-compulsory
as it may have been,
extenuated as it may have been--a stigma such as we impose by tieclaring that, in consequence of that one act, he shall be for ever incapacitated
for holding office under our government.
In reference to the practice of duelling, I hold opinions similar to those
we have heard expressed this day. I consider it a barbarous custom. 1
am even willing to say, as has also been said here, that to kill a man in
a duel, is murder. And, indeed, there have been many instances of duels,
which have resulted in death, in which I have not hesitated to say, that
justice required that the survivors should be hanged. But these were
cases peculiar, and not frequent.
But why should the penalty for this
offence be made everlasting, when, you ,forgive every other crime?
Gentlemen say that the insertion of this provision will operate as a preIf I could believe that it would have that effect, I would agree
ventive.
with all my heart that it should ba inserted ; for a provision which would
accomplish that object, is the very thing we want. But punishment you
cannot get. Every effort to inflict punishment for this crime-and
all
admit that it is a crime-has
done nothing in the way of prevention.
You want to prevent it; well, if you can devise any mode by which you
can do so, I will cheerfully co-operate with you, But how can you do
this. Will this provision operate as a preventive 1 Will the fear of
being deprived of the power to hold office, have the influence to prevent
it 1 At what period of their lives are men most likely to be involved in
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difficulties of this sort ? Why, at a time of life when they dw not dream
about office ; when they do not even know that such a thing as office is to
be aspired to. It is, for the most part, young men, heedless men, whose
thoughts have never been seriously turned to inquiries of this sort ; but
who, in a state of excitement-under
the influence of a terrible opinionterrible to themselves at the moment-are
involved in sudden difficnlties,
which oblige them-yes,
sir, that is the proper term-oblige
them to
vindicate their own honor, by recourse to a certain established and barbarous usage. I do not believe that any man in the world ever sought a
duel. I may be misCaken in this opinion.
There may, for aught I
know, be men in the world, of natures cruel, and hardened enough, to seek
it. But, sir, the instinct of life. is opposed to it; and I cannot believe
that with men in general, the time which elapses hetween the challen,ge,
and facing each other on the ground, is much happier than the time
spent by a criminal between the time of his sentence, and that of his
public execution.
It is an overbearing error in public opinion which is
the cause of all this evil. Young men are ambitious to acquire a character
and standing in the world,
This they do by conforming themselves to
what their associates think is right ; and, at one period of their lives,
they are very apt to be persuaded that they cannot maintain their rank,
unless they yield to this custom.
And, at such a period, o&e is no
object to them ; they do not think any thing about it. But, as time
advances with them, they acquire reputation ; they gradua!ly, sober down ;
they begin to obtain the confidence of the community in which they live,
and when an opening dots at last present itself to their view, what are
you going to declare ? You are going in this, the fundamental law of
your Land, to declare, that if a man shall once have been concerned in
such a thing as a duel-even though no injury should have resulted--even
if he has seriously repented of his fault, and has come to a solemn conviction, as you have done, that the whole thing is wrong, and that he
will never be engaged in a like affair again, and will do all that may lie
in his power to discourage others from the practice-still
this provision is
to stand for ever as a barrier between him and every office ofhonor or profit
existing in this Commonwealth.
1s this rational?
Is it just?
Is it
righteous ? I am ready to go so far as to say, that the practice should be
prevented, if prevention is possible ; but let us not become wild, and
rash, and extravagant, and by such means commit errors on the other
side. We may find hereafter, that cases, precisely such as I have
described, will occur; and where we may have abundant occasion to
regret that, in a Constitution which cannot, as our law now stands, be
&red save by the call of a Convention, we have fixed a canon by which
a single error-w hich has been fraught with no serious results-which
has never cost a drop of blood-shall
operate for ever as an exclusion
from office, even though he was but a boy at the time who committed the
offence, and however worthy in all other respects he might prove to be.
It appears to me, monstrous.
A man may be guilty of such an error in his youth, and yet, in after life,
may turn out to be a most valuable and estimable citizen.
I know some
of this description, and have no doubt that there are many members of
this Convention who are acquainted with such instances. I must be
permitted to say, for myself, that I never was engaged in this custom.
I know but little of what is called the law of honor. I have never acted
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in any capacity in it, either directly or indirectly;
but I am personally
acquainted with very valuable men who have been engaged in those
things, who have neither been hurt themselves, nor hurt others, and who
are now as correct in their conduct and principles, as any other citizens
in the Commonwealth.
Would you punish them? Would you place
this eternal stigma upon them, and excIude them from oflice? Do you
believe that you can early public sentiment with you in such a cause?
The very last President of the United States, as is notorious to everv
body, killed another man in a duel. Is not this the fact? And had it
ever been a bar to the success of men at elections, that they had ever
fought a duel, or had carried a challenge from one man to another? Can
you maBe it so 1 How will you set about it 1 But again, if you adopt
this provision in your Constitution, the power which you thus create will
be irregular.
If you could so arran,ge it as to apply invariably in all
cases, it would be free from the objections which I am now about to
state. But its operation will be irregular, casual, and must depend on there
being a person who is wilhng to turn informer.
Let us look at a case for a
moment.
Suppose that a gentleman, duly elected by the people, comes
here to the Legislature, and goes up to take the oath. The Speaker
administers it. No difliculty is raised ; not even an inquiry is made.
Rut a contested election comes, in which angry passions are excited, and
there is a disposition manifested to prevent his success ; and then, for the
first time, some old thing of this sort is summoned up against him, as a
bar to his holding the office. Such will be the operation of this provision,
and it is for this reason I have said that it would be irregular and casual.
The law will not be regularly enforced. If such a measure were proposed
to be adopted by the Legislature, there would be less objection to it;
because the subject would at all times be left open for action, and thus
successive Legislatures could alter, repeal, or modif> the law, so as to
adapt it to particular exigencies, or the general condition of the times.
But this provision is to be engrafted on the Constitution of the land,
beyond the control of the Legislature, or any other povver. I am not
willing, Mr. Chairman, to carry the matter to this extent. It appears to
me to be carrying punishment altogether too far, if it was applied in all
cases ; although I do not deny that there may be cases in which it might
be proper to apply it
Those instances, however, are but few in number.
They occur very seldom ; not often enough, in my judgment, to justify
such a very rigorous measure as this. At all events, if it is determined
that the provision shall be introduced into our Constitution, I hope that it
will not be unconnected with a power, lodged somewhere or other, to
take into consideration the particular circumstances of the case, so as to
remit the punishment, if the circumstances should be found such as to
justify the remission.
Mr. MERRILL, of Union county, said that, as the question had once
been decided, he would suggest to the gentleman from Northampton,
(Mr. Porter) whether it would not be better to desist from pressing it any
farther at the present moment.
The amendment, as it now stood, asked, in substance, that the committee of the whole would overrule its decision made about a half an hour
&go. It would be much better, in his opinion, that the subject should
be suffered to lie over, until it should come up on its second reading in
Convention.
By that time the members might came to some under-
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standing about it, and thus much time might be saved, ,and the jnconsistency of acting twice on the same question, within the space of one day’s
session, might also be avoided.
Mr. HOPKINSOX said, that .be was in favor of the amendment
which had been offered by the gentleman from Northampton,
(Mr.
Porter.)
Men were never so much in danger of dong wrong, as when they
acted on a right principle ; because they felt that the principle was a good
one, and they knew not where to stop. It seemed to him that the committee were about to fall into that error now.
No man in this body, Mr. H. felt sure, would offer an apology for the
act of duelling; and much less attempt to justify it. Rut did this furnish
any reason why the Convention should go to this excessive length, of
having a person who had been engaged in a duel, placed in the same
position as a perjurer, or a man who had committed deliberate murder.
Rut even the murderer was not excluded ft-om the merciful action of the
hW.

It had been well observed, by the President of this Convention, that
there were degrees of criminality in the system of dnelling.
Was it not
so 1 Suppose that a man received a deep wound in his feelings, or was
suffering under some deep injury, for which the law gave him no redress ;
and that he, therefore, threw himself upon the natural right of protection,
was that man to be placed on the same platform with the bullying duellist
who made it his business to insult, in order that he might destroy ? Was
there no difference in the degrees of criminality in the two men 1 And
yet, by this provision, if it should receive the sanction of the Convention,
both would be placed on the same footing, and both would be alike
excluded from all offices of honor, trust or profit.
Suppose the principle here sought to be introduced were put to the
test of application to individuals, the friends of gentlemen, however, any
gentleman might vote on this question, there was not a man, he would
venture to say, who would carry out the principle, and apply it. if it was
a correct principle, why should we not carry it througb life, and apply it to
every case. Rut does any man here discard and denounce his friend or
relative, as a mrderer and assassin, because he has unfortunately been
drawn into a s uel. Would he hold him to be disgraced on this account,
and refuse to have any thing more to do with him? He trusted that the
amendment would not be adopted.
Mr. INGERSOLL was very much averse, he said, to taking the floor on
this question, and he had sat very patiently under the discussion. But as
his attention had been drawn by the able argument of the presiding
ofiicer, in which he cordially concurred, and by the remarks of the
gentleman near him, to the very extraordinary proposition now before
us, he would add a word in relation to it. What were we about to
do ? We pronounce an offence to be unpardonable.
He would appeal
to his respectable and religious friends in this house, and especially to
the gentleman from Allegheny, whose zealot remarks on this subject
had greatly surprized him, to repudiate this barbarity,-for
he called
it barbarity.
We were about to do that which the Almighty has never
threatened to do against the most sinful of men. We are taught to be-
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lieve that our sins, though they might be as scarlet, could be made white
as snow. Was there a man here who would prononnce that General
Ilamilton or General Jackson could not be pardoned by the Almighty ?
IJet IIS itot countenance such barbarity.
The fifteenth century, so much
talked about yesterday, could show nothing so bigoted or black as this.
Would any one denounce the father of his country, Washington, because, though he was never engaged in a duel htmself, he countenanced and encouraged duelling.
It was a matter of history, and would
not be denied, that, at one time, when there was much ill blood in the
army of the revolution, Washington said that was the best way to give it
vent.
There was not a gentleman who had not, in the army or navy, some
friend or relation, and did not every one know that a person who there
shrunk from personal responsibility, was guilty of unofficerlike and ungentlemanlike
conduct, and was iiable to be treated accordingly.
He
would not say any thing in defence of the custom of duelling, but how
many illustrious patriots would be condemned undrr this provision.
As to what had been said by the gentleman from Allegheny about
the code of chivalry, it was all a mistake,-an
error from one end to the
other. He would say not a word about the practice ; if gentlemen chose
to condemn it, be it so; but, do not let us say that the Executivee shall
not have the right of pardon.
Mr. STEVENS said, that those who could not defend the original proposition, now assailed it under the plausible guise of clemency.
By mixiug with their objections some declamations about mercy, they seek to
destroy the whole proposition.
This was adroitlv done, he confessed ;
and it was better calculated to lead us from the main argument, than tc
uphold the pardoning power.
If it was not a defence of tluelling, it
was at least an attempt to screen it from punishment.
To this he had
called the attention of the committee to prevent their being drawn off.
Though he should vote for the amendment of the gentleman from
Northampton, he could see nothing so cruel in depriving the murderer
in cold blood of the chance of pardon. There was not a man in the
house who would not say that killing in a duel was murder. ‘I’rue,
no laws against it can be carried into effect. The duellist commonly
occupies a position in society which screens him from punishment,
and the only punishment that we could inflict upon him was to deprive
him of the right of holding office, under this Constitution.
To deprive
men of the honors and emoluments of office, was the only means we hsd
of checking this passion for honorable murder ; and by preventing this
punishment, the crime was attempted to be encouraged and kept up.
There seemed to him to be a false sympathy excited in favor of the
fashionable duellist, the gentlemanly felon, which was not extended
to crimes in the lower walks of life. There had been one case in which
a low fellow, having, in a drunken frolic, sent a challenge, and killed
his antagonist, was tried, convicted, and executed for murder ; but it was
Had he been a gentleman, and drank wine
because he was poor.
instead of whiskey, the lance of justice would never have pierced his
golden mail. Now it was said that we should not reach him in any
way ; that we should not even take away from him the robes of office.
You would put him in oflice, with his hands imbrued in the blood ot
a fellow citizen.
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But do not the laws provide for the punishment of crime as an ordi.
nary murder, and has not then the Governor the same power of pardon
as in other cases ? Will not he ever be fully open to executive clemency ? The only thing we propose to do is to deprive him of the
light of holding of?ice, and voting ; and this is to treat him barbarously
He was surprized to hear such sentiments in this
and with cruelty.
nineteenth century, and in the noon day of christianity.
He had made these remarks in order to put the question in its
prop& light, but he should vote for the amendment.
Mr. HIESTEK said he had introduced this provision as a preventive,
and not as a sanguinary act. He could well sympathize with many
who had been coerced-into situations of this kind. He had valuable
friends who had been engaged in duels, and k~llcd men. Therefore,
he could have no sanguinary object in view. Notwithstanding the arguments he had heard, he believed the amendment of the gentleman from
Northampton to be a proper one, and he would vote for it.
Mr. FORWARD expressed sOme surprize to hear such an appeal, such
an argument, when perhaps, there was no opposition to the amendment.
He thought that nine-tenths would be against taking alray this power of
mercy frbm the Executive.
The question Tvas then taken and decided in the aflirmative, as follows, viz :
Ynas-Messrs.
Agnew, Ayrcs, Bal&vin, Banks, Barclay, Barndollar, Barn&, Bell,
Big&w-, Ilonham, Bromn, of Northampton, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler, Carey,
Chambers, Chandler, of Philadclpllia, Chauncey, Clapp, Clark, of Dauphin, Clnlke, of
Indiann, Clrasinger, Cline, C&es, Cochran, Cope, Crain Crawford, Crtun, Canninqbn, Curll, Denny, Dickey, Dillingcr. Donagan, Donncll, Farrelly, Firming, Forward, Foulkrod, Fry, Ful!er, Gaulble, Gearhart, Gilmore, Grencll, Hastings, Hayhurst, Hays, H&&stein,
Henderson, of Allegheny, Hcndcrson, of Dauphin, Hicstrr,
High, Hopkinson, Hyde, Ingersoll, Jenks, Kcim, Kennedy, Kerr, Konigmachcr,
Krehs Lyons, Magee, Mann, Martin, M’Dowell, M’Shcrry, Meredith, Merrill, Mcrkel,
Montgomery2 Myers, S&n, Overfield, Pennypacker, P0110&, Porter, of Lancaster,
Porter of 11orthampton, Purviance. Rend, Ritcr, Rogers, Roycr, Russell, Sacger,
Scheetz, Scott, Sellers, Seltzer, Shellito, Sill, Snlyth, cterigere, Stcvcns, Sturderant,
Taggart, Todd, Weidmitn, White, Woodward, Young, Sergeant, Yresi&xt-103.
NArs-Messrs.
Chandler, of Chester, Clarke, of Beaver, Craig, Darlington, Darrah, Dickerson, Dunlop, IIarris, Houpt, Maclay, Mann, M’Call, Miller, Thornils-14.
RIr. PORTER, of Northampton, moved to amend the report by insertthe following
ing between the wnrd ‘6 duel” and the word “and,”
words, ‘6 or shall be guilty of seduction or adultery.”
The CHAIR decided the motion to be not now in order.
On motion of Mr. IXGERSOLL, the committee rose, reported progress,
and obtained leave to sit again ; and,
The Convention adjourned.
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SIXTH ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
hfr. CHAMBERS in the chair, on the report of the committee to whom was
referred the sixth article of the Constitution.
The question being on the amendment moved by Mr. PORTER, of
Northampton, to amend the report, by inserting between the word
“ duel” and the word “ and,” the following words, viz: ‘1 or shall be
guilty of seduction and adultery.”
.Mr. PORTER withdrew the amendment, and moved further to amend
the report of the committee, by adding to the end thereof, as foilows,
viz: “ and any person guilty of seduction or adultery, shall be subject to
the like disabilities.”
Mr. KOSIGIACHER, of Lancaster, moved to amend the amendment, by
adding thereto the words following, viz : “ or shall be guilty of having
taken or administered secret or extra-judicial oaths.”
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, demanded the previous question, which
was seconded by the requisite number.

The question being, ‘6 Shall the main question be now put ?”
Mr. MANN,
mere ordered.

of Montgomery,

asked for the yeas and nays, which

The question was then taken, and decided in the affirmative,
lows, viz :

as fol-

YEAS--Mess=. Banks, Barclay, Bedford, Bigelom, Bonham, Brown, of Northamp
ton, Carry, Clapp, Clarke, of Leaver, Clark, 0f Dauphin, Clarke, of Indiana, Craig,
Grain, Crawford, Crum, Curl& Darlington, Darrah, Dillinger, Far&y, Foulkrod, Fuller, Gearhart, Harris, Hastings, Hayhurst, Hays, Henderson. of Allegheny, Henderson,
of Dauphin, Hiester, High, Hyde, Jenks, Keim. Kennedy, Kerr, Krebs, Maclay, Mann,
Martin, .hZ’Call, Merrill, %lerkel, Miller, Myers, Kevin, Pennypacker, Purviance, Read,
Rogers, Royer, Sacgcr, Scheetz, Sellers, Seltzer, Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Sturdevant,
Thomas, Weaver, Woodward-62.
NAYS-Messrs. Agnew, Ayrcs, Baldwin, Barndollar, Bell, Brown, of Philadelphia,
Butler, Chambers, Chandq of Chester, Chandler, of Philadelphia, Chauncey, Cleatmgcr, Cline, Cochran. Cope, Cunningham, Denny, Dickey, Donagan, Donnell, Dunlop, F!eming, Fry, Gamble, Gilmore, Grenell, HclKenstcin, Hopkinson, Houpt, Ingcr~011,Konigmacher. Lyons, Magee, M’Dowell, M’Sheny, Meredith. Montgomery, Over.
field, PO lock. Porter, of Lancaster, Porter, of Northampton, Riter. Russell, Scott,
Swill, Si:!, Sterigere, Stevens,Taggart, Todd, Weidman, White, Young, Sergeant,

President-54.
The question being on the report of the committee as amended,
Mr.

PORTER of Northampton,

were ordered.

asked for the yeas and nays, which
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The question was then taken and decided in the affirmatiue
lows, viz :

as fol-

Yeas-Messrs.
ilvm, Baldwin. Barndollar, Bar&z, Bedford, Carey, Chandler, of
Chester, Chmdler, bf Philadclphin, Chauncey. Clapp. Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of
Dauphin, Clarke, of Indiana, Cline, Cc&es, Cope, Craig, Crmvforrl, Crum, Cunningham Darlington. Denny, Dickerson, Fuller, Gearhart. Ha&, Hayhurst, Ha;>s,
Heudcrson, of Alleqhcny, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester. Houpt, Jcnks, Ker;,
Koniqnachvt, Krcbs, Mncl~y, Mann, Martin, M’Call, M’Dowell, M’Sherry, Mcnill,
Merkei, ?vliller, Montgorncry, Nevin, Pennypacker, Po:lock, Porter, of Lucastcr, Purviance, Read, Rogers, Royrr, Russell, Saeger, Sellers, Seltzer, Shel!ito, Sill, Smith,
Smyth, Stevens, Sturdevant,
Thomas, Woodward, Young-67.
Nsrs-Messrs.
Agnew, Banks, Barclay, Bell, Bigelow, Bonhsm, Brown, of Lancaster, Brown, of Sorthnmpton, Brown, of PhiJadeJphia, Butler, Chaml~rs, %a\-inaer, Cochran, Cr:rin, Cur I, Darrnh, Dic!tey. Dillingrr, Donator, Donncll. Dunlop,
Farreiiy, I’.eming, I”oolkrod, Fry. Gmnh’c. Gilmore, Grenell, I-I:xsthiKs, Jlcltli~nrteiu,
High, ffop!&son, 11) rle, Irqersoll, Kcim, Kcnne~ly. Lj-ens, Mr~w, Mere&h. Myers,
Over%eld, Porter, of Northmnl~ton, Riter, Scheetz, Scott, Serrill; Sterigere, ‘l’aggart,
Todd, Wcmer, Weihm,
White, Sergeant, President-53.
Mr. ~~~~RIULL, of Union, read a proposition which he,gave notice of his
intention to move as an amendment on the second readmg.
The Convention then rose and reported the sixth article to the Convention with sundry amendments, viz :
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the first section,
was amended to read as follows, viz :
$6Sheriffs and coroners shall, at the times and places of election of
One person
representatives, be chosen by the citizens of each county.
shall be c!~osen for encb office, who shall be commissioned by the
They shall hold their of%cs for three years, if the,y shall so
Governor.
loug behavc themselves weii, and uutil a successor be duly qualified ; but
no person shall be twice chosen or appointed sheriff in any term of six
years. Vacancies in either of said o&es shall be fi!led by an appoinlment
to be made by the Governor, to contiude until the next gcueral election,
scuduntil a successor shall be chosen and quahfied as aforesaid.”

So much of the report of the committee as relates to the second section,
was amended to read as follows, viz :
*
‘6 Prothonotarirs and clerks of the several courts, (except the prothonotaries of the supreme court, who shall be appointed by the court for the
term of three rears, if thev so long behave themselves well,) recorders of
deeds mid registers of wail s, shall. at the times and places of election of
representativea, be elected by the citizens of each county, or the districts
over which the jurisdiction of said courts extends, and shall be commis‘I’hcy sllall hold their 0fiii:es for three years, if
sioned by the Governl)r.
they shall so lony behave themselves well, and until their successors shall
‘Flte Le$slature shall provide by lilw the number of
be duly qualiFed.
persons in each county who shall hold said offices, and how many and
which of said offkes, shall be he:d by”onc person. Vacancies in any of
the said oflkes shall be tilled by au appoiutment to bd made by the
Governor, to continue until the nest general election, and until a success01
shall be elected and qualified as aforesaid.”
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the third and fo.urk,
3xtians, wag considered.and disageed.ta.
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so much of the report of the said committee as relates to the fifia se+
tioa was amended to read as follows, viz :
“. Justices of the peace and aldermen shall be elected in the several
wards, boroughs and townships, at the time of the election of constables,
by the qualified voters thereof, and shall be commissioned by the Governor
for a term of five years.”
So much of the report of the colnmittee as relates to the sixth se&on,
was amended to read a3 follows, viz :
“ A11 officers whose election or appointment is not provided for in this
Constitution, shall be elected or appointed as shall be directed by law.”
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the seventh section
was considered and agreed to, as follows, viz :
“A State treasurer shall be elected annually, by joint vote of both
branches of the Legislature.”
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the ei.ghth and
ninth sections, was considered aad disagreed to.
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the tenth section,
was amended to read as follows, via :
$6All officers for a term of years shall hoJd their offices for the terms
respectively specified, only on the condition that they so long behave
themselves well. and shall be removed on conviction of misbehavior in
o&e or of any infamou3 crime.”
So muc!l of the report of the committee as relates to the eleventh,
twelfth and thirteenth sections, was considered and disagreed to.
SO much of the report of the committee as relates to the fourteenth
section, was amended to read as follows, viz :
6~The freemen of this Commonwealth shall be armrd, organized and
discip!i;led f’or its’ defence, when and in such manner as may be directed
by law. ‘l’hose who conscientiously scruple to bear arms shall uot be
compelled to do so, but shall pay an equivalent for personal service.”
So much of the report of the committee as relates to the fifteenth SWtioli, mas amended to read a3 follOW3, viz :
$46nv person who shall, after the adoption of the amendment3 proposed
by this *Convention to the Constitution, fight a duel, or knowingly be the
bearer of a challenge to fiillt a duel, or send or accept a challenge for that
purpo3e, or be aider or abettor in fighting a duel, shall be deprived of the
rigtlt of holding any office of honor or profit in this State, and &all bo
pul+iled otherwise in such manner a3 is or may be [)rescribeti bv law.
Uut tilt: Executive may remit the said offence and all ils diqualific~t&s.”
SIXTH ARTICLE.

On motion of Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, the report of the committee of
t,he whole was laid on the table, and the Couvention resolved itscii into a
committee of the whole, Mr. M'SHERRY in the chair, on the report 01 the
committee, to which was referred the fiflh article of the Constitution.
‘I’1.e report of the majority of the committee was read, as follows:
The cqmrnittee to whom was referred article fifh of the Constitution,
report : ‘I’hat they have considered the several sections, matter and provisions, contained in said article ;. and. that they have deemed it expedient tq,
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submit to the Convention the following amendments in relation to the
same, and no other, viz :
That the same be amended, by striking out the fourth section, and the
said article be further amended by striking out the tenth section, and
inserting in place thereof, the following :
‘1 The justices of the peace shall be chosen by the qualified voters in
such convenient districts, in each county, at such time, and in such manner
as by law may be provided; and that there shall be one justice of the peace
in every such district, containing not less than fifty taxable inhabitants,
and that there may be chosen as aforesaid, an addlttonal justice in every
such district, for every one hundred and fifty taxable inhabitants in said
district, exceeding one hundred : and said justices shall hold their of&es
for the term of five years from the time of their choice as aforesaid, except
those first chosen under this amendmeut, who shall be classed as by law
may be provided, and in such manner, that one equal fifth part of the said
justices in the several counties shall go out of offme annually thereafter.
The said justices shall be commissioned by the Governor, and may be
removed by the Governor, on conviction of misbehavior in office or of any
infamous crime, or on the address of the Senate, and the said justices shall
give security to the Commonwealth for the faithful discharge of the duties
of their office, in such form and manner as the Legislature may direct.
The report of the minority of the committee was then read, as follows :
The subscribers, a minority of the committee on the fifth article of the
Constitution, respectfully report : That they concur in the report of the
majority of said committee, as to all the sections of the said article, except
sections second and fourth. The subscribers recommend the amendrnent
of the second and fourth sections of said article, so that the same may read
as follows :
SECTION 2. The Governor shall nominate, by message in writing, and
by and with the advice and consent of the Senate, shall appoint the judges
of all the courts established by this Constitution, or which now are or
hereafter may be establish:d by law. The judges of the supreme court
shall hold their offices respectively, for the term of ten years, but may be
The president judges of the several courts of common
re-appointed.
pleas and the judges of the several district courts and of such other conrts
as now are, or hereafter may be established by law, shall hold their off,ces
for the term of seven years, but may be reappointed.
The associate
judges of the several counties shall hold their offices for the term of three
years, but may be reappointed.
For any reasonable cause, which shall
not be sufficient ground of impeachment, the Governor may remove anp
of the said judges, on the address of two thirds of each branch of the
The said judges shall, at stated times, receive for their
Legislature.
services, adequate salaries to be fixed by law, which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office ; but they shall receive no tees,
travelling expenses, per diem allowances or perquisites of of&e, nor hold
any other office of profit under this Commonwealth.
Provided, That
after the ratification and adoption of this Constitution, the Governor shall
by and with the consent of the Senate, reappoint one of the then existing
judges of the supreme court, for the term of two years ; one of them for
the term of four years, one of them for the term of six years, one of them
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for the term of eight years, and one of them for the term of ten years; an&
whenever any vacancy occurs on the bench of the supreme court, by the
death, resignation or removal of any judge thereof, the Governor shall, in
the manner aforesaid, fill such vacancy by the appointment of a judge, for
the unexpired term of the judges SO deceased, resigning or removed.
SECTION 4. This Commonwealth shall be by law divided into conve.
A president judge shall be appointed for eachnient judicial districts.
The president and.
district, and two associate judges for each county.
associate judges, any two of’ whom shall be a quorum, shall compose the
respective courts of common pleas.
The first section of the Constitution was then taken up for consideration, as follows :
6‘ SECTION 1. The judicial power of this Commonwealth shall be vested
in a supreme court, in courts of oyer and terminer and geueral jail
delivery, in a court of common pleas , orphan’s court, register’s court,
and a court of quarter sessions Of the peace for each county : ia justices
of the pezce, and in such other courts as the Legislature may from time to
time establish.”
No amendment was reported to this se&ion.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, moved to amend the section in the 4th
line, by inserting after the word “ peace,” the words, ‘6 or such other
courts as may be established by law.”
Mr. PORTER, briefly explained his reasons for this motion. He desired.
to leave it within the power of the Legislature to reduce the number of
courts. It might become matter for grave consideration, whether the
public interests would not be promoted by the substitution of a single
court OFcourts. .4s the section stands, the Legislature can only establish
additional courts, as the terms are positive : but under his amendment,
others might be substituted for those now in existence, if the public good
should appear to require the change.
&Ir. BANKS, of Mifflin, thought the section as it stands exactly what
was required to meet the views of the gentleman from Northampton.
Mr. PORTER repeated the explanation he had before given.
Mr. BELL, of Chester, said he saw the distinction at which the gendeman from Northampton was aiming; but he did not know whether it
would be wise or expedient to adopt the amendment.
It had been
frequently said, that we should not make any changes, uuless they wee
called for by good reasons. NO such reasons had been assigned. The
clause had hitherto worked well. The courts had gone on well: they
had understood their jurisdiction, and executed all that was required
of them. Unless he should hear any better reasons than had yet been,
painted out, according to the course he had prescribed to himself, not to
vote for any change without g@od reasons, he would be obliged to vote.
against this motion, unless reasons could be assigned which would,
enable him to justify himself for a contrary course. If a change were
necessary, it might be effected by the mere change of a word-substitutmg
the word “or” for the word “and” in the 5th line. If it tYere really
necessary to invest the Legislature with power to abrogate any of the
courts, the gentleman could reach his object by striking out one word,
and inserting another.
VOL. iv.
s
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it&. WOODWARD,of Luzerne, had another objection to the proposition.
Et would interfere with the independence of the judiciary, ‘which he
hoped they would all be careful to preserve. There was great propriety
io the establishment of the courts by constitutional provision, so that the
Legislature could not reach them. He knew of no practical inconvenience
which could be shewn to have resulted from the Constitution as it now
stands, and no suflicient reasons had been assigned for the amendment,
Be also agreed with the gentleman from Chester, that if the amendment
were proper, the ob,ject could be accomplished by changing a single
Ymrd.
Mr. PoRTEn said he wonld be glad to adopt the suggestions of the
ge3ntlemen, and if they would pledge themselves to vote for the amendment in its modified form, he would so modify it. He would not consent
.W tie up the Legislature by a provision that they should not change
Phe courts. He had not the same fear of the Legislature that some
gentlemen had. It was true he hnd never been a member of that body,
Z& therefore perhaps he was ignorant of what took place there. But he
w99 willing to trust them. ,411that the Constitution granted to them was
&e ritht to exercise the power, when the public interest required its
sxxcise.
He had heard ccmplaints of the mode in which the jcdiciarv
Gcnt:emen had said much on that subject. It ~3s: h&
dystcm worked.
w&i; to make it as perfect as any system could be made; and he wl.&
E.ti &I to put his proposition in‘euch 3 shape as would mert the I-iews
cd‘ &ntkmcn.
Mr. BELL suggcsteri L.h-t the gentleman from Northampton must tavc
&xgotten the position in which he entered the Convention.
That gen&roan had once used tile expression that the incessant cry of i: party
4~ the State was ‘6 change ! change ! change !“-and he was indisposed
w make any change. Now the gentleman had come forward, anJ
I:;id introduced some small change. He had told the Convention that hc
5x&l not agree to any change without s&icient
re3scn.9. And now,
when he was solemnly cailetl on to give his reasons for the change lie
30~ proposes, the gentleman tells us that it may Iiercai’ter be desira‘i,le to
reduce the courts. ci We want no c,!lange, and least of all such ch;n;ge as
his would give us.” He (Mr. B.) was sorry the gentleman had so far
%eIotten his position.
We want no guch change. No reasons h~ye
baen assigned to justify it. He, therefore, felt himself bound to Va
tlgxhst the suggestion. He was very glad to hear opposition co;e
frro~n his friend fxorc Lazerne, (Air. Woodward) on the gro”rd of
&a inteiference of the clause with the independence of the Judiciary.
Xe was glad to hear that the gentleman from Luzerne had SL& 3
gaof::,und respect for ita independence.
$[ir. P~~TEX said that in reference to the Daily Chronicle, he found
ILLS I;c had not been quoted correctly.
His language, so iong ago 5s
:& 3th of iU;ly lzst, was-“ the unceasing cry ot *change ! ct-lange !
*.;,“znf3.6:
He would be glad to find the
‘3 !’ for mere change sake.”
~&ieman
rlorn Chester acting with him on this question, although
I>{>>vas aware that gentleman could find a much more able ally in
He (Mr. P.) was sti!l as much opposed
tie scntleuian from Luzerne.
3:; 6schange for mere change sake.”
Ilc I:::cw that the British Pa&nz~.f~t are laboring in a cosrse directly opposite to that we are pnrsL1r.g.
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He would be sorry to do any thing which could unsettle judicial
decisions, but he thought the system might be simplified without
doing any thing of this kind.
Now he wanted to know if you abolish your associate judges, and
organize your courts as has been proposed, by some gentlemen hereand he bilieved the gentleman from Chester was as much in favor of
that as any gentleman, by the substitution of legal characters for those
judges,-in
that case, might it not be proper to call your courts by some
other name than that of quarter sessions? Howedid it get that name
origindly ? Because it was held by justices ot the peace in England,
as in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, until the adoption of the ConIt made a radical change in the system, by associating two
stitution.
associate judges with a law character. In other words, giving the duties
of the justices of the peace into the hands of these three judges, and
they exercised the functions of judges of the court of common pleas,
quarter sessions, orphans’ court, and register’s court.
Now it may be found necessary to substitute for this long f;irrago of
names, the names of judges of the county court, in whom all this jurisdiction shall be vested. He supposed that his object might be as well
attained by substituting the word “ or” for “ and,’ and he believed he
He had no wish to undermine
should vary his amendment accordingly.
the independence of the judiciary, but he insisted that the Legislature
must retain the power to repeal the laws establishing any court they
deemed necessary. Now the distinction between the amendment and the
existing Constitution will be, that if, in practice, it should be found necessary to vest a part of the jurisdiction of the present courts in other
is
courts, still the courts must continue, although their jurisdiction
transferred, because the CoI)stitution provides that there shall be such
courts. He did not subscribe to the doctrine, that the Legislature had not
the power to repeal a law establishing a court, if it is found not to work
well in practice, or not to be necessary. That question was solemnly
settled in the Congress of the United States, when the midnight judiciary
bill was repealed,
He trusted that doctrine would be asserted in th&
Commonwealth ; and if it, was, he did not believe that in this peaceable,
law loving State of ours, there ~oukl ever be found two set of men
He
claiming seats as judges of any court which might be established.
was not afraid to trust this power in the hands of the Legislature of
Pennsylvania, because he did not believe that the House of Representatives, the Senate, and the Governor, would ever be found combining to
do such an act of injustice as 6ome gentlemen seemed to apprehend
they might.
He believed such power should be left with the Legislature, so that the skeleton cf a court might not be left when the substance,
the jurisdiction, was take? away.
He then varied his motion, by moving to substitute the word 1. or” in
the section, for the word “ and.”
Mr. NOPKI~SON said it seemed to him that this amendment, proposed
by the gentleman from Northampton, involved more serious consequences
than were apprehended by him. He thought, after this Convention was
assembled, perhaps in Juue last, a question was made in favor of an express declaration, that this Constitution should consist of three parts:
she Legislative,_the Executive, and the Judicial, which should iorever

.
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be kept separate and distinct ; and the amendment to that effect was not
adopted, because, as he understood it, that they were thus separate and
distinct in the existing Constitution.
He understood the reading of this
Constitution proved that this was so, and that this government was
intended to consist of three separate and independent departments, the
Legislative, the Executive, and the Judicial departments, and that these
were intended, by the fu@amental law of the State, to be independent
of each other, and independent of legislative action. Now, is it not
most evident that the amendment will place one department, aud that
the most important departmant of your government, entirely at the wil&
of the Legislature.
If the judiciary department is placed in this relation to the legislative, what security is there for its continuance ? If these courts are to,
exist at the mere will of the LegisIature, their jurisdiction to be taken away,
and the courts abolished at pleasure, how will the judiciary be an independent department ? He would Iather see any other department
placed in this position-it
is the destruction, not only of the independence, but of the existence, of that department.
It is in vain to talk
about a government of laws, if these tribunals, who execute the laws,
shall be at the will and pleasure of the law makers. Then you aombine the legislative and judicial departments, and make the judicial the
mere footstool of the legislative department.
In the second article of
the Constitution it is said that the supreme executive power shall be
Just as well might you say, or such other pervested in a Governor.
son as the Legislature shall direct. If you permit temporary acts of the
Legislature to change your fundamental law in this way, you have your
Constitution one thing to-day, and another thing to-morrow, and in fact
you have uo Constitution at all. He was satisfied that this amendment
which was making the existence of the supreme court dependat upon:
the Legislature, was to blot from your Constitution altogether the principle that the government is to consist of three separate and independent
departments.
Mr. DARLINGTON desired to present a few views to the consideration
of the committee, which had not yet been brought to its notice. We are
all aware that one of the main and leading questions to be settled in
relation to the judiciary is the tenure of office. Some may be in favor
of the term for good behaviour, but others we know, from all that we
have heard, are in favor of a term of years. Well, suppose we adopt.
either one or the other-suppose
we adopt the report of the committee
fixing it at seven years, or sny it shall be during good behaviour,.
what does either amount to, if the amendment succeeds putting it in
the power of the Legislature to abolish all the.courts, and turn out of
office every judge, whether he is appointed for seven or for ten+years,
or during good behaviour, and substituting therefor any court they
choose.
The Legislature may abolish a law establishing these courts whenever
they please, and enact one to continue for one, or three, or five years, or
any other time that suits them, and direct it to be carried into effect.
This would, in fact, be abolishing the Constitutional
proviriou
in
regard to the tenure of office entirely, and it seemed to him to be,wholly
inadmissible on this ground.
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Mr. PORTER’S amendment was then rejected without a division.
The committee then took up the report of the committee on the
judiciary article; that it is inexpedient to make any amendment in thefollowing section :
“SECTION 2. The judges of the supreme court and of the several
courts of common pleas, shall hold their offices during good behaviour.
But for any reasonable cause, which shall not be sufficient ground of impeachment, the Governor may remove any of them, on the address of
two-thirds of each branch of the Legislature.
The judges of the supreme court, and the presidents of the several courts of common pleas,
shall, at stated times, receive, for their services, an adequate compensation, to be fixed by law, which shall not be diminished during. their
continuance in office ; but they shall receive no fees or perquisites of
coffice, nor hold any other of&e of profit under this Commonwealth.”
Mr. WOODWARD moved to amend the report of the committee, by
substituting for the above section, the section reported by the minority
,of the committee on the judiciary article, modified so as to read as
follows :
“ The Judges of the Supreme Court shall hold their offices respectively for the term of ten years, but may be re-appointed.
The President
Judges of the several courts of Common Pleas, and the Juclges of the
several District Courts, and such Courts as now are, or hereafter may be,
established by law, shall hold their offices for the term of seven years,
but may be re-appointed.
The associate judges of the several counties
shall hold their offices for the term of five years, but may be re-appointed. For any reasonable cause, which shall not be sufficient ground of
impeachment, the Governor may remove any of the said judges on the
address of two-thirds of each branch of the Legislature.
The said
judges shall, at stated times, receive, for their services, adequate salaries
to be fixed by law, which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office ; but they shall receive no fees, travelling expenses, per
diem allowances, or perquisites of oflice, nor hold any other oflice of
profit under this Commonwealth : Provided, That after the ratification
and adoption of this Constitution, the Governor shall, by and with the
advice and consent of the Senate, re-appoint one of the then existing judges
of the supreme court for the term of two years ; one of them for term of
four years ; one of them for the term of six years ; one of them for the
term of eight years ; and one of them for the term of ten years ; and
whenever any vacancy occurs on the bench of the supreme court by
death, resignation or removal, of any judge thereof, the Governor shall,
in the manner aforesaid, fill such vacancy by the appointment of a Judge
*for the unexpired term of the judges so deceased, resigning, or removed.”
Mr. WOOD~ABD explained why the motion was moved in this modified
form. The first part, in relation to the mode of appointment, was omitted, because provision had already been made by an amendment adopted
by the committee, as to the manner in which judges were to be appointed;
therefore, it was unnecessary to retain this part of the section. And
the word “five”
for the word “ three,” extending the time of the
associate judges to five years, was inserted in consequence of a subsequent opinion of the minority on the judiciary article.
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city, then rose and addressed thtr

MI. Chairman : The importance of the subject of this debate is
The construction of the judicial department of the governundeniable.
ment, so as to secure for it the requisite learning, integrity and independence, is essential, not only for the just administration of the laws which
may be enacted, but of the Constitution itself. The judiciary is the
great regulating power of the government ; it alone has the ability to
keep every other power in its place, and preserve the harmonious action
of the whole. It is truly unfortunate that on such a subject the committee have not been able to agree on their report ; and I deem it a misfortune for myself to differ with the respectable and learned gentleman
who compose the minority of the committee.
It has been repeatedly said on this floor that all discussion and argument of this question is useless, and might be dispensed with ; that the
votes are counted and the decision settled ; that the judges are doomed,
and no effort to save them can avail. I will not believe it; I have too
much respect for the members of this body to believe that, before the
argument has been opened, before the question has even been presented
to them, they have decided it. But if it be so, this does not alter my
duty, nor will it deter me from the performance of it. The conquerors
may triumph and exult here, in the destruction of the judiciary, but the
time will assuredly come when they will deplore their victory even
more than we do who have endeavored to prevent it. 1 ask but for a
sober and dispassionate consideration of this great question ; a quiet and
candid hearing-I
shall then submissively abide the issue. My personal
interest in the result is as inconsiderable ad that of any man who hears
me. The Constitution, even thus mutilated, will endure for the small
residue of my life, and I shall neither see nor feel the evil consequences
of the injuries you may inflict upon it. I do not’ forget, sir, that eulogiums on the Constitution which have been delivered in this hall, have
been sometimes sharply rebuked, and sometimes treated with levity and
ridicule ; but I may be permitted to say, and no man will be bold enough
to deny it, that faulty and dispised as it now seems in every department,
it redeemed the Commonwealth from many calamities; that it found us
depressed and desponding ; divided and distracted ; industry and enterprize at a stand, aud ruin in our view. All this is changed to universal,
unexampled prosperity and happiness, to a perfect securiiy in the
enjoyment of every right and blessing that a free and rational people
should expect or desire. If we owe this change, even in a considerable
degree, to the Constitution, with which it began, and under which it
has continued to increase, let us not approach it with a hostile spirit, or
touch it with a rash hand. Before you remove its fundamental principles, be assured, beyond all reasonable doubt, that they are seriously
defective, and that your remedies will be efficacious to improve them.
Let US not fix our eyes on some present, personal, or party object to be
accomplished or served ; some temporary or local cause of complaint,
which may be removed by safer means than a mutilation of the body.
He is not the best surgeon, who uses the knife most fearlessly, but who
knows when to use it, The little passions and interests of the day
come and depart like passing clouds ; I have seen too*many successions of
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them, to wonder at the importance that was given to them ; but the prosperity and happiness of a great people depend upon no such matters;
they stand on the everlast,ing foundations of intelligence and truth. Here
let us build, and disregard all paltry party politics and interests, which
are changing every day.
Two reports are before you, one from the majority, the other from
The first recommends, that the fourth
the minority of the committee.
and tenth sections of this article (the Jiilh of the Constitution) shall be
expunged.
The fourth, because it was temporary, has performed its
office, and no longer has any operation.
The tenth gives the appointment of the justices of the peace to the Governor, and makes the tenure
Instead of this, it is proof their offices “ during good behavioor.”
posed, tbnt the justices shall be elected by the people, and hold their
offices for a term of five years. They are to be commissioned by the
Governor, and to be removed by him for misbehaviour, a conviction of
any crime, or on the address of the Senate ; and they are to give security
for the faithful discharge of their duties. As to the judges of the
supreme court, and of the courts of common pleas, they are left as they
are in the Constitution, to hold their offices during good behaviour,
removeable by impeachment, or on the address of two-thirds of each
branch of the Legislature,
The report of the minority, concurs with
that of the majority, as to the mode of appointing justices of the peace,
and the tenure of their offices, but ordains, instead of the second section,
as it now st,ands, of the article, that the judges of the supreme court
shall hold their offices for ten years ; the presidents of the courts oE
common pleas, and judges of the district courts for seven years, and the
associate judges of the common pleas for three years. There is also, a
provision for vacating the seats of three existing judges.
Three plans or
propositions are now submitted to the Conveniion.
1. The constitutioo
as it is. 2. The report of the majorty of the committee.
3. The report
of the minority.
Here then you are to choose ! Heaven grant that your
choice may be a wise one.
I cannot but repeat my regret that this committee, constituted as ‘in
was, with the exception of one respectable member from Chester, of
members of the law-members
of a profession who ought best to understand this subject, both in theory and practice, and have a peculiar
interest in it, could not come to a satisfactory agreement respecting id
It was very desirable that such a committee should have presented to
the Convention, a report in which they all united. It will not be doubt.
ed, that every member of the committee had acted, on his deliberate an&
conscientious opinion, and it is the right and duty of the Convention b
decide between them.
Before I proceed to the discussion of the great principles upon which
the committee have divided, I beg your permission to consume a few
minutes of your time, on a matter which may be considered rather a
having a personal application to the majority of the committee. It has
been suggested more than once, on the floor of this House, and out of
it, that by consenting to give the justices of the peace to the election d
the people, and by taking from them their tenure of good behaviour, we
have abandoned the principle on which we defend that tenure for the
judges of the superior courts. This is a great mistake, and a brief ex-
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planation will prove it to be so. If we have done so ; if a satisfactory
argument can be raised from these premises to bring us to that conclusion,
we must admit that we have been blind or insane, for most assuredly
we had no such intention, nor did we anticipate any such consequence.
When the circumstances under which this report was made, are
understood; when the object which was hoped to be obtained by the
*once&on, is explained, it will be acknowledged that no principle was
abandoned, and that the majority, if that object cannot be had, are no
ionger bound by the concession, but are at full and free liberty to
recall it, and return to the Constitution as it stands for the appointment
of the justices, and the tenure of their ofices.
I refer to the gentlemen
of the minority of the committee ; I confidently appeal to their candour
to say, whether this change in the Constitution was not agreed to, by the
majdrity, as a concession, not as their opinion on the abstrsct question;
-+vhether it was not an attempt at a compromise, not a wish to effect any
change in the Constitution.
We found nearly one half of the committee
fixed in the belief that the tenure of all the judges and justices should be
.changed from good behaviour to a term fo! years ; that such was the will
and wishes of the people, and such tbe intention of a majority of the
Could we ask, could we expect, that these gentlemen, or
Convention.
those in this body, who hold the same opinions, would give up the whole
,g-round and disappoint, as they believed, the people in a darling object ‘I
We understood that the election of the justices was most especially the
wish of the people, and we hoped that by yielding that point, we might
secure the tenure, for the higher, and more important courts. It was
offered as a compromise, and although it was not accepted by the minority of the committee as appears by their report, and who hare throughout actrd with entire good f’aitb and candour in all our consultatiocs, we
did nevertheless hope, that it might be acceptable to a majority of the
Convention ; at least, that the attempt was worth makiiig.
Shouid it fail,
as it probably will, we shall only be thrown back upon ocr ground, alld
be at liberty to vote for the Constitution, zs it is, both in relation to the
justices and judges. How does this differ from the ofl’ers of compromise
made daily m other transactions ? Neither party czn expect to have
all ; each must give something be thinks he has a right to, in order to
gain something he thinks of more importance.
TO ask for all he claims
under the pretence or name of a compomiee, would be IO inenlt his adBut the offer is by no means, an ac!mission that he has no
versary.
right 10 that which he ofl’ers, nor an abandonment of the right, if the
offer should be rejected. 1 am possess4 of a fine and flourishing farm,
of rich meadows, 3nd fertile fields, of a comfortable mansion that has
afforded me every convenience for many years, of extensive barns and
.granaries. I have no doubt of my right to all of them ; but a str:inger
comes with or without ri&
and claims the whole ; \vould dispossess me
of my living,
I deny his right, I beiieve in my own ; but 1 hate got
into trouble ; he has power, I may suffer much, I may even lose all, and
to prevent this hazard, to secure that which is most essential to me, I
offer to my adversary, a few acres of the least value. Will any one par
that by this, I abandon my right the to rest, because I hold all under t&
same title ? Do 1 eveu admit that I have not a right to that which I thus
.offer to part with ? and if the compromise is refused, do I not return,
without injury to my first title, and a!1 the I,igh!s I enjoyed before. ‘~hq
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do I now stand before this Convention, if our compromise is not acceptIf ypu will not give the price, the consideration
ed by the Convention.
we demand for the concession we are willing to make, do not expect to
take the concession without it. I say now again to the Convention, save
me the jugdes of the supreme court, and of the courts of common pleas,
let them continue to hold their offices, on their present tenure, and so
far as I am concerned, you shall give the election of the justices to the
people, and limit their commissions to a term of years, not because, in
my judgment, this is wise or politic, but because I must make the best
of the circumstances in which I am placed, I must relieve the judiciary
from the pressure that is npou it, as far as I can. The majority of the
committee desire to stand fairly understood before the Convention, and
before the country, and for this purpose, this explanation was proper and
necessary.
Yet if we have been guiltv of the folly imputed to us, i:
should have no influence on the questibn before the Couvention ; that
Let us bear the
must be decided by other considerations and principles.
consequesnces of our fault, but it should not be visited on the judges
or the justices.
But this part of the case has a range beyond the justification
of the
report of the committee, and it may be interesting to the Convention to
inquire, whether the Constitution puts the Judges and the justices on the
same footing, except as to the tenure of their offices ? Whether they are
so identifiedin the Constitution, that you cannot change the tenure of the
justices, without violating the principle which protects t.hejudge?
A recurrence to the Constitution will at once convince us that this is not the
case ; and that the independence of the judges, constitutionally considered, may remain, although the tenure of the justices should be reduced.
Judges and justices are not identified or classed tqgether, in the Constitution ; they are separated in many important particulars.
Are the justices a part of the judiciary ? In one sense they are so, and a very impordecide a vast number of cases, and a great amount
tant part of it -they
The poorer classes of our citizens, are deeply affected
of property.
A delegate from the coumy of
by the judgments of these tribunals.
Philadelphia,
suggested that it would probably be better if their Jurisdict.ion were ronfined to rriminal cases ; that they should be, as in E:gland, mere conservators of the peace, and that originally, it was so intended in this province.
I do not know how this may have been ; but I
am disposed to prefer it as it is. A prompt and convenient tribunal for
the little disputes of our citizens is very necessary, and the justice of the
neighborhood seems to be as good as any. There is no doubt that the
Constitution has been abused in the appointment of justices.
“ A cornpetenl”. number was to be appointed, competent for the wauts and business of the people, and these commissions were not intended to be used
as instruments of execulive patronage, as a sort of small coin, to p3>Who expected to see hundreds
small partisans in the war of elections.
of them issued in a few weeks, aud by a Governor just going out of office Y
Some remedy should be applied to this abuse, and the most natural and
safe one seems to be, to limit their number.
Whilst, however, I admit that the justices of the peace, are a part oi
the judicial power of the Commonwealth, I contend, that they are not
glaced in the Constitution on the same footing with the judges; they do
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not stand together on the same platform ; they are not regulated by, thr
same principles, and you may safely, 02 without any violation of prmciple, or any constitutional incongruity, alter the tenure of the one, and
leave the other untouched.
* I will not detain you by any commentaries upon the points of difference, but be satisfied with stating them. The justices then differ from the
judges, in the estimation of the Constitution in these particulars. 1. Their
number is not limited.
2. Their jurisdiction is not defined, but left to the
Legislature to make it more or less at their pleasure, and it has, accordmgly, been greatly extended, both as to the amount or value of the controversy and-the subjects of it. 3. The justices have no salaries, but depend entirely on their fees, for their compensation ; whereas the compensation of the judges is to be fixed by law, and cannot be diminished
during their continuance in ofllce, and they are prohibited from receiving any fees or perquisites.
This is a most important difference in their
tenures, particularly in relation to the question of independence, which
is secured in a much higher degree for the judges, than the justices.
4. The judges cannot hold any other office of profit under the Commonwealth ; but this restriction is not estended to the justices ; nor can a
judge be a member of Congress, or hold any office of profit or trust,
under the United States. The justices are not subject to this disability,
which also has a direct application to the question of independence.
5.
Justices are removable by a majority of each branch of the Legislature,
but two thirds are required to remo;e a judge-a
higher independence
lVo appeal is allowed
js here also given to the judge. And finally-6.
from the judgment of a justice, in many cases which come within their
,jurisdiction.
Is there not abundant evidence here, to show that the Constitution did not intend to place the independence of the justices of the
peace, on the same ground-or
to guard it with the same care, as that of
the judges of the courts, and of course that this committee, and any and
every member of this Convention, may, without any inconsistency, without the abandonment of the great principle of judicial independence, consent to limit the commission of a justice of the peace, to a term of years,
while he adheres inflexibly to the tenure of good behavionr for the judges ?
It seems to me, to be impossible to consider these justices, spread over
the Commonwealth without stint of number, or place, at the pleasure of
the Executive ; depending upon the Legislature for their pozcer and
emolumenfs, and upon constables for their pophity
and !)uGness, to
be a part of the regular, permauent, independent judiciary of the State.
They, indeed, depend upon the Legislature fnr their being, who having
them wholly under their control, as to jurisdiction and emolument, may
legislate them out of their existence.
I have said, that they are not within the prohibition of the eighth
section of the second article of the Constitution, forbidding judges to be
members of Congress, or to hold any&ice under the United States. In
the first place, we know, that they have been and are elected members of
Congress, as well as of the State Assembly, without forfeiting their
commissions.
Bnt I am corroborated, if it be needed, in this opinion,
by the decision of our supreme court, pronounced after full argument
and with great deliberation.
The case is reported fully in the third volume of Judge Yeates’ Reports, p. 300. As I have referred you to the
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volume where the case is reported, I will be very brief in my statement
of it. It was, a motion for an information in nature of a quo warrant0
against Alexander J. Dallas, who then being the district attorney of the
United States, also held the office of recorder of the city of Philadelphia. The recorder is the law judge, or officer of the mayor’s court of
the city. It was alleged, in support of the motion, that the recorder was
a judge, and that as such, it could not be held by a person holding at the
same time an office of trust and profit under the United States. It was
agreed, that if there were a fair tloubt on the questiou, the court should
grant the information, after which the case would be again argued. But
The
It seems, the court had no doubt, and denied the information.
opinion delivered, is long and elaborate, and the decision was, that the
recorder of the mayor’s court is certainly a judicial officer-and as such,
as commissioned during good behaviour, and exercises judicial functions,,
but, that nevertheless, he is not a judge within the meaning of the Constitution ; that the Convention has expressly denominated certain judicial officers by the appropriate name of judges, namely, the judges of
the supreme court-of
the common pleas, and 120 others; that justices
of the peace are part of the judicial
power, but are not included under
the name of j,&es.
Here (Mr. H.) yielded the floor.
On motion of Mr. IWGERBOLL,the committee rose, reported progress,
and obtained leave to sit again ; and,
The Convention then adjourned.

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER28, lS38.

Mr. FULLER presented a memorial from citizens of Fayette county
on the subject of amendments to the Constitution, which was laid on the
table.
Mr. WOODWARDoffered the following resolution :
‘Resolved, That the librarian of the State library bc requested to keep the library open
and lighted each evening until nine o’clock.”

The resolution was then read a second time and adopted.
Mr. CUNNINGKAX, of Mercer, moved, that the Convention will to day
dispense with the daily recess, and that when it adjourns, it will adjourn
to meet on Monday morning at 9 o’clock.
Mr. FULLER, of Fayette, asked for the yeas and nays, and they were
ordered.
The question was then taken and decided in the affirmative, as follows,
viz.
PEU-Messrs.
Agnew, Ayres, Baldwin, Banks, Barclay, Bedford, Bell, Bigelow,
Bonham, Brown, of Lancaster, Brown, of Philadelphia, Butler, Carey, Chambers,

.
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Chandler, of Chester, Channcey, Clarke, of Beaver, Clark, of Dauphin, Clnrke, of
Indiana, Cline, Gates, Cochran, CoPe, Crain, Cunningham, Curll, Darzington. Denny,
Dickey, Donagan, Donncll, Dunlop. Fnrrel!y, Forward, Fou’krod, Fry, Gilmore, Grenall, Hastings, Hays, Heltlenstrin, Henderson, of Dauphin, Hiester, Hopkinson, Houpt,
Hyde, Ingersoll, Jenks, Kcim, Krnnedy, Konigmacher, Lyons, Maclay. Mngec. Martin,
M’Shorry, Meredith, Merrill, Myer.,E. Overfield, Polloek, Porter. of Northampton. Read,
Rogers, Russell, Serrill, Sill, Stevens, Sturdcvant, Thomas, Todd, White. Woodwxd,
Sergeant, Preside&-74.
NAPS-Messrs. Barndollar. Cleavingcr, Craig, Crawford, Crum, Darrah, Dickerson,
Dillinger, Earle. Fu!lcr. Gearhart, Hams, Hnyhurst, Henderson of Allegheny. High,
‘Kerr, Krebs, Mann, M’Call, Merkel, Miller. Montgomery, Pennypacker. Purrisncr.
Satger, Scheetz, Scott, Sellers, Seltzer, Shcllito, Smith, Smyth, Taggart-33.

FIFTH ARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. M’Sherey in the chair, on the report of the committee, to whom was
.referred the fifth article of the Constitution.
The question being on the motion of hlr. WO~DWARD to amend the
said report, by inserting the following to be called section second, viz :
GhThe judges of the supreme court shall hold their oflices respectively
for the term of ten years, but may be re-appointed. The president judges
of the several courts of common pleas and the judges of the several
district courts, and of such other courts as now are or hereafter may be
established by law, shall hold their offices for the term of seven years,
The associate judges of the several counties
but may be reappointed.
shall hold their offices for the term of five years, but may be reappointed.
For any reasonable cause which shall not be sufficient ground of impeachment, the Governor may remove any of the said judges on the address
of two-thirds of each branch of the Legislature.
The said judges shall
at stated times receive for their services adequate salaries to be fixed by
law, which shall not be diminished during their continuance in office,
but they shall receive no fees, travelling expenses, per diem allowances
or perquisites of office, nor hold any other office or profit under this
Commonwealth:
Pro~Gded, That after the ratification and adoption of
this Constitution, the Governor shall, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate, reappoint one of the then existing judges of the supreme
court for the term of two years, one of them for the term of four years,
one of them for the term of six years, one of them for the term or eight
years, and one of them for the term of ten years. And whenever anv
vacancy occurs on the bench of the supreme court by the death, resignation or removal of any judge thereof, the Governor shall, in the manner
aforesaid, fill such vacancy by the appointment of a judge for the unexpired term of the judges so deceased, resigning or removed.”
Mr. Hor~rxsox resumed his remarks.
Allow me Mr. Chairman, to refer to one other authority, to show to
you, that the independence of the judiciary, in relation to the tenure of
the offices of the judges, is by no means identified with that of the justices of the peace. Their character and positions are verv different,
In
the Constitution of hlassachusetts, part 1, section 29, it ;‘s declared to be
“essential to the preservation of the rights of every individual, his life,
liberty, property and character, that there be an impartial interpretation
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It is the right of every citizen
of the laws, and administration of justice.
to be tried by judges as free, impartial and independent, as the lot of humanity will admit. It is, therefore, not only the best policy, but for the
security of the rights of the people, and of every citizen, that the judges
of the supreme judicial court should hold their offices as long as they
behave themselves well, and that they should have honorable salaries
ascertained and established by standing laws.”
In chapter 3d, article
lst, it is declared, that “all judiciub oJ%ers duly appointed, shall hold
their offices during good behaviour, excepting such concerning whom
In the third
there is a differeut provision made in this Constitution.”
article of the same chapter, it is provided, that “ in order that the people
may not suffer from the long continuance in place of any justice of the
the peace, who shall fail of discharging the impotrant duties of his o&e
with ability and fidelity, all commissions of justices of the peace shall
expire and become void in the term of seven years from their respective
I leave this part of the case here, and proceed to the more
dates.”
important subject of our consideration.
Whenever a real, effectual judicial independence has been sought for,
it has been found in the tenure for good behaviour and fixed salaries, that
the judges may not be at the mercy of the Legislature, or any other
branch of the government, either for their offices, or tbeir compensation.
There was no such thing as anindependent judiciary in England, until
The history of this independence in England is
it was thus protected.
recent and brief. The gentleman on my right, (Mr. Ingersoll) has truly
said, indeed it has become an historical axiom, that-English liberty is
dated from the revolution of 1688, but I aver, that neither that, or any
other revolution could secure the liberties of a people, unless their laws
were administered with true impartiality and unflinching fidelity, without
fear of, or favour to, any human power ; and for this administration, you
must depend upon your courts ; and to be assured of it from them, you
must make your judges independent of every power and influence, that
might press too hard upon them, and put their judgment and integrity to
an unreasonable and unnecessary trial. HOW is it, but by the increased
security and independence of the courts of justice, that Euglish liberty is
more firm and safe now, than before the revolution ? The Executive
authority is under no more restraint than before, except in its power over
the judiciary ; the Legislative authority is the same ; but the judges’ have
been made more independent of both the other branches, by giving them
certain and established salaries, and making their commissions continue
By a statute passed in the 13th year of
during their good behaviour.
JVilliam III, the tenure of the judges was changed from the pleasure of
But this tenure was not complete, until it
the king to good behaviour.
was enacted in the 1st year of George the III, that the demise of the
The king himself rerommencrown should not vacate the commission.
ded this law, declaring, that he “looked upon the independence and
uprightness of the judges, as esseufial to the impartial administration of
justice; as one of the best securtties of the rights and liberties of his
subjects, and as most conducive to the honor of the crown.”
And how
did be propose to obtain for the judges this essential independence and
uprightness ? By established salaries, and the tenure of good behaviour.
And he did thus obtain them ; and the justice of an English court, its
impartial administration of the laws of the land, have, from that day,
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been the proudest boast, and the most valuable inheritance of an Englishman.
We look with respect to the judgments of those courts, not
from any authority they have over us, but for their intrinsic learning,
ability and justice.
Why do the people of England believe and feel that their freedom 1s
more secure, their courts more upright and safe than they were one
hundred and fifty years ago ? It is because they look back to the times
when the judges held their commissions at the will of the king. ‘They
remember the days and the decisions of a Jeffreys, who, however
honestly he may have administered justice between private parties, whenever the king had an interest or a feeling in the case, where life or liberty
was to be prostrated before the passions or power of the monarch, was
ready to lend himself to do the royal will at any sacrifice of his own
integrity, or the laws of the !and. The change in the judicial tenure,
so essential to liberty, came from the people and for the people. !t
began in the parliament in 1701, and was conceded by a king seeking to
confirm his title to the throne by popular acts ; it was enlarged in the
first year of George III, who began IIis reign with a popularity, and s
desire to make himself popular, which have a few examples ii1 English
history.
We see then, that these LLlife ofices,” as they are reproachfully calle:!.
are not au alistocratical iuvention as has been asserted. If they are
odious to the people, and so we have been assured, it must be for some
other reason ; they must have been made POby other means. They zre
strictly and truly, historically and pr&tically
founded on a democratic,
popular principle.
‘I’heir ottject and &Qct is to secure to the people a
fearless and impartial administration ol the laws ; to protect the property
and person of every citizen, from the power, usurpation, caprice and
oppression of every department of the government, of the Legislature,
as well as the Executive ; from the hostility and cupidity of every other
citizen, who, from his wealth, his connecr.ions, his popularity or party
influence may have the power to injure him ; and finally, in relation to
the government itself, to keep each constitutional power and authority in
its right place, directing and preserving a proper, safe and uniform action
in the whole. You have granted to your Legislature, cereain, but not
unlimited powers, they are guarded by wholesome restrictions ; so XI
your Executive, but all these g”aIds aud restrictions are vain and useless,
a mere mockery and delusion, unless you have a third power, indepeizdent of hoth the others, to hold them within their prescribed limits.
Without this, your Legislature would be as omnipotent as a British
parliament, your Governor as unshacled as a king. Will you answer
that the check will be found in the people, at their elections ? This is
a plausible and flattering thing, but what is it in practice?
What 1s
that remedy worth to the in.jured, oppressed and ruined individual,
smitten by the lawless hand of power? Alas! it will come too late ; it
ma,y recognise and condemn the wrong, but it cannot save the victim ;
it may punish the offender, but cannot recall the violence, or obliterate
its consequences. The people can act upon one branch of‘ the Legislature but once a year ; upon the other but once in four years, and upon
the Governor but once in three years. What enormities may be perpetrated in these periods?
Your Constitution may be violated, yo:r
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citizens oppressed, all the fancied securities of your fundamental laws,
of your constitutional restraints, broken down by unauthorized acts of
Legislation, for the Legislature is the most irresponsible, encroaching
ambitious branch of your government,
The elections give no protection against these wrongs-no
redress for them. You must have a
power to prevent the mischief, to arrest it on first movement, and to
undue what has been wrongfnlly done, This practical, efficient conservative power can be found only in an independent judiciary ; for this it
was created. The Constitution is its pedestal, there it takes its stand ;
to the people on one side, it says, respect and obey your constituted
authorities, your laws, your appointed agents, submit to the authority
which comes from yourselves, to the powers you have created for
your own benefit. To these authorities it says, look to your commissions-to
the great charter under and by which you hold your offices,
mark and observe the limits that are traced round you. Can the judiciary do this, can it perform the vital functions which belong to it,
can it exercise this controlling, supervisory power, if it be not independent of the parties to be controlled ? It must have no dependence upon
them, it must have no community of interest or action with them, it
must move in its own orb, liable to no influences from them ; it must
have no masters, but the Constitution and the law, no guide but duty,
no fear but of its own misbehaviour.
With three securities, a government must be essentially free, and without them, and every of them,
it cannot be so, whatever may be its name and form. 1. With laws
made by the representatives of the people. 2. With an able, upright
and independent judiciary to maintain and execute the laws. 3. With
an habeas corpus act. But the law will be an uncertain and imperfect protection, without a power to execute it against all, a$ every other power
in the State ; and the habeas corpus is no safety agamst power, without
judges who may, with safety to themselves, with calm and free minds,
undisturbed by hopes or fears, maintain the liberties of the meanest
citizen against the oppression of the highest, nay of the government
itself.
~110~ me, sir, to call your attention to the history of this tenure of
This “ life ogj’ke” as it is falsely degood behaviour in Pennsylvania.
nominated ; this aristocratical, odious feature m our Constitution, where
it was put by as pure and eulightened. patriots as ever lived, was in
truth, the Jirst Darn and the best born offspring of the democracy of the
Commonwealth, of a democracy which was honest and patriotic-although the proprietary government was highly aristocratic, the people
were ardent and true lovers of liberty, and immediately after the organization of the government, introduced into it, on their own motion, this
Is this beautiful and noble child
preservative principle of their liberties.
to be strangled by men, calling themselves Pennsylvania democrats, the
democrats of Pennsylvania ? We see here the difference between demoThe first is a principle, good or bad, as
cracy and a democratic party.
it is rational or wild, regulated or licentious.
The other, like all parties,
is selfish, and reekless, pursuing its own objects, and striving to uphold
its power, and preserve its interests.
But, there is another fact, respecting this tenure which is peculiarly
interesting to Pennsylvanians, and should recommend it to the favor of
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It was, as to every practical and benefithe Pennsylvauia Convention.
It was devised by our ancestors,
cial use, a Pennsylvanin
invention.
and if not strictly new, it was original with them, to secure their liberties against the dangers and power of a most aristocratical form of government. They know their only refuge was in the courts, and that no
refuge could be found there , unless their judges were independent
of the government, and that they could not be independent without established salaries, and a tenure of good behaviour.
They did not owe,
as some have supposed, this principle of a free government to the moThey preceded her in it. We have seen that it was inther country.
troduced into England in the 13th of the reign of William III, which
was the year 1701 ; but we find it in Pennsylvania in 1683, that is, five
years before the revolution, and eighteen years before the law of
England.*
Shall we pay no regard to these examples drawn from our own country,
and from that country to whom we owe so many of our free opinions
and institutions.
Have we no revereuce for the lessons of our ancestors ? Will we learn nothing, know nothing, believe nothing from their
precepts, their example, their experience 1 Has it, indeed been truly
said, to the shame of our nature, that “ human experience, like the
stern lights of a ship, illumins onlp the path which we have passed
over”-and
casts no lights before us ? Will you be blind ; will you turn
a deaf ear to the voice of your own experience ? What does it teach,
what does it proclaim in a clear and loud voice, against which doubt or
denial will not dare to raise a sound? I ask you, who are thirsting for
changes, who would lay hands of violence on your Constitution, lop off
its limbs, and patch it up with some miserable, limping, half-formed
substitutes ? I ask you what security in ever,y valuable right ; what benefit, moral, personal, or political, that human mstitutions can bestow, have
we not enjoyed under this Constitution, just as it is. I know this view
* I am aware that Judge Story, in his excellent Commentaries on the Cons&ution, says, that in the time of Lord Coke, the barons of the exchequer, (not the other
judges,) held their offices, during their good ‘behaviour, but he adds, that they so held
them, at the pleasure of the king, who might f~rescribe what tenure of office he might
choose, until the revolution of 1688. This learned commentator, also informs us, that
the judges of the old parliaments of France were, before the revolution, appointed
by the crown, but they hold their o&es for life. But as these judges, in common
with every subject, held their personal liberty at the pleasure of the king, who might,
by a word, send them into banishment, or the has&, their independence was merely nominal, and hardly that, whatever form of words may have been used in their

appointment.
The following extract from u Whitelocke’s Memorials,” p, 16, will further show
lhow entirely dependent the barons of the exchequer were upon the crown for their
ofices, whatever their commissions might be. The independence of the ju&e
was
altogether nominal, and at the pleasure of the liing, while the appointment professed
to be “ during good behaviour.” If the king could not revoke his patent, or comrnis
sion, he could destroy it, by forbidding the judge to sit in court, This author speaks
of Sir J&r Walter, as “a grave and learned judge,” but he had offended the king,
who “discharged him of his service, by message, yet he kept his place of chief
baron, and would not leave it, but by legrl proceeding, because his patent of it, was
quam diu se beae gesseret, and it must be tried, whether he did bcne se gessa-it or
not. He never sat in court, aft@ the king forbid him ; yet held his place till he
died.”
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has been often set before you, for its truth, and force justify repetition;
and I know it has been sometimes received with a sneer, but it wa
from the rash and thoughtless.
If the people of England resorted to
this judicial tenure, when they obtained their liberty, as the best means
of preserving it; if our ancesters divised it to secure their liberty and
laws, shall we account ourselves wise to disregard such examples, to meet
and to satisfy some local’ aud temporary discontents, or to gratify some
restless and ambitious men ?
Let me refer you to an example of another character, let me show yen
a picture of the condition of the laws and liberty, when judges are not
independent of the appointing power.
Oliver Cromzuell, laid an extraordinary tax upon the city of London.
One Coney, an enthusiastic fanatic, who had been a devoted and useful friend to Cromwell, refused to
pay this tax, aud declaimed against it, as an imposition against the lam,
and the property of the subject. Cromwell endeavoured to flatter and
persuade him out of his opposition, but in vain. He then addressed
him in terms gf reproach, and contempt, and committed him to prison.
Coney brought a habeas corpus, before the court of king’s bench.
Muynard, 1~1slawyer, demanded his liberty, on the ground both of the
illegality of the tax imposed, and of the commitment of his client. The
judges could not maintain or defend either the tax or the commitment,
and were about to give their sentence, accordingly, when the protector’s
attorney (mark the protector) asked for delay to answer the objeetions. How were they auswered, aud by whom? Not by the attormey
to the court, but by Cromwell himself in his own way. Maynard, the
lawyer, was committed to the tower, for presuming to doubt the authcrig of the protector.
The jndges were sent for and severely reprimanded for szlJ%+g that liceizse ; when they (the judges,) with all hmiliby, mentioned the law of the Magna Charta.
Now, observe Cromwell’s reply to this humble appeal to the great charter of the law, and
liberty of an Englishman.
He told them that “ their Magna f-”
using a word not to be repeated here, “ should not control his actions,
which he knew were for the safety of the Commonwealth.”
He asked
them, LLwho made them judges ? Whether they had any authority to
sit there, but what he gaoe them? and if his authority were at an end,
they knew well enough what would become of themselves ; and thereI fore a&,&e(Z them to be more tender of that which could only preserve
them,” and so dismissed them with the caution that they should not
suffer the lawyers to prate, what it would uot become them to hear. The
historian (Clarendon) after relating this instructive scene, says : “ Thus
he (Cromwell) subdued a qrG4 that ‘tad often been troublesome to the
most sovereign power, and made Westminster Hall, as obedient and
subservient to his commands, as any of the rest of his quarters.”
Until these troublesome courts were subdued, by the dependence of
the judges, the citizens had some protection against oppression and the
laws a security agaiiist violence.
We have here presented to our most
serious consideration, a most potent and instructive example and lesson,
derived from the experience of a commonwealth, especially under the
What do you
protectit n of a pretended but false saint of democvacy.
see ? 1. An unequal and illegal tax, violating the law of Magna Charta. 2. A citizen (for it was a commonwealth) imprisoned, without
VOL. IV.
T
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hearing or warrant, without trial, or judgment, by an arbitrary mandate,
for opposing the collection of this tax, not by any force, but by dissuading others from paying it. 3. The lawyer, who, by the regular
process of the law, and before the proper tribnnal, and in accordance
with the great law of the land, demanded the liberty of his client, was
sent to the tower, by the same arbitrary mandate, because he presumed
to assert the rights of the citizen, and maintain the law of the common4. The judges, who had shown that they would render a judgwealth.
ment in favor of the rights and liberty of the citizen, were sent for,
were ordered to come down from the high seat of justice, to wait upon
the protector, and were sharply reprimanded, and informed that their
power and places depended on their maintaining, not Magna Charta,
that was treated with vulgar derision and contempt, but the authority,
the will, legal or illegal of a reckless despot. 5. That this despot, having thus, by the dependence of the judges on him for “ their power and
places,” brought them to his feet, having thus subdued the spirit. which
had been so trou!)lesome to arbitrary power, had no longer an, obstacle
to his will and wishes.
Future Governors and Legislaturea of Pennsylvania
may hereafter
have the same contempt for the Constitution, the courts and the judges,
although they may show it with more discretion and disguise ; but it
will be easy for them, without such open violencr and indecency, to
let the judges know, at the approach of the termination of the periods
of their appointments, where and to whom they are to look for a coutinuance of their ofices.
Montesquieu, a favorite authority with republicans, tells us, that
when the spirit of extreme democracy prevails, when the people want
to do every tl&g themdues, to debate for the senate, to execute for
the executive, and to strip the j~@es, the virtue of the republic can no
longer subsist.
From such examples and proofs of the consequences of a dependent
judiciary, can we wonder that when the revolution of 1688, gave the
people of England some assurance of liberty, the independence of the
judges were solemnly recopnised and secured ; and thnt in Pennsylvania,
under its eariiest government, it should be the first object anended to by
the people. In the roysl governments of the other provinces: it was
not allowed, but the dependence of the judges on the crown was maintained. This evil formed a prominent article of complaint, 3s will
abundantly appear by a recurrence to the journals of Congress, before
the Declaration of Independence, aud wns the subject of the most urgent
remonstrauces of the patriots of that day. In the petitioa of the American Congress to the king, signed by every member, in I\;orcmher 1774,
one of th e grievances complained of was, that the judges of the courts
of common pleas had been made dependent on one part of the Legislature for their s;llaries, as mcll as for the duration of their commissions.
In a petition (May 2, 1774)of Americans in London, to the house of
commons, it is said, that the appointment and removal of judges, at the
pleaPure of the governor, with salaries payable by the crown, puts the
prosperity, liberty and life of the subject. depending upon judiciul
What is the language of the Declaration of
intes&y,
in his power.
Independence on this subject, in the charges presented by the Thirteen

.
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‘6 He has made the judges dependent on
Colonies against the king.
his will for the tenure of their offices, and the amount and payment of
their salaries.”
Here we have the germ and substance of the principle
developed and brought into action in our Constitution, that the independence of the judges is to be obtained, 1. By the permanency
of the tenure of his office. 2. By the establishment of a fixed
salary.
It is no answer to these cases, or to this argument, to say, that they
refer to a dependence on a crown, a king; but that here it would be on
a governor elected-on a senate -a house of representatives, or, if you
please, on the people themselves-still
it is dependence--slavery
is
slavery, whoever may be the master. To preserve the great, the
essential principle, there must be no influence, no authority, no fear,
favour or pressure, but of a~ztEJ~om the ZUM, allowed to enter the halls
of justice, to reach the high places on which the ministers of the law
are seated. The judge should know nothing of the parties, but their
nunzes on his docket; nothing of the cause, but from the evidence;
nothing of the result and its consequences, ‘hut the judgment which the
To his eye, the plaintiff is A 13, and the defendant
LAW pronounces.
C D; not a rich man and a poor one, not a powerful political leader
who can take his hundreds to the polls against a feeble and obscure
adversary ; not the triumphant, proud giant of a successful party, against
an individual of the defeated; not a democrc~t against a federfilist.
Is not
the influence of a partisan leader, of the popular printer of a party paper,
as dangerous as those who otiend them, as reclrless of right and justice ;
as destructive, corrupt and oppressive, as that of the crown in its
boldest exercise of a unjust and arbitrary will?
Sir, I do not hesitate
to say, that the popular influences I have alluded to, are more dangerous, and less responsible, than the power of a king over dependent
judges.
How seldom, if ever, does this influence interfere with the
course of justice between private suitors. It is only when some state
prosecution, or some question in which tbc government has a direct
interest, that the king ever kno 7s what is pass& in his courts.
Cromwell never put his power in ti scale between individual citizens ;
and some of the most corrupt and suJserrient judges to the interests of
the crown, are known to have administered the law ably and honestly
in private suits. But in a popular government, in a government of
pm-ties, of newspapers and printers, in which so many citizens take a
part, and in some may give offence to their adversaries, this popular
influence, this party feeling and power enters into every thittg and every
place, If a controversy is depending. which excites any notlce, between
two men of diRerent parties and of some imporrance, though the subject
be some private right, do we not see that the feelings and prejudices of
party are brought to bear upon it in every practicable way, by the
press 1 By personal communications 1 And can it be doubted that these
influences come into the courts, into the jury bos, and are known to
the judges 1 And if these judges, in doing their duty, should excite
the resentment of the favorite, perhaps, an important leader, and of the
predominant party, would he fail to impart his feelings to his political
frieuds, and will they fail to impart,, his feelings to his political
friends, and will they fail to make the judges feel their resentment if
they have the power? I infer, that in a popular government, an &de.
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pendent judiciary is even more necessary to the security of the rights of:
the citizen, than in a monarchy.
I pray your patience, sir, and the indulgence of the committee ; and I
will strengthen my claim to it, by assuring you that it is not my intention to address you again on this subject. I shall say, now, all1 have
to say about it, * and as the chairman of the committee who have made
the reports now before the Convention, it may be expected or permitted, that I should present the whole case as fully as I am able. We
are contending for an important principle, vital, as we believe, to the
What has been the history
rights of the people of Pennsylvania.
of that principle in these United States? I will begin with Pennsylvania.
The government of William Penn has been highly lauded here as one
ihat ivas truly democratic ; even more it has been said than is now desired ; it contains the aboriginal principle, to which our reformers wish
now to return. What was this government?
Who made it’? Not the
people ; they had not a word to say about it, either in their primary asIt was the work of William
semblies, nor by their representations.
Penn ; it was dictated by his voice aud will ; it m’as given, grunted to the
people, as a boon by the lord and proprietor of all. He granted, and
confirmed to the freemen, as they are called, of the province, all the
liberties, franchises, and properties they held and enjoyed.
So much for
its origin, the source of its power. How was this democratic government constituted ? Of what was it composed? 1. A governor, that is
the grantor, the maker of it. 2. A council elected annually by the people, first consisting of seventy-two members, a very full representation
In the next year, it was reduced to eighteen, and then to twelve, for the
representation for what is now Pennsylvania, together with the three
counties which constitute the state of Delaware, that is, six for Ihose
three counties and six for Pennsylvania.
3. A house of assembly
elected by the freemen. What were the powers of this house of assembly ? Scarcely auy, The real effective power of the government was
vested in the governor, and the council of twelve. They decided in
the first insturxe upon the bills which were to be acted upon, and
passed into laws ; they had the power of erecting courts of justice ;
of giving judgment ; of impeachment.
Not less than two thirds of this
council was a quorum ; and two thirds of the quorum must concur in
any act of the council. They had the right to propose ull laws to the
general assembly; and to dismiss tfle assembly when they were done
witA them.
This was the democratic, radical government, even more radical than
is now asked for, or desired.
But farther, this council had the sole
power to erect the courts. Having done this, t&y named to the Governor two persons for a judge, a treasurer, &c., and the Governor, or his
What
deputy, commissioned one of them, and this was done annz&Ly.
was this but an aristocratic despotism, in which the people and their
What an absolute state of dependence on a
rights counted for nothing?
few men. Every year, the judges, the treasurer; the law and the pubIic treasure; the rights of the people and their property, were brought
to the door of this council hall, to the feet of these councillors, the treasurer and the treasure, to be at their disposal, and the judges to do their
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pleasure, or to be turned from their offices, and look elsewhere for their
bread.
This was intolerable, yet in principle, it is precisely what is
now proposed, in a more mitigated degree and form. It was impossible
that freemen conld be content, under such a government, having no security for the faithful administration of the laws, and of course, having none
for the rights they hold under, and by the law. What was the remedy
they sought ? What was the security they demanded for their liberties 1
Precisel,y what we are now contending for, an independent judiciary.
Not by a
And how did they propose to get an independent judiciary?
This
tenure for five, seven, or ten years, but during good behavioztr.
concession was made to the people; they asked it the first meeting of
their representatives ; it was the first object of their consideration and
concern. It was demanded and granted, in 1683, about one year after
the date of the original frame of government, which provided for the
annual appointment of the judges. Should we not cherish This principle
with an honest pride, a filial reverence, and not cast it from us, as a weed,
unwholesome and poisonous to liberty.
The habeas corpus writ was not
a more noble and efficient invention for the security of personal liberty,
than this was for the security of liberty, property and every civil right ;
for the assurance of the supremacy of the Constitution and the law ; for
the due and impartial administration of justice between man and man, as
well as between the government and a citizen.
I have not traced in the
subsequent history of the province, the operation of this concession to the
independence of the judges. My object is only to show that this tenure
of good behaviour, now denounced as odious and aristocratmal, did come
from the people themselves, and was obtained for them as the best security of their rights and liberties.
When the colonies determined on a final separation from Great Britain,
and made their declaration accordingly, Pennsylvania found it necessary
to provide for herself a new frame of government.
A Convention was
called and organized for that purpose, and in the latter end of September,
1776, after a session of little more than two months, a form of governThis has been called
ment was agreed upon and given to the people.
here, (to give it authority it is presumed,) Dr. Franklin’s Constitution.
He was the president of the convention.
It is certainly true, that the
judicial tenure of good behaviour is not found in this frame of govern.ment. Judges were appointed for seven years ; the legislative power was
vested in a house of representatives, and the executive in a president
and council. Justices of the peace were elected by the freehozders of
each city and county, and no justice was allowed to sit in the genera1
This Constitution, thus formed on principles that are now
Assembly.
deemed to be radically erroneous and defective, was made in the heat
and struggle of a revolution, when we were just emerging from a state of
colonial dependence, in which we had always lived and lived so long,
looking to the parent land for every thing, that we hardly knew what sort
of government would be required for a free people, left to their own direction in the management of their affairs, and having their own resources
and interests in their own hands. Soon after the termination of the war
we began to understand our new situation, and to see and feel the necessity of essential changes in the frame of our government.
This Constitution created a body, called ‘6 the council of censors,” who were vested
with the power to call a convention, to amend the Constitution, two-
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thirds of the whole number concurring.
This council was to meet every
seventh year. Their first meeting was held in November, 1783, immediately after the termination of the war. A committee was appointed $4to
report those articles of the Constitution which are materially defective,
and absolutely require alteration and amendment, and to report the alterations and amendments.‘.’ I will refer only to that partof the report which
relates to the subject me are considering.
It is thus-66 that by the said
Constitution, the judges of the supreme court are to be commissioned for
seven years only, and are removable at any time (for misbehaviour) by
the general assembly. Pour committee conceive the said Constitution
to be, in this respect, materially defective.
1. Not only because the lives
and property of the citizens, must, in a great degree, depend upon the
judges, but the liberties ot’ the State arc evidently connected with their
>ndependence.
2. 13ecause if the assembly should pass an unconstitutional law, and the judges have virtue enough to refuse to obey it, the
same assembly could instantly remove them. 3. Because at t.he close of
seven years, the seats of the judges must depend on the will of the council; wherefore, the judges will, naturally, be under an undue bias, in
favour of those upon whose will their commissions are to depend.”
The
committee recommend--L‘ that the judges of the supreme court> and of
the respective courts of common pleas, shall have fixed salaries ; shall
be appointed and commissioned by the Governor, and shall hold their
appointments and salaries during good behaviour.”
The report of the
committee was adopted and recommended to the people by a majority
of the council, but as two thirds were required for the call of a convention, it was not done at this time. Afterwards, in 1789, a convention
was called, in a manner that I, on a former occasion, explained to the
Convention, and the present Constitution was adopted. I have shown
that this was the clear and unequivocal will and act of the people of
Here we find the independence of the judges provided
Pennsylvania.
for in the manner recommended by the committee of the council of
censors. The single branch of the Legislature was changed for a senate
and house of representatives ; the Executive power was no longer vested
in president and council, and nobody thinks of going back to the ConThe judiciary alone, the most
stitution of 1776, for these things.
powerless for evil of all the departments of government, seems to be a
peculiar object of the rage for reform, and we are asked to retrogade as
to that, to the Constitution of ,1776.
By turning to the minutes of the Convention of 1789, we shall see
that-on the question between a judiciary for a limited term and during
good behaviour, which is precisely our question, the vote was eight for
the former, and fifty-six for the latter. This is something for us ; it is
some evidence in favour of the tenure we advocate, for in this fifty-six
there were tnen of both parties, men who were then and are now held
in the highest respect as leaders of the democratic party; as the fathers
This vote was on a preliminary
of the democracy of Pennsylvania.
question, and embraced only the judges of the supremk court, and was
taken on the 9th of December, 1789. On the 2lst of the same month,
the draft of the Constitution was reported, extending the same tenure of
good behaviour to the judges of the common pleas, and was so finally
An attempt was made to render the judges removeable by ip:
adopted.
mu$rif~ of both houses, instead of two-thirds, which failed, eight only
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voting for it, This is something to show that the jurists and statesmen
of that day, federalists and democrats, and the people of Pennsylvania,
looked for their security, for the faithful administration of the Constitution and the laws, in an independent judiciary, and that that independence was to be found in giving the judges safety and permanency in
their places, against any and every power, legislatlve, executive and
popular, while they behaved themselves well.
Good behaviour the
tenure with fixed salaries, and a vote for their removal, either on an
impeachment, or hv address of two-thirds of both branches.
To weaken the authority derived from the opinions and doings of the
great men, and true patriots who made this Constitution, we have been
told, that the two youngest men of this Convention know more of the
science of government than the whole body of the Convention of 1789.
So far as this was intended as a personal compliment to the young gentlemen alluded to, I have no wish to interfere with it. They are
probably a little surprised themselves to make this discovery; it is, probably, the first time it has occurred to them. As to one of them, I have
been accustomed from his childhood to regard him with feelings of the
truest kindness. He has a right by inheritance, as well as on his own
account, to my best regard. But I presume this observation was intended as an argument, and as such, it embraces every member of this
Convention : as such I meet it, not intending, however, to institute a personal comparison between the members of this and of that Convention.
Some of us might feel a little awkward in such an experiment. The argument is founded on the circumstance, that fifty years have elapsed
since the Constitution was made; that these have been years of great
experience and trials for government.
Now if this argument be good
as applied to this Constitution, what becomes of that of 1776, for which
We
our reverence has been claimed as the government of Dr. Franklin.
are more than sixty years in advance of it; and what shall we say of the
democratic government of William Penn, which is one hundred and
sixty years behind us,‘if time is the only teacher of this science? As
to Bacon and Lo&e, whose opinions have heretofore had some respect,
they are thrown at an immeasurable distance from our youngest memhers, and Aristotle and Cicero are lost in darkness and ignorance. Their
stats, hitherto lights of the world, are no longer visible in the blaze of
knowledge emanating from us, and every one of us.
If, indeed, I look to the great events that have passed before us, since
the framing of our Constitution, I am lost, not in any conceit of my
own superiority, but in admiration of the wisdom, foresight and patsiotism of the makers, who have so beautifully and firmly apportioned the
powers of the government, as to preserve us nozu and forever, if we
ho2c.lto it, from the wild, merciless and sanguinary tragedies we hsve
witnessed, under the names of liberty and the people. True we have
lived in an eventful period ; in the last fifty years terrible scenes have
been enacted ; awful lessons have been taught. We have seen a people
let loose from all the restraints of law ; abandoning the obligations of
religion and morality ; of every human virtue and kind feeling. We
have seen that when thus left to their own impulses and passions, theywill darken the firmament with their crimes, and flood the earth with
gore. They will slaughter thousands forpastime, and “drink hot blood’”
as a luxury.
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To have liberty, in its true sense, we must have a government of
laws, made by the representatives of the people, equal and just to all,
had strong enough to keep down turbulent and dangerous passions. We
have seen lamentable proofs of the necessity of such restraints.
But
they have been additional, rather than new proofs of this truth. It has
been so from the beginning.
Similar seenes have been enacted on the
theatre of this world, agam and again, the same lessons taugbt and for&o!t”n. They are found in the history of the human raee, in the nature
of man, from the first murder in Paradise to the crimes of yesterday.
These truths, these lessons were as well known, as fully appreciated,
by the statesmen and jurists of 1700, as they are now. They were
known to the learned and wise of fifty years, of fire hundred, of a thousand years ago. They were proclaimed in their writings ; they appear
l’he insurrection of NassanieZZo, was a French
in the pages of history.
revolution of seven days ; and remoter times furnish many such exZtIl$,leS.

But are the study and knowledge of a free government so new in our
conntry, that we must look for them in the experience of the last few
years? Were our ancestors ignorant of them, and may we claim to
tieat their opinions with disregard or contempt 1 I pray you, sir, to
turn to the essays, the remonstrances, the petitions and speeches of our
American patriots antecedent to the revolution, and during it, and answer
me whether the principles of a free government. of rational, sare, consistent liberty were not perfectly kuown to them. They needed not the
‘6 bioody instructio II” of the French revolution ; nor tbe agitators of
reform here or elsewhere, to inform them. I proceed with my evi.lence
in favor of the judicial tenure of gooc! behaviour, drawn from the opinions
23d acts of our own stalesmen and patriots.
The Comslilution of t?ce P&ted &de s was antecedent in point of
time to that of Pennsylvania, bet is founded on the ,same princip!e, so
far as they could be applied to a confederated government, and is the
same upon the sdject we are discussing. The members of that Convention were the most distinguished men drawn from every state of the
tTm]ion ; men who had long enj,oyed and eminently deserved the co&
.dence of the people. Many of them had proved their fidelity and ability
Now observe, sir, not even a
through the revolutionary contest.
propooal was made in thut Convention for judges for n limitedperiod.
These assembled patriots and jurists received it as a $ificaE
nz2om,
established by the uniform practice of one hundred and fifty years in
England- settled and confirmed by the sense of the American people,
that the tenure of the office of a judge should be “ duri!g good beThis Constitution, adopting and establishing this principle,
haviour.”
was submitted to the Conventions elected by the people in every state,
Yen know it met with a strong opposition iu many of :he states, of the
large and more powerful states. It had ardent, able, and persevering.
enemies, seeking for objections ; particularly popular objections, in every
article and line. But this tenure of good behaviour, as far as I have
been able to discover, was; never made one of llle oQections.
Certainly
this is something; this is much to support us here who are contending
for the same thing. Certainly we may say that this should inspire our opponents with some distrust of their own opinions, from whencesoever they
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may have derived them. Their source cannot be purer or more worthy
They should hesitate before they overthrow a great
principle thus sustained by the wisdom and experience of so many years!
and sanctioned by so many great and good men. Need I hesitate to say
that I hold the judgment of the one hundred men who put their names
to the Cons$tutions of the United States and of Pennsylvania, after a
full consultation, deliberation, and discussion ; a judgment afterwards
affirmed by the Conventions of the States after a second examination
and deliberation, 10 have an authority infinitely higher than the thoughtless, tumultuous, uninformed resolutions and votes of a popular party
meeting in any city, district, or neighborhood, got up, perhaps, for some
party election or object, and deciding without examination or knowlecfge,
excited and misled by the clamorous misrepresentations of designmg,
selfish, and party politicians ?. I will endeavor to follow the permanent,
unchanging light of the truth, and not these inflamed exhalations, which
live but an hour, and deceive and mislead while they do live.
I will proceed with examples drawn from Bmerican experience and
wisdom.
A great majority of the States have adopted the judicial tenure
of “ good behaviour,”
and I believe there is not an instance where,
after trying it, any State has gone back to a term of years. If we shall
now do it, Pennsylvania will give the first example of such a retrograde
movement.
Not more than SIX or seven now appoint their judges for
a limited number of years ; all the rest either appoint them during good
behaviour, or to a certain, advanced age of the judge, as sixty or seventy
years. Of the latter the number is small, and even this mode although
i liable to many objections, preserves the principle of independence as
the incumbent cannot look to a re-appointment.
Those States who
have taken the term for years are among the new ones ; as they grow
older and enlarge their experience they will grow wiser.
New Jersey,
She still retains her Constitution of 1776,
I admit is an exception.
and the judges of her supreme court are appointed by the Legislature,
in joint meeting, every seven years. The Constitution was made, like
the first one of PennsyJvania, during the revolution, and when we had
It has many
not much experience In the business of government.
acknowledged defects and various conflicting causes and interests have
prevented a revision of it. I am sure that the appointment of judges
by the Legislature for a term of years is not considered by the judicious
But how has this principle
men of that State as a wise provision.
worked in New Jersev. A recent example will show. You know of
the schism in the society of Friends, divided into two parties, usually
The latter are the
denominated, the Orthodox and the Hicksites.
most numerous in New Jersey. Each claims to be of the true, original
Quaker faith. A suit was brought in the court of chancery of the
State, in which the claims of these parties to supremacy were directly
or indirectly involved.
The Governor, who is ex-oflicio chancellor,
turned the case over to two judges of the supreme court, he having been
counsel for one of the Darties, Chief Justice Ewing, and Judge Drake.
The case was argued by the first counsel of the State with great learning and indefatigable labour. The judges, after full deliberation, gave
their opinions at large, in favour of the Orthordox, on the question immediately in issue, although, I believe it did not cover all the questions
raised and argued by the counsel, Whether the judgment of the court
of confidence.
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No man lives who now
was right or worng is no matter of inquiry.
doubts or who has ever doubted, that the opinions of the judges, were
the result of their honest and conscientious convictions of the law of
the case; no man has accused, or would venture to accuse either of the
judges of any partiality, feeling or interest in the eub.ject in controversy ;
of any impure or undue bias to the one side or the other. What
followed 1 The time arrived soon after when the commissions of these
judges were to be submitted to the Legislature for their re-appointment.
At the election for the members of that Legislature, this suit and the
judgment rendered upon it, and the judges who rendered the judgment
were made prominent and decisive cons’klerations at the polls. A coalition was said to have been made between the Hicksite Quakers and a
political party in the State of mutual support.
They obtained a majority in the Legislature.
What was the consequence to Judge Drake ?
He was turned out of office j he was turned out for the opinion he had
given in the honest discharge of his oficial duty. I say he was turned
out for this and for nothing else, for this reason has been openly avowed
by some of those who did the foul deed ; it has been repeatedly admitted and asserted, and no &AU recsota hts ever been assigned for it,
whatever apologies may have been attempted. Let us pursue this tale
of judicial dependence to its melancholy end. Judge Drake had left a
respectable and independent practice at the bar to take a seat on the
bench of the supreme court, on the invitation and appointment of the
Iiegislatnre of New Jersey.
He removed from the county of his residence
to a more centrai poiition, that he might the better perform the
duties of his office ; he performed those duties for seven years with nnexceptionable learning, fidelity, diligence, and courtesy, with a salary
barely competent to his support. He was a father of an amiable ’
family looking to him for support ; he had no property but his profession. At the end of seven years, when he was entirely cut off from his
practice as a lawyer, he is turned adrift to get his bread as he might,
as a pnniahment,
as a retaliation for a judgment which had offended
a powerful party in the State. The sad story does not end here. He
was reduced to pecuniary difficulties, and, since we have been here in
session, I have seen his death announced in the middle age of life, the
very prime of his usefulness. If I am not misinformed as to his cirwmstances and sufferings, his death may be attributed to mortification
and distress, working upon a delicate frame and a sensitive mind. I
had a personal knowledge of this gentleman, and may be permitted to
pay my humble tribute to his memory even here. He was a man of
the most amiable temper and deportment ; a lawyer of undoubted ability,
and absolutely without the suspicion of stain or reproach upon his
moral or official integrity.
He discharged his judicial duties with a
;;xt;;t and unremitting assiduity ; with a pure and undisturbed impar. -/. Such a man, such a judge was made the victim of an an.gry and
disappointed suitor, and the termfor years was the means by which they
wreaked their vengeance of him.
But Chief Justice Ewing, the joint offender, what became of him?
1% pleased Heaven to take ,him off before the meeting of this potent
Legislature.
He died of cholera a few weeks before their meeting.
Doubtless he would have shared the fate of his colleague ; it has been so
said bv those who held the power. And why should he not. No,
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distinction can be drawn between the two culprits which should have
saved him. I cannot dismiss this honored name without a word of
respect. If, in a State possessing so many men of eminent talents and
virtue ; so many lawyers of learning and integrity, any one could be
said to be first in public estimation, it was Chief Justice Ewing.
He
was a man of retired, studious habits, devoted to his library and professional engagements, mingling little with the gaieties or business of
the world, less with its politics, and not at all with the restless and intolerant spirit of party or strife. To the bench of the supreme court of his
native State, he brought a powerful Andydiscriminating unc!erst,anding ; a
mind richly stored with various learning ; a profound and enlarged knowledge of the law ; a clear head, undisturbed by passion or impatience,
and a heart as pure as man can have. That man too was the destined
victim of party intolerance and the ‘6 term for years.”
He was saved
from this mortification and injustice ; the State was saved from this disgrace by his lamented death.
On motion of Mr. BANKS, (Mr. H. having yielded the floor,) the committee rose, reported progress and obtained ieave to sit again ; and,
The Convention then adjourned.
.

MONDAY,

OCTOBER 30, 1837.

FIFTH ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,.
Mr. M'SHERRY in the chair, on the report of the committee, to whom
was referred the fifth article of the Constitution.
The question being on the motion of Mr. WOODWARD to amend the,
report by striking out all after the words, ‘* section second,” and ineerting in lieu tbereof the report of the minority of the committee.
Mr. HOPKINSOX resumed his remarks, and continued as follows :
Rhode Island is another state, in which judges are appointed for short
terms. Rut where a chief justice is paid for his services with two hundred and fifty dollars a year, or thereabouts, the judiciary can be held in
very little estimation.
The difficulty should be to get any lawyer, even
the humblest, to take the office, and I should presume that the fear of
removal would never be an objection with any body.
Let me finally, on this part of the case, refer you to the opinions of
our most distinguished statesmen and jurists, as expressed in their writings and speeches. I must content myself with making this reference
in a general way. -4 citation of them in detail would require more of
your time and patience, than I have the right or inclination to ask. In
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,the 78th number of the Federalist, the judicial ofice is most ably discussed, and the tenure of good behariour treated as a conceded, unquestioned principle.
Thus siands the question as before us, on the _nround of precellenl
HCJW is it on the argunze?zt ? Here Ire find more
and authority.
difficulty, the difFjcultp of knowing how to go about to prove by argument, what we have been accustomed to consider as an admitted truth ;
a political axiom ; a postulate, clear and self evident. Ko one has, 2nd
I presume no one will, venture to say, that the judiciary ought not to
be independent.
All profess to want competent, efficient. and independent judges ; all feel and acknowledge the necessity of it, and agree that
without it there can be no liberty, no law, no safety for person or proThis admission, one would suppose, would carry us one step
perty.
farther ; that the mole independent the judges are made of external
influence, the bet& ; that a complete, adsolure, entire independence of
such influence, is the desired point to be attained; that any thing short
,of this is an evil, a defect in the system. When I speak of an independent judge, I do not mean an arbitrary, self-milled creature, confident of
his own infallibility
and obstinate in his will.
I mean that the judge in
declaring the law, in rendering his judgment upon every case submitted
to him, in his opinions of the fact and the law, shall be absolutely free
from every extraneous bias, from every pressure of interest, fear, or
favor. That he shall know nothing, think of nothing but the case as it
appears on the evidence, and the law as he truly and conscientiously
believes it to be. In short, that in performing the duties of his ofice, he
shall be placed bevond the reach of every feeling or influence of fear or
favor, of any hen&it or injury to himself on Ihe one side or Ihe other.
He is to apprehend no consequences to himself; escept EUC~ CISshall
I would make him the
~arise from his own good or ill beliaziour.
arbiter qf his OZL’nfide, for the conlinuence or loss of his of&e, and I
would, having so placed him, hold him to a strict account. Take from
him the temptations to he dishonest and unjust, which might assail
human infirmity too strongly, and then, if be is dishonest and unjust,
he has no apology ; he is unworthy and corrupt, and no one will lament
his fall and disgrace.
The policy of a wise, and I will say of a just government, will be not
to depend upon the duty of a judge to resist temptations, hut to withdraw
him from them. Every one who has read and considered the infirmity
of human nature, will believe, that he cannot prefer a more necessary
prayer to Heaven, than that be may he kept from temptation.
Ask the
ruined speculator ; the frantic and beggared gambler ; the disgraced and.
.emaciated drunkard ; the forger, the robber, given over to irrecoverable
infamy, what brought them to their awful fate’! They will answer,
tenzpfation.
Inquire into the causes of the fall of ambition; of the
dilapidations of virtue, the treacheries of friendship, the falsehood and
infidelity of love, they will all be found in temptation.
I know it is vauntingly said, it had been repeated again and again
here, that if a judge is an honest man, he will be so, whatever may be
the tenure of his o&e.
This is truly a fine sentiment; a beautiful and
sublime morality ; but is it found or founded in truth and experience ?
Let the man who would offer this argument to you, who would impose
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on himself with it, honestiv review his own life, and say, has he always
acted upon it; has he catried it out in his own conduct-has he abided
by it at a11times, and under all circumstances ? If he bear the scrutiny ;
if he flinch not under the trial, I hesitate not to pronounce, that he is
This convention is honored
the best and purest mortal that ever lived.
by having such a member ; we are all honored by sitting in his presence ;
the state is honored by such a citizen ; human nature is honored by the
existence of such a man. Let him stand out, that I may behold and reverence the prodigy.
Sir, I call upon every man who hears me, who now
demands this exalted integrity in a judge, to look to himself, yes daily
and hourly, euen here in the discharge of the most solemn and important
powers aud duties that could be imposed upon him, that could be
entrusted to him, let him answer, does he never feel himself touched and
drawn, and strongly too, by the temptation of popularity, by the fear of
Does
some paper or party in his district, some printer or demagogue?
he alwavs look fearlessly and steadily to the question, with an eye that
never blinks; and a heart that never beats with anxiety for himself?
Does he cast no look behiud or before; on the one side or the other, to
discover the consequences to hhmself; to serve local opinions and interests, and does he act, in every vote, as he would act, if left freely to the
exercise of his own understanding and judgment?
Has he always here
and elsewhere been willing to surrender his petty objects of ambition;
his hopes of a ‘squireship, or a seat in the house of assembly, to his
strict sense of right and wrong ? Before gentlemen ask of judges to raise
themselves far above the ordinary standard of human virtue, let them be
assured that they have come up to it. Sir! the man has never lived,
who can lay his hand on his heart and say, in the presence of his God,
the s&rcher of that heart, that he has never been drawn from his duty
by the seductions of pleasure, or the temptations of interest. I know
not by what rule of morality, justice or conscience, one public functionary may look with a keen and eagle eye to his popularity and pursuit,
in the discharge of his duties, while you demand from another, that he
shall walk without halting or deviation, on the line of the purest integrity
and self-denial, even to the extremities of distress and ruin. I know
that, in the case I have put of a representative, he endeavors to
shield himself from his own reproached by pretending an obedience to
the Tuill of the people, the flattering unction with which such offenders
against theit own consciences try to justify or soften the offence, and
heal the wound. But if any one of them will look honestly into his
own bosom, he will find self there, riding on the backs of the people.
While you must have men for judges, do not require of them to be
angels ; and even they might fall; and if they fall not, they would be
soiled by the breath of party calumny, or struck by the hand of some
resentful enemy.
No wise and just man in his private dealings ; no wise and just
government in the admiuistration of its affairs, will expose, unnecessarily,
those whose faithful services are required, to the dangers of temptation :
but will guard them as much as possible, from every inducement and
apology to be false to their trust. Let me present to you a judge, truly
and honestly inclined ; willing and wishing to do his duty, with an
ordinary share of firmness. His commission is about to expire; he
is to look to those who hold the power in their hands for his office,
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for his bread. A cause comes before him embracing political interests and feelings, perhaps directly, or indirectly in the person of
some favorite leader of the predominant party in the state, ‘which
party has offices and honors at its disposal. Is it not asking too
much of a judge, in such a situation, to have no bias, no fear of the
result; that he shall not for a moment turn his eyes from the cause
and its merits to himself, his home, and his dependent family 1 DO not
ask it. I do not speak of a case of clear, unmitigated partiality and
corruption- of undeniable and palpable wrong. Few cases are so bald
as this ; there are few in which plausible reasons may not be found for
the worse cause, and if you will pnt the ingenuity of your judge to the
trial, he may be most unjust in his decision and maintain the appearance
of right.
Put him not under the difficnlty of choosing between his own
injury and that of a suitor. Look about you-do you not see daily, in
the private transactions of them ; in the dealings of debtors and creditors,
that co?zscience is hard ,nressed by poverty ; that duty trembles and
falters before approaching want and distress ? May he not remember the
fate of Judge Drake, and endeavor to avert it from himself?
May he not
remember the portentous question of Cromwell, *‘ Who made you
judges ?” and ask, will not an offended Governor put the same inquiry to
him? I say, sir, to expect of any man, that, to protect some obscure
individual, without power or influence, from injustice and wrong, a jndgc
will bring himself and his family to want, when he may find a shelter for
himself and them by tax@ his ingenuity, to make 6‘ the worse appear
the better cause,” is as unJust as it is unwise. Before you ask this, be
assured that you can truly say, you wo~11d stand the trial without wavering. If any man, wrapped in his own conceit, and intolerant to hnmztp
infirmity, will say that he is above the power of temptation, I say to him,
he is a fool or a hypocrite.
As I am now opening the subject of this debate, in performance of
my duty as chairm;m of the committee on the judiciary, 1 cannot anticipate the arguments that may be brou,gbt to oppose my principles, and
support the report of the minority m favor of a tenure for a limited
term of years. Some suggestions, however, have from time to time,
fallen from members in the discussion of other subjects, which apply to
that now under consideration.
I will briefly notice them.
We have heard of “pledges and promises,” made by delegates to
some powers or persons at home, by which they feel themselves to be
bound here, whatever may he their own convictions and opinions ; I am
free to say, that I hold all such promises and pledges to be rash, nnwarranted, and anbecoming an upright and independent representative
of the people. We come into this assembly from different parts of the
state; we have been sent here to consult together and the/h to decide
and adopt that which the good of the commonwealth demands of ns. I
have never given, or been asked to give any such promise or pledge ; I
have never been asked to bind my conscience or judgment to any thing
by anticipation, and I would not thus bind myself to do, perhaps, what
I know to be wrong and injurious to the country, at the bidding of any
man or set of men. If the people have confidence in me, let them
trust me ; if they have not, they ought not to make me their representative.
This is for myself.
I do not question the principles or motives
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of any one who thinks he is bound to a diKerent course. As to the
pledges and promises of the delegates in this convention : I will not
doubt that wlien they were giuen, it was done in good faith, and the
vote promised was in fnll accordance with the opinions of the delegate
at the time. That he did not promise to do that which he believed then
to be wrong and against the true interests of his country.
But what
has brought these gentlemen here ? Are all our consultations, our deliberations, our debatings, mere useless forms and mockeries ? Are they
to be terminated by a vote settled immovably-, many months ago, before
we had spoken to or seen each other 1 The money of the state and
our time are expended without any good purpose or end, if this be the
case. We might, in a few days, have severally given in our pledges
aud promises, and the business would have been at once settled according to them. No, sir, tbis is not the degraded situation of the members
of this Convention.
Heaven forbid that it should be. We are here, I
repeat, to consult together respecting great objects of public weal. We
bring various opinions add various information from different parts of the
state. It is our duty to compare them, to weigh them ; to hear each other
in a spirit of candor and honesty, to receive the lights we may impart to
each other, and to yield to the convictious that are approved by conscience
and truth, after such deliberate examinations of every subject submitted
to us. Let me suppose that any one of you came to this assembly, with
the preconceived opinion, honestl~~ entertained, that the judicial tenuae
ought to he for a term of years ; that snch was the opinion of the people
around him at home, and that therefore, he promised them, that he would
in this convention Five his suouort and vote for that tenure. Let us
proceed a step far&,
and supl%e, that this same delegate after having
listened to the arm,unent
of this auestion. should be clenrlv convinced that
z
he was in an error; that his o$nion l;ad been formed bn short-sighted
views. that they stand on narrow ground, and not on the broad basis of
the genera1 welfare ; that it was rash and unadvised ; t.bat he owed it to
himself, to his honor and conscience, to his country and her dearest
interests to retract that opinion; can any holiest man, any one who
deserves the name of a patriot, hesitate to say what he ought to do in such
circumstances?
To hold himself to such a promise, would be to make
himself the slave of others, to be more degraded tllan a galley slave, for
he, while he tugs at the oar, while his limbs are fettered and bound, and
his back lacerated with stripes, he has a free mind, his opinions are free,
his conscience is unscarred. -4s to the gentlemen, who, after hearing the
argument, and deliberately reflecting upon the whole subject, in all its
bearings and consequences, shall still believe of themselves, and for
themselves that the judicial tenure ought to be reduced to a term of years,
I shall bold them and their opinions in tbc respect which is always due
to honorable men, even when we think they are laboring in an error.
Not so of those, if there be any such, who will repudiate their own judgment, and violate their consciences in the performance of premature
Let us
promises, ‘6 more honored in the breach than the observance.”
follow one of these delegates, I repeat if there be one, to his home, and
in giving an account of his doings here, be should say to the people, by
way of recommending himself to them, I have carried into esect, I have
put into your fundamental laws, the principle and opinions that you and
Z entertained before I went to the Convention: but I must tell you, and
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this is my great merit, and shows my submission to your will, that I
was entirely convinced that our opinion was wrong; that your true
interests and those of the Commonwea!th demanded of me a different
action. What would your constituents, honest and intelligent lovers of
their country. reply to you 1 They would tell you that you had dishonestly inflicted an injury on them and the Commonwealth;
that you had
violated your duty. They would say, we delegated you as our represen.
tative to go and set in the great council of the people ; to obtain
information which we had not, to have the means of forming correct
opinions which we had not. We will trust YOU 110more. Never again
will me commit ourselves and our interests to a senseless automaton, a
thing that acts without thinking, and decides without hearing. You may
have followed the letter, but not the spirit of our will.
You have aban.
doned our dearest interests by a blind submission to an unadvised opinion.
which your own better instructed judgment rejected ; you have betrayed
your trust by feurin,n to do your clut~. It is true your fault began in our
error, but you had the means of correcting it, and still persevered in it.
Rather let the delegate who is trammelled with these promises and pledges
go back to his constituents ; tell them the truth of the case, confess to
them that he has changed his opinion, and explain to them the
reasons of it. Let him trust to their good sense, their justice, their
generosity, their ready apprehension of what is right, when it is fan-ly put
before them.
Whv do I see assembled in this hall men distinguished for talents, for
their private and public worth, for the confidence the people have in them,
and which they have earned by their virtues and services 1 If they are
to play so poor a part ; if they are to have neither will, nor vote, nor
speech: nor action of their own, any inferior agents could have performed
the low and degraded duties of bounden slaves.
In the beginning of our session these annunciations of the will! of the
people, had something imposing in them, especially to one not accustomed to hear them pronounced with so much authority ? When we
heard respectable gentlemen solemnly declare, as of their own personal
knowledge, the will and wishes of the people, we could not but feel the
impression of such declarations from such a source. The will of the
Who could put himself in opposition to it 1
people of Pennsylvania!
But this cry has been repeated so often ; it has come forth on such petty
questions and occasions, that it has lost its potency ; it has, indeed, if I
Scarcely a proposition or opinion
may say so, become almost ridiculous.
has been offered to us, t&at it was not backed and vouched by the will of
the people, That great power has not been reserved for great principles,
but if the question was, whether the general election should be held on
the seco’nd or third Tuesday of October, the will of the people was brought
down to decide it. This is nonsense. As to myself, I know of no will
of the people but this-that every representative of the people here shall
do his duty faithfully and fearlessly, according to his own calm, unbiassed
judgment and true conscience. If they have any other will, repugnant to
this (which I do not believe). I am not their servant to do their work.
Shall I lay myself a voluntary, bounden slave at the feet of other men
like myself. Shall I surrender my conscience, my honor, my soul to
those, who owe no responsibility to me or to any one for the consequences
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of their commands, but leave me to answer not only to myself, but to the
country for all that may ensue. Is this to be a freeman or the representative of freemen? It is incomprehensible to me, that gentlemen, who
cherish this anxious, tender care and concern for the freedom of others,
should have so little regard for their own. But let us not be deceived ;
we are not. Let us search into this humble devotion to the people, and
shall we not find it neither more nor less than a devotion to a party, and
pursued one step farther, will it Got be found t:) end iu the patriot hinzseZJ
in some selfish, personal object of ambition or gain?
It has been urged from several quarters of the house, that the cry of the
people is against Li Z$ o$ices,” that they will have no life oflice in the
Constitution.
Nor is there any such ; the judicial t-nure is not declared
to be for life, but “during the good behaviour” of t!x judge ! It can,
therefore, be a life oflice only on the contingency and condition that he
shall behave well during his life. Does any one ob,ject to this 1 Is any
one desirous that a judge shall not behave well, because thereby he will
have his life in his office. If a judge discharge his duties faithfully and
diligently, he caunot be removed ; if he does not he may be removed.
This is the life o&e. and every good man must desire that every judge
may thus make his ofIke continue during his life. 13ut this name is given
to this tenure to bring odium and distrust upon it. I well know, sir, the
potency of names and phrases upon the public prejudices and passions.
Parties have their watchword s, and soldiers their bunlr: cry. They are
given to them by their leaders, the rxd: and iike repeat them, shout them,
without knowing or inquiring their meaning, or cariug whether they have
any or not. YVo popery ltcpt nearly one half of the people of Great
Britain, a brave and generous race, inhabiting a fertile soil and a genial
sky, under a galling, degrading oppression, suffering under iutolerable
Ireland has smarted
penalties and disabilities for more lhau R century.
and groaned, has been kept miserable and poor, by the power of an
unmeaning phrase. ‘l’he same senseless cry of ?EOpo]~q, under the
instigation of Lord George Gordon, mxle the mob of L?ndon frautic, and
led them on to deeds of blood and cnn!kgrations of incalculable mischief.
Aristocrats was the murder cry of ievolutionary France, and neither age
or sex, virtue or innocence could Sam tllC victim, w!l?ll ~>o]3lll~lrfury or
private revenge had fixed upon him this dreaded appellni.ion. Sir, we have
seen, we cvetl now see, the power of a name in tllcsz United States.
Need I fear to say, that the name of u I;%dcr&t,
mit!io:it farther inquiry
into the charxter or principles of \!le mxl, has excluded some of the best
and wisest, and truest rnen of our country frxn every public trust, and
has even made them objects almost of abhorrence to the mass of tJle
people. I am, and always have been OIIC of this persecuted, despised
‘.l7here are, it is tille, but few of US left, but we may claim to be
party.
sincere at least, for we have had a 1011%and severe trial, when, PERHAPS,
1
we might have been taken into favor by abandoning our princip!es.
began with the administratiou of Washington ; 1 was and ax a federalist
of that day and school. I have never changed, because I have as yet
seen nothing better. I am one of the fragments, a!1 unimportant one nolv
and always, of that broken and scattered party ; but it cannot be said of me,
(as &‘tr. Jefferson pleasantly remarked of a Virginia member of t:ongress) that I am the residuary legate8 of the federalism of Pennsylvania,
for E think I see some sixteen or eighteen good and honest faces here,
VOL. IV.
c
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who will not deny the federal faith that is in them. The appearance of
such men in this place, affords a gratifying evidence that the odium
which has so long overwhelmed them is wearing out. On this subject I
will beg leave to say, that, in my opinion, the government of these
United States, never has been, and never can be successfully administered on any other than federal principles , which were the spirit of its
life, infused into it by those who made and best understood it. This
was particularly manifested in the late war with Great Britain, and in
the late disturbance in Sonth Carolina.
How was nullification put
down there ? By a proclamation from the President which was federal,
yes, eztrenzeh/ federal.
I think that the whole struggle of the parties
which began m the first admiuistration, has ended in the triumph of the
principles of one of them and the mea of the other.
I confess, sir, that I am departing, it shall not be much longer, from
the question before you, to which I have endeavored, and I believe
with success, strict.ly to adhere. But I cannot look back to the bright
days and palmy state of our republic under the administration of Wkshingtm,
without feeling something of the spirit of those times, and
recurring to their high and pure prmciples.
Let me ofi‘end the feelings
and opinions of no man. I mean it not. I mean to draw no comparison
or cOntraStS-~~;YASHIscToN
! You hare seen the attempts of the painter
and sculptor to represent his image ; you have read of his achievements,
his virtues, his actions, and his greatness on the pages of history, and in
oft repeated eulogies in prose and verse, iu public speeches, and private
letters from the most distinguished men of Europe, as well as of his own
country, but I tell you in the sobriety of truth, that none can have a full
conception of that wonderful man, who have not beheld him as he was.
I have seen him standing before the assembled representatives of the
people of these United States. I have heard him make his communications to them, wiih that calm and quiet dignity, that power of virtue and
The kings of the earth might feel
truth, which were peculiarly his own.
humble before that President of our republic, when thus discharging his
An English nobleman, and a proud one too, (Lord
high functions.
have taken the liberty to introduce your
Erskine,) wrote to him thus -‘*I
august and immortal name in a short sentence, which will be found in the
book I send you. I have a large acquaintance among the most valuable
and exalted classes of men ; but you are the only human being for whom
I ever felt an awful reverence. I sincerely pray God to grant a long and
serene evening to a life so gloriously devoted to the universal happiness
‘llis was written in March, 1X35.
of the worid.”
Such was the reverence paid to your Washington by strangers ; is it
here only, in his own country, by his own countrymen, that his name
and authority shall go for nothing ; that a constitutional ptinciple sanctioned by that name and authority shall be denounced and hunted
down, as hostile to the liberties of the people 1 Such is not my remembrance ; such is not my veneration for him. : would not exchange my
personal knowledge! my bright and proud recollections of Washmgton
and the great men ot his time, honored and trusted by him, for the
youth and all the glowing prospects and anticipations of the youngest
What are
politician of this body. The anticipations of a politician!
Let those who
they ? Delusions, disappointments, mockeries-all.
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are now sailing on the swelling sea of popularity, with flowing canvass
and favoring gales, with the desired port in view, but look at the
wrecks and ruins that lie on that perilous coast; promises broken,
friends betrayed, principles abandoned, and the hope lost for which alI
these sacrifices were made. If, perchance, he reach the shore, is he
safe ? does he staud on firm ground ? By no means ; he totters on a
moving sand, and is carried off by the next swell of the tide that took
him there. Let those who are chanting pecans to the power and infallibility of the people-beware.
The hour may be approaching when
they will fall, as hundreds have done before them, under the justice,
the ingratitude, or the fickleness of the same people. I have seen
many successions, at short intervals, of these men of the people
these popular leaders, passing from insignificance to power, aud baci
again from power to insignificance.
They were heard of no more, for
a Men politician is extinguished.
If it were proper, I could bring to
your recollection names which were omnipotent over the spirit of party,
wlio held the wand of Prospero, to raise or allay the storm, who seemed
to hold their power so surely, so firmly, that no time or accident could
impair it, after running a brief race, aupp1ante.d by some new favorite,
rejected and scorned. Closing their lives in poverty and neglect, they
now lie in forgotten graves. I have known them repent their folly in
bitter lamentations, not unmixed with remorse at the sacrifice of their
There are doubtless some of you, who now hear me,
integrity.
who have witnessed, as I have done, the rise and fall of these favorites
of the people. You have seen them ascending slowlv and painfully,
with incessant labor and trembling anxiety, to the desired cmiuence;
resorting to all the arts of low intrigue, and falsely flattering the pride,
the folly, the very vices of the people. How hollow and hypocritical
was this adulation ; how contemptible this self-degradation ! After a short
and precarious possession of their power, you have seen them falling
suddenly from their $6high estate,” never to hope again. Some of these
demigods, who have swayed the destinies of the Commonwealth, are,
eveu now, living powerless and obscure. What is their greatness now ?
$4A talc told by an idiot.”
We have been repeatedly and earnestly assured that it is the z&l1 of the
people that the Constitution should be amended, changed in something, and every one assumes that that something is just what he happens to want. I ask, what is the proof that this is the wish of the
people? I mean of the people of Pennsylvania, in any proper sense
of the phrase. Are gentlemen sure they do not mistake am1 substitute
for this opinion, the wishes of the little knot of politicians who direct
Can one of them on any
the affairs of their village, or neighborhood?
direct, satisfactory proof, answer even for his own couuty on any one
specific proposition or amendment 1 Let him show his proof here,
that we may judge of it, that we may see if it warrants his conclusion.
On this subject of the judiciary, not a petition has been laid on our
table ; in no audible, distinct manner have the people spoken to us about
it ; but we are left to the vague conjectures, for they are no more, of ,gentlemen, drawn from sources and founded on evidence they can neither
produce nor explain.
But we have been told that the call of the Convention, our existence here, is a proof that the people require changes
If this were even so, the important question
in the Constitution.
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xeirsuains,what ehanges do they want 1 Would they have every thing
&banged? Do they wish to break up the foundations of their government, and raise another on new principles ? The argument is too gen~4 ; it gains nothing for its advocate unless it can be brought down to
some specfiic amendment. Now, let it be grsuted that the vote for the
Convention shonld satisfy us thnt there is a majority of the people for
amendments to the Constitution, yet is it not obvious that there may
out be a majority of arfy one of those proposed ? Some may have desired reform in the legislative department, some in the executive, and
#hers in the judiciary;
but a majority may not have agreed on any one
point, either as to the department to be reformed, or the changes to be
made in them. If the vote for the call of the Convention is the evidence
&” the wishes of the people respecting a reform of the Constitution,
&at will the delegates (who profess to be reformers) from Berks county
say, where there was a majority of about three thousand against the
Gnuention ; of Northampton, where the majority was nearly txvo thou~3d, and so of other counties. But the serious trnth of this matter is,
&at the call of the Convention proves nothing, tither for amendments
ti .L”nlegeneral, or for any par&ular amendment.
The utmost con~~uence that can be fairlp deduced from it is, that after an experiment of
mxly fifty years of their government it was tho@t that a revision of it
might be expedient ; that crperience miglit sugzcst some beneiicial
&auges, or mi,qht have satisfied us that none are nec.~~~snry; and we
&onld act or forhclr to act upon it accordingly.
WC may be said
%ob a grand inquest inquiring for the Commonwealth, whether its form
of government reqnircs change or not. It is our duty Grly and imparP’aily to inqnire and decide, and make our presentment to the people
,tij iti onr judgments and consciences. justice and truth require.
To say
t‘?i:ir, becanse this power is delegated to us me mnst therefore propose
cbnn~s, that we must therefore believe the people have resolved that
GueConstitution is defective, and that WC must propose remedies for it,
is not less unwarranted 2nd unjust, thau if a grand jury were to believe
&at becanse they were empanne!led to inqaire, they must therefore
verify the chxges submitted to them or they would disappoint the anthoriLWthat had &led them together. Let those pentlemcn answer me,
&Q have come hero with the belief that thev know the opinions of
&eir own county, from their conversations with a small, a very small
p.zrt of the people, and those altogether of their own politica! party ; or
sr.crhaps from some political meeting, at which also but a portion of the
gixty attended. that Itarty Ixing bnt a portion of the county, let me ask,
sn:hether, before the prq~wtxl t-esdrrlions were vociferously adopted, as
:.h u~x~J&~o~~s .SL’!ZSE
of t!ie meeGnn, for nohody came there to make
&>jt::Ctions, the subject was cantlidly,~fnll,y, and coolly explained 1 was
313~attempt made, or any opportnnity given, to examine it, to bear both
s&s of the qnestion, or to know tbe truth of what was said OJIthe one
:&de? PVas there any thing like ii deliberate judgment formed or exTrussed; or was not the whole proceeding the mere sudden impulse of
.x&ted feelings, eqnzllp thonghtless of the past and future, and worked
x!!o action by some local or lemporary cause ; by stroug appeals to parlv,
purposes abid party power ?
Rcfore we are palled npon to respect surh opinions as the will of the
>coi’ie, we should be well informed upon 111c~epoints, and know 1~02~’
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by zuhonz, or for whclt purposes they were obtained. No, sir, it is because at such meetings, on such occasions, no fair and full examination
of a subject can be had; no deliberate judgment of the whole case cam
be formed, on great constitut.ional quesiions, requiring a great extent oE
inquiry and examination, that the people have sent us here, to examine:
inquire, and judge for them; to consult together, to compare facts an&
opinions, and finally to submit to them the honest result of our delibemtions and labors. Ge assured, sir, that in beginning, prosecuting, an&
terminating these inquiries and deliberations, the only sure foundatiorn
we can build on, the only guides we cm follow with an assured step nap8
a fearless anticipation of consequences, are our own unbiased judgments;
our own uncorrupted conseienres. aud honest sense of right. All the
rest, all other motives and calculations will fail-these
never. Pop?riar
opinions are fickle ; political friends and associates will abandon us, but
honesty, independence, and a clear conscience will stand by us at all times
and under all circumstances.
The objections we have heard on this floor against the tenure of good
behaviour, have generally been found to consist of some local or temp
rary evil, of personal defects in some existing judge, but have we he:&
any argument or evidence against the principle for which we contend;
any thing to satisfy us that it is uot the most safe and salutary, on the
whole, and affords a more certain securiiy for an able and just administration of the laws than a tenure for years. If there be a clamor, a cry.
as it is called, among the people against these commissionr for good behaviour ;. if a court and the judges are obnoxious to the people, which, 3s ;ip
general truth, I do not believe, and for which I have heard no evidence, K
wish we had it in our power to trace it to its true origin. It’ tnight, per-,
haps, sometimes be found in the indiscretion or impatience of a judg,l;
whose patience has been hard pressed ; sometimes in some physical in.firmity ; but much more frequently we should find it in the resentmar&
of some disappointed suitor, who always thinks the judge wrong; or ix
the temper of some offended lawyer, whose ignorance and impertincnee
has been rebuked. Has any one of you attended acourt. without witnessiog
how much a judge has to bear from some members of the bar, who muaId
recommend themselves to the bystanders for spirit and independence by+
gross disrespect to the authority of the court. Such disappointed suitors,
such offended lawyers, tell their own story, with all the exaggerations
and coloring of passion, in the court y&d,,q in the bar rooms of taverns,
The other side of the
and wherever they can find a willing listener.
story is not told, and the clamor is tims excited against the court. P3i&
let it be granted that. on some occasions gentlemen of the bar have ha&
just cause of complaint of the conduct of a judge to them personally, oh
in the treatment of the trial of the cause; that some suitors may ham
jiiereoson
t8 think the judgment wrong, and that justice has not beem
. Will high and honorable men, lawyers or suitors, who are here
t.o decide upon the great and vit,al interests of the Commonwealth, b&g
their private griefs into the councils of their country ? Will honest and
true patriots uproot the foundations of their government, or destroy a
good principle in it to redress a personal wrong? Will they pull dowo!
the pillars of the temple to crush an obnoxious judge m the ruin f
Will they cut down the tree, because it may occasionally bear same
unsound fruit, which will fall off of itself? I appeal to my brethren d
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the bar, always the friends of liberty and good government, to banish all
such recolleciiona, if they have them, to discard all such motives, so unworthy of them, of their profession, and of the high trust now committed
to them.
Whatever may be the trllth and magnitude of the evils complained of,
are they the growth or consequence of the tenure for good behaviour?
Will vou remove or mitigate them by changing it for a term of years ?
Th&
evils, where they have existed, arose, not from the tenure of
office, but from the personal t.emperament or defect in the judge; and
the same judge would be uo better with a commission for seven or ten
years. You will certaiuly aggravate the complaint, by being driven to
Will your judges be more learned
inferior men for the appo&tments.
and competent; will they be more wise, discreet, patient, and polite,
under commissions for ten years, thxl during their good behaviour 1 I
cannot comprehend any reason for such an espectation. There is another
reason of great weight against the proposed change of tenure. A judge
ought to be a man of high ranlc in his profession-and your Governor
ought to be able to induce such to quit an honorable and lucrative practice to take a seat on the bench. A retirement to such a position, at a
certain time of life, becomes desirable, even to the highest at the bar,
provided he may be secure in it, and not be obliged to look to a return to
the labors he was weary of, and, probably, to the impossibility of resuming them, when they rnily be necessary fir his snppolt.
Your Governor,
having this range of selection, mill have no apology for bad appointments ; but if you narrow his choice in the manner proposed, you will
take from the responsibility of his selection, and aiford him a good apology for bad judges.
It may be asked -why
si;ould the judiciary have this permanent possession of office, and not the other branches of government ? I will
answer. In the Governor, the Senate and IIOIIW of Representatives, all
the powers of the government arc lodged ; they are, ill fact, the depositories of the power of the people. ‘i?hey arl‘ the fduntnins from which
those powers are again distrihutetl to and anlong the people.
The
whole political pomcr and patronage of the Commonweulth are at their
disposal. ‘l’hev make your laws ; they impose taxes ; they collect the
revenue, and ai‘terward direct its exI&diturr
; they make vour o&es,
and appoint your officers. The proprieiy, the necessity, of lioldinp such
functionaries to a freciuent and effeclual responsibility to the people ; of
making them know and feel every hour of their official existence, that
their authority is a brief one ; that their mistakes or misdeeds mav be
speedily corrected, is suficiently obvious. A permanent Executive and
Legislature, would be an intolerable despotism, owing no accountability ;
and having no remedy for abuses short of a revolution.
Where is the
power that could control such a power? On the other hand, the judi.
ciary has no political power, not an atom ; no patronage, not even the appointment of the clerks of the court. This is absorbed by the Governor.
It makes no laws ; it has not a dollar of the public money at its disposal,
for itself or any body else. They can in no ’ possible way make any
encroachment upon the liberties of the people ; they are merely and
solely a tribunal to execute and administer the laws as they apply 10 the
cases and persons brought before them. To this purpose, their authority
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is great and important; but it is altogether a conservative power, conservative of the laws and of the rights and liberties of the people under
ihese laws. With the law only as its weapon of defence, the judiciary
stands between the people and oppression, and injustice from every quarter; but this power can never be used offensively against the people.
But to he used defensively and for their protection, it must be independent
of the powers whose usurpations and wrongs aIe to be prevented or arrested. The difference, in this respect, between the judiciary and the
other branches, appears to me clear and undeniable, and brings us to the
result that while it would be dangerous to rive the executive and legislative departments a permanent tenure in their offices, it would be dangerous not to give the judiciary such a tenure ; that the great uses of this
departmetrt would be destroyed or materially impaired by an uncertain,
shifting, dependent possession.
It has again and again been said here, acd truly said, that our danger
is from the politica pol,uer a& patronage of the executive and legislature. All seem to agree in this. ‘I’hat it is to these we must apply our
guards and checks : to them we must look with an eye of suspicion and
caution. The legislative branch has been declared to be that most prone
to the usurpation of authority, for, calling itself the immediate representation of the people, it is apt to believe it holds, and may exercise, all the
original rights of the people. There is no check upon this abuse, known
to your Constitution, or that you have any power or means to apply but
the judiciary.
Now observe, that we agree that the executive and legislature are thus powerful, and require restraints ; that the only practical
check upon them is the judiciary, and can it be denied, that all the
power you give the judiciary is for your own protection; and that all you
take from it, is necessarily so much added to those who are already too
powerful 1 Make the judges dependent upon them, and they will have
all; they will have a license as free as the winds.
Let me recall your attention to what has been repeatedly declared to
us on this floor, from the mouths of the most zealous reformers.
Have
they not said, that a principal cause for calling this Convention, the
loudest complaints of the people have been against Executive power and
patronage ; that it is here that reform and curtailing are demanded, and
that the people will not be satisfied if this is not done? What are you
now about ? How will the proposed change in the jndioial tenure operate upon the Executive power 1 Do yoo not see that it will enlarge it
immeasurably and mt)st dangerously?
What will be the result of your
.endeavors to diminish the power of the Governor?
How will you meet
and satisfy what you say is the wish of the people ? Why, forsooth, you
will take from him the appointment of the county offices, prothonotaries,
registers and recorders, which give him more vexation, and make him
snore enemies than all the rest of his patronage, and you will put, at stated
times, the whole judicial power of the Corn~l)n~~~r-:+& (+;:.i; &e exception of ttdc just&a) at hia feet. That portion of the judiciary which he
should fear -which
is the supervisory power over him, is todepend upon
him for their commissions, that is, five judges of the supreme court, eighteen or twenty president judges of the common pleas, and more than one
hundred and fifty associate and district judges. It is a grant of power of
infinite importance and extent ; in the hands of a bold and able man it
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will be worth all the rest of his power.
Oliver Cromwell wanted only
to subdue Westminster Hall; to have the judges in his grasp to make
him absolute and irresistible.
That was the troublesome power, which
hung upon his usurpations and tyranny ; and although you would not
put it at the disposal of your Executive day by day, and everyday in the
year, you encounter the same evil in a lesser degree, you depart from the
same principle of preservation, when you do it every seven or five years.
Let us he secure in iire fearless and faithful admidistration of the law
every year ; and let us not. for two or three years of every term of a
judge’s commissiou, have him trcmbliug in hi’s seat for his own safety,
and looking anxiously to the power that can make or destroy him.
It has been vehemently urged upon us, that there is no means of
getting rid of an obnoxious judge, of a had jut!ge, of an +mforlunate
Surely, the Consll:ution has not been inattentlre to this.
appointment.
For gross cases of misbehavior il provides an iulpcachment ; for lesser
ones, a removal by the address of both branches of the Legislature.
Is
not this enough? 13ut removals have been found impossible, or too
difficult in this v;ay ; attempts have been made but they have failed.
And why have they failed ? It lyust be either because sllfflrient cause
was not shown to warrant the removal, or because members of the Senate
and House of Ileptcscntatives have been faithless to their duty ; have not
honestly executed the powers given to them by the Couscitution.
Are
gentlemen prepaxcd to prefer and to sustain this charge against them ? 1s
it not, sir, more likely that, in any particular cast of a judge here complained of; here cited as a proof of the inefficiency of the constitutional
mode of removal, the gentlemen who complain, and who must have a
very imperfect knowledge of the circumstances of the case, of the evidence for and against the judge ; who must have formed their opinions
from general views and probably partial representation, is it not more
likely that they are mistaken, than that the senators and representatives
have done wrong, have given judgment erroneously or wilfully wrong,
after a full end patient hearing of the whole case, of the evidence and the
defence ? But if we should agree that this tribunal has not removed,
where it ought to have done so, how is the fault to be imputed to, or
visited upon the judiciary or its tenure of o&e.
‘l%e constitutional provision is gsod and suff&nt, if honestly executed, and if your Legislature
will not honestly execute it, iind a way to make them, or constitute
another tribunal for the trial, but do not make it a reason for destroying
or impairing the security and independence of your judiciary.
The fault
is not theirs ; why would you apply your correction there ?
I consider the great security of civil liberty to rest on these foundations:
1. That the laws shall be made by the representatives of the people,
under such restrictions as the people themselves have ordained. 2. ‘i’hat
laws thus made shall be faithfully and fearlessly executed by coq~etent
tribunals.
The first point is firmly and indisputably established in Pennsylvania.
The second, that is, competent tribunals, depends upon having
judges of competent learning and knowledge, and putting them in a
situatha to use their knowledge, with u perfect integrity, free frorm
every urzdue bias or influence, person& or political.
And to preserve
the harmony and uniformity of the laws ; that they may be the same tomorrow as to-day; the same for one man at this time and another at a
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future time, it is necessary that these tribunals should have a reasonable
permanency.
The law is a complicated and comprehensive science ; it
embraces an infinite variety of subjects; it covers and penetrates all the
business of man in society.
Much study and great experience are required for those who are to administer in derail this extensive and intricate
system. See the volumes of vour own statutes ; the still more numerous volumes, indeed the large lfbraries, of judicial andauthoritative decisions upon the rights of perebns and property.
T!ley must be all understood arld preserved, or the uniformity and harmony of the administration
of justice mill he deranged, and every suitor will be delivered over to a
Assuredly for
new rule founded on the caprice or krrors of his judge,
such duties you should have in your service, men, not only of undoubted
character and integrity, and strong in public confidence, but of high
standing in their profession, of approved learning and experience.
How
are we most likely to obtain such men ? How are you to withdraw them
from a lucrative business, to induce them to make great pecuniary sacrifices 1 Your salaries fall far short of this. You must give them secu+
They must know that while they
Iity and stability in their places.
perform their duties faithfully, while they ‘1 behave themselves well,”
they have nothing to fear, and may not be dishonored and impoverished
to gratify a personal or political enemy, or make room for a rival, or
some expectant of party favor.
The last and most important reason for an independent judiciary
It is peculiar to our American governremains to be briefly noticed.
ments. We have not an omnipotent Legislature, a British parliament.
The same authority that has imposed limits and checks to the power of
the Governor and judges, has also prescribed the action of the Legislature. It is the uutho~ii!/ (g’ the people, by whom, and for whom the
whole fabric of government was created and framed. The people have
ordained and established a higher power than that of their representatives
and placed it over them. This power is not to change with the fluctuations of popular opinion from year to year, or to he swayed 1)~ party
This is the Constitutian, and it is the sttpreme
passions or inierests.
Inul of the land. But this supremacy, these limits and checks upon legislative usurpation upon the rights of the people, would be merely nommal,
without substance or any practical usefulness, if there be not a power in
the government to sustain them, to euforce them, to array them into effect
Where is this controlling
and repel the first step of encroachment.
authoriry 1 111the courts, or no where, and not there unless they are
independent of the powers to he controlled, of the Governor, the Senate
and the House of Representatives.
Allow me to present a case to you
by way of illustration.
Your Constitution declares, that no ex,nostfacto
law shall be enacted, that is, a law making an act criminal, which at the
time it was done, was innocent, was prohibited 1~~no law. But the.
Legislature
do pass such an act, and a citizen is brought before a
court for trial, charged with the offence thus created. Who or what can
save him but the court, and the court can do it only by declaring the actof the Legislature uncomiitutiod
ancl void, by sustaining the supreme
law, and disregarding the act which violates it. Look upon the proceeding. There sits the judge, and there stands the accused before him. In
answer to the charge, Jvith the courage of a freema:l, confident in the
protection of the Constitution and the integrity of his judge, he holds up.
*
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the Constitution, he points to the clause prohibiting an e.r post fc/cto law,
he asserts his exemption from all guilt and all responsibility to that law ;
he says that the Legislature, that the Assembly and the Governor who
have given their sanct,ion to this act ale the true ofl~nders, are the guilt?ones, havit1.g offended against the supreme law ; and he demands of the
judge to discharge him and pronounce the act a nullity.
In the back
ground of thie picture you may behold this Governor, one of the part.ies
offending, holding the commission of the judge, which, perhaps, in the
next month or WOek will expire, an d menacing him with the 10s~ of hi3
of&e if he shall dare to prouonnce a sentence of condemnation up011 the
act in question. The judge must then decide, whether to pre3erve the
Constitution, whether to protect the stranger, an ohecure unimportant
individual from injustice and wrong, he wdl sacrifice himself and his
We are answered that an honest man would do this. I hope
family.
he would. I wish that we had many such honest men ; but it is a cruel
alternat ve, and I prav do not put any oficer to such a choice, and do not
rely too confidently on his making ihc right one. But you tell 113that
this Legislature must answer to the people who will not Fail to resent
What becomes of the injured citizen
this violation of the Constitution.
in the mean time 1 He must undergo the penalties of the unauthorized
act, even if they bring him to ruin. Methinks I hear the judge speaking
in the language we have heard here, or in the spirit of the arguments.
He rays to the accused, do not expect that I will interpose myself
between you and the power which holds my fate as well as yours in its
hand. Take your complaints to the people, make your appeal against
the law to them. Explain your grieyauces; get them to listen to you,
Withdraw their attention at the next
and to understand your wrong.
election from their own objects, to hear and consider your case ; to
examine the constitutionality
of the act under which ?~;ousuffer. Can
any thing be morevain and absurd than such a remedy for such a wrong ;
than the expectation of redress in this way. ? But if all these difficulties
are overcome, and the people are induced to esnmine the case, aud do
decide that the law is unauthorized, and the citizen has been wjwtly
prosecated under it. What then 1 The offending representative3 are
not elected, And what redress is this to the injured party f Sir, you
must have a power in the State to prevent these injuries to your citizens,
or they can have no protection from gross violence ; the Constitution can
have no security for itself, nor impart any to the people of this Commoawealth.
Your courts, your judges must do this, and you must enable
them to do it fuithfully and fearlessly, apprehending no harm to themselves, whomsoever they may ol’end.
I will detain you, sir, no longer. Nothing but my serious conviction
of the vital importance of the principle I have endeavoured to defend IO
the safe and harmonious action of the government, to the true administration of the constitution and the laws, could have induced me to trespass
SO Ioltg on your time.
We come here to serve the people, not to flatter them ; to attend truly
and faithfully to their best interests, not to submit ourselves to their errors
and prejudices ; to do our duty to our country, uncontaminated by any
selfish views of our own. Let us not descend from this high ground of
public service, to promote some transient and local concern, or to gmtify
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some passion or feeling of our immediate constituents. Let us not deceive
ourselves. nor hope to deceive others by excessive professions of devotiou to the pe”ple.
Beware that others do not discover, or believe. that
at the bottom of this effervescing love for the people, there is lurking a
selfish regard for our own objects of ambition or gain ; that this is the
leaven which moves and animates the whole mass. Why are we assembled here, but to consult together, to reason with each, to deliberate and
decide according, each men, to his own understanding and conscience ?
If we shall turn aside from each other,from
ozlrselnes ant1 ozlr ou~n convictions, to look for signs and indications of popular opinions. those
sudden and changing ebullitions, formed without examination of facts or
consequences, without reasoning, or ordinary reflection, we are spending
our own time and the treasure of the Commonwealth here most uselessly, most unjustifiably.
What more can government do for a people than ours has done and is
doing for us ? What can we gain by a change of any fundamental principle ? What may we notlose ? Universal prosperity, public and private ;
perfect freedom for every man to get what he honestly can by his talents,
industry and enterprise, with the full enjoyment of it after he has obtained
it. In the history of man there is nothing like the condition and rapid
improvement of these United States, and of this Commonwealth standing
in the first rank. Any change from a condition, so high and so happy,
must, for it is untried, put to hazard, more or less, the blessings we enjoy
which we know to be our own, and of which we cannot be deprived but
by our own rashness or folly.
You may, perhaps, see and understand
the beginning of the change, but who can foretell its effect and influence
hereafter, upon your institutions ; who can say when and where it will
end, to what it may lead 1 It is called reform now, a most dangerous
phrase, but what shape may it not take hereafter?
The next step is
revolution.
Politicians, who are out of power, desire any thing that
may give them a chance of getting in, and they set about persuading the
people, who have never tlredmt of it, that they are oppressed, and that
there must be a reform.
They would shake the whole fabric to its foundation, and derange the whole order, to dislodge their successful rivals ;
they would, savage-like, put a torch to the building that contains and
secures their enemies.
Such are politicians by professiou and calling
who are seeking power and place for themselves.
‘I’he great mass of the
people, although they are artfully brought iota the coutest, have, in truth,
no iuterest or feelings in it. It is a personal, selfish strife, in which
every honest principle is violated, truth and decency thrown aside, the
Public good disregarded, and the foulest means resorted to for victory.
Such are the conflicts of party. They grow on a free government, and
unless it is a wise one, they will destroy it. Let us endeavor to prove to
the world, for the experiment is now on trial in this country, that a
people may be both free and wsie.
Mr. WOOD~VARDrose and said that on no previous occasion in his life
had he risen to address a public assembly under so many embarrassments
as he felt at present. The subject, said Mr. W. is large aud difficult,
having too much scope for me properly to comprehend it. I cannot
bring to it, as has been done, treasured stores of learning, or the experience and gravity of age. The opposite argument has been sustained
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with an ability and eloquence to which I can make no claim. The
calm dignity, the elevated character, the venerable age and the polished
mind of the delegate who has made that argument, admonish me to
shrink from a contrast in which I must necessarily suffer SOmuch. And
if I should take counsel only from my amhitio77 and my fears, I shouZd
shrink from the contrast, and, either avoid the discussion wholly, or seek
an encounter with some virgin blade in anotbrr part of the house. But,
sir, I did not come here to pursue the dictates either of my ambition or
my fears. I come, the delegate of a body of freemen, to perfoorm stern
and solemn duties-duties
which the age and rountry in which WC live
demand at my hands. This is neither the time nor place for shrinking.
Notwithstanding the embarrassments of my position, the tlifliculty and
intricacv of the subject and the unequal odds against which I am to contend, it’ is my intention to perform my present duty tLithfulIy and with
such ahility as I have.
Mr. Chairman, I conc77r fully with the learned delegate from the city,
(Mr. Hopkinson) that all selfish considerations and party feelings should
Let every unwort,hp motive and
be excluded from this discussion.
feeling be absent, and let the pure minds and sound judgments of members be brought to this investig:ftion, unexcited by party prejudices and
feelings, and anxious only to promote the best interests of the people
whom we represent, and whose Const.itution we are now considering.
The gentleman from the city iniormed you, in the outset of his remarks,
that he could give no interest to the argument, and be cautioned the committee against expecting any thing more th:rn dry details from him. Mr.
Chairman, if it was necessary for that gentleman to throw out such a
warning to the committee, how much more necessary is it for me. How
unnoceasary the admonition was from him, the sequel has shown-1 shall
prove bow appropriate it is for me.
I concur eutirely with the statement of the delegate that the committee
on the 5th article, composed in the manner it was, found itself unable to
agree in a unanimous report on the subjects referred to it ; and I sincerely
regret this fact, for it would have been a so77rce of no small gratification
to my colleagues of the minority and myself, to have joined the learned
gentleman of the majority, in a unanimous report for the action of the
Convention.
But this could not be. Al1 the subjects of the 5th article
were fully discussed in that committee, and we agreed where we could ;
and where me could not, we differed like gentlemen.
‘Ihe minority
could not concur with the majority, in reference to the good hehaviour and
tenure of the judges, commonly called a life tenure; and we were constrained to present a separate report on that subject, recommending an
amendment, which goes to abolish that tenure, and to substitute for it a
tenure of years.
Something has been said, Mr. Chairman, by the delegate from the
city, in reference to the transactions of that committee, and I should not
allude to thetn, except in the general manner I have done, if that gentleman had not brought them to the notice of the committee of the whole.
I understood him to say that the point, in reference to the official tenure of
rhe justices of the peace, was yielded by way of a compromise.
I did
not understand from his observations, what was the nature of this compromise, nor with whom it was made, nor what was its consideration.
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The impression might be derived from his remarks, that we had given up
the limited tenure of the judges, in consideration of the agreement of the
majority to yield the life tenure of the justices, but I feel satisfied the gentleman did not mean to be so understood; and the explanation he has
made this morning of his former remarks, removes all suspicion of any
such compromise.
But the compromise was spoken of, we learn, for
the purpose of explaining that it was no repugnance to the principle of
the good behaviour tenure, which intluced the majority to give it up as to
justices of the peace. When their report was made, the importance of
this surrender was perceived, and properly estimated, by the quick apprehension of my friend on the left, (Mr. Ingersoll) and it having been pointed
out, the gentleman from the city, who was chairman of that committee,
apologises for the report, on the grouml that it was a compromise, not
with us, but among themselves of the majority.
Here Mr. Kopmxsos made a brief csplanation.,
Mr. WOODWARD resumed. Let us understand the matter correctly.
The majority concurred in the report concerning the 10th section of the
After their report was made, two gentle5th article of the Constitution.
men of the committee made a report recommending that justices of Ihe
peace be appointed by the Governor for the period of five years. The
difference between the two reports on this point, consists in the vnode qf
majority rccommeuding their election by the people,
appointmen. f-the
and the minority recotnmendilfg that they be appointed by the Governor.
But whether elected or appomted, both reports concur in assigning to
them a limited tenure of oilice. $ccording to both, justices of the peace
were to bc commissioned for the period of five years, so that your judiciary committee seem to have been unanimous on this poiut. Bu’t the
committee 011 the Gtb article having reported on the same subject and
very much in the same manner as the majority of the judiciary committee,
their report c:lme up first for convidcration by tbe Conveution, in committee of the whole ; ancl the geutleman from Lancaster, (,Mr. Konlgmncher)
moved an amendment to the report of the committee on the 6th article,
which proposed to continue to the Governor the appointment of justices
of the peace, but for the term of ,fiUe years. After that amer.dment was
negatived, and it was thus settled that justices should be elected, and not
appomted, the question recurred on tlke tenure, and the committee of the
whole were so nearly unanimous, in favor of tile limited tenure, that no
gentlemau tihought it necessarv to demand tbc yens autf naps on tbat
and from
ouestion. S~rch are the f;lcts in couiicction with this suhiect.
LI
the history I have given of the matter, it appears to me that the committee
on the 5th articlc did unquestionably contemplate the surrender of the
good bebaviour tenure in the justices’ commissions, and tha$ the Convention have approved of that surrender by a most decisive rote. I apprehend theu, Mr. Chairman, that here is one point of considerable
importance gained in this discussion.
The learued delegate from the city nest proceeded to prove that the
justices of the peace do not properly forIn a part of the judiciary of the
Commonwealth, and that, if the question of tenure had been conceded in
relation to them, it furnished nothing against his argument.
I do not
propose, Mr. Chairman, to enter into auy nice and metaphysical distinctions in the snbject under discussion ; nor do I mean to argue the quesI---
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tion whether justices of the peace, who have committed to their charge,
to a limited estent, the administration of the laws of the State, should be
called judges, justices or by some other name. I am about to say, merely,
that I find them provided in the judicial article of the Constitution, which
says, that ‘6 The judicial power of this Comn~onwealtb shall be vested in
a supreme court, in courts of oyer and terminer and general jail delivery, in a court of common pleas, orphan’s court, register’s court, and
of a court of quarter sessions of the peace for each county ; ifa justices
Of the peace ; and in such other courts as the Legislature may, from time
I tind these justices to be invested with some power
to time, establish.”
in criminal cases, and an extensive, though not unlimited, civil jurisdiction ;
and I find, from experience and observation, that they exercise an amount
of power, in administering the justice of the State, wbicb exceeds that of
many, if not of all, the other judicial officem of the Commonwealth.
Mr. H~PHINSOPI’rose to explain.
He had, he said, expressly stated in
the course of his argument, in terms, that the justices of the peace did
constitute a part of the judiciary, and a most important part of it. But
he had also said that, although they did form a part of the judiciary, yet
they were put in the Constitution on a different footing from that of the
judges of the courts.
Mr. WOODWARD resumed. It is probable Mr. Chairman, that I may
have misunderstood the gentleman irom the city. I have sliown you
what footing they stand on in the Constitution, and it is enough for my
purpose that their duties concern the administration of justice and are of
a judicial character- that the office is not ministerial, for it cannot be
exercised by deputy, and that they are offkers of the first importance to
the people. What court have we in Pennsylvania, whose jurisdiction and
administration go home so directly, not to the doors only of the people,
but to their hearths aud firesides 1 The justices are scattered abroad
among the people in every township and neighbourhood of the Statethey mix incessantly with the people- they are always accessible by
suitors. If there be danger to the purity and independence of our judiciel
offtcers, from a limited tenure, here, in the justice’s oflice, more than in
any other, that danger must exist.
We have heard much said about the manner in which the ric.h, the
influential and powerful man, may approach and effect our courts of jnstice and what danger there would be to suitors contending against such a
man, on the eve of the expiration of the judge’s commission ; but does
not this argument against limited tenures apply with redoubled power to
the justices of the peace ? The justice may be a weak man and a poor
His mode of transacting business admits parties to the most
man.
familiar intercourse with him. He is shut out from the public gaze, and
here, if any where, might we expect to find judicial virtue and independence tried and seduced. Here, if any where, should tke protectinginfluence of a permanent tenure be felt, and if the limited tenure can be
tolerated here, we may, I think, trust it elsewhere.
What then do we find ? The committee on the judiciary reporting,
unanimously, in favor of the limited tenure for justices ; a majority of that
committee recommending also that they be elected by the people, and the
Convention, by an overwhelming vote, deciding that they shall be in office
hut five years at a time, and that the former tenure of good behaviour is
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not necessary to the independence, integrity and purity of these the most
important judicial officers in the State.
Have I stated the case too
strongly ? Have I not stated it fairly and according to the facts? Do
YOU not find your committee on the 5th article, headed, as it is, by one of
the most eminent jurists of the age, recommending to the Convention to
adopt this dangerous tenure for years. in our most important judicial deAnd do you not find the Convention acting on that recompartment?
mendation, and adopting this much abused tenure ? Unless I mistake the
case-unless it can be shown clearly that justices differ, essentially, in the
character of their duties from judge s, and are not exposed to the same, or
as great temptations, then it appears to me that here is a point gained of
great value, and that the first and most important step, in reforming our
judicial department, has been taken, under the direction of the learned
delegate from the city, and in direct contradiction of the argument which
he has addressed to us.
But to the judges.
The judiciary of Pennsylvania, as an existing establishment, consists of the courts mentioned in the section I have read, and
some others which have been established by law since the adoption of our
present Constitution.
To all these Constitutional courts, judges are
appointed “ during good behaviour,” which is, virtually and in practice, a
tenure for life. Notwithstanding the gentleman from the city complains
that “ life of&es” is an opprobrious and a false name, invented to increase
the unpopularity of the judicial tenure, still I think the people have made
no great mistake in adopting it, and that it will be fonnd on examination
to be strictly accurate. Let us examine it. What does a “good behaviour” tenure mean 1 If it meant, what the words import, that a
man should cease to be a judge, when heceased to be of 66goodbehaviour,”
there would not be much cause for complaint, and a judgeship would
rarely prove to be a %fe office,” but the expression, as a tenure of office,
is to be taken in connection with the modes, provided by the Constitution,
for enforcing good behaviour, and terminating the tenure. These modes
are two. Removal by the Governor, on the address of two thirds of each
branch of the Legislature, for any cause, not sufficient ground of impeachment, and by impeachment, which requires two thirds of the Senate for
’
the purpose of convicting.
As to the (power of removal, it is seldom successful when resorted to.
Ifthe attempt be made to remove a judge, all the means which he can
employ, himself a powerful man perhaps, and all that his powerful friends
can bring to his aid, are put in requisition to avert the shaft of justice.
If the House of Representatives concur in addressing a Governor, there
are few judges who, with all their friends, cannot operate sufficiently on
the sympathies of at least twelve Senators to save them. But if two thirds
of each House do address the Governor for a removal, the Governor
may act his pleasure in the premises, and, in the one stage or the other of
this proceeding, political alliances, family influence or official sympathy,
are almost certain to defeat the attempt at a removal of the judge. And
this proceeding is always embarrassed with an attempt to disprove the
existence of any ground for removal, or else to prove that it is cause for
impeachment; and it has, I believe, settled into an axiom that YOU can
not remove a judge for matter which is cause for impeachment.
Here is room for all the quibble
Impeachment is even more difficult.

,
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incident to a criminal trial ; and, when the case is made out, a sympathetic
Senate, looking to the unreasonable and destructive consequences, which,
under our Constitutional provision, must follow a conviction, can hardly
be expected to convict any ordinary offender. The rule of law is, that a
judge can only be impeached for ms!ter that is indictable, and until he has
become a fit sub,ject for the penitentiary, there is no prospect of terminating his good behaviour tenure by impeachment.
Both these modes have
been found, in practice, inefl’ectual for the relief of the people from bad
they may be regarded almost as a dead letter in the Canstitujudges, 3nd
I
tion. They are, as Thomas Jefferson pronounced them years ago, less
A judge may indulge all the worst passions of his
than a scare-crow.
heart, to an extent snffieient to s:lte any ordinary appetite for mischief,
before he finds the length of his tether, and becomes liable to an effectual
prosecution, in either of the modes provided for terminating this tenure.
Experience has abundantly proved that they are inoperative and ineffectual, except in exceedingly gros q cases, when the lams of the land, in the
hands of a jury, would answer all the purposes of an impeachment.
How
then is the rsg~od behaviour” tenure to be terminated by any Constitutional limit 1 ‘Inhere is 1101iethat is effectual--there is r&e-on which the
people can rely. Are they not right then in calling this a life tenure 1
They have not misjudged, they have looked into this matter, and understand the substance of the thing, and they nave committed no misnomer in
calling these life o&es.
As to hard names, Mr. Chairman, I do not
think the gentieman from the city ought to complain of any party, for he
belongs to one that does not hesitate to apply opprobrious epithets to those
who oppose it. I repeat, that no in.iuatice IS done to the good behaviour
tenure, when the judicial O&X is called a life offke ;-it 1s strictly so,and it is far from being true, that the friends of a iimited tenure, if they
some times call hard names, have adopte~l this term by way of reproach.
It has been adopted, because it is descriptive of the thing and the fact.
But all parties use hard epithets sometimes against their opponents.
When the gentleman alludes to the use a party has made of hard names,
he ought not to forget that there is now a par!? in the conntry engaged in
denoucning large masc;es of their fellow cltlzens as “ lo-co-fo-cos”?
“ agrarians” and “ radicals,” because thev C!Ocot advocate what that
party is pleased to esteem the genuine principles of the Constitution.
‘l’be question now presented, is, shall this tenure for life or good behaviour continue in our judicial commissions, or shall it give place to a
tenure for a definite and prclked period of years 1 The reports of the
committee comprehend various other matters and details, as to the time
and mode of appointing judges, their salaries, RLc. but the main question,
and the only one to which hc should,give any attention at this time, was,
that he had’jnst stated relative to theJudicial tenure. It is objected to the
amendment, and this is the pivot on which the whole of the gentleman’s
argument turns, that the independence of the judges is absolutely essential to the liberty and welfare of the people, and that this independence
will be endangered or sacrificed, by reason of the amendment. And the
gentleman went into an historical account of the good behaviour tenure,
as it existed in England ; and then #are an account of its Pennsylvania
history, for the purpose of illustratiig its fitness and necessity.
Sir, in
many things I agree with the learned gentleman. I agree that all attainable indepeudence is necessary for the judges, and perfectly do I agree
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with him that a dependent, profligate and corrupt body of judges, is the
greatest calamity and curse that can befal a people. On this subject I
trust there are no where two opinions.
But I mean to show before I
conclude, that the amendment will promote a just and real independence
on the bench, and that a judge will be pledged to good behaviour by new
ties under the limited tenure. What is meant now by the independence
ofjudges ? What does the gentleman mean when he speaks of the independence of the English and Pennsylvania judges ? Prior to the reign
of William III, the judges were appointed c~durante bene pZaeito”
during the good pleasure of the king. The judges, were merely executive agents or commissioners of the reigning monarch, and the willing
instruments of his ambitious policy or bloody cruelty.
English history
is full of the enormities which were practiced by the judges in the state
trials of some of the purest patriots England ever had. It was this miserable judicial tyramly that sent Lord Russel, and Algernon Sidney, and a
host of other martyrs, to the block, and which hastened the revolution of
3686. Whatever sentence the crown desired, judges pronounced, without
reference to the testimony, or the rights of an appointed victim.
From
this frightful condition of things, the revolution, and the statute of William
III, chap 2, passed in 1761, rescued the English subject. By this statute,
the tenure was changed, from the pleasure of the king, to that of good
This made judges independent of the king, and was an
behaviour.
immense acquisition to the liberties and security of the English subject.
But was not independence of the crown, all that was effected by the introduction of the good bchaviour tenure into English commissions ? It
contributed nothing to their independence of those influences which are
so much dreaded in this country.
From the time of William III, down
to the reign of George III, the commissions of judges expired on a
demise of the crown, but, by a statute in the first year of the last named
monarch, their commissious were continued, notwithstanding a demise of
the crown. This is all, I believe, sir, which has been done for the independence of the judiciary in England : and, although it is much, it amounts
to nothing more than to make the judge independent of, and wholly irresponsible to the crown.
He is not in any degree independent of the
people. To them, more than ever, the good behaviour tenure made him
responsible, for it is their power only that can now reach him, or affect
him. And the people can, acting by their representatives in parliament,
remove him at their pleasure, wlthholtl his salary, or abolish his courts.
Aye, sir, a mere majority of the two houses of parliament-the
ordinary
law making power of England, may remove auy judge from office, the
moment he ceases to be acceptable to the people; so that the good
behaviour tenure means something there- and there is appertaining to it
in England a responsibility, a wholesome responsibility to the people.
But how stands the case here ? We have no tyrant monarchs to make
supple instruments of our judges- here there is no crown influence to
SO far, therefore, as the
which our courts can become subservient.
good behaviour tenure was intended to promote the independence of
English judges, it was well designed, but it has no application to us.
The only independence to which it contributes iu England is independence of the crown, and here we have no crown nor any central, all controlling influence, which stands for the crown. The systems of the two
countries are entirely dissimilar, insomuch that the %ndependence of
V
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judges,” when predicated of the English judges, conveys a specific and
definite idea, which cannot be conveyed by the same phrase predicated of
We have no need of just that independence which the
our judges.
“good behaviour” tenure secured to English judges. Here our only
sovereign is the people, and they do not deem it necessary to do any thing
in England to make their judges iudependent of the people. Yet here,
popular influences are dreaded, and we are told certain of their servants
must be made independent of the people, or all the mischiefs will ensue
which have characterized a dependent and corrupt judiciary in other
countries.
What does the sought for independence of judges mean in
Pennsylvania, if it be not irresponsibility to the people ? What, but this,
can it mean? And is this the English idea of an independent judiciary ?
Far, far from it. On the other hand, their example teaches us, that all
necessary independence consists perfectly with direct responsibility to
the people. How the extension of some degree of this responsibility to
our judges is to destroy their independence, has not yet been so demonstrated that I am able to comprehend it. When the phrase indc~enrlence
ofjudges is employed, as an argument against the limited tenure, gentlemen do not mean, I presume3 a moral quality of the man which is to be
weakened and destroyed ; but I suppose they allude to some political
influence which may operate on the hopes and fears of the judge and
sway his judgment, and of which he should be preserved in a state of
What is that influeilce ‘! Whence comes it 1 If from
independence.
t?ic people, then it is irresponsibiZit_y to them which the good behaviour
tenure secures to the judge, and which gentlemen are so desirous to perpetuate, JudiciaZilres~oi2sibiZit~,
and not independence, properly understood, is the fruit of this tenure under our system of government.
Whether absolute irresponsibility
in any of the officers of a republican
government be consonant with popular rights, wise, just or expedient,
shall be a subsequent inquiry.
I proceed now to notice another observation of the gentleman from the city. He infortned us with peculiar
emphasis that this good behaviour tenure originated in Pennsylvaniathat it had its origin in the palmy days of Pennsylvania democracy, and
that we and the world are indebted to our Pennsylvania ancestry for this
principle.
In support of his position, the learned delegate referred us to the
charter of 1683, granted by the proprietary to the people of Pennsylvania, but he did not read any part of it, or name the section which he
relied on. I have examined that charter, or frame of government, and
have it before me. The only section relative to the tenure of judges, is
in the following words :
“That from and after the death of this present Governor, the principal council shall, together with the succeeding Governor, erect., from
hime to time, standing courts of justice, in such places, and number, as
?hey shall judge convenient for the good government of the said province
and territories thereof; and that the provincial council shall, on the
thirteenth day of the second month then next ensuing, elect and present
to the Governor, or his deputy, a double number of persons, to serve for
judges, treasurers, and masters of the rolls, within the said province and
territories, to continue SOlong as they shall well behave themselves in
~!IOS~capacities respectively,” kc.
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It will be perceived that the language of this section is LLfrom and
after the death of this present Governor, ” courts were to be organized
and judges appointed in the manner therein provided.
No present arrangment was made, different from the established system, according to
which, at that time, judges were appointed for a period of years. Well
.sir, William Penn, was then “this present Governor,” and he lived
until the year 1718, so that according to the authority to which we have
been referred, the good behaviour tenure of judges was not to come
into being and actual application, until after 1718.
But it will be seen that this frame of government contained a provision
for its own repeal or alteration, and according to that provision it was
given up, repealed and destroyed in the year 1700, and the succeeding
year. Another charter was given, which made no c!lange, either present
or prospective, in the judicial tenure. This charter of 1701 recites the
facts.
‘<And whereas, for the encouragement of all the freemen and planters
that might be convened in the said province and territories, and for the
good government thereof, I, the said William Penn, in the year one thonaand six hundred eighty and three, for me, my heirs and assigns, did
grant and confirm unto all the freemen, planters and adventurers therein,
lives, liberties, franchises and properties, as by the said grant, entitled.
The frame of the government of the province of Pennsylvania, and ter.
ritories thereunto belonging in America, may appear ; which charter or
frame being found, in some parts of it, not so suitable lo the present circnmstances of the inhabitants, was in the third month, in the pear one
thousand seven hundred, delivered up to me, by six parts of seven of the
freemen of this province and territories in Goneral Assembly met, provision being made in the said charter for that end and purpose.
‘6 .&nd whereas, I was then pleased to promise, that I would restore the
said charter to them again, with necessary alterations, or, in lieu thereof,
give them another betteradapted to answer the present circumstances and
conditions of the said inhabitants; which they have now, by their representatives in General Assembly met, at Philadelphia, requested me to
grant. Know ye,” kc.
‘phns it appears that the good behavionr tenure was a thing contemplated in 1683, but that it never had any existence except as a prospective arrangement, and that eighteen years before it was to go into effect,
the c.harter containing the prospeclive arrangement, “being found in some
parts of it not suitable to the present circumskances of the inhabitants,”
was given up by the people, and superceded by another plan of government more suitable to their views and wants.
Before 1683, the judicial tenure was established by various charters
for a term of years, aud the repeal of that of 1683, revived the former
provisions, by virtue of that familiar principle that, when a law which repeals a former law, is itself repealed, the former law is restored. Indeed.
it does not appear from the history of the province, or from the terms of
the charter of 1683, that during the existence of that charter, any other
than the limited tenure prevailed ; and never, for a moment, does the good
behaviour tenure seem to have been an existing operative system in Penn.
sylvania, until it was established in our present Constitution, by the Con-
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vention of 1790. So far as I have been able to ascertain our early history, no judge was ever eommissioned during good behaviour, till after the
adoption of our present Constitution.
In what sense then is it true that
this tenure had its origin in the palmy days of provincial democracy ?
What knew the people of its principles and operations ? Nothing, absolutely nothing.
If the gentleman referred to the primitive democracy of
the State, for the purpose of showing that we proposed to violate a principle which was established and cherished by them, he has failed of his
object, for they never, in their palmiest day s, enjoyed the blessings of this
tenure. No sir, it was imported into Pennsylvania, from England, by
the Convention of ‘90, without due regard to the difference in our polity
and circumstances from the mother country.
But suppose Penn had
adopted it, could it furnish any argument for it after our independence ?
He was the Deputy of the King, and his judges were English adventures
to whom his favor was as important in many respects, as that of the
King was to some of his own judges.
There existed the same reason,
in principle, for makin,g the provincial judges independent of the Govcrnor, who was sole disposer of events here, as there did for placing the
judges on a footing independent of the crown in England.
And if the
people, not knowing who might succeed Penn, did desire and obtain a
provision which might make their judges independent of the influences of
his successors, it proves nothing in favour of our present judicial irresponsibility.
But such provision if obtained, esisted only on paper and
never had ell’ect.
Following up our provincial history, it will be seen that judges were
appointed by the successive Governors, in all cases, either during pleasure,
or for a period of years, until the time of our independence. Arrived at
this period, it is proper to pause for a moment, and survey the state of
things that led to the adoption of our first Gonatitution in 1776.
The people were about to throw off their Colonial bondage, ‘6 and to
assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to
which the laws of nature and of nature’s God entitled them”-the
flame
of patriotism (to use the language of the council of censors,) never
burned purer or brighter than it did then- and genuine, rational liberty
Independence was declafound a votary in every patriot of the colony.
red, and the work of defending it already entered on, when the people of
Pennsylvania, with Franklin at their head, proceeded to form a Uonstitution. Allow me to say, sir, that that Constitution is deeply imbued with
the principles of its birth day, and well worthy of the philosophical
patriot who had a large share in framing it, and of whom it is beautifully
said 6‘ We snatched lightning from the clouds, and the sceptre from
tyrants.”
The Convention met on the 15th July, 1776, and adjourned finally
on the 28th of the succeeding September.
To show you, sir, that that
Constitution was the offspring of the warm and ardent patriotism which
glowed in every bosom at that day, I read you a resolution of the Convention.
‘6 We the representatives of the freemen of the State of Pennsyj.
vania, in general Convention assembled, taking into our mest serious
consideration the clear, strong, and cogent reasons given by the honorable Continental Congress, for the declaring this, as well ,as the other
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Wnited States of America, free and independent, do thereupon resolve,
and be it hereby resolved and declared, that we, in behalf of ourselves,
and our constituents, do unanimously approve of the said resohttion and
declaration of Congress, of the 4th instant, and we do declare before God,
and the world, that we will support and maintain the freedom and independence of this and the other United States of America, at the utmost risk
of our lives and fortunes.”
Here were the principles on which that Convention set out, and here
is their pledge before God and the world, t,hat they would do nothing to
impair or endanger the great and eternal principles of liberty, set forth in
the declaration of Congress, on the 4th of July, preceding.
What
then do you find in the action of that Convention, on the subject under
consideration.
If the good behaviour tenure existed at all in Pennsylvania, they rejected it-if
it did not exist, they refused to adopt it. We
may fairly infer that they deemed such permanency of office incompatible with these principles, to the maintainance of which they had pledged
their lives and fortunes-they
repudiated life offices, and placed judges on
a tenure of seven years. Mr. Chairman, those men, without whom we
shouldnot now be enjoying the privilege of re-examining the principles
of a free Constitution, were content to -trust themselves, their children,
and property, to judges appointed for seven years. The good behaviour
tenure was then in being in England, and the framers of the Constitution of 1776, must have known it, but they saw that it was unfitted to
our condition and uucongenial to our principles.
They did not therefore
import or adopt it. Am I mistaken, sir, in supposing that this is high authority against that tenure 1 I claim it, and appropriate it to my argument. I plant myself on this rock of the revolution, and declare, on the
authority of that august body of patriots, that the good behaviour tenure
Let
is not necessary to a just independence of judges, in a republic.
him shake the authority who can.
That Convention also decided to elect justices in limited numbers, and
-for a limited period, much in the manner we have already agreed to do.
It was a full Convention, representing the people more thoroughly than
did the Convention of 1790, and we are bound to revere its authority
in a question of principle, not only on account of the characters of the
men who composed it, but because, ‘6 we recollect it was formed with
LLgreat harmony, at the most auspicious period of time, when the flame
“ of patriotism shone brightest, when the good people of the State were
“impressed with no other idea, than that of acquiring and maintaining
*‘ to themselves and their posterity, equal liberty, when no factions were
“formed with ambitious or mercenary motives.”
It is not my intention to say that that Constitution was entirely free
from errors. The Legislature consisting of a single branch, was an undoubted and perhaps its chief error ; but the great principles of civil
liberty were deeply and firmly laid in it, and it carried us successfully
through the war of our revolution, and the trying scenes which ensued
on its termination-it
imparted to Pennsylvania the first grand impulse
she ever felt in her prosperous and glorious career, and deserves to share
with the Constitution of ‘90, the praises which it is so fashionable to
.lavish on the latter, as the cause of all our present greatness.
But, air, after peace was restored, and wealth and luxury began to in-
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crease in the eountry, parties sprung into esistence, who thought the gorernment was not sufficiently strong and concentrated. A long struggle
ensued in the council of censors, on the question of a new Constitution, and gentlemen, who will consult the record, will see which way the
democracy of that body inclined.
The admitted defects of the Constitution of ‘76, aided the argument agaiust i:, and a Convention was at
length called on short notice, consisting of comparatively a small number, who, instead of reforming the defects of the old Constitution, proceeded to establish a new one ; taking from the people the choice of many of
the officers? whom previously they had elected-building
up a powerful
and single Executive, aud incorporatiug the odious principle of life offices.
Thus was our present Constitution established, and the good behaviour
tenure, for the first time, introduced into Pennsylvania-a
Constitution
which was never submitted to the people, nor by auy direct vote of theirs
approved, and which they have been laboring to reform, almost incessantly, since the operation of some of its principles began to be seen
and felt.
Having thus imperfectly passed over the history of this judicial tenure,
in England and Pennsylvania, I come now to speak of an argument
which has been drawn from the Constitution of the United States and
pressed on us with great fervor. I think it will be seen that there are
reasons for a permanent tenure in the federal judiciary,
which do not
apply to ours ; and, that we may not set too great value on the example
of the federal Constitution, it will be necessary to advert to some of the
The judiciary of the general government
peculiarities of its judiciary.
IS invested with large pohtmal powers, and can, in many instances, control and defeat the action of the other departments of government, as
well as that of sovereign States. By the second section of the third
article of the Constitution of the United States, “ the judicial power
shall extend to all cases in law and equity, arisiug under this Constitution, the laws of the United States, and treaties made, or which shall be
made under their authority; to all cases affecting ambassadors, other
public ministers and consuls ; to all cases of admiralty and maritime
jurisdiction ; to controversies to which the United States shall be a party ;
to controversies between two or more States ; between a State and citizens
of another State ; between citizens of different States ; between citizens
of the same State claiming lands under grants of different States, and
between a State or the citizens thereof, and foreign States, citizens or
subjects ;” and, by the eleventh Article of the amendments, this power is
so modified as not to extend to any suit agaiust one of the States by
citizens of another State, or by citizens or subjects of any foreign State.
On the 24th of September, 1789, Congress passed an act, sommonly called
the “judicial act,” establishing the courts, and distributing and defining
their powers. dnd though these powers are often exercised in mere
questions of meurn and tuum, yet they not unfrequently rise to higher
objects. Sometimes annulling the deliberate action of the other two
departments of the government, the Executive
and the Legislative;
sometimes defeating the treaties which the President and Senate have
agreed on- sometimes disposing of delicate questions in reference to smbassadors and public ministers, on which the peace of the nation may
depend-an d sometimes nullifying the acts of sovereign States which
have received the solemn sanction of all the constitutional powers of
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such States, the Legislature, Executive and Judiciary.
Why sir, if it
be necessary to invest a body of men with such powers in the supreme
government of this country, they ought to be, as far as the tenure of their
office can enable them to be, independent of the other departments and
the States whose acts thev review and reverse. That is to say, the frequent termination of tb& commissions, whereby tbey would be left to
the mercy of tbe President and Senate, might, in times of high political
excitement, cause great injustice to an upright judge, and be attended with
the worst consequences to the country.
We have already seen such
times, and will doubtless see more occasions, when the duties of the federal judges will be in direct conflict with some cherished policy of an
administration, or some favorite object bf one or more States-restraining,
expounding, or reversing their acts and measures, according to the ideas
those judges may entertain of the Constitution.
And their decisions are
final. From them there is no constitutiona appeal. Every State of this
confederacy is bound by the exposition which this high power is pleased
to give of its own Constitution, and where they pronounce a constitutional provision void, which the people of a State have adopted, no matter how maturely or unanimously, it is void; and, according to our
complicated system of government, their judgment is final and binding
on all men. The Senate is composed of men who represent the sovereignty of these States, and, in view of their high duties are often opposed
to what such States may deem their rights and best interests ;-need I say
it would be unwise to bring the judges periodically under the hand
of the Senate ?--’ 1’ hat they should be as permanent and independent
in their offices as may consist with a faithful discharge of their duties?
And that, leaving them subject to impeachment, to be decided by the
Senate, was as much as, considering their position in oursy,stem, and their
high and delicate duties, could be required, without defeatmg the objects
of their establishment ? Accordingly. you find no power of removal
by the President, on the address of both Houses of Congress, similar to
that in our Constitution.
It was withheld, because it would have been
inconsistent with the duty of reviewing the political acts of the other
departments.
Now, sir, do you not see reasons for the good behaviour tenure in the
federal judiciary, which do not apply to ours ? Cogent and adequate
reasons ? Is there not that radical difference in their Constitution, and
duties which justifies a distinction in their tenure ‘! Franklin, who was
at the head of our Convention of 1776, was in the federal Convention
of 1787, and set his seal of approbation to the good behaviour tenure for
the federal judiciary, though he had repudiated it for the State judiciary.
Did he do this, did Franklin ever act, without a reason, and a good one?
And Washington, to whom the gentleman from the city has paid so beautiful and touching a eulogy, and all the patriots who signed that Cons&
tution, and others who approved it, all concurred in the necessity which
existed for placing the federal judges on a permanent footing, and which
necessity I admit, but say it is peculiar to them and does not exist in our
Constitution.
If sir, I had had the great honor of sitting as a member in that Convention, looking to the judiciary as a co-ordinate department, and invested
with the peculiar powers at which I have glanced, I should, beyond
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doubt, have voted for the good behaviour tenure ; for I should have believed, that such over-ruling necessity had been created as to justify a
departure from the more republican syetem of short tenures.
But, sir, what have we in the Constitution of our State judiciary to
The duties
justify the principle, proper enough in the national judiciary.
of our judges are exclusively judicial, and do not partake at all of a
political character. They possess not, by any express grant, the power
even of pronouncing an act of the Legislature unconstitutional in a clear
case. It is true they have assumed it, or rather, they have decided they
will assume it, when such a case is presented, though they never have vet
ventured to exercise it, and the strong mind of our present Chief Justice
has furnished objections against the exercise of this power in any case,
which it is not easy to answer or overcome. See Eakin and others vs.
Raub, and others, 12 Sergeant and Kawle’s Reports, p. 344.
They are mere ministers of justice between man and man, and have no
powers of correspondent character and magnitude with those which,
we have seen, are devolved on the national judges, by the Constitution
and laws of the United States. If, under that Constitution and the laws of
Congress, the federal judges were charged merely with the administration of distributive justice, I should see no reason for the permanent.
The reascm failing in our own judicial
tenure of office they now enjoy.
establishment, it becomes us, I think, to conform our jndicial tenure IO
the republican character of our institutions.
I proceed now, Mr. Chairman, to state some views and reasons favorable to a change of this tenure in the commissions of Pennsylvania
judges. Our Constitution distributes the powers of government, among
three great departments-the
Legislature, Executive and Judicial.REIPOXWBILITP
TO THE PEOPLE is every where written on the first
two. Whoever enters either of these departments is taught that all
office is a trust for the people- that it mnst be surrendered at short intervals, so that the people may confer it on others, if the trustees cannot
render a satisfactory account of their stewardship.
From the first hour
of our independent political existence, this principle of official accountability has been rero,gnized and asserted. In our first Constitution to
which I have heretofore referred, you find it asserted, not as an abs?ract
proposition, but as a living and governing principle which pervades every
republican government.
‘1 All power being originally inherent in, and consequently derived
(1 from the people ; therefore all officers of government, whether T,egiF“lative or Executive, are their trustees and servants, and at. all times
(1accountable to them. That government is or ought to,be instituted for
*’ the common benefit, protection, and security of the people. nation or
‘1 community, and not for the particular emolument or advantage of any
“single man, family or set of men, who are part only of that com11munity ; and, that those who are employed in the Legislature, and
“Executive
business of the State, may he restrained from oppression,
4‘ the people have a right, at such periods as they may think proper, to
‘6 reduce their pul,lic officers to a private station and supply the vacancies
“b Y certain and regular elections.”
These principles lie at the base of all our political institutions.
They
were the cloud by day and the pillar of fire by night which guided ur
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patriot fathers through the wilderness of the revolution, and conducted
them to the Canaan of Independence.
It was these and kindred principles
that made that revolution.
And see, sir, how fully and faithfully these
principles were carried into practice by the Constitution of ‘76, not only
in reference to o&es
strictly executive and legislative, but judicial
also. The longest otlicial term of service established by it, was assigned
to the judiciary, but this only seven years. And our present Constitu
tion carries ont these principles, in regard to the two first departments
of the government, though it drops them short of the other. One
branch of the Legislature is required to surrender their trust annually,
the other once in four years, which we have changed to three. The
Governor is permitted to hold but three years, before he is brought ?o a
strict account, and rewarded with a re-election or left a private citizen
according to his deserts as a public steward. Short terms of office and
strict accoumability are found to be the true conserwntive principles of
the body politic, and this is the lesson taught us both by the precept and
example of the founders of our republic.
If official responsibility be necessary in the legislative and executive
departments is it to be scouted from the judical?
Do these great conservative principles become by applying them to the judiciary, disorganizing, jacobinical, loco-foco, destructive 1 The men of that day, when
‘6 the flame of patriotism never burned purer,” thought not so-the
majority of this Convention thought not so, when they placed the
most important branch of the judiciary, the justices, on a limited tenure.
And let it be remembered that we have gone back with the justices to
the ground of ‘76-then
they were elective-the
Convention of ‘90 made
they held for a
them appointable and we again make them elective-then
period of years-the
Convention of ‘90 gave them this indefinite tenure
of good behaviour, and we again reduce them to a period of years. We
are struggling to get back to the first principles from which we ought
never to have departed.
We advocate no novelties, we abjure all rash
experiments.
We ask only for the principles which first made us a
nation and gave US liberty.
We ask for a republican, responsible and
accountable government, in all its parts. 6~Government was instituted
for the common benetit, protection and security of the people”-it
is
a trust, and all who are etnployed in its administration, are servants
of the people. Let the people then have the control of government,
and let all their servants be accountable to them. How else, sir, are
you to attain the great ends of government, the common benefit, protection and security of tbc people ?
But, how are you to make judges in some degree accountable to the
people ? Abolish their life tenures, and let them be appointed for a
period of years. The Governor and Senate are representatives of the
people, accountable to them, and their ears are always open to the public
voice ; and they are to re-appoint the judge whose term has expired, or
to appoint another in his place. Here is opportunity for the test. Has
the judge been of good behaviour among you-has
he held the scales
of justice firmly and fairly-has
he administered the laws faithfullyhas he served ‘you acceptably ? are questions which the -Governor and
Senators will ask, and the people will respond in memorials and remonstrances.
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This is a test which the judge will have steadily before his .eye all the
time he sits on the bench, and, sir, will he dare to be partial?
Will
he dare to become a political brawler ? Will he dare to violate sound
morals, and the law whose minister he is ? Will he neglect his books
and bend the energies of his mind to the acquisition of wealth? Will
he by sluggishness, indifference or intemperance, delay justice ? Finally,
sir, will he not be pledged to independence, industry, fidelity and
uprightness, in the discharge of his duties, by the strongest motive
which the human heart acknowledges-self-interest
?
What would you say to a Governor for life, or for “ good behaviour,”
without any adequate and erectual power of removing him. It might
be argued that he would go into oKice by the consent of the people, and
if he was a good oflicer, he ought not to be sacrificed and turned out
he had quit his profession or business, to
after a brief service-that
take the oflice, aud it would be unjust to take it from him ; and above
all, that a short term of oflice would destroy his independence aud
But, the gentleman
integrity, by reason of his anxiety for a re-election.
from the city admits the Governor ought not to hold during good behaviour. And why not, except on the principle of responsibility to the
people ? and can he shew that there is any less reason for holding a
multitude of judicial officers to this responsibility,
than there is for
holding the Governor 1
We have been told by the learned gentleman, that the people
have givlu the name of life office to this good behaviour tenure, as
a term of reproach and that laws, as well as dogs, may be injured by
a bad name. But, do you find any body raising the cry of ‘(mad dog,”
against your Governor or Legislature, or any of the offices of the
government, who are under a just and healthful responsibility to the
people 1 Why is it that this department alone, in which this tenure
obtains, is subject to the reproaches of the people?
Mr. HOPKIWUONhere rose and explained that he had not said “ the people” had used this term as reproach, but that certain persons’, who were
mis-leading the people had called the judicial tenure by this bad name. He
had not spoken of the people.
Mr. WOODWARD resumed. No, the gentleman’s remark was that the
term had been takeu up by the rank and file, and repeated by those who
And a sorry compliment, this, to
did not understand its signification.
the intelligence of any portion of our fellow citizens.
Much as I
respect the author of this sarcasm, I cannot subscribe to its propriety.
Mr. HOPKIXSON again explained.
He was still mistaken, he said,
by the gentleman.
He had spoken of the rank and file of the party,
and not of the people. He had distinguished between the party and the
people.
Mr. WOODWARDresumed. Is there any portion of the people, who
do not belong to some party.
I dont know why it should be a term
of reproach.
The gentleman boasts that he belongs to the federal party,
and every body belongs to one party or another.
But to return to the subject : The people, or a party of the people,
if YOU please, distinguish the judiciary with a term of reproach-they
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distrust it, and do not regard it with the same confidence and affection,
that they do the other branches of the government.
Of this I have no
doubt, and why is it? Simply because it is beyond popular influenceclothed in irresponsibility
and presents an exception to the republican
principles on which the government is founded.
The people, or that party, are intelligent and observant ; not an ignonorant soldiery passing a catch word down the rank and file, without
knowing its meaning, but inquisitive, watchful and attentive to the principles of their government, and they understand, perfectly, the grounds of
objection to this permanent tenure. Remove it from your Constitution,
abolish these odious life offices, and rely on it, the popular confidence
will return and embrace the bench, and we shall hear no more of hard
names and bad names for the judiciarv.
There is no such distrust and reproach of your Executive.
True,
the people become excited in elections of Governor, and each party
predicts the certain ruin of the State, if the adversary candidate is elected ;
but when the “ burly burly’s done,” quiet is restored and discontent, if
it exist, is smothered. Parties have had a fair trial of their strength,
and all acquiesce in the decision of the majority.
No man’s confidence
in his government is shaken, and though the acts and measures of his
excellency are scrutinized and remembered, against a coming day of
account, yet all are satisfied with the opportunity they are to have to hold
him to a strict account.
As long as tbe people can hold an officer responsible to them, they
feel that the office was established for their benefit, and will cherish and
defend it, but if you wish to make them indifferent to a man, and distrustful of his office, give him a Pennsylvania commission during good
behaviour.
He is at once lifted beyond the sphere of their sympathies
They discuss not his
and wrapt in cold insensibility to their interests.
qualifications or merits ; it is in vain they approve or condemn his conduct. They cannot remove him ; they can see no time when, by themselves or their representatives, they can question his honesty or his capacity-they
look on his official existence with cold indifference, or are
compelled to desire his death as their only chance of relief.
In the Convention of Virginia, Governor Giles insisted on this view
of the case, and he proposed to give the Legislature the power of removing the judges, as the Parliament of England may do. He contended,
that the people never would feel a proper degree of confidence in the
judiciary, till it was brought within their reach, and made responsible to
them.
Here Mr. H. read from a speech of Glovernor Giles, and gnve way
that the committee rise, and the President
to a motion by Mr. hcm~mm
having resumed liie chair and the chairman reported ;
On motion of Mr. PORTER, the Convention
afternoon at three o’clock.

adjourned to meet this.
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AFTERNOON,

OCTOBER 30.

BIFTH ARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. M’SHERRY in the chair, on the report of the committee to whom was
referred the fifth article of the Constitution.
The question being on the motion of Mr. WOODWARD, to amend the
report by striking out all after the words ‘6 section second,” and inserting
in lieu thereof, the report of the minority of the committee.
The gentleman from the city
Mr. WOODWARD resumed his remarks.
relies on the example of the Federal Constitution ; and this morning, I
endeavored to shew that there was such a dissimilarity in the duties and
objects of the two establishments, that no argument, in favor of the good
hehaviour tenure here, could he justly drawn from the Constitution of the
United States ; but, as the gentleman quotes great names, in support of the
good behaviour tenure, I will offer him the authority of a man not inferior
I mean Thomas Jefferson. He
to the greatest name he has mentioned.
was out of the country at the adoption of the Constitution of 1787, but
after the amendments to it were adopted, he seems to have given it his
approbation and cordial support. Long after, however, when he had
retired from the excitements of political life, and when experience,
observation and reflection had enabled him to form a more correct judgment on our political experiment, he held the followiug language of the
federal judiciary :
‘& Let the future appointments of Judges be for four or six years, and
renewable by the President and Senate. This will bring their conduct,
at regular periods, under revision and probation, aud may keep them in
We have erred
equipoise between the. general and special governments.
in this point by copying England, where certainly it is a good thing to
But we have omitted to ropy
have the judges independent of the King.
their caution also, which makes a judge removable on the address of both
houses. That there should he public functionaries, independent of the
nation, whatever may be their demerit, is a solecism in a republic, of the
Such were the mature and
first order of absurdity and inconsistency.”
calm opinions of this great man on the establishment of the good behaviour tenure even in the national judiciary ; and surely there is less
a~plogy for it in our State Constitution.
/ Mr. Chairman, I am about to appeal to higher authority still-to
the
The gentleman from the city asserted, that the
people of Pennsylvania.
good behaviour principle had been unquestioned from the year 1790, and
that he had never heard it questioned before he came here. If the gentleman had taken the trouble of consulting the record, he would have
found that, in a few years after the establishment of this tenure in Pennsylvania, the people began to address the Legislature by petition and
memorial for some mode of relief. Such petitions came in from various
parts of the State, numerously and more numerously signed, as the good
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behaviour tenure developed its influences to the public view-the
current
of public opinion continued to flow deeper and stronger into the Legislature, until at length in the session of 1811-12, resolutions were reported,
recommending to the people an expression of their opinion on the call of
These resolutions assert the great fundamental principIes
a Convention.
to which I have adverted, and specify this good behaviour tenure as one
of the violations of these principles which had been productive of much
evil, and the occasion of great complaint.
There seems to have prevailed
in the Legislature a strong doubt whether they had power to recommend
the calling of a Convention, or to meddle at all with measures leading to
a reform of the Constitution, and it is quite probable that the failure of the
resolution to which I have referred, is to be ascribed mainly to this doubt.
The vote stood; 43 yeas for, to 45 nays against it-so that it was lost by
a majority of two votes only. This was a strong expression of public
opinion against some of the features of this Constitution, and particularly
against these life offices, arid it was given, not by an ignorant party, as the
watchword passes along the rank and tile of an excited soldiery, but by
sober, staid and reflecting men, such as the two venerable republicans
who sit just in front of me, (iMessrs. McCall and Dickerson,) both of
whom were in that Legislature and both voted for a call of a Convention.
You, sir, (Mr. M’Sherry,) voted the other way, doubtless from motives
equally pure and patriotic.
Failing of their object in 1812, the people
very soon renewed their suit, as the journals and the petitions shew, and
in 1625, the pressure of public opinion had become so great that the
Legislature yielded to its force, and passed an act for calling a Convention
The error of this law was, that it did not
to amend the Constitution.
provide for submitting the amended Constitution to a vote of the people,
and they had learned from the history of the Convention of 1790, that it
was not wise to commit their fundamental law to the revision of any body
of men, without retaining the power to affirm or reverse their proceedings.
Accordingly, when the vote was taken for calling a Convention under
that law, there was a majority against it. Still the sturdy republican
yeomanry of Pennsylvania did not despair of reform-they
continued to
pour in upon the Legislature their complaints against your good behaviour
tenure. and other abuses of our oresent Constitution. bv netition. oublic
greetings, and every mode in which popular opinion co;ld display*itself,
till the law was nassed for calline the Convention which we now compose-a main object of which measure was, as I firmly believe, to
abolish these life offices which have become odious to the people and to
which they never will be reconciled.
Examine these petitions, read the
proceedings of these meetings and you will see the strong, steady and
unchanging condemnation of this tenure of office by large masses, whole
communities of our fellow citizens.
Is it enough to sneer at such
authority, as the testimony of grog shop politicians, or of an ignorant and
excited mob, led on by designing and unprincipled demagogues? No,
sir, it is the voice of the people, which, if you deny or despise it too long,
will assume a louder and more fearful tone, against which gentlemen cannot, however, they may desire to, shut their ears.
But, Mr. Chairman, there is another fact in this history to be mentioned. Simon Snyder came in as a reform Governor, and, from him down
to the present day, there has not been a Governor elected to fill your
executive chair, who was not more or less pledged to constitutional
Y
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reform ; and the watchword and the cry of the rank and file of every
party has been, ‘6 reform I’-(‘ reform “-‘I abolition of life offices “6‘ reduction of Executive patronage,” and the Ccextension of suffrage.”
I appeal to the oldest man here, if every candidate for the Chief Magistracy, in all this t.ime, has not been presented to the people as favorable to
liberal constitutional reform, and if one of them has dared, before the
election, to avow himself favorable to this aristocratic feature of our
constitution.
Mr. Chairman, if I have apprehended the popular feeling of I’ennsylvania correctly, in reference to this question, how is it that gentlemen,
familiar with all OUI history, and observant of whatever has passed or is
passing in the State, can assert that they never heard of this tenure being
questioned and opposed. If they will open their eye? to the record,
and cultivate some respect for the popular opinion, they will see clear
traces of its dissatisfaction with this tenure; but, whatever others may
think of it, I value this public opinion, founded as it is on the actual experience of an intelligent people, beyond all the musty records and great
names which have been, or are to be, pleaded, in behalf of the good
behaviour tenure. It is the sound sense of a republican people, remonstrating against that 6‘ solecism in a republic, of the first order of absurdity
functionaries.
and inconsistency ” -irresponsible
The people feel that
the judiciary belongs as truly to them, and is as essential to their welfare
as the other departments of their governmeat ; and that they may feel as
secure under its influence, they wish to see it made, by some means and
in some degree, responsible to them. It is not their interest or desire to
have dependent and time-serving judges-they
want an independent,
faithful and responsible judiciary.
I proceed now, Mr. Chairman, to another objection to this tenure. It
begets in the mind of the judge an idea ofproperty in the ofice he holds.
It has already been made a question in Pennsylvania,
whether a
commission granted for good behaviour could be superceded, vacated
or annulled, without a forfeiture of the condition on which it is held. A
commission is granted to a judge during good behaviour, that is just as
long as by hook or by crook he cau save himself from the operation of the
removal and impeaching power.
He gives up his business to accept it,
and he brings into the ofiice learning which it cost him years to attain.
Here is a consideration, and the commission is a contract, it has been said ;
and a judge is very apt to persuade himself of this doctrine, for when
‘i Self the w&ring balance shakes,
It’s rarely ris!d adjusted.”

He feels that he has purchased the office with a price, and that he has
a property, an estate in it-that
it is his, and that a convention of the
people, and no power in the State, can of right take it from him. These
permanent offices ate, in their nature, calculated to foster and cherish this
wrong feeling, and to induce a forgetfulness that the office is a sacred trust,
and the incumbent a servant and trustee only of the people. If this
feeling be not checked, the judges will by and by decide themselvs to be
the owners of the office, and then we may expect it to acquire another
quality of property-to
become inheritable ; and we shall find it
descending from father to son, though the son may be a rascal or an idiot.
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The germ of a judicial aristocracy is planted in your Constitution ; and
if we do not return to right principles, God only knows how soon it may
spring up, and overshadow this goodly land.
Sir, the people are sagacious enough to see the danger-they
know and
feel that this tenure is tending to an aristocracy-they
feel that it ought
not to belong to an office established for their security and conveniencefor the protection of their property -for the redress of their wrongs-for
the vindication of their rights.
Again, sir, I have another objection to this tenure, Power long
continued in the hands of any man, however pure and upright when he
first succeeds to it, makes him despotic, tyrannical, overbearing and
disgusting to the republican sense of the people. I agree with the gentleman, that our judges have no political power, but the power, whatever you
call it, which they exercise over the property, reputation and rights of our
citizens is immense, when it is confined within the strictest rules of law ;
but when it takes latitude, for the purpose of attaining a result on which a
It
haughty and imperious judge has set his heart, it becomes frightful.
may be the weakest arm of the government poZiticaZly, but no department
is felt so sensibly and constantly by the people ar the judiciary.
While
I am on this subject, Mr. Chairman, allow me to gratify the Convention
with a beautiful and eloquent sketch of the power of judges, which I find
in an address delivered before the Law Academy of Philadelphia, at the
opening of the session of 1826-7, by Joseph Hopkinson, L. L. D., Vice
Provost of the academy.
“ A miud accustomed to acknowledge no power but physical force, no
‘6 obedience but personal fear, must view with astonishment a feeble
‘6 individual, sitting with no parade of strength ; surrounded by no visible
(6 agents of power; issuing his decrees with oracular authority, while the
“great and the rich, the first and the meanest, await alike to perform his
‘6 will.
Still more wonderful is it to behold the co-ordinate officers of the
‘6 same government, yielding their pretensions to his higher influence.
‘(The Executive, the usual depository and instrument of power ; the
“Legislature,
the very representative of the people, give a respectful
‘6 acquiescence to the judgments of the tribunals of the law, pronounced
‘6 by the minister and expounder of the law. It is enough for him to
CLsay, 4It is the opi-nim of the court,’ and the remotest corner of our
*‘republic
feels and obeys the mandate. What a sublime spectacle !
*‘This is indeed the empire of the law ; and safe and happy are those
6‘ who dwell within it-may
it be perpetual.”
Such, sir, (continued Mr. W.) is the majesty and the power with
which the law invests its ministers, and you give him an indefeasible
title to it for life. If he be an ambitious and proud man, what kind of a
public servant will he be, after wielding this pokver for fifteen or twenty
years ? Can the poor, the destitute and the friendless, approach him
with confidence ? Will his car be open to their cause ? Will his manners and bearing conf’orm to the republican simplicity and habits of our
people ? These are practical questions ; let every man’s experience and
observation answer them. Compare your life ofice holders with the
Look at the charges that have been
other officers of the government.
preferred and proved against these judges, whom unsuccessful attempts
have been made to remove or impeach ; and then answer if the good
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behaviour tenure promotes those qualities which all men approve and
admire in public officers-integrity,
gentleness and humility.
I put a case. I have before me an old paper giving the details of an
outrage on law and public decency, by Judge Cooper, in the town in
which I reside, I allude to the case of David Gough, a boy who was
convicted of stealing a horse, in 1807, and I will trouble the committee
with a few extracts from the paper-the
‘6 Luzerne Federalist,”
of the
date of the 22d May, 1807.
‘6 Wilkesbarre, April 10, 1807.
‘6 At the court, held this week in town, three persons were sentenced
‘6 to the State prison, viz :
(6 Alfred Armstrong, a black boy, about sixteen years old, for burglary,
46three years.
‘6 John Johnson, about nineteen years of age, for burglary and larceny,
‘6 ( two suits) two years.
&bDavid Gough, a lad about fifteen, .ror horse stealing, three years.
6‘ This lad pleaded guilty, and the court, in the first place, sentenced him
to one year’s imprisonment.
During the evening of the day on which
he had received his sentence, Judge Cooper, it is understood, heard
‘6 some reports against the general character of the lad, and the next
‘6 morning ordered him before the court. He appeared, and the judge
“ altered his sentence, and increased the time of his imprisonment from
L1one to three years. The boy was remanded to jail: when lo ! it
(*appeared that his second sentence had been pronounced in a court of
‘6 common pleas, and not in a court of quarter sessions. This poor
5‘ fellow was a third time brought forward-a
court of quarter sessions
‘6 opened, aud Judge Cooper passed sentence a third time upon him!
~6and the last time, I am told, the prisoner was in irons.
‘8
‘I

“ On Thursday morning. the sheriff started with the prisoners to Phil“ adelphia ; whether any of them will be sent back again (as formerly)
L‘ as illegally committed, we do not yet know.
6‘ During the sitting of the court, two meu (one of whom was the
6‘ constable of Kingston) were hurried off to jail, for whispering, where
‘6 they were confined for some hours. This created great murmurs
‘6 among the people.”
This, sir, is an unvarnished account, corroborated by the Judge’s
own statement in the same paper, of a transaction which is a disgrace to
the age we live in. An English Ja cob in comes over here with this English tenure-gets on to the bench as a president judge under this tenure
-and
having sentenced a boy adequately for the only crime he stood
indicted for, he goes off the bench and gathers some town gossip about
the lad which he makes, the nest day, the occasion for another sentence
of two years to the penitentiary, additional to that already inflicted.
And
his honor was so fierce for his victim that he pronounced the sentence the
second time in the court of common pleas, and then’had to expose the
boy to the shame and mortification of a third sentence. Young Gough
had been indicted for nothing but stealing the horse-the
offences for
which the second and third sentences were pronounced, had not been
rharged against him-he had not been called on to answer for them-he

,
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had not been convicted of them-there
was no proof whatever offered
to the court-Gough
did not know for what he was sentenced. What
had become of his constitutional right to a fair trial according to the form
of law 1 It was in full existence, and Judge Cooper had sworn to support that constitutional right ; but he violated it, flagrantly, shamelessly,
criminally, and yet he was not impeached or removed for it. His judicial vices flourished for four years more under the good behaviour tenure,
before t!aey became rank enough to expose him to the removal power of
the Constitution.
Now, sir, gentlemen may talk of enormities practised under Cromwell
or any other tyrant as they please, we have in this instance, and it is far
from being the only one in Pennsylvania, as pure a specimen of tyranny
and oppression, protected and shielded by this good behaviour tenure,
as you can find any where. What would that boy and his friends think
of the laws and justice of the State, which permitted him to be hurried
off to a penitentiary by a violent judge for two years, as the penalty of
offences of which he had never been informed, for which he wa3 never
tried or convicted 1 He may have had a father to sympathize in his
sufferings, or he may have hoped that after a year’s confinement, he
would be restored to society to become an honest man ; but what cared
an irresponsible judge for the sympathies and feelings of a parent, or the
hopes which animated the victim.
That judge could gratify the vindictiveness of his nature on a poor and destitute boy, because he was
answerable to nobody--his
commission was not about to expire when
public indignation and justice could protest against its renewal-he
stood
during good behaviour, and, but for other misdemeanors than this, might
have been on the bench still.
Nor ia Judge Cooper a solitary instance of judicial oppression and
tyranny in our history.
There are other instances, and, considering the
influence of this tenure on human nature, it is wonderful that more examples of wrong and outrage have not been witnessed.
;’ In regard to judges generally, I ask Mr. Chairman, if the first few
years of their service are not distinguished with a more faithful and
acceptable discharge of their difficult duties, than the advanced periods of
their official existence. If they do not grow intolerant and overbearing,
under the immunities of this tenure, do they not, in many instances,
becotne indolent and inattentive to their business. Feeling perfectly
secure of their places, what if they neglect all professional reading, and
give whatever energies of mind they have to other pursuits and
objects-to
speculation or politics ? The efl’ects of the ignorance and
arrogance which this tenure promotes, are seen in the mistakes constantly occurring in our inferior courts-in
judges attempting to control
the decision of facts by the jury, thus virtually abolishing trial by jury
-in substituting crude theories for settled principles of law, and in sending up case after case to the superior court, to be reversed, to the delay
of justice, and the ruin of parties. How few of them, sir, ever read, or
if they do, remember and exemplify the maxim of Lord Bacon, that
41Judges ought to remember that their office is jzds clicere and not jzcs
dare; to interpret law, and not to make or give law-that
they ought to
be more learned than witty, more reverend than plausible, and more
advised than confident-and
above all things that integrity is their proper
portion and virtue.“,/’
w
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The Constitution makes tile jury, in criminal cases, judges of the law
and th.e facts, and, in all cases, they are the exclusive judges of the facts.
The judge transcends his duty, and violates his oath, who undertakes to
dictate their verdict on the facts, or by strong intimations and significant
The English judges are not suffihints to control their judgments.
ciently independent to dare to do this. It 1s only in Pennsylvania that
a judge may with imponity invade the province of the jury, and overawe
and control their judgments, or set aside their verdict Iill one is obtained which is satisfactory to him. Speaking, practicaily, of some districts
in Pennsylvania as they have been, I ma) - say that the rights of property and of persons have, in many instances, been made to depertd on
the whim, caprice, passion or prejudice of a sirlgle man, instead of
depending, as the Couetitution and laws intended, ou the judgments and
consciences of a jury.
Eow that many of these and kindred evds are
chargeable to the good bchnviour tenure, I have no doubi. I do not
expect perfection under any system-1
know that to “ err is human,”
and I am not prepared to 53~; that all existing abuses mill be corrected
by the limited tenure, but I behc~e iirmly that a wholesome and eirective
responsibility in our judges will increase the Iespectability of our judiciary and the security of the citizens.
To this head is to be referred another evil. I mean the continuance
of a judge in office, after he has become disabled, by c~u:‘es Feyontl hi?
control, from fultiliing its duties in a proper manner. If a judge do not
become oppressive, arrogant, dictatorial, mdolent or intemperate, he may
be by disease or misf&uue disqualified, not tot:dly perhaps, but manifestly disqualified for a prompt an{1 faithful discbarge or his duties.
Whai is to be done in such a case. Xcmove him, I shall be tolt!, IF,- the
address of the J,egislature.
But who wishes to ul:dertake POuugra’ious
a task? And if it is undertaken, who cxpecls that two thirds of borh
houses of the Legislature will turn a man ant of ollice for the sake of
a misfortune merely, when he is striving to discharge its duties. Ridicule, contempt
and defeat, would be the almost certain consequences to
any one, who should attempt to remove a judge uctler such circumstances, aud, accordingly, the people of hi‘s district would endure him in
uncOIi~plaillirlg
silence. But such case5 furnish no argument, say gentlemen, a!gainst the good behaviour tenure. They are local and occasional, and a great princip!r must not be sacriliced to accommodate such
cases. I wis!l to know, sir, if any body esteems this a sounc! or just
3nswer. Have not every portion of the penpie the same right to an,
able administration of justice 3 All contribute alike to scs:ain and
defend the government, and why should not all enjoy, in au equal degree,
its protection ant1 blessings ? If a principle of your Constitution is found
to WOrli injustice to a part of the people who have no relief, is it CtiOUgh
to say that the grievauce is local only, and ought not lo aiiict llic principle. 1 sag it ought to change the principle, for that is a bad principle
which operates, for an indefinite period, to the prejudice of portions
of your citizens, and if a better one can be devised we are bound to
apply it.
Take our principle of a limited tenure, and see how it would work
in this case. His commission is ahou: :%; cqire, the Governor and
Senate know that he is notoriously incapacitated for the office, a!!d that
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his reappointment would 6ake themselves unpopular in his district.
The people add their testimony to the convictions of the Governor and
Senate, and, another and a better judge is given to them. Thus you
have a salutary reform where it was much needed, by the silent operation of this principle-without
excitement or convulsion.
And this
purifying and renovating process will be constantly going on in the body
politic, by the beautiful principle which I am advocatmg.
But injustice will be done to judges by turning them out of office, we
are told. He may be a poor man and may have a family dependent on
his salary. But is this a reason why he should hold an oflice against
the consent of the people, which was established by themselves, for themselves. The error is, in mistaking the offke for the property of the
judge ; an error into which, I have said, the good behaviour tenure is very
for z%cir beiapt to betray us. The office is theirs’ not his-established
efit, not l&--our charities and our poor#houses are all open to judicial
mendicants, as well as others, but our ollices must not bc dispensed on
It will not do to destroy the iirst principles of our
principles of charity.
government for the purpose of continuing any man, however large a share
of our sympathies he may claim. in of&e, longer than he can fuifil its objects, and make it useful and convenient to the people. And rvhen such
cases as I have been supposing do occur, if none exists now, will vour
To what part of it may the people iook
Constitution afford any relief?
for a remec!y-on
what one of all its provisions may tbcy rely ? The
good behaviour tenure encourage s no hope-the removal powers offer no
The people must look to the death of the incumbent,
relief or remedy.
as the only event that can work a change favorable to them. What more
natural than that they should denomiuate an office with such a tenure, a
life of&e---an d what more natural than that they should distrust such an
ofice, and dislike such a tenure, as all the history of our people shows
they have done. I clo not mean to say that, this tenure is ofliensire, on
account of any peculiar and estraordiuary faults in our judges. I believe
sir, that, as a body, tllcy are highly respectable, and that in learning, integrity and good behaviour, our judiciary may compare advanta.geouslv
with any other in the couutry ; but the ieizrle)rcy of this tenure is to the
overthrow of all of our most cherished principles, aud it occasionally demonstrates its practical evil in perpetuating a man in power long after
the sense and judgment of the public have discovered his unfitness. And,
sir, if this evil is occasional, local and temporary, it is a grievous evil
while it lasts, and we can hardly do the country better service than to
I am willing sir, so to monltl our
devise and,ilppIy a proper remedy.
institutions, as to avoid all sectional evils which may be done, without insecurity to funtlament:ll principles, and will go for any measure to redress
existing grievances, wbicb may not occasion greater mischief in an oppoI 11ave said, the remedy me propose is no novel esperisite direction.
ment. It was familiar to the founders of the government, and we have
in our state now an example of its application, with what success, I hope
will be testified by gentlemen who come from those parts of the state in
These courts have been establishwhich district courts are established.
ed by law since the adoption of our Constitution, and altllough the Legislature might have endowed them with the good behaviour tenure, the,*
have not done so, which is another indicatiou of public opinion on this
question. I understand these courts in Philadelphia, Lancaster and Pitts-
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burg are well filled with able judges, though the longest tenure is bnt
ten years and the confidence and satisfaction of the public in them are
attested by the immense amount of business that is transacted by them.
AS far as these courts are concerned in thz experiment of limited tenure,
it has worked well. The Governor has had no difficulty in finding good
men to assume office under this tenure, and I think all testimony will
concur, that we have not a more independent and upright tribunal in the
Commonwealth.
The example of these courts is sufkient to put to
flight the whore flock of fears and ob,jeetions about insufficient appointments, under a limited tenure, dependent juc!ges kc., and I confess myself unable to see why this tenure may not Jus’t as safely be applied to
common pleas judges, as to district judg,es. But other states have adopted
the limited tenure ; and the good behaviour tenure does not prevail as extensively as the gentleman from the city seemed to suppose. In New
Hampshire the tenure of judicial officers is variously regulated, but none
hold longer than until they have attained seventy years of age ; and all
are removable by the Governor on the address of both houses (not twothirds) of the Legislature.
The fol1owin.g provision of that Constitution;
relative to justices, is worthy of observation.
‘6 In order that the people may not suffer from the long continuance in
‘6 place of any justice of the peace, who shall fail in discharging the im‘6 portant duties of his ofice with ability and fidelity, all commissions of
‘6 justices of the peace shall become void at the expiration of five years
SCfrom their respective dates ; and upon the expiration of any commis“sion, the same may, if necessary, be renewed, or another person ap(6 pointed, as shall most conduce to the well being of the state.”
In the state of New Pork, the chanceller, justices of the supreme court
and circuit judges, are appointed duriug good behaviour until sixty years
&age-judges
of the county courts and recorders of cities for five years.
But the court of final resort for the correction of errors, consists of the
Senate, the chancellors and justices of supreme court : and the senators
hold by a limited tenure and are elective.
The Vermont judges and justices are elected annually by the Legislature ; aad,notwithstauding the confident denunciation of limited tenure we
hear in this place, I doubt if gentlemen could convince the Green Mountain boys, that their rights of person or property are not well protected,
or that they would be more happy and secure under the benign tenure of
Their Constitution is nearly half a century old, and it
good behaviour.
is wonderful they have not discovered the necessity for this permanent
and irresponsible tenure, if it be so manifest as gentlemen seem to think
it is.
In Connecticut, judges of the supreme court of errors and of the superior court hold, during good behaviour, till seventy years of age. All other
judges and justices are appointed annually.
Rhode Island is still governed by the royal charter of Charles II., and
that highly intelligent little state has never yet felt the pressing necessity
for the good behaviour tenure, sufficiently to induce them to establish a
They have always lived and still
Constitution and adopt this principle,
do under a judiciary elected annually by the Legislature.
Some pears.
ago a Convention was called, and a Constitution proposed, but the people
rejected it and refused, by a large majority, to make any change.
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In New Jersey,, judges of the supreme court hold for seven years-the
‘other judges and Justices for five years. I shall have occasion to allude
to the Jersey judiciary hereafter:
The Constitution of Georgia was adopted eight years after ours, and
is peculiar in its judiciary organization. The judges of the supreme court
are elected for three years, whilst the judges of the inferior courts and
justices of the peace, are appointed for good behaviour-carrying
the
principle of responsibility into the highercbranch of their judiciary, and
not extending it to the inferior branches.
In Mississippi the judges of the high court of errors and appeals are
elected for six vears -the circuit judges for four years-the
chancellor
for six years-iudges
of probate and justices of the peace for two years.
In Indiana the judges of the supreme court, the circuit court and other
inferior courts hold for seven years, and justices of the peace are elected
for five years. It has been remarked, that the Governor of this state has
lately been unable to procure a lawyer to take the o&ice of chief justice.
I believe the fact, but the reason for it is the inadequacy of the salary,
which I understand to he contemptible, and not the limited tenure to
which the gentleman was desirous of referring it. And here allow me
to say, that if the limited tenure prevails in our Constitution, I hope the
salaries of our judges will be raised. The policy and interests of the state
will demand au increase of salaries, and it is to be hoped that no narrow
views of an ideal economy will restrain the Legislature from doing it.
I come now to Ohio, the young giant of the west, whose rapid prosperitv according to a mode of reasonincr frenuentlv ndonted here. ought to be
attributed, & part at least, to theOwise’ Co&titutibu which’she- enjoys.
The judges of the supreme court, the presidents and associate judges of
the common pleas are elected by the Legislature, and hold for seven years.
Justices are elected by the people for three years.
Now sir, when gentlemen talk about the good behaviour tenure, as one
of the sources of our prosperity, and caution ns against abandoning it for
untried experiments, I point them to Ohio. A state whose resources are
in process of rapid developmendwhose
prosperity has been unexampled
in the history of the country, and to which thousands of our citizens have
emigrated to add to her fast swelling population, has derived no advantage from the good behaviour tenure- has become a home for the people
of other states, and extended ample protection to them and their property,
Is not Ohio, in all her
notwithstanding the limited tenure of its judges.
length and breadth and rising greatness, an argument for me 1 Let gentlemen answer Ohio.
In Tennessee, judges of the supreme court and inferior courts are elected bJ’ the Legislature-the
former for twelve years, the latter for eight.
In Maine, Alabama and Missouri, judges hold till sixty-five and seventy years of age.
In Arkansas and Michigan, the last two states that have formed Con* stitutions, the life tenure does not prevail.
The Constitution of the last
named state, I regard as one of the noblest works of the age. How complete its distribution of the powers of government!
How ample its provisions for universal liberty, education, suffrage and every great state object ! It is formed after the best models, and, much better than ours, de-
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serves the appellation of a ‘6 matchless instrument.” It may be considered
as the work of delegates from every state in the Union, for the people of
that state have been gathered from every portion of the country, and unite
the joint experience of all our systems of polity.
If there be, in forming a Constilution, any advantage in numerous examples, any thing in
varied knowledge and experience, any thing in freedom from the violence
of party, and any thing in the absence of all disturbing and exciting motives, the people of Michigan possessed it in settling theirs.
Considering the time and circumstances of its adoption, the lights shed
by surrounding examples, and the principles embodied in it, that Constitution comes to us as bigh authority, and it contains no such solecism as
The judges of the supreme court are appointed for seven
life of&es.
gears-judges
of county courts, associates of circuit courts-judges
of
probate, and justices of the peace, arc elected by the people for four years.
I cannot help thinking, sir, that this last experiment at a free Constitution
ought to outweigh, in this argument, all the abstractions, which great
names, ancient and modern, have sanctioned, and which the gentleman has
pressed into his service, If I am mistaken in this, let me ask if the
examples of all the States to which I have referred, are to go for nothing
in this argument.
Tlley modify the judicial tenure variously, but none of
them extend the good behaviour principle to every branch of their judiciary in t.he same uuqualified manner wye do. Is this no evidence that
ti:e American sentiment is against this tenure 7 Is it not at least evidence
that communities of freemen may live in the enjoyment of all the rights
qf freemen, without so permanent and irresponsible a judiciary as ours ?
Whatever else is denied to me, I feel vntitled to this conclusion.
It will
be remembered that between other States and ours there is a strict analogy, so that you may reason from them, to this, with propriety and force ;
but that, between the English or federal judiciaries and ours, there is no
such analogy, and there can be no such argument.
Mr. Chairman these are some of the views and reasons which have
induced me to move this amendment. I submit, sir? if there be not in
the character and wishes of our people, in the genius and spirit of our
institutions, and in the evils and disadvantages of the good behaviour
principle, reason for abandoning it; and if there be not, in our own and the
experience of other States, and in the principles of the limited tenure,
If I believed it would sac+
abundant encouragement for adopting this.
ficc the independenre of the judiciary, I would not ask you to abandon
-that principle and adopt this one, but I do not believe it. I do not believe
it is necessary an ofilcer should feel himself a tenant for life, in order to
be independent and upright.
If he be an honest man, he will be independent of all improper influences ; if he be not an honest man, no parchment limitations can make him independent, and it is worse than mockery,
to instal him in office during good behaviour.
In what does the indep”ndwec :f z judge c*onsist ? It eousists in lendering judgment according to law, without any hope of gain or fear of loss. How is a Pennsyivania judge to gain or lose by his judgment ? We have no crown
influence to propitiate, no disappointed political power to dread.
The people will not sacrifice an independent and upright jpdge, for it
will not be to their interest to do so ; and the judge will be independenb
and upright, when every other higher motive fds,
in order to make it
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their interest to retain him. But, we are told, occasions of high party
excitement, sometimes occur, and that a case may come into the courts
for decision, which divides and excites the whole community, and the
gentleman from the city has illustrated the danger of such an occurrence
Vhat was that cacje? We underby a recent example in New Jersey.
stand from the gentleman, that a controversy had arisen between two
sects of Quakers, and that a suit was pending before Chief Justice Ewing
and Judge Drake, which involved the title to a large amount of property
claimed by both sects-that
judgment was rendered in favour of the
orthodox Quakers who were the weakest party, and that the Hicksites
threw their influence into the political scale, which next year returned a
majority of members to the Le,gislature, who were adverse to renewing
the commissions of Judges Emmg and Drake, which were about expiring
-that Judge Drake was turned out, and that Chief Justice Ewing would
have been, but for a merciful Providence who removed him by death,
I am not about :o deny, Mr. Chairman,
before his commission expired.
that this is a very affecting story. It addresses itself very strongly to
our feelings, but what does it amount to as an appeal to our judgments.
To this simply, that Judge Drake was not re-appointed to an office which
he had held many years, the ma,lority of the people preferring another.
And what is this but the operation of the republican principle of governing by majority.-They
turned out one man and put in another, and had
they not a right to do so? Judge Drake had no claim on the office ;
it was not made for him, it was not his, it was the people’s oflice, and if
a majority of them thought it could be better administered by another
incumbent, who in this country, where every thing goes by majorities,
can question their right ? It was, I repeat, the operation of a republican
principle.
I do not mean to say that the exercise of this principle, in
this particular case, was wise or just- I think it probable, it was harshly
applied, and it may have been attended with distressing circumstances,
which are to be regretted ; but, when you divest it of all its attending
circumstances, and look at the transactton as the operation of a political
principle, you can see nothing in the principle to condemn, unless you
condemn the prmciple on which all our political institntions rest. I
understand the public interests did not suffer by the change, for that Judge
Ryerson, the successor of Judge Drake. is one of the ablest lawyers and
purest men to.be found in the State of New Jersey.
But, sir, I thank the gentleman from the city for bringing this New
Jersey case to the notice of the committee.
It proves two things very
germain to my argoment : First, that you can obt,ain learned, able and
upright lawyers to go on the bench under the limited tenure. The gentleman paid a high eulogy to both Judge Ewing and Judge Drake, and I
have no doubt they deserved it ; yet you find them leaving their professions, to go on the bench, under a tenure which they knew would expire
of its own limitation in seven years. Connect this fact with the experience we have had in our district courts, and can any body doubt that the
elite of the profession will accept judicial appointments for alimited time,
if the salaries be adequate ? But I thank the gentleman for this case, for
another reason. It proves in the second place, that a prospect of losing
ofice is not always destructive of judicial independence.
These judges
undoubtedly knew that their decision would array against their re-appointment, the powerful influence of the Hicksites, but whether they decided
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right or wrong, they certainly did not bend to this influence ; so that we
have in this case a consoling example of independent and upright judges,
deciding conscientiously, and not caring for consequences. Moreover, it
is to be considered, that this was a peculiar case of popular excitement, of
rare occurrence, which could only have operated so effectually in a small
community, and would have been unsufficient to agitate parties in a great
State like ours. Altogether, I do not think the New Jersey case is calculated to aid the gentleman’s argument sensibly.
And still less to the
purpose were his instances taken from Cromwell’s time, and the French
Why sir, what would nny tenure of a judge have availed
revolution.
him in those times 1 Would Cromwell, do vousuppose, who cut off the
head of his king, have been restrained, in his purpose, by a judge, with
the good behaviour tenure, pleading the habeas corpus act 1 He would
have taught him that the only good behaviour he was bound to, was obedience to the protector!
And do gentlemen t%ncy that the good behaviour
tenure would have mitigated the horrors of the French revolution, or
These were
saved a single victim from the guillotiue 2 Impossible.
times when arbitrary power was the only law, and they can furnish no
argument for a constitutional question.
For what purpose are such
strained analogies introduced here ? We have a written Constitution,
which prescribes the orbit of each department of the government ; we
have no arbitrary power, no lawless licentious faction to fear ; but a sober,
staid and honest people who want the justice of the State administered
by men in whom they can confide, accordtng to law, and without sale,
denial or delay. They know what a judge should be, and after all? the
people are the best judges of the judges. Give them, for their judges,
men who are sound lawyers, who are conscientious, who are gentlemen
and republicans, and there will be no fear of popular reproach 01 persecution, and no danger of justire being warped, and the land marks
removed by seductions of judicial independence and virtue.
Make it the
interest, srr, of the judges to serve such a people well, and you ITill
promote their independence and all the judicial virtues. The love of
popular applause is one of the strongest and noblest instincts of our
nature, and if judicial independence can have a stay more firm and sure
than all others, it is this. My amendment lays hold of this feeling of
the human heart, and makes it stand surety for the good behaviour of the
judge. For when his commission expires, and its renewal depends
on the public voice, he will feel its value, and learn, by an independent, faithful and upright performance of his duties, to merit its approbation.
Mr. Chairman, there are many gentlemen here who believe the
people of Pennsylvania desire the proposed change. I believe a large
proportion of OUT fellow citizens expect and desire it. They regard
these life offices as the plague-spot in the Constitunon, and we shall
sadly disappoint their hopes, if we do nothing to eradicate it. O’ther
gentlemen doubt that a majority, of the people wish for the change, and
they believe firmly that many oi them prefer the good behaviour tenure
to any other. Now in this state of uncertainty and conflicting opinion,
what can be more proper than to submit the question to the people.
Every thing we do here is to be reviewed by them, and it is to that tinal
arbiter, public opinion, that I wish to bring this issue. Let the principle
of the amendment be adopted ; I am indifferent about the period of the
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tenure, and all minor questions, and then gentlemen may enlighten
public opinion before the election, and persuade the people to reject the
amendment at the ballot boxes, if they can. If the people sustain the
amendment, aud declare for the limited tenure, it ought to become, as it
will, a part of our Constitution.
Mr. Chairman, justice to myself requires me to say, in conclusion,
that I have been influenced in my support of this measure solely by a
conviction that it is right, and that the public interests demand it. I have
no prejudice or pique, against judges to gratify-no
wrongs to redress
-no secret griefs to assuage. 1 have in that department many friendsI do not know that I have a single enemy.
I thank the committee for the patience and attention with which they
have listened to me, and cheerfully commit the question to their judgment and candor.
The committee rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit again ;
and,
Then the Convention adjourned.

TUESDAY

MORNING,

OCTOBER 31, 1837.

Mr. FORWARD, of Allegheny, submitted the following resolutions,
which were ordered to be laid on the table and printed :
Resolved, That it is expedient to amend the fifth article of the Constitution, so as to
incorporate therein the following principles :

First. That the judges of the supreme and inferior courts may be removed by a vote of two-thirds of both branches of the Legislature.
Secondly. That no person who is or shall be a judge of the supreme
or any inferior court, shall be eligible to any other office in this Commonwealth; that this ineligibility
shall continue until the expiration of two
years from and after he shall have ceased to hold his office ; and that if
any person, holding the office of a judge of the supreme or any inferior
court of this Commonwealth, shall be a candidate for any legislative,
executive, or judicial office in the gorornment of the United States, his
office shall be thereby vacated.
Thirdly.
The Legislature shall provide by law for the appointment of
commissioners to take the depositions of witnesses in cases of complaints
made against any of the Judges of the supreme or inferior courts, and
that the depositions of witnesses thus taken may be read on the trial of
the party accused, unless he shall specially demand their personal attendance.
Mr. STURDEVANT, of Luzerne, submitted the following resolution :
Rwobed, That on and after Monday next, when this Convention shall adjourn, it
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shall adjourn to meetagain at nine o’clock in the morning, to continue in sessionuntil
two o’clock in the afternoon, and that the afternoon sessions will be dispensed with.

The question being taken on the second reading of the resolution,
was decided in the negative-ayes
28.
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, submitted the following resolution :

it

Resolved, That the use of this Hall be granted to the Rev. SVa!ker Booth, to-morrow
evening, for the purpose of delivering n lecture crplnnstory of the views and prospects of
the colonization society.

The resolution was read a second time and adopted.
FIFTH

ARTICLE.

The Convention
again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. M’SHEKRY in the Chair, on the report of the committee to whom
was referred the fifth article of the Constitution.
The question being on the motion of Mr. WOODWARD to amend the report by striking out all after the words “section 2,” and inserting in lieu
thereof the report of the minority ;
Mr. WOODTVARDhaving concluded his remarks,
Mr. PORTER, of Northampton, said it was conceded on all sides that
There could be
justice should be in intelligent and independent hands.
no greater curse inflicted on a country than a weak and unlearned judiciary. I, (said Mr. P.) am not singillar in this opinion.
Ollr fathers
thought it sufficient ground of complaint against the British government,
that the King had mac!e the jndgcs dependent on the crown. So also
thought the Convention of 1’788, which formed the Constitution of the
United States. And so thought the Convention of 179@, which formed
the Constitution of Pennsylvania.
The former provided that the judges
should hold their ollices during good behaviour, and should receive a
compensation which could not be diminished while t!ley remained in
office. The Constitution of 1790, was similar in its import, although it
varied in its phraseology, introducing the word 6‘ adequate,” before
so as to make the section read thus :
“compensation,”
“ Section 2. The judues of the supreme court and of the several courts
“ of common pleas, shafi hold their offices during good behaviour : but
“for any reasonable cause which shall not be suflicient ground of im“ peachment, the Governor may remove any of them, on the address of
The judges of the su“ two-thirds of each branch of the Legislature.
*‘ preme court, and the presidents of the several courts of common pleas,
“ shall, at stated times, receive for their services, an adequate compensa(‘ tion, to be fixed by law, which shall not be diminished, during their
“ continuance in of&e : but they shall receive no fees or perquisite of
“ office, nor hold any other office of profit under this Commonwealth.”
On esaminxtion of the book of Constitutions furnished us, I find that,
out of the twenty-six States, the Constitutions of eighteen provide that the
judges shall hold their offices during good behaviour. These eighteen states
are Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New York,
Pennsylvania, Delaware, bfaryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Kentucky, Tennessee, lMississippi, Alabama, Louisiana, Illi.
nois and Missouri.
In Vermont and Rhode Island, the judges are elected
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by the Legislature annually ; In Ohio, the term is seven years ; In
Georgia, they are elected by the people for seven years ; In Indiana and
Michigan they are appointed for seven years, and in Arkansas the tqrm
is eight years. I am aware, and the gentleman from Luzerne has ingeniously drawn a distinction, where there is no real difference, that in New
York,
no judge can hold his ofice after a certain age, varying from 60 to
70. But this does not take away the point I assumed, that the judges in
this State hold their offices during good behaviour.
It is a tenure for
good behaviour, until a certain age. All of us profess to have a high regard for the judiciary.
Every man desires to see the judges independent,
but we all atriva at that result by diKerent means. I shall not be found
to agree exactly with either of the gentlemen.
I do not believe that the
tenure constitutes the independence.
I believe the independence to be
seated in the mind; and, whether the mind be strong or weak, the tenure
will not operate on it. For a very considerable length of time, I have
turned my attention to this subject, and have recurred to the various Constitutions, and to the experience of our forefathers, in order to enlighten
myself.
I do not believe, if you put a weak mind on the bench, and the
tenure is for life, or for good behaviour, which is a different thing, that
you could make a weak and imbecile ,judge, a man of firmness and independence. But I do apprehend it will require more of nerve, firmness of
character, and independence of mind, than ordinarily falls to the lot of
humanity, before any man, with a salary scarcely sufficient for the maintenance of his hunily-an d which has been cited as one of the inducements to take the oflice, would be able to resist the desire to continue in
o&e beyond his term of years. This may, perhaps, be counteracted by
making the salary more competent, and providing that there shall be no
reappointment.
But even out of that an evil would arise. I have been
a practising lawyer for mauy years ; a great deal of business has passed
through my hands, and one of the greatest evils I have had to encounter is the changes of the judges.
It is far better that the judicial decisions
should be uniform, and in accordance with each other, than that they
should be correct or incorrect, and I have seen every new judge desirous to establish some new and favorite opinion, instead of affirm
continuing those which have been declared by his predecessors.
supreme court has undergone changes since I have been at the bar, and
very great danger has been sometimes apprehended from the desire of
some of the new judges to unsettle former opinions.
This is a matter
sedulously to be avoided, and suggests a strong reason for caution in
adopting a system of change in those persons who till judicial statione,
lest we should subvert a system on which depeuds a vast amount of property.
I may here be permitted to say, that I recognize the right of instruction by constituents : for when I was nominated, for a seat in this
body, the meeting which nominated me, adopted a resolution that the
candidate nominated be instructed to vote for the limited tenure : that is
that the judges should hold their o&es for a term of years ; I was called on
to address my constituents on that occasion, and I told them that I preferred the good behaviour tenure, and that I could only go for a term of
years, on the condition that thesalaries were increased, to such an amount,
as would secure us the services of the best men as judges.
With this
expression of opinion on my part, I was elected by the people, and I am
now, therefore, carrying out these principles, by advocating this system

.
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on this floor. I then said, as I now say, that I prefer the tenure for good
behaviour, because that system brings more talent on the bench. I think
the salaries are too low even with the good behaviour tenure. Your
supreme judges hare almost every moment of their time occupied by
their official duties, and no one of them receives, in salary, as much as any
respectable or experienced lawyer at the bar makes by his practice. Now
your judges of the supreme court have a per diem allowance, and the
others have a trifle to pay their expeuses while away from home, but not
leaving sufficient for themselves and their families to subsist ou. We
have lost some of our best judges by resignation, because of the inadequacy of the salaries which are paid. In my county, the ablest judge in
Pennsylvania, resigned his seat on the bench, and returned to the bar,
where he is now m<aking, by the practice of his profession, three or four
times as much as he received while on the bench. Judge Mallerv was
one of the best judges we have had : hc left the bench with the regret of
the whole district; and he resigned because of the low salary. A very
good judge has succeeded him, but one not superior to Judge hlallery. A
lawyer of good practice will make three or four times as much as a judge
receives. Yet there are men who, after becoming tired of the law, are
ready to accept a judgeship ; but there is always danger to be feared from
these changes. Shirley says :
“ Tis a maxim in our politics,
A judge destroys a mighty practicer
When they grow rich ad lazy, they are ripe
For honor.”

Such a man is not always desirous to do his duty. I would rather take
one not ripe and rich in honors, and infected with the laziness of pleasure.
A judge should have all the energies of his mind about him, and if taken
for a term of years only, you must give him a good salary. I recently
met with au article in a newspaper which I will beglcare to read to the
committee.
It ruus tllus(Here Mr. Porter read an extract calculated to show the false economy
often racticed both in public and private affairs, which in the end turns
out d eless expenditure.
The extract itself is mislaid and cannot be recalled to memory.)
I have always, in the course of my life, found that the men I employed
at the least wages did not conduct matters most ecouomically ; and I am
satisfied that we must pay well to have work well done. Judges ought
to be selected for their moral wortlh. Can you expect men to serve the
public for less than we can get them to serve ourselves. You want. on
the benoh, one who is beyond the reach of all sorts of inilueuces, and
in whose integrity and discermnent the utmost reliance can be placed. I
do not know that I ever heard a judge more accurately described than in
the passage which I will ask permission to read to you.
--“With
qua1 scale
He weighs th oflknces betwixt man ancl man ;
He is not so sooth’d with adulation
iYor moved with tears. to wrest the course of justice
Into an unjust currrnt, to oppress the innocent
Nor does he m&e the laws
Punish the man, but in the men the cause,”
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If the judge holds in his hands the lives and property of his fellow
citizens, and it learning and intelligence are necessary to make him pass
on all great questions, ought we not to use every means in our power to
Take a judge beyond the middle age, mho wishes
obtain so great a good.
to retire from the turmoil of business. After a few years, he will he
turned out to scuffle for his bread ; and after he has gone still further
down the vale of years, he will be less fit and less competent to go
into the arena of the bar for his livelihood.
Tell me not he will be reThe political wheel will have performed half a revolution
appointed.
before the expiration of his term, and he who was at the top when he went
into office, will be at the bottom when he goes out. Where are all the
politicians who ten years ago, swayed the destinies of the Commonwealth 1 You may look for them in vain. They have all passed away,
and their places are filled by others who were then not heard of. So it
will be with your judges. Dont tell me that the political changes will
produce no effect on the judicial offices. By whatever name an Execu.
tive may come into office, he must reward those who put him there.
He must apportion the ofices in his gift among his followers.
There
has been a vast change in this respect since I first knew political life.
Formerly, the man who applied for office, and did not sncceed, was very
careful to conceal the fact that he had made an application.
He was
careful to avoid detection, in case of disappointment.
Now every one is
asked to be a signer of a petition for office, and every disappointment is
complained of to the world.
Every man has a set of political hangers-on
who must be fed. I speak the words of truth and soberness when I say
this ; and I ask whether the judges will be less exposed to these changes
than others 1 Party discipline requires that persons belonging to the
party shall be rewarded, and if they are not, they will desert to the
enemy. I speak of man as he is. I am aware that I have been-charged
with bringing in the battering-ram of radicalism against the judiciary,
when the other day I moved to substitute “ or” for ‘I and.”
If this
charge had proceeded from one of the reporters for the daily press, who
are here to assail their opponents, it would make but little impression,
but when published in a paper edited by a member of the Convention,
with whom I am on tbe best terms, I confess I was surprised.
I only
touch this subject lightly, because I felt myself pointed at. I have no
idea of a judiciary truekling for popularity, and endeavouring to shape
their course of conduct to suit the various gales of popular opinion-r
would not have a judge such a politician as Byron describes, when he
says :
1‘Courteousand cautions,therefore in his country
Ho was all things to&II men, and dispensed
To some civility, to others bounty,
And promises to all-which
last commenced
To gather to a some what large amount, he
Not calculating how much they condensed.”

I do not wish to be understood and I hope not to be understood
as wishing to undervalue the good opinion of mankind ; that, I would
cultivate by every means in my power; but I would cultivate it by an
elevated, honorable, honest and independent course of conduct, not by
pursuing anignis futuus the pursuit of which leaves its votary in his
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kindred mire. 1 would have your judge courteous and conciliatory
manners, but inflexible in his moral attitudes.
-‘I
Of mannersmild

in his

And winning every heart, he knew to please,
Nobly to please : while equally he scorn’d
Or adulatbon to receive or give.”

Such judges are above all praise, but such we are not likely to obtain, if
we attach to the oflice a limited t,enure and meagre salaries. I believe,
from what I have heard, that there is a disposition in the Convention to
change the good behaviour tenure to a term of years. If that be the intention, I shall make amendments for the purpose of prescribing a scale
below which the Legislature shall not fis the salaries of the judges. I
have said I shall not propose tc, iis these salaries in this Constitution.
But we have a precedent thus far in the Constitotion of the United States
which says, the salaries shall not be diminished while in office. In our
own Constitution, there is also an analogous provision, relative to an adequate compensation, and the amendment of the gentleman from Luzerne
provides that the salary shall not be diminished during the continuance of
the judge in office. And there is that singular fact connected with these
clauses : The Constitution of the United States prohibits the diminution
of the salary while in office, and the United States judges receive a salary
of $4,500.
Our State Constitution requires that crdeqrtate compensation
shall be :iven to the judges, and we give them 81,600. The United
States gtvcs a compensatinn, ad allow near $5,000; and our State
ordains un adequate compensation, and allows from 91,600 to !i?&OOO. So
the compe?asoGon in one case is about twice as much as the adeqzute
compensation in the other. These salaries, it should be borne in mind,
were fixed many years ago ; and fifty per cent added to the original salaries would not make them more th:m equal to the increase in the cost of
subsistence. I have said it will be better to leave the subject of duelling
to the Legislature,
It was replied- no mc cannot trust it to the I,eqislature. h’ow the same persons tell us we must leave the judges to the Le..
gislature.
I do not exactly understand this blowing hot and cold, this
playing of the game of fast and loose. If we are to limit the Legislature
in any case, it is much more important that we do so in reference to the
judges, as by that means we shall ensure their independence of the Legislature.
Now he held that the report of the minority of the committce on !he
judiciary on the subject of salaries, in saying that some constitutional
provision is necessary to protect judges from the invasion of the Lcgislature, in reducing their salaries so low that they would be obliged to
resign, was a c,oncession, which he apprehended was of some weight in
this matter, and required us to look into it, a:nl place them in such a position as not to be liable to be legislated or starved out of oflice. It stems
to be granted by the gentleman from Luzerne, as desirable, that the iude.
pendencc of the judges should bc secured, and in conceding this, he coucedes also, that the provision should be as it is, so far as rt regards the
judges of the kingdom of England and those of the courts of the United
States, the federal courts, but he contends that it is not right so far as it
regards the judges of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
Now he
begged leave to enter his protest against this distinction of tenure of the
judges of courts, organized on the same principles.
He understood the
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gentleman from Luzerne to say and to argue that these judges of the
courts in Pennsylvania, were judges for life, so long as they could resist
removal on the address of the Legislature, and conviction on impeachment, and he understood him further to say. that no judge could be
impeached, unless his crimes were such as to make him a fit subject for
the penitentiary.
In answer to this, he would turn the gentleman to the record in regard
to the only case in which a judge was impeached and removed in this
Commonwealtll.
The case he alluded to, was .that of Judge Addison,
and he would ask any gentleman who knew the man, whether he was a
fit subject for the penitentiary after he was removed 1 He was removed
for certain misconduct in of&e, for judicial tyranny and for bringingpolitics on the bench, and he was removed on impeachment; but he would
leave it to the people of Pennsylvania to say whether his character for
integrity suffered at all by, his removal.
YOU have had various other
impeachments in Pennsylvania.
You have had the impeachment of three
of the judges of your supreme courts.
Judges Shippen, Yeates and
Smith, were impeached.
Gentlemen must all remember their trial, and
were they impeached for offences which would have consigned them to
the penitentiary ? Did their characters suffer-he spoke of their characters as men-although
a majority of the Senate, but not a constitutional
majority-(two
thirds) --mere for convicting them ; or were they considered fit subjects for the penitentiary 1 Did they not live long afterward,
administering the laws of their country, and when they died, they went
to their graves, full of years and full of honor. We have had three other
impeachments in Pennsylvania, and in no one instance, were their offeuces
such, as wouId have consigned them to the penitentiary, if they had been
In the law of impeachments there were criminal offences of
aonvicted.
which a judge might be guilty, which would require his conviction, but
there may be high crimes in the judge, that are not penitentiary offence.
in the man. A juc!ge may be guilty of partiality, or of corruption, if you
. please, not amount.mg to bribery -he may so conduct himself as to make
himself a fit subject of impeachment and removal, and yet not be a fit
There was another matter connected with
subject for the penitentiary.
this, to which 1~ begged leave to call the attention of the committee ; that
is, how long had Judge Addison been on the bench when he was removed ? Kad he been there more than eight or ten years when the occurrence tooii place, in consequence of which he was convictedand removed?
He apprehended not. And, pray, how hxig had Judge Cooper been there
when he committed the ocences complained of by the gentleman from
He was appointed iu 1806 or 1801, and removed in 1810 or
Luzerne.
1811.
Now, sir, was it the length of time which they had been in oflice
which led them to commit these offences, for which they were brought
before the Legislature? Why, the history of the State tells you-no.
The
Where will you find men who were held
facts of the case tell5 you-no.
in higher estimation than the judges of your supreme court, who have
How long was Chief Justice Tilghserved for a long period of years.
man on the bench? He believed that gentleman was first appointed a
judge of the common pleas, in 1604 or 1805, aud in the year 1806, he
was elevated to the situation of Chief Justice of the Commonwealth.
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If he mistook not, that gentleman was more than twenty-one years on
the bench, and was ever a complaint made against that individual ? He
went to his grave with as pure and unspotted a reputation as any man
who ever presided over a court. Why, therefore, is it, that we are asked
to make these changes. He asked gentlemen to show him the instances-point him to the cases in which judges in Pennsylvania were incompetent or unwilling to discharge the duties of their offices. He asked for
the facts,-he did not want speculation or theory.
Sir, take the judges
of the United States, and how long was Judge Washington and Judge
Marshall on the bench ? *Judge Marshall occupied that high station for
a long series of years, and to the day of his death he had the full confidence of his countrymen, and the tongue of slander has been raised
against him but once since his death, aud its author has been consigned
to ignomony in consequence thereof. Now, Judge Cooper was removed,
and has his character suffered from that removal?
Has he not since
been in the enjoyment of at least, as high and good a character as he
ever had? IIas he not since been filliug a large space in the world of
science ? He has obtained a reputation in the world of science, which he
might have looked for in vain if he had continued on the bench. But we
have been referred to the Constitution of 1776, and told that there the
tenure of judges was limited to a term of years. With all due deference
to gentlemen, he had to s!y that the Constitution of 1776, was an experiment which utterly failed m practice. Was he speaking witbont book on
this subject.
He had heard the delegate from Luzerne speak of the
democratic Constitution, of which Benjamin Franklin was the author, as
if it was perfection itself. He happened to have an authority drawn
from the time when that Constitution was in operation, which, he took it,
could not be doubted. He found, on reference to Carey’s Museum, volume 1, page 3S6, an authority in point. In the year 1779, the republican
society of Pbiladelpbia in an address to the citizens of the State, pronounce that instrument as weak and ineflicient.
They say :
6‘ We are convinced, upon the most impartial examination, that its general tendency and “peration will be to join the qualities of the different
extremes of self-government.
It will produce general weakness, inactivity and confusion, intermixed with sudden and violent fits of despotism, injustice and cruelty.”
Again: 6‘ Of all governments those are the best, which, by the effect
of their original Constitution are frequently renewed or drawn back to
their first principles.
If the assembly departed from the principles of the
Constitution, it would be drawn back by a legislative council.
If the
council should depart from them it would be drawn back by the assembly.
But when a single legislature is disposed to depart from them there is no
power which can confine it within proper hands.”
‘6 In all the most celebrated governments of antiquity, the legislatures
were composed of different branches. In [all the other States except
Georgia, the legislature consist of distinct bodies of men.”
‘6 A single Legislature is a novelty, and the example of Pennsylvania
will serve as a beacon rather than a precedent. For while other &tes
enjoy happiness and tranquility under their governments, Pennsylvania
exhibits mournful scenes af weakness and cliistraetion.”
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This address which was delivered three years after the Constitution of
1776 went into operation, was signed by eighty-two persons of character
and standing-the
prominent republicans of that day. Among them he
found the names of Robert Morris, Thomas Mifllin, Benjamin Rush,
George Clymer, George Ross, James Wilson, Francis Hopkinson, Jacob
Rush, James Mease, John Shea, Thomas Forest, Charles Thompson,
and others. Six of the signers to this address were signers of the declaration of independence, aud others of these gentlemen who were subsequently active in each of the subdivisions of parties into which the country became divided, upon the adoption of the Constitution of the United
States. Now what have you here ? You have the pled,ge of Thomas
Mifflin, that this Constitution of 1776, was entirely defective, and that it
would not answer the ends of the government, and Benjamin Franklin
himself, made a concession of this pointin the Convention, which formed
the Constitution of the United States, by agreeing to that Constitution
which was so entirely dissimilar to our Constitution of 1776. He himself saw the weakness and inefftciencv of that instrument-he
saw that it
was a Eutopia upon paper, and any thing else in practice. Your judiciary,
what was it under that Constitution?
It was cornnosed
of a sunreme
I
court, the judges of which were appointed for a term of years. ‘Your
courts of common pleas were held by justices of the peace, and if you
want to see how such courts are held, and how the business in them is
conducted, just go into the State of New .Jersey, where you will see
twenty justices of the peace having commissions as judges, holding a
eourt of common pleas, and, as to the chance of having the law administered according to the rules of law, it is not looked for. The legal characters there, will tell you that they never can have any legal principles
settled in their courts of common pleas. Well, would such a system as
that suit here in our State ? We have had fifty years’ experience under
this Constitution of ours, and we had a vote of the Convention but the
other day, when he moved to substitute the word “or,”
for the word
‘4 and,” which showed the indisposition of any one to make any change
in regard to our judiciary.
Then we had the testimony of the very gentlemen who are desirous of making these changes in your Constitution,
that tbe organization of your judiciary in 1776, was not so good as that of
1790, with which so much fault had been found. A good deal was now
said, and a good deal had been said sometime ago, in relation to the manner in which the Constitution of 1790 was formed. It was not necessary
for him to go into a discussion of this matter, it was enough for him to
know that the people of Pennsylvania adopted it in practice, and administered their government under it from that time to this, and he should be
exceedingly happy, he should be much pleased and gratified, if, in fifty
years to come, the results of our deliberations shall have produced as
much happiness, security and prosperity, as the existing Constitution
has done. He asked gentlemen, when they were making these attacks
upon the judiciary-when,
as he believed, they were sapping the public
confidence in the judiciary, to ponder well as to the effect of what they
were doing. A judiciary, which has lost the confidence of the public,
cannot administer as great an amount of good to the public, as a judiciary
which had the confidence ‘of the public, he admitted-but
what was it
which deluged France with blood 1 What was it which covered her fair
fields with carnage and slaughter?
Why, sir, it was charges upon
VOL.
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charges made against every thing and every body. Calumny and detraction prevailed every where, and the institutions, which had formerly stood
up as the beacons of their safety, had the passions of the people arrayed
against them, and history tells a sad tale of the sufferings of that devoted
country.
Now he did not apprehend any thing to that extent would ever
exist in this country, but we are going on, endeavoring, as far as we can,
by declamation, to withdraw public confidence from every branch of our
government.
When the Executive department of our Constitution was
under consideration, the Gorelnor was not to be trusted. Oh no. He
had a mighty power which must be taken from him, or hc would abuse it.
When the legislative department came up, the cry mss, that it must be
restricted, because it had practised very great abuses; and now, since the
judiciary article has been unc!er cons&ration,
the same thing has been
told us over and over again. He wished to be permitted to say, what was
true, that the judiciary was the weakest of the three departments into
which your government was divided , and it is perhaps entitled to more of
the protcclion of the community th:;n either of the others. It has no
means of inflnence, bp mingling in the common &airs and business of
men, and, al~Eough he believed the judiciary was as warmly cherished by
the people of I’ennsylvaniq ‘. 3s
* any other department of the government ;
it was not l~;;l
to fiad it, rninyg!ing and g&g in with the common
affairs and business of the country, nor ought it to do so ; and fnrther, he
b!:lievecl, if any system cOu!d be derised, to make them perfect sirangers
lo the people m2th whom they had c!ccisions to m&e 2nd business to
Id heard a
settle, that a vast amowt of good wouid redt ~PIIU it,. 1-11~
good deal about the impor:::nce of the tri::l by jury. a system which it is
ho trusted it never would
every man’s de::& to preserve inviolate, wd
I
be &en away, as it will stand between ~WX~ men and the persecutions
of the strong, 3nd protect !hem, in nlmosf. cvcry instnnce, so long as >-on
~~~liza:ionof the judiciary ; but he nerer wished to
preserve a proper erg,...
see the jury invc’sicii with power to invac!e or rio!:tte the laws, because,
mhenevcr a partv is inji:red hy their nlislalie, thc:.e is no remedy. If,
however, a jui!gcVmalres a mistake his opiniotl can be corrected. In the
course of hiJ experience, he had seen more injnstice done by the verdicts
of juries, th3n ever he had 6cen done by the decisiol!s of courts. He had
seen some strange things: ill his time, in reLItion to the decisions of juries,
Olle of which lie would men!ion as a sample of !lic rest. When he WTS
L
a young ma:1 iu the city of Pltiladelphia, he sari’’ a jury, in an action to
recover an :~llr~;cd Ekinec of account, give 3 verdict in favor of a plaintiff
for t!le amount of thirteen thousand three hundred and EO~ICodd dollars.
The dcfi<ndant obtnincd a new trial, in consequence GE some cause or
other, and the mzttcr was referred to some of t!l~ most ::b!e accountnnts
in the city ofPl:il~dol;;,!~ia, and esamined bv them, and it vxs finaily
settled, and riglltly settled, too, by award li:g* to the piainti0’ the sum of
two !m:zdred and &t:- duiiar?i, as the amount beiq due him 0:) the proper
set?lclnent of the akounts, kus showing that the jury nllutletl to, had
tnadc a mistake of u;)wards of thirteen tllousand tlollars. ‘This was but
cne, out of mnnv c~lses, which he might bri:lg to the n0:ic.e of’ the committee, to shorn th:;t juries niight commit errors, and do more injustice to
p&es, thau could be done by the mistakes of,jnlges.
In the cowse of his ln2&c,
hi4 expcr1elii2: hxl shown him that TOU!
bench has been filled with able and with honest men-he spoke ui: the
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men-because there might have been instances, -.vhere judges had done
him injustice in a trial, and he supposed there was no lawyeywho had any
practice at the bar of any account, who had not some such complaint to
make. He remembered to have heard of a client, in the city of Philadelphia, goiug to his lawyer after a suit was decided against him, and
saying, “sir, did you not tell me so and so before this trial came on 1”
6‘ Yes,” says the lawyer, Ccand did I not tell the judge so too, but he
So it was, in a great many cases, and he suppowould not believe me,”
sed that there was not a lawyer at the bar, who iu the heat of the moment,
when a decision was made against him, does not believe frequently
that the judge is wrong, yet he supposed when we came to look back for a
series of years, we would all find that the judges were more generally
right than we were. He rras not going toglvc up a system. under which
we have all lived, and thrived, and prospered, for a new and untried theory.
Destroy the independence of tile judiciary, which has served us so long,
and he feared you would never look on its like again; and while he
entirely acquitted the respectable gentlemau from Luzerne, from any
such charge, he could not. help believing that this spirit of opposition to the judiciary, so far as this provision is concerned, and so far
as the party urging it, are concerned, had its origin in some private
griefs. A mau who has decisions made against him, too frequently
blames the ,judiciary, instead of attributing it to the want of merit in the
suit he prefers. It has been too common to lay all the blame of failures,
in suits and every thing else, at the doors of the judges ofthe courts, and
he feared that those who sowed the wind, would find too late that they
He feared the personal objections to
would be reaping the whirlwind.
particular judges in the State, rnig!lt have its influeuce in giving bead and
WC have some twenty-five or thirty law
strength to tllis opposition.
judges in I’ennsylvnuia, and it was not to be expected that every man of
that number is a Solomon. You could not select twenty-five men, no
matte1 what care was ta!:ea. who would coux up to the expectations of
Why he had known judges
every body. That is not to be expected.
persecuted by lawyers, because they could not obtain practice, thinking
it was the fault of the judges, when in fact it wv~s their own want of
Every thing is heaped upon the judges, and if this thing is
merit.
tolerated, he should scarcely expect under any new Constitution, to see
men of equal talents and respectability on the bench with those lvho
now filled those situations, because it is no pleasant matter to be pointed
at as the cause of every man’s grievances.
Ilcfore he left this part of
the subject, he wished to be permitted to notice some observations made
by the gentleman from Luzerne, a gentleman to w!lom he always listened with great pleasure, because he aiwnys made t!le most of his subject ;
but one part of his argument he could not underst:md. The gentleman
said that this principle of good behaviour, was perfectly right, wheu it
applied to the courts of England, or of the United Stat&, but that It was
wholly wrong, when it applied to the courts OF Petmsylvaoia.
il’ow sir,
how was this ? What reason is there for its being right in one ease, and
wrong iu another. ‘I’he gentleman had given, as a reason, that the judges
of the United States court, had to esercise certaiu political powers, wblch
made it necessary that they should have this tenure. Well, is that denied
to the judges in Permsylvania ! Now he would put it to the gentleman
from Luzerne, whether if it was an evil to have judges-during good beha-
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viour, where their powers were small, it would not be a greater evil,
where there powers were greater. If it was an evil, to have judges of
this tenure in Pennsylvania, on a small scale, he would ask if the evil
did not increase, in proportion as you increased the scale. If judges, possessing but little power, would abuse it, he should wonder, if they were
invested with more power, if they would not abuse it, It seemed to him
The judges of the Supreme
that this would be the inevitable conclusion.
court of the United States, are invested with the power to decide on treaties made by the United States, and to decide on the constitutionality of
the various laws of the States and of Congress, and the gentleman says, it
is necessary that these oflicers should hold their offices during good behaviour, because of the largeness of, the powers they have to exercise,
Well does not this concede the whole argument, and does it not carry
with it the necessity for our supreme court being constituted in this way?
Have not our judges of the Supreme court to decide on the constitutionality of certain laws? Does not our own Supreme court decide on the
constitutionality of the enactments of our own Legislature ; and do not
all the reasons which will apply to the government of the Union, apply,
with double force, to the government of Pennsylvania ? We have had the
case ofJudge Drake, of New Jersey, stated by both the gentleman from
the city, and the gentlemart from Luzerue, but he believed he could give a
version of the cause which led to his removal, which had not been laid
before the Convention.
It is well k nown that some years since, the
society of Friends divided into two parties, the Orthodox and Hicksites,
and a dispute arose in relation to the right to certain property-the
matter
came before the Chancellor, who called to his aid two of the judges of the
Supreme court of New Jersey, and it was decided that the property belonged to the Orthodox party of the Quakers. There was then a certain
politician of considerable influence in that state, who told the Hicksites that
if they would join the party to which he belonged, and aid in electing
their candidates to the Legislature, as Dr;Lkc’s tetm of office expired that
year, they would turn hum out. They did so ; this party carried the
election, and this gentleman fulfilled his part of the contract by having
The judge who sueJudge Drake turned out-or rather not reappointed.
ceeded Judge Drake, was to be sure a respectable man, but he was not
held in that high esteem by the bar, or the people of New Jersey, at the
time he was appointed, as the remarks of the gentleman from Luzerne,
would seem to indicate. He was a respectable man and a good lawyer,
has applied himself to business, and has gone farther in the administration of justice, to satisfy the people of New Jersey, than it was expected
any one would do for whom Judge Drake must be compelled to make
room. The gentleman from Luzerne, had asked why has not this mad
dog cry of life of&es, or similar complaints, been raised against the other
departments of your government ? ‘I’he gentleman conteuded that this
was the main and the engrossing subject with the people, to have life
offices, as he termed them, abolished. This was not the case, so far as he
(Mr. P.) could learn, The engrossing subject of those gentlemen urging
a reform of the Constitution in his section of the State, was as to the
nature and extent of Executive patronage. The loaves and fishes were
not distributed in a manner suitable to them, and they desired some
other mode to be adopted, and he believed that more complaint had been
made in relation to Executive patronage, than any other subject, and in-
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~finitely more than in relation to the judiciary.
The great extent of the
complaints which he had heard against the judiciary, coming mainly from
the gentleman from Philadelphia county, (1Mr. Earle.) was that the judges
had appointed some of their relatives to certain offices, that they had
shown a spirit of favoritism, in appointing auditors and referees in the
city and county of Philadelphia, and some of the other counties, and this
complaint arose just because the patronage of the court, like the patronage
of the Governor, was not distributed in the riuht channels. Well sir,
was there no complaint in relation to the LegElature ? Was there no
corruption charged in regard to them, and no necessity urged of limiting
them, and preventing them from exercising certain dangerous powers ; was
not that a most fruitful theme for gentlemen who were in favor of reform,
and was not complaint made long and lond in relation to it? He therefore did not agree as to the existence of the fact, that the judiciary was a
subject of greater complaint, than any other department of your government. He believed there was less, infinitely less, evil sustained from the
mal-administration of the law, than the abuse of Executive patronage, or
improper legislation.
Is it a fac.t, as stated by the gentleman from Luzerne, that your Governor and Legislature have more of the affections of
the people than your judiciary ? Sir, is not the appoinment of a good
man, as judge, hailed throughout the country as a blessing to the people 1
Do not the people look to the judiciary, as the safe guard to shield them
from oppression, and secure them in the possession oflife, liberty and property ; and have you ever known an instance in which they did not cling
to a judge, who ably discharged his duties through life, and cherished his
memory, when he was gone 1 He admitted that no system could be perfect-he did not look for any thing which would be perfect, this side of
the grave. Why sir, is any Constitution necessary, if every thing is to
be trusted to the popular voice ? Why have we any Constitution at all?
Why, just because it is a confession that man is not to be trusted, at alI
times, with his own government.
The very fact that we are here assembled in Convention, to put a bridle on the people, to save the people
from themselves, is a confession that man is not at all times to be trusted
even with his own *government ; and, from the fact that representatives
are men sometimes not to be trusted, it is necessary to bind them by this
power, in their representative capacity, to prevent them from doing a
wrong to the people. It is a solecism of the first order, that we have
been brought here for our supposed wisdom, to bind the rest of our fellow
beings who sent us here, from committing injustice on themselves.
It
was necessary, in our free governments, to have these checks in our Constitution, because of the fallibility
of human nature ; and sir, although
the virtue, intelligence and patriotism of the people, are all beautiful
themes to descant upon, and things which we all look to, wish for, and hope,
doexist, yet every meeting of a Legislature, every meeting of a court, or
meeting of a body similar to this Convention, was a commentary upon
it, which showed that it did not always hold good in practice.
This
matter of having the will of the community to govern on all occasions.
was a doctrine which was not founded upon proper principles.
When
our courts are brought into contact with some great excitement or agitation, they were, less likely to decide causes properly, and without prejudice, than if such excitement did not exist. This he held to be a rule
without an exception, and provision is made in the statute books for
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changing the venue, and trying such causes out of the courtly, in which
such excitement exist.s. This is a protection to the party to be tried,
from the improper influences of this excitement, and prejudice, which
may exist in the minds of the public,
Do not all gentlemen know the
effect of prejudice upon the human mind *_ Do not all know that the most
pure and virtuous men, cannot always rise superior to it ? DO not ~1
feel, in their daily intercourse, that the best actions may be perverted by
prejudice-the
purest motives may be maligned, the best intentions doubted, and men, who were deserving of praise, made subjects of cocdemnntions 1 He said this, with the most perfect respect for the people, and a
popular government.
As he had heretofore said in this body, he would
now say, that no man would bow, with more perfect submission, 10 a
majority of the people, than himself, but, he would also say, that the mass
of mankind were fallible as individuals, as every oue admitted. and, because individuals are not infallible, you cannot expect communities to be
so. Men, in the heat of passion, do things, that they condemn, in their
cooler moments ; so, with masses of men, it is the same thing ; and it was
his ardent desire, that we might be enabled to transmit to our posterity, as
sacred, independence as our fathers transmittted to us. He trusted that,
if me changed the natare of the tenure of our judiciary, that me would
provide an equivalent, which would command the best members ot society, to fill the bench of your courts. Hc feared that no amount of salary which we might fix, would accomplish this, but he did fear that, unless,
in some measure, this evil was remedied by an increase in the salaries of
our judges, the independence of your judiciary was gone forever, and
the liberties of your citizens would not be safe.
Mr. Chairman, I have occupied more of the time of the committee,
valuable as I know it to be, than I had intended to have done ; and I
conclude my observations by bringing to the notice of the committee, the
amendment which I shall propose at some future stage of our proceedings.
I do not offer it now, because it might embarrass the question, or interfere
with the course of argument of some gentlemen, who may desire to
discuss at length the broad principle here involved.
1 merely now,
therefore, bring it into view, as an amendment which I intend hereafter to
offer to the section now under consideration before the committee.
I
will then ask the secretary to read it.
The amendment was accordingly read, and is as follows :
Amendments-strike
out from fees in 15th line to *‘or” in 16th.
Line 17, between the words Commonwealth and provided, insert these
words : (6 Provided that the salary of the chief justice shall not be less
than thirty-five hundred dollars ; the salaries of the Justices of the
supreme court not less than three thousand dollars, nor the salaries of the
presidents of districts or other law judges less than two thousand dollars,
per annum ,”
Line 18 and 19, strike out the words shall ‘iby n;::! yyitl.1 the advice
and consent of the Senate.”
Line 19, strike out ‘I one of” and in lines 22 to 22, strike out all from
“ court” to LLfor.”
Thus, continued Mr. P. striking out the rotating principle, which the
delegate from the county of Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) proposes to have,.
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and having the judges in commission for ten years to come ; and then, at
the end of the section, the following words :
Add to the end of the section, ‘1 and the presidents of districts and
other law judges now in commission shall continue to hold and exercise
their respective offices for the term of
years, from and after the ratification of this Constitution, if they shall so long behave themselves well,
as if no amendment had been made in the Constitution.”
Or probably, continued Nlr. P. gentlemen would prefer the following
instead of this section ; although I should prefer the one that has been
already read :
“ The commissions of the president, and other judges, learned in the
law, now in commission, who shall then have been ten years or more in
office, shall expire on the 1st day of July, 1840, and of those who shall
not then have been so long in commission, at the expiration of ten years
from their respective appointments.”
I have said that I do not intend to offer these amendments at the present
time. I merely wish to bring them into the view of the Convention, in
order that gentlemen may have an opportunity to reflect upon them, and
to see how far they are entitled to their consideration and favor.
In concluding these remarks, permit me to say, Mr. Chairman, that we
have received, as a most precious inheritance from our fathers, a Constitution, under which the government of our country has been well and
judiciously administered, with as few esceptious, I believe, as have ever
occurred 111the administration of any government on earth. Sir, the
Government of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, has respected the
rights of her citizens, has given security to their persons, and protection
to their property ; and has secured to herself the respect, the confidence,
I ask gentlemen,
and the admiration of every other State in the Union.
members of this body, to ponder these things well; to think well what
they are about to do-to reflect, solemnly to reflect, before they destroy
a system such as this, or before they substitute for it one which, in our
experience at least, has not been attended by the same beneficial results.
I cannot conclude better, than by calling to the recollection of the
committee, the charge given by one of our own citizeus to his countrymen
in relation to the value of the hberties they enjoyed :
well ; and if perchnnce thy home
‘6Salute thee with a father’s honor’d name,
*bGo call thy sons-instruct them what a DEBT
‘6They owe their ancestors, and make them swear
6’ To pay it by transmitting down entire
‘6 Those sacred rights, to which themselves were horn.”
1‘ Contemplate

Mr. MERRILL,
of Union, said that the question now before the
committee was, as to the best tenure of office, for the judges in this
Commonwealth ; that was, as to the best tenure of office as regarded the
interests of the people ; because he threw out of this discussion entirely
everv thing that related to the interest of the incumbent, except SO far as
that interest might induce abler or better men to accept such offices. He
should base his argument alone on the interests of the people. What
was the best tenure, for the interests of the people?
And, before he
proceeded in his argument, he would beg to inquire, for a moment, how

,
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far the people were interested in the individuals who should hold judicial
offices in the State of Pennsylvania ? There were five Judges in
the supreme court of the State ; there were five district judges-and
the
judges of the nineteen districts of Pennsylvania, and the associate Judges
of the city and county of Philadelphia ; making a total of thirty-one
Judges, all of whom were required to be learned in the law. Thus about
two men, out of every hundred thousand in the State of Pennsylvania, were
judges, and were the individuals on whom the amendment. now before
the committee was intended to operate. The interests of those judges,
then, was the minimum, as compared with the interests of the great mass
of the people of Pennsylvania ; ’dnd, consequently, their personal interests
could uot be regarded at all, when put in the scale with those of the great
mass for whom they acted. Not more than one man in fifty of those
who constituted the bar of Pennsylvania could hope to rise to judicial
preferment; but suppose that the number mere greater, how could it
affect the whole body of the bar, much less the people of the Commonwealth, which of those fifty should be the man ? tt was a matter of no
importance, as regarded the interests of the incumbent, on another ground
also. If a man accepted a judicial office for a limited period-say,
for
example, for a year or a mouth, and should not be reappointed to it at
the expiration of that period, he had no cause of complaint ; because he
accepted the office, with a full knowledge of the terms on which he took
it, he had no cause to complain if, by the operation of the principles on
which a republican government was founded, he should not be reappointed
to that oftice, when his tenure of servire had expired.
It was then
obviously for the interest of the peolle of Pennsylvania, that this change
should be made.
What, said Mr. M. are the qualities which are necessary to constitute
a judiciary, am1 which are most useful to the people 1 Those qualities
undoubtedlv are, good natural talents, sound common sense, practical
skill, thor&gh legal acquirement, and an absolute independence of all
external or improper influences. Every man who is acquainted with the
duties and the responsibilities of a judge, knows that all the qualities I
have enumerated are essentially requisite to him. He must be impartial,
able, learned, and free even from the suspicion of partiality.
Will
all these qualifications make a judge, such as is required by the great
interests of the people of Pennsylvania 1 I believe they mill. 1 believe,
Mr. Chairman, that there is no deficiency of these qualifications in our
State ; and the question then comes LIP for decision? if these qualifications
are essentially necessary to the character of a just and an houest judge,
what tenure of office is most likely to secure the services of a man who
possesses such qualifications ? Because, looking.to the interests of the
whole public, and looking, more especiallv, to the interest of the thousand
suitors who crowd upon courts of j&e,
these qualifications are all
important to the due administration of justice ; and the due administration of justice, we all admit, is of the most vital importance to the existence
A judge then should be impartial ; there
of our republican institutions.
should be no ground for attributing to him a bad or a partial motive.
Every man knows that when there can be found, even by imagination, a
reason wherefore a judge should be partial, that the charge of partiality
will never fail, in such a case, to be brought against him ; for every man
who brings his cause into a court of justice for trial, supposes that it is to
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be tried, on the melits and on the justice of the cause itself, and he never
doubts that the merits and justice of the case are on his side.
This being the case, Mr. Chairman, the first moral power of a judiciary lies in the belief, in the confidence on the part of the people that a
judge will do his duty, between man and man, in a faithful and an upright way. The judge may be honest-he
may be impartial-he
may
be learned-he
may be practically free from all bias and all prejudiceand yet the people may impute improper and sinister motives to him,
even for just and honest decisions. This is a great evil every where, but
a greater evil here, I believe, than in any other country.
We should do
all in our power to obviate it ; we should have no assignable motive of
interest for a judge to do wrong.
The rules of law are the result of public opinion, not of one age only-but
of a long succession of years.
They are formed by the super-added wisdom and experience of generation after generation ; and they continue after the interests of the parties,
and the parties themselves have passed away. We ought then, Mr.
Chairman, to have such a tenure of office, as will take away every possible opportunity to impute bad motive to a judge ; we ought to havesuch
a tenure, as shall give no ground for a belief, no, nor even for a suspicion,
on the part of the people, that the law will be violated in their case ; and
this is one main ground of argument I have assumed, in relation to the
tenure of office, which I am now about to advocate. When a man sees
that a judge cannot be affected, either in one way or another, by the decision to be given in his case, he may readily believe that that decision is
the result of a conscientious and honorable motive ; but when he sees,
or thinks he can see, that a judge is to be affected, directly or indirectly,
by this or any other decision, the chances are ten to one that he will make
the imputation,
Thus we see, Mr. Chairman, that the stability of the law is a matter
of vast importance-not
to the judges-not
to the members of the barbut to suitors, to those whose cases must abide the judgment of those
laws ; for a changing law is, and always has been, a snare of the ignorant
and unwary.
The preservation, then, of the rules of law is necessary to
the judiciary; and, to accomplish this object, it is necessary to make the
tenure of our judicial of&es as permanent as possible.
By this term
permanent, I mean only to say that it is our duty to make the tenure of
office as permanent as we can, consistently with the spirit of our other institutions ; and consistently with the great interests of the people ; that is
to say, every principle in our Constitution should be so adapted to
every other principle, as to guard against the possibility of the one frustrating the other. But it is, and always must be, a leading object in the
formation of a fundamental law, that the rules of property--I
mean the
rules by which property is to be preserved-should
be kept as steady and
uniform as the nature of things will admit. This desirable object can
best be accomplished by steadiness in the administrators of the law. In
addition to all this, Mr. Chairman, experience and practice are as necessary to make a judge, as they are to render other persons in any other
purstiit of lile, fit for the duties of their particular avocation.
Of this
fact there can be no doubt ; for a man may be a good lawyer-he
may be
an able advocate-and yet, when he goes upon the bench, he may make
a very disreputable judge. It requires time to accommodate a man’s mind
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to judicial accuracy ; because a judicial station requires a peculiar kind of
cultivationof the intellect. Thus, a man who possesses talents, learning and
impartiality, may yet, when placed upon the bench, have his whole duty
to learn-for
the simple reason I have stated, namely, that the intellectual cultivation required by a lawyer, and the imtelleetual cultivation required by a judge, are two distinct matters. A lawyer, for example, may
take either side of a case, as he may happen to be retained by one party
or the other. The judge, on the contrary, must listen to the arguments
wkich may be advanced on both sides of the question, and must come
to a fair decision on the whole. To enable a man to do this, practice,
skill, and a command of his faculties, which is not always to be found, are
Such qualities combined, are not always to. be found even in
requisite.
eminent advocates, and yet, without such qualities, that uniformity in the
law, which is so important a matter to the people, cannot be secured. Men
come to the bench with a disposition to give undue weight to different
maxims ; their course of practice has warped their judgment, and
almost every man, when he first takes his scat on the bench, thinks that
some things either are, or ought to be law, which have not been so decided. You can do nothing better for the profession of the lam-for it is a
money making as well as an honorab!e profession-but
if money alone
is concerned, I say you can c!o nothing better for the professors of the
law than to render the law uncertain ; and, by these means, m&c it necessary for a man who has been compelled to commeuce a suit, to go to
the ultimate tribunal, before his cause can be finally and rightly decided.
But I have said, Mr. Chairman, that a judge comes on to the bench
with a disposition to give undue weight to diKerent maxims, and that almost every man, when first elevated to that offme, thinks that some things
either are, or ought to be law. which have not been so decided. This,
of course, is very much calculated to give a bias to the mind. A man,
for instance, who has been in the habit of searching out a fraud-the
mere suspicion of a fraud is enough for him, and he wonld be willing to
convict accordingly ; whilst another man, to whom such a habit is not
familiar, will be apt to make careful inquiry, and to be very slow in convicting.
Men thus come on to the bench, with their habits of mind formed and settled, and in such a way as is not calculated to make them good
judges.
It takes time to make them so. Their old habits must be put
aside, and new habits must be formed ; all of which is a work of time.
But as to this subject of changes in the law, we have had, Mr. Chairman, some experience.
Reference has been made to the state of Vermont. In that state, a change takes place in the judiciary every year ;
and, the natural consequence is that, as parti s chauge from time to time,
the laws of the state change. Thus, for example, a man may be hanged
one year, under a law, which the judge, in the very next year, may pronounce unconstitutional ; such a case has occurred. The judges of the
state of Vermont, am1 the 1::~s of the state of Vermont, did change four
times in four years. One judge declares a certain law to be constitutional, while another judge declares it to be unconstitutional-aud
each new
set of judges that come in, put down the laws which another set of judges
have set up.
But, Mr. Chairman, the state of Ohio has also been alluded to. I have
m my possession a letter written by a gentleman who stands as high in
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character and reputation as any man in the city of Cincinnati, in relation
to certain parts of the laws of that state-shewing
how they have changed-and how the interests and the rights of suitors have been affected
thereby ; and affected in many instances, even to their utter ruin. Property, which under one construction of alaw, belonged to one man, under
another construction of the same law, has become the property of another
man, There, the judges are temporary ; they are appoidted for a term of
seven vcars. They are appointed to carry out, as it is said, public opinion ; and, in obedience to that opinion, they are appointed for s:veu years.
Upon these grounds, Mr. Chairman, it seems to me clear, as a matter of policy, that a longer tenure of office, with the condition of good
behaviour, would be the much more preferable tenure for the interests of
the people. I speak not now with any reference to party considerations
or party views. I speak, as I do not doubt every gentleman here speaks,
of what I believe is best calculated to promote the trile interests of the
people. Believing as I do then, that if the condition of the gond behaviour tenure is not now sufficiently enforced, it can be so enforced, beyond any reasonable doubt and in a manner which is above all exception,
I am in favor of the retention of that tenure as being best calculated to
promote the interests of the people.
But I propose now, Mr. Chairman, to show that this tenure is on-the
popular side -that it is on the side of popular rights-and
that it has
been the side of popular rights in the state of Pennsylvania, from the
fitst settlement of the colony up to this day, and I believe, sir, that I can
establish this fact in a manner not to be conlroverted.
How does this
question arise, and what is its history ? It does not arise from any disputes between individuals.
It did not, even in England, arise in that
way. It arose from a dispute wit11 the government-a
dispute between
those wl.o appointed the judge, and those who mere oppressed by the
decisions of those judges. And so it has always been. In England the
judges were to be independent of the appointing power ; and all we ask
here is that our judges may be independent also; that is to say, independent, in reference to every thiog but their conduct. And the question is
not, such as the gentleman from Luzerne has stated it to be-namely,
a
question between good behaviour and some other tenure ; for, in effect,
the very tenure which he proposes is a tenure of good behaviour.
It
must be so, although such are not the words of his amendment ; because
he surely would not have a judge that did not behave himself well. It
is then, in every essential particular, a good behaviour tenure. It is a
tenure of office from which no man can remove a judge, merely of his
own free will, and the tenure is, in part, a tenure for the will of the apWhat were the words forpointee -and not of the appointing power.
merly used in the commissions issued on the appointment of judges!
They were “ until our farther will and pleasure shall be known.” Now,
by this tenure of four or six years, you are about to act nearly on the
same principle,
You do not appoint a man, because he has behaved well before-and
you do not turn him out because he has behaved ill before. It is an exercise of will alone on the part of the appointing power, and once in the
space of every seven or ten years there comes a time when the judge
must hold his tenure at the will of somebody or other. Of this point
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there can be no argument.
I contend then, Mr. Chairmrin, that the
question is not between a tenure for a limited term and a tenure for 3n
indefinite term. The question is simply this-on the one side, we say
that the logger a judge behaves himself well, the betler we like him, and
the more disposed we are to retain his services ; whilst, on the other side,
it is said, we wish him to behave himself well during the period for
The difference, then, is between the tenwhich he may be appointed.
ure of good behavioor and a tenure at will ; which tenure at will is to be
exercised or changed once in every seven or ten years. Let me ask,
whether this is, or is not, a popular doctrine ? Is It, or is it not a doctrine favorable to the rights of the people? It has been admitted that
the introduction of the good bshaviour tenure is proper, in the Constitution of the United States. And for this verv sitlgular reason; that
Why, sir, if a judge possesses
a judge exercises political power.
political power, he is the better able to defend himself; and, having no
political power here, the argument OILall these grounds is in our favor.
Where political power rests with judges, they can the better afford to be
turned out. The people, therefore, ought to have the judges independent; and this independence has always been the first rise of liberty.
In England, it is now, I believe, about six hundred years since the
judges became stationary ; that is to say, the judges were first separated
in some degree from executive power- for, in all Europe, and in all the
feudal governments, the judiciary formed a part of the executive power.
Till within some two hundred aud fifty years, the judiciary has been a
part of the executie power. It has been so, in every part where the
On the other hand, the ancient repubfeudal system was in operation.
lics made the judiciary a part of the legislative power. For, strange as
it may seem, it never occurred to them, in those days, that there could be
a third independent branch of the government, competent to secure to
the people the rights and liberties, against the over-ruling or arbitrary
power of either, or both, of the other branches. And this was the great
rock upon which all these ancient republics have been wrecked. The
judges in England, till within a period of a little more than one hundred
years ago, were appointed to hold their office during the will of the
So we are informed by Blackstone.
Another writer, on the
king.
of it in another way,, although there seems to have
same subject, SpediS
been some doubt as to how far the commissions of the judges ran in that
way. The terms of the commission, however, are not very material
to the issue ; for inasmuch as the king alone decided whether the conduct of the judge was good or bad, the king was, of course, the only
power which could supercede him in his commission ; and a!though the
tenure was, in terms, during good behaviour, yet it could answer but little
purpose, in the face of the power at that time possessed by the king over
the commissions of the judges.
In what does this tenure of good behaviour derive its origin?
From
the attempts made by the King of England to evade the rights of the
people. The courts, yes, sir, and the juries also, were, until a short
time before this question was settled in the State of Pennsylvania,
equally depender,t on the crown. The trid by jury, so far from being,
as it was designed to be, impartial and free-was often a mere forman idle ceremony -a net spread to entrap the unwary and the ignorant.
In the year 1620, Lord Bacon was appointed Chaucellor of England,
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and we find that, upon his appointment-or,
rather, previous to his
appointment to office-he
gave a promise in writing to do whatsoever
he might be ordered to do; and he made this promise, in order that he
might obtain money, because his office was temporary.
Such, Mr.
Chairman, was the character of the judges appointed by these kings.
They were appointed, not for the purpose of exercising their own discretion-not
for the purpose of deciding justly between man and man-not
for the purpose of administering the laws of the land without fear, or
favor, or hope of reward-but
for the purpose of carrying out the arbitrary will of the king, whatever the nature or direction of that will
might be. They were appointed for the purpose of ministering to the
partialities and the prejudices of the man at whose hands they received
their appointment ; they were the mere instruments, appointed to execute
the vengeance of the monarch, upon the man on whom his displeasure
or his prejudice might happen to fall.
But there was another great question arose in the year 1637. It was
called in England the case of the ship money.
Let us look, for a
moment, at the history of that case. Before the king levied the ship
money, he applied to the twelve judges to know what the law was; and,
in the first instance, he suhmitted to them two questions. The first of
these questions was, can the King collect ship money from all persons
in his dominions, when it is necessary to do so ? And the second quesThe whole of
tion was, is the king alone the judge of that necessity?
the twelve judges signed a paper, answering, affirmatively, that the king
could do these thmgs. But how did the king obtain this document?
Why, he removed from the bench four of the judges who refused to sign
the paper, and he supplied their places with four other men, who were
willing to become his supple instruments and tools ; and thus, at last, he
succeeded in procuring the signatures of the twelve judges to a paper
declaring the law to be, first, that the king could collect ship motley
from all people, and to any extent, when necessary; aud secondly, that
the king alone was the judge of the necessity of such a tax. This event
occurred two hundred years ago. Let us turn our attention for an
instant, to the great changes which have been wrought in the opinions
of mankind, in the space of two hundred years, and let us see how near
to the present times these arbitrary principles have been handed down.
Let us see how short a time it is, since the world began to entertain a
After the period
serious thought as to the enjoyment of human liberty.
to which I have referred, there came up a number of state trials in Eng
I
land; and among them, there were some of very great importance.
will refer to one in particular, which took place in the year 1681. I
allude to the case of Shaftsbury, in which the court, in order to ensure
the finding of a bill, compelled the grand jury to stay in court, and to
examine the witnesses in its own presence. For fear that the evidence
might not be sufficient, or for fear that the witnesses might tell the whole
truth, the court compelled that grand jury to find a bill before the court,
and when one of the jurors wished to ask one of the witnesses the
question, whether he had heen convicted of felony and had been pardoned, the court refused to allow the question to be put. And what was
this, Mr. Chairman, but a gross and outrageous violation of the rights of
the people? And so it was understood and believed to be at the time it
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occurred. And all this was a strife between an absolute monarchy (not
even then unresisted) and the spirit of freedom.
But, sir, we need not stop here. Let us look a little farther. 1 refbr
to the particulars of the trial of Russell, which took place in the year
1633 ; being the same year in which William Penn granted a form of
government to the then colony of Pennsylvania.
Look at that case for
a moment, and see how the judges acted their parts in that matter. He
was allowed only the period of less than two weeks to prepare himself
for trial. He was allowed no counsel to aid him in his defence. He
asked for a temporary postponement of the trial ; and the court, addressing the attorney general, said, what say you Mr. .Attorney General?
are you willing to allow a postponement?
To which the attorney
general replied, that he was not n-illing ; and, on receiving this answer,
the court cohlly says, well then the postponement cannot be granted.
The prisoner asked for a copv of his indictment, and even this was
refused him. And what farther’? When the jury came to be challenged
by the prisoner, in order that it might be ascertained whether they were
qualified to serve as jurors or not; that is whether thev were freeholders, according to an act of parliament-the
court sai”~! that he could
not be allowed to propound such questions to them ; and, although the
prisoner stated to the court, that there were men on the jury of whom
he had never heard any thing before, yet that very jury were brought
into court to try him. Again, the court admitted hearsay evidence ; and
the law of treason which was passed in the reign of Ilenry the ‘I‘hird,
and which required two witnesses to establish the crime, was shamefully
evaded. Such is the history of Russell’s trial.
But, in the same year anotbcr, trial occurred, which was attended with
P refer to the trial of Sidney.
There was the same
equal enormities.
hardship, the same oppression, the same tyrannical abuse of power. I
will refer the committee for a moment to the third volume of state trials,
page 794; and I sha!l be glad if the cnmmittee will listen to that which
formed the ground of the charge of treason a,gainst Sidney-and
for
It is as follows :
matter too which he never published.
‘6 The powier originally in the people of England, is delegated with
the parliament.
He (the king) is sa!)ject unto the law of God, as he 1s
a man ; to the people that make him kin g, in as much as !lr is a king,
The law sets a measure with that snbjcction, and the parliament judges
of the particular casts therefrom arJr;ing. He must be content to submit
his int,erests unto theirs,” &,c.
And in page S41 of the same book, it mill be found that Sidney,
subscqucnt to his conviction, offered to prove that t!x j dry was packed,
and that the judges would not allow him to do SO. \\‘lmt SOi- of a
tribunal was that? I repeat, Ilr. Chairman, what sort of a tribunal
was that ? I-low could such a place be called a court of justic.c 7
How could such proceedings be tolerated, iii times where the slightest
regard was had to the rights or the liberties of the people 1 And what,
sir, is the solution of thi5 whole problem 1 It is, that the judges
They were compelled, if t!is
were dependent on the will of 11x king.
king willed it, to decide t!mt there was evidence enough to convict a man
of any crime with which hc might be charged, and to justify his csecution for that crime, however weak or false the charge might be, They
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were compelled, in short, either to find a ease againat the man, or, not
finding it, to muke a case against him. And it was in such a court, and
after such a trial, that Sidney was condemned to death, and was executed
as a traitor.
But, Mr. Chairman, we can go even farther than this. In the year
16S8-being
subsequent to the period at which the principle of an independent judiciaary had been established in the State of Pennsylvania,
the trial of the bishops came on in England.
The particulars of the
The bishops presented a petition to the king, and
case were these.
they were indicted for it for libel ; they having presented alone to the
king, with their own hands, that which had not been published to the
The jury who, even at that time, began to feel their indepenwerld.
dence, acquitted the bishops of the libel; and that very acquittal was,
more than any other thing, a cause of the revolution in England, in 1688.
It is truly snrprising to see the extent of infatuation and delusion to
which the King of England went, in his repeated attacks upon the liberty
of the people of England; and nothing, save the extraordinary despotism and tyranny practised upon them, could have induced the people
of that country-born,
as they were, with the slavish ties of monarchy
about them, to have risen in their own defence. They did so, at length,
however ; but not until the evils under which they labored had become
so grievous and oppressive, that they could be endured no longer.
McIntosh, in his history of James the Second, says that the king
And, in another part of the same
himself assisted in selecting the jury.
history, (see page 265) we find that the minister interposed in civil suits.
The same history states also, that James the Second removed every
judge and justice of the peace in Scotland, at one time, for refusing to
decide that he could dispense with a law ; in short that, by a single
stroke of the king’s pen, the whole judicial system of the country was
abolished.
Sir, when we look at these things, do we not feel bound to say, that
it was high time that the people of England should have roused themselves from the slavish lethargy into which they had sunk, and, that they
should have asserted their rights as men and as freemen 1 But, sir, it
became a matter of history that, for the first time I presume, there had
been an interference of the court in the private transactions of the citizens, and that the minister had applied to the king, and had invaded the
authority of the king, on a matter of private right between two individuals. So gross, and so flagrant, had the desecration of the judicial system
of England become, that not only those who were offensive to the king
might be taken off, under the seeming process and sanction of the laws
of the land, but even the minister of the king might interfere with the
private rights of the people. This, sir, was an era in the judical system
of the world.
I now come, Mr. Chairman, to a case which has a direct bearing on
the question before the committee, and upon the interests of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania.
I refer to the case of the King against
(see vol. 2, state trials, page 610,) who were preachers
Penn and Mea&,
among the society of Friends.
The house in which they had been in
the habit of holding their worship, was shut up by the authority of the
They then seated themselves on the steps and preached to the
king.
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congregation in the streets. They were indicted for a riot, and when
they came before a jury, how did the jury act? I should mention, however, in the first place, the court ordered the preachers to take off their
hats, which they refused to do, and for which refusal they were fined
forty marks. The jury were also threatened with being stoned, if they
did not give a verdict acceptable to the court. But, when the trial came
on, Penn addressed the jury, and he was immediately taken out of his
seat. He was taken where the jury could not see him, and the whole
trial proceeded in his nbsenae. The judge charged the jury in the
absence of the defendants, or, at least, so fx off, that they could not hex
what he said. Am1 what was the consequence of all this? The jury
acquitted the prisoners, and the court fined the jury forty marks a piece,
for not bringing in a verdict of guilty ; and the prisoners were remanded
to jail, until they had paid their lines for defending themselves. I refer
to this to show, first, how the jury stood in that case, and to show that it
was only from the year 1670, that the independence of the jury in
England was asserted and maintained.
It was only thirteen years from these transactions, that these principles were established in the Pennsylvania judiciary.
Another reason
which had induced him to refer to this matter, was, to show that Penn
himself was the discoverer of this principle.
He would have been convicted and condemned by the judges, and had only escaped, by having
more honest and independent men for his jury.
He had witnessed the
wickedness of a corrupt court and judiciary.
He had felt the effects of
their subserviency, and had resisted tyrannny.
1Ie was on the popular
side, and prepared to defend popular rights, and in 1683 he adopted this
principle.
By referring to Harrington’s Oceana, page 57, it would be found that a
plan was there laid down for obtaining universal happiness and prosperity
to the people of the Commonwealth of England ; and yet, strange to say,
the writer never thought of the independence of the judiciary, as calculated to produce the object in view. This book was published only
about twenty years before the settlement of Pennsylvania.
Reference had been made to Lock, who certainly possessed one of the
strongest and most enlightened minds, which the world had ever produced. That man wrote a treatise on government, the object of which
was to justify the revolution of 1686, and of course after Penn’s charter.
What does he say ? In the second volume of his works, page 230, in
describing his form of government, he speaks oft the Legislature ; and
where the legislative powers are abused, the only remedy is by revolution.
We have another and a better remedy.
The rights of the people here
can be protected by an independent supreme judiciary.
This power
was iudispensably necessary. Suppose the Legislature should pass a
law, which was clearly, distinctly, and undoubtedly. a violation of the
Constitution, and the question should be brought before the supreme
court, must not the court declare that law void, or be guilty of a gross
dereliction of duty 1 The Constitution and the law are in conflict ; and
one or the other must be decided to be void. They are sworn to support
the Constitution, and they do not declare that to be void, without a gross
violation of their oaths, and without taking away the very rule for their
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guidance in the administration of justice.
The duty of the judges is to
prevent the other branches from overstepping their proper limits.
Unless the judges, therefore, mere so far independent as not to be under the
apprehension of losing their offices, the people could not be perfectly
certain of being protected in their rights.
He (Mr. Merrill) had not searched the works of Plato nor Machmvelli ; believing that, if Harrington and Ilocke were ignorant of this principle, no trace of it could be found, previous to its adoption by Penn, in
1663.
Here, allow me to say, has been the development of a great prinIn a monarchy, the judiciary was
ciple in the science of government.
part of the execative poXer, md to be exercised bv the king, or those of
his immediate appointment.
In republics, the iegiulative and judicial
In both, justice was perverted.
Here is a
powers become mingled.
third power raised up in the Comnmnrvealth, whose judgments decide
the proper limits of all ; and that, they may not act through fear or favor,
they are made independent of the other branches, and are deprived of all
political power and patronage.
By t!m form of government agreed upon by Penn in 16.83, the judges
In 1701 he garc another
were to be appointed dpring good behaviour.
form of government, in which it is provided that the Governor shall appoint the judges of the scv!~J courts.
What did the people do, when
they found that their rights on this question lvere doubtful ? In that same
year of 17(ri, this prruciple was adopted in En$and, and a judiciary
law w:ls passed in Pennsylvania, which was repealed by the Queen in
oouncil in 1705. In 1706, the assembl!i passed another, and the Goverpor
having received his orders, refused to sign it.
He (llr. Nerrill) had obtained a copy of a document from the office
of the Secretary of S,tate, which purported LObe a conversation becweet~
The assembiy rethe House of Assembly and the Gortrnor, in 1705.
fused to IlilSS any other law; and, as Proull ilrforms us, they were nine
The
Governor
refused
to t-ield tli? tenure,
~1~OlidlSmi:hout
my co11rt,
and the asseinhly would not surrender to his wish. +The cocrts ww
tllell Ilot opened in pursuance of any la:r, bnt by the orders of the GorXr. X&l1
here read the paper of mhich a copy is
ernor 3nd council.
given :
IL This point was then ieft, and the Governor proceeded to the ci;mse
mhich appoints the judges to iloid their 015~s (luring their go03 behaviour, to which, he snic!, as before, that in this province, he und-r-stood
their commissions had :i!mays been dwmic OPm p,lrfcifo, and no other.
m&e, arid he saw no cause to ma!te an alteration.
The Spea!ier pleaded
that in England, the judge~,held their places by virtue of an act passed
in the thirteenth year 01 Iwq William, as it was llom proposed in the
bill here. And Jtirlge Xompeson, in his draught for establishing courts
in this province, had also done the same, and that, as it. nut is the propie’s
right in England, so that right foilowed them here.”
6‘ The Governor told the Speaker that he knew nothing of thar dran$~t,
but desirzdto know whether any governmr:it in America had followed the
example. if it were fit to be prw?iced !lcr,n. it as much couccrae~t the re4t
!-OL.
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of her iMajesty’s plantations, and asked if they ever heard ofiany such
Constitution abroad.
‘6 It was further said, that the mentioned act of Parliament was enacted
long after the settlement of this government.
So it could not give a right
to the people here.
4‘ The Speaker produced a printed piece, called the frame of the Government of the Province of Pennsylvania,
containing concessions
granted to the adventurers into the .&id province by the proprietor in
the year 1682, at London, by which the magistrates and oflbxrs to be
by him appointed, were to continue in place during their good behariour,
from whence the people of this p!ace, he said, had a right to what
they craved.
“The
Governor asked if that frame of government were now in
force ?
‘6 The Speaker answered-they
hoped to prove it to be still in force,
at a proper time.
*l It was asked if that were now in force, since the whole Constitulion
there laid down is SOdifrereut from the present, which makes them an
assembly, by what power they could at this time act as an assembly,
since they are not SO according to tile Constitution, which they plead is in
force.
** Pt was further desired that it should be explained what was meant by
a proper time, in which they might prove that charter to be in force. If
it be pleaded here to shew the people’s right, what time can be more
proper than the present in which the matter is debating 1
6~The Speaker waived this, ancl proceeded to plead that it was the people’s right- that formerly the judges in England held ttleir offices upon
the terms that were desired here ; though afterwards, by some means or
other it might he changed- that he had heard of some before the enacting
of that law who would not accept of the office upon any other terms ;
that the methods used in the reign of King James, to make the judges
countenance his arbitrary proceedings, and the abuses that followed upon
&em, shelved the parliament, in the following reign, the necessity of putting it out of the power of the government to c!isplace any judge, but for an
oiiicial misbehaviour -that, by the mentioned act, the right of the people
was only restored to them, for it was theirs before, however they had
been kept out of it. This if restoration could not be agreed to. But,
it jvas answered that the parliament of England might doubtless have
good reasons to have such a law enacted : but the same would not hold
here-that in the kingdom there is great choice of good men, but here
‘tis difficult to obtain any to accept of the p!ace, for there is no provision
made for their support-that
they should settle a salary to it, to make it
worth the acceptance of a person duly qualified, as ‘tis ii England, where
they have large salaries, and then there might be some more shew of reason
ror the assembly to direct his continuance.
6’ The Speaker replied, that such a settlement might be made hereafter
by a particular act for that purpose.”
‘6 Some of the assembly insisted on it that at some time or other there
might also be occasion for it here, as in England-that
there, the Queen
might be sued, and an occasion might also happen here, perhaps, IO have
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a dispute with the proprietor or government, and, therefore, it was fit that
the judges of the ditierence should be under no awe, or fear of losing
their places.
4‘ The Governor replied, that there had been no inconveniences from this
since the governmethod of holding their place5 dzunnte 6ene placito,
ment first began, but that very great inconveniencies might arise, as we
are circumstanced, if a judge could n$ be removed, but for an official
that there would be no pretence for removing an able
misbehaviourgood man, when there is such a very slender choice, and an ill man, that
proved so after he came into ottice, could not be put out of it, without
his own consent, to make way for 3 better, unless such misbehaviour
could be fairly proved against him, which might be a difficult point, and
therefore might be extremely inconvenient here.
9
“But tbe Govornor told them that it had never yet been thus in this
province--there
had been no justice nom administered in the province,
nor courts held, for near nine months past, that it was no time now to
contend for these privileges, i f they accounted them such, and thereby
delay the opening of the courts again, for want of which the people
were most grieviously oppressed, as if the obtaining of what they craved,
in a point that is uot essential to the being of courts, must be the very
terms on which the country must be admitted to the privilege of commun justice.
*‘ The Speaker said he thought a judge was essential to the being of a
court.
$6The Governor said that he had delivered nothing to the contrary,
and rtdmircd he should pervert his words, m such a manner, that though
he knew a judge is essential to a court, yet no man would offer to say
that it was essential to the being of courts, whether his commission was
to be in force during the Governor’s pleasure, or his good behavionr.
And, to make this dispute the occasion of withholding common justice
from the Q,ucen’s subjects, was a great hardship upon them. ISesirles, it
seemed as if the Governor’s assent to whatever they thought fit to
crave, must be the very terms of the people’s having any courts at all.
‘6 The Speaker answered that they made not this the terms of the peo
pie’s having justice.
“ The Speaker after his first standing up? when he presented the
house to the Governor, in order IO hold the conference, having kept the
seat for the first two or three times, ho spake, and afterwards at the
several times he had occasion to speak -sometimes
standing, but often
sitting, aud at length, continuing to sit altogether, without raising at all,
as all the members of the council did, and always do when they speak
at the board, to the Governor, and as the rest of the members of assembly, then likewise did, the Governor told him that those that spoke to
him, upon such occasions, always stood up-that
he must desire him to
do the same, for it was necessary, in point of good order, that whoever spoke should stand all the time , which secured him from interruption.
“The Speaker answered, that as he sat there, he was the mouth of
the country, being the Speaker of the house of representalives-that
he was to take his directions from them, and ought not to be abridged of
his liberty.
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1‘ The Governor asked what he meant ? if he intended by that, a freedom of speech, it was not denied him, for he had it fully ; but, that it
was necessary for decency and good order, that whoever spoke in a conference with him, should stand at the time,-and
then proceeded to
argue with him upon the business in hand, which was the better part of
what is before mentioned.”
6‘ The Speaker made two OT three short answers to the Governor upon
the same subject, still keeping his seat, and so continued to speak, as
ahere was occasion, without once moving, upon which the Governor
sold him again that if he spoke to him there, he must stand up, as others
did, or otherwise there w0~1d not be much nutice of what he said, for
it was necessity. for the reasons given. ‘I’he Speaker to!d the Governor
Be must desire his e%cuse, in any thing t!lat lay iu his power, hc should
be happy to pay him all civil regards, but he could not answer him in
this. The Governor continued to tell him of the necessity of every
man’s standing when he spoke, :rnd that he ought to do as others in that
ease did.
$6Upon which the Speaker arose, nut1 said that he was a fire a,rre:lt, and
not to be directed by :my but the house-that
he could contmue no
longer there, and therefore must break up the conference. The Goreror asked what he meant-would
he break up the c~o:iference uilol, it ?
Hle answered “ ves”-! Ie had nutlioritv from the House to en& it wher?
he thought fit. ‘I’!lC GOVernor UliCd Yf he tlid it then, upon th31 occasJon 1 He answered “ yes,” for he was afI’rronted,-so, the wl;ole
house raising, departed abruptly with him. As the respresentaiires
were going, the Governor to!d them, that they saw how a conference he had
appointed for the service of the public w:l~ broke off by their Spea!;er,
and upon this occasion, and desiroqJ that, accordinyrly, they eho3ld.
remember it, but they all departed without any further xlswer.
‘L Upon their departure, t!le business being thus broke oiI; the bozrcl
adiourned to ten in the morning.”
hr. &I. resumed, an11state,1 that he was reminded of a fact, that had
sot been mentioned in its place. In 1084, the j:i.lgcs were appoinzd
$br two veard. (See Executive minutes, book -1, ljagc 78.) ‘I’he i&t
was important in this poiut of view.
‘l’hat part of the Con:titotio:l ot
1776, relatiua to the tp::me of juc!iciui 011ice, had 1~11 comp!;:incd of.
Pt was alleged, that it diJ not work well 3:Ld ihirlv, neither a5 respected
zhc judges or the people. ‘I’his tenux of ollice f& two years had beeli
lrifd before, from 1684 to 1701, and wc h~vc seen 110~ little the ppie
wore sati&
wilh it.
This good behavioar tenure was most cariieslly
desired, ani! mo.- i
anxiously
SOught f;)i., by the ~ICOillC,
from the iirst scltlemeilt
01’ he
country.
Penn well knc:v the evils allsmg lrom
’
a juij;cix;V.l hotc!iuq
tiicir o-Rice tlnrin~ tte will of a:ly body, Who cWl;l rcl:Io?L’ t:UYm, or reappoint t,hem, or overthrow the system at his plc;isnre. it blcame
necessary to make a fe\r- ohservatious, rcspzc;i;!g tllc iiEcrent l:,lrs
sYi;ich had been p:lSSt:ti at diKerent tirnrs iii or:lrr to obtain this tentlie,
T.i;c laws lepealetl by thr !iii:q in COUilC’l,L ‘.“i :‘:: ngt prloied 111 the car!\
ditions
of our acts 0i ass(f!uj)!y. It W:IS ilWeSS:lry tO lOOk at the rrcol*il::
al, !,hc office of the secretar>- ctf t!ic C.:oInlno1ln-e:r!t!1.
‘I’he Conventi.,:l
lxd heard the argimient i le:xl:erI”,. the UOVCIXOT 324 355~llfLi\-.
a! iJ !,,d
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been preshved by the Governor in the executive minutes; and it was
not probable that the Governor had given the opposite argument stronger
than it really was ; and yet undoubtedly the assembly had the best of it.
The Governor was clearly driven to the wall, and began to talk of standing up, and forms, and ceremonies, when he had no substantial arguments against the allegations of the other side.
Mr. &I. said he referred to these matters, to show that the people oE
Pennsylvania, then claimed the same rights which the people of England
bad obtained a few years before. How was that claim answered ? By
directing atten<ion to modes and forms. Are we now to be treated in
the same way ?
In 1718, a judiciary law was passed, and nothing being said about
In that year Penn died, and
the tenure of oflice, it was not repealed.
then the judges, by the frame of government of 1683, ought to have been
appointed for good behaviour.
1x1 1727, a law was passed, attempling
indirectly to obtain this tenure. It provided for the appointment of the
judges of the supreme court with powers and privileges, as full and ample to all interests and purposes, as the judges of the King’s bench IX
common pleas at Westminster.
This law was repealed by the king
in council. In 1743, the Governor removed every justice of the peace
in Lancaster county.
The reason is not given by Proud, who states the
fact, but the act created a great sensation, and much discontent,
In the second volume of Franklin’s works, page 9, was a report made
to the assembly from the committee of grievances, in 1756. The editor,
no doubt, had authority for putting it among Franklin’s works. It cornplained that this tenure of good behaviour, which had been assured t.o
them by Penn in 1683, had been lost by the misbehaviour of the Governor, the King’s agent. Much stress has been laid upon Franklin’s opinions, because he signed the Constitution of 1776. It is no more thaz
right to see what he thought on the subject at another time. He coutd
not have tdken the commanding sway in the Convention of 1776, which
some gentlemen here had attributed to him ; at that time he might have
bean willing to try an experiment, whether the limited tenure WOUM
not work better in a popular government, than in a monarchy.
At all
events, he was a member of the Convention in 1787, which formed the
Constitution of the United States ; and we do not find any evidence oh
his continuing to think well of this part of the Constitution of 1776;
at any rate, the weight of his opimon now ought to be considered as neutralized.
In 1759, another act of assembly was passed ; the first section of which
was as follows :
‘1 A supplement to the act entitled an act for establishing courts of judicature in this Province.
For the farther advancement of justice, and more certain administration
thereof,
‘6 Be it enacted by the Hon. William Denny, Esquire, Lieutenant
Governor, under the Hon. Thomas Penn and Richard Penn, Esquires,
true and absolute proprietors of the Province of Pennsylvania, and counties of Newcastle, Kent, and Sussex, upon the Delaware, by and with,
the advice and consent of the representatives of the freemen of the said
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province, in general assetnbly met, and by the authority of the same :That, as soon as conveniently may be, after the publication of this act:
there shall be in every county within this province five persons of the
best discretion, capacity, judgment, and integrity that may be found, and
no tnore, duly appointed and cornmissioned by the Governor, or commander-in-chief, for the time being, under the broad seal of this government; who, or any three of them shall, and they are hereby authorized
and required to hold and keep, within their respective counties, the court
of record, styled and called the county court of common pkas, at the
same times in the year, and at the same plaws, as ;he said courts respectively hare been heretofore used and accustomed to be held by the judges
of the same. which said judges, or any three of them, shall hold pleas
of assizes, scire facias, replevins, and hear and determine all maimer of
actions, suits, and causes, civil, personal, real, and mixed, according to
the laws and constitutions of this province, and shall have, hold, and exercise all and every power, authority, jurisdiction, nnd privilege, given and
granted to the judges of the said county court of common pleas, in and
by the act of assembly aforesaid, entitled l ‘ An act for establishing courts
o? judicature in this province,” or any other laws of this government
whatsoever, and that each and every- person so appointed and cotnmissioned, and each and every of the judges of the court called and styled the
supretne court of l’ennsylvania, shall have, hold, and enjoy, and exercise
their several and respective commissions and offices aforesaid, pamtlitr,
se Ee?le gesse&t, and that their respective commissions shall be granted
to them accordingly,
provided, always, nevertheless, that it shall and
may be lawful for the Governor and commander-in-chief, for the time
beittgt to remove them the said judges of the supreme rourt and county
court of common pleas aforesaid, or any of them from their saicl respeciive oflices and commissions, upon the address of t!tc represenkttircs of
the people in assembly met.”
In 1760, this law was repealed by the king in council. So far as he
could discover, it was the last lam on the [judiciary, which 11ad been
The troubles between us and Engpassed b\- the Colonial Legislature.
laud be&t shortly after. ‘rhat Iam provided f’or the tenure of good behariour, with a potter of removal in a m:ljoritv of the aesemb,ly. Perhaps that was a wise provision, and if in operation now, tntght be a
For his part, lte had no hesttation in
remedy for all existing evils.
saying that he was willing to go very fx to enforce good behariour in
the Judges.
The limited tenure of oflice was not the only objection to the Constitution of 177G. They knew the king had a privy council to give him
cunning advice. But, bec,xee this was to be a republic, they organized
the Executive by a council without a King.
The Legislature consisted
of a single branch, because there must be no nobility here, and neither in
Greece, Rome, nor Venice, had a separate representative body been discovered.
The Constitution of 1776 was made according to the best light and
knowledge which the people then possessed. But the march of political, as well as other sciences, had been onward. The council of cecsors met in 1784, and they recommended a change in all these particulars.
The tnembers of this council of censors were as intelligent and patriotic,
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as freely chosen, and as fully represented the people of Pennsylvania, as
the members of any of our Cbnventions.
With this recommendation
fully and fairly before them, for more than fire years, the people elected
the members of the Convention of 1790. .
Thus, sir, in 1754, a majority of the representatives of the people recorded the proposition to give up the term tenure and adopt that of
good behaviour.
In six or seven years, it was carried unto effect. I
was somewhat surprised at the assertion, that the Convention which
was assembled in 1790, did not represent the sentiments of the people on
this subject. Did they not represent majorities of the people, and were
they not fairly elected? Did they not proceed cautiously and deliberately on the subject ? Did they not after framing a system, go home and
consult their constituents?
Did they not represent the opinions of the
people, as repeatedly expressed from the year 1784, to the year 1790 ?
It was the constant struggle of the people of Pennsylvania, to receive the
tenure of good behaviour, until it was effected by the adoption of the
Constitution of 1790.
I have shown, said (Mr. Merrill,) that the principle did originate with
William Penn, and that the people have clung to it, with more strength
than to any other priuciple of their government.
Is it not clear then,
that it was the decided opinion of the people of Pennsylvania, that it was
the proper tenure ? In the political struggle of 1805, as he had heard, this
was the test, and that party which was opposed to any change of tenue
succeeded. There were those here who knew this fact, and would bear
him out in it. This be@g the fact, is it not a still farther, and a very
stron,g proof, of the determmation of the people of Pennsylvania to adhere
to this tenure ? In 1825, when the question was again tried, a majority
could not be obtained in favor of a Convention, wiihout submitti3g the
changes to the people. They decided to adhere to the Constitution of
Pennsylvania.
But still it was said that this Constitution never had
found favor with the people. Sir, the people decided in favor it in 1825.
They retain it still ; and we would not have been here discussing it now,
if the people of Pennsylvania had known that we intended to avail ourselves of the opportunity to break down their judiciary tenure. If the
people had known that this was our object, they would never have suffered us to assemble. I have shown, sir, that the popular struggle has
always been in favor of the principle of this Con stitution, in regard to
the judiciary, and the popular opinion is still in its favor. It was adopted by them, and they will not surrender it now.
This historical narration, in reference to the means of forming a correct opinion on this question, has costme no stnall trouble, but it was proper and necessary to go into it, in order to form a correct decision on the
subject. It came on the track of these facts unavoidably, and followed
it out. Having no doubt of their truth, I challenge any scrutiny in
regard to them, Let any one, who can, indicate a single errorin the statement. But if the narrative be true, if every one considers them to be
true, then I trust they will be prepared to go with me in following out,
and retaining, the present principles of Pennsylvania.
I ask gentlemen
to investigate, to search the record, to ascertain what are the facts ; and
I assure them that they will fmd them as I have stated them, and they
must be conducted by them to the same conclusions to which I have arri-

.
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ved. But it has been said that this principle, though very good for a.
monarchical government, is anti-republican and not suitab!e for our Constitution.
In his opinion, gentlemen were mistaken on this subject. Do
I exhibit any want of contidence in the people, or any disrespect to them,
when I doubt the propriety of weakening the judiciary ? The people
have their rights : bnt if they have ayy Constitution at all, they should
have one that will protect the minority ; for tbc majority can always
take care of themselves.
Who was the tyrant of France 1 The people, at one stage of the revoiution.
The rights of the wcnk, as well
a~ of the strong, must be ploperly sccurcd, or me shall not properly
do’our duty. I agree, sir, that the people should make all the laws ; but
the majority and the mincriiy have equal rights under the law. The due
and impartial administra!ion of justice must be received in the courts. It
1s as plain as any propositicn can be, that the freedom of every free man
depends npon the administration of justice in the courts of law. If juslice co~~ld not be received in the ordinary tribunals, it would be idle to
have any constitutiona! government, and popular interference in the administratien of justice is just as destructive of private rights as any oilier
interference whatever.
I will refer to :I few historic:1 facts, in order
to show whnt has been tlie experirnce of the world on this subject.
Athens lost her liberty by an unjlist judgment.
For what reason W:M
htarius received by Rcme ? It was because the people could not get
justice in the courts. Life, liberty anc1 property, depend up011 the admin&ation
of justice.
No people can long be free without a practically
independent judiciary.
The people who make the laws, should not have
the control of their administration, lest they should work injustice. Now
was the failure of the French revolutionists caused ? They made a perpetual legislature, hut tliey forgot to establish the rights of the people in an
independent judiciary, and they failed. T!E French did not forget it
however, after the restoration.
They exacted from Louis au iiremoveable
judiciary. When they received their kin,g, though the power of all Europe
was present to overawe them, they insnsted upon the adoption of this
So, after the battle of Waterloo, they would
principle as a condition.
not suffer him to ccme back without confirming the charter of 1814,
which renders the judiciary permanent, during good behaviour.
The
inviolability of the judicial tenure was secured-that is, with some pro..
per exceptions.
In a popular government, justice must be impartially
administered, ot liberty is not safe : and the most destructive of all interference is popular interference, in matters relating to the administration of
justice.
Let us refer to the case of Pontius Pilate.
Let us read that
account, and we shall see very strongly pictured, the danger of
permitting popular interference with courts of justice.
It is evident that
Pontius Pilate wished to do justice. if by so doing, he could hold his
6‘ I see no harm in him,” was his reply to the clamorous accusaofice.
tions of the Jews. He was compelled to yield to the popular impulse.
The diecemvirate was destroyed for its unjust judgment.
Virginius,
s daughter, to prevent her falling into the hands of the
after sacrificin
person whose 9s ave she had! unjustly been declared to be, ran with his
bloody knife to the army, who took possession of the city, and overawed
No other remedy was then to be obtained, for there
the government.
was no law but that of the strongest. I might refer to hundreds of eases
which were tried in England, of persons arraigned for participation in
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treasonable plots ; and to many cases, where there was a gross popular
delusion, which having taken possession of the public mind, overcame
and influenced the judges.
There were cases, as every one knew, in our
own courts, where a gossiping interference with the administration of
justice, was productive of great mischief.
This was more the case in
small. than in large counties. In Philadelphia county, perhaps it was not
felt. But in the small and thickly settled counties, we not unfrequently find
the causes decided before they come into court. Where would be the security for liberty, if the courts could not do their duty, without reference
to popularity ? In England, there is no danger, except when the
rrghts of the subject come in conflict with those of the crown.
Here,
the danger is of a conflict between private rights and the feelings and
impulses of a popular majority.
When popular opinion is here excited
against a man, then he feels the want of an independent judiciary, to
stand between him and the people. If we are to have a Constitution,
what will it be for 1 What is its object, unless it be the protection of the
weak against the strong - -the protection of those who can have no other
protection 2 The strong have no need of a Constitution, because they
can protect themselves.
Have I not shown that popular governments
depend upon the due administration of justice ; and that any defect in
the judiciary, is more dangerous in a free government than in any
otller 1
, Should the judges become party men, and act with a view to party
m&rests, what is to become of the due administration of the law? But
what is to prevent the j,udges from becoming party men, when they are
made dependent for their ofllce upon the will of parties? There will
always be men ready to take from them their situations upon a party
plea. Their administration of justice, must be of such a character as to
please the dominant party, or they must lose their situations.
For these
acts there is but one remedy, and that is to appoint the judges during
good behaviour.
In high party times, even if a man did his duty without
offence to either party, he would be dismissed as utterly worthless, for
the very reason that he is of no use to either party.
A judge, in this
way, is forced to favor one party or the other, and will be influenced to
It is of the utmost
throw his weight into the scale of the stronger party.
importance, that the opinions and acts of a judge should be respected, and
treated with fairness and candor. But if he has three or four men, all
eager to succeed him, who are diligently exerting themselves to misrepresent every thing he does or says, it will be impossible for him to
stear clear of giving popular offence, by a just and upright course. Theru
will be a continual effort to prejudice the appointing power against the
incumbent.
When the trial of a cause, in which one of these strong party
opponents is concerned as council, comes before this judge, do you SUPpose that he will be inclined to look upon him with any favor, or
with as much as if he had no rivalry with him ? Or if he does view his
case with an equal and impartial eye, will the defendant believe it? Will
not the c1ier.t say that the judge visited the offence of the lawyer
upon him? Great injustice must be done, if we permit such a state of
things. Party men will be appointed to office ; and they will have the
strongest inducement to remain party men, if their term is to be a short
and limited one. There will be a constant struggle on their part, to keep
their place, and a continual effect to undermine him.
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Sir, we have a conntry where liberty must be defended and protected,
either by force or by law. If we lessen the power of law, we must resort to the force of arms. If the law will not protect men, they must
We reMen will stand upon thier rights.
and will protect themselves.
gard a standing army as incompatible with civil hberty ; our militia system was desirable, and if we should destroy the judiciary, our only hope
We &ght as
of protection must be in the strong arm of desperation.
well say that we shall require no courts, as that there will be no d:mger
of unrighteous judgments, under the proposed short term spstem. What
have the people who are to come after us. done, that we should now
deprive them of rights which me have ever enjoyed ? How have they surrendered the right to possess an independent and impartial judiciary. Have
the people said that they are willing to part with these or any of these
rights ? No. They sent us here to strengthen and fortify tbeir rights ;
and he put it to every man here, if there was not danger, shou!d this measure prevail, of a radical destruction of the most important rights which
are claimed and exercised by a free people. He looked upon it as a
solemn surrender of these rights. We have rights, and public opinion on
our side. We have long generations of our predecessors insisting upon
the prosecution of this tenure as their main stay. Are we prepared then
on a mere theory, to give a blow, and a perfectly fatal one? to our liberties.
The committee then rose, and reported progsss; and,
The Convention adjourned.

TUESDAY

AFTERNOON,
FlFTH

OCTORER,

31.

ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole.
Mr. M'SHERRY
in the chair, on the report of the committee to whom was
referred the 5th article of the Constitution.
The question being on the motion of Mr. WOODWARD, to amend the
report by striking out all after the words “section second,” and inserting
the report of the minority of the committee.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, moved to amend the amendment by srriking
therefrom all after the word ‘<court,” in the first line, and inserting in lieu
thereof the following, viz :
6‘ Of the several courts of common pleas, and of such other courts
of record as are or shall be established by law, shallbe nominated
by the Governor, and by and with the consent of the Senate appointed and commissioned by him. The judges of the supreme court
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shall hold their offices for the term of fifteen years, if they shall so long.
behave themselves well.
The president judges of the severai courts of
common pleas and of such other courts of record as are or shall be established by law, and all other judges required to be learned in the law, shall
hold their offices for the term of ten years, if they shall so long behave
themselves well.
The associate judges of the court of common pleas
shall hold their offices for the term of five years, if they shall so long
behave themselves well. But for any reasonable cause ivhich shall not
he sufficient ground of impeachment, the Governor may remove any of
them on the address of two-thirds of each branch of the Legislature.
The judges of the supreme court and the presidents of the several courts
of common pleas, shall at stated times receive for theirservices an adequate
compensation to be fixed by law, which shall not be diminished during
their continuance in office, but they shall receive no fees or perquisites
of office, nor hold any other office of profit under this Commonwealth.”
Mr DICKEY said, it was not his intention to address the committee at
this time ; he had thought the present a good opportunity to bring his
proposition to the view of the committee.
He was not in favour of
either the report of the majority, or that of the minority of the committee.
In the last, the terms are fixed at periods much too short. The Lcgislature should fix the number of the judges of the courts of common pleas
and other courts of record. He merely desired to oflkr his amendment
at this time, that it might be in the view of the committee.
Mr. DICICEY asked for the yeas and nays on his amendment, and they
were ordered.
Mr. READ, of Susquehanna, called for a division of the question. He
was opposed to that part of the amendment, which enlarges the term of
the judicial tenure, and in favour of so much as leaves out the proviso
which was contained in the amendment of the gentleman from Luzerne.
If the amendment were susceptible of a division, so as to accomplish his
object, he would be glad to have it divided.
Mr. DICKEY said he had already stated that he had no disposition lo
address the committee at this time. He could not vote for the report of
the majority of the committee, because he wa.s in favor of abolishilfg the
life tenure. But there is a great principle laid down in the cleclaratton of
rights, which I and my constituents are desirous to preserve. I mean
the independence of tl;e judiciary.
I am desirous to prevent the laws
denial, or,,the laws tIeIn!- : and iu favor of preserving the right of the
citizen to enjoy life, lihcrty and happiness.
While therefore, I will go
with the gentleman frown Luzerne, and the minority of the commi:tee, in
favor of fixing a term of years, to take the place of the life tenure, I am
not in favor of fixing the terms too short, so as to have the fears of the
judges operated on, or to affect the decisions of our courts of justice.
All the experience we have, teaches us to preserve the independence of
the judiciary.
In the State of Indiana, a person could not be got to
accept the station of supreme judge, because the terms are too short, and
the salaries too low. The term was the same in the amendment offered
The salary is higher than in Indiana,
by the gentleman from Luzerne.
but still the salary is not suflicient.
Judges have been compelled by the
inedequacy of the salaries, to leave the bench, and to go back to the bar.
Judge Shaler did so in the west. There was also such a case in the
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state of Xew Pork.
A judge, who had presided in the supreme court of
that state. for nine years, declared that he lost $1000 a year, and he left
the bench, and went to practice in the same court. These lessons teach
us that we cannot get judges to fill the oiiice for so short a term as seven
vears. There is not a member of the bar who has an established prsc;ice, who cannot make more money than a judge limited to his short
term. and $1,600 a year. If we es&d the t&m to ren years, we may
fmd persons 10 accept the o&e.
My reason for saying this is+ that in
rhe western district courts, the Legislature have increased the tcrrn to ten
years. When they were established, the term was fired at three years.
At the time of the expiration of the disttizt court in Philadelphia,
although the decisions were not &e&cd, such was the delay, that suits
could not be determined.
Tile laws denial or tielay ought to be prevenred ; and if the shortness of the tertn produced that c!cuial or delay, tt
was wise in tlte Legislature to remove the eril by ienglhening <he term,
The term was extended to ten years, and tit, consequence is, that the
henclt is filled by able and judirlous men. If lhc term had bccit continucd at three years, men of this ch:!ractcr could not have been obtained ;
2nd I am not now willing to rutt the risk which me must incur, if we
make the period so short as is proposed in the amendment of’ the gentleman from Lttzernc.
This is my reason for desiring lonner terms.
Farther --the weak point in our judiciary, is in the courts 07 common
plea;;, which come immediately in contest with ihe people--r-lot as
regards political feelings- but as relates to individual passions. We a11
know that., whenever a judge sets aside the yet&t of a ju!y, he invariably
gives offence to otte of the parties.
Lawyers of etniitence will not
accept of these ofices for a short term, because they are not milling to
make eneinies. Were it not that errors may be committed, I should be
reluctant even to go for so short a tertn as ten years. If it Tvere no\ probable that errors may have to be corrected, I~would not favor a term of
less than fifteen years. The judges tnight then be able to retire from the
bench at about sixty years of age. As to the associate judges, it may be
of somewhat less consequence, although still important ; their p!zces
?:owever, may as well be supplied by one as by another. But in the
court of common pleas, and in the supreme court, it is requisite to have
judges learned in the lam. Kot long since, the courts did revolutionize,
so far as relates to land titles, the part of the State which I represent,
north-west of the Allegheny and Ohio. They did undertake to reverse the
decisions of thirty years. $ince that time, they have found out their error.
and been obliged to reverse their own decisions, and to go back to the
principle, whi;ch had been previously settled. Innovations of this kind
are important to every individual of the Commonwealth.
While we are
about so well to carry out what has been so ably presented to the committee by the gentleman from Luzerne, let us be careful that me do not
iall into the opposite error. For this reason, he would prefer tltat the
amendment sltould specify fifteen years as the term, instead of seven.
As to the associate judges, I am more indifferent.
Onecould as well
perform the duty of a associate as another. But it is far otherwise,
when we come to touch courts, which require judges learned in the law.
In reference to the number ; the exigencies of the State, the increase of
wealth, and other circumstances, may render it necessary to make a corresponding increase in the number of judges that should sit in bank. 9
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have an objection to have this principle unsettled, when by an amendment we can place it on 3 satisfactory basis. I did not offer the arnendment in the expectation of causing any delay. I had intended melely to
submit it, and to move for the printing, when we come into the house,
in order that members may have it before them for examination xnd
reflection.
Mr. READ had been disposed to call for a division of the question, to
end with the words “behave themselves well,” in the twelfth line. As
however, he understood the gentleman from Beaver, to substitute ilis
amendment for the whole of the amendment of the gentleman from
He
Luzerne, he was cut out from having this division of the question,
should therefore not now tail for a division, but content himself by voting
against the amendment of the gentlemnn from Beaver, and then t&e
his chance of getting such amendment to the amendment of the gentlema!Y
from Luzerne, as would strike out the who19 of the proviso.
Mr. DARLPCGTON did not suppose he could throw much light on this
subject; and would merely state, so that his vote might not be misunderstood, that he would vote for the amendment of the gentleman from
Beaver, because he preferred it to the amendment of the gentleman from
His mind however was firmly fixed in favor of the tenure for
Luzerne.
Ned
behaviour,
and although he should vote for the amendment to the
t
amendment, yet he would hold himself at liberty to vote against both
afterwards, and in favor of the tenure for good behaviours.
The question was then taken on the amendment of Mr. DICKEY, and
deteimined in the afirmatire ,-yeas 63, nays 51, as follows :
l-Eas-m%srs. Igaew, BAlwin, Barmloll~r, Bu-nitz, Bell, Brown, of Lnncostrr,
Grq-, Ch,nnlw~, Clhmullcr, of Chcstcr, Chudler, of IW~rdclpi~ia, Chauncey, ~lapp.
Clwke, nf Bcwcr, Clark. of Dauphin, Clca\+wcr, Clinr, Gxdc::, Cwhr:u~, Cop:.
Cm, Cmip, Crum, Cunning-h:tm~ IXxlington, I)cwry, Dickey, Dicker;;oq Dilliqcr.
FiiAly,
P~rir,d, Gtw!wx, I-I:wi*, IIn+tin:.i. I-I;l!;i, Hcntlrr~~n, of Alleghm~, Her,hs,m. of lhuphin. ifopkiwon, Kerr, Konigmachu, I,JWM, Xwlo~, M’C:rll, ?d’Shrq,
Mcrdth, TsIcrri!l, Ndd,
Mxltgoinrrv ; , Mya, Pc~nqncker, Pollock. I’ortw, of Lanc.mr,
ha-r,
of Xdlnmptot~,
Rltcr, Royer, KUPS~, Sacp, Scott, kkrriii, sil:,
Slmcns, ‘I’homas, T&l, W’ciihn,
Fnunq-, Scrqcaut, Presirht-63.
K IY+--M~es,.rs. AJTCS,B:mkc, liar~lnv, Udfonl, Llidr~le, Biqrlow, Bonham. Brurvl,,
c,f ?Cwtlwnpton. l33v0wn,of l’hilnd~~Il~hi~, Butler, Cldrk<>, of Irdianq Cmin, Ciawf0rZ.
611rl1, lh~.lll,
Uilll~t.~.Lil, lh~nilcll, E,dc, F!cinin:, Fuulkr~~~l, Frv, Fullc~~, Gilmort
CGre11rl1,H;~shrw,t. HdGw~tcin, Hqlt,
A::dc, Io~~rdl, JCcnnu,l~, lirehr. M;ISW,
bI;m!~, MA&
M’Du~voll, Mill~~r, iJr~~ii&i. Purvi;xnix. Read, Xo;m. Srhwtz, S;ellerF,
Sileilito, bmitlr, ?imph, Htrrizcrc. Stwdccmt, ‘1’3;qvt, \Ycnrc:, ‘VC’hitc, l\-Sxb.iAmd-5’ I.
Mr.

FVLLER

then proposed to amend the amend:nent in the 9th line.

‘I’he @trx~ said it was not slisc~ptible of amendment, it lmving been ‘rn
amendme:lt adopted by the committee.
Mr. FrxLEn then gave notice ill?t lie should move 3n arncndmenr, wher!
121t:ijroper time sllould arrive, proriclin~
that the associate judges shouid
hc elected
by ille people for n term of hve years.
Mr. EARLE t!len called for the yeas and nays on the amendmeut ;j
amended, which mere 0rJered.
filr. YELL said it musl '~2 obGous when the genliemnn from Beal.pl
mol-et1 this amendment to the ninentlment of the gentleman from I,azerne,
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that he did not entertain the expectation, nor did any member of the
committee entertain the expectation, that the final vote would be taken
upon it this afternoon. It was to him also obvious, that the gentleman
who proposed that amendment felt himself called upon suddenly, unespectedly, and without preparation, to ad&-e ss the committee on the subject
That proposition contains some important
contained in the proposition.
changes from the amendment which has been before the committee for
several days, and the vote just taken upon it mat’ be a vote of intelligence,
and it may be the vote which will be given, afier all the reflection which
this important and momentous subject is deserving of; but certain it is,
that the discussion is likely to be cut off very uncspectedly, and he was
thus called upon suddenly in the committee of the whole, to decide, and
say whether the tenure of the judicial othcers shall be changed or not.
He had expected before he would have been called upon thus to vote,
20 hear much able argument, and have his mind enlightened on the subject.
He expected at least to have heard his very talented friend from the
county of Philadelphia,
(Mr. Ingersoll) and to have received much
information from him. He was therefore about to submit a motion to
test the sense of the committee, as to whether they mere ready to decide
this question now or not. Mr. 13. therefore moved that the committee
rise, which motion was disagreed to.
Mr. CLARKE, of Indiana, said that in the present state of the question,
he found himself in a position which he would rather not be in. He mas
called upon to give a vote which, on the face of it, would appear to be
contrary to his expressed opinions ; he should however do what he
considered to be his duty, notwithstanding what the appearances might
be. He was in favor of taking away from all offices the tenure for good
behaviour-life
offices, as they are generally termed, and very properly
so termed. He had listened very attentively to the argument used
to show that fife oflices, or offices during good behaviour, were necessary
for the independence of the judiciary.
Now he was as much in Favor of
the independence of the judiciary, as any gentleman here, but he did not
believe that life offices were necessary to preserve that independence.
He did believe that an honest man, a man of moral courage, and such a
man as was fit for the bench, would be as independent for one, two or
three years, as though he were appointed for life ; and he believed, when
that honesty. integrity and moral courage was wanting, that no tenure of
&ice would give indeycndence.
Solomon says that what is wantiug
camlot be numbered, and he believed that when there was a deficiency in
a man’s mind, you cannot make it up by any artificial means. He
believed these offices ought to be limited to some reasonable time, so that
the people might have an opportunity of judging of the manner in which
they fill their offices.
It is because they want this tenure that I shall vote against the amendment,
It is altogether too long. Commission your judges for fifteen years 1 You
might just as well commission them for life. At what age are men
* generally appointed to the supreme court? A gentleman has told you
that the age is about forty-five ; and if you add fifteen years to that
Is not this nearly the
number, you will bring a man to the age of sixty.
5ame thing as if YOU appointed a man for life 1 It is known to us that in
the state of New York, the age at which a man is held eligible for this
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high judicial station is limited to sixty years. If we were to do as New
York does, it would amount to about the same thing as giving a life
tenure. But I am not prepared, Mr. Chairman, to make a speech on this
subject. I did not intend to have spoken, and should nqt have done so,
but for the position in which we were unexpectedly placed, in consequence
of which, a question is now before us which we were not prepared to
meet. All of us were prepared for a very wide discussion of this subject ;
but now, as it seems, we are likely to get at the question at once. I do
not myself regret that this is the case, but I should have been glad to have
seen the question taken, first, on the judges of the supreme court- next,
on the president judges of the courts of common pleas-and then, on the
associate judges-whether
they should be elected or appointed.
As the
matter now stands, however, me are precluded from making any amendments, or of trying the question separately.
The better way, therefore,
for those who wish that the question should be taken separately, would
he for them to vote against this amendment to the report of the
Those who are in favor of the tenure during good behaviour
committee.
will, as a matter of plinciple, vote against this amendment; while those
who wish a different course -either
as to the judges of the supreme
court, or as to the president judges of the courts of common pleas, or as
to the associate judges, will act wisely, in my judgment, to vote against
the amendment also. We shall then be left precisely where we were
when we began ; that is, we shall be left precisely where the Constitation
of 1790 leaves us ; and thus, when we go back to the point from which
we started, gentlemen will have it in their power to move an amendment
in relation, first, to the judges of the supreme court-and
then, upon the
president judges, and then, upon the associate judges-and
we shall be
enabled, in this manner, to get at each question separately.
But here, we
are compelled to take the whole together-the good and the bad-whether
me like it or not-or
whatever our own opinions may be in regard to it,
and aithough I may be placed in the situation of appearing to vote in favor
of the life o&es-to
which it is known I am entirely opposed--I am,
neverthuless, compelled to do so, in order that I may once more get the
question into such a position as will enable me to vote, according to my
I merely rose, Mr. Chairman, to call the
true sentiments and opinions.
attention of those who are in favor of abolishing these life offices, but who
are not in favor of the amendment in all its parts, to the singular position
in which the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey) has placed us, and
to tell them that they had better vote against it-because,
by so doing, we
shall, as I have stated, get back again to the Constitution of 1790, and
we can then introduce such amendments as we may think proper, If,
after every trial, the majority of this body deems it right to settle down
upon the grounds assume:/ in this amendment-why,
so be it. But, so
far as my own individual opinions are concerned, its features fall very
far short of that which I am desirous to secure.
Mr. DICKEY said, that it was very clear to his mind, from the vote
which had just been recorded, that a majority of the committee were
decidedly in favor of the principle of fifteen and ten years, in preference
to that of seven and ten years.
His friend from Indiana. (Mr. Clarke) with a vote of sixty-three yeas,
to flfty-one nays, staring him in the face, could not deny the fact, and
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whatever the final vote on this amendment might be, he (Air. D.) hoped
that those gentlemen who preferred the principle of fifteen years as the
tenure of the judges of the supreme court, and the tenure of ten years for
the president jndges of the court of common pleas, would coutinue to
vote in favor of the report of the committee as amended, and would not be
deterred from so doing by the observatious which had Mlen from the
gentleman on his left, (Mr. Clarke) however well calculated the
observations might have been to produce that effect. It had been well
observed by the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. Bell) that, when he (Mr.
D.) offered this amendment, he had not espected that the vote wonld be
taken upon it to day. Xc had offered it, in the apparent absence of ali
desire to speak, an d merely with a view to give the Convention the choice
he had no
of taking the vote, that he had offered it. The result-which
doubt was very unexpeckd to the gentleman from Indiana-was,
that the
And he
amendment was carried by a vote of sixty-three to fifty-one.
(Mr. D.) was yet in hopes that the sixty-three members who had voted
in favor of his amendment, would vote nlso in favor of rhe report of the
committee as amended. lie believed the proposition was best calculated,
in its present term, to meet the views of 3 majority of the committee.
Mr. ManTIN
moved that the committee now rise-which
molion was
rejected.
Mr. BELL inquired of the Chair, whether it would now be in order t(l
move to amend the amendment, by adding a proviso at the end threof.
The CHAIR said such a motion would be in order.
Mr. BELL then moved to amend the amendment, by adding, at the en:I
thereof, the following words :
6‘ Provided, That after the ratification and adoptionof this Constitution,
the Governor shall, by and wit,h the advice and consent Of the Senate,
reappoint one of the t.hen existing judges of the supreme conrtt for tile
term Of three years; ore of them fOr the term of six years ; oee Of them
for the term of nine years ; one Of them for the term of twelve years ;
and One of them for the term of iifteen years.”
Mr. PORTER, Of Northampton, suggested to the gentleman from Chejter, that it would be better to leave these matters of detail to he scttleo
in the sc‘hedule, whicll would be appended to the Consritutiun, \vhen
finished.
The question then recurring on the amendment to the amendtncnt :
Mr. DICKEY said, he had a single observation to make in support Of the
remar’k of the gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) in reterence 10his
own ameudnie:lt.
When he (3Ir. D.) drew up t!lat ame:tdment, he COGtemplated that, whatever action might be had in relation to the presens
judges of the supreme court, that action on&
to be settled, as the get?iieman from Northampton had suggested, in the scltcdule to the Constitution. It would be indispensably neceedary to make a schedule, and he
thought it would be improper, at this time, to divert the attention Of the
committee From the one grand question before them, in order LOdiscuss
a matter which formed an appropriate part of that schedule.
Mr. U'DOWYELL said, that he 1~~1risen for the purpose Of maliiug 2
sort Ofapology t0 the gentleman from Chester, (Mr. 13ell) for voting ag:;mst
I3c (Mr. M’D.) did not unJers!2nci the effect 0t ti;e prohis ameudmcnt.
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position until it had been explained by the gentleman from Adams, (Mr.
Stevens.)
He liked the principle of the matter, but was not satisfied as
to matters of detail. He was opposed to the idea that all the judges of
the supreme court, and the judges of the courts of common pleas, should
be put out of oflice at one and the same time; but he had no idea of
making a periodical matter of the whole judiciary.
And whilst he was up, he would say one word in reference to the
And he (Mr.
amendtnent of the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey.)
He
&I’D.) addressed himself nom to the friends of reform in this body.
was one among them ; he was a member of the reform party in this
house, and, as such, he invited gentlemen now to come to the support of
this amendment.
If he had not taken a wrong view of the subject, he
understood tbe friends of reform here, to be contending for a matter of
principle ; and it seemed to him to be a matter of no great importance to
those who contended for the abolition of the tenure of good behaviour, or
the life oflice, as it was termed, whether the period was for the space of
five or ten years. The great matter was to secure the principle for which
they mere contending, and, having Once secured that, he thought sufficient would have been gained to answer every essential purpose.
It
would be in the recollection of the committee, that, as early as the 18th
of Xay, 1837, he had offered to the consideration of the Convention the
following resolution, to wit :
‘1 Ee.wlrerl, That the second section of the fifth article of the Constitution be so amended that the scvcral judges of the supwm~ court shall hold their ofices during the term
of fifteen years:, and that the several presklent judges of the court of common pleas, oyer
and terminer, general jail delivery, orphans’ couqt and court of quzwter sessions of the
pcacc, shall hold their of&es dudng the period of ten years.”

This, (continued Mr. M.D.) was the resolution which I offered at that
early period of our deliberations, and I do say now, that it becomes the
friends of reform-after
those who have been the adherents of life ofices
have conceded so much-after
enjoying, as we have done, the benefit of
a good dinner-an d being here altogether in good humor-as I trust and
believe we are-1 say that, in my opinion, it becomes the friends of
reform to make some concession also. The gentlemen on the other side
have come out like men, and I think that our friends should not be less
magnanimous than they are. I ask this as a concession. I ask it from
those who are in favor of reform. 1 ask them to come boldly forward,
and to meet the gentlemen on their own ground. It is a matter of much
importance, that there should be as much unanimity as possible in all the
acts which may be done by this body. bnd 1 think it is nothing but
reasonable, nothing but fair, after the conservatives (the radical-conservatives, so to speak) have thought proper to make this manly concession,
(for it certainly is a manly concession) that there should be a corresponding spirit of concession manifested on our part, and that we should forego
our own predilections as to the five, twoyand three years, in order that we
may, as I have said, meet them on their own grounds. It is for this
reason that I again appeal to gentleman- the friends of reform in this
Convention-to
those who are in favor of the abolition of the life tenure,
and of the establishment, in its stead, of the tenure for a term of years, to
come forward now and vote in support of the proposition of the gentleshall have
man from Beaver. We shall thus have gained our point-we
VOL. 1v.
z
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secured our principle-and,
so far as I am concerned, I do not ask for
more.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia, said, that he did not wish, at this time, to
enter into a general discussion of the merits of this question. It had been
truly observed, that the committee had been thrown out of its regular
course, by the amendment which had been proposed by the gentleman
That amendment, said Mr. B. has come
from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey.)
upon the committee without any previous expectarion on our part. It
w e were now, for the first time since the
has taken us by surprise.
meeting of this Convention, discussing a great principle, which, we were
led to believe, was considered by all parties, to be of the first importance,
had the members of
Scarcely had the discussion commenced -scarcely
the Convention brought their minds steadily to think upon it-before xc
are thrown aside from our course, to discuss questions as to the formation of the courts, the particular terms of years, how many jndqes Ihere
shall be, and h0w they shall be turned out. These were maltiers for
after consideration, or, probnblp, for previous consideration.
It would
have been well to have arrariFed them at first, and to have arranged them
on clear and distinct grounds. But, sir, n-e are not ir! a position to attend 11)
them now. I have before me the votes upon this question. I refer to
them for I moment, without any intention or desire to animadvert upoll
the conduct of any gentleman here. I do not suppOSe, hov;ever, that :majority of rhe gentlemen who desired to establish this tenure f0r 3 terni
lieference has been ma2e to ;I conof years, intend to vote for i? now.
cession ; but, as the question prese,lts itself to my mind, I cannot look
upon it in the light of a concession. The gentlemen who bar-e gone for
the life tenure will still do so. The question, on an intermediate tenure,
came up between the tenure of fifteen ;i:ears ::.nd ten years, :md it has heen
decided in favor of the longer term : a tenure of fifteen vears is nearly
equal to a tenure for life. A judge is seldom appointed &!‘ort he is iorn
years of age. Add fifteen years to this, and you brill? him to fii’tJ-.fiVe
years of age, TX~llCiIlie 11iii he ioo old for re-al~poirltnie:?t.
What is the principle involved in this inquiry, Ix:b the princi,ple of :j
term of years ? What is the question on which we hare to decide? 1~
is rhe broad question hetwcrl: rcsponsibiiity and irrcsponsibiiity.
it is 2
question whether there shall, or shall not, be a power in rhe Coiistitutror:
of your state, or in your qovcwment nuder th:: Constitution, wili~!I is to
:je cot loose from all human 2Ut!lOI$l~~ and restraint.
This. air, is the
plain question--, ‘t iq. thC qUlS:iOn Of 2 tenure f0r a icrm uf \~ea:‘s : and
there is no other question, save that one, invo!red in this inquiry.
It i2.
in vain to see!< to evx’cI it . It m:lSt he met. 9nd I, for one, am here ior
the purpose of meeting it. I am not here to turn out. a host of oitl judges.
simply to make room for a host of net ones-~-ho, like the t;rst: ma)
live xnother life, bef0re we can rem0ve tiiem. Sir, I n ill sanctioe no
such 2Sanrditv.
Charges hare been made, nIr. C:hairmznt in the progress of ti:ls dls.
cussion, as to the motives which govern the eonduct of those gentlemen,
who are desirous that a reform should take plwe in the judiciary of our
State. I, sir, am no disappointed suitor, I all1 no lalvyer, mortified ::defeat in a case in which I might hare been engnged. I am here, on SC.,
half of’the people of Pennsylvania; I am he! cj 2 endearour so to a12mi
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your Constitution, as to make it accord with the principle, that the people
are fit to say who shall represent them on their judicial benches, and
that such persons as may be selected for that office shall, within a Teasonable space of time, go back to the people for their approval or rejection. It is the only means which the people have of saying, whether
that which has been done in their name, has been well done, or not well
done. I shall vote, Mr. Chairman, against this tenure entirely.
I will
not go back to those who have sent me here, that I might give them
bread-I
say, I will not go back, aud give them a stone. The people of
the state of Pennsylvania, from the time of the establishment of the Constitution of 1780-90, or, at least, within four years after that periodvoted against this tenure, and, rather than I will vote for the tenure now proposed-rather
than I mill consent thus to trifle with their just wishes and
expectations-I
will let them still go on and complain,
I will leave it
with them to call together another Convention, who mill give them what
they want ; but I will never be instrumental in giving them that, which
they not only do not want. but mbich stands in direct opposition to that
which they have asked at our hands. I call on the friends of reform in
this Convention, to go against this amendment-I
call upon them now to
vote it down.
When this is once done, me shall lhen lizve it in our
power to commence the work anew. And, if the friends of reform are, in
truth, desirous of reform J if they are, in truth, opposed to this life tenure ;
if thev are sincere in their professions, they will now go with those who
are disposed to take this objectionable feature out of the Constitution, and
will go in favor of a tenure for some reasonable period of years. If there
be any one principle settled in the state of Pennsylrama, it is that the
judges of our courts should be held responsible.
In the districts of Pittsburg and Lancaster, the term had been fixed at
seven years. And we have seen that in these courts they have as good
judges, as are to be found in any other parts of the stzzte. In Philadelphia, he was informed, there was great difficulty in getting the term
extended to ten years. Yet there was no complamt of any delay of justice in that district.
1 know no man will say that the .judges of the district courts in the
county of Philndclphia, are less independent than the j ndges of any other
courts in the Commonwealth.
None will say so. Autl we have ample
experience to shcw that these courts, where the judges are thus responsible, are as good as arc to bc found any where in the Commonwealth.
But I will not, at the present time, Mr. Chairman, continue the diecussion ; because, if when me shall come into Convention, no other gentleman does so, I shall make an attempt to get back to the point from
wbicb we originally started. If me give our votes now, in favor of the
amendment of’ the gentleman from Beaver, we cannot touch upon this
The
subject again, until it comes up on second reading, in Convention.
no means of reachiltg it, or striking any part of it out. I trust that the
report of t!le commIttee mill thus have been amended, and me shall have
friends of reform, or those who arc in favor of a less term of years than
that mentioned in the amendment, will vote against it. I know that it is
a question now between a limited and an unlimited tenure ; but it is a
question on a tenure so large that we do not wish to have it. I hope, at
least, that no friend of reform will vote in favor of the amendment, until
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it is clearly demonstrated that no other proposition can receive the sanction of this body.
Mr. DAKLINGTON, of Chester, rose, and proceeded to state that he
should feel constrained to vote against the amendment which had been
proposed by his colleague, (Mr. Bell) for the reasons which he would
briefly assign ; when Mr. Bell rose, and said that be would save his colleague, (Mr. Darlington) the trouble of making any remarks on the subject, by withdrawing his amendment.
And the amendment to the amendment was accordingly withdrawn,
The question then recurring on the report of the committee, as amended :
Pi;lr. EARLE rose and said, that he believed the friends of refm stood
in great need of caution and prudence in their actions in this Convention.
They had an able and a crafty opposi!ion to contend with-an
opposition which formed its plans in secret, and carried them out with wisdom
and energy. The efforts of that opposition mere directed to two special
objects ; the first of which was, to make all the amendments to the Constitution of such a character that the people would reject them ; or, secondly, that if the people did not re.jcct them, no relief would be ailorded
by them. And thus the people would have the SLOW of a new Constitution, jvith all the objectionable features and practical evils of the Coustitution of 1700. They would have the shadow, and not the substance of
reform.
He asked if there had been an argument advanced on either side of
the question 1 Had the gentleman from Philadelphia, or the gentleman
from Luzerne, (Mr. TVoodward) brought forward any thing like an argument ? Kot a single argument had been advanced, why a judge should
hold his ofice for fifteen years. If any could be, he had some curiosity
to hear it, for it would be something new under the sun-sometiling
that
he had never heard before. What principle, he inquired, cou!d be laid
down for such a tenure ? The gentleman from Philadelphia, had laid
down the principle, that the judges should be independent-that
was,
irresponsible, as he (Mr. E.) understood it, and he knew no other irresponsibility except an irresponsible judiciary.
To say that honesty ~vas
independence, was an insult to the understanding.
It had beenzargued
that the appointing of judges for five, sis, seven, or more years, was not
to render them independent.
Agreed : it was not our object to make
them independent.
Every man ~110 was independent, had the privilege
of being a tyrant -of perverting justice, and was accountable to no one.
Your judges, then, shoulcl not be independent, but rendered accountable to the people, or to the Legislature.
He hoped that no man, who
held democratic principles would vote for the independence of the judiciary ; and, on the contrary, trusted that they mould go for the honesty
and impartiality of the judiciary.
1Vhat was the course of the argument
adopted on each side of the Convention ? On the other side, it was con.
tended, that the judiciary ought to be independent of the Legislature, in
order that it may decide on the unconstitutionality
of laws. At the
proper time, he would endeavor to show that there was nothing at all in
this argument-that
it had no good foundation to rest upon. He would
also show that there was nothing in a short tenure, to prevent any judi-
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A judge, appointed for five
ciary from declaring laws unconstitutional.
years, or any other limited term, could as well declare a law unconstitutional, as one appointed for life. It was possible for a judge to pronounce
a law unconstitutional ten years after being passed. How idle it was,
then, to say that the judges must be appointed for the long term of fifteen
years, or for life, as they would then be independent enough to declare a
law unconstitutional, if they thought so.
He would ask gentlemen, if they had ever heard of an instance in any
State of the Union, of a judge appomtad for three years only, being called
upon to pronounce his opinion, in regard to the constitutionality ofa law,
when the Legislature had it in their power to remove the judge 1 Such
a case was never heard of. All the fear and apprehension expressed by
gentlemen, fell to the ground, so far as regarded the legislature who
made the law. That independence which some gentlemen desired to see
esercised by the judiciary, would, in his opmlon, be altogether inconIt would be an independence which he should be sorry to
sistent.
see esercised-an
independence entirely in opposition to the will of the
people.
He did not wish to see it exercised here, in Mississippi, Kern
Jersey, or any where else. To appoint the judges for fifteen years, was
to argue that they must be altogether independent of the people, as well
as the legislature, and that both might be wrong.
He apprehended that
if a judge were appointed at the age of sixty, for the term of fifteen years,
it would be found more than long enough for the ‘people. And, if he
were appointed at forty years of age, the term would be too short, If
this principle was, that so long as the juqgea behave well they shall retain
office-which,
however, was a wrong prmciple-there
could be no reason
why the term of fifteen years was fixed upon. He maintained, that
according to the argument which had been urged, the term of fifteen
years was proper for a man of fifty-five.
It also proved that thirty years
would be proper for a man of thirty-fire.
Gentlemen who were in favor of the life tenure, seemed to imagine
that those who were against it, did not like the present judges, and therefore desired to have them removed. Nom, he (Mr. Earle) begged to
say,that he was not among the number. He had no private griefs to urge
agaqt them, and he would not remove a single judge to.morrow, if he
could. He had, at home, a pamphlet which he wrote against the life
tenure, before he became a member of the bar, and he had not changed
his sentiments on the subject since that time. Shall me (he asked) adopt
a pernicious principle to gratify. a private pique ? He trusted not. All
that we desired was to abolish life offices, and to substitue for them areasonable tenure. We asked to reduce the responsibility of the judges.
He considered, that if a judge should take it into his head to give a decision, which was altogether contrary to the opinions of those who framed
the Constitution, and would not construe that instrument according to
the meaniug and intention of those who made it, this was a case justifying the removh of a judge.
He contended, that if a judge construed
the Constitution according to monarchical principles, he ought to be removed. If he decided that LLblack” meant “ white,” or that “ white”
Such
meant SCblack,” the people had a right to remove him from ofice.
cases, he would admit, were of rare occurrence, but nevertheless they
.did sometimes occur. A man might become indolent and inat,tentive to
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the duties of his office, and, consequently it was proper that he shou!d be
removed. Short terms tended to make judges industrious and attentive.
In his opinion, if a man were appointed for the term of fifteen years, he
would not be stimulated to industry, and the more especially SO,if an old
man. He (Wt. I?.) conceived, that we should reserve to ourselves the pomerof removing a judge from office, if he proved to be idle, or tyrannical, or
disposed to act partially between suitors. There ought to be some mode
of getting rid of him, supposing, he deserved to be removed after being
in office, perhaps. but two or three years. Why, were we to be compelled to keep him in otKcc twelve or fifteen years longer than we wished ? Why were the people to suffer for thirteen years before they could
obtain redress 1 He regarded this tenure of fifteen years as arording no
redress to the people. It was worse than no redress, because it was calculated, as he could shorn, to prevent relief. We all knew the various
pretests which had been set up in behalf of the judges, and, in consequence of which, they had escaped removal heretofore. We could not but
see that some more efficient provision was required to remedy existing
evils, than at present existed. His opinion was that the proposed tenure
of fifteen years would Be found to be an obstacle to the removal of ajudge,
by impeachment, or address. Supposing him to have been in ofice
nearly fifteen years, and the people to be dissatisfied with him, and they
should apply to the legislature to remove him, did any gentleman here
imagine that they would remove him ? Certainly not. His friends
would use their influence with the members of the legislature, and excite their sympathy on his account. If we removed a judge, he might
die as Judge Drake did, and he might, as that judge did, get his pomerful, wealthy, and influenLia1 friends to use all their arts with the legislature, to get him rea,7pointetl. Thcle would then be no possibility oi obtaining any redress. Of the two propositions, he (Mr. Earle} wouid
say, that ii woul~l be incomparably better to appoint the judges for rhe
tenure of good behaviour, and to provide an eilicient mode of removal.
Adopt such a mode as is practised in a majority of our sister states. Do
away with the distinction between matters impeachable, and not impeachable. He considered the distinction as unnecessary and absurd, and
which rendered it almost impossible to remove a judge. It would be advisable to give the legislature an nbaolutc power of removal, by address,
on a vote of two-thir&.
Let us take the example of England, which
gentlemen lored so well, and adopt the principle of the act which was
read this morning by the gentleman from Union, (Mr. Merrill.)
The
judiciary there, are perfectly responsible.
The judges could be remored
every year, if thought necessary. Now, that was the independent judiciary, for which our fore&them formerly contended. There was some
sense- some reason in a judiciary of that character ; but ours had nothing
In fact, it was good for nothto recommend it, as at present constituted.
ing at a!], and simplv for this reason : the lam of impeachment had heen
laid down in this”Convenr~on, and also in the legislature, that if a judge
does wrong-wilfully,
knowingly, corruptly, it was a matter of impeachhuman infirment. But, ifhe does wrong through weakness-through
B
mity- not intending to act improperly, he could not be impeached.
few years ago, when a judge was impeached before the Senate of the
United States for an act of gross and flagrant tyranny and a violation of
Ihe law of the land, all the judges prezent voted in favor of the judge, be-
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cause they regarded the judge so great a fool as not to understand his
duty. Now, if a judge were YO great a fool as not to know his dutyhow was it possible to ascertain whether a man wilfullg gave judgment
in favor of his personal friends, or political associates, or whether what he
said, was not said through mere error of judgment, or mental imbecility.
It must be perfectly clear, he thought, that when a judge came before the
legislature, the senators or members of the legislature, acted honWhile some, however, might conceive, that they had come to
estly.
an unjust conclusion-that
they had acted through corruption, others
might imagine that their decision was the result of human frailty.
He
declared that he was willing to leave the good behaviour tenure to posterity.
He was desirous that the principles which he advocated should
be carried out-he meant, in regard to the responsibility of the judiciary.
He contended, that ohjeciions would be rtlisetl throughout the state, if a
provision of this kind were to be incorporated in the Constitution.
They
would be made, principally, by those who desired the actual responsibility of the judges.
The amendment would be regarded as the shadow
without the substance-as not amounting to what was required.
He
would most certainly record his vote against it.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, remarked that when he offered the amendment, he did not expect the question would be taken upon it so soon. He,
however, was glad of it, and could not help congratulating the committee
on having this debate on the judiciary, cut short. il-o doubt, some gentlemen would be disappointed in not having an opportuuity to deliver the
hg speeches which they might have prepared, but he trusted that their
constituents woold pardon them, in consideration of the discussiorr having
been brought so speedily to a close. He rejoiced that the committee
had refused to indulge the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia,
(Mr. Earle) by delaying the action of this body on the subject before it,
for two or three weeks. If some gentlemen had been rather inconaistent in their course on this question, they would have to apologise for it
to their constituents, in the best manner they could. With regard to his
own constituents, he could sav that he knew them to be opposed to a
short term. He should be perfectly satisfied to rest his vote on the principle of the amendment, as offered. He did not say that he should vote
for it ; but what he would now say was, that he could not vote for three
’ superior and five president judges.
My constituents are opposed to a short tenure for the judiciary : But
I mav vote for a shorter term thau has been proposed by some gentlemen.
Believing that the committee are now prepared for the vote, I will no)
detain them by any further remarks.
Mr. Baxss said, he was under the necessity of addressing the committee in consequence of the advance of the opinion by the gentleman
from Indiana, for whose opinions he always felt a bight respect-that
the
present proposition would not answer the purpose contemplated by the
friends of reform. If we grasp at too much, we may lose all ; and we
had better secure a recognit,ion of the principle of limited tenures, than
‘lose the opportunity now afforded to us, perhaps forever. Though not
content with the proposition of the gentleman from Beaver, yet I am
entirely willing to take it as far as it, agrees with my views.
Every one
knows that I am in favor of shortening the term of judicial ofhce, and
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that I have been unifomly and utterly opposed to the life tenure ; my views
ou this subject appear in the resolutions and reports on your files. In
one of them is asserted the doctrine that the term should be limited to
five years. The difference between this proposition and my resolution
is in the length of the term proposed. The gentleman from Beaver proposes a term of fifteen years, while my proposition was a term of five
years. But I am willing, rather than to lose all-and
rather than to
forego the opportunity now afforded for establishing the principle of limited tenures, to take the term of fifteen years. Though I do uot approve
of the proposition, in all its length and breadth, yet I am willing to accede
to it, so far as it does suit my views. The principle being once established, it ma,y be safely Icft to the wisdom of the people, to esteud it
hereafter as far as they please. By the provision for future amendments,
which we shall make, they will have this opportmlity.
Reserving to
myself, therefore, the right to express my views, hereafter, iu the form
of an amendment to the new Constitution, I am willing, for the sake of
compromise, to vote for the term o&red by the gentleman from Beaver,
(Mr. Dickey.)
.We will nom see who, of 11x devoted and steadfast
friends of a reduced and limited tenure, would go for the amendment.
If they wili go wit,11us for this compromise, they n-ill gain the principle
for which all a101lg we have struggled and contended. The question
presented is a plam and practical one. Shall me take this or get nothing ?
S!~ail we say to gentlemen who are in favor of the unlimited aud life
tenure,--‘* WC are better and wiser than you, and we will surrender
nothing lo your judgment and wishes, but hold to our own propositions,
though we cannot car!? them ?” I am willing to take the best of& I can
get, and, therefore, ~111 vote for the amendment of the gentleman from
B earer.
JIr. BELL felt himself, he said, in an awkward position in regard to
this question, especially after the remarks of the gentleman from AlifiJin.
The gentleman from Indiana has told us that, if we vote for the
amendtnent of the gentleman from Beaver, we give up every thing ; that
if we accede to that term of fifteen years, we surrfnder all the principles
for which we have coniendcil.
He (hli-. Bell) was really afraid that it
was so, axd, therefore, he !xxl something to say by way of complaint, on
account of the gentleman having put the proposition iu, at this time. He
wished to speak upon the subject, and, could he speak agairlst the proposition, and vote for it 1 After the honest declaration from the gentleman from Philadelpl~ia, (Mr. Earlr) that he wished and intended to
destroy the independence of the j,udiciary,- and he thanked him for so
freely and candidly expressing 111sopinion upon the question-it
could
not be espccted that the proposition would suit all parties. That gentleman (Mr. Earle) was opposed to auy judicial system which would
restrain the eovereiguty of the people- and, in that phrase, the sovereignty
of the people, there was great danger, especially in the county of PhilaHe had a few words to say upon rJlc question, whether limited
delphia.
The gentletenures would destroy the independence of the judiciary.
man from Luzerne had sustained the doctrine that the change would not
destroy the judicial independence, but plant it on a rock. and he said he
would pledge himself to prove that, instead of destroying the independence of the judiciary, the adoption of the system of limited tenures
It
would hold up a strong buttress for the support of its independence.
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was his (Mr. Bell’s) wish, to take up this argument and follow it out,
and he felt it to be his duty to do it, and to show where the doctrine
maintained by the gentleman failed. He was sorry to be deprived of
this opportunity, at present, by the shape in which the question had been
presented by the amendment of the gentleman from Beaver. But the
gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, who is called the father of
the Convention, and for whom all due veneration was felt, had laid down
the position, that the judiciary must be improved by substituting for it the
sovereignty of the people; now, what was this popular sovereignty’!
Was it mere popular clamor 1 It was so in one sense ; but, in another,
it was democracy.
That popular sovereignty which consists of popular opinion, regulated by reflection and instruction, was entitled to
great deference. But I wish to know, said Mr. Bell, if the gentleman
wishes to submit the decisions of the judges of Pennsylvania, which
decisions operate upon the property, the prosperity and the liberty of all
the citizens of the Commonmeal~h, to the sovereignty of the people for
revision ,-to
be approved or reversed, according to popular whim and
impulse, without any responsibility
or any definite knowledge of the
merits of the cases to be thus finally decided ? I dare say, (said Mr.
Bell) that I shall make myself very unpopular in the county of Philadelphia, if I suggest a doubt as to the feasibility of such a judicial system.
He was now placed in a singular position by this omendmeut. If he
voted for it, he might be ranked among those who are in favor of destroying the independence of the judiciary, or of subjecting it to the sovereignty of the people. We had before us the example of the English
judiciary, and the learned judge from Philadelphia, had already exhibited to us there, the example of an independent judiciary established by
the tenure of good behaviour, before civil liberty was established.
He
(Mr. Bell) had intended to travel iuto that argument, and to deduce from
it some considerations in favor of the tenure of good behaviour.
His
attention had also been directed to the Constitution of the United States,
which was penned by wise, prudent, and honest men, and to the fact that
they put in that Constitution the tenure of good behaviour.
How was
this argument met ? Doctor Franklin, whose views of government in 1776,
weresomewhat Eutopinn, had introduced the short term system, and it was
agreed to be a decided failure.
But, after returning, with all the experience and the weight of character given him by his observation and
intercourse in Europe, he I)ecome a member of the Conveution which
formed the fedma Constitution, and agreed lo the tenure of good behaviour. Have we heard :I whisper against the tenure established by the
Constitution of the United States ? No sir. There sit the federal
judges, clothed with life tenures, raised high above the people, and amenable only to impeachment.
What is the answer to all this? Why, it
is said, that there is a difference between the federal and the state government, ‘in regard to the duties, power, and responsibility of the judiciary.
Where is this difference ? Gentlemen say that the federal judiciary has
to pass jutgment upon high political topics -on questions connected with
the operatrons of the departments of the federal aud state governments,
and therefore, ought not to be subjected to any responsibility,
except,
through an impeachment.
But, am I to be told that the judiciary of
Pennsylvania,
has no power to pass upon questions comiected with
political subjects ? Have they not jurisdiction in all possible cases,
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where there is a complaint that the legislative branch of the state government has transcended its power ? Can this be denied 1 Have not the
judiciary of Pennsylvania repeatedly passed over questions of Constitutional lam ? Where then is the difference between the federal and the
state judiciary, which should render necessary and proper this difference
of tenure ! Why should independence be necessary for one, and not
for tile other? As both stand on the same ground, why should not indepentleuce of action aud decision be as necessary to the judiciary of Pennsylvania as to the federal judiciary ?
The C’onvention then rose, reported progress : an&
The Convention adjourned.

WEDNESDAY,

NOVEIBER 1, 1837.

?Jr. FLEXINO, of Lycoming, submitted the following resolution, which
was iaid on the table for future consideration, viz :
‘6Resobed, That this Convention will adjourn on the 30th instant, to meet in
the city of Philadelphin, cm Monday, the 4th df lkcendwr

nest.”

Mr. COCHRAN, of Lancaster, submitted the following resolution, which
was iaid on the table for future consideration, viz :
“Kevo!tcrl, That a committee be apl>ointedfor the purl~osc of ascertainin:, and
reporting to this Convention, previousto the instant, thr most eligible @acefor the
session of this Convention, during the session of the State Legislature.”

FIFTH ARTICLE.
The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. M'SHERRY
in the chair, on the report of the committee to whom
was referred the fifth article of the Constitution.
The question being on the amendment of Mr. WOODWARD, as amended
by the substitution of the proposiriou of kIr. E)ICIiET, ma&g it to read
as fotlcws :
"SECT.
2. The judges of the supreme court, of the several courts of
common pleas, and of such other courts of record as are, or shall be,
established by law, shall be nominated by the Governor, and by and with
the consent of the senate, appointed and commissioned by him.
The
judges of the supreme court shall hold their offices for the term of fifteen
years, if they shall so long behave themselves well. The president judges
of the several courts of common pleas, and of such other courts of record
as are, or shall be, established by lam, -and all other judges required to be
learned in the law, shall hold their offices for the term of ten years, if
The associate judges
they shall so long behave themselves well.
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of the court of common pleas shall hold their offices for the term of five
years, if they shall so long behave themselves well. But for any reasonable cause, which shall not be sufficient ground of impeachment, the
Governor mav remove any of them, on the address of two-thirds of
‘Ike judges of the supreme court, and
each branch oi‘ the Legislature.
the presidents of the several courts of common pleas, shall, at stated
times, receive for their services an adequate compensation, to be fixed by
law,-which
shall not be diminished during their continuance in office,
but they shall receive no fees or perquisites of office, nor hold any other
06ice of profit under this Commonwealth.”
of the county of Philadelphia, said, as the gentleman
Blr. BROWN,
from Chester, (Mr. Bell) did not seem disposed to avail himself of his
privilege of the floor, he would trouble the committee with a few words.
Although the question had somewhat changed its character, since yesterday, still the great queslion of principle was not compromitted.
The
question of a term of years, was still the question open for discussion.
Supposing that those who have asserted that the life tenure, or tenure of
good behavior, which is, in effect, the same, is necessary to the independence of the judiciary ; still adhere to this opinion, he tl!ought
other reasons might be given, besides those already so ably answered by
the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) to show why that was
not neceseary,- and that, the people of Pennsylvania had never been
satisfied with this feature of their Coustitution, and that they had its
reform especialiy in view, when they called this Convention.
It was to
this last poiut iu the debate, that he would more particularly call their
attention, as it had been asserted by the gentleman from Philadelphia,
(Judge Hopkinson) and others, that if it could be shown that the people
of Pennsylvania required this reform, they would offer no further opposition.
In the first place, then, said Mr. 13. he mould show that this subject of
the life tenure had not now been agitated for the first time, but that it had
excited the attention of the people, and had loudly been complained of,
from shortly after the adoption of this Constitution, until the calling of
The voice of the people had spoken in reference to it
this Convention.
-not from town meetings, only , which it was the practice of some gentlelhen here to speak lightly of, but, however, they might be disposed to disregard these meetings, it was probable that, in assemblages of this character, where citizens meet face to face, and one man’s countenance
sharpened that of another, public sentiment would most correctly develope
itself.
He was not,, however, about to show t,hat town meetings had had
any influence in bringing this question into the position in which it now
stood. He would waive that point, and bring other evidence-petitions
from the people, and solemn decisions of the legislature,-the
proceedings
of which body designated the complaint, and the remedy that should be
applied.
He had before him a petition, which was presented to the legis.
lature as early as the year 1805. The learned gentleman from Philadelphia, (Judge Hopkmson) said, that he had never heard of any ejections
to this feature in the Constitution, until he came here. He (Mr. B.)
could not but express his surprise . that this petition should have escaped
the vigilant research of that gentleman.
The petkioners, in the petition
to which he referred, held this language :
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(AMr. Brown here read from a petition, praying such reform of the
judiciary system, as woulcl render it less complex, prolix and espensive ;
and enable the citizens to provide justice without sale, denial or delays.
and complaining particularly of the existing tenure of the judicial oftice.]
This was the language of the people of Pennsylvania, or at least of a
part of them, in 1805, as is shown in the journal of the legislative
proceedings of that year. This then, is no new cry, growing out of the
new fangled notions of government, which are supposed to prevail at the
present ky.
The feeling had grown up in Pennsylvania, with the growth
of those republican principles, which had produced this Convention : and
it was not to be now cried down as a. thing of radical growth. It did
Dot
spring from any sudden excitement of popular opinion, carrl-ing all
before it ; but had crown up out of the eirecls of this system, sikx the
He would now &OK the comestablishment of ths Commonwealth,
miltee what had been the course of the proceedings and petitions on this
subject since 1805. He would read from the journal of theeq legislature,
an extract from 3 preamble and resolution 8, offered by Messrs. Andrews
and Dingman, February 14, 1812.
In the preamble it is said : 4‘ The removal of officers, w!lo are commissioned during good hehnviour, (or without limitation of time,) by an
application to the legislature, has always been attended with great
dificultp, delay aud expense ; and, in nlany instances, of abuse of power,
the citizens have borne injury rather than seek redress under difficulties
that appeared unsurmountable, and when, if the tenure of the oflice had
been for a short period, the exclusion of the officer would, without expense
?O the state or the people, have been natural and easy.”
And the fourth resolution is in these words :
“ 4th. The judges of the supreme court and the president and associate judges of the courts of comtnon pleas: shall be commissioned for,
and remain in oflice seven ~-ears, if they shall so lol:,g behave themselves
well.”
These views seemed, nearly in the same wori:s, to have been laid down,
in every expression of public opinion, from that time to the present. The
subject was passed by at the time. He held in his hand a petition presented in ISlO, similar to others from ether plrts of the Commonwraith.
The petitioners here sav, ‘6 that iudgtls of the supretne court and courts
of common pleas, and justices of the peace, shouId hold their &ices
during life, or what is tertned good behaviour, is a principle hostilr to
and nreconcilahle with, every idea of civil liberty.”
That, therefore, was the opinion of a considerable portion of the people
in 1810. What was on record in the report of the legislative procredings
of that day. It would be found that Nr. Darlington, of Chester, presented several petitions calling for reforms. The petitioners used this language.
[Mr. 13. here read from a petition, containing similar opinions with
those above quoted.]
Then came the proceedings of the legislature in 1810, and 1811. He
did not find one word here against the proposed amendments, but the
question was simply, whether that legislature was justified in calling a
Convention,
In 1821 and 1822, the same subject was agitated. There
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were petitions, at that time on the subject, from which he would read a
passage.
[Mr. B. again referred to some petitions in his hand, from which he
read estracts suitable to his argument.]
A motion was made by Mr. Tarr and Mr. Ritner, to refer the petitions.
Among the yeas on the question, the present Chief Magistrate recorded
his name. Thus, it appeared, the subject was still continued before the
legislature.
In the next place, he would come to the years 1823 and
1824. He wished ta shew that the subject had never been lost sight of
The journals of the house contained
by the people of Pennsylvania.
the following record :
1623, December 16.- A motion was made by Mr. Audenried and
Mr. Roberts, and read as follows : Whereas, the Constitution of this
Commonwealth,
has upon trial of more than thirty years been found
defective in some of its provisions, particularly too extensive and uncontrolled a power of appointment, and too undefined and unlimited a discretion as to the number of justices of the peace that he may commission,
as well as in giving to these and other judicial oficers, too permanent (II
Therefore,
tenure of oflce, kc.
*
*
*
Be it Resolved, That a committee be appointed to inquire into the
expediency of bringing in a bill, with such provisions as will enable the
,people to vote at the next general election, for or against a Convention to
revise and amend the Constitution of this Commonwealth, thereby to
ascertain whether the people, the source of all power, are favorably disposed to such a call.
This resolution was taken up February 2d, 1824, and adopted. Yeas
67, nays 18.
Among the yeas were to be found the names of the present Chief
Magistrate, and other conspicuous gentlemen of this day. It appears that,
afterwards, this committee reported that he Constitution of 1790
was superior to that of 1776. They say :-“ It will be as little denied
that strong defects still exist in our frame of government.
This began
very seriously to be felt on a trial of ten years. A further trial of
twenty years has constantly been adding to the proofs of its imperfections.”
They then go on at large to shew how it is defective. The proceedings were continued and a bill was reported.
He could not discover that
L this bill was called up again. The next notice to which he would calI
the attention of the committee was i@ 1824 and 1625. The subject, it
would be remarked, was never lost sight of. We find there on the
journals the following :-CC March 22d, 1825, the house resumed the
third reading of the bill, No. 117, entitled “ an act for ascertaining the
opinion of the people of this Commonwealth, relative to the call of a
And on the question, shall the same pass? The yeas
Convention.”
were 48, nays 40.
Among those who voted for this measure, was to be found our present
Chief Magistrate, who seemed always to have had reform at his heart.
All the gentlemen from Washington county were also in the same position
throughout, never losing sight of this great reform : and now we had
some of these gentlemen on this floor--Messrs. Kerr, Ritter, Steriggre,
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Mann, who all voted in favor of this Convention.
He cou!d not find a
man opposing a Convention, who had a seat here. What were the
reasons given by those who refused to cn!! a Convention 1 We had no
record of debates before us from which we could obtain men’s opinions.,
but we had a protest, from which he would read an extract. The
protesters say :
6‘ We, the undersi,gned, members of the legislature having voted against
the passage of the btll, entitled “ an act for ascertaining the opinion of the
people of this Commonwealth relative to the call of a Couvention,” avail
ourselves of the right of putting our reasons for so doing on the journa!s,
We view this bill as one of momentous importance.
We hold these
in the
principles to be correct and sacred, ‘6 that all power is i&rent
people, and all free goverrmienrs are iustituted for their peace and happtness. For the advancetnent of these ends, they have at ali times, an
inalienable and indefeasible right to alter, reform or abolislt their govern‘l’he people alone
ment in such manner as they may think proper.”
have the power to alter, reform or abolish their government. We conceive
the measure for a call of a Convention for this purpose, should origittaee
with the people themselves, and not with their representatives, whose
power are limited and delined. There have been no petitions, nor any
expression of sentiment by the people. in favor of the call of a Conrention. In acting on this quesfion, we hold ourselves bound to reprczeni
the will of our constituents, but that is unknown : anli me tli<,relbre
cannot 58sume to ourselves powers which me believe are not de;egztcd
to us.”
Not, in a single instance, was it said, that the Constitution tves not
defective-that
it was ‘6 a matchless instrument.”
Kot in a single
instwxe, did these protesters shield themselves behicd the pcrfectibiiitv
of this instrument.
The! call was made, and we had been told that il 1x2
not been responded to by the people of Pennsylvania.
Wh3t 7~3s the
rexson they did not then respond ! It was this. The people of .Petmsylvania, iiring under 3 generally good Constitution, with some defects,
had petitioned for the call of a Convention for particu!ar objects--:o make
certain atnendments, and looking to nothiuq beyond those ob.iects. 111
the call of tho Convention of 1790, there had been no provision itltrodcted to require a vote of the people on the Cotl~titxtiott which might 1~~
formed. That Convcntiotl hxl ta!ren such course as they :hougltt mo?L
suitable ; mci the people had SC~II that Convention makit& atnettdntents
which they were never required to m&e ; not guided by an>7opinions
of the people, IJIlt takng upon thet%sclves to say t\-h3t go\-ernmettt JJ-:<~
best, axd then adopting it without consulting their consritueuts. Thy
thus transcended the I++ powers sonfertcd upon them. ‘l?herefore.
when the question w2s alterwards submitted to the people in 1825, rl;eJrefused to call a Cottvenlion n-it11 unlimiied powers. With this histotv
before them, they did vote down that Convention, because there W:IS no
clause in the act, requiring that the amendments should be subrni!ted to
the people. Here was the ground work of their refusal to respond to tl:e
This xxs the cause of the ctv of alarm frotn one
call of the legislature.
end of the country to the hther, against the changes T<hich would be ma:!c
by this irresponsible bodr.
The people refused to give the Cot?~~ttti~~tt
these final powers, aud t1:1s tvw the reason it went dowt.
D il.1 \re ,<ee
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the people of Pennsylvania giving up their object after this ? No ; they
were aware of the reason why they could not with propriety authorize
the call of a Convention with the unlimited powers provided in the act of
1825, and they saw still more clearly the defects in the Constitution
which required a remedy.
They went on, as Pennsylvanians always
will go on, until they had consummated their desire. Gentlemen would
find that in 1832 and 1833, the subject was again brought LIP. Here we
had been freqnently asked- where is the evidence of the objects for which
the people called this Conveution ? The gentleman from Philadelphia,
(Mr. Hopkinson) had said, there was no evidence on that point. He
(Mr. E.) had taken the pains to examine the petitions; aud he had
selected one from each county, and he would now call the attention of
the commtttee to the written evidences of the object which the people had
in view in calling this Convention.
He had found in these later petitions
that the same o$ects of reform were coutemplatcd, which had been
brought forward m 1805, 1810, 1812, 1822,1623, 1824, 1832 and 1833.
He found on the subject of this change of the judicial tenure, that the
evidence of the public opinion came from every part of the country.
This evidence was in his hand. The people of Pennsylvania had complained
of this life tenure LIP to the present day : and their whole course
and language ahewed that the judiciary system, as it now stood, was not
such as t~ley approved, not such as they wished to continue.
What did
they say ? They held this language :
‘6 It is believed that the Constitution of Pennsylvania might be
improved by being so amended as to diminish the patrouage of the
Governor, abolish all oflces for life, secure a more equal enjoyment of
the right of suffrage, and have magistrates and other ofl%ers elected
directly by the people.”
Such then was the object, and it was breathed in every petition. He nom
called on gentlemen to redeem their pledge. The people of PennsylvaIlia. bvould go with them and to the end. He now put it 10 the gentlemen
from Philade!phia to abandon this point. That gentleman had said he
lvould do so, if any evidence of public opinion could be sherrn. That
gentleman had asked if there was any one voice approving of this change
of judicial tenure-he
had stated that there was nothing on record-no
evidence of the fact, and that it was of no use to assume it. There had
been remonstrances and petitions, year after year, produced in reply, and
others might be fouud in 1833, and what was the substance of these.
He (XIr. B.) 1Ia d read one, aud the gentleman could look at the others.
It was astonishing with what unanimity they were characterized.
We
had been told that they all came from one mint. So much the better.
At the town of Boston, when the revolution commenced, a cry wx raised
against the oppression of the mother country.
The feeling spread, and
no matter whence it came, so it was responded to. The unanimity of the
response, in t.his case, shewed the purity of the motive in which it
originated.
The remonstrance in his hand ran thus:-“
The subscribers, citizens of lucks county, understanding that petitions for a Convention to alter the Constitution of the State have been presented IO your
bodies, beg leave respectfully to remonstrate against any such measure.
The citizens of this Gommonmealth have! very recently decided against
it, [in this, said Mr. I& they beg the question,] and the present disturbed
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state of our country and our own moneyed dificulties, forbid the agitation
of this question at present.”
The times, as it seemed, were not propitious.
The money concerns
of the country were deranged, and it was thought unwise to agitate the
people. But he held another document in his hand, a little different in
its charact,er. The language of this was- “ Our present Constitutions
have protected our rights and given us abundance and happiness. We
wish these blessings and that happiness to descend upon our children,
and not to put to hazard all we have acquired and all we enjoy, by alterations in our Constitutions.
The men of the revolution have died ; we
have now no Washington to preside over our Conventions, and as we
know not on whom the mantle of the illustrious dead may have fallen, we
greatly desire to cliug to what thei wisdom has framed, and not put to
hazard all we have acquired, by shaking our governments to t.heir very
foundations.”
Such were the arguments in this memorial.
The siguers did not say
there should be no amendments, or that reform was not right and proper.
They did not say so ; they have not said so. IIe might be mistaken as
to their views, but there was nothing like this in their language. He
had thus shewn that the sub,ject of reform was not oue of yesterday and
w-day.
It had grown out of a deep settled conviction of the people that
something was wrong, and no people could have pursued reform SO
unceasingly, if nothing had been wrong. Some gentlemen had said that
his colleague, (Mr. Earle) was the father of this Convention.
Where
was he in 1805 ? He (Mr. B.) did not know whether his colleague was
born at that time. Did the gentleman from Washington in 18~5, vote
for reform to please his colleague, when he was not known in the state?
He would rather say that his cslleague was a child of reform than its
father.
Having thus proved, as he thought he had, to the satisfxtion of every
member of this Convention, that the complaints against the judiciary
system
were not, as has been said by the gentlemau from the city, heard
for the first time in this hall, but have been made from all parts of the
state, continually since as hort period after the adoption of the Con&ualso proved, as he t!lought, to the satisfaction of
tion of 1790 :-having
even that gentleman himself, that the people have, at all times, 2nd
particularly
in calling this Convention, had this object in view :-he
would now call on that gentleman, (Mr. Hopltillson) and his colleagues,
to redeem theil promise, “that if it could be shewn that the people
required this ameudment, they would vote for it.”
He had proved it, he
said, not from your meetings, which seem not to be deemed good authorlty here, but which he regarded as the best exponent of the public will,
but by petitions signed by the people in all parts of the state, calmly by
their fire sides, clearly setting forth these complaints and the remedy, and
laid before the legislature.
He had proved it from the legislative records ;
and if these endorsers of public opinion would not satisfy, no human
testimony would.
Thus, at no time since the adoption of the Constitution, had the life tenure of the judiciary been acquiesced in, or given
general satisfaction. But are we bound to obey the public will, thus long
and audibly expressed ? He was not about to go into the question of
x1struct.ion. He knew the gentleman from Philadelphia was opposed to
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He had read the opinion of that learned gentleman at
instruction.
length, and believed him tu be entirely consistent,
The party to which
that gentleman belongs had always hkld the doctrine, that instructions are
not binding.
PeIhnps in some cases they were not. But here, for thirty
two years, the people had been seeking means to amend their Constitution.
They had called this Convention for that purpose, as had been clearly
shewn. Many gentlemen, who opposed these amendments, had also
But some of these were now here.
opposed the call of a Convention.
They had felt that they were under an obljgation to the people to come
here, and they should now be ready to Julfil the wishes of the people.
There could be no question on that point. The Convention had been
called to consider mbat amendments may be proper, and to submit them
to the people. We had been called to,gcther with these lights before us,
and it became OUTduty, according to tile best lights we had, to incorporate in the Constitution these changes which would be most desirable to
the people. Suppose now that me had assembled, we should ?ay to the
people- 6‘ Your Constitution is good. You have been laboring under a
mistake.
You suffer nothing from its operatiou : and we gire you back
Was it for this the people convened us ? Was
the Constitution as it is.”
it t!rat we should preclude them for ever from giving their opiuions 1
‘They had requested a reform, and we selld bxlr to them their old Constitution, and thus cause a new ercitement throughout the country.
Cannot gentlemen give to the people of Pennsylvania all the light and
eqericnce mhicb they have on this subject ? Can they not go before
the people, and tell them that tbc amendments proposed will be injurious
Will not the people then hare an opportunity to review their
to hxl
1
opinions, and to come to the conclusion that you are right, and they
wrong ; granting that your lights on the subject are superior to
theirs, and therefore, rejcctiug the nmeudments ‘! Or, should they still,
after mature reflection, aided by your
arg:lmcilts, a:lhere to their -own
.
opnuons, then they will be able, as tlley o\c$t to be, to adopt such amendments as they wish. In eitlier way, we discharge ollr duty, and satisfy
the people. How cnn me say that me will withhold frnm the pcoplc ai1
chance to pass ou these subjects ? Is it not ot!r rlilty first to @ve them
l&at they want, what they have asked for ; mtl then genllemeu can go
before tbcm with their own views, and arguments on the questiou. L)o
gentlemen har the people of Pennsylvnnla ! Do thev apprehend that
they are so firmly iised in their opinions
on t,his question, that they cannot be moved ? If so, then it is a farther reason why the peopl,: should
be allowed to decide for themselves, for they WC the only tribunal n-110
ought to decitle upon it. A powerful appeal Iiasb ten made to us, and
examples have been pointed out, of great men yielding to popular opinion,
aud Ii&g sncril?ed in conscqnence of it. ~11this may be true. But let
us look abroad in our own country, and see how many there are \~bo
have sunk in consequence of disregarding public opinion, and the espressed will of the people. Wheoever would undertake to disobey the
instructions of the people of Pennsylvania, had better look abroad, and
see whether any public man has ever been able LOstand agaiust the popular will.
No man has erer been strong enough, in this Commonwealth,
This is a dangerous at,tempt, sir, try it who may, to set up the will of
individuals, or of public bodies, against that of the people at large. It is
2A
VOL. 18.
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dangerous, any where, and especially so where the people exert so much:
power.
Having endeavored to show what are the wishes of the people, and
what the purposes for which we are called together, I now proceed to
notice the reasons why we should obey the voice of the people.
I believe, sir, in the independence of the judiciary, and will do nothing
to impair it, and I regret that my colleague, (Mr. Earle,) in his remarks,
yesterday, let fall a hasty expression, intimating that he was opposed to
their independence.
He did not, however, use the expressiox in the
sense in which it has been taken, and repeated, by the gentleman from
’ ) said he was for preserving the
Chester, (Mr. Bell.)
He. (YIr. E*drte
integrity of the judiciary, which is but another form of expressing the
same thing as their independence.
That word, integrity, might answer
our purpose ; but, sir, I am milling to say that I am for an independent
It has been said that the judiciary of England is independent,
judiciary.
because it is not under the control of the crown:-but
the legislature,
if I am not greatly mistaken , may control it, to a great extent. The
judges of this state, even under the present Constitution, are not independent of the people ; for, thcv may be removed, on the address of both
branches of the legislature. They, are therefore made dependent on the
If it was considered necessary, in order to their inpeople themselves.
dependence, to cut them loose from all human authority or control, why
make them amenable to two thirds of the legislature ? In some of the
states whose example has been cited here, in support of the life tenure,
the judges may be removed by a bare majority of the legislature.
Where,
then, will geutlemen find the principle of an independent judiciary carried out to the extent which they demand, and which their argument calls
for ? I will go as far as any one to make the judges independent of all
the other branches of the government, but I would secure their responsibility to the people. What, sir, does the argument of the gentleman
lead to ? What kind of independence is it that they wish 1 ‘I’hey will
not say that they shall not be amenable to some power,-at
least to some
Here I will read the language of Burke,
other branch of the government.
as quoted in Strory’s commentaries, on this subject.
‘6 Whatever, says he, is supreme in a state ought to have as much as
possible, its judicial authority so constituted, as not only not to depend
upon it, but in some sort to balance it. It ou.ght to give security to its
justice against its power. It ought to make Its judicature, as it were,
something exterior to the state.”
Now, are gentlemen prepared to carry out this principle of independence ? Will they assert that the judiciary should be so far independent
as to control and check the people ? This is not the independence even
of our present judiciary.
It is not a power, ‘4 exterior to the state ;”
it is dependent on the will of the state. This principle of independence may, however, be very good, under a king ; but it would not be
applicable here. It is admitted by all that, here, the judges are only to
be independent to a certain extent, and complete independence is not
asked for. What is laid down, in our own state Constitution, on this
subject, ie of more authority, than all the writings of antiquity, which
hn& been referred to. The Constitution of 3Iaine says, ‘6 Every person
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holding any office may be removed by the Governor, with the advice
of the council, on the address of both branches of the legislature.”
So, the Constitution of old Massachusetts, has nothing about anauthority, “exterior
to the state.”
It says :
6‘ All power residing originally in the people and being derived from
them, the several magistrates and officers of government, vested with
authority, whether legislative, executive orjurliciul,
are their substitutes
and agent,s, and are at all times accountable to them.”
Their ‘1 substitutes and agents,” have no power to control them.
This is the same principle which we hare introdnced into our Cons&Zion, though we have not carried it out in relation to the judiciary.
The
same doctrine will be found in the Constitutions of Vermont and Ne\v
Hampshire.
Di.iit, sir, the gentleman from Philadelphia,
(Mr. Hopkinson) says
t!:atl in this country,the judges have no political power.
When the
Judges
in England were dependent wholly upon the king, the gentleman’s
argument goes to show that they were stdl honest and independent
judges, in cases where the crown was not interested.
He says that even
.Jefl<is, though a mere tool of the crown, was a just judge, as between
man and man. The cases, then, are not analogous ; and, even if the
judges here had no political power, it would be no argument in favor of
making them irresponsible, and, according to his own showing, judges
may be wholly dependent on the chief power of the state, and yet do
Ins;ice to individuals.
The argument is universal in that case.
I am rather at a loss, however, to imagine how the learned gentleman
can say tlmt our judges have no political power.
We cannot be deaf to
the complaints so often made of their interference in the elections, and the
influence they exert over their result, in opposition to the voice of the
great mass of the people of Pennsylvania.
It is laid down in the Federalist, by Alexander Hamilton, that the good
behaviour tenure of the judiciary, in a monarchy, “ is an excellent barrier to the despotism of the prince, and, in a republic, it is a no less excellent, barrier to the encroachments and oppressions of the representative
I don’t know how far the representatives may encroach upon
body,"*
powers not belonging to them, but it is folly to say that their encroachments can be resisted by the judiciary, when the legislature can, at any
How easy it would be, m a contest between
time, remove the judges.
the two departments, to do that. The argument for the independence of
the judiciary, in this case, is then given UP, and its very object is given
op. Such a degree of independence might be very dangerous, under some
It is admitted that they may exercise their own will, and
circumstances.
substitute it for the will of the legislative body.
Gentlemen have argued that it is necessary to make the judiciary stable and independent, in order to guard against the momentary ebulitions
of the popular will.
But is there any change contemplated by which the
popular will may be enabled suddenly to sweep away from before it the
departments of the judiciary ? The argument is that the amendment proposed will afford the people an opportunity to infuse into the judiciary
+ 3 stories Commentsrieson the Constitution, p, 458.
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their own views and impulses ; and that, with so great an iufusion of the
popular feeling in every branch of the government, it will be impossible
to carry it on. But, sir, were it possible to prevent the people from infusing into the government their own judgment, it would be, in effect,
It would no longer be a popular government, nor a free
revolutiouized.
It is the salvation of our government, that the people can
government.
peaceably carry into all its departments their own feelings and views ;
If we asked for annual elections, then there
and this is all we ask.
would be some ground for the &&ration
that we are about to let loose
the popular will, to control the judiciary.
But, even if we were about to
ask that the judges sl~ould be elected annually, the argument would
not
hold ~good. The argument drawn by the gentleman tiom Union? (Mr.
iUerrl!l) from the unjust dec.,
*isions of the decemvirs, and of the judges in
There is no an,hlogy between our situation and
Greece, does not apply.
that of Rome and Greece. Paris, it has been said, is France. because
the power of France was clmcentratec! therein, So Rome was the whole
Roman empire. But here it is not so, in our extensive and thiuiy pop”lated country. Suppose an escitemcnt got up at Pittsburg, agakt a judge
there, on account of an unpopular decision. It could not proceed much
farther, wit!lout having ampie time to cool down. IIon long would it
reach the other portions of the people, and with
not be before it would
Ko dwhat calmuess and deiibcration \vonld it then b2 considered
L!cn, and wide spread, and ovcrpnwering excitement can ark here. s:ippose an unjust c!eci:iion be made in PhiIatle!phia, and that there should he
a great encltement ou accoant (:f it. &fore it would reach the monntain
tops, it must pass this v;JleJ;, where it would be subjected to the deliberate and cool consideration oi a l)eol)le ~110 are never excited, but in a
good cause. 13nt if it wouid pass here, it must still roll from valley to
valley, of cou5itler&
freemen, before it overspreads the state. T4ere
TFOiiId,
tliercibre, be litt!e clauger from this source.
But, sir, ws ask no such juclicinr? as is here held up to excite OKI apprehensio::s.
TVc ask one which it will take gears to change. Who
wodcl sav that tltc judiciary must be a power a( exterior to tile state,”
and co&o1 it ? i/au cannot control public opinion, if you would.
Those! who would seek 10 c!lnUge
Or t0 check
popular opinion, wiil only
give it strength; 2r’C,he, are a11 eyidencc that the people will cause
their wiii to be obeyed.
In C$eat Britnin, the king appoints the judges, and the kiug 1;;~~s
nlanvi ,vears ; under our proprictarv go7crnment, they were appointed by
the council, which bo:iy :ai:ltc:(i scv~n years. ‘I’hey apyoi:i:ed
the
jUdgC5
annually, aud tllCti they
were
rekp
ricpenrient.
rhc power
that appointed these judges, in both these cases, outlusietl t.hem. Do we
ask Yuch a judiciary :a~that ? Tilt judiciasy WZ ask, OiLtliVrS
the
Gorernar and the senate who appoint it, a~! it is to be passetl upon, at the
expiPstion of its term, bp a nelv set uf men. We ask not a judiciary
His
t!:at may be swept away by the iirst breath of popular excitement.
any one sllowu us that our judiciary. is more iudependent, a:?d more capable and industrious, on account of it5 good hchaviour tenure ? Many
complaints had been made agai;l!jt it. One of t!ie memorials, presented
in lbU5, gave as a reason for the c!!ange :? l’:e tenure,
that justice could
not then be cbtaiued from the courts.
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[Here Mr. 73. read an extract from a memorial, presented in 1805, in
corroboration of his views.]
Thus they assert that justice could not be obtained from the courts,
“ without sale, denial, or delay.”
I know, sir,-though
I am no disappointed suitor, and have no personal cause of complaint,-1
know, sir,
that many and grievous complaints have been made of the tardiaess and
negligence of the courts. Have they granted justice without delay 1
The complaint is not of their want of -integrity, nor of incapacity, but of
their failure to exert their faculties in the discharge of their duty. The
people complain that they cannot get their causes decided. Is it no evil
that they have to c;ance attendance on the courts, year after yex?
In
Pittsburg, there, were said to be, at one time, eight hundred cases,
untried, on the docket of the supreme court. Such an accumulation
as this must have arisen from a want of motive to action, on the part of
the court.
%Pr. DENNY here begged to state that, at present, there were before the
supreme court, at Pittsburg, only five cases, undecided.
Mr. IKGERSOLL. That is no gontradiction.
I%-, BROWN resumed. 1 spoke of a certain period of time heretofore.
The cases may have been brot!ght up, and the docket cleared, in consequence of the infusion of new Judges into the court. Seeing the situation in which the docket stood, they may have cleared it off by industry,
causeil, perhaps, by the anticipation of this Convention.
I do know, sir,
thoug!] this is a deiicate matter to speak of--that, at one time, in the
court of common pleas, in Philadelphia, it was impossible, after getting
a cast in it, ever to get it out again. But the industry of the present judge
had cleared away the immense mass of business before that court. The
complaint is general, that your courts delay their business unnecessarily,
and no one will go before them if he can avoid it. Justice, without delay,
cannot be obtained from them. The records of the legislature, as you
know, Xr. Chairman, are filled witb these complaints against the judiciary ; scarcely a session passes, without complaints against some of the
judges. In one session, I recollect, three judges were complained of.
1 will not refer particularly to those cases. But the grounds of complaint
were, bad habits, and change of character, in consequence, perhaps, of
the visitation of God, and perhaps of their own bad habits. They were
not such men as Pennsylvaoia should have for judges. In some cases it
happened that a judge was so deaf that he could net hear the testimony ;
and, as is often the case with deaf persons, pretending to hear too well,
heard what was not said. Hence it has happened, that, out of seven
cases taken up by appeal from one court, seven were reversed. In the
western district, we have seen a ju’dge,-perhaps
he may be an able one,
-throw
his whole court into confusion, and interrupt all the business, by
a quarrel between himself and members of the bar. In another case,and there is a gentleman here present who is my authority for it,-a
judge, after hearing the views of one of the council, told him that he
liked them very well, and requested a minute of them.
The lawyer furnished him with the argument accordingly, but accompanied it with the views taken by the counsel on the other side, supposing that they would assist the judge in his charge to the jury,
What
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was his mortification, when the judge charged the jury after the views
of his opponent, and in direct hostility to his own,-having
mistaken one
argument for the other. In another case, which he would mention, a
judge, after holding court eight days, tried two cases ; the sums involved
in both of which was ninety-eight dollars. That was getting along with
business without delay.
1, sir, as I have already said, 3m no “ disappointed suitor.”
I have
nothing to hope, and nothi& to fear, from the courts. But who can look
st the courts of Pennsylvania, and see jud g es, superannuated, or incapable, or negligent, and not say that it is wrong, and ought not to be so i
It is necessary that the people should have confidence in all their agents,
zud confidence cannot be withdrawn from any part of the government,
without weakening the confidence reposed in free and popular gorernmcnts, and taking from it the only power which maintains it. In consequence of the complaints thus made, some judges had been dismissed,
but most of them had been continued, though the people had ceased to
‘Ws had been the history ot’ the
cantide in their ability or inte,grity.
Pennsylvania judiciary for years past.
But look at those of our sister states, where this good behaviour tenure had not prevailed, 2nd si>e what hns been the case there. I begin
B-tth New Jersey, heczuse I was long a resident in that state, and I hrlieve the gentleman from Philnilclphia is a native Of it.
[Mr. I~OPKIXSONshook his head.]
At all events, he resided there manv j-cars, and is well acquamte2
with the history and character of iis judiciary, as other gentlemen
around me also are. Tlleir judges, elected for terms of five and seven
years, are dependent---fur a mere majority of tbc Legislature may elect,
and, al any time, remove them. The Constitution of New Jersey is twsvn
years older than the Declar:~tion of Indepentldnce ; and I call upon gentlemen, who know the f:acts, to say whether the records of the legisMure can show one sing!e complaint aqain,st their judiciary, but one,
and that was the unfortunate one which had been referred to hy the
gentleman, as producing an escitement, brcause the court decided in
The
opposition to the party which was the strolgest in the state.
people of New Jersey had never saw fit to relorm their judiciary ; nor
The people have adopted some xmendto complain of its ins:itution.
rnents to their Constitution, since it was framed, hut no proposition
was ever made to amend ihe judiciary system. ‘I’he tenure is considered as settled, and the people are satisfied. It has been argut=d
that good judges cannot he obtained, without the good behaviour tenure.
but the gentleman W:P olj!iged to admit that t&e of New Jersey UC
as good as any ta be found in in other states. I take it upon my>elf
to say, that there never was a time iYhen the best talents of the &eat
SouthJersey bar were not on the bench. Witness the Iiirkpatricks,
ads, “Ewings, and others.
Let us step across our boundary to Ohio, ihe oldest daughter of
Bennsylvsnia, and inquire what has been her experience.
In 1802,
Pennsylvania began to settle Ohio. The Kew Englanders also crowded
into it ; but the greater number of its early settlers mere Pennsylvanians. Did they go there and establish this good behaviour tenure 7
No. They adopted a very different course; and show me any parallel,
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if you can, in Ohio, to the complaints we have against our judges.
Show me any calls for an alteration of their Constitution to get rid of
.their judiciary system. They aIe content with their judiciary.
Indiana, another and younger daughter of Pennsylvania, took pattern,
in. making her Constitution, not from her mother, but from her elder
sister, Ohio. Have the people of Indiana complained of their judiciary,
and tried to get rid of it? i\‘o. Why do not gentlemen meet our argument, by showing that there are complaints against the limited tenures,
where they have been adopted ?
We arc told that Pennsylvania has prospered under the present judiciary system. But, sir, she has prospered not by it, but in spite of
it. Bnd have not Ohio and Indiana prospered ?
Did your judiciary establish your canals and your rail roads 1 No sir.
They owe their existence to the people themselves, through the agency of
Pennsylvania prospers, in spite
the popular branch of your government.
of your judiciary, and, for a series of years, she would prosper, in spite of
any government.
TAook at your young, prosperous and flourishing states
of the west, peopled to a considerable extent with those who have been
citizens of Pennsylvania, and do they copy the Constitution of PennsylLook at Ohio,look
vania, in relation to this tenure of good behaviour.
at Indiana, and look at Michigan, the youngest of your western states,
with a high Pennsylvania name at the head of the Convention, which
formed her Constitution, who has since been elected to the Senate
of the United States, did she copy this feature of our Constitution ? No.
sir. She adopted another tenure, and formed a Constitution which stands
an enduring monument of the wisdom of the people of that young and
flourishing state. He was not disposed to go back to pass in review
before this Convention, the authority 01 British precedent, but he should
endeavor to trace Pennsylvania feeling and Pennsylvania experience, on
this great question, and show that it is, and always has been, against this
life tenure, as it has been very properly called. He had examined the
legislative proceedings from 1776, to 1790, to see if lny light could be
thrown on this subject, from that quarter, because we had been told that
the Constitution of 1776 was a failure.
What part of it was a failure 1
Was the judiciary department of that Constitution a failure ? That was
the question, and he here asserted that that department of the Constitution was not a failure.
He called upon gentlemea who had made this
assertion, to put their hand upon the legislative document, or any other
part of the history of those times, to show that the judiciary system of
The complaint was, then, against a single represen1776, was a failure.
tative body, and a divided executive; and he asked of gentlemen to
show him the evidence of any complaint being made against the j,udiciary of that day. He had never seen any complaints on this subject.
Let gentlemen show us that we had corrupt or incompetent judges then.
Let them bring to our view the cases where the evils they dread so much
have been exhibited.
He called for the evidence-mere
declamation will
not do-give us the evidence. But, sir, why was that Constitution changed in this particular :- and he asked the attention ofthe Convention to this
subject for a moment ! Sir, we have had the Constitution of the United
States held up to us as an example to pattern after. He was aware that
the Constitution of 1790, was modeled after it, and we have been told
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that the period, at lvhich the Constitution of 1776 was adopted, was unfavorable to the formation of a fundamental law, and that the period, ab
which that of 1790 was formed, was favorable,
Now he was too young
to recollect that period, but he knew, front the ltistory of the country,
the ltistory of the mett who existed at that time, and the history of the
trials they had to go through, that the former period was better
adapted to that purpose than the latter. What was the history of the
latter period-the period of 1790. Was there not a power then :ct work,
beginning with Alexander Hamilton, to give to Ibe Constitution of the
United States, such a character as was not intended by its original framers. For the truth of these assortions, he referred gentlemen to the
history of the country ai that time. Did we not see that the greatest
efforts were made, from the formation of the Constitution of the Unired
States, up to the time that the elder Adams was removed from power, to
shape the government of this country, not in accordance Mitlt the democratic principles of the rcvolutioti, but to nialte it conform as near 3s possible to that of Great Britain.
'IYtus early 1~x3 there 3 power raised up in
this government, against the principles of tbc democracy of the revoln.
lion, and against the prittciplea of our free government ; and it was checked by the loud and deep voice of the people o.c the United States, by the
election of Mr. JcfYcrson, to the Prasitlett~ial chair. And, sir, that same
insidious power which then attempted to creep iu and give our institution
this strxtge coloring, and raise up a supreme power, ltigb above the people, is Lhe very same poxver \vhich crept into the Convention which formed the Constitution of 1790, and fixed this system upon us. was he
wrong in this ? He tbouyht not, and, as zn evidence ofit, he would read
an extract from a dissenting report of 3 committee of the council of censots, to show tbattbe Constitution of 1776. had worked well. ‘I’bese members of tlte minority of this cotnmittce, declared themselves apposed to
altering the Constitution of 1776 : “ Because that Constitution, with all
zhe pretended faults and itnperfectiot~s, which have been so industriously
searched out, and ascribed to it, by men who wanted an excuse for real
disarection or factious views, has stood the test of the most arduous trial,
at a time when vigor :md energy were indispensably oecessary, in the
execution of inertsures essential to our safety, among a people, of whose
purity in solne parts of the state, we cannot boast.”
Among the signatures to this report he found the names of John Smiley and William
+klthong 1I these men yielded to the Constitution of 1790 afterFindley.
wards, as we very frequently yield opinions here, yet tltey have given it,
but a short time before, as their deliberate opinion, that the Constitution
was adequate to perform all the duties required of it. Here these men
haye given it as their opinion that the principle contained in the Constitution of ‘76, on this subject, was a good and sound one, and that it ought
not to be changed.
now, as we haIre been referred to the Constitution of the United
States 0s a model to copy after, in this respect, he would take the occasion
to say, that even there he did not approve this principle of tenure for
He would carry the same principle into the Constitugood behaviour.
tion of the United States, in relation to the judiciary, which he was eontending for here. He saw no reason why the national government should
have the life tenure for its judges ; and he looked upon it there as a part
of Ihat principle, which a portion of individuals in OUTland bold to, of
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having a power somewhere so high and elevated that the people cannot
reach it. This principle was introduced into the Constitution of the
United States, !y those who had a distrust of popular government, and
an anxious desire that there should be some branch of the government,
beyond and above the control of the people-a something for the peopie to gaze at ; and that same spirit, he had no doubt, introduced it into
the Constitution of Pennsylvania.
It was no child of the early Pennsylvania democracy.
He denied it. The Pennsylvania democracy has
not now, and never did have anv allegiance with it. Look to the votes
311 your legislature,
wherever t&s subject of a Conveution was before
them, and you will find this to be the doctrine of all those who classed
themselves as acting with the democratic party.
He would now take a view of the effects of this tenure, for a period of
years, in the states in which it had been adopted, and this he looked
upon as a legitimate and sound argument in its favor. He would first
refer to the judiciary of the state of New Jersey, and he need not say
any thing as to the character of the judges of that state, after the high
eulogy pronounced upon them by the gentleman from the city, (Judge
Hopkmson).
Well, sir, it is well known, that the Chancellor of that
state, is elected annually, and it is a fact, that (%ancellor Williamson was
elected between twelve and twenty years to that office, without interruption. He was also told, that the Chief Justice of Rhode Island had
been elected for upwards of twenty years, by annual elections. In Vermont, in forty-five years, with judges annually chosen, they have had but
three or four changes ou tire bench of their supreme court. In Provitlence county, Rhode Island, the president judge of their court, has been
elected annually for twenty years. Experience then clearly proves that
the people know how to appreciate the worth of a good judge.
He was
not however, disposed IO bring our judges annually to be passed upon by
the popu!ar voice, yet be was not oue of those who would treat with
contempt, the popular sovereignty. as the gentleman from Chester, (Mr.
Bell) had expressed it. He (Mr. B) now had and always had a reverentlal regard for the popular sovereignty ; a&it was because he believed,
and his connection and experience with the people proved it to be true,
that if there was only one feature in the character of our citizens which
rose above all the rest, it was a deep rooted, fixed and immoveable regard
for the principle of justice.
He could not suppose, for a moment, if a judge under any circumstances, for the purpose of favoring his own election or elevation, was to
bind himself to give an unjust decision, that the popular voice would
approve his course. He called for the evidence, when gentlemen made
such charges as those, against the people of Pennsylvania.
He contended that the popular approbation would never be given to acts of injustice,
It was not in the nature of our people ; it was not in the nature of Pennsylranians to countenance injustice in any form. The gentleman from
the city, (Judge Hopkinson) has said, cut your judiciary loose from all
human authority.
He has told you that the judges are but men, $nd liable to be led into temptation and corruption, unless you raise them up in
this way, above the influences of the people; and the gentleman from
Northampton, thinks it is neeessary to give them money-to
raise their
salary, to make them independent.
He would ask gentlemen, if their
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judges were so liable to temptation now, what they would he, if they
were cut loose from all human authority, without any restraint upon them,
without any fear of the people or the popular branch of the governr:Jent,
and without any mot.ive to good actions 1 Hc: would ask gentlemen, what
they would be then? The gentleman from Northampton, has told you
that it is impossible, for any branch of the government to get ajOn%, wtthm
out the approbation of the people of the state. 1Vel1, sir, how is this
approbation to be obtained for the judiciary ? Why, by making them. m
some manner, responsible to the public will.
If you want to make a judpe industrious, honest and faithful, an,! to
keep him within the line of hi’s duty, never let the public gaze bc IT-ithdrawn from him. Let him know that the public are sclutmlzing his act?,
and will visit them with their condemnation, if they be arbitrnry or car.
This responsahility had a salutary effect on ali )-our other departrupt.
ments, and so it will have with the judiciary.
It answers a good purpose
with the Governor, whose duty it is to execute your laws. It is in T’n1n
for your judges to decide on laws, if you have not an arm somewhere tq
execute them. But is it necessary that this executive arm should be cut
loose from all human authority 4 Who would dream of such a thing as
this 1 Sir, it is at variance with every principle of our government, to
say that any power in the state should be cut loose from all human authoThe popular sovereignty should stand above all the powers of the
rity.
government, and all those powers should bow to it with defereuce. The
gentleman from Chester had spoken, on this sulJ,ject, of the contempt for
Now he (Mr. 13.) wished that voice to go from
the popular sovereignty.
this hall, that the independence of the judiciary is to be sustained by a
?ie held to the popular sorereIgncontampt for the popular sovereignty.
ty and he was not ashamed to acknowled,ge obedience to it. Lord Manefield has said, that it was not the popularity of the day, but the popularity
of the wise and the good, which he coveted. So was it here. It was
the approbation of the wise and the goocl- the approbation of his fellow
citizens -the approbation of the people of Pennsylvania which he clesired ; and he repudiated the raising up, in this free country, of ally power
above the people, beyond their reach and beyond their control.
But let
our judges receive the confidence of the community, let them not be looked upon with jealousy, but let them be supportccl by the popul-r arm,
When the judges know
and then they will feel a proper independenre.
that their acts are to be judged of by the people, through their reprcsem
tatives, at stated timeg, they will act inclcpendently, and honestly and.
justly.
But raise them up above the people, and then the people v-ii1
look upon them with distrust and with jealousy.
As an illustration of
this position, hc would refer to a matter, without meaning in auy way to
introduce into this debate a political discussion. We all know that our
Chief Magistrat,e deemed it to be his duty to place his veto upon a certain measure, without knowing whether it would meet the approbation
of his countrymen.
He, did so, however, and referred the matter to the
popular sovereignty to decide upon. They decided upon it, and sustainThis uot only showed that he was right, but that he was
ed him.
That is the
strengthened by the strong arm of popular sovereignty.
kind of independence which every man in this country should look to,
and which no man should attempt to disparage. But, whenever you
attempt to set up a tribunal in the state, to be governed only by its own
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will, without responsibility to any human authbrity, as the gentlemau
from the city, wished us to believe the judiciary ought to be ; you raise
UP a tribunal to counteract the intelligence of the people ; you entirely do
away with all incentive to good actions, and destroy the popular sovereignty, and the spirit of your free government.
The gentleman from the city, (Mr. Hopkinson) has pointed us to the
great names attached to our own Constitution, and to the Constitution
of the United States, and has asked the question, whether we are wiser
than those who have gone before ~13. He knew there was a magic
in a name, and no men knew that better than the gentleman from
the city himself.
His beautiful eulogy on the father of his country, was
but just and appropriate; but, sir, if we were here but to array great
names, as precedents for the establishment of great principles, or for precedents as to any thing else, we might find great names to support the
most outrageous practices which could be found in the whole catalogue of
crimes. A crime could scarcely be mentioned, but that you might find
great names to sanction it. This appeal to great names that is made to
us, may have its effect. The names of Washington, Jefferson, Franklin and Hamilton, were entitled to respect, but after all what do they
prove?
They only prove that great names may be arrayed on opposite
sides, on the great principles of government.
We have known a time, in
the history of the world, when there were great names arrayed on one
side, on the subject of religion- when there was but an humble person
on the other, yet truth being on his side, he prevailed.
He knew that
great names would have a great weight on this matter, but he hoped,
that great truth would have a greater weight.
If great names are arrayed against truth, and true principles of government, they cannot be oi
any avail. Why, we did not come here to yield to great names, we meet
here to examine great principles, to compare opinions, to look to the
results of wisdom and experience, to retain in the Constitution, all that
was found by experience to have worked well, and to reject all which had
not. Why, sir, great names amounted to nothing.
Look at the names
of your Clay’s, iyour Calhoun’s and your Webster’s.
Are they not
great names *? Yet, where is the great question of national policy, on
which they have not entertained two opinions within the last twenty
years. Then why should the charm which is drawn around great names
have any efl’ect here. The great truth stands before us, and let us judge
frnm it. We are not here to decide what judiciary would be beet for
Great Britain, or for the United States government, but to look back to
the operation of the system in our Constitution, and to look abroad, and
see the operation in the Constitutions of our sister states, of the features
which we propose to introduce into ours, and see whether they have
been approved of there, and whether they would suit us here.
The present judiciary system of Pennsylvania, stands condemned !~y
the people of Pennsylvania.
It stands condemned by the legislative
documents, and it stands condemned by this assembly. Then it is but
for us to look abroad, and see how a judiciary, with limited tenure, has
worked, and what would be the best system to give to the people of our
state. He had attempted to show this, by a reference to those states
which were made up in a great degree, of citizens of Pennsylvania.
He had attempted to show this: by a reference to the states of Ohio, Indi-
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ana and Bliclti,nan, who had rejected this life tenure ; notwithstanding
thatthey had lrft a state where it had esisted for many years. He must
Virginia
claim these states as bciu,~ the offspring of Pennsylvania.
might claim Mis:sissippi and Alabama, as being made up of her children,
but Pennsylvania and New England must claim paternity to the three
flourishing young states of the west, to which he had jr:st alluded. Alabama, he knew, held to the life tenure, and o:her state;3might do XO, but
he was willittg to ta!re lessons of experience from our chil<!rett of the
He had
west, for ‘6 out of the mouth of babes you may learn wisdom.”
no idea of those fine spun principles of government, which would set
up a power in the state, independent of ttlc citizens of the state, and
the supreme power of the slate. He would reject all those theories,
and judge bv the ligltt of experience, and the clearly expressed will of
the people o’f the state.
Mr. ISOERS~LL*
said that on this all important subjecl, it was his intenGon to have reserved wllat he had to say lmtii he had heard the views
and opinions of others, as he held his mind open to conviction, if $ufIicient arguments were adduced to convince him. His mind was made up
as to the principle, but, as to the practicable application of that principle, he desired to hear all that could be said upon it. He was anxious to
have the instru3ion of better ,jutlgments than his own. He had intended to listen to the argument of others, and ~oufd have held to thatdetermination, but that the unespected result of the adoption of the atnendmen: of the gentlemsu from Beaver, had placed us ali. or many of us, in
somewhat of a false position, 2:ld required of’ him to break the tesolulion
he had formed, and thus early to take the floor, and give ltis viclvs to the
Convctttion.
His opinion, in relation to this matter, was that the Constitutiou was wrong and that it was susceptible of, and required amendment. How it shall be amended, remains to be seen, From the vote he
gave yesterday, on the proposition of the gentleman from Beaver, it
w~ulti lw seen that he disliked that amendment, anti he was not now
sure but that he would move to amend it, when in order, by striking out
all after the word “him,” tn
. the fourth line, and inserting, in its stead, an
abridged, but substantial adoption of the colonial act of 1750, which
proposes a tenure, for good behaviour, subject to the revisory polver and
complctc control of the legislature ; he did not pledge himself to make
this motion, but he thought he should. Before he did so, however, he
would go into att argument, of some length, on the principles involved in
this question. He flattered himself, that there werem any members, probably a majority of the Convention, who are in doubt upon this subject,
whose minds are conscientiously inclining to cert:ain principles, and are
yet uncertain as to the proper application of those principles.
As had
been said to him, personally, by the Father of the Cottstimtion of the
------.~
-__
preparedby himself, will ho found at the end of the
[‘The s;mch of Mr.;. YGERSOL~~
volume. While courtesy and propriety required tllat the speech published hy himself,
should appearin the volume of dehatcs,the Stenographerconsideredit its due to himself, and necessaryto the connesio:1of the dehetes,to insert in its order,the speech as
reoorted. Thus the variouses&nations of eentlemen.inot embmcedin Mr. Innersol!‘~
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United States himself, it is but respectful to yield something to others.
and when we send our work before the people for ratification, we can tell
them, we desired to get more, but we got what we could get. He felt the
responsibility of the argument he was about to submit to the committee.
Eloquence was entirely out of place here, and, if he were capable of it,
he would not resort to It, and he must say, to take up the argument of his
colleagre from the county, in reference to the name of General Washing
ton, being introduced here, by the learned judge from the city of I’hiladelphia, with all due respect 10 that honorable gentleman, he would saythat he might as well introduce the name of the f’ather of his country,
with all the influences, which must attach to that venerable name into a
judgment, in a court of justice, as into the argument on this subject. It
was as much out of place, in the one place, as the other. Let us reason together on this subject ; let ns talk it over calmly aud dispassionately ; and he would be obliged to any member of the committee, or individual in the gallery, if the rules of the Convention would permit it, who
did not concur in any of the facts he should state, to correct him, so that
he mi,ght have the opportunity of explaining and uuderstanding tile quesBe was l’ully sensible of. the fearful disadvantages under
tion rightly.
which he took the floor to argue this question, because there was hardly
an unworthy motive which could be imputed to any man, but what has
been imputed to all those who are the advocates of any change in the
Constitution of our state. On the other hand, every lawyer must know
Why, if he said any thing,
that we speak here with estreme peril.
here, derogatory to the personal character of any of the judges, on your
bench, he was liable to be indicted, tried and committed fbr it, aud if
convicted, put into prison; He knew, therefore, in what peril he stood,
The iearnecl judge had said, in
and he felt the delicacy of his situation.
the course of his argument, that no man, however high, no man, however cautions, knew, but that at some day OTother, he might fall under the
judgment of the judges of this world, as we all know, all men will
With this precaution,
come under judgment in the world to come.
while he lioped that miserable feeling, called fear, was not altogether a
predominant makrial of his constitution, yet he must say, that he ackowledged he had great apprehension on approaching this subject. He was
fearful that he could not do justice to tltc: subject, because he could not
say any tiling like the wholc truth, in relation to various matters ; becnnse
he knew he must spea!i, with great reserve.
7’1~ learned judge has told us, and his opinion is entitled to very
great weight, that these men, by being commissioned judges, are not
transformed into angels ; that the judges were still but men, and therefore they being men, he (Mr. I.) supposed they retained all tliat feeling
of dislike, all that disposititicm to take revenge lor a!ly thing that might
be said of them, which would csist in the bosom ai any man. So that
we may be muile to feel auy thing which we say here-our
property or
characters, or our liberties, may be made to answer for our saying-our
childreu, onr posterity, each may be made to feel it, therefore it behoves
us to beware how we speak on this occasion.
This, Mr. Chairman, is a!1 too true. A good man will bc a good
‘rake, for instance, the late Chief Justice Tilghman, who
judge.
has received, in my opinion, only a partial eulogy from the gen-
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tleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter.)
I say, only a partial eulogy,
because too great a eulogy could not be passed upon him. I believe that
a puter, or a better man, never lived. He was in his sphere, what the
Emperor Alexander called himself in despotism, “ a happy accident” in our judiciary.
I do not speak now, however, of particular
cases ; I speak of principles ; for a bad man-and
there mtist be such,
for nature is not changed-a bad man, I say, may, some day or other, on
the bench, make me feel the course I am taking on this occasion with
Therefore it is that I speak here, as I would not
great inconvenience.
speak elsewhere, in conversation between myself and any committee of
gentlemen, where the public press was not superintending our proceedings, and where we might consequently speak with much more force and
freedom, than I should desire to do here. I feel all the disadvantages
under which 1 address even a forbearing argument to the committee, on
this particular occasion. Scarcely an unworthy motive can be imagined,
that has not already been suggested, as impelling those who plead for
On the other hand, it is impossible to speak any thing like the
reform.
whole truth, in its advocacy. In the first place, the utterer of offensive,
however honest, truth, might be indicted, convicted@id punished as guilty
of defamation.
And, even if that should not be so, still he must make
enemies of the most dangerous kind ; for the learned judge, the chairman of the committee on the judiciary, (Mr. Hopkinson) has told us,
that there is no man, who does not, some time or other, fall within the
power of the judiciary.
Judges, he says, are quite as liable as other
men, to unworthy passions and influences, and I must confess, that I do
not feel, while discussing them, the natural and proper freedom of debate,
in the effort to expose a system by views, unavoidably, personal.
I do acknowledge, Mr. Chairman, that I feel in some degree afraid.
I acknowledge it, and at the same time, that this is not one of the general
indications of my nature. I will endeavour, however, to do justice on
this subject, as well as I can ; and I believe it will be admitted, before I
have closed the argument, I intend to submit, that I have not done injustice to any man, although I may speak of bodies of men with some
hardness and disparagement.
As to the importance of this subject, I
have a word to say. I concur in all that has been said in that particular, by the chairman of the committee on the judiciary, (Mr. Hopkinson.) I will even go further than that gentleman has, and state my belief,
that the importance of this question cAn not probably be over-rated.
A$
the last summer session, I took occasion to say something on this point,
and I will now repeat it. We may compress the whole matter into the
compass of this single apothegm,- ‘6 J‘ustice, or the administration of
justice, is our wordly Providence.
It is the Deity on earth. All other
political elements, are but elements; but justice is Providence iupon
earth. It is the attribute of God, represented by man.”
It is, therefore, (continued Mr. I.) impossible for any man to entertain for this subject,
a more reverential and awful sentiment, than I do myself entertain.
The
patronage of the Governor, the right of voting, and other subjects which
must claim the attention of this body, are, to my mind, as nothing in
comparison with this. I believe, Mr. Chairman, that all the functtons
of the government may stand still, and that, if justice can prevail between man and man, there can be no risk. I concede, also, that judicial independence is indispensible to good government ; and, with this
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concession, I shall proceed to the consideration of my only postule, and
that is, that, in order to be independent, it is not necessary that a judge
must be irresponsible, or beyond the reach of the sovereignty of the
state, whatever that sovereignty may be. The gentleman behind me,
(Mr. Merrill) in an argument, which I do not hesitate to say, would, even
if the Convention had met for no other purpose than to hear the facts
which he has devloped, and the views which he has, with so muoh talent
and ability, brought to bear on this interesting subject, amply repay the
time which they occupied-has,
with great candour acknowledged, as
.I understand him, that the Constitution is not perfect-that
it is not accpetable to the people. The question with him is a question of recognizing
what he deems the over-independence of the people ; or, in other words,
he entertains apprehensions of the people, whom he fears to trust with
perfect self-government.
That gentleman and myself agree in the principle, but not in the details; although I am not sure mat we differ so
I deny, the virtues and assert the infirmities, of the Constitution,
widely.
as it now stands. I opposed the report of the majority of the committee on the judiciary.
1 opposed also the amendment of the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey) as adopted yesterday.
I am not very
cordially in favor even of the amendment of the gentleman from Luzerne.
I confess I am somewhat in doubt. I am disposed to be, and acknowledge myself to be, a thorough reformer on this subject, 1 am for reform:ng the Constitution as it stands, and for putting something else in its
stead. I prefer the amendment, as it is, to the Constitution as it is; I
prefer the amendment, as proposed to that amendment ; and it is possible that this body may yet suggest something better, or at least, more
acceputble.
I call upon the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward)-a
highly
respectable member of this body, and a distinguished lawyer of our state,
I call upon the gemiernau at the end of the desk, (Mr. Barnitz) though
not of the same politics.
I call upon all those gentlemen, who have
denied the virtue of the Constitution, as it stands, to rally to some rational
improvement-to
give us something better than what we now have ; and
I, ior one, will pledge myrelf not to be over-tenacious, as to what that improvement is to be. My argument, now, is to shew that we ought not to
vote for the Constitution as it is-and I flatter myself that I will so put
the matter before them, that there shall not be fifteen members of this
body who will vote to retaiu the Constitution as it is. I again call, therefore, on the great majority of the Convention, to give us something better
than we have now got ; and we should indeed present an extraordinary
spectacle to the world, if, after having ascertained that our Constitution
Condemned, unheard 1 as
is wrong, we cannot agree upon what 1s right.
the learned judge (Hopkinson,) says. Yes, if you please, Mr. Chairman, but not untried.
‘Phe Constitution of Pennsylvania has been tried
in the balance, and has been found wanting The people are unanimous,
or nearly so, in their reprobation of it. And, sir, I will even go farther,
and shew that the much applauded Constitution of the United States, has
not, in this respect, been satisfactory to the people. I say, I will shew it;
I will pledge myself to do so. I will not condemn unheard, nor condemn
untried ; but I refer to arguments to prove that my positions are true.
It is known to us, Mr. Chairman, that a great majority
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hers of this Convention, came here prepared to substitute something better than our present Constitution ; and I shall be greatly mistaken if the
votes of this body do not shew a very extraordinary minority indeed, of
those who are disposed to follow the learned judge in insisting ou the
Constitution as it now stands. I shall hereafter endeavor to obtain a test
vote or two, so that we may satisfy onr minds in this particular.
I feel
somewhat hampered in my argument. I feel the fear I speak of, not only
because of what may be said abroad---not only becanse of the judicial and
other power which may be visited upon me or mine, hereafter, out of doors;
but also because of the honorable judge (Hopkinson) himself, who is now
before us, as the chairman of the committee on the judiciary, and as the
champion of the Constitution of the state of I’enrrsylvania.
I have grown
up, in affectionate rcvercnce for his person, and deference for his judgment. And I feel oppressed by reason of all this. I can not do jostice to
the subject, for fear that I should say anything which might appear to be
in contradiction to the sentiments I entertam towards him. Owing,
however, to the peculiar position which that gentleman occupies as the
head of the committee on the judiciary, I shall feel myself bo~mcl, ir)offensively and with great deference, to notice some of the arguments which
he has brou$t forward.
I hope I shall have cwdit for the exercise of
great forbearance, as I certainly intend to exercise it. It is my purpose
merely to argue the matter with him.
I proceed then, Xr. Chairman, to the accomplishment of this duty.
‘fwo methods of approachit 1~ the subject hate been presented by- the
learned eliairman of the committee on the judiciary, and I shall foilow
The
his exm~ple. The first was historical ; the second argumentative,
historical part was laid down in chronological order. I should rat!ler hare
taken it in some more intellectual method, but I care not. I will endeavor to follow this method, and if I divert at all from the mere ,graces, I
only, do so because it may tend to clearness, to 2 better elucida:ion of mypositions.
What !lare we before us ? In this first place, we tl3x a!1 nations ol
antiquity and other nation, save our own. In the second place, we have
Englad--and,
in the third place, we have our own country.
The question now is a mere qnestion of tenure. hd here let me premise tiiat the
question of tenure has been elevated into an impurtance, which does nor
belong to it. I believe that tbc system of jarisprudence is vastlx- more
material to the good administration of justice, th:in is t!ia tenure of o,%ce.
Nevertheless, the qwstion now before 113is one of tenwe, and to this I
shall address myself.
We have, then, before us, in the tirst place, the argument as to ail the
ln answer to this 1 will say, tb:rt no such tenure,
nations of antiquity.
as that during good behaviour, \VYM ever known unt11 t!le year 1701 in
England, (thirteen years after the revo!ution of lG%,) anti that no such
tenure existed in all the known world beside. Is this no :it’gUnient ?
The learned judge has not taken the trouble to advert to it, nor has any
other gentieman who has addressed the Convention on the subject, Snffer me to say, Mr. Chairman, that I should look upon him as a rerv bold
and rash man who would turn his eye back to Greece, Rome, F&ice,
(aye, sir, even France -of’ the jurisprudence of which country, the gentleman from Union spoke in terms of not the most pleasant k&-to
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modern Italy, to Germany, to Spain, and would deny the admirable qualities of the established systems of administering law which have obtained
among them, together with these celebrated codes, in all things except
As to every thing that relates to
in matters of personal controversies.
property, I have said all my life- and I repeat now, although I am aware
that I shall dif?‘er with nine-tenths of the lawyers who hear me-but I say
that the civil codes of those countries are preferablu, so far as the protection of property is concerned, to any thing which we can show, as connected with the independence of the judiciary.
I say, sir, he is a bold
aud rash man who will deny it, and who will not cendescend to look to the
wisdom of antiquity, and of modern ages too, and learn that justice may
be well administered by short-timed magistrates ; by dependent magistrates
-by half paid magistrates--by magistrates who are subject to all those
influences which have been spoken of here. It?has been so-it may be
so again. In reference, however, to all matters affecting the personal
liberty of man, I will argue that it is a thing almost unknown, except in
I will freely acknowledge that English
England and in this country.
justice protects personal liberty much better tban that of other nations.
But has not the subject been misunderstood and misrepresented even as
to this matter ?
But, Mr. Chairman, how stands the law in relation to the matter of
Who gave us that code which every lawyer in
property in England.
the state has groulld
into 111111
? Why, those very judges who stt by
the most contemptible of all tenures ; those very judges who hold the
office upon the mere pittance of salary, not upon the tenure of good behaviour, but liable to be removed at all times, at the will and pleasure of
the monarch.
Did the gentleman (Mr. Merrill) ever hear of Lord
Coke?
Did he ever hear whether that personage compiled any thing
~vhich added to thelaw learning OC England--or to the law learning of
Pennsylvania ? Did my friend ever read Coke’s Reports 1 I may have
over-rated them J but, if not, they are the scriptures of OUI jurisprudence
IJe sat by no independent tenure-he never
-not to speak irreverently.
heard of the teuure during good behaviour.
He was thrust from- office
without having committed any offence, and all the judges of those times
were li;lble to similar treatment.
They depended, for the tenure of their
office, altogether on the arbitrary will of the king. ’ 1We smole ntlegiauce
to Charles the first, and sat under him- then under the Commonwealth
-then under Charles the second-and so forth, under others, All the
titles to our liberties and our lands--to our reputation, and the many advantages of which WCjustly boast, ahove all other natioes, and, in short,
our whole system of property, are established by Coke nucl Hale and their
peers of those times, when not one of them held his office by the tenure
of good behnviour,
I do not now say any thing about the state trials referred to 1~s the gentleman from Union-but
1 set aside that excellent democrat, Oliver Cromwell ; and I say that Coke, Hale, Bacon, and other
great jurlgcs, never heard of such a thing as the tenure during good behaAnd when my friend from Union, (Mr. Merrill) who made oue of
viour.
the best arguments I have ever listened to, in point of liberality and intelligcnce- when, I say, he speaks, as he did speak in disparagement of
the code of France, until, bv charter, the judges were rendered irremovable, let me ask him what 1s the code of modern France--not the CI&
as given by the charter ?
VOL. IV.
Y2
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He did not, he said, refer in:
Mr. MERRILL begged leave to explain.
a tone of disparagement to the laws of France, or to the mode of the administration of justice in that country,
I had been admonished, said Mr.
M. by the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, and I avoided reference to the revolution in France, or to any transaction which took place
during that revolution-stating
that that gentleman, and all others, knew
more of that revolution than I did. What I said was merely iu answer
to a special reference which the gentletnan had made out of doors.
resumed. I accept, Mr. Chairman, with great pleasure,
Mr. IKGERSOLL
this first correction, and I hope that I may undergo many more before I
close my argument.
But I was about to state that, among other irregularities or infirmities
in my character, I have been always a Bonapartist ; and I call the gentleman’s attention to the fact, :hat the most splendid accomplishment of
Napoleon’s reign--that which will outlive the reno\vn of all his victories,
and which stands as the most magnificent monumeut of his reign, is the
code of laws called by his name-and framed by judges aud lawyers dependent on his mill.
While the rerollection of his~triumphs, like the
colors of the lain-bow, shall be passing away ; when they shall hare become eclipsed, that code will stand for ever as a monument of justiceGo, therefore, where you please, in relation to matters
truth and might.
Go to antiquit.y ! Go to England before the
of pure 7neul72arztd trrum.
revolution of 1658 ! Go to France at any time ! It is a mistake to supTo make a
pose that the question of tenure has not been over-rated.
judge wise, or to make a judge an administrator of wise or just laws, it
ts not, in my judgment, necessary that he should hold his office for lifeor at what is called an ad-quate salary or compensation.
Such, Mr.
Chairman, is not the f&t ; experience demonstrates the contrary.
Having thus disposed of the preliminary view of the matter, I come
next to the history of England in this particular.
And here I flatter
myself that I shall be able to shed some light on the subject
It may,
indeed, be borrowed light, but it will not be the worse for that.
The act of 1701 was the offsprin g, in England, says the gentleman,
of the revolution of 1698. TSndoubtcdly it was so. It is a noble scion
of that stock of human liberty, which was then for the first time planted
in that soil. “rill then, ajudge in tlte courts of England was a mere
deputy of the king-commissioned
to do his high will aud pleasure,
whatever that might be-a mere Zoczcmtene;ls-having
no authority, or
discretion, orjudgment of his own, and simply carrying out the high behests of his master, (I am reminded here, bv my friend, that James the
first sat himself in court in full state, and adjudicated causes.) A judge,
in those times, was a royal deputy, and no more-a mere emanation of
royalty up to that period ; and as the gentleman from‘Union (Mr. Merrill) says, before this time, in ancient days, amongst the Romans, a
judge and a high priest were the same thing-they
were elected-if
I
mistake not-and elected, too, by the Roman rabble. But be all this as
it may, let me come to the inquiry what the act of 1701 was.
This is
the corner stone of the argument-this
is the great principle involved in
this discussion. What was the act of 1701 ? It was an act by which
the responsibility of the judge was transferred from the king to the people. This was the whole of it-bacause who are the people of England ?
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The difference,
The people of England are represented as omnipotent.
in this respect, between us and England is, that here the people remain
entirely sovereign ; whilst in England the sovereignty is conferred on
the parliament.
And all which was accomplished by the act of 1701although it was a great victory which no man, with English blood in his
veins, can regard with any other feelings than those of triumph-was
this
-that
it transferred judicial responsibility from the monarch on the
throne to the monarch among the people. In like manner the French
charter, granted by Louis, contained nothing more than a similar improvement.
He capitulated no more than this ; that is, he said, in substance, to the people, I agree that, hereafter, the judges instead of being
entirely dependent on me, shall be dependent on YOU and me together.
He
He transferred this responsibilily after the model of the English.
was what was called a doclGnalrc ; he gave them a British Constitution
-that is to say, instead of the judge being dependent on the will or
caprice of the monarch, he was made dependent on auother authority.
And when my venerable friend who has been styled, very appropriately
I doubt not, the father of this Convention, spoke of destroying the independence of the judiciary, I take it for granted that his meaning was,
that the independence of the judiciary was to be so far destroyed, as to be
a transfer of the dependence of the judges from one quarter to another.
This, I presume, was the idea which that gentleman intended to convey.
Mr. Chairman, since the glorious revolution in England of 1688, and
since the revolution in France, what has been the nmversal tendency of
christendom ? The constant tendency of mankind has been to greater
fredom; to take from the sovereignty of one, and to confirm that of the
community ; until, both in England and France, greater liberty, in some
respects, has been established, than many Americans think compatible
I hold in my hand, Mr. Chairman, a
even with our free government.
late publication containing a very intere8ting article, and from which I
will presently read a single eloquent and argumentative passage. It is an
article which is to be found in the last uumber of a new Magazine, called
‘6 The United States Magazine and Democratic Review,” and the object
of which is to show that the tendency of all modern days- (and, I suppose, we should all rejoice in the fact) that the tendency of all modern
Europe has been to republicanism ever since the revolution of 1688-110
man doubts that the results of‘ the French revolution had been immense.
And no man doubts that the price paid for that revolution was cheaplow, for the great benefits which~hare been produced, by it to the people
-the
poor people- or, as they are sometimes called, the dear people.
Voltaire, speaking of Queen Elizabeth, says, she loved her people, and
then asks, with a genuine sneer, who else ever loved the people ? But,
sir, the people, whether they be loved or feared, have been gaining, and
those who have heretofore possessed sovereignty contrary to the will of
the people have been losing, part of that sovereignty which, by means of
perpetual attention has been going to the people. The people of many
nations have now become their acknowledged sovereigns.
I speak of
facts merely.
We have been warned against the mastery of the people,
by historical illustrations of its arbitrary excesses, drawn from Grecian,
In the instance quoted yesterfrom Roman, and from English history.
day by the delegate from Union, (Mr. Merrill) what was the fact 1 When
the people called upon Pontins Pilate, a judge in those days, though I
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do not know by what tenure he held his office-to sacrifice the author of
our holy religion, Pilate hesitated, and told them that he found no fault
in him, and what did the people say ? They said, if YOU do not give
him up to be sacrificed, we will complain of you to Czxar.
I beg that
my friend (Mr. Merrill) will take the trouble tu look at the nineteenth
chapter of John, and he will there find that it ~3s not from the fear of
popular violence that Pilate acted. The people, so far as they alone
were concerned, might have shouted at the judgment scat until they were
blind, and he tvould have treated them all with scorn, had it not been that
they threatened him with the vengeance of his master. They said, we
will appeal unto Czsar.
All other threats, save this, would have been
thrown away on Judge Pilate.
It was from the fear of Casar that he
yielded, and not of the populace, whom he despised. I request the gen.
tleman to refer to the account given of the First christians, by Tacltuc.
There is no fact in history better proved than that they were sewn up in
the skins of wild beasts, and were publicly devoured by dogs, to amuse
the people. And when, thrrefore, LIman called himself a king-because,
it will be remembered, that this was the ofliince of our Saviour--that this
was the crime on which he was arraigned, aud condemned to death upon
,--and in allusion to which the crown of thorns was put upon his
the crosc:
head-when
he said,that he was a king, ant1 the people, for that declaration, called for his destruction- it was well known at the time, or it \vas
soon after shewn, that all which the people said and did on t!mt occasion,
was the mere evidence, not so mnch of their own feelings, as of the feelings of the despot who ruled them. ‘I’hty thl’eatcned the displeasure of
we do see
Caesar. They threatened what WC have seen here-what
here every day. They threatened that which has heen mentioned here
They threatened something like the Jersey rase, \vi&
as an argument.
‘I’hey threatened the “ no Popery” cry, as it
which WC are all familiar.
is properly called. They threatcried that sort of punishment wl:j~h was
the only one in vogue in that day-the
punishment of the block. I\‘&,
in our day, Mr. Chairman, have substituted a II~UC!~more milk! and
effectual punishment; that is to say, we have substituted the b3llot box
for the block. It was, then, not a threat of people, but of imperial vengeance.
I come nest, Mr. Chnirmq
to the reign of George the third, and to
ihe act by which he propitiated the people of F:n$and ; I allude to the
act of 1:623--n subject, sufli!r me to say. which is not suflicieutly untlerstood-a subject which the highly learned and respectable qrn!leman at
the head of the committee on the judiciary, (Judge Bopkiuson) $~;li
CXCDSCme for sa:;ing be might, by looking f&her, have ascertained more
of the l~i~ilosoply of, thaa he lraa yet gi\ren to ilte committee,
i said, ai;
the outset of my argument, that I would shed blight light upon thi+ invesdigation. 1 trtist I shall not disappoint the espectations I have raised.
3 wil! ask tile attention of the commitxc, for a moment, to tlic 10th vol.
of Smollett’s Continuation, Wume’s History of E~~glaud. At page 150 of
that book, in his xcount of this event, you will find that ti.is was altogether a mere &air of salary-a trick of salary. He says :
“ In the beginning of Narch the king proposed a step for securing t!:e
independency of the judges, which could ::,,: .,ul
r. to impress tht subject
In
wirh the most favorable opinion of his royal candor and moderation,
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a speech from the throne, he informed both houses of parliament that,
upon granting new commissions to the judges, the present state of these
offices fell naturally under consideration.
That, notwithstanding the act
passed in the reign of king William III, for settling the succession to the
crown, bv which act the commissions of the judges were continued in
force during their good behaviour, yet their offices had determined at the
demise of the crown, or in six months after that event, as often as it had
That is, he looked upon the independency and uprightness
happened,
of the judges as essential to the impartial administration of justice, one
of the best securities to the rights and liberties of his subjects, as well as
conducive to the honor of the crown, he recommended this interesting
object to the consideration of parliament, in order that such further provision might be made for securing the judges in the enjoyment of their
offices during their good behavior, notwithstanding any such demise, as
should be most expedient.
He desired of the commons, in particular,
that he might be enabled to grant and establish upon the judges, such salaries as he should think proper, so as to be absolutely secured to them
during the continuance of their commission,” &CC.
Thus continued Mr. I. you perceive that the act of Ii’Ol-which
transfered the judicial responsibility from the crown to the parliament
of England-or,
in other words, to the people of England-was
in this
instance carried out a little farther by fixing the salary ; and we now
hear in what manner it was fixed. It is absolutely ludicrous to see how
the matter was played with.
CcThey forthwith,”
the historian says, “began to debate upon this
subject, and their resolutions terminated in a law, importing, among
other articles-that
such part of the salaries of tbe judges as was before
pavahle out of the yearly sums granted for the support,,of the king’s
household, and of the honor and dignity of the crown, should, after the
demise of his present majesty, be charged upon, and payable out of
all or any such duties or revenues, granted for the uses of the civil government, as should subsist after the demise of his majesty, or of any of
his heirs and successors. ‘I’bus the individuals, intrusted with the administration of the laws, were effectnally emancipated from the power of the
prerogative and all undue influence.”
If I am not mistaken, resumed Mr. I. the old gentleman had lived for
fifty years afterwards-he
died, I believe, in the year 1820. So that all
this vast independence of the English judiciary even in salary, did not
begin until, as I suppose, the year 1820. It was, however, a mere affair
of salary-and
it was a mere affair of that despised thing, called popuThe king of England was in the honey-moon of his marriage
lady.
with the people-the
dear people-and
I will presently show you what
was said of him, by one of the wisest and best, and most loyal of his
subjects. I do most anxiously desire the attention of the learned chairman of the committee on the judiciary, to what I am now about to read ;
and I think that i shall be able to shed a flood of light on the subject.
That gentleman told us that the complaints which were poured in upon
us in relation to our judiciary, (alluding to the petitions from the county
of Fayette) were signed by nobody knew whom-and
came from
nobody knew where. The learned judge has repeatedly and correctly
told the committee, that if there was any thing to be relied upon in this
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world, it was the opinions of men of worth, and that among the best evidences which we can have on this question, are the opinions of learned
men. I shall, therefore, ask his attention and that of the committee,
while I read from Bosmell’s life of Doctor Samuel Johnson, vol Z-page
115-what that learned philologist has made known as his opinion. And
I cannot refrain from introducing it with the remark, that Judge Hopkinson, or any other judge, by inflexible rule of law, would reject even the
oath to a simple fact, of any witness, however unesceptionable as a man,
proposing to give testimony, much less pronounce opiuion, in any matter
in which he had the slightest interest. The opinion of Dr. Johnson,
therefore, as he was perfectly disinterested, and, as he was undoubtedly
well informed, is entitled, according to the philosophy of this legal rule,
to much greater weight, than that of any judge, on this question. The
opinion was delivered in the year 1775-the eventful year of our revolution.
Boswell says, “on Friday,
April 14th, being good Friday, I
repaired to him in the morning , according to my usual custom on that
day, and breakfasted with him. I observed that he fasted so very strictly,
that he did not even taste bread, and took no milk with his tea;-1
suppose, because it is a kind of animal food.”
So added Mr. T. we find this gentleman of literary and philosophical
acquirements in the very best state of animal pleperation fur the judgment
he is about to deliver.
Boswell proceeds : “He entered upon the state of the nation, and
thus .discoursed :” Sir, the great misfortune now is, that government has
too little power.
Ml that ii has to bestow must, of necessity, be given
to su;jport itself. Our spvcral ministers, in this reign, have out. bid each
other, iu concessions to tile people. Lord Bulc, though a very bonorable man-a man, who meant well-a man, who had his blood full of
prerogative-was
a theoretical statesman--a book minister--and thought
this country could be governed by the influence of the crown alone.
Then, sir, he gave up a great deal. IIe advised the kin.g to agree, that
the judges should hold their places for life, instead of losing them, at the
accession of a new king. Lord J3nLe, I suppose, thought to make the
king popular, by this concession ; but the people never minded it ; and
it was a most Impolitic measure. ‘I’bere is no reasou wh!; a judge
should hold his office for life, more than any other person in public trust.
A judge may become corrupt, and yet, there may not be legal evidence
against him. A judge may become froward from age. A judge may
grow unlit for Ins oflice, in many ways. It was desirable, that there
should be a possibi1ii.y of being delivered from him, by a new king.
That is now gone, by an act of parliament, es-gyafin of the crown.”
Here, then, was the opinion of a distinguished man, who was as perfectly disinterested as he was well informed on the subject. And, he,
(Mr. I.) believed, so fat as he had read-for he did not pretend to vie
with the researches of other gentlemen-that
with one exception-the
opinion of Thomas Jefferson, it was the only one which could be brought
to bear on the subject. We might get the eulogy of Washington, we
might point to the apotheosis of that great man-we
might speak of
our admirable federal Constitution and the wisdom of our ancestors, bu
here we had the whole subject before us, and here, too, was an argut-
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He felt that he must be a little
ment which was altogether irresistible.
‘personal-though
he meant no offence-to the learned judge, (Mr. Hopkinson.)
If his argument were a little nrl hominem in its bearing, he
felt quite sure that gentleman would excuse him. Suppose that Chief
Justice Marshall and Judge White, had been called before a court to
test$- in a case, and that a lawyer should rise in his place and ask if
either possessed any interest in its decision, and it appeared that they
had, even IO the amount of one cent, the judge would say--(‘stand aside
John Marshall and William White, I shall not suffer the jury to hear
what you have to say on the subject-because
your evidence is calcalated to bias them.‘? We were (continued Mr. I.) to take the opinion of
that judge, or any other judge-for,
surely if he were a patriot, loved
justice, and respected and honored his profession, he would not act otherwise. But what, he would ask, was the evidence of any man compared
to that which he (Mr. Ingersoll) had brought forward in support of the
position which he contended for ? The evidence which he had adduced,
was that of the wise, the good, and the disinterested.
He hoped the
Convention would suffer time to explain the English system, for he
By the act of 1762, the judiapprehended that it was misunderstood.
ciary was transferred from the king to the parliament, yet the preponderating influence of the king, in all political questions was felt, as, for
instance, in state trials, but he did not interfere in matters of property.
He knew a young man, who arrived in England during the trial of Colonel Despard, a very gallant oflicer, and who observed to Mr. Rufus King,
at that time our minister at the court of St. James, that he had read the
report of the trial, and thought it very hard that Colonel Despard should
be coniemned to be executed for treason, upon such light proof as had
been brought against him. After listening attentively to the remark, Mr.
Rufus King replied-“
m y dear young friend-you
know very little of
England, and have but an imperfect idea of the power of the crown, if
you suppose that, if the king desired this man’s death, Lord Ellenborough would not carry his wish into eff’ect.”
Sir, (continued Mr. %.) the yolmg man then, is the old man who
now stands before you. I never shall forget the horror which this remark
impressed*upon my mind at the time. The royal influence, even at this
time, is still very powerful.
About the period to which he, (Mr. Tngerdictator, and
sell) had referred, Bonaparte, who was first consul-a
not emperor-requested
the Brtish miuistr.y to prosecute, on his account,
a man named Peltier, for having iibelled lum. They did so, and he was
most ably and eloquently defended by Sir James Mackintosh; but notwithstanding this, the man would undoubtedly, have been convicted, had
it not been for the glorious, manly, and independent jury who sat in the
box. The subserviency of the judiciary were on this occasion again
abundantly apparent.
We totally misunderstood the English judiciary, if we imagined that
it was irresponsible.
In his opinion, it was, in every respect, an
improper standard for ours. He would mention another fact which he
He had been assured, that during the
had obtained from high authority.
whole reign of George III. not a single judge had been appointed, who
was not on the right side of politics.
Yes, for fifty years had this been
.the case. Now, he would ask what was the English tenure? Why, it
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was literally what the act of 1701 proclaimed it to he, that of good behaYi0I.W.
There was no such thing as a superannuated or an indolent judge in
EngIand, sitting upon the bench ; for, the moment he became obnoxious,
from any cause, he was got rid of-pensioned
off. Ne had no hesitation
in saying, that, at least one judge in the supreme court of the United
States, and more than one in the states, would soon be removed from
iheir stations, if the vote ofthe people, and that of the judicial brethren,
were to be given. He enterrained not the least doubt of it. When these
infirmities existed, a reason was furnished for removal ; either from the
bench or any other oilice.
Excessive bad ha!)its, debauchers, gambling,
drinking, aud every species of crime ofthat character, and violatiou of the
principles of morality, all justified a resort, to the power of removal.
These were instances which did occur, as every lawyer here well knew.
In England, the pension svstcm rc!ievcd the public of men addicted to
these vices. The popular’ power was always in full vigor. When a
judge was no longer fit for duty, he was instantly removed. The duties
of an English judge far transcends the labors of an Ameriran judge. Ke
had no pleasure, no enjoyment, no respite from labor. He was, homever, allowed a good salary for his services; and when he should be
found unable, through age or other intirmity, to discharge his duties satisfactorily, he would retire and be allowed a pension. He (Mr. 1.) did not
know, indeed, he was not sure, that this was not as good a course as
could be adopted to get rid of judges, who, from various causes, might be
unfit for the duties pertaining to their o&e.
Perhaps, he might as well
mention what Mr. Madison once said on this subject: that distinguished
man said that he did not know but that the adoption of that plan in this
country, would be found bcncticial to the people. This, however, was
a relief, as yet unknown to ourjudicial sysiem, and probably would be.
It was to be borne in mind that English judges do not exercise that political jurisdiction, which was considered a principal function of oura, that
the House oflords, bv appellate cognizance, superintend all the judgments of the courts w:ithin the kingdom, and the king in council, as he
believed all those of the foreign provinces, it was plam, that the English
system differs totally, from ours, both as to tenure and jurisdiction.There, the judiciary, Influenced by the executive, was strictly responsible to the legislature, and the kind of independence, attempted by our
Constitution, which was an experiment, altogether untried, is unknown in
England or any other country, as it has prove{!, on trial in ours, a vicious
system and a failure.
Let us have the system of English responsibility here, and he (Mr. I.)
would go for it. The tenure of the judges in England, was during good
behaviour, and not for life, and their responsibility to the people was
complete. And, as he had before observed, when they were found unfit
to discharge their duties, they were removed-though
bought off-taken
off by a pension. The political power of the English courts, was little
or nothing.
Every one knew that an English jud,ge never attempted to
pronounce on the constitutionality of an act of parliament.
Was the first
judge there, a life officer? Did he hold his appointment during good
behaviour ? No, he did not, He sat merely during the pleasure of a
party : and the master of the polls also held his seat at the acknowledged
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political pleasure of a party.
It was not, then, at the pleasure of the
people, that the English judges held their o&es.
There was a wide
distinction between what the learned judge, (Mr. Hopkinson) seemed to
suppose was the condition of the English judicial tenure, and that which
really existed.
The judges, as he had just &marked, held at the habitual
pleasure of a party.
And, as a striking evidence of the fact what he (Mr.
Ingersoll) had stated, there were in existence, at this time, no less than
four chancellors, viz : Eldou, Lyndhurst, Rougham, and the present
sitting chancellor, whatever his name was, for he did not now recollect
it. These were the men, it might be said, who made the judges-for the
king, before he appointed a judge, always consulted the lord chancellor. The Duke of Wellington \va:+ the first to set the example of introducing a man, not of his own party, upon the bench-a gentleman of the
name of Parke.
He (Mr. Ingersoll) would repeat, that the English
system was not our system. It was an eiltire mistake to suppose so. He
wanted to see responsibility,
and independence also, in our judiciary.
He wished to distinguish between irresponsibility
and independence.
His opinion was,lthat the amendment of the minority committee, looked
more to the accomplishment of these ends, than any other that had been
presented to the inspection of the body-therefore,
he was in favor of it.
But if, iu the course of our deliberations, a better one than that should be
suggested by the wisdom of the Convention, he would support it. He
saw that his friend from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) had this subject much
at heart ; he felt sure that that gentleman agreed with him in the opiuion
that the Constitution, as respeeted the subject now under consideration
was defective. He would ask, then, if there was not some mediumsome mutual ground upon which gentlemen here, could meet and agree ?
He came, nom, to his own country-to
America, and he would examine first, our colonial, secondly, our independent judiciary
in PennSylvania; and thirdly, would take some notice of that of the United
States, which had been pressed into the argument as vindicating in principle, that of Penusylvania.
The mistake into which the learned judge (Mr. Hopkinson) fell, in
imputing to the colonial history of the country--the existence of the life
tenure, or system of good behaviour, had been abundantly shown by the
admirable view takeu of it by the gentleman from Union, (Mr. Merrill.)
The gentleman was entirely and unquestionably mistaken in supposing
that it was the desire of the people- that they anxiously and earnestly
wished for the good behaviour tenure, or that a judiciary, so commlsThese facts were
sioned ever existed in the colony of Pennsylvania.
clearly shown in the escellent speech of the gentleman from Union,
whicll displayed researches and developed truths upon this interesting
inquiry, as honorable to that gentleman as the candor with which he
treated the subject, and might be deemed among the important advantages
which this Convention should confer on the community.
It was quite
clear that no such tenure ever obtained in Pennsylvania, till the formation
of the present Constitution.
In Shunk’s collection, page twenty-four,
there was a note which might lead to a different conclusion.
It ran as
follows :
‘6 By the charter of 1683, the judges, treasurers, and master of the
JO&, instead of holding their respective offices for one year, are t@
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hold them so long as they shall well behave themselves in those capacities.”
He would repeat, then, what he had already said, that it was perfectly
clear, that the gentleman from the city, (Mr. Hopkinson) was tnistaken
in reference to the existence of the good behaviour tenure. The gentleman ftom Union, ]le thought, had placed the matter beyond all disputes.
Mr. HOPKINSON (interrupting) said, there was some tnistake.
Mr. INGERSOLL observed that he had tried the case of an invention
before Judge EIopkitlson, and pleaded the priority of it, which the learned
judge ruled as amounting to nothing, as the invention had never been
used.
bIr. HOPKINSOS supposed the gentleman (Mr. Ingersoll) knew that had
nothing to witb the argument.
Mr. INGERSOLLreplied that he would accept the explattation of the
He hoped that the committee would excuse him while
learned judge.
he read a few extracts from Proud’s History, for the purpose of showing
what the independence of the judiciary was in the time of Williatn Penn.
On page 305, there is this language :
“ William Penn, proprietor and governor :
“ To my trusty and well beloved friends, Thomas Lloyd, Nicholas
Moore, James Claypoole, Robert Turner, and John Eckley, or any three
of them, at Philadelphia“ Trusty and well beloved, I heartily salute you ; lest ayy should scruple the tertninzation of Prcsideot Lloyd’s commission wvlth his place in
the provincial council, and to tlte end that there may be a more constant
residence of the honorary and governing part of the government, for the
keeping of all things in good order, I have sent a fresh commission of
deputation to you, making any three of you a ~uo&m, to act in !he execution of laws, enacting, disannulling, or varying of laws, as if I myself
were there present, reserving to myself the confirmation of what is done,
and my peculiar royalties and advantages.
“ Frst -You are to oblige the provincial council to their charter attendance ; or to take such a council, as you thittk convenient, to advise and
assist you in the business of the public ; for I will no more endure their
most slothful and dishonorable att.endance, but dissolve the frame, without any more ado ; let them look to it, if further occasion be given.
“ Secondly-That
you keep to the dignity of your station, in council
and out ; but especially to suffer no disorder in the council, nor the council and assembly, or either of them, to entrench upon the powers and privileges remaining yet in me.
“Thirdly-That
you admit not any parleys, or open conferences,
between the provincial council and assctnbly ; but one, with your approbation, propose and let the other consent or dissent, according to charter.”
Then, in page 306, Penn says :
6‘ That you, this very next assembly general, declare my objection of
all that has been done since my absence, * and so of all the laws, but the
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fundamentals ; and that you immediately dismiss the assembly, and call
it again, and pass such of them afresh, wit.h such alterations, as you and
they shall see meet ; and this, to avoid, a greater inconveniency, which I
foresee, and formerly communicated to Thomas Lloyd.”
In page 308, he says, (in a letter addressed to the commissioners :)
‘I Of three tbings which occur to me eminently,”
after stating the two
iirst.
‘6 Thirdly, That you retrieve the dignity of courts and sessions,
and remove all persons unqualified in morals or incapacity,” &c.
This was the Pennsylvania idea of an independent judiciary at that
time. That there was a constant desire to obtain an independent judiciary
in Pennsylvania, he would agree ; but that was for an independent, not
an irresponsible one-for a judiciary to be independent of the crown, of
the parliament, but not of the people. In lW4, as had been shown by
the gentleman from Union, (Mr. Merrill) the judges were appointed for
two years, and so continued till 1706, when the dispute occurred between
the deputy governor and the assembly, an account of which had been
read from the curious manuscripts obtained by that gentleman out of the
archives of the state. The spirit which ran through that manuscript was
a noble spirit.
It was a spirit which had animated our militia, in the day
of trial ; and it was sometimes to be found in those who wore dirty shirts
and were without shoes to their feet,-and
which when found embodied
in the mass, he (Mr. I.) entertained more respect for, than he did for all
the selfish wisdom of the wisest iudividual that had ever lived or that he
had ever read of. Hc religiously believed that the voice of the people
was the voice of God. He believed that the mass of the people could not
be actuated by bad passions. That they might be misled by demagogues,
evil-minded and desperate men, who were ready to go all lengths, and
commit any excess to attain their objects, he was milling to admit. But,
to assert that a body of men could be permanently wrong, was a declaration to which he could not give his assent. ‘6 I think,” (said Mr. I.) it
stands to reason, aud is an ordmance of the Creator, that a mass of men
such as tbe learned judge has described, must be more rational and less
selfish than any one man; that they ace less liable to bad passions, than
any individual, and better endowed with instincts of salutary regulation
and self.preservation.”
Mr. I. observed that this was his opinion in reference to the popular
voice. The impression upon his mind was, that the people desired a
more responsible and independent judiciary, appoiuted for a shorter term
than the present. He thought his friend from Union was mistaken in
relation to the effect and operation of the act of 1827. Ac,cording to that
act, the courts here were to have the same jurisdiction as those iu England. We were told that, in the year 1143, all the judges in Lancaster
county, were removed by the Governor ; and in 1750, as we read in
Franklin’s works, published by Duane -the judges were appointed during
good behaviour.
No doubt that Franklin desired that the judiciary
should be placed here upon the same footing as in England-made
responsible to the people and no other power. Here he (Mr Ingersoll)
would remark that Franklin’- 0 works were much better published by
Sparkes than by Duane ; and, in 1759, we saw a display of the wisdom
of our ancestors. Here we had, what he longed to go back to, and that
was a responsible, independent judiciaryresponsible to the voice of the
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Give him a judge removable by the Legispeople, and no other power.
lature, and in the power of the people, so that they could get rid of him
if they deemed it necessary. With respect to what had been quoted by
the learned judge about the declaration of independence, he would reply
to all that in a few words. In the Annual Register, p. 203, would be
found the petifion of the American Colonies, iu 1774, to the king and
Also, in p. 220, was the address, and there
parliament of Great Britain.
Now, he would ask, what all these
followed in p, 230, a remonstrance.
documents prayed for? Why, for a judiciary independent of the king
and parliament -a transfer of the power over it from the crown to
Here (said
the people, nat of England, but of the .4mericxn Colonies.
Mr. I.) is the petition of the American congress to the king ; and the
petitioners complain that :
“ The judges of the courts of common pleas have been made entirely
dependent ox one part of the legislature for their salaries, as well as for
Counsellors holding their commisthe duration of their commissions.
sions during pleasure, exercise legislative authority.”
The petition was sigr:ed by most of those who afterwards signed the
Then followed the address of our neighbors
declaration of independence.
in Canada ; and next came the petition of American citizens ia London,
p. 230, in which the following paragraph occurs :
“The appointment and removal of the judges, at the pleasure of the
Governor, with salaries payable by the crown, puts the property,
liberty, and life of the subject, depending upon judicial integrity, in his
power,” &c.
That was the complaint, and the only complaint which was made on
that subject. He thought it strange-very
stran.ge, he confessed, that the
learned Judge should have referred to this rccapltulation of authority-to
What, he desired to know, was the
the teclaration of indcpcndence.
lalguage of that document ? Why, it was that the judges, instcai of
bemg depentlent upon the people of the colonies, were dependent upon
Who, he would inquire, was
the king and parliament of Great Britain.
the author of the declaration of independence 1 He who was designated
the apostle of liberty, and he was one of the foremost and strongest
advocates of a judiciary dependent upon, and responsible to the people.
That great man went even farther than he (Mr. Ingersoll) felt inclined to
go, and he was disposed to stop a little short. It VW known that he who
drafted the memorable document to which he had referred, denounced the
life tenure, as a vice and an infirmity in our system. The only complaint
which was made by Franklin, Jefferson, and others, was that the popular
control over the judiciary was usurped by the king and parliament.
Their idea of jucticial independence was, that the judges should be
dependent upon those from whom they received their salaries, aud not upon
those living elsewhere. In the book then before him, (said Mr. I.)-between the two petitions which had been referred to by the learned judge,
(Mr. Hopkinson) and not read by him- would be found some proceedings
in regard to the impeachment of Judge Oliver, by the legislature of
Massachusetts.
The only charge against that oilicial functionary was
that he received his salary from the king. He (Mr. I.) was afraid that
our notions relative to impeachment had changed very much since that
day- that a judge might take his salary from the devil, (he was going to
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say,) and it would not be regarded as an impeachable offence. He
professed himself to be the advocate of a temperate, considerate and
judicious reform. H e desired that a change should be made in reference
to the judiciary, and that we should take a fresh start. It had been
remarked, some time since, that we were then in the midst of a revolntion. We were not then in a revolution in arms, nor had we been since.
But we are, and have been since the 4th of March, 1776, and he hoped
we always should be-on monetary affairs as well as others. The fact
was, we had been trying experiments on every thing. All that he desired
was, so to amend the Constitution, that we might begin a new career;
and the way was, to cut out the decayed and it&m parts, and put something in lieu of them, suited to the exigencies and requirements of the
1
present times.
Mr. INGERSOLL,
at this stage of his argument, yielded the floor, and the
committee rose and reported progress ; and,
The Convention adjourned.

WEDNESDAY

AFTERNOON,

NOVEMBER

1, 1837.

Mr. FLRYING, moved to dispense with the rule, in order to take up the
following resolution offered by him this morning, viz :
u &s&e&
That thb Conwmtiou
will adjourn on the 30th instant, to meet in the city
of pl&&lphia, on iWmd:ry,tlw 4th of Dccemlwr nest.”
The question being taken, it was decided in the negative-ayes
36.
FIFTH

ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
~$J'SHERRY
in the chair, on the report of the committee, to whom
was referred the fifth article of the Constitution.
The question pending being on the motion of Mr. WOODWAR~
to
strike out all after the words, “sectiou secoud,” and insert in lieu
tllereof the report of the minority, as amended by the amendment of Mr.
MY.

DICKEY,

Mr. INGERSOLL resumed his remarks.
He had read this morniug one
of the few direct authorities to be found among the wise and learned.
He had quoted the opinions of Dr. Johnson. I-Ie would now add
another, which was worthy of consideratiou in connerion with the
In one of the letters of Thomas Jefl’erson,
declaration of independence.
published by his family since his death, there is the following passage :
“Let the future appointments of judges be for four or six years, and
renewable by the president and senate. This will bring their conduct,
at regular periods, under revision and probation, and may keep them in
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equipoise between the general and special governments.
We have erred
in this point by copying England, where certainly it is a good thing to
have the judges independent of the king. But we have omitted to copy
their caution also, which makes a judge removable on the address of both
legislative houses, that there should be public fclnctionaries independent
of the nation, whatever may be their demerit, is a solecism in a republic,
of the first order of absurdity and inconsistency.”
Such is the language of the author of the declaration of independence.
Whether these views were right or wrong, was a matter not of so much
importance as bearing on the argument, as that they were t!le opinions of
wise men, which the chairman had said was the best authority to which
we could refer.
Having gone through the period of our colonial history, he came down
to that of the revolution.
The Constitution of B77G, be would say
nothing about, He had already said something on that subject, which he
had written and printed.
He would, therefore, say no more on that.
He would proceed to the Constitution of 1790, and he was ready to concede to the honorable chairman, without hesitation, that it was the sense
of the framers of that Constitution of 1790, that the good behaviour tenure
was ihe proper one. He conceded this point in the argument of the
chairman without reserve. He conceded that the defence of this tenure
in the 78th chapter of the Federalist was able ; that the opinions of the
men of that dav were wise, and that the esperiment of a seven years’
tenure was a ficilure. On the other hand, he would ask the chairman to
admit what he (Mr. I.) would now submit merely as a postulate-that
what the statesmen of that day considered wise, and incorporated into the
Constitution, was an experiment, altogether untried before that time. He
had shewn a difference between this and the English (Constitution. It
was therefore an untried experiment ; aud all he now contended for was
that this experiment has failed-that it has not succeeded. This state of
the argument brought him to the analysis of the principle on which the
whole of the opposite argument rests.
In computing the argument on the other side, it would, in the first
place, be proper for him fairly to recapitu1at.e the substance of that argument. It was of that character altogether which might be called a
quiet title argument.
Montesquieu was quoted by the chairman of the
committee to show the danger of democracy, and the gentleman, from
Union, (Mr. Merrill) took us all the way to Rome, and to France and
England, in order to show that there was reasou to apprehend danger
from these concessions to the people, of which Dr. Johnson speaks.
Now he would appeal to the candor of these gentlemen, and he would
put in their mouths nothing which they did not say-he would appeal to
every one to say if the whole argument of gentlemen when distilled,
was anything more or less than distrust of the people.
I am not (said Mr. I.) speaking for popularity, nor to deprive any of
these gentlemen of popularity ; but, I am, endeavoring to address myself
to this experienced and highly intelligent audience, so as to satisfy their
reason. The whole of the argument, from begining to end, was distrust
of the people. All that the gentleman from Union, (-Mr. Merrill) said
of Rome, with the exception of his pronunciation of the name of Darius,
in which I differ with him-was
true. It was all true. But put the
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whole of the argument into an alembre and bring out the essence, and
what would it amount to 1 I do not say it is not true. I do not say the
gentlemen are not as good friends of the people as I am. I will do them
that justice to believe they mean to be 50. But the whole of their argument amounts to distrust of the people. All their argument goes to that.
Mr. MERRILL
explained.
He had expressly disclaimed any distrust
of the people, where they could act for themselves.
But in trying cases
he would prefer the calm and matured judgment of a competent
bench.
Mr. INGERSOLL said he was obliged to proceed in his course, step by
step. The whole argument was distrust to the people. Napoleon had
been called by one, a self-styled democrat, and by another, the democratic
The cry of aristocrat was raised in his name, to put down
Napoleon.
the most able, virtuous and honorable men in France ; and the cry of
aI no popery,” was made the watch word of the mob which Lord George
Gordon headed in England.
He would not say gentlemen, in their
doubts of their species, in their mistrust of mankind, were wrong.
He
would do full justice to their position: before he proceeded to grapple with
it. Their argument amounts to distrust of the people. We, (said Mr.
I,) have none of that. We are disposed to trust the people. It is in
vain to go into any argument in this matter. The chairman of the committee had solved the problem at once, when he said he was a federalist.
None (said Mr. I.) respects more than I do the honorable and consistent
course of that gentleman, but he knows the difference whioh has always
existed between the political creed of his party and that of ours. I think
the federalists as they once existed, a parry highly edncated, highly honThe man from whose let,ters I have read, (Mr.
orable and meritorious.
Jefferson) was for trusting the people, while others, as wise, thought that
the people ought not to be trusted too much. We thus agree to differ on
this question,
We have first had the question of conscience before us ;
and I have travelled through all the stages of conscience, tryin,g to do
what I could for those who advocate it, but they all voted agamst me.
He did not wonder at this, after the giant controversy between the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodword) and the gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) in which both members were right and both
wrong-because
it was a question of conscience and there could be no
reasoning about it. On such points man will not be persuaded,. He will
submit to be brought to the stake, beheaded, emboweled, rather than
yield an inch. In matters of conscience there is nothing to be done by
argument,
And so it is in reference to points of honor, as we have had
Men will risk their
evidence in the discussion of the questionof duelling.
lives on a point of honor. The gentleman from Adams, (Mr. Stevens)
had told us we might make all the laws in the world, and they would
have no effect, and if we add to them all the terrors of a future state, it
was of no importance.
Here is another of the great mysteries of our
nature, which is not in the Constitution, and perhaps not much in the
view of this Convention, is tlie principle of love. Can any man define
or regnlate it? Yet it has a powerful influence over us all, old and
It is implanted in us by nature. So it is with politics.
We
$%?$ to different sides, and must agree, as we always heretofore have
agreed, to differ.
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The argument resolves itself into a simple fact, and we cannot
reason about it. We trust the people ; they fear the people. This I do
not say ad cuptandum.
I meant it as a mere fact, and as explanatory
of the whole matter. I hope that gentlemen will not consider me as doing
them any injustice or arrogating any superior wisdom for our side of the
question. 911 the arguments of Alexander Hamilton, Governeur Morris,
and other distinguished champions of their views, may prove very true.
I dent say that they will not be found to be right, and we lamentably
wrong.
But still such is the Fact ; we are disposed to trust more to the
people than they are. We are for carrying out and carrying bac.k the
experiment of self-government; for carrying it back to the original hnglo &son principle, from which we have departed. I am for the
the
English, the colonial tenure. I am of opinion .-notwithstanding
contrary doctrine of the framers of this Constitution,-and
of one of
them in particular who ought to have more weight with us than anv
we might trust much more to the people without appr&
motive ,-that
hending any danger. They may be right. I am not sure that it may
not lead to anarchy and confusion as they predicted.
But with some experiencc and observation in the course of a life not short, and with some
stake in the community, P am for the establishment of the colonial system, the English system. I say that the Gonstitution of 1790, is a failure. What is the opinion-not
of the people-1
do not think now of
them, but of this Convsntion on that Constitution 1 Have they not, by
a vote nearly unanimous, attested it to be a IXure 1 It is not the question
now, what shall be done next 1 The vote of yesterday has put some,
perhaps all of us, in a false position; but leas not that vote said, this
Constitution is not right, and the only question now is what it should be.
I concede, first, that we are to demonst,rate the infirmity. and error of the
system as it is ; bat it is nearly a self-evident fact, and It was ratified by
the vote of yesterday, and by previous votes, that this instrument is in;perfect. I cwncede, next, that, having shewn the infirmity of this Constitution, we are bound to shew the practical good which will be derived
I agree that we must siibstitute something
from the substitntc we o&r.
better; something the benefit of which is not merely conjectural, but
I agree that
which will be apparent to every rational man ; :Uld, lastly,
we are to shew what is the will of the people in regard to this matterthough, as they will have to pass the amendments in review, I do not
so much care about that ; all we have to do is to submit amendments to
them, for their acceptance or rcjeckln, and they exercise their judgment
and pleasure in rcg:ud to them. We trust the people, arid do not doubt
nor fear them : and I sincerely believe that the voice of the people is the
voice of the Deity, speaking through them. They may be sobjcct to
caprice and to cxcitcment ; but takunq them in the mass, and generallq-,
their opinion is to be talcen in preference to that of any individual, liowever distinguished for wisdom and learning.
Every lawyer horvs
this
and acts upon it. What is common law 1 I call on the professional men
here to say what it is. Is it not the voice of the common people 1 It is
the law made by the mass,-and do not the lawyers appcnl to it as better
than their own wisdom. The opinions Of man!;ind, in all common matters, is decisive with all lawyers ; but when they come to high matters of
government, it is no longer an\: common law to go by. They discard
the opinions of the common people, and refer to judge this, and >Ir. that,
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to tell us what is right.
But I have more faith in the opinions of the
mass of mankind, in political as well as other matters. I hold all wisdom and book learning, as light in opposition to the sentiments of
the mass. So do all. If a question were pendiug now before the learned
judge from Philadelphia,
(Mr. Hopkinson) to which the common law
applied, and the principle of r.ommon law were clearly made out, he
would disregard and repudiate any contrary opinion of Aristotle, Cicero,
Locke, or even Washington, with contempt.
‘This he would be obliged to
do, and he does it every day. He assumes all that my argument begins
and ends with, that the will and the opinion of the people are better
as a guide, than the authority of any one man. The ouly question is
what is the will of the people ; it is diflicult to get it, because the people
do not, like individuals, reduce their will to writiuo.
The learned judge
has himself admitted that this will is sovereign-%
the highest possible
authority, when it can be ascertained. He said-and I believe I have the
words-~‘ no man is so mad as to set himself up against the will of his
people, when it can bc ascertained.”
What, sir, is all government, but
relative good, and what is all government but relative evil. The longer
I live the more I become convinced that the less we have of government,
the better for us. I think it is a great misfortune that we are obliged to
be governed at all, and the less me have of government the better off tve
What has the Creator given
are. What is all wisdom but foolishness.
no better than the wisdom of the common people ? What is the wit of
any one niau in comparison wilh it ? What is the wisdom of sages in
comparison with th:tt of the mass of the common people ? What, in
comparison with it is the value of all learning 1 The books are valueless in the comparison, excepting one book, and that is of Divine inspiration.
We differ in politics and in many things, and there is no reason why
we should quarrel about it. Some are disposed to trust t.he people, and
others not so much so, and there is an end of it. We have been admonished to be careful how we attempt to be more wise than those rvho
have gone before us. There is a diversity of opinions and me cant
help ourselves. But I will venture that a great many think as I do. It
is very possible that we may all tumble over a precipice and that the
learned judge and his friends will alone be safe,-but
we cant help it.
Our attention is called to certaiu standards, to which I must beg leave to
demur-to
Aristottle, Cicero, lsacon, Locke and Washington,-all
of
these great men. I have read with great attention and respect, every
thing on the subject of government, ti:at has came down to us from the
sages of antiquity.
So much am I enamourcd of Cicero, that I brought with me to this
place the remnant of his treatise concerning a republic-that
I might
read it, and enjoy it, in the original.
If the young gentlemen in this
body, to whom I have referred heretofore, are not wiser in their generation than Aristotle, I cam agree with them
What did Aristotle know of
the divine lights which the author of our religion has shed over mankind 2
What did Cicero ? Did either even dream of the representative principle
of democracy, which is so well understood by our children at this day 1
They were acquainted with democracies , monarchies, and aristocracies,
but what did they kuow of the representative system, as it exists here?
2c
VOL. IV.
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I cannot be governed by
They never dreamed of it, in all their wisdom.
the learning of hristotle or Cicero, either as a christian, or as an American ; neither of these learned persons ever knew any thing beyond the
I have heard a lady, who is a friend of mine and
Straits of Gibralter.
of the learned judge, say that she would never forgive that vulgar fellow,
Columbus, for discovering such a place as America, when there were so
many more fashionble and pleasant countries in Europe. There were some
politicians, too, who would be content with the wisdom of past ages.
The
Aristotle never, in his wisdom, conceived the idea of a newspaper.
art of printiilg was unknown to him and to Cicero. They had had no
&ass to their houses ; they never dreamt of a quadrant, or a mariner’s
compass ; aud if there was a Mrs. Aristotle,--as there was a Mrs. Cicero,
-she never had a chemise to her back, nor a pin to her stomacher.
Such things were then unknown, as shirts and pins, _4sherin, with Pericles at her feet, had not the common convenience of pins for her clothes.
‘We should lose all modern improvemenls In government and iu the arts,
if we stopped with Aristotle and Cicero.
WC are not sure that wc are
not earryIl:g our principles too far. We may be altogether in the wrong.
&t, sir, we are disposed to go it-as they say-and WC think that nothing is to be apprehended from it. If there is any one thing certain in the
science of government-if
we have learnt any thing from experience&en we think we must be right. I belon~~ to a large chss, sir,there
is a
call us radicals, low, poor, democrat, or what you w&--but
Iarm G class
of us.-male
and female, who go for ikprovement, and believe
jc steam, in gunpowder, in improvcmcnts in government.
TTe beiieve,
too, that over-government is rhe great error if ma!~kind---:md that selfgover~lrrlel~t--su~~~~ling
the people to govern lhemselvcs aild to guvexn us,
is the truest and sal‘est principle.
Ail this may bc desired by the geiltleww from UI:ion, and by the learned gentleman from Philadelphia, ant1)
i rZpeat, lhat it is of 90 use to argue the qaestioll with them. 1 will
Omiv Side tile fact. TIE learned clkman
of the juc!:ciary committee,
told us, with great confidence io the tlutjl of the position, tltat the man
who submits to be instructed by the l~eopte is a slave.
Mr. Hor~rirssos espiailxtl.
He had llot made the remark in the tonnesion which the gentleman gave it. Wlut hc said was lbat tha mall
Who surreiidcrs his own conscience arid jiidgtxent to another, is a slave,
Mr. I~;C:ERROLLrcsumedNow he he!d itI Ilis 11:uu.lt!le Con~:itution of the st;ltc of MiclligalL,
and in the firsr article and I\velitict!l suction, he fon!itl these wirrds : ii ‘rhe
yeoplc
shall
have
the
rig11 1 !ieel\-If to asscmLle together, 10 consult for the
common good, to ~~zsE~YK!
tbcir represcr~t;:tives, and petido:i tbczLcgislaLure for a redress I,( grievnilces.”
Ill t!lia Co:ietitutioti,
thcrefor3, which
is the last one that has been adopted in the Unit4 States, except brliarrsas,
&c right of insiruction is embodied a right of the citizen, a :igllt of man.
it is
!.\OVG he did titrt say that this W~.Sright-the
leariled jud$c thilllts
vuong anti he (Mr. i.) was far from aayiilg tliat t11:ilgcntlcmarl ~83s wrong
--all he said $1as that there was a division of opinion on this subject ; and
4~ called that gentleman’s attention and the attention of’ the whole cornx&tee, to the i’~ct that, all the old Constitutions of tlte R’ew England
slates, without exception, contain a clause recognizing this right, as a
He dir! ::-? say that this was r‘ight, hut
2x9r.creign and indisputable right.
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he did say that there were matters on which the people of this country
disagreed, a large number of them however, holding to it. It was in
vain then to tell us what learned meu bolieved in relation to this matter,
it would have no effect. Whatever Aristotle or Cicero, thought on the
subject, or whatever Locke or Bacon thought on the subject, could not
effect us in the slightest degree. We are here in another age, aud as we
conceive, to other lights.
We may be mistaken-but
still we must go
with the mass -we must go with the reformers of the day, and it is
useless to resist it. The argument of the honorable chairman of the
committee of the judiciary, is, that he goes by self confidence. The argument of those with whom he acted, was that they stood up for selfgovernment.
We think there is more intelligence in the body of the
people, thau iu this body, in a court ofjustice, or in any individual that can
be named. We wished to be understood as saying, also, that he believed
that there was in the mass of the people more urtelligence, more love of
country, less selfishness, less vindictiveness, less bad feeliugs of any
kind, and less oyiginal sin, if he might so speak. than in arty chosen
body of men, or in any chosen mau, he cared not who hc might be. He
had no doubt too, but the youngest and least iuformed member of this
Convention, had more practical experience and more political conversance with systems of government, and was better able to form a Constitutiou for a free government, than the best rnxl of antiquity, or the
wisest modern man, including Bacon and Loc!te, who has not lived within
the last fifty yeax.
A new work had appeared in England-a
reviewer of the works of
Bacon in which he was more highly culogizecl than he hacl ever been, yet
he still held that that man did not know so much allout the principles of
a free government as we do. A.3 to the works of Locke, he paid all proper respect to them, yet WC all know that au attempt to introduce his
principles of governmeut iuto South Carolina, totally failed. It was our
practical knowledge of government, which made LIS so much better
judges of govcrnmeut thau all these men, and he did not think that it was
arrogance to take this to onrsclves.
Ke came nom to speak of the principleP: on which this question is to be decitled. To tlcal with great uames
was a delicate subject. The chairman of the committee, has thought
proper, with that kind of eioquerrt eulogism which he is capable of dehvering, to Ix@ to bear on this Convention, the name of that mau V--~JO
ha* univcrsaliy been ac!rnowlcdged as the father of his country.
He
had said before that he thought that eloquence, emotion, or tllat sort of
influence, was quite as much out of place here, as It would bc to briug
the name of Washingtoo in the charge of a judge in a court. But he wa.s
not to be driven from his ground by names, or by the name of Washing
ton even. He had seen that man in all his coporeal and all his intellectual majesty-u pwards of six foot high and 01’ a ulost commanding appearance. IEe recollected him now. He could see him plainly before
him now, delivering his last address to the Conqress of the Uuited States,
with a sword at his side, and a kind of European court dress on. Sir.
the alluoioa to his personal appearance and his personal address, to his
fellow citizens, which had beeu introduced by the chairman of the committee, was introduced for effect, but it had upon his mind precisely the
opposite effect from that intended by the gentleman.
The first secretary of General Washington-he
was not now making any insidious com-
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parisons, but dealing with facts --when he came to be his successor, instead of appearing before Congress with a sword at his side, and personally delivering his address, sent his messages to Congress in writing, and
studiously avoided all those forms of address and appearance which his
great predecessor must have deemed important, or he would not have adhered to them. Now he could speak of a fact, and one which he believed
to be a fact, that if there were uow sixteen hundred thousand voters in
the United States, fourtecu hundred thousand of them believed the first
message of Thomas Jefferson, to be more consistent with the Constitution of the United States, than the speech of Washington.
He spoke of
the facts merely, and it was in vain to put them down. This revolution
has been going on, pop&r supremacy had been gaining ground. He did
not say whether it ~33 right or wrong -he did not say whether he was
for it or against it. It was no party question. But what he did say was
that the great bulk and body of the Americau people are reformers. This
was no party question. It was not a contest of the democratic party.
He knew there was a contest betmeeu them and what was called the antidemocratic, as to who should be the true democracy, but that had nothing
to do with this question, reform was going on and would go on, and it was
in vain to talk to the people about checklug i 1. As his friend from Philadelphia coumy had sai!!, it mil! go on in spite, even ofthe name of Washing.
ton, if it is to he quoted against us. It was shown in ten thousand ditherent results, and he would say that he was a madman who would set his
voice up against it. It was not a party question, but it was a political
question. It is a question in which the people must he the democracy,
and the democracy the people ; but it is not a question of any political
party of people.
The gentleman from Union, has asked how are we to ascertain the will
of the people ? Why, sir, how came we here ? Was it not the people
sent us here, and sent us here to make reforms, because the spirit of
reform is abroad. If it had not been, we woald not now have been here.
Well we are here to make the proper amendments to our Constitution, and
they are there to revise what we do? and it appeared to him to be a mere
waste of time to be arguing upon such matters. Can there be a doubt on
this subject of the judiciary, that it was not unsatisfactory to the people ?
He appealed to the quarrel of the speaker and house of representatives,
with the Governor, to the Constitution of 1790, and the constaut stream
of petitions from that time, for a change, to the act of the legislature of
1836, and the election held by the people themselves, in support of it.
What better proof can you want of the will of the people on this subject. The people are jealous of the enormous powers conferred upon
the government by the Constitutiou of 1790. ‘fhev are jealous of the
power of the judiciary, because it is a power set ub above and beyond
them -a power which they cannot reach. The people choose to be
master, we agreed that they should be masters ; but when you come to
look at it, it is only in theory.
Then why not trust them in fact as
well as in theory,
That they were so, he appealed to those circumstances.
He should like any lawyer to tell whether WC had any thing in
the judiciary like a high court of chancery, a power which is without a
jury, and can do almost any thing ; can prevent a man’s leaving the coun-
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try if it chooses. It happens that the Pennsylvania jealousy against
-such a power as this, has been such, that an enactment could never be got
for the establishment of such a court, except a short time during the
Colonial government, and then it was almost instantly repealed; and now
it has been literally smuggled into our courts, at a short summer session
of the Legislature, when no lawyer dreamed of it, or thought of it until
he opened the books, and there he found that our supreme court was
invested with the chancery powers. Well the people do not wish to give
up this power, this controlling and supervising power which they have
We concede it to them, all our proceedings show
over their government.
it, What was our vote on giviug them the control over their justices of
the peace? He believed it was three to one. What was our vote on
yesterday ? He admitted it was not conclusive, but it was indicative of
The fact was, that to him all this was concluwhat was to be expected.
sive of the will of the people, and he would leave this part of the subject
with a short notice of the argumeut of the learned judge, which had been
pressed beyond all reason. That gentleman, he knew was as conscientious
and thoroughgoing a lover of his country- of this state of Pennsylvania,
as any man here. NC knew that that gentleman had always said that
Pennsylvania stood first in the world -not only among her sister states,
If it was a prejudice he knew not-but
he shared it
but in the world.
with the gentleman.
He would not live in Pennsylvania if he did not
think so. Rut what made her so, but the sovereignty of the people,
which had always prevailed more here than elsewhere.
What made it so,
hut the universality of her right of suffrage and the sovereignty of her
democracy-not
party democracy, but the popular sovereignty of the
Germans and wild Irish, if you please. The fact was that the common
people had had more liberty.in
Pennsylvania, than elsewhere, and this
It was that the sovereignty here was
was the cause of our prosperity.
more sovereign, and the universality of the sovereign, more universal.
He perhaps might have some of that feeling about him which had been
exhibited by others and which he hardly knew how to mention ; that
feeling in relation to others in Pennsylvania, being preferred to those who
were born on our soil, but then all that must give way to the great principle which must be the result of all our labors, that is, to adopt that
which will give the greatest happiness to the greatest numbers. That is
the principle which we must all yield to. But this argument does not
stop here. Pennsylvania was always a leading state in the United States
of America, and always stood first in all those things, until a reform in
the Constitution of New York, which still went farther in carrying out
those principels of democracy, and until some of the new states, Ohio,
and Indiana, held out greater inducements to the people to emigate thither;
and then it was, and not till then, that Pennsylvania bagan to sink in the
scale of great states. Then it was that the people left the soil of Pennsylvania, and took protection uuder more mild aud congenial Constitutions, and then it was that Pennsylvania fell behind those states, and not
till then.
The gentleman from the city of Philadelphia, who had addressed you
so ably, had imputed our prosperity to the Constitution of 1790, and its
superiority over all other Constitutions.
Why this was not the case.
Our prosperity was not constitutional.
Our prosperity has not been altogether owing to our being well governed, because in many things, we have
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been governed too much. Give us less government and more freedom,
like those young and thriving states of the west; give every man those
impulses and incentives to industry and hnterprise, which a perfectly free
government can give, and you will see Pennsylvania go far bevond any
thing you have yet seen w>thin her borders. It is true that we &ave gone
beyond those states which have more arislocrntic Constitutions than we
have: but it is also t.ruc tlltlt those states which have more mild and democratic Constitutions, hsve gone far beyond us in prosprrity and greatness. Give us then but. suiFcient liberty and we will take a new start,
and far StIrpaSS Our fOrlllCr gKeatlJess.
As an illustration of his idea of this
,word liberty, he would re’xl some extracts from a work which had lately
appeared, which gave a very beautifu: definition of this word.
I will now read a passage from an article published in a work to which
I have before alluded-cnllcd
“The TT. S. Magazine and Democratic
R eview.”
It is from an art& entitlcl iL .A Retrospective view of European politics.”
“ Liberty is nothing positive ; it is but the absence of slavery.
Liberty camlot, liberty mill lJ0 t establish any thing but itself; it CailIlOt and
~111 not destroy any thing but despolisn:.
Liberty cannot change a
geople ; it cannot give to a people qualities and virtues denied them by
nature ; it caunot cleanse them from faults which are born with them, or
occasioned by climate, education, history, or ill-fate : Liberty, is in
OF A PEOPLE.
As
xtself nothing, yet every thing, for it is THE HEALTH
the hedthy beggar, with his stony crust of bread, is happier than the
rich man at 1~s luxurious banquet, so is a free people, were it to dwell
in the icy regions of the north, without arts, without science, without
hope, without a single enjoyment of life, and, wrestling with the bear for
IW food, happier still than a nation without liberty, though it should have
inherited a paradise in its sky, and enjoy a t!lousand flowers and fruits,
spontaneouslv produced by the soil, or otrered by the cultivation of the
arts and sciences.
Liberty alone can developc all the powers and
resources of a nation, in order to make her attain the end for which she
was created. Liberty alone can ripen the llitldeli
germs of a people’s
virtue, as indeed it revcals all its faults, .~howingwh;ch of them are to be
ascribed to natural causes, and which to degeneration ; separating thereby
its healthy qualities from those which, under a semblance of vigor, conceal but weaknesses, or a morbid developement of’ a certain organ at the
expense of all the rest.”
pu’ow, continued Mr. I. what has a judiciary to do? and what has our
constitutional judiciary done in this respect ?
The learnedjudge read to the committee from Clnrendon’~* account of
it, as he told ns, one of the many instances that might be fetched from
such histories, of Cromweli’s contumelious treatment of 3 court Of
It mere to be wished that,
justice.
I allude to the case of Coney.
instead of such authority, that of a romance, as it may be called, composed in Holland, or in France, at a great distance from the scenes
-I\T~~~.--L‘We suffer ourselvesto be delightedby the keennessof Clarendon’sobservations, endby the soberdnajcstyof his style, till we forget the oppressorand the bigot in
the b&n+an”-is the eloquent condemnationof Ju&e Hopkinson’s authority, by B
pa~azge1 never SAW,till while correctingthis sheetfor publication.
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described, seen through the medium of the most distorting animosity, the
gent!eman had favored us with even Cromwell’s actions, as much more
faithfully depicted in Godwin’s excellent history of that abused but glorious English Commonwealth, which begat, at the same time, the founders of the English revolution of 1688, and of the American revolution
of 1776. The time has come when the history of those days is better
understood, and their giants less disparaged than they usc(I to be by
Clarendon, Hume, and all that class of’ tory fabricators of it.. ‘rbe gentleman behind me (XJr. Merrill) spoke of several similiar cases-of those
of ship-money, of Penn’s persecutioa, of the seven bishops, of Russell,
of Sidney, &c. Now all these cases may be true, and I do not undertake to deny the judicial irregularities exhibited in these and in nther
instances of Enghsh wrong, a1.1y more than I should deny those of the
decemvirs of Virginia, for which we were carried all the way to Rome
to learn to dread responsible or popular magistrates.
I demnr, however,
to the authority of Clarendon, or any such man, and I might cast a shade
over the sonrce of the authority.
But let us come, 3Ir. Chairman, at once to Our own business, and
bosoms in Pennsylvania, and I will, with a responsibility under which I
tremble, select a few cases to shew the operation of this responsibility of
the judicial tenure upon onr own people.
In the first place, I refer to the case of Thomas Passmore, which has
been called to our memory by the gentleman from Northampton, (Mr.
Porter) which occurred many years ago. ‘rhe judges in that case, notwithstanding a stretch of power so shocking to the sense of the community, passed honorably to their graves. Be mortius nil nisi Donurn,
says the proverb, and I am disposed to say nothing but good. I have
nothing to say but good; but I say there was one of those judges whom
the legislature af Pennsylvania by a nearly, unanimoos vote, c.llled upon
the Governor to remove, and whom the Governor did not remove,
because he chose to construe the word ‘*may” in the Constitution, as
implying option on his part. I merely mention this, for the purpose of
saying that the gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) may be right ;
but that, if he is so, the people are altogether wrong-for
that case led to
the passage of a law, which was adopted shortly afterwards,--and adopted, too, not only by the legislature of this State, but by the legislatures
of several States, and also by the Congress of the United States,
limiting the power of the court to commit for contempt.
As in former
Instances throoghout this argument, I content myself with stating facts,
leaving conclusions to be drawn by others, without presuming to give any
opinion of my own. I meution this case with no design to detract from
the enlogy which has been bestowed upon the departed judges, by the
gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) but simply with a view to
shew, that unless Ihe people are wrong, the judges are wrong.
He hoped
of Northampton, begged leave to explain.
$Ir. PORTER,
that neither the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr. Ingersoll) nor any other member of the committee had understood him, (our.
P.) as saying, that heconsidered the judges, in the case referred to, right
in the course they had pursued. He had never said so, and ‘had never
jhought so. The position which he intended to lay down, in reference
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to that especial case, was this-that
notwithstanding
the judges had
been guilty of an error in judgment, he had never understood that any
imputation had been cast on their integrity.
He must also take leave to correct the gent,leman in another particular.
We (Mr. I.) had stated as a fact which 113~1 been mentioned by him, (Mr.
P-1 that the judges had been tried and convicted.
Mr. P. had made no
such statfmeut.
Mr. IXGERSOLI. resumed. If I made such a statement as that, I did SO
I mention this fact, simply to shew the operation
under a mistake.
under the system. ‘I’hx is but one of many such facts. I consider them
the infirmities of the system, and of those judges who minister under it.
The system leads into temptation ; it prOVOlies indolence and insolence,
cruelty and folly, and those who have been betrayed by it into the escesfees, some of which I am calling to mind, xc not to be deemed objects of
mv personal cexwre, while I am speaking of the working and vices of
th6 system itself. The case I hare cited is but oneofmany.
The sense
of the people of every part of the finion, has spoken out against such
judicial exccss~s. It is now the law of nearly all the United States of
America, and it is also the lnw of the I;nion, by an act of the Congress
of the IJnited States, that this stretch of judicial authority can not again
l&c place. If the judges on the occasion referred to, wereright, all that
I haae to say is, tlm the people have been wrong.
Bur, Xr. Chairmau, I will allude to another case. The gentkman
f:om Uuion, (Mr. Merri!l) gave us, on vestcrday, the case of SIDNEY.
The geutlemnu read, as strongly appealing to our feelings against the
dangers of a dcpendcnt judiciary, the de~sted letter which was found in
Algernon Sidney’s desk, Xld for mhicll l!lat pfxson was condemned and
executed ; and he has also called UI: this body, with much cmotiou, to
say whether such a pxpcr ought to cost any man his life.

The gentleman from Luzerile, (Xr. TGoodward) mentioned an act oi
despotic judxial
impropriety,
committee! by one whcm he ca!led an
En&h
Jacobin- which, I st~pposc, he tliought was a very hard word.
I would riot. myself use x11\’ such terms. Jntlge Cooper was tried for his
Ircatment of a boy in 0t;e 0L’the courts of thi:; s:ate. It’ I am mistalicn in
11:~ f::clS, let mc stand corrected. Did not Judge Hoplriason defend
him ? II’ I mist&e not, he did so ; but Judge Cooper was indicted and
tried (and I was m~,self present at the trial) for writing a paper quite as
inl:occnt, I believe, 3s that which caused Algcrnon Sidney to forfeit his
w-as
lif;:, ‘1’he judge who tried Ikim, iabored hard for his convlction-he
impeached, and the m:litlen sword of Judge Hopkinson was fleshed, aud
triumphantly too, on that occasion.
We have been told of the case of Penn, and of some of the society of
Friends having been committed for refusing to t&e off their hats in
court. Mr. Chairrwn, does not one half of the audience uow assembled
in this hall know rhe fact, that one of the charges of which Judge Cooper
was accused, was, that he sent a memhor of the society of Friends
to jail, for not ta1iin.g Of? his hat in court. Surely, this fact must be
ficsh iu the recollcctlon of very many ~110 hear me, Sir, we need not
go to such cases as those which hare been cited from foreign countrierto Coney, Sidney, or Penn.
We have pleuty of such cases at home,
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and occurring immediately under our own eyes. And I shall, before I
leave this part of my subject, trouble the committee’by a reference.to a
few more 01 them. I do not mean in what I say to implicate the character of any man ; I am merely stating facts, with a view to demonstrate the
practical operation of our judicial system as it now exists. Is it not a
fact, also known to many gentlemen in this body, that, not long since, a
judge in the western part of the state of Pennsylvania, struck a long list
of the members of his court from its rolls, and stopped their livelihood
for alleged misconduct, which the supreme court afterwardsadjudged to be
undeserving of such a severe infliction 1 This, however, 1s nothing to
the fact which I am now about to mention. It is a fact that, not many
years More, i!l another part of the state, two of the most respectable
inembers of this Convention, were not only struck off the rolls, but were
actually confined in pIison for a considerable number of days, for an alleged
contempt of court; and by means of a like abuse of judicial authori.ty,
not imputable, I repeat, so much to the judge, as to the system bywhlch
hc was betrayed into it. This case happened in the east of the state of
Pennsylvania, and the other in the west. There is one of the gentlemen
now io my hearing, who will recollect all about the transaction well-the
other gentleman is not now present.
These, Mr. Chairman, are only a few elegant extracts from the volume. I could cite them to you all the day long, if it were necessary so
to do. The system, sir, has worked ill ; it is inconsistent with the prinThe legislature of our state has done ,
ciples of a free government.
every thing which lay in its power to remedy the evils resulting from the
sytem, but it has been all in vain. It is for us, here in Convention
Our’8 is the task, and if we cannot
assembled, to correct the mischief.
accomplish it, the mischief will inevitably be perpetual.
This is all I have to say, TvTr.Chairman, in relation to the workings of
our judicial system, so far as it affects the personal liberty of our citizens.
I come, ip the nest place, to the question of property.
How has the sysThis is a very important branch
tem worGed in reference to property?
of the inquiry, and is deserving of our serious consideration.
‘I’llat property has not been well secured, I vouch the judicial vindications of the gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Pmter) and the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey) who have both declared that, so flactuating were the decisions of ihe supreme court of this state, as to occasion
great insecurity and incourenience ; and I vouch, with much greater assurance, than even t,he uuqnestionable assertions of those gectlemen, several
acts of assembly to shew that it has been necessary to pass special laws
for the correction of judicial errors. Every lawyer knows the fact to be
so. Whether this state of, things arises from llaving too few, or too
many judges, or from the tenure of their office being this or that, I do not
undertake to say. All I state is the fact.
But, Mr. Chairman, what says the gentleman at the head of the judiWhat was his defence of the
ciary committee, (Judge Hopkinson?)
judiciary in this respect,? He said that this was a noble and venerable
tree-that there might be some bad branches about it, but that we should
not cut it down on that account, but rather leave it alone, and, in time?
it would purify itself. He said that out of eighteen or twenty judges, he
had never heard of more than four or five that were bad. According
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therefore, to the learned gentleman’s own statement, one fourth part of
all the jud,ges must be bad, This seems to be, MI. Chairman, a good,
broad concession. I do not ask much more. I thought he spoke of Philadelphia ; hot, take it which my he will, if four or five only are bad, it
follows that one fourth or iifih 01”the number are bad.
!blr. HopmmoN rose to explain.
He did not, he said, speak of that
number of judges as being bad; but as being complained of, and that
?hose complaints would be found generally to have their origin in some
disappointed suitor.
Mr. Iiwmw~~~ resumed. I grant that such was the gentleman’s argument. Now I hold the opinion that a good jutigc is never complained of.
It, is idle to say that, lxcause men give o&nc~ v 111every cause to one side
or the other, therefore, they must be comp!nincd of. I deny this doeirine of disappointed suitors, and vindictive jnwyers: provoked by every
judgment against them. Such, sir, is not the fact. In the course of my
experience, I have never heard of it. I IIWC never heard that the decisions of l?‘y friend Judge Hopkinson, caused complaints to be made
against hnn. If such is i.hc l&t, it is nelv to me. I have never heard
that such complaints were made against Chief Justice Tilghrnau, Washington, or hlarshall.
Sir, it is not so. It is a Ilad system which sometimes gives you bad men, or men who do not answer the just esliectanions of the public.
And the people, in this manner, become dissatisfied. The judges, in their turn, become dissatisfied with the peoplethere is a spirit of mutual dissatisfaction and recriminatiun betrreen them,
and it goes on in this way to the end of the chapter.
My friend from the county,, of Pl~iladell~hin, (Mr. Brown) stated in his
remarks this morning, that, at a recent date, there were right hundred
suits on the Allegheny docket, and he (lerived this information from a
The d&gate from Allegheny interposed IO correct the gentlejudge.
man and to remove the efI&t of the statement, and he tells us now that
rhere are very few cases remaining undetermined there, only about eight,
I believe.
To be sure, Mr. Chairman, we are in the midst of a revolution, and this is one of the merits of this Convention.
We have been
assured that, even jvhen the moon has come more near the earth than she
was wont, prodigies have beeu the consequence ; and when the cotnet of
Convention shakes its fiery tail, it would be very st.range if some warmth
were not impart~ed to the earth, and perhaps some uneasiness too. Still,
if I am not mistaken, there zuere eight hzl,zdred CJIIS~Sremaining underermined in the district I have referred to, at a date not very remote.
I am informed by the gentleman from
There was a denial of justice.
Luzerne, on my right, (Mr. Woodward) that when Judge Mallory (upon
whom the gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) has passed SO eioquent a eulogy) entered upon the duties of his off~cc, there were four
hundred cases at issue, and untried, in a single county of his district : that
is to say, the county of Berks.
He could only say
Mr. PORTER, of Sorthampton, rose to explain.
that the court was fully up with its business, and that there had been no
delay of justice in that distric,t.
Mr. INGERSOLL resumed. I repeat, Mr. Chairman, that there were
four hundred cases at issue, and untried, in the county of Berks, when
Judge Mallory undertook the office, I do not attribute infirmity or injus-
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tice to any individual.
I speak alone of the infirmities of the system.
DO I give offence when I say this ? I think I may say, that two, if not
three years are the average duration of the few cases which come on for
trial before the supreme court in the city of Philadelphia.
I have already adverted, Mr. Chairman, to the admissions which were
made by the gent1ema.n from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) and the gentleman from Bearer. (Mr. Dickey) in relation to the fluctuations in justice.
I need not avouch the statements of those gentlemen, but I thank them for
the argument.
I will refer the gpntlemcn to the statute books. How
many enactmems arc there on the statute books of the state of Pennsylvama, since the death of Chief Justice Tilghman, rectifying errors iii the
supreme court of the state, and saving the property of our citizens from
the jeopardy icto which it had been thrown by judicial mismanagement ;
as, for instance, in mortgages and other cases. Is this theu fact, or not 2
Do I assert anv thitig which is not susceptible of the most ample confirmation 1 The Constitution of our state provides that the laws of the land
shall be administered without denial or delay. Is it so, sir 1 I repeat,
that I am not to be understood as impeaching the character or conduct of
any individual, and I am most anxious that there should be no misapprehension of my argument in this particular.
I repeat, Mr. Chairman, that
I speak of the system. I believe the system to be wrong-essentially
and radically wrong. I have no doubt that it is so. I believe-and of
this fact also I have not the shadow of a doubt--that a large majority of
the people of this Commonwealth, and that a large majority of the members of this Convention-and
if we excl u(1e professional gentlemen in this
Convention-and
if we exclude those who are influenced by professional
gentlemen out of this Convention, I believe that a vast majority both of
this Convention and of the people of the state, are fully impressed with
the conviction, that they have to deal with an imperfect system which is
beyond the power or control of the legislature, that they look to this
Convention to chauge the organic law, and that it is our duty, if not our
interest, to do so.
It has been said this morning by the gentleman from the county of
Philadelphia,
(%‘Ir. &own) and very truly remarked, that at a late
session of the supreme court of the state of Pennsylvania, eight out of
nine of the judgments brought before that comt were reversed. Let me
appeal to any.lawyer in the state. Let me ask him what constitutes the
principle business of the supreme court of Pennsylvania ? Suppose
these judges to be an expense to the Commonwealth, for the services
they render, of ~10,000 or $20,000 per annum, What has been tneir
chief occupation since that time, when, most unfortunately for the system,
as well as for their iudividual good, the judges got themselves relieved
from the wholesome exercise of circuits”? I do not mean bodily, but
professional exercise, and settled down upon the tame functions of a
What I ask are their principal labors ? They are
court of reversion?
to reverse the judgments of other courts-to correct the errors of other
Of these judges the people do not and cannot complain,
courts.
because there is no sufficient reason.
It, is almost invidious, Mr. Chairman, to ask such a question, yet I
trust that, as a mere matter of argument, no offence will be taken from it
-what, let me inquire, what is the character of the judiciary of Penn-
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sylvania, in the estimation of the other states of the nnion 1 What is
the character of our abjudicaticus, and what is the sale of out printed
reports ? Are they equal in character, as in sale, to those of other
states ‘? Are they not, on the contrary, kno~~n to be inferior?
I)o not
the bench and the bar know this to be the fact, and do not the booksellers
accounts of sales prove that they are not equal to those of other states ?
There is infirmity somewhere, Mr. Chairman, and I am willing to
impute it to the system. Uncertainty of law is said to be the most miserable servitude !
After the security of liberty and property, I come, in the third place.
I will
Mr. Chairman, to speak of what I call constitutional iustabilitp.
explain to the committee what I mean bv this term. What said the
venerable chairman of the judiciary commiitee ? He said (and, in my
view, the argument was almost as extreme as that of the father of the
Conventiou, who I thought, was for destroying the judiciary altogether,)
that there was no security for any thing unless you have some power,
and what better power, he asked, could you have than the power
of judges to declare laws to be unconstitutional 1 What political
functions has the supreme court of Pennsylvania exercised, since the ’
accession of the present chief justice ? That gentleman, in a elaborate
argument of self-denying efficacy, has repudiated, if I am not mistaken,
the right of the court to pass on constitutional, or what are called political questions, which, from some cause or other, has not I believe been
done during his presidency in that court. If it is never to be done, if the
political power is abjured, and this is high aut1torit.y for it, both philosophical and practical, then there is an end to the great reason most anxiously urged, for what some consider the independence, and others the
inexpresibility
of the judiciary, according to the chief justice then, there
is no such power. Where i’s it I Does it exist? Is such a l::x- to be
found? If the chief judicial magistrate says, there is nosuch law where
are we to IOOli for it? Where are we to find an administrniiort of it ?
IS it not a fact that, since the demise of Chief Justice ‘l’iighman, there has
not been a single revocatiou of an act of assembly, declaring; it to he void
on the ground that it was at variance with the provisions 01 the Constitution 1 This power then has been demised by the chief judicial magistrate of your state, it is in a sort of slumber-a ktntl of abeyance-it
seems scarcely to have any existenceat all.
Again, sir, the Constitution of the state declares that trial by jury
shall be as herctoforc-that
the right s!iall remain inviolate.
Is there any
SUC~I thing as a trial by jury in Pennsylvania ? It is a brce, it is absurd
to talk about it. There is snc!t a thing as trial by jury in England.
I
respect the sturdy, peaceable pugnacity of John Bull, who, whatever the
judge may think proper to say , on matters of fact, SpdiS
and decides
for himself. Every one knows the manly independence of the Euglish
power -and with what respectful consideration an English judge regards
the mvstio mi$t of the twelve empauneled lnymeu, t,o resolve all the
intrica;ies of fact, all the continances of fraud, all the shades of character, and all the properties of guilt or innocence. This great popular right,
so momentous even in its political consequences, as preserving lmpular
reverence for the judiciary, which should never be impaired b,y the
slightest instance, is every day trampled under foot, by shortsIghted
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Judges, who feel power and forget right.
The ungenerous contrast displayed throughout Pennsylvania, of implicit reverence by forces for
whatever judges may declare to be the law, and the habitual encroachments of judges throughout the province of facts, is one of the most
striking procefs of the imperfection of our system. Into this usurpation,
as well as these which have been mentioned before, it is, the system
that betrays the judge ; and nothing, I fear, will restore the right trial by
jury, but greater responsibility of the judiciary to that commuuity-from
which jurors are taken. Another effect of this assumption by judges,
of the trial of t&is, as well as the law, has been such procrastination
of our trials, that six weeks for one trial is not a very uncommon abuse
-during
all which protracted period, jurors are exposed to all those out
of court, malign influences, which have been mentioned as dangerous to
judges, and against which they ought sedulously to protect jurors by despatching the law, and leave the facts uncontrolled to those so much better
constituted, and able and disposed to do them justice.
With much
deference, therefore, but as decidedly as possible, do I differ from the
learhed gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) who, if I understood
him correctly, expressed the sentiment that the jury was less important
than the judge in the administration of justice.
I hold the very contrary
to be the fact. The jury is the palladium of personal liberty, drawn
into litigation, and for the most part as important on questions of property.
A jury is much less liable to err than a court, and for obvious
reasons. That they are so, is indubitably proved by the fact that, for
one verdict set aside or even complained of, there are ten judgments.
Therefore, the jury are right nine times out of ten oftener. And the
gentleman from the county of Union, (*Mr. Merrill) was correct when
he said, that this very thing-this
very right of trial by jury-was
more
than any other, the cause of the revolution of 1688. Let the gentleman
from the county of Northampton, (Mr. Porter) answer this position, if
he can answer it. The duties of the court and jury are distinct and
separate. The courts are in the higher regions of learning,:aud of law.
The jury, on the other hand, have only facts to deal with.
They come
to the trial of the cause with simple cons,:iences, and minds like white
paper; and it is a fact capable of easy demonstration, that for one verdict
set aside for errors in point of fact, there are ten verdicts set aside for
errors in point of law. If this be the fact, this trial by jury is most
important, and it is our duty to take care of it, to nourish and to preserve
it inviolate by all the means within our legitimate control. In due
course of time, it is my intention to move something about this subject ;
and I am the more anxious to do this, because I see constantly in our
courts the most lamentable departure from what is right in relation to it
-and a departure which, I am afraid, will shortly become habitual.
This state of things is ascribable to the utter irresponsibility of the judges
--who were so far beyond the station of English judges, that they are
themselves bringing down that reverence for the judicial authority, which
prevails in this country more than in any other nation of the _world, and by
arrogating to themselves the right to look to the result, and anxiety
to get a verdict for a particular side-in
short, to look to the facts, and
to set themselves up as judges entitled to decide as well on what is fact
as on what is law. I hardly know how to deal with cases of this kind.
I could name many which are familiar to me. So indeed could every
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lawyer mention numerous instances which occur in our courts of law.
These things, Mr. Chairman, arc not known elsewhere.
They exist, I
In the south, in the north,
believe, only in rhe state of Pennsylvania.
in England, and in every other part of the world, where there exists a
proper regard to the rights and liberties of the citizens,-so
far, at least,
as my knowledge extends-these unauthorized and unlawful interferences
with the pecuhar duties of the jury, are not known. It is a vice-a
judicial vice-im putable only to the judiciary of Pennsylvania.
The
evil is growing, and unless some mea.sures are taken for its suppression,
Of this I think no candid
the most fearful consequences will follow.
man who has paid due attention to the subject, can entertain a doubt.
I will mention one other fact, Mr. Chairman, and it is this-that
this
interfenence of the court in the facts of the case, leads to such long and
lamentable delays, that the trial bv jury is in fact a tolally digerent thing
here to what it is in England. ’ ‘l’he trial by jury in England rarely
exceeds the space of two or three days ; whilst here, in the state of Pennsylvania, a period of two or three weeks is quite common.
He had already mentioned the arbitrary and cruel treatment, to which
the judiciary had formerly been sultjcct- of half a dozen judges being
driven from the bench-of
one judye being committed to prison, and the
other turned out of o%ce, both bemg men of the highest respectability,
and one of them fast rising to the head of his profession. He had cited
these cases for the purpose of showing that judges holding oflice under a
tenure of this character could not be, and were not, truly independent.
Yarty feelings, ought to be entirely laid aside, for a judge who was a partisan, was unfit to hold the of&e.
And, this was the fault of the system.
Now, what was tlie fact? Did not the <Governor for the time being,
appoint his judges from among those of his own polikai
creed ? CerHe (Mr. I.)
tainly he di& and this was the result of party sympathy.
Did
did not complain of the executive, but of the system as it existed.
he (Mr. Ingersoll) talrc liberties when he asserted that a large number, if
not a majority of tile inferior judges cf the state, were partisans, open,
avowed, writing, interfering, active partisans.
He did not cart, on which
side they were, he spoke of the fact. Did he assert what was not true
when he said that a large proportion of the inferior judiciary were partisans, and that not a few of the superior, were party candidates 3 And,
was it not a fact that the second officer of the Commonwealth, who bore
a high character for rectitude and honesty, and who had filled his judicial
station, to the satisfaction of the people, had been a party candidate ?
Was there not, RlSO, (and he spoke from recollection,) a*jndge of the
Uritcd States, who was a cnndidate for the oflice of chief nlagistrate of
New York ? If then, this was not interfering with politics, l!e knew not
what was meant by that word. He knew not neither what ~~1s meant by
“party, ” if this dltl not look like G’party.”
On motion of Mr. I~RCnvN (kfr. Ingersoll having yielded the floor,) the
committee then rose and reported pzogrress ; and?
The Convention ad.+onrned.
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Mr.

FLEXISG, of Lycoming, moved the second reading and consideof the following resolution, offered by him yesterday, viz :
Resolued,That this Convention will adjourn on the 30th instant,,to meet in the city
of Philadelphia on Mondq, the 4th clay of Dccendxr next.

TdtiOn

The question being put, the motion was disagreed to.
FIFTH

ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a con~tnittee of the whole,
Mr. M'SHERRY
in the chair, on the report of the committee to whom was’
referred the fifth article of the Constitution.
The question pending beittg on the amendment moved by Mr. Woonas amended on tnolion of Mr. DICKEY,
He came now to lake a view
hlc. ~GERSOLL
resumed his remarks.
The judges are not
of the part,y results of the present judiciary system.
to be called to account, at any time,for any misdeeds. They were secure
under the protection of their commissions, which, however, cannot change
the nature of the men, but leaves them just where they find them, subject to the inseparable infirmities of their kind-ambttioa,
av&rice, love
of ease, and all the other evils enumerated by the chairman of the committee ; to which he would add, that if they did dabble in politics, that
also ought to be added to the catalogue of their offences.
He could
add this fact, that, among all parties, our greatest, most officious, and
thorough-going politicians ate the subordinate judges ; and that, among
the superior JU@CS, are to be found our most conspicuous candidates
for polit.icd ofices.
He would refer gentlemen to the instance of the
first Chief Justice of this Cotnwonwealth, who became the Executive ;
and to that of one of the judges of llte United States supreme court, who
There
became a candidate for the situation of Goverttor of New York.
wa,s also a judge of the supreme court of the United States, who becatne a candidate for the ofice of President of the United States. He
might add to the catalogue, and he hoped without giving any persnnal
oflence, that he had seen the venerable &airman himself, (Xc. Hopkinson) pi7t, in nomination, by some of the newspapers, for that ltigh
slation.
That judicial tree, then, which the honorable gentlernan described as
sound, and exhibiting a healthy stem, and a5 having only a few rotten branches, which would fall od; in titne, if only left to themselves,
he (Mr. I.) mottld not say bore little else than rotten branches--that
would be wrong, and he wished to speak u-ithin the strict bounds of
truth-but
had long been rotten and broken down by the overbearing
quantity of it,s impure fruit. The present systetn was a bad one; the
tetnptations it held out were so great that none less than a seeond
Washington
was able to withstand them. Nothittg but an organic
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change could purify it.
The tree was overladen with bad fruit ; he
could name instances; they would flash on every recollection.
Every
Governor had his friends, and judicial offices were the rewards apportioned among them.
Here Mr. I. made reference to the appointment by the Governor, of
two leading editors of the strongest party papers, to judicial offices, in
Philadelphia.
One of these had gone to his account; the other was
still living, and he did not desire to speak in the spirit of &traction,
when he said the merits of both were partisan merits ; and, but for these,
they would have had none. He selected these as known and remarkable instances. He might add appointments Fyithout number. It was
extremely painful to advert to an instance, wliich would be in every
man’s mind, where the Governor appointed a judge, not an inferior, but
a president judge-(he,
Mr. I., could not allude to the fact without
pain, for they had been fellow students, and he had gone to his account,)
-who had Fallen into deplorably bad habits, and a11attempts to remove
him were frustrated.
There are members of this Convention, who were
members of the legislature at that time, and who are cognizant of the
facts. This was not a singular case ; such cases, he regretted to say,
were common.
This tree is rotten at the root ; it is rotting upwards, as trees frequently do. He had recently been obliged to cut down a noble tree on
his own farm. He was told he might as well cut it down, as it was
rotting itself off. So he would apply the axe to the root of this.judicial tree ; he would be glad to restore it to its wholesome condition ;
but that was not possible.
Political judges, Mr. Chairman ! Why, with all the pains of stanchIztnz mugnutum staring me in my face, I am in duty bound to say,
that judges might be mentioned who do nothing else than attend to po!icical business. Instead of settling disputed cases, they are regulating tavern licenses, and disposing of auditorships, and giving their whole time
to party objects ; as if their place were given them only for that purpose, He believed he might name a court which was created merely for
party purposes, and which is constantly exercising itself in party operations ; whose whole business it is, by giving a tavern license to one,
and taking one away from another, to manage and coutrol the county, as
to keep Its party in power.
This statement was founded on truth ; and
he told the circumstance, not only in all sincerity, but in ail sorrow.
It
was truer than a great deal of history.
The honorable chairman had referred to a circumstance, which he
(Mr. I.) said had much surprised him.
He has read a clause from
the Constitution of the state of Massachusetts, with ,great emphasis, to
sustain his views concerning the judiciary.
The chairman pronounced
an eulogium on that Constitution, (said Mr. I.) to which I entirely subscribe. But he must have known this principle is not onrs. With
that peculiar simplicity and integrity of purpose, so characteristic of the
honorable chairman, he always goes straight to his object, without permitting himseif to stop and consider that others might think diferently
With all respect for that Constitution, and for the great
from himself.
names which give it weight, Story, Webster, and the elder Adams, for
all of which, aud all of whom, he entertained the sincerest respect, does
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not the gentleman know that we belong to a different school ; that our
rudiments are different ; that we cannot agree in this point ; but that there
is a gulf-a broad line of demarcation, between us? We worship at a
different shrine. Their’s may be the true one, and we may be in error.
But till we are brought to see and repent of this error ; the arguments
which are brought forward under the authority of great names, are of no
effect with us. And though the gentleman deems the opinions which
sustain his views, to be those of the wise and learned ; they are not the
wise and learned to whom we look for our authority ?
The learned judge has particularized, in rather glowing colours, the
dark passions, ambition, avarice, love of pleasure, which had defaced the
system, and thought that nothing but salary and tenure could make the
judges do right ; that there was no sense of honor, no fear of future liability, which could be operative upon them ; in which the learned judge
has gone farther than I can go. I am in favor of making their accountability more operative; so that no man, no comt, shall feel itself raised
above the reach of responsibility.
He (M. I.) would now call attention to a very memorable case. In
the early part of the war of 1812, when the country, (to use a phrase of
Mr. Madison’s,) in reference to constitutional constrnctions, was “ stiffly
divided on certain points,” there was a strong difference of opinion
abroad on the subject of sending the militia out of their own state; and
this question begot another question- whether the President had a right,
under the Constitution, to call out the militia; and if he had, whether it
must not be done through the Executive of the State. Gentlemen will
all recollect the stand made by Governor Strong against the requisition
of the President of the United States. The case went to the supreme
court of Massachusetts.
The Chief Justice, Parsons, who was a man of
unquestionable talent, of the highest order, and as pnre as he was eminent, did not hesitate a moment to decide that the Governor was right in
refusing to obey the reqaisition; that the President of the United States,
was wrong in calling out the militia, and that Mr. Madison’s notions
The chief justice scattered all of Mr. Madison’s ideas
were all wrong.
about national obligation, in the air, and revoked his order.
The
And what led to the change in the Constitution of New York?
judiciary had been administered by Kent and Spencer. They were also
members of the council of revision.
These two judges gave umbrage
by endeavoring to stop the progress of the the war, and thus brought
about the change in the Constitution of New York, which operated, unfortunately, in getting these two able judges from the bench ; but, fortunately, in ridding the state of the council of revision.
No man is beyond the influence of party feelings. la a few years, one of these
judges was mentioned by a southern paper as a fit person for President
of the United States, because he Ihad written something on the slave
question.
For this he was recommended as worthy to be selected from
all others, and elected to that high office, where (said Mr. I.) I would have
been happy to have seen him.
It is in vain, then, to suppose you make a vestal virgin, when you create a judge. You cannot do it. It is the greatest effort and duty of
life to be born anew. You can’t make a new man by merely placing a
judge behind the battery of a salary ; he must be purified by other cir2D
VOL. IV.
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cumstances ; and after all, he will neither be a vestal, nor superhuman.
This life tenme, on the contrary, has a tendency, in every instance, to
evil. It is productive of indolence, insolence, and an aggravated spirit
qf tyranny.
It takes a man, in his OWII apprehension, beyond the sovezeipl power of the people. and separates him so far from other men,
and enables him to break down that part of the judiciary which is worth
all the other parts of the system, ten times over-1
mean the jury.
If the tendency of the higher judiciary has been to break down the
lower,-1
mean the jury,- then, by doing what we have done by the
Constitution of 1790, to secure the indepcndenoe of the judiciary, we
have lost iufiuitely by the change.
The tendency of these life oflkes is all bad. The iufirmities of our
xlisture arc too strong to be left without restraint.
Such a man as Wil163m ‘IYghman, was a happy accident. I always understood the President’s signature was aflilisetl to a commission for another for that office
which is now filled by the venerable judge near me; which, if not
changed, would have been a great loss to suitors and citizens.
TheIe
1-8~ be happy accidents, although we may vie\+ it as a solecism, contrary
to reason, as Dr. Johnson says.
Why is it such a life off~ee ? The veneThe judicial, is a life oilice.
rable judge, and the gentleman from Union, (Mr. Merrill) have said it is
rkot a iife oflice. .CVby is it nol? I&cause it is not tailed so in the Conjt~tution ? The framers have called it so by circumlocution. Is a slave
a slavz or not ‘! The word slave is not mentioned in the United States
Constitution, yet it is eqressecl by a gentle circumlocution:
but the
&in,g
slave is there, as the tr”iiq lift ofice is here : to the great disgrace
of this Union, the dispara;;cment of the American character, and the disizredit of Brnerie:;.n institutions, the r~ame is not there, but the lhing
is
here.
MC cCice, in onr Constitdtion, is as much a cancer there, as the
slave principle is in the federal Conslitution.
, Such ii;
system. I
:superiicially
llarraiive of

some of the evidence of the impurity and weakness of our
know how much of your patieuce I draw upon, yet how
I have touched the subject ; my course being more of the
an old man, tilail of an argument.

He (Mr. I.) would now proceed to disabuse the minds of the candid
atart-and that he bclievetl to be the greater part of the Convention, u-ho
had awe here, like Iiimaulf, wedded to 110rexill.
And he would pro+:eed to say a word or two on the alleged merits of the system.
On his
notes he had the names of three judges, which I-ICwou!tl not mentiontwo of them were dead, ai?tl oue WAS now livin,~---there was a period
>.vi:hin five years when a president judge of the Commonwealth, judge
c,:’he supreme court and a judge of the United States, held their offices
WiLilC utterly kcnpneitated~ agamst every eifort to remove them. One
of these juciger was of notoriously depraved aud bad habits ; the second
suffer4 irom lhe alie:laiion of his mind, and in this state, he was wl~olly
ut:fit to iu11il the duties of his station ; the third, a judge of the supreme
~,~:.~urt
ofthe United States, was superanuated, and although a man of strict
lionor, was tokally deaf. Iu every instance, there was norclief to bc had.
‘She Casts were remediless.
There was no ccL.JAutional-no
possible
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Temedy, but lynch law, and that had not then come into being. There
was also a time when two judges sat at the same time in the southern district of New York, and congress was obliged to enable the President to
appoint another judge to sit side by side with them.
He (Mr. I.) was chairman of the committee on the judiciary in the
house of representatives at that time. There was also the case of Judge
Peck, of whom he did not desire to say any thing disrespectful, as he
knew so little of him as scarcely to remember his name, who could not
be got rid of, althoqh he passed through the formality of an impeachment. The system which thus secures judges in their offices against
the voice of public opinion, could not be wise. He would proceed now
to disabuse that part of the house unlearned in the law-the
laymen of the
house : and he had as much respect for their capacitv, integrity and attainments, as for any other. The gentleman from tiortltampton (iMr.
Porter) had exclaimed : protect us from the curse of an unlearned judiciary-and
the chairman of the committee had called our attention to the
lam library up stairs-which
he (Mr. I.) admitted wa,s not what it ought
to be, 2s there were larger collections in the hands of some individualsand had called on us to consider the length of days necessary for a judge
to perfect himself in the knomiedge of his duties. Yet, Buller, perhaps
the best Englishjudge of his day, Chancellor Kent, and Judge Story, all
became judges, at an age too early, and in circumstances too slender, to
admit of tbeir having studied, much less owned, extensive libraries of
books. The present chief justice of Pennsylvania, was also placed upon
the bench, at a very early period of life, and it is hardly possible, that
either his leisure, or bis salary, since, have enabled him to read or to buy
a great number of books. I Ilope I am not an enemy to learning, but [
shall venture to say, on this occasion, that probably oue third of the
books, in a law lihrary, are technical treat&es, concerning those abstruse
sciences, which the good sense of mankind. and the labors of legislation
have been, for many centuries, strug$ng to overcome the habi!ual attachment of lawyers to ; while another third of the same library is composed
ofmodern English wvor!is, which a law of this state (nnwiselv, as I conceive, repealed oflate,) for a long time interdicted the use of id our courts
of justice.
Let me fortify myself in tltis perilous assertion, by vouching
a very able tract, lately pubiishcd by Judge Baldwin, in which he complains, with uo less legret than reason, of the extreme injury done to the
Constilutiolt of the Uuited St,ates, by the constructiou of judges, relying
on recent l’:nglish law books for their learning.
Within a very short
period, the supreme court of L’etmsylvaaia have solemnly recognized the
obligation as well as the wisdom 01 those short pleadings which Penn
prescribed, at the foundation of this state ; and there is some reason to
hope, that the technicalities, fictions, and complicated processes, which
constitute so much of what is said to be the necessary learning of the
law, are falling into disrepute, both here and in England.
The chief
justice of Pennsylvania, who preceded Mr. Chew, not long before the
revolution, was a Mr. Allen, a merchant of Philadelphia;
and I have
heard the now seuior surviving member of the har of Pennsylvania, a
gentleman of great learning, whose reputation is not confined to this country, and will be historical, say that the commercial law of this state was
never better administered, than by Chief Justice Allen.
The much decried arbitration system of Pennsylvania, with a superin,
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tending judiciary to regalate it, has been, in my humble opinion, of much
benefit to the community.
Liberty, property and character, are all safe
under the justice administered by arbitrators, and the objection-i
appeal
to lawyers for the fact-that is mostly made to an arbitrator, is, that he is
not fresh from the ranks of the people. An arbitrator long or much employed as such, what is called a patent arbitrator, is mostly objectionable.
He has learned the tricks of the trade, and not only suitors, but lawyers
prefer a mau who has not had too much experience.
All the objections that were so eloquently urged by the venerable chairman of the judiciary committee to short or responsible tenure of judicial
authority, apply with much greater force to the arbitrator, juror andjustice
of the peace, than to the members of the higher judiciary.
If the press,
the people, corruption, intimidation, or any other extraneous malign influences are to be apprehended, they are at least as formidable to the lower
or popular branches of the administration of justice as to the higher. Nor
must it ever be lost si,ght of, tha! nine-tenths of the litigation and controversy of the commum~y are adjusted in these lower forums. The federal
court for this district, m which Judges Baldwirr and Hopkinson preside,
determines but very few controversies in the course of a year ; they may
not settle ten disputes annually, yet they settle enough to serve as guides
and landmarks by which a thousand may be settled in that way in which
the great mass of disputes are conciliated, and the same thing may be
said of all the superior courts compared with the vast mass of suits disposed of by inferior magistrates.
We are told almost perpetually, and told at all events with great apparent, if not real earnestness by the learned judge (Mr. Hopkinson)-and
by a gentleman behind me (Mr. Merrill) of the influences used and
the threats made by demagogues. Why is the jury liable to all this ? Is
there any din’erence between the judge and the jury ? Yes, there is a
difference, and that is the jury is ten thousand times more liable to these
things than is a judge. And, according to our piesent corrupt and miserable way of trying causes, what is really only the business of a day, takes
a week; and duruig all this time the jury is subject to every species of
corruption.
WC have heard of tavern demagogues, and people who attend town meetings, mixing with them. What do the poor jurors do?
They go day after day to the court house to attend the trial of a cause
which, perhaps, may have been going on for four or live weeks. This
may be a strong phrase ; however, it is not an uncommon thing. It is
too long. What is to become of the poorjuror all this time ? Is there
no press to work upou him 1 No demagogue to play upon him? No
tavern in the neighborhood where he can while away his spare time ?
Yes, all these things are reserved for him. This doctrine of the necessity of a long tenure ill order to procure men of learning on the benchto prevent undue influence- to make them irresponsible, in fact, is, in
my humble opinion, altogether a misapprehension, and ought not to be
entertained.
I must, sir, be excused again for saying, as I have said
before, that this is an argumenturn ad fmninem-to
the learned judge
(Mr. Hopkinson.)
I studied under him ; I look at him with admiration ;
and never was there a bolder judge than he was when he held his office
at the period when a new President came in, and the senate were of the
same principles.
I repeat it, there never was a bolder and a better
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judge than he was during the seven or ten months that he held under a
commission before he was appointed under the confirmation of an ExecIt is neither the tenure nor
utive coming in upon antagonistical politics.
I do not mean to
the salary that makes a judge act with independence.
say that their tenure should be broken down, as the New York Constitution proposes it should be in reference to the judges of that state-that is,
by putting the names of all the judges on the bench into a box, and drawNow, this scheme may
ing them out and appointing them accordingly.
be very well fifty years hence. but at present we are not ripe enough for
it. But, to a certain extent, I do hold that the tenure, as it now stands is
And, I do deny
injurious to the judges themselves as well as the public.
that it contributes either to the independence or the learning of the judges,
to the extent which has been imputed.
My friend from Philadelphia
county, (Mr. Brown) yesterday spoke of the temporary courts in the city
and county of Philadelphia.
He has been led, suffer me to say, into a
great mistake on that subject, which I will take this occasion of correcting. It will be recollected that the gentleman who now sits before me,
who preceded me in his speech, said that while it had been difficult to
get an act of assembly passed lengthening the period of the official term
of the district courts, yet that he had been given to understand that that
prolongation of the term had been to improve those courts. I deny it,
sir. I think it is very probable that he got his information from one of
the president judges.
Sir, I must be excused for saying-for
I have special reasons for saying-that
the profession now exhibits many iustances
of unfitness for office. I would say, sir, there were much better judges
when the term was three years than when i.t was ten years. That is a
fact. I speak without comparison ; I speak of the fact as it is. Let it
be denied, if it can be. Sir, it cannot be. I do not mean to speakand let me not be misunderstood on this tender ground-for
it is tender
in more instances than oue to mc. I do not mean to speak with disparagement of those that be. But, it is not true that those that be are equal
to those that were-for those that were appointed for three years, were
at the head of their profession ; while those that held for ten years were
never heard of in their profession.
Sir, this subject of tenure is susceptible of an infinite variety of i!lnstration, which I have now neither time
nor strength to go into. But, I will submit one or two remarks--I have
spoken of the English chancellor and the master of the rolls, as not
being officers dependent ou the popular will, but on the breath of party
influence-who
go as much for the party, as anyone associated with itwho never fail to go out as the party goes out and comes in. There is
another influence in England, and let me be corrected by learned lawyers
here if I am wrong. A vast deal of circuit business is done in England.
The trial of causes is performed by what are there called sergeantslawyers commissioned pro hat vice. Sergeant A. is commissioned to
try causes on that circuit, and sergeant B. on this circuit, for this year,
and so on. What the compensation is that they receive for their services, I do not know.
There is the chief justice of Chester and the chief
justice of Wales, who are both members of the bar. There are various
officers of that kind, who are members of the bar. I do not know the
period for which they hold their offices. I believe, however, that they
are mere commissioners, acting under the superirltendence of a judge.
Now, in regard to our own judges, every body knows that the liberty
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and character and independence of all are as safe in the hands ofiour
Judges, as if they were appointed officers for life.
Let me, sir, call the attention of the Convention, to another subject
matter connected with our own judiciary, of a character a little amphibious, because it comprehends the executive as well as the judicial branch.
In the states of Pennsylvania, New York aud Massachusetts, commissioners have been appointed, wisely, as I conceive, to revise and digest
ihe laws of each state. And, eminent and distinguished lawyers were
chosen to perform the arduous work OJI behalf of this Commonwealth.
I speak every thing under correction.
These gentleman have been appointed annually ; whether they were put iu by name in the act of assembly, or were appointed by the Goveruol, I cannot say. It is immaterial, however+ so far as my argument is concerned. In every instance,
to the best of my knowledge, and I cau speak for New York and Pennsylvania, especially- the best legal talent aud espc1ience, without reference to party, have been selected to prosecute the undertaking.
The late
Mr. Bawle, a man of most excellent character, Mr. Martin, Mr. President
Jones, of this state ; Mr. -,
Mr. Ihtler. and I think Chancellor
These bagbears, which are
Kent, composed a part of the commission.
so often held up to frighten us, are after all hut bugbears. There is not
that reason to doubt the success of the experiment, that I acknowledge
Piest, as to the salaries of
we are about to make, as some may imagine.
the judges : Let me say a word to my friend from h‘orthamptou, (Mr.
Porter) who has proposed to reduce the salary of the chief justice $200
per annum. I never would have reduced it $200. The salaries were
reduced shortly after the government went into operation, and they had
not been increased since. An addition has been made to their travelling
expenses, and that is all. ‘rhere is now a form on our tables, proposing
to make the salary and per diem allowance of the judges $2400. I have
more faith in the system than the tenure, and I do think that an adequate
I agree, too, tlmt some organic
salary should be allowed to every judge.
change is required.
Four thousand tloll’ara I named in my system, and
on which I was desirous of taking a vote before we adjourned at the last
session. The delegate from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey) seemed to think it an
extravagant sum, although I proposed to add but two or three hundred
dollars to their salaries, while my friend from Northampton, (Mr. Porter:
in a spirit of tyrannical reform, I canuot tolerate, talked of reducing the
sdaries one, two, or three hundred dollars.
Xr. PORTEK : I beg to corre.ct the gentleman.
I W-IS not for reducing
the salaries of any of the judges, but for prohibiting the Legislature from
cutting them down below a certain sum. They propose to cut down the
per diem allowance, while I propose not to reduce.
Mr. INCER~OLL: Still my argument is not answered. Me fixes it at
two hundred dollars below what it is now.
1Mr. PORTER : It should not be less than that.
Mr. INGERSOLL : Perhaps, then, we are disputing without a difference.
I am for adding to the per diem. 1Yith regard to the subject of salaries,
1 have a word or two to say. We are a great deal indebted-we
owe a
debt that we can uever repay, to our English friends. And, what we owe
10 Milton’s magnificent poetry, which I have always regarded as infinitely
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less valuable than the great republican principles which are breathed
throughout his prose ; what we owe to Shakspeare’s extraordinary genius ;
what we owe to Bacon’s learning; what we owe to Locke’s philosophyis as nothing to what we owe to the profound legal learning of Coke, of
Hale, oflittleton,
and many others, who laid the foundations of our law,
and fixed the value of t,itlcs. This is an inheritance which we never can
repay. And, sir, suffer me to say, that these monuments were founded
by men who were very differently situated from ourselves-who
were
subject to the caprices of an arbitrary monarch--who
were liable to the
caprices of a Pla&genet king, who knew nothing, and cared less, about
personal liberty- men, who were liable, like Hale, to be the mere tenant
at will one clay of a hypoerit,e, whatever the historian Hume may say to
the contrary, of Charles I. Men were liable to his caprice, t.hough perhaps they had been his idolitors, and still were obliged to bear allegiance
to him. These men, sir, were compelled to swear allegiance to that democrat, as hc was called, Oliver Cromwell, in whose hands was the pmperty and the liberty of the people ; and these judges held their offices
subject to his will.
Sir, I have made it my business to look into the salaries of the judges in England.
I think that no one who looks into the
subject, and into the manner in which the law was, and has been administered, down to a very late period, but what will be convinced that it WY%S
formerly better administered than at present, and that the salaries ne;re
then very small. It is, sir, only within a few years past, tbat theyhave
become so large-as late as the days of Holt.
hy, even later than his
time. Pope, in those days, said of two distinguished judges :
‘6As Willmot wise, and 3s old Fosterjust.”
As late as those days, Blackstone. Willmot. and all the other judges
administered justice fur very small salaries. It was not until the days of
Eldon, that salaries were raised. And, in this country, poor as a j;dgc
generally is, I cannot support any idea that a judge should not be put
beyond the caprices of the legislature.
I could name, sir, an individual,
the non-appointment of whom to the chief justiceship of this state, is the
great cause of our being assem d here. Sir, I have stated this fact out
of doors, and I will not be deiilk ed from repeating it on this iloor. I
know the name of the individual who was the proximate cause of bringing
about this Convention.
I would vouch for it, that the individual to whom
I have alluded, would, with pleasure, take upon himself ts) discharge alY
the duties belonging to the office of chief justice, and would perform them
with honor to himself, and benefit to tbe community, and that, too, withSir, I could name one or two moIe
out receiving a cent of compensation.
men, who :~rould as gladly bid for the chief justiceship, as Washington
did for the command of the army, and who would be proud of, and feel
honored by, performing the duties of that important and dignified station.
Finally, in this review of the question of tenure, as it connects itself
with the-independence of the judiciary and the salary of officers. I come
now to the justices of the peace. The chairman of the committee on the
judiciary committee, has taken more pains than it appears to me it was
necessary for him to do, to discriminate between these and the other
members of the judiciary.
The facts are enough for me, whatever the
opinion of the committee might have been, and they are to be decided by
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a vote of this committee, which IS irresistible, I supposg. I shall vote in
the minority.
I, sir, shall be purely democratic, and I shall probably be
overruled by a majority of 60 to 20. It is in vain to deny the fact, that
that portion of the judiciary comes more home to the bosom of men,
which proposes to make the judges eligible for short terms and low salaHas your attenries, instead of being appointed during good behaviour.
tion been called to the paper from the secretary of the commonwealth,
setting forth the amount of the fees received by the justices of the peace?
It appears t.hat the fees amount to $16’7,300 per annum. We may take
This, sir,
it at $170,000, as the cost of administeriug this little justice.
is a standard by which to judge of the immense importance of the subject.
a year. Here, then,
The militia system, as we are told, costs us $Are
is a part only of the administration of justice, costing us $170,000.
these justices liable to the influences to which it IS said they are 1 Is
there any tavern influence, or town influence, or malign influence that
can reach them 1 Are they not more accessible than those who receive
higher salaries ? There can be no doubt of it. But, sir, does my friend
lrom Northampton, (Mr. Porter) protect his unlearned judiciary-protect
the multitudinous number of justices of the peace that ma have? The
,gentlemnn has referred to the fact of twenty justices of the peace having
been seen sitting together on the bench, at one time, in the state of New
Jersey.
I will rcfel the gentleman to Griffith’s Law Register, for a just
eulogium on that system. I will recall to the gentleman’s recollection, the
fact, tbat President Monroe was re-elected with one dissenting vote only;
and that after he retired from oflice, he became a justice of the peace,
and was to be seen daily sett.ing on the bench, where he would administer
justice cheaply, and was justly admired. I will refer the gentleman from
Northlptotl,
and t11e committee at large, to one of the first vetoes of
The misfortune, sir, is, that an
G.overnor M’Kean on this system.
attempt is nom being made, in this country, to get up a middle class, or
what is called in Europe, a shopocracy -in Engl:md, shopkeepers, a
provision we donot require. In that admirable veto of Governor M’liean,
my friend from Korthampton mill find an excellent argument against
cnt I predicate my plan, which
the present system. It was on th:tt ar
h I shall ask a vote at the proI submitted a few weeks ago, and on
per time.
If much of the business that is now done by the inferior magistracy,
were done by the superior, the administraiion of justice would be
more haruhonious. Wllat, sir, has covered pour state with so many
presidents ? Was it dotic for the people ? No, not at all, it was done
for the lawyers.
Sir, I will answer for it, without looking at the record,
that it was introduced for the benefit of the bar; to make judges who
would be convenient for the lawyers , and, under the plea and pretest of
bri?ging justice to every man’s door -to every lawyer’s neighborhood.
This tendency to belittlement is termed a great evil. Let us have a dig
nified, well selected, and at the same time, well paid supervisory magistracy. But, with respect to these middle men, I believe the framers of
the Constilution were to he deprecated for introducing them. I am very
much mistaken if James Wilson, (whose name is the first appended to the
Constitution of 1790,) and Thomas M’Kean, were now alive, they would
not lead here-if they would uot lead us back to what they desired-to P
better and more popular system. I would not speak, sir, with disparape-
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ment of any member of the profession on the bench, or at the bar. I
have no wish but for their honor and their advancement, and their being
putforward.
But, I believe that they, and all of us have suffered by the
present system. I believe, sir, that if the Convention, under any combination of circumstances, should adjourn without remedying the existing
evil, relief will be obtained by means less advantageous.
There will be
an amendatory clause incorporated in the Constitution, therefore, whatever we may do, cannot be very in*jurious or pernicious.
It cannot last
And, I do
so long as to operate upon, and overturn the Commonwealth.
assure you, sir, that one of the fond fancies I have, was the placing at the
head of the judiciary, one of the individuals to whom I alluded, who I
thought might repair the broken foundations of the Constitution-who
might restore that reverence for it which the people once entertainedwho might bring us back to that state of things which once did exist, and
which I am free to acknowledge, is not as bad now as it was a few years
ago. Why?
Because the very indication-the
very approximation of
this comet-of this Convention to the judiciary has had a purifying effect.
And, sir, the argument in that respect is profitable, as itgoes to shew that
if you will place the judges within the verge of responsibility, such an
arrangement will be perfectly satisfactory to the people. With regard to
the subject of salaries, I must say one word more, in conclusion.
As to
the case of Judge Drake, I declare that I never heard of it before. I know
nothing in regard to him. I don’t wish to speak disrespectfully-but
I
know nothing of his case. If the operation of a great constitut.ional provision drives a judge from office, what objection can we offer to it? Do
we, sir, sit here to give alms ? I believe with Mr. Madison, that the
people of this country are not to be frightened into the English pension
system at present. Mr. Lomndes said that the pension system, as adopted
in Englaud, would prevent improper persons from obtaining pensions.
There is not the same danger of abuse there as in this country.
I, however, do :qot expect to see the day when the system will be tolerated ;
nor do I think that my great grand children will.
I agree with Mr. Madison, that there is not so much danger in the English pension system, as
in our own. But, how can we help it?
What is the fact in regard to Chancellor Kent?
He had made, since
he left his office, as he told me himself,-and
I hope I trespass upon no
propriety in mentioning it,- twice or thIee times as much RS the amount
A life tenure, is calculated to make the
of his yearly salary as a judge.
But a
best man -even such a man as Chancellor Kent-a lazy fellow.
man with health and industry combined, will be constautly improving
his faculties, and cannot be destroyed.
If he is removed from the
bench, he will only be removed, like Chancellor Kent, to a sphere of
higher and more extensive usefulness.
With respect to the New Jersey case, it has been well met by the genI know Judge Ewing welltleman from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward.)
and was at college with him-though
he was in the class before me-1
regard the case with which his name has been connected, as one of those
spasmodic cases which cannot be anticipated or guarded against. We
know, from what we witnessed here, the other day, when a dispute arose
about a matter of convenience, that this sort of feeling cannot be reasoned
with nor dealt with.
I exerted myself then to gratify all parties, but .
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they could not be gratified, and would not be gratified.
The Jersey
case was associated with a sort of feeling:
I do not know how to describe it-it
is like the German Wunszce~ddeine, which I was reading
something of in a periodical yesterday, a thing which nobody uuderstands, and which you cannot deal with.
A few words as to the federal judiciary, and its influence.
When
that system was formed, the same spirit of federalism prcvailetl--n spirit
of apprehension of the people, which appeared at the outset of our
government-the
spirit displayed in Montesquieu, and which regarded
democracy as too dangerous a devi! to let loose in society-the
spirit
which I attribute to Blackstone, and to those whom I harmlessly discriminated as his apprentlces- this was the prevailing spirit of the time.
The distinction bctwecn the federal and the state Commution, is very
broad. The federal government emanated from the states, and not, as
Mr. Webster au? Judge Story supposed, from the people. The book of
Judge Baldwin, to which I have before referred, shows that the federal
government was created by tlm states. It is a state aud not a popular emanation ; and between the federal and the state judiciary, there is all the din’&
ence in the world.
The federal judiciary is sometbmg like that created in
one of the Europeau governmeuts for tryiug pirates ; it is for high federal purposes ; for trying ambassadors ; state controversies; and questions
It is the
arising uuder the laws and treaties of the federal government.
tribunal iu the last resort for trving constitutional qnestions-thouah
this
is a matter disputed 3nd d0ulhl
bv some. It was denied by Thotnas
Jefferson,-and
John 6‘. Calhoun will probably deny it,-but
iMr. Madison asserts it.
To whom are the federal judges responsible ! Not to the people, but
to the states : to the senate, which represents the states. How can the
Constitution, which establishes this court, be amended ? Through the
sts.tes. The judges are not responsible immediately to the people as
they are. But, perhaps, they are still finally responsible immediately to
the people. Suppose the house of representatives should refuse to put
in the appropriation bills any provision for the payment of the salary of
the judges.
1Vho would compel them to do it? How could it be pre;
vented 1 So, indirectly, they were as mucll in the control of the people,
as it was proposed, by the amendment, to make them here.
P,ut, in regard to the supreme court of the United StatPs, I am comW- work worse than that. If,
pelled here to remark, that never did a syst,..,
as it was supposed by Mr. Madison, in whom I have a deep rooted fdith,
the federal judiciary
was organized for tile purpose of settling state
controrersics, and adjusting great constitutional questions, it has been a
signal failure. It is made plain by Judge Ijaldwin,-in
the work to
which I before alluded ,-that, in the whole history of popular and executive changes, and in controversies of opinion, there is nothing like the
confusion and contradiction ia which the supreme coart have involved
themselves by their decisions. It is now impossible to say what is the
law of the land on any one of the great subjects which have been reJudge Baldwin shows that, from
ferred to the decision of that tribunal.
their decision, it is extremely difficult to ascertain what is the law of the
land in regard to mere matters of mez~rn and tzmnz. Suffer me to say,
Certain it is,
* then, that this system, too, as far as it goes, is a failure.
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this supreme court of the United States has had to start afresh. Judge
Baldwin mentions, as a proof of this, that last year he was in a majority
of the court upon a question, as to which, a few years ago, he strove
alone in the minority.
They have now started afresh, and must begin
by disentangling themselves from their former decisions. This furnished
another evidence that the good sense of mankind is superior to that of
individual wisdom, however well and elaborately instructed and cultivated.
Sir, our judiciary experiment has failed ; and that is the postulate with
which I set out. Now, granting even that all the apprehensions felt in
regard to the proposed change, should be verified, what harm can be
done by trying it. If it is found to be no remedy for existing faults in
our system, why, then, all we shall have to do, will be, through the provision for future amendments, to go back again to the old system. Whatever
may be said of my views in regard to the present judiciary system,
either in the house or out of it, it does appear to me that the facts which
I have adduced, cannot be destroyed, and that my inferences cannot be
impugned.
We have seen what a vicious judiciary can do ;--I do not
mean vicious personally, I mean vicious ‘in system. Do you believe
that in any party excitement, the people would conduct themselves as
boldly as the judiciary
have on some occasions ? Do you believe
that even in times of popular commotion, you would get the vote of a
mob to commit a Quaker to prison for not taking off his hat ; to strike
half a dozen attornies from the roll, and deprive their families of the
means of subsistence ; to throw two respectable lawyers into prison, and
keep them there a fortnight, for want of respect? We have heard of
Bahimore mobs, of Lynch law, of flour rioters, and convent burners at
the east ; but these are spasmodic cases which will occur among the people. and cases to which the judiciary ought not to be subject. Do you
believe that, if the judges were appointed, as the reputed father of the
Convention was supposed, by the gentlemau, to propose,--annually,and for which suggestion, he rebuked the gentleman from Beaver with SO
much asperity,-meaning,
I suppose, that he was in favor of appointing
the judges monthly, or every morning, -do you believe, I ask, that even
in that case, the judges would do such things ? One circumstance more,
I can mention, as a fact, that a bishop of the church was committed to
prison for some fault. Would you think such things possible even from
amob?
If the people are so much to be feared,-let
us refer to Mr. Dallas’
letter for greater power,-let
us resolve ourselves into something stronger,
-let us declare that the judges shall hold their offices for any term not
exceeding a hundred years-or let us propose a dictation, if, as was formerly supposed by some politicians, the people are really incapable of
self-government, and their own worst enemies. But these sentiments, in
regard to the people, are now seldom heard. The mild workings of our
system have dispelled these fears ; and it is found that the farther it goes,
the better it works.
As to the petition presented by the gentleman from Fayette, the other
morning, it appeared to him to contain very judicious views, couched in
temperate language. If the day has come when the right of petition
shall be called m question ,-if the day has come, when the people can-
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not meet and discuss their affairs, suggest remedies for the defects in their
institutions, and ask a redress of grievances, without having their proceedings treated with contumelg- I do not intend to say, that this was
the intention of the remarks made on that paper, but it was their tendency-if,
I say, the people are so much to be dreaded, let us muzzle them
at once --let us submit to them some high-toned, some strong measures,
and, if they see fit to adopt them, so be it.
One argument of the chairman of the judiciary committee struck me
very forcibly, at the time it was advanced; and, upon farther reflection,
seems entitled to some weight.
The argument I refer to is, that the termination of so many ofiices at or near the same time, and SO often, will
greatly aggravate and magnify the patronage and influence of the executive, which it was the prevailing and anxious wish, both of the people
and the Convention, to restrict and lessen, ‘I’his objection made a deep
impression on my mind at the time when it was urged, and it still
remains there for consideration.
I feel it to be a serious difficulty in the
way, and it may re,gulate my vote on the question; but I should be very
sorry if such a difficulty were to have the effect upon me and others to
turn us aside from our object. I must, however, with deference, say that
it has more weight in it than all the other arguments against the amendment which have been presented to us.
Mr. Chairman, no one who hears me, is as sensible as I am, of the
important view which I have taken of this great subject. Precipitated
into the debate, I have given my views crudely and imperfectly,-but
they have, I assure you, the benefit of sincerity ; and, in all sincerity, I
wish to say one word as to the consequences of this vote. Who is in the
majority and who in the minority, I cannot teil, and no one, perhaps,
knows ; for no one could have anticipated the result of the vote takeu
the other day on the proposition of the gentleman from Beaver. We
talk of the uncertainty of law, and of the uncertainty of what God has
pleased to make the most uncertain of all the other sciences,-govth:, vote the other day shows also, that legislation is
ernment ,-but
equally uncertain.
We do not know how the majority will go ; but we
know this : that the majority on this question will take upon themselves
a serious responsibility.
?‘his majority, however composed, will be
responsible to the people, and responsible to posterity for the result of this
proceeding.
1 don’t know that I would not prefer a safe place in the
minority to taking upon myself any share of that heavy responsiblity,
which must fall upon the majority, . and I am not sure that, after recording my sentiments, I may retire into the minority, and leave the responsibility in other hni~ds. What I have said on the subject, has boen said
in sincerity.
I know that, like other men, I am liable to the influence
of prejudice, of passion, and of party, but I have endeavored to divest
myself of it in considering this question. I shall continue to take an
independent and sincere course in regard to it, not doubting that any
amendments we may propose, will be less complained of by the people,
than our present system.
With perfect respect, I beg leave again to admonish this Convention
of the deep responsibility they are under to their constituents ; and that,
as they do well or ill here, so they will he regarded by the people, and
rewarded by posterity.
I am aware that we c-an do no permanent harm ;
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but I call on those of the minority, who are disposed to do right, to rally,
and constitute themselves into a majority.
I have no faith in tactics.
They may serve to defeat or carry a measure; but depend upon it, that
the stupid Germans, and the wild Irish, who, with au admixture of native Americans, form the population of Pennsylvania, have sense and
shrewdness enough to see through the tactics of the greatest party manager in the world; and if this body be broken up and go home, without
accomplishing the purposes for which they were assembled, they will go
home despicable and despised. Let us give an honest and independent
vote on the subjects before us, and leave the result to the people.
Before I sit down, I will submit the following amendment:-to
strike
out all after the word “him,” m
. the fourth line which will make the paragraph read as follows, viz :
*‘ The judges of the supreme court, of the several courts of common
pleas, and of such other courts of record as are or shall be established
by law, shall be nominated by the Governor, and by and with the consent of the senate, appointed and commissioned by him. They shall hold
their offices during good behaviour, but the Governor may remove any
judge, upon the address of the representatives of the people, by vote of
the general assembly.”
The CHAIR pronounced the motion to be out of order, at present.
Mr. CHATUSERS, of Franklin, rose and said:
Without regard to the
question immediately before the chair and the committee, I shall consider the great question of the judicial tenure as now presented to the
committee for their consideration.
That question arises on the report
submitted by the standing committee on the fifth article, with the several
amendments offered to it. AS one of the committee to which was
referred the fifth article of the Constitution, I have given the subject my
best attention, and I united with the majority in favor of the report on the
table. That report is in favor of retaining the present judiciary tenure;
and I must say, that I have heard nothing, since it was agreed to, to
induce me to change the opinions which it goes to sustain. I now ask, as
one of the committee,-and
as one who has trespassed but little upon the
time of this body,- to be permitted to offer a few remarks in explauation
of the facts and principles which induced me to form and entertain those
opinions.
I do not expect to be able to entertain or instruct this highly enlightened and respectable body; but I shall contine myself to a plain
stntement of my views.
Let us see, in the first place, where we agree.
It is conceded on both sides of the house, as an acknowledged and well
established principle, that the powers of government, under the existing
Constitution, are divided into three branches; the executive, the legislative, and the judicial.
This division of power, is an improvement of
modern times, in the science of government, not now to be contradicted
or called in question: it is one that is deemed not only desirable for
a free government, but so essential, that the gentleman from Philadelphia countv, (Mr. Ingersoll) earnestly urged us to place the principle
on the front&piece of the Constitution, in order that it might be more
deeply and permanently impressed upon the minds of every officer
whose constitutional duty it is to make, or to execute the laws, or to
administer justice according to the laws. Connected with this, there is
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another principle :-that it is essential to the prosperity of a government
that the judiciary shall be independent.
We only differ, sir, as to the
manner of making that department independent, consistently with a due
I, and those who agree in sentiment
and proper share of responsibility.
with me, believe that the tenure of good behaviour is essential to the independence of the judiciary ; but it is objected to this tenure, that while
it gives independence to that department, it places it beyond the control
of the people, or the representatives of the people, and makes it irresponsible. It is objected that, under the existing Constitution, our judiciary
is independent of the people. This we deny. They are responsible to
the representatives of the people ; they are amenable to them, and we
know of no other mode in which they can or ought to be held responsible. They should not be held responsible to any other power than the
representatives of the people. You do not, in the proposed amendment,
attempt to bring them down directly to the people. HOW are they now
amenable ? They were appointed during good behaviour ; but they are
liable to be arratgned, tried, condemned, dismissed, and rendered incapable of holding office ever after,- and the tribunal, to which they are thus
amenable, is the legislature, the representatives of the people. Is not
liere then a direct and adequate responsibility 1 They are responsible
directly to the representatives of the people, who are both their accnsers
and their judges.
‘I’heir responsibility does not end even here. They arc liable to be
removed for other causes, than crimes and misdemeanors, on the address
There may be deficiencies in a
of the two branches of the lcgislatore.
judge, which will, without affecting his judicial or moral character, render him incompetent and uufit for the discharge of his duties; and, in
those cases, he may be removed on the address of the legislature.
Then we have, in this Constitution, judicial responsibility to a s&iicient extent, if the representatives of the people are faithful to their trust,
and faithfully discharge their dnty. But we are to!d, that the remedy by
impeachment !ras failed, -that it IS not an eflicient remedy-that
it is a
mere mockery of responsibility.
I am not willing to admit the fact. But
if it is so, whose fault is it? It is the fault of the people’s representatives, who fail in the execution of their duty. This is not an objection,
then, to the Constitution, but to their representatives, and the people
It is for the people to choose, for their representatives,
themselves.
those who are qualitied by their integrity and ability to discharge the
trust reposed iu them : and, as we contend, they have been chosen in
regard to such qualifications.
It is said that, under this provision, your
judges have been corn..
plained of, and have not been removed.
If, sir, there is any fonndation
for this ch;lrge-if
the representatives of the people have failed to
discharge their trust- this is not to ba imputed as a reproach to your
Constitution, and it cannot, on tiiat account, be said that’your judiciary
system is a failure.
It is said that under this power your judges have beeu complained
of
and have not been removed. Why sir, If there be any thing in this
charge, the representatives of the people have failed to perform their
trust. Then he would say, that this would not only be charging the
representatives of the people with failin g in the performance of their du-
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IQ
ties, but would be imputing a failure to our republican government.
this extended Commonwealth, the people can act in no other way, than
There is no other mode of administering
through their representatives.
a republican government, than by comitting certain trusts and powers
to the representatives of the people, and it is in vain to say that our
representatives cannot be trusted, without surrendering up our republican
system. What is the evidence of the sweeping charge that is preferred,
not against the constitution, because it is not an error in the constitution,
if itbe so, that our judges have been charged with crimes and have been
guilty of crimes, and hare not beeu removed by those who had the power
to do-it. It is said that in this Commonwealth, during its hist.ory, which
has been but little short of fifty years, there have been many complaints
against judges, many have been impeached and that but some two, hare
We have had charges preferred against some five or six
been removed.
or perhaps more of our judges, but not many went to the legislative
department of our government, but whatever had beeu the clamor at
home of disappoiuted men, whether they were suiters or the friends
of suiters or their counsel, these clamors were never presented to the legislature of the Commonwealth, in more than some half dozen or ten cases.
Under this system, then, which has existed for a period of near half a
century, it appears that complaints have been made against sorne sir,
eight or ten judges, and out of that number, one has been removed on
conviction, and another on the address of the legislature, and as it seems,
the situation of some others were made 30 uncomfortahlc on the bench
that they retired, and their places were filled by other men. It is reasonable to suppose that the charges which were made against these judges,
and not sustained, were so well founded, and so well supported as that
convictiou should have followed, and that if conviction did not follow, you
can ouly,account for it by charging the representatives ofthe people with being Utll’i~IttlfUl to their trust. In doing this we are reversing all the rules of
evidence-wc
are subverting the whole criminal jurisprudence of the country, for with respect tothe administration of criminal justice in those courts,
which are of tbc highest authority in the Commouw-ealth, the itmocence of
the culprit is to be presumed, until you prove his guilt; but here in relation
to judges, who have been passed upon by the senate as a judicial body, and
the llouse of representatives as the prosecutors, you are called upon to
convict them without evidence, before they have been proved guilty, and
In the case of the veriest
even after they have been declared innoecnt.
criminal iu your country, you are to presume he is innocent, until the evidence of the case proves him puilty ; but iu the other, when it is in
relation to the judges who admmister your lau;s, you are a&cd to presume guilt even agaiust evidence, you are not o&y called upon to presume
that the man accused is not innocent, but you are called upon to presume
that t!le man who hss beeu acquitted by the highest tribunal in the government, before which he had been called, as clear of all that had been
‘rhere was sufficient protection to the
charged against him, as guilty.
people under tlie present constitution, if the representatives of the people
were faithful to their trust, and neither the people, nor any of the departments of the government had any reason to complain ; and he would not
insinuate that the representatives of the people had not done their duty,
and that they had not been faithful to the trusts reposed in them. What
a sweeping charge this was to prefer against them, that the representa.
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tives of the people had not been faithful to their trust. It was not that
one ofthe legislative bodies had been unfaithful, and allowed an accused
to escape, but it was a charge against all before whom these judges
have been tried. It was a condemnation, not only of one of the legislative bodies, or of one legislature, but it was a condemnation of all those
whose attentions had been directed to this subject. It was anunqualified condemnation, not only of one legislature of Pennsylvania, but of all
before whom such accusations had been presented for trial, and in this
How,
Mr. Chairman, is the responsicondemnation he did not join.
bility of these judges to the people proposed to be provided for in the
amendment which has been submitted on the part of the minority of the
committee on the judiciary, as well as what was coutained in the amendment to the amendment. Is there more responsibility to the people
provided for in these amendments, than there is under the existng
Constitution ? Are the people under those amezdments to pass upon the
acts of these judges ? No sir. They are by the terms of either amendment, made responsible, not to the people, but to the executive.
Their
responsibility is said to consist in the limited term of their offices, and the
uncertainty of their being continued in office beyond that term, unless they
deserve it. But to whotn are they thus responsible, on whom are they
But we will be told that in
dependent 1 Why it is on the executive.
this executive supervision, the executive will be responsible to the
people. Is he, however, more responsible, or is he so much responsible
as the immediate representatives ofthe people, that consist oftwo branches
of your legislature, one portion of which comes directly from the people
annually, and the other portion, every third or fourth year, as we may fix
upon hereafter. And yet as a reason for chal~ging the constitutional
provision, we are told that the tenure must be limited, because the representatives of the people who have the power of removal for a cause, do
not exercise that power. What is there, sir, which entitles the executive
of this Commonwealth to such confidence as to place in his hands a
power which is equivalent to the power of removal, which power you do
not choose to leave with the representatives of the people. It is a fallacy
to say that limiting their term of office and making them dependent
upon the executive for their continuance in of&e, is leaving them with
the people. This was only substituting one department of the government for another. It is but substituting the executive for the legislative
department, aad who is more willing to trust the Governor than thekegis.
lature ? But saP, gentlemen, a good officer, a faithful and honest judge,
is not to be removed. If he deserves his place, he is to be continued, and
it is only the u’nfaithful and dishonest who are to be removed.
What is
our security for this? What security have we that the Governor may
not remove the judges for some private grief or political prejudice.
Why, sir, under the existing Constitution, if a judge is faithful he is
secured in his ofice, but if he is unfaithful, or incompetent, provision is
made for his removal, hy the representatives of the people, or the address
of two thirds of the legislature.
This security you have under the eristing Constitution, but what security have you that the governor will reappoint a faithfyl and honest judge, or that he will not reappoint one who
is unfaithful.
Governors are as liable to abuse their trusts or indulge
their partialities, as the representatives of the people, the legislative
But we have been told
department, and much more so in his opinion.
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that in making these appoUments,*the Governor will regard popular
opinion. That may be, w it may #notbe, It may be that he wifl refer
to the popular opinion of the district in which the judge resides, if ho
himself is a candidate for re-election ; and it may be that for the time that
public opinion may be subject to commotion and excitement, and entirely
wrong, which, in another twelve months might have passed off, and for
which there might have been no foundation at the time. But, sir, in an
amendment which we have already adopted, and which very probably may
become a constitutional provision, it is proposed to limit the Governor co
two terms, amounting in all, to six years. Then what becomes of that
popularity which you are to appeal to during the last three years of his
term. Is he during that term to be looked upon as a representative’of the
people, courting their favor 1 Is he then, to be looked upon as that
officer, who will continue the faithful, remove the unfaithful, and ha>e an
eve single to the best interests of the Commonwealth,
because he
~.~ is
_looking yo the popular suffrages of his fellow citizeus.
sir, by givingthe
Executive this power, we are reposing in his hands that which goes to
exten’d the patronage of the Esccutive to a tremendous extent. -It did
therefore, appear to him that those who advocated the placing this power
in the hands of the executive, under pretence ofthereby making the judges
responsible to the people, were not only extending the patronage ofthe
executive, against which they have been contending, but that they were
laying themselves open to the charge of inconsistency.
We have been
again and again told, that one of the greatest complaints of the people
against the existing constitution, was the extent of the executive patronage ; the power he had in making appointments to offtce ; and yet, here
we have a proposition which goes to increase that patronage, by bringing
all the judges of t!le Commonwealth at stated times, witlun the power of
It is said, however, that the same governor will not have
the executive.
the power of reappointing the aame judges, which he may have appointed, because their term of office will extend beyond his. He cared not
whether it was the same imdividual OTnot; it was the samerule hy which
they were appointed -it was the same department which appointed them,
and thereby you place your judiciarp at the feet of the executive.
If the
judges are to be brought home to the people as gentlemen say, and not
only feel their responsibility to them, but that they are also to feel their
acts, why not give their election to the people. This intentiou however,
was totally disclaimed by the gentlemen from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward)
lvho on the part of the minority of the committee, laid his views before
the committee, with an ability, an eloquence aud a research which
to him, (Mr. C.) was a great qualitication, and he has told us that he
was opposed to the election of judges, either by the people or by the
Why, sir, if it is to be considered asessential thaf these
legislature.
judges should be responsible to the people, why not make them directly responsible to the people, why not bring them home dircetiy to the
people to be passed upon. But is it makrug them responsible to the
people, to merely make them delleudent on the executive for their continuance in office. Why, it is all a farce, to thiuk of making them responsiblc to the people iu tllis may. Tney will be t?o moie rctiponsiblo to
the people, by making tllem dcl)endeut upon the Govcmor, who is to have
their appoiutment, than they arc now, lhroligil
the immediate representatives of the peopli~, who, h:~vc the pol:‘er at any time to ~c:no~c tbc12i by
VOL. IV,
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address and impeachment.
We who go for a tenure of good behavior
make the judges responsible to the people, by making them removable by
the legislature for high crimes and misdemeanors, by impeachment, and
we further make them responsible hy making them removeable on the
We go for making them
address of both houses of the legislature.
responsible to the people by making them accountable to the representatives of the people or the legislature, and this amendment goes no fBrther
than this, only it proposes to substitute the Governor for the legislature.
We sir, are for the independence of the judiciary.
The independence I want, is an independence of a?y undue influence
from any quarter that will control or opernte on the mmds of the judges
It is an
in the impartial administration of justice according to law.
independence not of the people, but an independence for the people, and
for the protection of the rights of the hnmblcst citizen of the Commonwealth against oppression or injustice from whatever quarter it may be
attempted.
It is an independence that will protect the people against any encroaehments on these rights by the crccntive or legislative departments of the
government.
ThCSC pomerful tl~paJ&lCiltS
tJlay USurp and exercise powers not committed to them, but ii)rbidden by the constitutional compact,
and a;:ainst such the individo31 citizen will vainly resist without the aid
and shie!d of an independent judiciary to sustain his rigllrs.
It is an independence that will protect the citizen ag&st StZiC power.
Let the government be the prosecutor, let oflicizd cxpericnce by bralIght
in aid of the prosecution , yet with an tlOi;Cst and intli~l~entlent judiciary,
the most humble citizen under the panopiy of the l:Lw, with her virtue,
integrity n:;d innocence for her shield, will pass the ordeal of per$,ecution any trial unhurt either in her persnn, character or e:jtste.
It is an inrlepexlence that will protect the obscure citizen against pzri\l
leatlcrs, popular favorites or any other idol of t!x ilav, whose riai&
may be !xonght into conGct, and which will bc weighed”in the scales of
jusClC0 iiy the firm :inii unwaaerin~ hand of ail indepcxtient judge.
It is an independence that will afi”ord the same measure of justi,:e to
the poor man, that it does to the m:fJl of wealth, let his possessions and
interests be 3:s extensive as they may ; anti it is an independence that
arlministcx to the :s~rnn~erix tb!? lantl, the same rule of right 31:d 13~~-,
that it does to :hc most ~~ll’acnti;il family, whose pas sessic::s and c:);inections surrmind :!10 place oi’ tria! 31~1jndginent.
It is fl:r such intcrosls, which xe thus2 of tLe people, that in&pe~l~IeI~~
judges xi+ xvanlecl, xv!?0 will pronounce the jUClglilCli!. of the I:IJV, rep&less of every other conGilcr:ltion tll:in tlloae’arisii;g nntlcr the ];I\,,- anti tl,e
.ixfl;es whose term of ofKc;icc
is limit4 to 3 ie:m of !;car>, beevidrnce.
fore the esyirai;on of their ierm. will turn tileir e;,es to the .~;:j~oln~it~g
power-Yrhh!r
iht po:ver be wit.b the ~+~.1
J b,het l.!le execntiva or leg&lative dep::rtmeutS, it viii1 ltavo its irJl!lcoce Oil the feclin:;s ail,1 judgmel,l
of the jud;gc: :vho is a man wiih his infirmities.
EIiS i”ceiillgs 2nd hid
int<:r;esls ivill lead i:im to fear 2nd conriliate that perso;! uu ~~!,ich ciC>perlcls ,liir }lldc:e, and tbi* when ho should alone con$iticr the (,‘onstiiu~!o,~
and i:iws by :vhich the rig!::, of 2il the pi:nplo :ire to be decided.
41 the judiciary is r;laldC da;,endcnt ~3 CJ~.~IL’I. ti.s e?;ectjr;r~c
0: leg:+
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lature for its continuance, is it to be expected that it will willingly hazard
the displeasure of either, by placing itself in opposition to usurpation or
encroachments by those departments.
The effect of it mili;be to weaken
still more the judiciary, which is already the weak department of our
republican government ; and you deprive the people of the most efficient
check which has been devised to maintain constitutional government
and prevent encroachments by the executive or legislature, on the rights
of the people.
The judiciary department will take care in the administration of the
laws, that both the other departments of the government, so far as their
acts comes before them, shall be within proper limits.
The Constitution
is the paramount law. It is the law emanating from the pcopie, which is
to be maintained by your judiciary when it comes into coniiicts with the
usurpations of the other departments of the government.
When your
executive or legislative departments usurp powers, this is the department which is the sheet au&or of our safety. This IS the department
which will hold them close by the Constitution, and prevent them from
This is the department which is to prostepping b!yond its landmarks.
tect your rights and your liberties, both from the encroachments of government and from the encroachments of powerful individuals.
If it should be considered that there ought to be other responsibility
than wbat now exists in the Constitution, aud a change was to be made.
he himself would prefer that brought to the notice of the committee, by
the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr. Ingersoll.)
He
would pr’efer going back to the colonial act of 1758, rather than taking
either of the amendments proposed, because we would then have an independent judiciary,
and yet have as much responsibility as could be,
desired.
The difference between that provision and the existing Constitution
would be, that instead of having the judges removable as they are non-.
upon the address of two thirds of the legislature, to~bave them removaIt would then leave your
ble by a bare maj0rit.y of the legislature.
judges d:ning good behaviour, subject to this restriction.
Such a provision as this would be much more consistent wiih the principles, of those
who afirm that they are for responsibility to lhe people, than the amendWith this provision, the judges would be made more
mcnt pending.
responsible to the immediate representatives of the people, a majority of
the I,egislature having the power to remove them, and then they would
not be dependent for their continuance in oflirc, upon the power that
appointed them. Their continuance in office then, would depend upon
the people, thrt)ugb their rcpresentatiyes, but ndopt the amendment
peuding, requiring them to bc@nppoiuted by the Governor, and you make
their continuance in oflice dcpcnti upon the Governor, and a portion of
the senate. ‘I’his would be giving the power of appointment to one
branch of the government, and the pOWcr Ol' rcmoral to anotlicr.
As it
was not iii order to present the amendment at the time the gentlema
brought it to the uotice of the committee, he hoped that before we got
through with this article, we could have the opportunity of considering
it ; not however that he was prepared to adopt it now, in preference to
the existing Constitution, but that he preferred it to either of the amendments which have been presented. 1Ie had, h be be sure, voted for the
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amendment of the gentleman from Beaver, but he only did SO beaause it
was preferable with him to’the amendment of the entleman fromSusquehanna ; when the question however, came to be tagken between it and the
existing Constitution, he would go for the Constitution as it stands. He
was not prepared now to say, but that he might be brought to vote for
this proposition which had been brought to the notice of the committee,
by the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, if, a change was to be
made, because it would not compromise the independence of the judiciary, and it would make them more responsible to the people, than they
now are. It may to be sure happen, when the community are under the
influence of some party feeling, or some sudden commotion, that judges
will be removed, for no cause, but when the cause for these feelings has
ceased to exist, and when all is calm and tranquil, justice will be done
to the removed oflicer by the public. The public will do him that justice,
which his merits deserve, and if injustice should happen to be done,
such occasions will be beacons to, be referred to, to warn the legislature ’
from inconsiderate acts. This amendment at least combines more of the
responsibilitv to the people, than the amendment of the gentleman from
Luzerne, which merely goes to transfer the responsibility from one class
of representatives of the people to another.
But we have been charged with a surrender of the principle on the part
of the majority of this committee, in consenting to a limitation in the
tenure of the justices of the peace, by making them elective for a term
of years. He however did not think so. The justices of the peace are
nominally a part of the judiciary of Pennsylvania, yet it was but nominBe conceded that their powers were great and their influence in
ally.
the administration of the law, was also important ; but they have never
been considered or treated eit.her in the iegislature of the state, or the
public opinion of the country, as a part of your judiciary.
Before the
adoption of the present Constitution of 1790, it is well known by this
Convention. that the ordinary quarterly courts were held by the justices of
the peace, they composed the quarter sessions and the common pleas.
At the time of the adoption of the present Constitution, it was not thought
advisable to continue these courts thus organized, and our courts were
differently constituted.
It was then declared that ‘6 the judicial power of
this Commonwealth shall be vested in a supreme court, in courts of oyer
and terminer and general jail delivery, in a court of common pleas,
orphan’s court, register’s court, and a court of quarter sessions of the
peace for each county: in justices of the peace and such other courts
as the legislature may from time to time establish.”
Under this Coustitution then, Mr. Chairman, we had our courts
reorganized withont the justices of the peace forming any part of those
courts ; although they bad before holden those courts. The first legislation under the Constitution of 1790, was to t.ake away their power as
courts. Their place was supplied by the presiding judge, who had the
aid of four associate judges.
These composed your cr.ounty courts, and
your justices were left with the petty.jurisdiction
of five pounds. Their
jarisiiiction at ttie presept time -that Is to say, blieir absolute jurisdiction,
from whicli there can be no appeal, is not beyond the amount of $5 33.
In tbr exercise Of their great power beyond that, they rank a little more
than niinisterial.
lt is competent for :my party who may come before
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them to insist on a reference of their case to referees. In this event, the
case is withdrawn at once from the jurisdiction of the justice of the peace,
,and from that moment it is entirely beyond it. The justice, after that,
has no more to do with it, than the prothonotary of a court in an action
pending, and in which there is entry of rule of reference. He is but the
mere machinery of office, by whom the judgment is to be executed,
without the possession of any power in relation to it. When these
referees are thus chosen, there is an end to his power. The whole matter, so far as it is thus referrable, is exclusively within the power of the
referees. They pass upon it; and on tbeir report, whatever that may
be, he must enter judgment.
He has no other concern with the matter.
He has not even the power to grant a new trial. He is but the minister
of the law, whose duty it is to make a.11entry and return of the report of
the referees who may be chosen by the parties to decide upon their case.
He enters the judgment upon their report; the prothonotary does the
same thing. He issues execution.
The prothonotary likewise does the
same thing. So that the acts and duties of the justice of the peace, affect,
to a considerable extent, the rights and interests of the people of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, still they are in a great measure but ministerial acts and duties. He is not known, or treated, or recognized, as a
judge of your courts of law. He is allowed to practice as an attorney in
all other cases, excepting in those cases in which an appeal may have
been entered from his own judgment, while the law of the land denies to
the judge the right to practice in any court or case. You do not choose
even to allow him a salary. He 1s to be compensated for his work,
whether it is judicial or minisetrial, in the same manner as that in which
the clerk of the court is to be compensated.
He gets his fees, and nothing
There is no necessity, Mr. Chairmore nor less, for his compensation.
man, that this tenure of office should be an extended one, so far, I mean,
as the independence of the judiciary is affected, as is required in the case
of the judge of your courts-beeause his duties are distinct.
The duties
of the justice of the peace, so far as they relate to the exercise of his own
judgment, are limited to forty shillings, and then, if any question of law
is involved, it is open to revision and to correction by your courts of law.
As I have before stated, the one great object of having a judiciary,
is independence.
Without that attribute, your judicial department may,
in the exercise of the many important duties which belong to it, be
brought into conflict with the other departments of your government.
This independence, I say, is essentially requisite to sustain the constitution and the laws, and to guard them against encroachments and
But this is not expectusurpation on the part of the other departments.
ed from your justices, because, if they pass judgment, they are questions
which are subject, as I have said, to the review and correction of your
courts of law.
In several of the other states of this Union, Mr. Chairman, where
.there has been secured, by means of a constitutional provision, a tenure
of office during good behaviour to the judges, the justices of the peace
have been made elective, and their tenure of office has been limited to a
term of years. This is the case in the state of Maine, and also in the
state of New York.
In those states, the judges of the supreme court,
and of the circuit courts also, are commissioned to hold their office during
good behaviour.
It is not considered there that, if there was not the
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same constitutional provision made for the one as for the other, it was a SUP
render of principle; because if there is any force or meaning at all in the
charge of inconsistency which has been made here against the majority of
the committee on the judiciary, in relation to the justices of the peace, it
is undoubtedly a two-edged sword, which cuts as well the gentleman from
Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) who is one of the minority of the committee,
as it does the majority.
Mr. Chairman, we have been told by that geutleman? that the justices
of the peace constitute a most important branch of the judiciary of the
state of Pennsylvania.
If this be the fact, how does it happen that a
proposition has emanated from bim and his friends, to make the ,justices
of the peace elective by the people, for the period of four years. *Why
does he not also propose to make the judges elective, if it be true that they
both stand on an ccluality.
If the justices are nob iu any respect distinguishable from the judges of your courts, as in reference, I mean, to the
power of the judiciary. why not treat them both in the same mannerwhy elect the justices, and ‘appoint the judges I On what ground does
the gentlemau justify this diKerenre ! There surely must be something,
in the opinion of the gentleman, which goes for this limited tenure and
this distinct mode of appointment, to separate them from the other judges
of the courts ; for eveu the associatejudges of the court of common pleas,
according to the amendmcut of the gentleman from Luzerne. should be
appointed by the Governor.
If they are not distinguishable, the inconsistency which has been charged on the majority of the committee on the
judiciary, is certainly as much at the door of that gentleman as it is with
the majority of the committee.
But, they ure distinguishable, and the
majority of the committee have treated them both as being distinguishabie.
We have been told that, although the
But again, Mr. Chairman.
judges ought to be independent, still that they will be so, under a tenure
for a limited term of years. Let us examine into this position ! How is
it so ?xr~It has been again and again said here, and with great truth as we
all know, that judges are but men ; aud that their character is not changed
in that respect, by being placed upon the bench. They are st.ill men,
possessing all the passions, and subject to all the frailties and infirmities
of men. You propose then to place these men in a positiou, where they
are to look up to a certain power for reappointment at the expiration of
the term of years for which they are originally appointed to office. You
are making them dependent, not on the people as I said before, for their
reappointment, but upon the executive ; and, although, under an amendment which has been adopted under the vote of the committee of the
whole, the concurrence of the senate may be required, still the nomination
originates with the executive himself. These judges then, being but men.
with the frailties and infirmities of men, will act with reference to the
power on which their place depends -on which, indeed, their very means
of subsistence deper;ds. Let us look at this matter, then, in a reasonable
light.
Is it to be expected that the judges who are thus situateddependent on the executive for office-is
it to be expected, I ask, that
such men will willingly hazard the displeasure of the executive, or even
of the legislative department, in their discharge of their official duties ! It
is a contact which they will be most anxious to avoid, and it will be to,
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them often an unpleasant duty, where there is in the man himself independence enough to do so, to make any sacrifice in the discharge of that
duty.
This tenure during good behavionr, I consider, Mr. Chairman, to be a
question of very grave importance, so far as it has influence in securing
the proper qualifications in those who present themselves as candidates
for the office. If there is one subject which, more than another, is of
deep and vital interest to the people, it is the judiciary of your Commonwealth.
It is a department, as has been truly stated by a gentleman who
preceded me in this debate, which comes home directly to the people ; it
is a department of which they have daily cognizance.
The legislature
of yonr state may be in session for a whole minter, and may pass a whole
volume of laws, without, perhaps, so many as one hundred of your people
knowing, or caring, any thing about what they contain, unless those
laws may chance to operate directly on their own peculiar interests.
Your executive nag’ go through his term without the people feeling the
effects of any of those acts, and mithout the great body of the people
knowing even so much as what they are. But, sir, your judiciary is at
all times before the eye of the people. Your people are continually
participant in the exercise of the power of this department.
They are
broqght, day after day, to act with it, either in the character of jurpmen,
partles, witnesses, or spectators. The matters upon which it is the duty
of this department. to pass, ale matters of interest immediately within their
They are passing upon the rights of their fellow citizens ;
knowledge.
and upon the rights of property, within their ownimmcdiate neighborhood.
It is then, Mr. Chairman, a department of infinite interest to the people ;
and, as has been also said, it is also the weak department of our government. It has indeed alwag-s been acknowledged to be the weak departIt has no patronage to bestow-it
ment in every republican government.
has no presses at command. The very exercise of its duties, important
and delicate as they are, instead of making it friends, is calculated to raiae
up enemies. What then do you want, Mr. Chairman, in the qualifications of men who are to fill the high places of that department.
It is an
office established for the protection of individual right-to
maintain the
In such an offIce we
public peace, and to redress the public wrongs.
require men of undoubted talents, of great legal acquirements-men
of
d men possessing, in an eminent degree,
experience-men
of integrity-an
the confidence of the public.
Qualifications such as these are not to be found in many ; $nd when you
do meet with thern, you find that they have been mainly obtained by the
study and the labor of years. 4 voluminous code of laws belongs to a
republican government.
In a country where a people are attentive to
their rights, and tenacious of their liberties there will be litigation.
Questions spring up continually in the government of a free people, which are
altogether new in their character ; and in no country in the world are men
more exposed to these questions, than we are under our republican
government, connected as it is with, and dependent as it is on, the action
of the federal government.
If then men are to be procured who possess
Ihe requisite qualifications for these high judicial offices, where do you
seek them 1 You must, of necessity, seek them ftom among the profession of the law-and the men who possess these high qualifications are

.
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men in the possession of a lucrative practice at the bar-and who are
enjoying a remuneration mueh+greater than that which the people are
What then are the
willing to allow for the services of their judiciary.
inducements to such men to take this oflice ? Not merely the honor of
the place. I think few men would take a judgeship in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, or out ofit, for the mere honor which is attached
to the office. It may do very well to talk about this honor. but it will not
extend beyond the first quarter. Men look for something more than
honor. The situations certainly are honorable in themselves and dignified -and, on that account alone, they would be desirable to men whose
worldly means are so ample as to admit of their accepting them.
But what, Mr. Chairman, are the inducements to accept these offices ;
‘{hey are to
if that of honor aloue should not be found sufficient?
be found in two considerations ; the first of which is, the remuneration
-and the second, the tenure of offtce. The remuneration ought probably to be extended-but
you cannot, I believe, extend that far enough
You can not
to supply the place of the tenure during good behaviour.
extend it so as to induce men who arc qualified for the office, to take it
for a term of years. What then would be the effect of this tenure for a
term of years ? A mau who is in the enjoyment of the public confidence,
who is in the possession of a large practice, as a professional man, would
be unwilling to relinquish that practice, lucrative as it is, for a place
which he was to hold only by the uncertain tenure of a term of gears.
That very situation, if he should accept it, would unfit him to return to
the practice of the law. The very duties which belong to a judge are
SO different in their characters, from those which belong to the active
life of a lawyer- that a member of the profession is rendered unfit to
return to the active duties of the bar when he is so disposed, or in case
necessity eompclled him to do so. If then, Mr. Chairman, you are to
have men who are thus qualified to administer the laws of the land, to
decide on the rig!its of your citizeus, and to maintain your constitutional
government,
then they say that yen
must hold out competent
inducements to met1 who are qualified to take the place-aud those inducements, in my estimation, are nothiug less than the tenure during good
behaviour-coupled
with a proper responsibility in case of misbehaviour
I do not beiieve that any inducements which
or malfeasance in ofice.
you c;m bold out, short of this, will be sufficient to secure to the state the
services of such men, as ought alone to occupy these high judicial places
in your Commonwealth.
I have thus endeavoured, Mr. Chairman, to present to the committee
the reasons which infucnce me in the belief that the tenure of oflice
during goocl behaviour, is essential to the independence of the judicial
department of our government.
I shall beg leave, in the next place, to turn the attention of the committee for a short time, to the experience which we have had in relation
to that department, and in relation to that tenure. I was very forcibly
struck, Mr. Chairman, by a part of the advice which was given by the
father of his country, in his Farewell Address to the people of the
United Statts, when he was withdrawing from power and place, as we
heard it read from that chair, on the 4th July last. I allude to that part
I offer
in which he deprecates all experiments with the government.
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no eulogy-it
is enough to know that the advice came’ from WASHINGTON.
That great man who had done so much to obtain our independence, and to give stability to our republican form of government, and
our institutions, gave this emphatic advice-which
is now deserving of
our notice and regard; “You ought, says he, to resist with care the
spirit of innovatibn upon the principles of the government, however
specious the pretext.”
“ Time asd lm!Gt are at least as necessary to fix the true character
of governments, as of other institutions.
EqGrience
is the surest
standard by which to test the real tendencies of the existing Constitution
of the country.
Facility in change, upon the credit of mere hypothesis
and opinions, exposes to perpetual change, from the endless variety of
hypothesis and opinion.”
This, resumed Mr. C. was the admonition of a patriot and a
sage. The proposition which we now have before us, is a proposition
to change the existing Constitution of the government, which we have
had as our rule and guide for a period of nearly fifty years-and,
in relation to this very important branch, to introduce an entire change of
tenure.
Notwithstanding what we have heard about the tyranny of this government, of its opressions, of the abuses which exist in the various departments, I, for one, am free to express my belief that, as a people, we
have prospered under it- and that the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania,
since the establishment of the Constitution of 1790, has flourished to an
extent which has not been surpassed by any of the free states of this
There may, indeed, Mr. Chairman, be some cases of individual
Union.
wrong ; there may be some cases of official abuse. I do not doubt,
that such may be found. But where, I would ask, in what age of the
world, in what government on earth, are they not to be found ? Where,
among the institutions of man, will you search for an exemption from
these abuses of office and of power?
What has been our own experience in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, in relation to this very
department 1 We have had before us, sir, the history of the movements
of the people of Pennsylvania, from the time of the first charter to the
present, in reference to this department.
The tenure of good behaviour
was sought by the freemen of this State in the very first year of the
So far back as the year 1683-the
establishment of the government.
year after the charter-at
the instance of the freemen of this state, then
a province, there was a concession made to them, on the part of the
proprietor, of this very tenure of good behaviour for the judges. A
difficulty arose in the administration of that government, and the charter
was surrendered in the year 1760. In the year 1706, only a brief interval of six years, we find the same freemen in their conference, again
claiming this right. In the year 1769, we have them actually providing
for the tenure of good behaviour, by a legislative enactment. That law
having been repealed by the king in counsel, we have again an expression of opinion on the part of the committee of the legislature, of which
that they had not got
Benjamin Franklin was the organ -complaining
what had been promised to them-namely,
the tenure during good behaviour, for their judges. 1 will again trouble the committee, by reading
what was recurred to by my friend from Union, (Mr. Merrill) to whose
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lucid argument I listened with much gratification, and to whose
research I am indebted for much useful information, with which that
gentleman furnished us, in relation to the histor’y of Pennsylvania.
The value of that information, must satisfy all who heard it, how
desirable it would be that there should be published a portion of its
documentary history, which is now to be found only in MSS. in the
office of the secretary of state. Every thing connected with it is dear
to us now, and will be dear to those who shall come after us. I read, Mr.
Chairman, from the second volume of Franklin’s works, at page third.
It is an extract from the report of the committee of the assembly of the
f the date of February 22, 17X’Commonwealth of Pennsylvania-o
and is from the pen of Thomas Franklin :
‘6 .6’$lrZy, by virtue of the said royal charter, the propriet.aries are
invested with a power of doing every thing, which ii with a complete
establishment of justice, uuto courts and tribunals, forms of judicature,
and manner of proceedings, do belong :” “ It was certainlv the import
and design of this grant, that the courts of judicature should be formed,
and the judges and officers tbercof hold their commissions, in a manner
not repugnant, but agreeable to the laws and customs of England; that
thereby they might remain free from the influence of persons in power,
the rights of the people might be preserved, and their properties effectually secured. That bv the guarantee, William Penn: (understanding
the said grant in this Ii&t,) did. by his original frame of gorcrnment,
eovenant and grant wit.h the people, that the judges and other officers
should hold their commissions dming their LLgood behaviour, and no
Zonger.”
‘6 Notwithstanding which, the Governor of this province have, for
many years past, granted all the commissions to the judges of the king’s
bench, or supreme court of this province, and to the judges of the rourt
of common pleas of the several counties, to be held during their will rend
plensure ; by means whereof the said judges being snbject to the intluence
and directions of the proprietaries, and their Governors, their favorites
and Creatures, the laws may not be duly administered or executed, but
often wrested from their true sense, to some particular purpose ; the
foundation of justice may be liable to be destroyed ; and the lives, laws,
liberties, privileges, and properties of the people thereby rendered precarious and altogether insecure, * to the great disgrace of our laws and the
inconceivable injury of his majesty’s subjects.”
Here then, continued Mr. C. we find the legislature of Pennsylvania,
in the year 1757, complaining, through their committee of grievances.
And what were those grievances ? They were that they had not got
what William Penn promised to them-namely,
that the commissions
of the judges should be during good behaviour, but that they were
And, at that
appointed during the will and pleasure of the Governor.
day, this tenure was considered as a matter of interest to the people, and
as requisite for the security of the people, and for the independence of
the judiciary.
Mr. C. here gave way to Mr. FORWARD, on mhose motion, the committee rose, reported progress, and obtained leave to sit again ; and,
The Convention adjouurned.
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The Couvention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
in the chair, on the report of the committee to whom was
Mr. M'SHERRY
referred the fifth article of the Constitution.
The question being on the amendment of Mr. WOODWARD, as amended
on motion of Mr. DICKEY.
Mr. CHAMBERS resumed. Mr. Chairman, when the committee rose
this morning, I was exhibiting to the committee the evidence of the acts
of the freemen of the province of Pennsylvania, in complaining of the
proprietary who had withheld from them t.he rights which had been granted, and that the right which they complained of had been withheli from
them, was the tenure of good behaviour to their judges-complaints
commencing with the year 1663, the year after the charter, and extending to
the, year 1757 and 1759 ; the act of 1759 being no other than an act
claiming this tenure, by legislative provision, as a right, and proposing to
give effect to it as such. The last act of the assembly of Pennsylvania,
under the proprietary; government, was repealed, as I have before stated,
by the king in council ; and we have no record after that period.
Why
have we not? Because it was a period of trouble between the colony
and the mother country, when no concessions mere allowed, and when
not even conferences were admitted on the subject. The next step which
was taken ou the part of the colonies, by whom complaints had again and
again been made in vain, was the declaration of independence.
At the
period then of 1776, we come down to what has beeu called the revolntionary government of Pennsylvania, which was established by the Convention in the year 1776. That Constitution has been extolled by gentlemen who advocate the proposed change of the existing tenure under
the Constitution of 1790. It is a Constitution which has served its time
--a Constitution, which no doubt, in the view of the men who framed it,
It was framed under the exigency of
was temporary and provisional.
It was formed at a time when it
war, with an enemy in the country.
was necessary to build up a Constitution which might serve for a season.
The people, only a week or two before, by virtue of the declaration of
independence, had separated from the mother country.
Having united
with their fellow cftizens of the other colonies, in declaring themselves
independent, it was necessary that a government of some kind or other,
should at once be established.
The government then was formed at that
time with reference to a state of war. It was-and it must be considered as-a government clearly provisional and temporary ; for it was not
known, and it could not be known, where the revolution would land us,
or what would be our relations to the other states of the Union.
We had
then a bond of union-articles
of confederation which were no more than
In eulogy of this Constitution, it has been said, that it
a rope of sand.
answered triumphantly well, the purposes for which it was created-and.
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that it carried us through the war of the revolution.
Sir, it was not the
Constitution which carried us through that glorious, but fearful struggle.
It was the patriotism, the virtue, and the courage of a free people. You
might as well say that the articles of confederation had carried us through
our struggle, as that the Constitution of 1776 had done SO. Sir, I repeat,
it was the patriotism
of our people that carried US through. It mattered
very little indeed what was the form of government, so long as there
existed such a spitit in the people.
This form of government, established in 1776, was to be provisional
and temporary with reference to a state of war. Its executive was made
elective by the counsel and the assembly. It had but one legislative
body. Is there evidence, or is there not, that this Constitution was to be
considered as a permanent Constitution, by which the welfare, the liberties, the rights, and the interests of the people of the Commonwealth
of Pennsylvania, were to be controlled and governed, alter peace was
established,
Sir, lhere is no such evidence. On the contrary, we find
that during the war, the Constitution was complained of in an address,
printed in the year 1779, which was signed by several of those very’men
who signed the declaration of independence, as well as by other citizens,
even during the pressure of the war. And no sooner had peace been
established, than the attention of the freemen of the Commonwealth was
directed to the revision of this Constitution.
The council of censors,
whose office it was under that Constitution to revise it, and to consider
and make known what were its defects-were
elected only once in the
period of seven years. Under that provision, the first council would be
elected in the year 178%-the very year afterwards their attention was
directed to it, and they considered it iiS defective, and tailed for a revis.
ion--that is to say, a majority of the council of censors did so. I refer,
to the proceedings for the call of the Convention at that time, page serenty, for the purpose of shewing what was one of the great grievances to
which the attention of the censors was called. The passage is as follows :
‘I That, by the said Constitution, the judges of the supreme court are to
“ be commissioned for seven years only, and are removable (far misbeYour committee
“ haviour) at any time, by the general assembly.
“conceive
the said Constitution,
to be, in this respect, materially
I6 defective.
“ 1. Not only because the lives and property of the citizens must, in a
“ great degree, depend upon the judges, but the liberties of the state are
“ evidently connected with their independence.
“ 2. Because if the assembly should pass an unconstitutional law, and
LLthe judges have virtue enough to refuse to obey it, the same assembly
(6could instantly remove them.
‘6 3. Because at the close of seven years, the seats of the judges must
“ depend on the will of the council ; wherefore, the judges will naturally
*‘ be under an undue bias, in f%vor of those upon whose will their conI*‘ missions are to depend.”
This, continued Mr. C. was the opinion of the majority of the couccil
of censors ; but, inasmuch as it required, under the then existing Constitution, a majority of two-thirds to have a call of a Convention, the
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call was not at that time had, but the legislature directed its attention to
the subject, and so great was the demand on the part of the people for a
revision, that they would not wait for the period allotted for another election of censors, and which period was not to arrive again for the long
space of nearly seven years. When the subject of calling the Convention came up before the legislature, which was on the 24th of March, in
the year 1789, it will be found by reference to the same book from which
I last quoted, that the vote was in favor of the call 41-against
it 17 ; so
that more than two-thirds, or nearly three-fourths of the legislature of
1789, recommended to the people to call a Convention, for the purpose
of revising the Constitution.
And it is to be remarked here, Mr. Chairman, that this Constitution had never been submitted to the people for
The Constitution of 177G, as adopted during the revolution
ratification.
and u&r the pressure of war, never was submitted to the people for their
approval or rrjection, and we find the people complaining not only by
address, but through their orgaus, iulmetliateiv afler the establisl~ment of
peace, of tlecects iII the Constitution, andassig&g the tenure of the judges
as one of the great grievances mitlcr it.
Well sir, the lrgislature, by the vote which I have mentioned, detcrI)cllcgaks to t.llc Convention
mined ou havio,n a call of a Covcnlion.
mere elected by the people, and what is the eyidencc which we have of
public oentiment at t!lat tirnc iii relation to tlic judicial tenure ! I will
It
read a paper from page one hundred and fiity-one of the same Iroob.
is as follows :
‘i R’esolurd,That ths jdicinl dcprtmrnt
of the Constitution of tik Comnonrvcalth
shonld hc nltercd am1 a~ncnded,so as that the jud~cs of the supme court should
hold their commissionsdulinq pmd bchaviour md 1~ indcpcmleut as to their snlaries,
snhject,
however, to such reat.rictionsas may hereafterhe thought proper.”
This resolution, continued Mr. C;. was adopted by a vote of fifty-six to
WHITEeight; and among the yeas, I see the names ol’ WILSON, M’KEAN,
HILL,

SSYDER,

SM~LIE,

FINDDEY,

IRVINE,

&c.

When the subject came again before the Couventiou for final adoption,
so united were the members iu their opinions upon it, so nearly uuanimous, that the constitutional provision which now exists was adopted
without a division.
And who, Mr. Chairman, were the members of that Convention ?
Who were they whose uames were registered among the yeas in favor of
the adoption of tbis constitutional provision ? They were men of eminence
in your Commonwealth, men not only of talents and acquirements, but
‘i’hc men whose names I have just read
also of very great experience.
were among the most promiuent members of the democratic party. Were
they not men who bad lived under the constitution of 177ti? who had
beeu active, not only as citizens but as public magistrates, under the
proprietary government, prior to the year 1776?
And were not soeli
man well qu;rlificd to give us a form of govcrurrient. whicll was suited to
our condition t:lltl our wants ? Great as is tllc respect which I entertain
for the body o!’ which I am here a mrmbcr, still 1 am not I:-i!lins IO conreJp, :!l:lt cvc ::rr, in n!iy resI)Crt, tl!C sup”ior< of tile meii 7~113ibrnr,:l
t!le C:oi~~,;itr;:icii~ of 1;‘!til, or iiiat Iv:: p0tiSw:;~‘i.l
a!ly z~~!v;::lt:!~c of tliei:~ in
a~:\- liriiip Iii i;:: c!*;r:s&l fr’jt:: 11i:,15:;:, 0:‘ :!T.‘(’1 !‘i.;i?l elp?:‘lL!Ilc.:. And,
&jr.* 1 s;lj;):; !.- )y(,i! !,Ziii:;LiCC’c ii’ Ilie trorl; 01’ (‘;i!’ lol:etil!liil~:i,
::I: it sli:;ll.
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leave our hands, if it shall subsequently receive the sanction of the
people may promote the prosperity and happiness of this Commonwealth, to the same extent as did the Constitution of 179Q. Sir, were
not the men of that day-those
whose names I have read-acquainted
with the science of government ? Were they not men who had been
schooled not only in times which tried men’s souls, but schooled in times
when the structure of human government, and the question of what form
of government was best suited to a free people, was the subject of discussion in popular assemblies, in periodical journals, in the weeklypapersl in
the ordinary meetings of the people, and at their fire sides ? Who was Thomas McKean ? Was not he qualified in point of knowledge and of expcrience to construct for us a form of government?
He had been a member
of the American Congress, from Its opening in 1774, till the peace of
1783-and 3 part of that time, he had been the presiding officer of that
body.
He was also the chief justice of the state of Pennsylvania, from
the year 1777, for the period of twenty-two years, under the Constitutions
of 1776 and 1790.
Sir, it is not for us to decry the Constitntion of 1790, by underrating
the men who framed it
It is not for us to be told here that its features
are aristocratic, when those features, thus complained of, were introdnced
by nearly an unanimous vote. What has been our experience under this
Constitution ? We admit that. our state has prospered, our citizens free
and happy: and justice been administerctl promptly and wi~hont &!a>-.
The rights of individual citizens have also been protected and the public peace maintained.
nut, sir, we are told of individual instances of
misbehariour, or oppression, on the part of some of the judges. I am not
going into a vindication of any offcial officer. We are not, sir, I trust,
going to try the judges ofthe Commonwealth-neither
the living nor the
dead. ‘I’tus is not the place of trial, and if th.ey are to be tried the least
that can be done is to give them notice of It. They should know
whether we int.end to give them a hearing or cot. Sir, there map be,
and pro!,ably always will be under this or any government, cases of in&
vidual wrong. But the question is, will they bc few in nmnber under a
government, with a judiciary, limited to a certain number of years ? For,
I would renxurlr, that whatever the miscllief’, or evii, or inconvenience
which may have been experienced, owing either to the incompetency or
unfaithli~lne~s of judges, it is not chargeable to the system. It is a circumstance to which rvcry svstcm is csposcd ; it arises froni the infirmity
It is, tllen, for those to make the
of man, and 0:‘ human institutions.
esperiinent of a tenure: fx !:cnrs, who may think proper to do so. The
expcrimctit of 1776, was trlcd and airdniloncd by the very men m!io ir:.
troducetl it. I have already said that I woold not go into 3 vindication of
‘I’lns is not tlie proper tribunal, nor xii I
the conduct of individuai5.
qualified, iC il was, to cuter npou the task. Wc hare been informed that
there has been a denial ofjustice.
Now, I am not aware of any recorded
evidence of it. We have been told, too, that there art a great many suits
lemaiiling oil some of the dockets. It is well known? sir, to many of the
members oi’ this Conr.elltion, that the business of the cour:s was great:-<
increased teu or fifk~n ye:irs since, on account of the overtrading that ha>
a few years previously taken place, and in consequence Of the controversies wlkh resulted from it, ani! the sacrifice of property under cxecut~iu::~.
‘Tl,i- bil'jiXC~?J _ of the COL'T“, ‘2, for a serie-: of years, increased, I may ::i;-
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ten fold, and it was beyond their ability to dispose of it faster than they
did. Rut, sir, the complaints that were made now no longer exist. Complaints of this character are not confined to Pennsylvauia ; they are common in other states, under like circumstances.
Sir, the cases on your
supreme court docket are disposed of, and in the county courts, I am not
aware that there is any cause for complaint.
Ijut, sir, we were told that
the people are dissatisfied with the Constitution, and particularly in regard
to that provision of it respecting the judges.
What evidence have we,
sir, that such is the fact? Why, we have been referred to some petitions
that were presented to the legislature in 1805, and 1810, and at one or
two periods since. Now, to what do they really amount? They were
signed by a few thousandcitizens of the Commonwealth ; and when we
consider anal reflect on the manner in which signatures are generally procured to documents of this character, it cannot bc regarded as any great
evidence of public opinion.
Sir, the best method of ascertaining public
sentiment, is through the ballot boxes. The representatives of the people who came here from every district of the state, ia 1803-4, were unwilling to adopt resolutions for the call of a Convention, until they had
been laid before the people, In order that they might know what credit to
give them, and to see what was their character. Cut, in 1803-4, the
legislature yielded to a strong espression of public sentiment through the
Why in 1825, a majority of fifteen thouballot boxes. What was it!
sand votes were given against calling a Convention-thus
showing that
the people were in favor of the existing Constitution-were
contented
with it, as one that secured them in their rights and their liberties.
Rut, it has been said that reform was wanted-tha!,
at each election for
Governor, the people have demanded reform. I know, sir, that we have
heard ihc cry of “ reform,” and t!lat reform was recp~ired. But, of what
kind was it!
It was radical reform in the administration of the government-a correction of the abuses of power that was wanted. Here
1~3s a field for reform, and a wide field 100. There could be no doubt
that reform was desired in t!lc government.
Many bad appointments of
judges and other oilicers had been made by the various Governors, and
other abuses were known lo exist. Sir, the reform, however, which
\va~ desired, was in respect to the administration of the government and
We have had party judges, it is said,-men
who
not the Constitution.
ident,ified themselves with the several parties of the country-allowing
tllernselves to be used for party purposes- attending meetings and acting
’ freqlently as presiding of!icers Of’ them ; and even descending so low as to
become committees of vigilance.
In vindication of the conduct of such
‘I’!ley have dishonored their station. A judge
ju:!grs
I have
nothing
to my.
has the same political rights as cvcry other citizen ; and hc has a right to
exercise them. He, however, should not be a partisan for if he be, he
will have the prejudices and feelings of a partisan; and if he does
cot do injustice, he at least will bc suspected ol it. Uut, sir, we have
bee11told that the system is tyr:mnical, arbitrary, and odious to the peoThis, sir, I think was the language used by the gentleman from
pk.
I,uzernc, (hlr. Worrdward) that the system W:IS odious and disgusting.
certainly used language which, I think, was uttered
The geritlcmnn
And, he said that the system was SQ disTvithout consideration.
gl;sting that iis judges vzre 3 stench.
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Mr. WOODWARD rose and explained, that the remark he dad used was
applicable to the systeti, and not to the judges.
Mr. CHAMBBRS: resumed1understand the gentleman. I am not willing
to admit that this system has been regarded as disgusting, and that the
people have be’en condemning it from one end of the Commonwealth to

the other, while they have been sparing the other departments of the government. I cannot believe that the wrath of the people has been wholly
My acquaintance, sir, with the people
directed against the judiciary.
gives me a very different opinion of what their disposition is, than to suppose that after the election of the present Governor, they directed their
whole wrath against the jhdiciary, and had nothing to say to the disparagement of the executive. Why, we have only to take up a newspaper
-no matter what county it was published in, and we shall see with what
respect he is, and has bee77spoken of ever since he entered upon the discharge of his official duties. Sir, there have been more complaints made
against the executive, than the judiciary, and that principally on account
of the extent of his patronage -he being to appoint a few county officers.
But, it is further objected, that the present tenure of oflice is odious to
I think, sir, with several of my
the people, and is in fact, a life of&e.
friends, who have addressed the committee, that to call an ofice held
during good behaviour, a life oflice, is an abuse of the term. A life office
we understand to be an oRice out of which the incumbent cannot be
removed during his life. But, an office held during good behaviour, is
the reverse, for the incumbent may be ousted whenever misbebaviour or
official negligence demands it. Sir, what are these of-lices 1 They are
established, are they not, for the public service--to carry out the purposes of the government?
For the service of the people, and for the
welfare of the people ? If the people are satisfied-if
they are served
properly by faithful and intelligent officers, what difference, I ask, can it
possibly make to them, whether the tenure for which their public servants
hold, be long or short? Now, sir, I should imagine all that the people
require and desire, is to have faithful servants. If of&es were to be
regarded as rewards to partisans-as bounties to be given io friends, then
there would be a reason for multiplying the channels of obtaining office by
making the tenure a very short one. But when, sir, we consider that
offices were not created for the benefit of individuals, but for that of the
public-what
difference can it make to them, whether the oflicers hold
for a long or a short tenure, provided they perform their respective
duties faithfully and assidiously.
Here, then, is a limitation of office of
that character ; the officer is to continue in office so long as he behaves
himself well. Here, I repeat, is a limitation only in regard to the pub!ic
service, and the public welfare. To illustrate this with reference to some
occupation of a life of labor, either as connected with agriculture, manufactures, or mechanics, I would say if an individual, who was desirous
of having another to serve him in a certain capacity in some business
requiring his skill and attention, and that man is engaged elsewhere profitably, he of course would not give up his situation to take another, without
first making an inquiry “ on what terms :vill ~017 take me 1” You want,
for instance, an en:rageunent as master mechanic, or overseer, or some
occupation of that bind. ‘I’he person to w!ioni vou have said this, might
desire your services, and would say -“ T will tJ”!re you and 1ifXp you as
long as you continue to do well.”
Now, 77wlcl you, sir, consider tllis
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offer as giving the employer a situation for life 1 If an individual ia
office misbehaves, he is liable to be tried, condemned and dismiss&.
Besides, too, he is subject to be removed, on many accounts, without
being granted a trial. And, thus it is that one set of men are to removyc
another, and the representatives of the people themselves are to be
displaced by the people. Every man knows the terms upon which
he takes office. I take it for so long as I behave myself well, and I content myself to be judged-by
whom? Your public agents-your
rep=sentatives pass upon my conduct. Is this, sir, more than reasonable T
According as a man may behave well or ill, is the decision of the
representatives of the people, and the tenure of the office.
I will now, Mr. Chairman, ask the attention of the committee‘to the
opinion and experience of our fellow citizens of other states aud undm
other governments.
What is public sen!iment in relation to judicial tenure among our f&
low citizens in other states of this Union, similarly circumstanced wisfa
ourselves, having like republican institutions, and with a free people to
govern and be governed.
The opinion of the sages and patriots assembled from every part ofthem:
United States, who formed the Constitution of the United States, is imperishably exhibited in its provisions in favor of the tenure of good b&z+viour in the judges of the courts of that government, as essential to ibs
independence of the department, and the maintenance of constirutio&
government.
The Constitution of the United States, and that of Pennsylvania, %
said to be formed as the model of the British government.
Was there
an’y partiality at that day for England, or its institutions ? No ;--having
just got out of a protracted war with that country, prosecuted under ci:r+cumstances of oppression and injustice, the prejudices of the cotlarry
were against that government.
Having derived our laws, many of uw
existing institutions from that country, having the same language an&
literature to a great extent, our statesmen were not to overlook the leasonrs.
of wisdom, to be derived from her history.
But, sir, was Benjamin
Franklin, Thomas Mifflin, James Madison and others, patriots, w&c+
formed that Constitution, to be suspected of being under British infloeacs:
or under partiality to British institutions.
‘JYhey had not ou1.y condemn&
her wrongs and tyranny in the public council and legislative halls, ALP
some of them at the peril of their lives, had encountered her armies 0~
the field of battle.
The civil and protected rights of the citizen, and the principle8 ofr+
publican government was well understood at the adoption of the foder&
Constitution, and now discussed and maintained in the public jcurnaI+
and by the writings of a Hamilton, Madison and Jay, is a work which &
referred to at this day, as a standard one, of authority in political scienm,
and which will be respected and admired as long as our republican ina&
tutions are maintained.
I have no partiality for any thing British ; but, having derived our Ias
guage and laws from that country, we with propriety looked to it for om
forms of government.
From the year 1680 down, there was a Stroag
tendency in Great Britain to popular institutions, and a disposition a~
VOL.
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ameliorate the condition of the people. Concessions were made to the
pe@e from the Lugs.
There was a like tendency towards amelioration in other governments.
Concessions were made in favor of popular
Chancellor Kent, in his Commentaries,
sights, in 1’701 and afterwards.
remarks on this subject: (1. Kent Commentaries, 467.)
“ The importance of a permanent tenure of office to secure the independence, integrity, and impartinlity of judges was early understood in
Prance. Louis the Eleventh, in 1467, made a memorable declaration, that
&e judges ought not to he deposed or deprived of their of&es but for a
forfeiture prekously adjudged and judicially
declared bv a competent
The sn:ne declaration was often confirmed by I;is successors ;
tribunal.
ncd after the first excesses of the French revc,lotion were passed, the
same princip!e obtained a public sanction. hut1 it has now become incorporated, as a fundnmcnt~al principle into the present c!lartcr of France,
Other Euthat the judges eppointed by the crown s?lall be immovable.
yopean natiaus have fkllowvad t!le same example ; and it is highly prohaMe, that 3s the principks of free government prevail, the necessity of
9-1usestablishing the indcpeudencc of the judiciary will be generally felt
-.od firmly provided for.”
Rut, sir. we are told that the Constitution ot the United States is not
.B model for us, and thatit gives powers to the Federal judiciary which do
trot belong to the judiciary of this state ; atld that the fedem judiciary
-z,:crc.iaes a political power not helongin~ to the court? of t!?is Commonwealth.
I do not, however, know of any powers which they possess ,’
ahat are not also possessed liy the state judges. T!icre are some cases
in relation to controversies belween states and the construction of treaties
~~v!ricllbelon:r to the fed&l court, biit those are not cases of political
power; they are questions reiativt: to the rights ot‘ property--to the qhts
al persons and tilings.
If those ju~lges are c!othed with political power,
?.r.would be a reason whv they should*not hold their statious by the ten“If t.hey possessed a political power beyond the
iire of good b&viour.
~:e,leh and ctln!rol of the people mi the other branches of tbc government,
:,t would be a ~ibon ior limiting, instead of cstendiI!g, their tenure. Sir,
we have had presented to US the names of many ind~vitluals. as aut,horities
for a tenure, limited by a term of years. The no!ne of Franklin 1~~s
~.mong others, becu presented to us, mit.h all the commend;:tions to &hi&
in is so justly cntitleti.
But the evidence was so positive that Pranlrlin
did not support ti~at tenure iu application to the judiciary, that the gentle‘z:m from PiAiaL;elphia counl.y, had droppl
him as 31: authority.
FrankTin was no donk~t in favor ol’ the tenure of <gnodbehaviour, and he so expressed himself in his letic:.
He was in favor of the federal hlonslitution,
wns a member of the (:onvenlion which framed it, voted in favor of its
:.doption, and never e:ipr~ssed any disaerll from the tenure of good be~i~~vmurprovi&d by it. Dr. F~~if~lilill tllus writes to Cbaries Carrol, Esq.
‘7
%i;!y 25, I?%‘:, on the subject of the federal Constitution :
r(El’ any form of government is capable of making a nation happy, ours
i; think bids fair for producing that efect.
But after all mtlch depends
\rpon the people who are to be governed.
We have been guarding
q;aint an eri! that aid stat.cs are most liable to, e~ceas of power in the
r&m, but our present danger seems to he( ;1.kt of obedience ijz CJLG
<<,$;cc&::
_, I” ‘?
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But giving up Dr. Franklin, the gentleman irom the county of Phila,delphia, (Mr. In,gersoll) took up Dr. Johnson, as an authority, beeause
he expressed his disapprobation of the good behaviour tenure, conferred
Dr. Johnson is the last individual
by the king upon the judiciary.
whose authority should be brought for the instruction of our republicans,
He was a high toned
in the distribution of the powers of government.
tory, and wrote Ii Tax,ation no Tyranny ;” and recommending the strongest coercive measures against the Americans. A pensioner upon the king,
he was the advocate of power, and the aut,hority of such a man ought to
have little weight with us on this subject. If we must have a British
authority, let us be excused from him, and take Dr. Palev, who was not
only distinguished in moral science, but whose great mind embraced the
whole compass of the sciences. I will read from Arch Deacon Paley’s
Treaties on Moral Philosophy, the foilowing passage :
6‘ The next security for the impartial administration of justice, cspecially in decisions to which government is a party, is the independency of
the judges.
As protection against any illegal attack upon the rights of
the subject by the servants of the crown is to be sought for from these
tribunals, the judges of the land become not unfreqnently the arbitrators
between the kivg and the people; on which account they ought to be
independent of either ; or what is the same thing, equally dependent upon
both ; that is, if they be appointed by the one, they should be removable
only by the other. This was the policy which dictated the memorable
improvement in our Constitution by which the judges, who before the
revolution held their offices during the l~leasure of the king, can now he
deprived
of them only by an address from both JOUSTSof parliament, as
the most, reg:llar, solemn and authentic way, by which the dissatisfaction
of the people can be expressed.”
Such are thr: sentiments of a man w!io was the suhjeot of a kingthat the judges ought to he independent, and, if they were appointed by
one power, should be removable by another. The crentleman from t.he
county, was also pleased to refer to the opinion of ’ homas
JefTerson.
Mr. Jefferson was strongly opposed to the judiciary, alter he was President of the United States, and the opinions referred to uow by, the gentleman were those which he expressed, after he had had occason to put
the power of an independent judiciary interposing between him and his
favorite o!>jects. Before that time, not a word could be found in his
writings, expressive of his opposition to the good behaviour lenure.
‘l‘bomas Jefferson, with all his great talents and acquirements, was a man
very much inducnced by his personal and political prejudices, which were
so strong and so much warped his ju$,nient, that his opinions may be
What, sir, were the opinions
quoted on any side of almost any quesllon.
of James Madison, a man who commanded universal respect when living, and whose memory was held in reverence and veneration by every
We find .Xr. Madison lending his assistance to revise the
American.
Constitution of his native state in Is29 ; nud we tint1 him there, in favor of a
provision securing to the judges the teuure of good be!iaviour and reiuiring two-thirds of the whole of the legislative body, for their removal.
I
might mention other high authorities in the different states in favor of the
tenure ofgood behaviour. That tenure, as 1 can show, has been considered
I will ask the
as an assential feature in a republican form of government.

.
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attention of the committee for a few minutes, to the proceedings of otherstates on this subject ; and, when we look elsewhere for our authority,
we should refer to those states which are placed in like circumstances.
with our own. I will not go to Arkansas aud Michigan for a model of a
judiciary, because they are new states, and composed of people who have
come suddenlv together, and strangers to each other. We are placed
under very d&erent circumstances.
This is an old state, and our people
are known to each other, with fixed and solemn habits, and accustomed
I look for the lights of esperience to the old
to the same institutions.
states, where the population, like ours, is dense-whele
are to be found
a people assitnilated in habits, and who have existing institutions. A new
state cannot give instruclion in government to an old one ; as well might
a young man, just started in life, recommeud his rules of action to those
who have gone through a long aud a prosperous and honorable career
upon a different system. Let us look for light to the old states.
Of the original thirteen states who adopted the federal Constitution,
several have since revised their st;lte Constitutious and modled them with
all the lights and advantages of experience.
The state of Connecticut revised her Constitution in 1819 ; and though
under her previous government, the judges were elected anuually by the
legislature, the tenure of the judges of her supreme and superior courts,
Maine adopted her Constitution
was changed to that of good behaviour.
in 1819. and provic!ed for the judges, a like of tenure of good behaviour.
&Iassachusetts revised her Constitution in 1821, and established a like
tenure. In the same year, the state of New York revised and amended
her Constitution, making the tenure of the judges of the supreme and
The judges of the county courts
circuit courts during ,good behaviour.
which are very infertor courts, and recorders of cities, were appointed for
the term of five years.
In 1830, Virginia revised and amended her Constitution, but retaiued
the term of good behaviour for the judges of her courts. Delaware did
the same in 1531, and so tiid North Carolina in 1835.
Six of the original thirteen states have thus revised and amended their
state Constitutions within a few years; and with all the lights of their
experience, considered it most expedient, safest and best, that the judges
who were to administer the laws, should hold their offices so long as
they behaved themselves well, subject to removal for misbehaviour or
III the tenure, and causes, and mode of
other causes, by the legislature.
removal, they differ but little from those now contained in the Constitution of this Commonwealth.
Two of these, Connecticut and New York, restricting their judges of
their inferior courts, to a term of years. We are, however, told of thelimited tenures of other of the old states. In Vermont, the judges are elected
Brt does any oue wish to adopt that system here? If there,
annually.
is one member of this body in favor 9f it, there is certainly
but one. In
Rhode Island, two of tile judges areannually elected. But Rhode Island,
is still governed under a charter from King Charles II. and under the
same charter, her legislature is chosen twice a year. That system is not
proposed to be adopted here. But we are told that the judges in Rhode
Island are continued from time to titne. Upon inquiry as to the manner in
which the system works in Rhode Island, I have learned, that judger
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are reappointed from year to year by the legislature, because the salaries
are so low, that there is no competition for the offices. It is difficult to
find any person who will accept the office, and they are obliged to
But, if the salary were raised to a reasonable
reelect the incumbent.
remuneration, there would be no want of persons to take it, and the
changes would be very frequent.
Of New Jersey, he would say nothing because we have heard of the
operation of the system there. In Georgia, they elected their judges for
the term of three years. He had made a like inquiry of the operation
of the system there, and he was told by an intelligent political opponent
of his, a supporter of the present administration of the general government, that their system worked badly, and that they were desirious of
remedying it. He now come back to the proposed amendments.
Those
amendments proposed to give different tenures to the judges of our courts
-one tenure for the judges of our supreme court, and another for the
judges of our courts of common pleas. Now ‘he was not able to understand, why it was that the judges of the courts of common pleas, should
not have a tenure as permanent as the judges of the supreme conrt. It
is the judges of your courts of common pleas who are liable to be influenced by public commotion-by
faction or by the power and influence
of parties litigant.
They are men too, who must decide upon what is
before them, at the time it is brought before them ; whereas, judges of
the supreme court hear a cause argued, and if they are not prepared to
decide upon it, they hold it over till they receive farther information, or
hear farther argument of the case, free from any popular excitement.
The judges of the court of commou pleas, however, are passiug upon
the rights of individuals and parties, in the presence of the parties, and
with all those influences around them, which might make a man who
held a dependent situation, swerve from his duty.
Why was it that a
judge thus situated should have a tenure different from that of the judges
of the supreme court ? Even if he was in favor of limiting the tenure,
he would not make the tenure of these judges different from the supreme
Why, sir, these judges have in their charge the whole criminal
judges.
They have the power of passing upon
jurisprudence of the country.
the lives and the liberties of your citizens without even having the cases
brought before the supreme court for revision.
He could see no good
reason then, for making any difference in the tenure of these judges,
because in his view it was just as proper that the one should have an
independent tenure as the other. The independence of the judges of the
courts of common pleas, were just as essential to the rights of the citizens as the independence of the judges of the supreme court. He had
occupied more of the time of the committee than he had expec.ted, and
would now draw to a close. The subject was one of interest to us all,
it was one of interest to the whole people of the Commonwealth, who
are now on the stage of action, and of interest to those who are to come
after us. We are now passing, not only upon the rights of men of high
character, but we are also passing upon a constitutional provision, which
may be for good, or it may be for ill, for those present as well as those to
come. He might be in favor of making some salutary changes in the
Constitution of our state, but he was not for pulling down the pillars of
that Constitution, for the purpose of building up some structure of his
own fancy, or that of the fancy of some one else. It was to no purpose
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t,hat we distribute the powers of the government among three depart;
ments, if we are not to have an independent judiciary department.
Jf
you place it at the foot of the executive by making it dependent upon
him for existence, your dist,ribution of the power of the government is a
fallacy, and the independence of your judiciary a mere mockery.
Sir,
the hands that hold the scales of justice should be firm ones, and he
would do nothing to enfeeble them, nor was he willing to deliver over
Ihe scales of justice, to eyes that will look to tbe appointing power,
when they ought to look to the Constitution and the laws.
No gentleman risirig to speak to the question, the CIlAZR inquired if
the committee was now ready to take the question on the amendment
as ameetied.
Mr. FORWARD rose and said, that we ali knew that this subject must
receive more discussion. The grounds of argument, have all yet to be
travelled over again. Those arguments which we have heard must be
answered-he
spoke of both sides-and
he thought we might as well
continue the discussion upon t.hc arncndmcnt as it now stands. Some
perhaps would vote for it instead of something worse. For himself, he
felt exceedingly anxious about the supreme court, and had desired to say
something on the question, but feclin g indisposed he thought the committee might as well rise, and let the dt:baie be continued to-morrow.
Mr. F. then moved that the committee rise, but withdrew the motion at
the request of.
Mr. DICKEY,
who suggested that the committee had better take the
$estion on the amendment as amended, and then let the discussion be
continued after that, as the whole merits of the question would then be
open.
Mr. FwLLER~~~~, he had understood on Monday evening, after the vote
was taken, on the amendment of the gentleman from Beaver, that some
accommodation was likely to be made between the two extremes of
parties on this question in the Convention.
HP had understood that a
motion would be made to reconsider that vote in case the gentleman from
Beaver would modify his amendment, so as to have the sllpreme judges
appointed for twelve years, the president judges of county courts for
eight years, and the associate judges for five years, and this he believed
was likely to be done. He had understood from a number of gentlemen
that this accommodation was likely to be made. We all know that the
amendment of the geutleman from Beaver, was sprung upon the committee unexpectedly, but without desiring to snatch the laurel from that
gentleman’s brow, who was ever industhous and vigilant, and for which
he was deserving of great credit, yet he thought for the sake of compromise on a question like th&, that the gentleman would yield something.
He hoped that the motion to reconsider wou!d be made, and that the gentleman would modify, or that the committee would vote down his amendment. If such an accommodation would take place, he believed the proposition would receive three fourths of the votes of this Convention or
more. Now he believed it was essentially necessary that such an understanding should be had, because if we pass a proposition on this subject,
by but a small majority of the Convention, he was extremelv doubtful
whether the people of Pennsylvania would be satisfied--certai”nly uot so
much 60, as if it was passed by a large majority.
We have seen peti-
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tions presented to the legislature on this subject for many years, and if
the Convention reiected all amendments to the Constitution in relation to
the judiciary, he Ventured to say that your legislative halls will be filled
with *oetitions callingu for another Convention.
Then whv not come to
some accommodation npon this matter. If the conserva&es had conceded that the tenure of the judges should be limited, he thought we ought
to be able to agree as to the time. In relation to this matter, it appeared,
that he was not so much mistaken, when he offered a resolution to test
this question on the tenth of July last. Gentlemen then told him that it
would take a month’s discussion before they could take any vote, yet here
we have seen them with enly six or eight hours discussion, come up and
vote on a proposition to limit the tenure of the judges, and even the genrleman from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) had voted for it. It is true the
principle was conceded, but he considered it only pari.ially conceded,
Sir, a fifteen years tenure may pass for a limited tenure in the letter, but
in the spirit it will not do. If JU
’ dges of the supreme court should bc*
fifty or sixty years when they are appointed, they cannot possibly expect
to be reappointed ; but if it is fixed at ten years, then those judges who
are appointed at fifty or sixty to the supreme bench, can either be approved or disapproved when their term expires, and this is one of the great
ends which we aim at. He did not profess to be so capable of discussing this queslion a3 other gentlemen who had a more estensive knowledge of the subject, but he believed it was, at last, but a plain practice:
question, w-hich did not require of Us, so much legal knowledge to make
us capable of drscriminatil:g the right side from the wrong, as some gentlemen seemed to think it did. There was to his mind nothing more
than a plain common sense principle involved in it, which every man
could comprehend.
He should like to know, whether a judge who was
appointed for a short term of year3 by the Governor aad senate, woul<t
be made more dependent upon the Governor and the people, through
him, than he ought to be. His whole dependence would be on the Governor, who would doubtless make his appointments in accordance wit??
the wishes of the people of that district, and he would ask gentlemen, 8
this was not in strict unison with every principle of our republican instiThe Governor is elected to carry out the will of the people,
tutions.
He apprehended
and the people in these matters are the proper judges.
that there were bnt two points to be attained in this matter. The first
was to make these judges impartial in their judicial decisions, and the
second was to make them responsible to the people for their acts. If
you wish to make a judge impartial, put him in a situation to make him
impartial-put
him in a situation that he will know that the eyes of his
fellow citizens are upon him, and that they will scan closely all his acts
-make
him feel that the public requite of him strict and impartial
make him feel that he is responsible for his acts. If this
justice -and
was done he apprehended that the whole matter would be fixed. It
was in vain to tell him that men would act more impartially,
by being
elevated beyond the reach and control of the public voice. You might
as well tell him that the Governor or your representatives would act more
impartially, if they were made to hold their situation3 for life. It has
been contended, by smne gentlemen, that the farther you remove judges
from the people, the more independent they will be. It might be that
they would be independent of the people, but it did not appear to his
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mind that they would have any more of that kind of independence,
which every judge ought to have. The fact is, that all our former
%&tory shows, that the farther you remove a judge from the people, the
Iess is to be expected from him. It has been contended that judges
will be operated upon in the trial of cases between a rich and powerful
and a poor and humble citizen, and that this is an objection to having
&em in any way dependent upon the public voice. Now, gentlemen
must recollect when they urge this argument, that the parties, or the
rich and powerful party, 1s not the ordeal which the judge will have to
pass. He has to pass the ordeal of the people-the mass of the people
--the whole people, and we all yield our assent to the virtue and the
intelligence of the people, and we all know their readiness to sustain
iihe supremacy of the laws, and uphold justice ; therefore, if injustice is
rlone a poor and humble suiter by the decision of a judge, the people in
khe immediate vicinity of that man, ~111know how to appreciate it, and
the judge will be brought to feel the force of lmblic sentiment, when his
%erm of office expires. A judge, therefore, will have nothing to fear in
passing the ordeal of the people, if he has kept justice on his side; but
But say
2’ he has not, he may have just cause to expect his removal.
gentlemen, party spirit is such that judges will be swept from the bench,
:(o make room for party favorites. This he believed to be a mistake.
It
iaecer has been the desire of the people of this Commonwealth, to have
@tical judges. All they expect of them is to deal out justice according
to the strictest rules of law and right, and whilever a judge continues to
do this, it will never he inquired of him, what party he belongs to in the
laolitical struggle of the day. One gentleman on the other ride has contended, that to make judges independent, or at least, to get independent
men for judges, you must give them large salaries, because, no lawyer,
who is making four times as much as the judge receives, will give up his
isractice at tile bar, for a seat on the bench ; and another gentleman on the
same side, has argued that there will be a scramble for the office, whenNow, these coutradictions in this
,ever the term of a judge expires.
.urgument, be would leave gentlemen to settle betweeu themselve ! It
rsppeared to him however, that all that was necessary was, for judges to
~WW in view the approbation of their fellow citizens, which he would
receive if be conducted himself according to the principles of right and
.iusrice. and be reappointed, and if he did not, he would not receive their
:ipprobation, and would be removed. The people were the best judges
:u this matter as well as all others. Is it to be contended, that the people
xre not capable of judging of the competency of a judge of a court, if
fhey have had a trial of him for years. Why, if they were not capable
of judging in his, they were not capable of judging in the case of a govatnor or president or any other of your officers of government.
Tomake a judge perlectly independent, we do not want him to be intirely independent of the people. We want him, on the contrary, to be
dependent on the people, All our officers, of every grade and description,
ought to be dependent on the people. Such, Mr. Chairman, is the spirit
This free government, under
,und the meaning of all our institutions.
which we live, is founded on the will of the people, and it accords with
:the spirit of that free government to say, that all those who hold office
ander it, shall bold it subject to, and dependent upon, the will of the peo.$e. And so long as the purity of the people continues as it now is, so
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long as information, and light, and intelligence are shed abroad among
them, there is no ground to fear that a judge will be put out of oflice, for
the faithful discharge of his duty. Sir, we need not anticipate any such
result. If he is capable and honest-a man of talents and integrity, my
word for it, there will be no fear that he will be turned out of office, by
means of any improper influence.
The present tenure of the judges is,
to all essential purposes, a life tenure.
I am &are that much has been
said against the application of this term ; it is a term of odium-yet,
in
principle, this is a life tenure, and, as such, is incompatible with all the
institutions of our governmeut.
It is incompatible with the free principles on which our government was organized.
But so far as is conceded
by the amendment before the committee, I am willing to go ; that is to
say, if nothing better can be got, I will vote in favor of the tenure for the
term of fifteen years, although I believe there are many of the reform
party in this Convention, who will not go for it. I put it to the friends
of reform, whether it would not be better to determine this great principle
at once, by making a compromise, inasmuch, as the conservative party
have already made a concession. Suppose we were to agree that the
associate judges should hold their of&es for the term offive years ; the
president judges of the court of common ples, for the term of eight years;
and the judges of the supreme court for the term of twelve years. The
gentlemen who are willing to go for the term of fifteen years, for the
judges of the supreme court, would go for the term of twelve years, as a
matter of expediency, because there is no principle involved.
They
might, therefore, vote in favor of such a compromise, and by these means
we might cut off a protracted debate of three weeks or more. I do not
myself entertain a doubt that an arrangement of this description, will meet
with the approbation of the people of this commonwealth, although it
may not be very gratifying to those gentlemen who have prepared long
speeches, and will thus be deprived of the opportunity of delivering them.
I, for one, have none such to make. I am ready to act and to vote. It
will certainly be a disappoinlment
to me, as I have no doubt it will to
others, to lose the benefit of the information and research, which would
be exhibited in the full discussion of this very important question ; but the
legislature is to meet in the course of five weeks from this time, and it is
desirable that we should bring our labors to a close before they assemble.
There is not the remotest chance that this desirable object can be accomplished, if this discussion is allowed to proceed. The discussion would
continue as though the princi.ple of the life tenure had not been conceded
by the other party, whereas, m fact it has been conceded.
I have one remark to make, Mr. Chairman, in reply to the opinion
which has been expressed hy my honorable frieud from the city of Philadelphia, (Mr. Hopkinson) in reference to a memorial which I presented
to the Conventiou the other morning.
He appeared to think that the
memorial was not worthy of the attention or the notice of this Convention,
because the president of the meeting was known to none, and the secr+etary of the meeting was still less known.
And, after making this assertion, the gentleman asks who is to Iegard such a memorial ? I felt the
force of these remarks, Mr. Chairman; I felt that the reflections were injurious.
Eut I will do the gentleman from the city the justice to believe,
that he did intend no injury, in the remarks he made ; and that he inLended no more than to say, that this was his own individual sentiment ;
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because we know there are a certain class of politicians, who hold the
opinion, that petitions coming from county meetings, and SLIC~Iplaces,
are not much entitled to respect. Be this as it may, such are the
very channels throughwhich information and a knowledge of the wants and
wishes of the people ought to come to the ears of t!lis convention--I mean
through county meetings, and through petitious and memorials,
This is
the way to procure correct information.
There is onlv one other way in
which more correct information can be procured, and’I suppose it is not
necessary for me to rcrnind the Convention, that that one way is t,hrongh
the ballot-boxes.
I will not, howeverl detxin the committee any lon,ger.
I have made these remarks, simply with :I view to qe upon the mmds
of the members of this body, the propriety of cmning to some compromise,
sothat wc may he able, with as mnch unx~irnity as possible, to send this
amendment to the people in such an accept:J& form, as that they will
cheerfully adopt it, and thus prevent a mass of memorials from being
poured in upon the legislature, consuming their time, and harrassing their
deliberations, for many years to come. A.11legislation, Mr. Chairman, is
a matter of compromise ; and the matter now before LIS, is one in which,
I conscientiously believe, it is the duty of this Convention to come to
some comprcm~ise or other. Entcr&ing
this belief, I am willing to
throw o~lt of view my own immediate feelings and wishes, and to meet
on grounds which may be made acceptable to both parties.
I believe
that the reform men in-the Convention, are in a majoritv on this question,
of from twent.y to thirty ; and that if any gentleman will, on to-morrow,
make the effort, the whole matter may be settled at once, and thus a discussion wil! be cut off, which, however profilable it might be to the listener, wollltl yet be very undesirable, when we consider the condition in
which the business of the Convention is at present placed. The people
of the commonwealth will be much better pleased that we should dispose
of the amendments, and adjourn as speedilv as possible, than that me
should remain here for weeks or months, in’ listening to long speeches.
I should myself be pleased to hex the discussion ; there are some facts
in my possession, which I should be happy to have an opportunity of
presenting to the calm reflection of this body. But we have not t,irnewe should proceed to the prompt discharge of our business, so that we
may return home and render an account of our trust to the people who
sent us here.
The true and only matter at this time before us, is to bring the judges
SO far home to the people, as that the pc;)ple may have the power of
passing, their judgment upon them. If the judges shall have discharged
the duties of their stations honestly and f&thfnliy, there is no reason to
doubt that the people will continue them in ofice ; and if, on the contrary,
they have not discharged their duties honestly and faithfully, the people
will discharge them. The greatest reward which a good judge can covet,
is to be approved by his fellow citizens, not only for his private virtues,
but for the manner in which he has discharged his public duties, and that
SO his name may be handed down to posterity.
Men are ambitious on
this very point. But does the motive to an honorable and righteous discharge of duty stop here ‘? No, sir, it goes much farther. It is a strong
incentive to a man, to stand approved here among his fellow men, and
to know that his name will be handed down to posterity.
But there is a
higher incentive than this. He will stand approved before his. Creator,
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These, Mr. Chairman, are sufficient inducements for a judge to act
uprightly and righteously ; and if these inducements are not sufficient, I
know of nothing on earth that will be, Your laws--your
tenure of
office-your
high salaries- all will not do it, if these other motives fail.
Your high salaries, would only lead him to a course of life, which would
weaken the force of all these incentives.
Your high salaries, in nine
cases out of ten, would lead a judge, or any other man, to pursue a voluptuous, extravagant and improper mode of life ; they would produce luxury, indolence, and all their concomitant evils. And unless you adopt
the principle of making peusioners of your judges, as has been observed
in the progress of this discussion, they would tinally become a nuisance
to society.
A judge, and every other man, who holds an oflice under
your government, should receive a fair compensation for his servicessuch a compensation, I mean, as will enable him to possess the proper
means of life and comfort for himself and his family, not to live extravagantly, but to live according to the general scale of economy, practised
by the people among whom he lives. This is the way in which to
keep up that morality and purity in the administration of your government, without which, no government can maintain any sure or solid foundation; and for these reasons, the compensation to your judges, while
sufficient for a competency, should never be suffered to become extravagant.
Mr. HOPKINSON said, that he hoped the committee would indulge him,
whilst he made one or two remarks.
The committee was aware that
there were now two questions before them ; one of them, a primary question between the tenure of good behaviour, and a tenure for a term of
years, and the other, a question between a term of years ; or whether that
term should be fifteen, twelve, or ten years. This latter might become a
primary question hereafter, although not properly so when the debate
arose. On this primary question -namely,
as to the tenure duriuggood
behaviour, and the tenure during a term of years, only three elaborate
speeches had been made. And why should not other gentlemen be
heard ? The gentleman from thr: county of Fayette, (Mr. Fuller) had
himself been entering into an argument, even while apparently deprecating any more speech making.
He (XIr. I-I.) had seen that geutleman
open his desk and take out his notes. The gentleman needed no preparation.
He (Mr. II.) said this in sincerity.
He always listened with
pleasure, to his (Mr. F’s.) observations.
But now, said $Ir. H., the gentleman states that he is in favor of compromise, and that he desires to
have no more speeches. Why shall we not hear both sides ? I submit
to the Chair, that the gentlemau from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) is entitled to the floor.
IMr. FULLER said, he did not know that the gentleman from Allegheny
had a right to the floor.
LMr. HOPKINSON.
The gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) rose
and said that he wished to be heard, but that he was aot well enough to
go on this evening, and, as a matter of courtesy extended to all, high
and low, he should have had the right to go on to-morrow.
The gentleman moved that the committee should rise. On that question, a sort of
conversation ensued, which resulted in a speech from the gentleman from
the county of Fayette, (Air. Fuller.)
I believe that the gentleman from
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Allegheny, had a right to the floor if the committee did not rise ; and that
if the committee did rise, the same gentlemen would be entitled to the
The gentlemen on the other side, have been
floor to-morrow morning.
heard against the good behaviour tenure. Why should the gentleman
from Allegheny be denied a bearing 1
Whilst I am up, I will correct a mistake, into which the gentleman
from the county of Fayette, (Mr, Fuller) has fallen, in relation to the memorial presented by him. I made no allusion to that memorial.
I stated
expressly that I made no allusion to it. I merely spoke of past transsctions. I could not speak with disrespect of that, or any other document,
if presented by the gentleman from Fayette.
A discussion, of rather an excited character, here ensued, having
reference to the right to the floor, in which Messrs. FULLER, HOPKIKSON,
FORWARD,
DICKEY,
STURDEVAXT,
CLARKE,
of Indiana, STERIGERE,
and
SERGEANT,
President, participated, an d which resulted in a successful
motion, by OIr. STERIGERE,
that the committee rise, report progress, and
obtain leave to sit again : And,
Thereupon the Convention adjourned.

FRIDAY,

NOVEMBER

3, 1837.

Mr. COPE from the committee on accounts reported a resolution on
the subject of the espenses of the Convention which was agreed to.
Mr. COCHRAN, of Lmcaster, moved the second reading and consideration of the following resolution, viz :
It’esobed, That a committeebe nppointcd for the purpose of ascertainingand report.
instant, the most eligible place for the
ing to this Convention, previous to the sessionsof this Conrention during the sessionsof the state legislature.
The question being put, the motion was agreed to, and the resolution
having been read,
Mr. COCHRAN modified the resolution so as to read as follows :
Whereas, The Legislature will lx required to meetin this place on the first Tuesday
of December next, and it is apprehendedthat this Convention will not have completed
its laborsby that date: ,4nd &was, two bodiesSO n11111~rous
as the Legislature nnd
Convention sitting in Harrisburg at the sametime, will probably occasioninconvenience
to the membersof both bodiesand obstructtheir respectiveaction ; therefore,
KesoZrwZ,
That a committeebe appointed to inquire and report, Brd, whother it will
be exuedicnt for this Con\ention to remove from Harrisburrr
,, before the time for the
meetihg of the Legislature ; and secondly, if it be expedient so to remove, then to ascertain md report to what place, and when it will be proprr for the Convention to
remove.
The resolution, as modified, was then read a second time and agreed
to. The committee was ordered to consist of seven, and the following
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delegates were appointed of such committee:
Messrs. COCHBAM, FLBMINO, CUNINGHAI, RITER, HAYS, SCOTT, and Youlrro.
FIITE ARTICLE.
The convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. M'SHERRY in the chair, on the report of the Convention to whom
was referred the fifth article of the Constitution.
The question being on the amendment of Mr. WOODWARD,as amended
on motion of Mr. DICKEY ;
Mr. FORWARD, of Allegheny, rose, and said he did not know that he
should have presumed to trespass on the time of the committee, but for
his anxious desire to bring to their notice certain resolutions, which he
had submitted, a few days since, and which had been printed, and now
laid on their tables. By attending to these resolutions, it would be seen
that the scruples which mfluenced his mind and the mind’s of some other
members, might easily be removed. After all that had been said, it came
to a dry matter of fact. Was this tenure of good behaviour sufficient to
secure a remedy in case of the misbehaviour of a judge ? He had no
desire to censure any judge who did his duty faithfully, ably, and honestly. Every one who had spoken in favor of a limited tenure, had
admitted the object to be the correction of abuses, not the removal of
able and honest men. He took this to be a point conceded, an admission
which no one was disposed to contradict.
He did not intend to occupy
a day, or a half a day, in delivering what he propose’d to say. Probably,
he might occupy an hour, or an hour and a half. He did not intend to
go into all t'he various topics with which other gentlemen had entertained
His view of the subject, would be that which was prethe committee.
sented by plain common sense. He desired no other ; he would scarcely
listen to any other. He had not come hither with any disposition to
meddle with the tenure of the higher courts. In reference to the lower
ranks of’the judiciary, he regarded the plesent system a failure.
Ho
believed that, in some instances, the secondary courts had been perverted
to dishonorable purposes. He had an unutterable disgust to political
judges : and he was anxious to check this party spirit among judges. If
nothing else would effect this, he was even ready to break through their
tenure of office, which, otherwise, he would be disposed to hold inviolaHe would briefly review the ground. We had voted to
ble forever.
elect justices of the peace, and he supposed many gentlemen were committed on the question of limited tenure in the higher branches of the
Although they should retract, still they had surrendered themjudiciary.
In reference to the magistracy, the opinselves to an elective judiciary.
ion of the Convention had decided, and the course taken, was perhqs,
the best. The reasons are obvious, although he had not heard them
suggested by anJ. In reference to the magistracy, how did the tenure
influence the intercourse of ofiice. The inferior magistrate supported
himself by his fees: having no salary. his income depended on the
amount of his custom. It must then be obvious to every mind of the
least reflection, that this very tenure of good behariour may be relied on
by him for purposes, foreign and inimical to the public interest.. He
might shelter himself behind that tenure for sordid purposes. This was
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a strong and weighty consideration, which could not apply to the
supreme court, but did apply to the magistracy.
Your justices of the
peace were not quite satisfied with the offices they hold. They had their
ulterior aspirations and views, to which mauy o&e holders made their
offices a passport. Did any one doubt this ? Were not these men aspiring to become members of the house of representatives-of
the senate
-of congress, or to fill any other profitable stations which might offer
themselves ? Was not this a feeling operative in the half or the whole
of them 1 Were we not convinced that they cherished these views,
and did not this fact admonish us that the teuure of good behaviour may,
in the hands of the inferior ma,gistrates, be devoted to improper purposes ?
Was not this the case with the mferior courts, and among the ,justices of the
peace, in particular ? The secoudary courts too, are not lree from this
charge. These reasons had their affect on all who had wished to change
the term of the inferior judges.
They were politicians, and are to be
found at all the public meetings ; they possessed weight and influence,
with few exceptions, and always arranged themselves on one side or the
other, with the parties which chvided the country.
They were the magistracy to whom the poor anti the rich must appeal, and you would find
two-thirds or three-fourths of them arrayed in party conflicts.
Did he
speak the words of truth and soberness, or not 1 IIe did not go the
whole leiigth, which some others did against the magistracy.
Some of
the body were good, while others engaged in the political gtrlfes of the day
mightnot be. ‘I’l~ey were meu of as much ambition as ourselses. If these
views were correct as to other parts of the judiciary, could they be extended into the higher branches 1 Look at the courts of common pleas and
the supreme court. He was not disposed to disguise any thing which
was pcrtincnt to the subject. He owed it to his constituents and ‘the
country, to speak plainly, and not to shrink from the truth. He would
say9 therefore, aud he knew it to be true, that no smxll portion of the
judges of our secoudary courts xc to be found amoug our most active
politicians.
That he would coucede to the geutleruau fr<-rYILuzerne, and
he admitted it to be a weighty cousideration.
The judges of the secondary courts are most active politicians.
Where did you find them 1 At
all the country meetings.
There was scarcely a political meeting at
which a judge of the secondary court did not preside. They participated
in the correspondence, and were always armed, vigilant and sleepless, in
Their names were to be
reference to the guberiiatorial nominations.
fouud appended to partisan, iuflamatory addresses. The gentleman on
the other side mere entitled to the full beuefit of this admission. He was
williug to coucecle that the virtue of this good behaviour teuure had failed,
in some respect, in reference to the judges of the secondary courts.
This belief was impressed ou his mind when he came to this Convention j and he had resolved to attctnpt to impose some check ou the pervailing abuse. How was it with the supreme court? He was not
prepared to say that any one of the judges of the court was a political
There may have been cases there. They may in some cases,
partisan.
have yielded themselves to the vicious current of the times ;-they may
have been tinctured with the disease which had infected the whole
couutry, turning the heads and poisoning the hearts of our best citizens.
The judges may have yielded to this infection.
But not that he knew,
were they political partisans. If they were, the views he had presented
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were strikingly applicable to them, as well as to the secondary courts.
Look at the tenure for good behaviour.
He would go with gentlemen to
correct all the evils which could be pointed out. Let us look at the tenure
for good behaviour, and see if we can find a better security in a term of
years, or if any security of a nobler and better kind, can be suggested
to the Convention.
He had assumed, at the outset, that no man desired
that any judge should be removed whose duties mere faithfully and honThe gentleman told us he presumed such could not be
estly performed.
In ordinary times,
removed, only in case of a spasmodic movement.
and under the ordinary actiou of the government, the judge wl~o performs
his duty, will have a right to look for a renewal of his commisson. The
This was conceded on
country would be best served by such renewal.
all hands. How then could the good hehaviour tenure operate in that
case 1 It was obvious from the very terms of the argument of gentlemen, who advocated the change. that if guarded by a due responsibility,
by which a judge would be readily accessible to the people, and easily
corrected, in case of miabehaviour, that all the purposes of a limited
tenure are now completely answered and accomplished, without the risk
of any of the abuses which must grow out of that tenure. The
question was a question of responsiliility.
The complaint is, that you
cannot reach the idle, the incompetent, the misbehaving.
You cannot
reach these, it is said, therefore, the only remedy is, at stated periods, to
This had suggested to him a
return the commissions to the Governor.
view which seemed to prceent a rcmedp better than that offered by the
gentleman from I,uzerne, as to the supreme court. Let us look at the
terms of the resolution and see if they produce the desired effect. The
first of the resolutions which he had subriritted was as follows : “That
the judges of the supreme and superior courts, may be removed by a
vote of two thirds of both branches of the legislature.”
The arguments
of the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) and the gentleman
from Philarlelphin, were based 03 the assumption, that if abuses existed,
there was a dif%ulty in effecting a removal of the judges, because of
the discrimination between oifknces impearhable, and those which were
not impeaclhable, We all know the circumstances of this distinction.
If articics of impeachment wvele exhibited without sufficient ground, there
could be no removal.
If rcrnoval were sought by address of the legislature, and the cause was found to be an unimpeachable ofl’ence, there could
be no action by address. We had often seen embarassment produced by
questions of this sort. 13y the adoption of the first resolution which he
had oKered, every di%culty of this I;irid wv011lcl be removed : and so far
24 the argrlments of the gettt!eman from Luzerne, and the gentleman from
Philadelphia, had any weight derived from this circumstance? they would
be neutmlized.
Re would permit the two houses to remove a judge for
my cause. He would agree that it should be done without the particiThe Governor appoints t.o ollice, and would
pa”tion of the Governor.
be reluctant to believe or admit that he had appointed an improper char.
acter. He might hare an inlerest in sustaining a judge because he had
put him into oflice. Therefore, he should be excluded from the tribunal
The next of his resolutions was in
to which a judge would be brought.
the following words :
‘6 ,S’econrEly. That no person who is or shall be a judge of the supreme
or any inferior court, shall be eligible to auy other office in this Common-
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wealth ; that this ineligibility shall continue until the expiration of two
years from, and after he shall have ceased to hold his office ; and that if
any person holding the oflice of a judge of the supreme or any inferior
court of this Commonwealth shall be a candidate for any legislative,
executive, orjudicial office in the government of the United States, his
office shall be thereby vacated.”
Mr. F. here read a passage from Sir William Jones, shewing the harmony of sentiment betweeu that writer and himself, on tllis point, He
would not suffer a judge to be translated from one office to another; nor
would he permit the office of judge to be bestowed indiscriminately.
The
chief justice had not been ordinarily selected from the bench, but from
the bar. Vhat had produced all the alarm among the people of the
country on the subject of the judiciary.
Wias not the general complaint
that they were politicians, candidates for this and that oflice, and that one
had been a candidate for the presidency.
We are uot to be made answerable for that. There is no power to remove for that cause. What made
the justices of the peace politicians ? Because they have views beyond
their offices. Their eyes are fixed on some more lucrative stations.
They avail themselves of the facilities afforded by their offices to secure
others of a more lucrative character.
Was not this the fact 1 Suppose
that we deprive these persons of this hope, by making them ineligible not
only while in oftice, but for some time afterwards, for any other o&e,
so as to weaken the inducemeut to abuse the of&es they hold ; this
would supply a remedy for the evil. It might be asked-why
would
you disqualify these persons from accepting office under t!re United
States. The answer was this. To obtain office under the United States,
they must conciliate the people at home ; they must have the confidence
of the dominant party at home. Here was the mischief, because to
obtain the favor of the party at home, the mogistraie might be tempted to
prostitute his office. l’here was also another reason which had operated
on his mind ; and that was the difficulty of reaching a judge who mishehaves, so as to enable the legislature to act upon the case. The individual who makes the charge must come to Harrisburg in the inclement
season of the year, notwithstanding his natural dislike to leave home at
such a period, and this must be producfive of great inconvenience to one
who wishes to prosecute. He desired to let a judge know that he could
be brought to account on easier terms. He did not see why the prosecutor should be compelled to attend here on his own expense. He did
not see why the witnesses should be brought here, unless the party
accused should require it. For this he had made provision in his third
resolution, which was expressed in the following terms :
‘6 Thirdy.
The legislature shall provide by law for the appointment
of commissioners to take the depositions of witnesses in cases of complaints made against any of the judges of the supreme or inferior courts,
and that the depositions of witnesses thus taken may be read on the trial
of the party accused, unless he shall specially demand their personal
attendance.”
And why not do this, by the adoption of a general rule. Why not let
the people know that the way to redress, is thus opened to every one who
believes himself to be wronged ? Why not allow the accused to meet his
accuser face to face 1 Let him call for his witnesses. In nine cases out
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often, all beneficial purposes would be answered by taking depositions,
and allowing witnesses to remain at home. Why, in such cases, should
they be brought here ?
This, then, is my plan for drawing closer the bonds of union between
the judges and the people. I would abolish all the existing distiuctions
between offences impeachable and oifences not impeachable.
I would
allow a judge to be sub.ject to removal in any case, by a vote of twothirds of the legislature, with the concurrence of the Governor.
This
would separate at once the appointing power from that tribunal which is
to pass judgment.
I would declare a judge to be ineligible to auy office
during the existence of his commission, and for a reasonable period after
its expiration.
This would secure all of us from those ambitious aspir-.
ings which are so apt to reach the mind of a judge and to trouble him in
the course of his duty. Judges will then cease to be politicians-and
thus, by bringing them withiu the reach of every mau that is wronged, at a
very httle expense and trouble, a full responsibility is secured. I confess
that I should feel myself perfectly safe in the hauds of a judiciary which
should be thus constituted and whose responsibility should be thus amply
secured. I am entirely willing tbnt my fortunes, am1 the fortunes of al1
those who may descend from me, should be submitted to the arbitration
of a judiciary thus constituted, and thus guarded by this strong responsibility.
And now let us look for an instant at the project iu view. I
have giveu to this matter my best consideration, and I think I have
weighed it in all its bearings fairly and dispassionately.
I have listened
with great attention to the argument of the gentleman from Luzerne,‘(Mr.
Woodward) and also to the argument of the gentleman from the county
of Philadelphia. (Mr. Ingersoll.)
I think I hnvr made LIP my mind not
only on grounds satisfactory to myself, but upon grounds aud reasons
which sl~oul~l,~n~uence every man wlm tbinlrs candidly and dispassionately
on this question. Let us look at it.
I must commence this task, Mr. Chairman, by exploding some of the
heresies (and I use this term without the remotest design to give offence
in auy quarter) which have been brought into this discussion.
I have been told that the ground of diiference between the two parties
in this discussion, is, that on the one side there is a confidence in the
people, aud that on the other side, there is a distrust of the people. Confidence is the word, and distrust is to be repeiled as an old fashioned
intruder, not suited to the spirit of the age in which we live.
Confideuce in the people ! RI&, Mr. Chairman 1 The iutlge is to lay his
commission at the feet of whom ? Of the pcoplc of ticnnsylvnnin 1 No
He is to lay his commission at the feet of your Governor.
such thing.
Confidence, I repeat, is tlte word-and
contidence in the people. Now,
let the gentlemen who have pursued this argument, meet this question
fairly with me- why is it that they hare no confidence in the representatives of the people ? Look at the nttcmpts, which have, from time to
time been made, to remove judges by address. Do you call these things
are worse thxi scareby !he name of trials 1 They are mockeries-they
crows.
Will you place no confidence in men appointed by the people ? Do
you propose to give all confidence to the Governor, and none to the legislature 1 If the gentlemen’s own argument is worth any thing at all-if
2G
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they themselves do not practice the very thing which they impute to us,
they must admit that there is even now, a competent redress. Con&
dence in the Governor ! They put confidence in the Governor ; while I
on the contrary, put confidence in the people. They put a blind and
implicit confidence in the Governor.
How can they use this argument,
when they know pcrfecliy well that the representatives of the people are
willing at all times to hear and dispassionately to adjudge all complaints
,whicli may be made against a judge ? But look at the history of thi8
malter.
A friend of mine who had been a member of the state legislature for
several years, had adrrerted to a case with which I was not previously
acquainted.
He say.s that there have been eleven complaints and
flee in the state of Pennsylvania.
mipeachments against JlLd,ti.,
Out of this
number, two of the judges were convicted and removed. These were
Judges Anderson and Cooper. Three jutlgcs also resigned-by
some
understanding or compact- made for the purpose of shielding them from
the iquominy of removal by the two houses of the legislature.
So that
we f&d t!lere are five cases out of the eleven which have been referred to,
where this mode which has been so much hooted at, and treated with such
signal contempt, has given to yen, substantially and to every practicable
purpose, fire convictions, where there have been only eleven accusa-iWll~.

Mr. Chairman9 it is not true that the legislature of your state has
turned a deaf ear to the complaints which have been made against the
The very reverse, at
judges. I say it is not true as a matter of history.
all events for some length or time, was true -that
these complaints were
rather invited, than passed over slightly when made. There was a popular odium held up over the heads of the judges.
The judges were
threatened ; it was a popular kind or enterprise to make these cornplaints, and they were not discountenanced by the legislature:
There is
3 gentleman here present, -who knows well the truth of this assertion.
The legislature of Pennsylvania, I do not doubt, ought to skand acquitted
of all the charges which have been made against them. I believe that
they did perfect and entire justice, according to their best knowledge of
I believe that they administered the law in mercy and in
the fxts.
equity ; but that they were partial to the judges, or willing to stand
between the judges and popular justice, I do not believe. I feel collfident
that the charge, from whatever quarter it may come, is not true.
Then, Nr. Chairman, if the positions which I have taken, be correct,
Ihis tribunal, which has been so much complained of, and so much decried
and abused, is not after all undeserving of our confidence.
I am willing
to admit that it has not answered all the purposes which would have been
desirable. If my own views, in relation it could be carried out, I would
have a more ready access to it, and more convenience ; but I would not
convert it merely into an agency, although I would break down the barrier which separates impeachable offences from offences which are not
m~peachsble.
What were the dificultiea arising in those cases’ which were brought
before the legisldture ? They were just what I have stated. All the old
members of the legislature, who now hold a seat on this floor, will bear
was some
witness to the truth of this. There were difficulties-there
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special pleading in the way; and those might escape, who, perchance,
deserved a very different fate. Rut I offer my views, and I hope they
may receive a patient attention at the hands of this committee-because
I believe that, if they should be adopted, they will secure us from all
these phantoms, shall I say? from all these Imaginary evils which are
supposed to result from the tenure of good behaviour.
If I thought otherwise, Mr. Chairman; if I thought that the judges would continue their
political career- if no other mode offered, but removal by the. Governor,
I declare I would subunit to it. I have, however, many scruples in my
mind against the power which we are about to submit to the Governor of
the state of Pennsylvania.
Let us look one moment at the executive
government of this state, and let us see what it is. Let us see what confidence should be awarded to it. I find the following language held in
this Convention, by the gentleman from the county of Philadelphia, (Mr.
Earle) to which I ask the attention of this body. I read from the L‘ Daily
Chronicle,” at page 248 :
‘6 While we interposed a check, we should not create a tyrant-we
6‘ should not enable a Governor, misrepresenting those who elected him
‘6 -or a Governor chosen by one third of the people, as might happen
‘6 under our Constitution, to overrule, for three years, the deliberate wish
$6of a large majority of the people. It had been said, in the debate, that
(6the Governor represented the wnole people ; we know it is’not neces$6sarily so. If fifty-one members of assembly out of one hundred, may
‘* misrepresent them, is it not still more likely that a single individual
si may do it? And one third of the senate chosen for the term of three
6‘ years, by a vote of one sixth of the people, or thereabout, might over6‘ rule the majority of the senate, the representatives and the community
‘6 for a long time, unless we put limits to the operation of the veto. He
‘6 would therefore, permit a majority of the senate and two-thirds of the
‘6 house of representatives to overrule it in the first instance, and a major4‘ ity of both houses to do it at the end of a year, and after a new election
16by the people, with the subject fully before them.”
Here, continued Mr. F. is an argument against entrusting power to a
Governor who is not deserving of the confidence which we have been
accustomed to impart to him.
’ Another gentleman, a member of this Convention, (Mr. Woodward, of
Luzerne county,) says, at page 264 of the same paper :
*‘ That contracts between the executive, when a candidate, and unprin61&pled partisans had been made in Pennsylvania, he had no doubt.”
That is to say, continued Mr. F., such contracts have been made by
the Governdr, to whom our confidenac is to be exclusively appropriated,
and in relation to whom, if we entertain a doubt, we are supposed to have
aristocratic principles.
But again, sir. Another gentleman, also a member of this Convention,
(Mr. Brown, of Philadelphia county,) says, at page 28 of the same
paper :
64He was for stripping the Governor of his patronage, and he thought
16it would be but mockery to talk of doing this by only uniting the sen~6ate with him. He mould not have any power that could be exercised
(6by the people in the hands of one man, or thirty-three men ; the 4‘ forty
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(L tyrants” of Bthens were nearly as bad as any of the single tyrants of
‘6 Rome, and he would not trust either one or the other any Farther than
gLwould be found absolutely necessary.”
Here then, continued Mr. I?., is the Governor who is (to be trusted
with passing judgment on the conduct of the highest judges in your
court,s ; and it. is at the feet of sach a man, that their commissions are to
be periodically laid down. When the question of t!le appointing power
was up before the Convention, I advocated the power of the legisiature.
I believe the legislature to be less liable to corruption ; and I believe
that, in this instance, they will more effectually represent the people
than the Governor will represent them. I belicvc also that there is in
A juc!ge, !br instance,
the legislature a more efTectua1 responsibility.
of the county of Allegheny, comes to Harrisburg, and surrenders his
commission.
And under what influence does he act upon it? Under
some influence operating secretly in :lie county of Allegheny, unseen
and unf’elt, by any save the Governor alone. And thus the leading
It will be necessary
partisans of the day mill control the appointment.
for party purposes, that this appointment should take 1~:~~ ; it will be
necessary tbzt a member of the party should have tile place. The
appointment will take place accordingly, and where shall redress be
sozaht, for any injury which mny Ire inilictetl hy it ? Before whom shall
the’-Governor be broug!it to an accoutit fur his con:!nct 7 &lLre the
people oi’ the county of Al!egbeny ! Ko, sir ; but before the people of
the county of Dauptim, or the people of the COll!it~ of Pliiladclpl~i:i, who
know noLllin~~ at all about the matt.er. A:111In- \\.I:at meaus shall they be
informed of i? ‘? Through the public pres 3. Gi~i(~li gi\ 0s its own partisan
And how arc the people of the county of ~‘hiladelphia to judge,
views.
or what do tiley care about it 1 Are you to brmg before a distant people,
the case of a ,1udge in the county of’ Allcghe~~y, or any other county,
where peo!)ie map chance to have been insulted by the action GI t1Ie
Governor, ad aliow it to bc tried by a man who never has seen the
county, anti wiio knows nothing aSout it 1 By 3 mxi who is entirely
ignorant 01’ t:ie uarty concerned, or of the subject itself, escept so far as
light may ILe slied upon his mind throug’h the publications and influence
is a farce---a moc!icry to
of a party press 1 Sir, this is 2b5:liil -it
attempt Co :-enrcix up such doctrine as this to me and to my constitue,lts.
I say, t’:lere is ii1 fact no redress unc!er :L Svi:lein such as IlliS.
II i5 a!\~pxty i~csi~ies+--3 ix,r!y tlr~21#!~1!3lt, ;:Ud :lot!ling
gether El;r:irtJ7,;fl’air--2
ilo ItiL:y LL!liiSC his power, 35 he now does, and what retixss
short oi‘ it.

id t1~ci.c 11.3rus ! Where are we to 100k for a corrcc!ire 1 We iire lo
submit to tile Governcr.
And, Xr. C!lairman, is every man to be blind 3s a bat to the pages
and to the chimings ol history ? Are we to ;?but bo?!i our eyes and our
ears ? Are tilv lessous of cspericncc to be passed idly by, as tliougl~
they were nathiq
wortll 1 What do mt: find in the hi”siory of the state
of Pennsylv:mia ! We liave a Governor the be:id of a part;;. EIas it
ever been otherwise ? To my recollection, it never has been otherwise.
How arc the appointments made ? Are tliey not uniformlv party
appointn:euN- appointments given confessedly to those who will carry
out 111cviews of the par!y which may be in par!-er at the time ? Bu:
this hqeau stable, it is said, is co be cleansed. ‘l’ilere are to be no more
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party appointments -and no more party feeling is to reach the bosom of
the esecutive magistrate of the state. He is to become a saint at once
-he
is to hold the scale of justice.
And we are actually asked to
believe that this Eutopian scheme is about to be realized--that
the Governor is about to cease to be a party man-that there is to bc no party
spirit, and no party bias, that there are to be no friends to secure, and
no enemies to punish ! 6’ Credat Juilz~cs upella non ego.”
I believe,
Mr. Chairman. in the face of all these itlcnl schemes, that party will still
continue to agitate the councils of this Commonwealth, 3nd that man is
wilfully blind who cannot see that such must be the course of events.
It is a matter which requires no prophetic vision-it
is a matter of plain
history-it
is the effect of our instilutior:s, and is as unavoidable as the
rising or the setting of the sun.
In this argument it is assumed that the
But farther, Mr. Chairman.
most faithful candidates will be selected by the Governor.
I am speaking now of reappointments.
I assume, on the contrary, that they will
be party appointments, and 1 do not object that they should be so, if
there is an equality of pretensions in the member of the paity to those
which may be brought by a man not a member of the parry. The Governor appoints the prothonotaries-judges
of courts, &c. hnd how is it
in these appointments 1 How many esceptions will the history of the
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania afford ? A few on the bench of the
supreme court. Are there any to be found on the inferior benches ? If
there are any, I know of none-1 have never heard of them. They will
be party appointments.
It is true that we all raise our voices a&nst
it! and declare it to be wrong, but still they will be party appointments
-just as the prothonotarics, or the associate judges, whose commissions
It is in vain to look for any alterationemanate from the Governor.
the thing will go on precisely in the old way. There will be partiesthere will be party contentions-partisan
editors and partisan prints.
Was ever a good prothonotary expelled from off& ? JVhy, Mr. Chairman, I never knew the question to be asked, whether he was good or
bad. When the appointment to that office was pending, I never heard
any question asked save the single one, what party is he of? Why then
xvi11 you put it to us 1 Why will you tell us, that the Governor will
renew the commission of a man who is of the opposite party to himself?
How can you expect that the commission of a judge will be renewed,
if he is not a member of the dominant party? It cannot be--and it will
not be-unless, indeed, the history of your Commonwealth is nothing
more than a fable. I admit that there may be, here and there, a solitary case of a man avoiding contact with all parties, and, consequently,
giving oKence to none, in which the people may in a body concur in
recommending him for reappointment, and where his commission may
But this would be an exception to a very general rule-;
be renewed.
such an occurrence is almost hopeless.
What then, Mr. Chairman, is the safest mode of reasoning in this
matter ? Is it to assume the falsehood of all history, or the truth of all
history ? Is it to judge of that which is to come, from that which has
already been ? Is it to be instructed by the lessons of experience,
or to close our eyes and our ears against all experience ? You prefer
10 submit your judiciary to the power of your Governor ! What is
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to be the practical effect of this measure 1 The judiciary of the country must bow to the Executive.
How can they escape ? Can the clerks
of COUTI escape the vortex of party? or can they stand indifferent
between the Governor and the people ‘7
. Is it reasonable to hope for
this ? Is it reasonable to espect that auy man looking to the Governor
for reappointment to ofice, would meet that Governor and say to him,
I have been quite indifferent as to your advancement-I
have used no
exertions in your behalf-I
have done nothing to secure your electionI have expressed my opinion against your measures. because I thought
thnt the public interest required me to do so 1 What nnswer, do yea
think, he would receive from 3 party Governor-such
as we always have
had, and always shall have ? What chance would such 3 man have of
the renewal of his commission 1 He would be tampered with for 3
while, aud would then be spurned from the executive door. And the
result would be that 311men of fortitude nnd integrity would hold themselves aloof from the executive government of the country.
This then
is the power for which our conlitlencc is invoked ! Here 1s the ‘tribunai
-and here is the man in reference to whom it is considered almost
criminal to cntertaiu the slightest degree of distrust.
But, Mr. Chairman, I have nnother m:itter to spe3k of, in relation to
this question of confidence. Where was the lesson of confidence learned? It is no virtue of mine, so far as the pcoplc :ue concerned, I have
no confidence in power-1
am jealous, justly jealous of all power that
may crush me down to the earth, or which may interfere with my claims
to justice.
Sir, 1 distrust it, and in relation to di such power, it is 3 ,just
and a sacrctl maxim 01-t every citizen should be on his guard. The
tenure of oar liberties is eternal vigilance.
Of this serious truth we c3nnot be reminded too often. Popular potver, that is this power, Mr.
Who are the people. The
Chairman I The power of the majority,!
gentlemao f:om the county of Fayette, has told us they are the majority.
Who arc the majority’?
The strongrst party, and who :lrc they 1 They
are 3 class of men arrayed against the weaker par:y in eternai hostility.
Here then, sir, is the voice of party- tile voice of the people, which is
said to be the voice of God. Truly, 3 ver? comfortab!e doctrine fol
those who shelter themselves under the wvlngs of the stroygest party.
This deity, be it remembered, has mncy gifts to bestow on 111sworshippers. Aud it is the powcryof the majority--you
must h3ve no feeling ofdistrust to this power, exercising as it does, with such great complacency, its
dominion over the ri$it of the minority.
One of the greatest merr that
has been in this age of the worlli, has given us some valuable instruction
in this particular.
I allude to the lntc .James Madison.
I read from 3
speech mrrtle by him in t!-ie proceedings of the Convention of the state of
Virginia, iit pages 537-538. Leti us hear his views of the deity spoken of in the voice of lhe people. He snys :1‘ It is sufflcientlp obvious! that persons and property are the two great
subjects on wirich governments are to act, and that the rights of persons,
and the rights of property, are the objects, for the protection of which
These ri&ts cannot well be scpalated. The
government was instituted.
iersonal right to acquire property, which is a natural right,‘gives to property when acquired, a right to protection, as 3 social right. The essence
of government, is pan-er; and power, lodged 3s it must be, in hu.man
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hands, will ever be liable to abuse. In monarchies, the interests and happiness of all, may be sacrificed to the caprice and passions of a despot.
In aristocracies, the rights and welfare of the many, may be sacrificed
to the pride and cupidity of the few. In republics, the great danger is
that the majority may not sufficiently respect the rights of the minority.
Some gentlemen. consulting the purity and geaerosity of their minds,
without adverting to the lessons of experience, would find a security
against that dauger, in our social feeliugs ; in a respect for character ; in
the dictates of the monitor within ; in the interests of individuals ; in the
But man is known to be a selaggregate interests of the community.
fish, as well as a social being. Respect for character, though often a
salutary restraint, is but too often over-ruled by other motives.
When
numbers of men act in a hody, respect for character is often lojt, yet in
We all know
proportion as it is necessary to control what is not right.
that conscience is not a suffjcientsafe-guard ; and besides that, conscience
itself may be deluded, may be misled, by an unconscious bias, into acts
which an enlightened conscience would foibid. As to the permanent interest of individuals in the aggregate interests of the community, and in the
proverbial maxim, that honesty is the best policy, present temptation is
too often found to be an over match, for theze considerations.
These
favorable attributes of the human character, are all valuable, as auxiliaries ; hut they will not serve as a substitute for the coercive provisions
belonging to government and law. They will always, in proportion as
they prevail, be favorable to a mild administration of both : but they can
never be relied on as a guaranty of the rights of the minority, against a
The only effecmajority disposed to take unjust advantage of its power.
tual safe-guard to the rights of the minority, must be laid in such a basis
and structure of the government itself, as may afford in a certain degree,
directly or indirectly, a defensive authority in behalf of a minority, having
right on its side.”
So that (continued Mr. F.) according to the language of this distinguished statesman and patrist, the minority may be in the right, and the
majority may be in the wrong.
It is seen by his sagacious:eye, that the minority can only be secure
by laying their security in the very basis and sub-stratum of the governThere must be the safe-guard of a written Constitution putting a
ment.
fetter on the heel and a bridle in the mouth of the majority, in order that
the rights of the minority may not be invaded and trampled under foot.
And yet we are told that we must yield to the power of the majoritythat we must be blind and deaf-that our tongues must be tied and our
judgments paralyzed, in order that they may execute their heavenly dominion and those tender mercies which descend on them, as they say,
from the author of all government.
I have a book here (the Declaratibn
of Independence,) in which I find the following passage :
‘6 We hold these truths to be self-evident-that
all men are created
equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights, that among these are life,-liberty and the pursuit of happines .”
Sir, do I hold these rights under the pleasure, or the condescension of any
majority on the face of the earth ? No-they
have a higher genealogy
-a far nobler derivation.
I hold them not from auy majority.
They
.are pledged to keep them inviolate -they are pledged to institute tribunals
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which shall protect me from that power-which
shall place me on an equal
looting with all-where
my rights may be defended, and where the laws
Talk to me of
of the country may be executed in spite of all majorities.
a majority.
It is the rery last doctrine to which I will give my sanction. l3ut there are also other rights which we possess. A man has a
right t,o worship the Creator according to rhe dictates of his own conscience. Can any man, or any set of men, intcrfcre with that sight?
They have done so-they have trodden down that right, but they have
never blotted it out, they have never anniahilatcd it. That right still exists in spite of them. 1 hold it from my Creator, and no m?jorcty on earth
has any power over it. It may indeed ofFend them, and they may trample it under foot-but still it 1s alive-the
seed 5till esists, and it will
again sprout out at some future day,
I have also the right to trial by jlmy,
I admit that this right may be
taken awav. The people may institute another tribunal, but the majority are noi inclined to do so. There is yet anolher right--the right of
The Constitution of the United Stntcs (as see amendment to
property.
article fire,) says, ‘6 nor sh3ll private properly be takeu for public use,
without just compensation.”
This is the security which is thrown over
the right of property.
Again, sir : The Constitution of the United States provides, that the
trial of a!1 casts, ol individual right, shall be held sacred. It is proposed
to t&C these away. Here are my natnral rights-here
is the safeguard
thrown around them, and upon which I have been arcustomed to rely.
And what do I hold from a majority ? The evil of party spirit is that it
sinks man into nonentity -that he becomes a member of a party ; that
-he becomes a make-weight--an
integral portion of that physiral strength
or body, which we call a majority.
There he is the head of a party -a
his allegiance is due. IHe has no right of
champion of a part) r-there
his own-he has scarcely an esistence of his own. And here has the
cf5xt of the rights of a majority-iu
the tendency which it has to merge
individual rights-to
sink the man-and
to build up a power, which,
since the days of Adam, has been always in the hands of one, or two,
or three individuals who govern us. Who gives laws to the lawless 1
Who curbs omnipotence itself!
Is it not true, practically true-do we
not all assent to it-does not our history show, that it is a popular man.
His voice, it is that is ihe voice of God ! His name is at the altar ! To
him it is that men bow down their supple knees to the earth and become
nothing for his sake ! That they count themselves as nothing, save as
the sunshine of his brow is reflected upon them. Look at our history !
How often has the simple bzck of a leader over-ruled the majority ! How
often has the leader of a party, governed, controled, and turned at his
pleasure, the will of nine-tenths of that parly ! Sir, has such a case
never occurred here ? Is it not known what was the triumphant voice
of the people of the stale of Pennsylvania a few years ago-only
some
seven years ago -on one or two subjects 1 Mr. chairman, I am no parxy man in motive.
But how, let me ask, did it happen, that, all of a sndden, a new spirit rose up among them, and that they heard with new
ears 1 that they saw with new eyes 1 that they got new understandings ?
and that objects dear to them but a few short months before, became distasteful and loathsome 1 Here is a matter of fact which is known to all,
Snd this is party ! And we are called ou to bow down to this party !
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Sir,rif it be true that confidence is the highest virture, I never heard it
before.’ If it be true that the voice of the majority is always right, in
regard to the exercise of power by the people themselves ; if-it be true
that the voice of the people is the voice of the Deity, why how does it
happen that we have a written Constitution ? Why IS it that we do not
commit ourselves to. the mercy of the majority 1 Why is it that the
various departments of the government are kept separate and distinct,
and the boundaries of each defined ? Why is it that the Constitution
sets for01 that we have certain natural and inalienable rights ? Aud why,
too, do we declare so often that this is a government of laws, if we are to
be committed to the judgment of a dominant majority-a
merciless majority--a tyrannical majority-a
selfish majority ? Why is it? We are,
then, it seems, brought to this point, that there are persons among us who
discountenance a government of law- who think it the greatest evil in the
So far as my own rights are
world, who are afraid of our government.
concerned, I care not what gentlemen may think on the subject. The
present Constitution cannot be suppressed by the power of a majority.
I came here, then, claiming the right, and feeling it to be a duty to distrust that power.
Sir, I will not blind my &yes, nor darken my vision
in any respect whatever.
The whole executive history of the Cammonwealth has shown that the Governor is a party man-that
he has his
connexions and alliances of partisans in every county, who control the
appointments, to a great extent. Who has governed the counties of
Westmoreland and Allegheny, more than any other county in the state !
Who are his organs ? He has only to learn from his organs what are
the views entertained in his neighborhood, to enable him to act accordingly.
Who informs the executive of what is going on ? Why, there
IS a few organs in every county-a few papers, or a few individuals who
Or, else it
slily, covertly through the post office, give him information.
is done by an agent dispatched at midnight from the midnight politicians,
station, as a sort of Jannissary guard over the people. And, to what tribunal is it that the Governor is obliged to bow down 1 It is to a herd of
midnight politicians, who love darkness rather than light.
Sir, it is these
It is the voice of histomen who have the control of the appointments.
And, sir, to whom is a
ry that these men control the appointments.
j;dge amenable, in practice ? Why, these very men-men
who may
have been parties in his court- men against whom he has becri obliged
to pronounce, in the performance of his duty, the judgment of the law.
Now, is it not perfectly clear that the judiciary, under those circumstances, must degrade itself to the level of a party 1 that your judges will
be found sooner or later, bound hand and foot in the trammels of party.
I know it, and evory man knows it. And, what is the party? and what
does it want ? What is the majority craving for ? What is the ambition
of the day 1 In every republic, ancient and modern, the desire has been
--more power-to
heap Pelion on Ossa. That is what is now wanted.
Ambition monopolizes every thing. Those who have read the history of
Athens know well what was the character of the majority there. It was
headed by demagogues who appeared frequently in the forum and addressed the people about their liberty and rights, at the same time that
they were plotting against both, and at length they disgraced and ruined
their country.
So it was in Rome, where the majority of the whole people wanted Caesar, and they got him, and he made slaves of them.
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Whose work was it? The work of a majorit,y-throngh
their organs,
a small knot of men who were the orators and leaders of the people.
At length, however, tllcic power orerl~aped all bounds, and the country
was crushed down by the iron hand of tyranny.
3%~ ruined Rome but
her pretended patriots, X’hG were perpeluallv admonishing the m:ljoritv
against the minority 1 Look at Paris -there- is a majority there : but A
is never satisfied; It ner-er cries “ cnougii.”
It matiers not what; but
any thing in the way of a triumphant, majority that can be seized and
held, it never will refrain from taking, from uaitlg,
and
from abusing.
Sir, our own written Constitution, and all t!le invaluable state papers
which have emanated from some of our greatest and best of men, contain
warnings to us against yielding ail power to a majority,
There, power
has gone down; there, liberty is inactive ; there, the edifice is all broken
to atoms.
There, was a republic once, and there was an imperial tyrant
Well, sir, I know, and
holding his sceptre at the will of the majority.
every man who hears me kno;vs, that this Constitution is designed to
secure private rights. The whole genius of the government is, that individual rights shall be kept sacred and inviolable.
The majority can
take care of itself; but, it is you and me who are to be protected. There
are safeguards in the Constitution thrown around the minority, and checks
imposed by it upon a triumphant majority.
It says, in so many words,
‘6 so far shalt thou go, and no farther.”
Here are secured to the minority
privileges which the majority never gave, and with the help of God, they
shall never take from them. When these privileges are invaded-when
the
majority loses respect for laws -when it puts might in the place of right,
and wl!en it tramples down inviolable rights, it ruts loose from the Constitution, and totally violates its provisions.
If they break the Constitution, then 1 am bound by it no longer.
An unprincipled majorily may
be met with the sword or with any thing else. A triumphant majdrity
have no rights which were not acquired by the social compact, and that
compact is designed for the security of individuals.
Who may have it?
Why, all ; the aged, and Ihe young, and the infant in the nurse’s armsall ages and conditions, and ilo earthly power can take it away from
them.
Sir, what are you to do in behalf of individuals whose individuality is
not merged in this corporate majority ? Why, you must have courts to
protect them, and see that the fundamental laws are not violated.
Be
had been alarmed to see the propensity of men to magnify the rights of
the majority, knowing that. its must end in their own destruction.
It is
now the rage to ,distrust the power of the snpreme court, and to entertain
doubts in regard to its having the power to deelare an act of the legislature unconstitutional.
Every man fee!s that he should be protected in
his rights.
And, rhe supreme court, wvlicn a majority of the state is unjustly arrayed against individuals to crush them, can interpose and protect him. In all conflicts in which the power of the state government has
been brought in question, you find it has been owing to the tyranrfy of
the majority seeking to crush one or more individuals.
It is individual
rights against lawless power.
It a is citizen claiming his natural rights,
perhaps, against the usurpation of an unlawful majority.
I say, then,
that the supreme court has the power conferred on it of annulling any
act of the legislature taking away, or impairing the rights of individuals
In the state of New Hampshire
guarantied to them by the Constitution.
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a church had been bequeathed to an individual, and under which education was to be maintained ; but those who ordained these were unpopular, and did not belong to the popular party, and the legislature undertook
to break down their rights and privileges.
And, they put in men who
had contributed nothing--who
were not wanted, and who were intruders,
to the ruin of their private rights. It became a question whether those
who had rights should be protected or not. So, in New York, in reference to the celebrated steamboat case. The legislature had granted to au
individual a monopoly of the harbors aud rivers of the state, in violation
of the Constitution of the United States. He was arrksted in New York,
and the act of assembly was dcclarcd to be null and void. Here was an
instance of the exercise of the power of a majority, against the rights of
individuals.
Here was a lcgisla!ure throwing their aegis over an indtNow, this was
vidual, and protectiug him in an exclusive privilege.
decidedly wrong.
Sir, is it no privilege to meet a throned monarch in court, on au equal
footing, as well as the greatest states of the union 1 Or, that the most
helpless, most friendless, most forlorn individual may meet you in the
There, titles and
courts of justice upon a footing of perfect equality?
No claim, but that
sceptres and military glory and wealth are nothing.
which is founded in right and justice can be heard in a court of justice.
Is not this, then, a sacred and priceless privilege to coutend for, and one
which ought never to be surrendered.
Tell me not about having no confidence in power.
I have a few more words to say on this point:
I say it is the covenanted right of every individual to go into an impartial court. I contend,
that the Commonwealth is sacredly pledged to provide every man an impartial tribunal, where the weak cau meet an confront the strong ; where
poverty can meet wealth in the face ; where the helpless can find security,
if the law be in their f:,Lvor. Do you propose to give it? Look at the
tenure which gentlemen want. Suppose a man to be obnoxious to your
county lawyer+ to go into court aud be iudicted for a libel ; or that he himself should bring an action against an individual who may have defamed
him-held
him up to ridicule and scorn, and it should be made a party
question of-having
grown out of party effervescence and political discussiou, and it should happen, that the judge’s commission is just expiring from his grasp ; he Iinoms, 3s well as that he is in existence, that
if he dare to do justice, he miil be immediately superseded by some other
Now, sir, I say th:lt is not the judge for me ; that is not the jusjudge.
I contend, that there is not the impartiality
tice to which I am entitled.
and independence, which is guarantied lo every man ; that he shall have
his rights secured aud his wrongs redressed. Justice will be secured by
Sir, if
having on the bench an honest, upright, and independent judge.
you have an able, upright, and honest man in the judgment seat, no matter what power may threaten, what flattery may be used, or promises
made, or fears or hopes inspired, he will do his duty without bias. But,
air, will uZZmen do it? How is it with the higher officers of the Commonwealth ? How is it with the men that gentlemen have spoken of so
freely and plainly 1 How is it with the Governor, the highest oflicer
known to our laws ? Has he any bias? Does any one doubt it? He is
the slave of bias. Yet, a judge must not feel it! You allow a Governor
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to use all the means and appliances of his of&c-it
is natural-it
is huAnd, if it be so, how can
man-it
is honorable-it
is quite upright.
you deny the same privilege to a judge ! I know that he may frown
down power, and that he may be honest under the grinding machinery
that is to put him out of office. What, sir, is the argument 1 Why, that
it is better, politic, and right, that our judges should be placed in a condi‘ion, where they can administer justice at the peril of their private interes ts . Are yen safe under an administration of justice on that mode ?
Are there no men ohnoxious to the government; no men whom it would
Z?edesirable for the part.v to subdue and crush? Are there no institutions
m the Commonwealth, which stand in the way of the triumphant maj ority- that can meet it in a court of justice 1 Are there uo institutions
that are looked upon by the majority, nit11 great bias-with
deadly hatred, and that have no protection -no shield, except that which is found
in your courts of justice I Tl iere, sir, is your legislature, legislating in
regard to men- calling in question their proceedings, seeking to crush,
to put them down. In fact, the whole power of the Commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, is brought against them. They are looked on with a
jaundiced eye. Tim direst denunciations are poured out against them, and
continaal threats are made to repeal or abolish t!mir charters. It is in
vain for gentlemen to tell me t!iat a judiciarvt such as is proposed to take
ihe place of the existing one, is an &zde~~en~lc~~t
judiciary.
It is 3 mockery of language to say so. Sir, I have a great deal to say-much
more
than I could wish to trouble you with, for I am weary, and I dare say
that you are. What I desire, sir, is an indepcndcnt judiciary.
It is not
enough for me to behold, that a judge mus,+ stand aud breast the storm.
Let him breast the storm, or yield to it. I would oppose--I would prevent the injury that might be done from the tide that is rising.
You tell
he may wear il crown of
him to breast the storm -to stand firm-that
martyrdom.
Sir, what is the argument put forth in itsc,lf? It is this :
Let the
that you can never stay, or keep still the hand of persecution.
virtue of men be tested ; and if they should be found infirm, let them go.
If men are firm in their faith, they will die in it ; but if not, they will let
it go. Let persecution have full scope, and let those who will, yield to
it. Do you not know, that although
you let loose the spirit of persecution, you do not, at the same time, shield a man against it? Do you not
know that the public is to suffer by it ! What is to be the effect of it in
practice 1 Why, the man who yields will be continued in oflice. Like
the bending rush, that yields to the gale, he yields to his party, and is
consequently retained. But, the man of stubborn virtue, will bc trodden
down ; he must be made a martyr of, because you will not slay the hand
of the persecutor. It is palpable, that if you renew the commissions of
man that knows his cue,
the judges, you suffer a man -a partisan-a
who is willing to do anything, no matter what, to retain his oflice. Yes,
the low minded, the ignoble, sordid hearted judge will succeed in getting
his commission renewed. because he has done iL the party” a service ;
because he has done their high behest ; while the worthv man, who confronts power, loses his office. Sir, what will be the condition to which
your judges will be reduced under this new regulation ? They will be
the slaves of the executive ; they will never distrust the power of the majority ; they will bow themselves in the dust. You will then have a judiciary-more
glaringly political in character, and muc,h more debased,
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than any before known in this Commonwealth.
We shall have party
judges all over the land. Let the gentleman, (Mr. Woodward) tell me
not that there is management behind the scenes ; that it will not be necessary for the judges to bend to party ; that no man has anything to fear
from power who stands firm against it. J,et the gentleman, I say, shew
me this, and I will give my vote for his proposition.
Sir, let us appronch the subject of the proposed tenure again. You
tvill have remarked, the advocates of it contend, that it mill secure that
responsibility,
which is wanting under the present constitutional provision. Sir, I deny it. A judge during his commission is perfectly independent.
For instance, aJudgc is commissioned for seven years. He is
irresponsible during that period.
This is the argument of gentlemen ;
and they have given us a solace -a consolation, by telling us that the
people can bear a seven years’ bad judge ; the same number of yars that
Jacob was pursuing his wife. Here, then, is a man without responsibility.
The gentlemen, sir, offer you uo security whatever ; but, they
tell you a judge is to be commissioned for seven years, during which time
he will be wholly irresponsible, and then it is to be ascertained whether
I rehis commission shall be renewed.
This. sir, is not my theory.
quire that a man shall be approached, and displaced at once. Why should
we he kept waiting for seven years before we can obtain redress ; before
an opportunity shall be presented to ns of getting rid of a corrupt and
unjust judge 1 Give us the ordinary length of human life, and yet ouethird of it is to pays away before we can remove a judge. It is too long
a time for me to wait. I cannot evince so much paiience.
I am in favor
of a plan by which an offending judge may be promptly brought to justice. W!iat consequence is it to me tbat a man who has trampled on my
r.ights, shali be brought to an account, and I in my grave 1 What, sigmties that a man, who has been urijustly dealt by in a comb of justice, shall
go to the governor, and remonstrate against the judge ? Or, if he should
die, and bequeath his claim for justice to !lis children, they may, perhaps,
succeed at the cud of seven years. in obtaining what their fat113 sou$t.
And, sir, if either he or they should get their rights-what
then 1 W fly,
it is a mockery! at llie expiration of 6even years they are to obtain justice ! They may wait on the governor, ant1 be ushered into his dark back
parlor.
If he chooses to listen to thfir story, ss!ii:lg satisfaction from a
man who ha:i robbed them six or seven years before, it is all very well.
But, Jle c3n render them no service. And, perhaps, the next ,judge he
puts in, muy bc no better thnu the one that went out; so that there is no
security.
Gentlemen say that tile frequency of appointments is cslculated to nssrqc the bitterness of party spirit, and to soothe the angry passious. 1 csnnot concur in this opinion.
On the contrary, I think that
tlie appointment of a judge duriug good belinviour, iias a tendsncy to allay
politic;d and party excitement.
‘I’hc diSappointed mail never sleeps on
tlic acts of his political antagonists. ‘f’he tire of disappointment almost
consumes him, aud it,s embers will never cease to burn. You have a
renewal of appointments in the bands of a party, and so you go on from
term to term with an irresponsible judge.
Sir, what is t!ie difference between a man holding his commission tor seven years, aud another during
good behaviour.
Do vou want this slow process of obtaining redress, of
waiting seven years for it 1 Wily should you wait so long’!
Is it not
due to the public, that they should get it earlier 1 Is a man to go on fo r
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seven years with impunity, and not be impeachable l-and, at the end
of his term stand acquitted with honor before his country?
Now, sir,
that is not the sort of redress which honest men have a right to claim;
nor is it the redress which the majority here are bound to accord. They
hare a right to give the most ample redress, and that immediately.
If a
Judge has done wrong, he must be disgraced. bnd, sir, I trust that the
amendment I have proposed, wii! go to secure this right to every freeman of the state.
Sir, the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) has argued that
there is no danger of an abuse of power.
Then v hy not grant redress
mlmediatelv ‘! Why postpone it for seven years, and Beep me all t!lat
time smartcng under the evil 1 If YOU give the governor the power to
appoint to office, why not removd?
Can any one answer? Because
those who propose this reform, have no confidence in it. ‘lllC~ how
that the governor is not to be relied on. ‘lYley linow? too, Ihat the judiciary would be at the feet of the executive.
It is said that no injustice
will be done to the judges ; that a man of talent3 and virtue will prevail
over a man, not possessing these qualifications: but whose politics are
Illore congenial to the ruling party.
how, 1 put it to gcntlen~cn to say
why1 should be compelled to endure a wrong for seven years, if the CXecutire be competent to decide. I do not see that any satisfactory ausmer
can be given to this question. 1 contend, that if the gorcinor is competent to appoint, he is equally competent to remove. The legislature
him, and eject
can hear the complaint-bring
the judge before them-try
him from ofice, if guilty of the charge or charges preferred against him.
There is redress. Why is it not sought after 1 Why is it decried in
this body by those very men who tell us of their confidence in the people,
and of their desire to relieve them from oppression?
811 the evils that
were ever let out of Pandoras bos, have been chargctl to the judiciary.
Does any man expect ! did any man ever foretell, that an independent
judiciary would be ncccssarily infallible ‘T-that no man was to appear on
the bench, but what was as wse as Soloman 1 ‘I’hat none but those who
were as juridical as any in the country, would find their way to the judgment seat ? No man expected it; I certainly did not. 1 concur with
gentlemen, that there may be some good men espellcd from the bench.
‘rhomas Cooper, (whose name was brought into the debate, I know n’ot
for what purpose,j was sitting in judgment on a boy for horse stealing;
and for which oftknee he might have been sentenced to bc imprisoned for
ten years, and in consideration of his youth, he reduced the punishment
to one year’s impriscnment.
The associate judges, however, asccrtaiued
bv the tollowing morning, that he was an old ofrender, and that the lenity
o> the court was misplaced. They thought to hare him brought up again,
and they passed a heavier sentence on him. This, they had a right to do,
for thev had power over the record as long as the court remaiucd in session. ‘There was no injustice in doing as they, did. ‘l’his was done, let
at be remembered, at the instance of the associate judges, and not of ths
president.
He merely exercised his power. The boy was accordingly
sentenced to three years imprisonment, for nothing but the trifling little
offence of stealing a horse. I see nothing to implicate the conduct of.
Judge Cooper.
And, if any complaint was made against him out of the
legislature, his couesience acquitted him. If any blame rested anywhere,
it was with the associate judges. It is said that he imprisoned a man for
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refusing to pull off his hat in court. Suppose he did, Well, he is brought
before the legislature, tried, found guilty, and expelled from office. Now,
sir, does this not shew that the legislature will act impartially ? Does it
not shew also that the injured party does not apply for redress and justice
in vain? Does not the example of Thomas Cooper prove that redress
may be had for the wrongs practised by an unjust judge ?
There was another case-that of a judge becoming a drunkard.
It
was said, that if the official tenure was limited, a judge would not drink
to excess ; but that, when the tenure is good behaviour, the judges have
been often intoxicated with the flowing bowl.
Men, it was said, might
fall into this habit of intemperance, and become unfit for the discharge of
their duties. When judges were brought before the legislature for vice,
immorality,
gaming, they shrunk from an investigation, and were, if
guilty, very glad to compromise, by resi,gning their offices. The legislature was empowered to remove the,judges in this case. Why should
we step in, and say to them, you did not carry your power far enough
in the punishment of these judges 1 Why should we arraign the judges
because the legislature
had not been sufliciently strict with them 1
There was no provision in the Constitution of the United States to
retain idle or drunken judges, and the hostility to the system, deduced
from that argument, was without any foundation.
Another cause assigned for shortening the term, was error of judgment
to which all judges are liable. But was it ever expected that a man
must be iufallible, because he is a judge?
Was it ever supposed that
our judiciary
was to be invested with that infallibility
of wisdom
which is the exclusive attribute of the Deity?
Do we expect that they
will never be betrayed into error, in the dark, perplexed, and arduous
course which they pursue?
Would any tenure render the nature of
man more akin to that of the Deity ? Could we obtain more learning,
more wisdom, more experience, or more infallibility
of judgment, by
bringing in new men, and working frequent changes?
No,
This
system of changing would serve no purpose but to bring into office,
for a short time, some hungry and needy expectants.
The judges are
among the learned and honorable in the land. Slander may assail
them, but still they are among the best and wisest in the country.
The judiciary of Pennsylvania, he admitted, had sometimes been unBut the reason of its unpopularity was, that it stood in the
popular.
way of the dominant party in the Commonwealth.
The party could not,
when they would, break it down, and appropriate its influence and emolnments to themselves.
Judges were always unpopular with parties ;
for, if the politics of the judges are looked at, they must find an enemy in every individual of different political sentiments with themselves,
Judges, whose political opinions do not accord with those of dominant
parties, are maligned out of doors, in the hearing of the public; they
are assailed by the party newspapers, and every effort is made to render
them odious to the people. Must the judges yield to this clamor, and
shape their doctrines and deeds accordingly, or be hurled, by popular
will, from their offices, making room for mere party favorites ?-for mere
demagogues, perhaps, who were the means of raising an excitemeut
against them, and expelling them from office, No judge could administer justice without offending powerful men, and, perhaps, whole com-
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munities.
They may, in some cases, presume even to offend the legislature ,-the power which holds even the rod of expulsion and disgrace.
But ior whom do they make these sacrifices ? For themselves ?for their own :tdvantage 2 No. They thus brave the storm of popular
They
and official excitement, for your sake, and that of your children.
do it for all those who are oppressed, and who come to them for justice
against their powerful and popular oppressors. To act thus independently
is the glory of the judge, so long as he can be protected in the discharge
of his duty; but, unless he be guarded by this tenure, he :nust .go out
of office, for the exercise of his judgment against the will of maJoriCes.
If the judges bc deprived of their independence, then you and I cease to
be safe. It is for the weak and helpless that this tenure is provided.
It
is not the judge who is himself the object of the tenure, but it is the
person who comes to the ju?ge for justice.
It is to assure all suiters
that the judge will d:~rc to C!O1~:sduty. It is not for the judges that this
t,enure is secnrc, but for the suiter. It is a pledge to all, who ask for
justice, that their rights shall be held inviolable.
A war is waged against
He confessed that he was
)udgee, bccnuse they hold commissions.
grieved and astonished at the argumeuts and views which had been
adduced here on this subject. He wondered that geatleman who declaimed against the judges, rlid not look beyond the commission and its tenure, to the helpless men, to the widows and the orphans-to the oppressed
and the weak, who come as suitcrs for justice ; and there is the reason
that security is given to the judge against the attacks of party clamor, and
popular caprice.
&+ It had been admitted here, in a word, by one gentleman, (I\lr. Woodward) and thi, gentleman from Phi?ladelp!lia, (Mr. Ingersoll) that the tendency and objects of their propositions, was to render the jud;ros responsible to the people. ‘I’llis was :I slrnnge doctrine, foI it took from the
judiciary the whole of its peculiar character.
?Vhat would be the
result of putting the judges on a tenure of ~>Oi~lllL!rity ? Won!d the lek+
laturc, or the Governor, remove popular judges by address 1 ko.
Within the circle of their popularity, they may play the >yrant as much
as they please, acting according lo their own arbitrary discretion ;-not
administering the law, and expounding the statutes, but taking our money
and co!lrting populari,ty.
But, in fact, all that we want a judge to do, is
prescribed within wrlttcn isms ; and we do not wish him to turn to his
right hand, or to his left, to please the power from which he derives his
official existence. He is cntruskd with no dkcre:ion.
He has no power
to do harm ; but it is his only office to do good. Be could do nothing,
but administer the justice of the country according to iaw. For what
purpose was he placed in the judgment seat? To protect the helpless
individual.
Because the legislative antl executive officers were rcsponsible to the people, it was no reason that the judicial officers should be.
There was no analogy between the two CBWJ. ‘l’heir duties, anal the
purposes of their creation, were wholly different.
What object would
there be, in arraigning a judge before the people ? For what purpose
should he be brought to this accountability ! What has he done? He
has administered the larv, and his decision has been appealed fEorn to the
people. The case is discussed before the people, and, according to their
judgment of the merits of the judge, they are to decide n-hether he shall
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be re-elected. Are not the laws of the country my property 1 Can the
people over-rule the decision of the court? No. I hold my right to that
decision under the constitution and the laws, and neither the whole
people, nor a portion of them, can deprive me of it. The people can
say to me, we will make a new law for you ; because I have my rights
as one of the people, against all the rest of the people.
Sir, I have kept in view, in my amendment, the great object of preserving the independence of the judiciary.
‘I’o separate the judiciary
be efrccctual. It would
from the influence of party, I believe it wor11d
prevent the judges from depending upon, and matching the elections. It
would secure the administration of justice to the people without delay,
denial, or sale.
Mr. ROGERS, of Allegheny, said,
Mr. Chairman :-In the progress of our discussions we have arrived at
a subject full of interest. Far above all the other departments of government, in importance and responsibility, is the judiciary ; hig!l, sacred, and
even holy, are the duties of those who perform its functions. Their object
is the administration of justice between man and man. Sir, I speak in no
spirit of exaggeration.
I indolg e in no extravagance of sentiment, wheE
I say, that it is for this, that government is mainly instituted.
It is f$
this, we surrender a portion of our natural rights, when me enter into Fyle
social compact. All that WC see around us, in the vast and complex
machinery of government -in the operations of the esecutive and the
legislative-all,
have for their great end, the pure and perfect administration of justite.
The subject is a grave one. Whatever relates to it, comes home to
the interests, the hopes and the happiness of every individual in the
The life, the liberty, the reputation and prosperity of the
community.
humble and the proud-of the poor and the rich, are all to be guardecl
and protected by an efficient and well organized judiciary.
The structure, however, of this department of government, has always
been a subject of great difficulty.
While the republics of antiquity contemplated the legislative and the executive, and described minutely, their
relative sphere of operations, yet very few of them paid any attention to
the judiciary.
In most of them, the judiciary was merged io the legislative and executive.
I am not astonished at the zeal an.l enthusiasm displayed by the aged
members of the profession of the ldm, in defcnce of the judicial tenure for
Some of them have spoken
life, as contained in the existing constitution.
I can respect
in support of that provision, in a strain of true eloquence.
the feeling which induces them to clothe with such reverence, the constitution, although I do not participate in it. That constitution has been for
years associated with their hopes, their sympathies and their ambition.
It has, in their eyes, an imposing aspect. It comes down to them like
It is familiar
an estate of inheritance, through a long line of ancestors.
and dear to them, as the patrimonial trees under which they sporte:l in
youth, and under whose shade they desire to repose in death.
The aged too, always cling with tenacity, to old forms. What is
covered with the dust and cobwebs of antiquity, is, in their eyes, sacred,
It was the old lawyers of England who resisted for a great length of time,
all amendments in the customs -and antiquated forms of English pleadYOL. IV.
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ings. Sir Matthew Hale, in his treatise upon the law, thus describes the
feeling :
‘6 By long use and custom, men, especially, that are aged, and have been
long educated to the lxofession and practice oi the law, contract a kind
of superstitious veneration of it beyond what is just and reasonable.
They tenacioasly and rigorously man&n those very forms, and proceedings and practices, whia!l though possibly at first they were reasonable
and useful, yet by the very changes of matters, they become, not only
useless and impertinent, but burdensome and inconvenient, and prejodicial to the commol~ justice and common good of mankind.”
But the question has been repeatedly asked, is a change of the judicial
tenure desired by the p~~oplc? I am not able, sir, to speak the sentiments
of any portion of tile state, esccpt my own immediate district.
The
friends of a reform of the constitution, 11asr: alw:~vs rallied there under
3 banner upon which was inscribed, the abolitlo;l of life ofices.
A
portion of’ my constitnents addressed me upon thp auhjcct before my election. In InV 1c:ter 10 thrm, I eXi1rCsSed myseX in FATor of a limitation
of the judi~la..-1 Ixutiie, to a term oi’ years. 1 shall endeavor in my action,
in this Convention, to carry Oilt the 1;rinciples I advocated, in the same
honesty of purpose that I was :hen governed by.
Can anv one soy, that the situation of a judge, tinder the existing constitution, is not an ofiice for life. ‘I’he people have ever regarded it as
euch, dth(j~~::h it is not the language of the cvnatitution.
Yet ihe removal
that, to ali
and impearhment of a judge, are obtained :;-itb such d&ulty,
ta oiie.
pi-xtical intents 2nd purposes, it amOunt
A lil‘e oilier ! how il;col:sistt:nt with republican institutions and that
eqt~nlily, I!ie ~JXtid bozst of a iicc go~ernriient !
of i’cnxylvania,
in the structure of its
Sir, the lx&ent COilSlilliiicjl:
judicial department, and in many other respects, is as far behind the spirit
of the age cm\ the progrcx
of mmd, as, fifty years 5~0, science was, in its
opplicatlon to mechanics.
I 1~11 cnmparc it to nothing but one of the o!d feudal castles of the
Jlassivc aild strol:g, with bnttlemented towers and
thirteenth CCI?ttliY.
frowning wslis 0i. slow2 --it towers aloft in the sullen grandeur, and gigantic proportio!:s of the architec:ure of’ the ti:r;es. How poorly does it
compare with the light, simp!e and gracef’ul bui!ding of modern times.
We should cnticavor to make ocr constitutional an~endments correspond
So the in:press of 1i:r limes. IA:irvs and ir,slitotinl:s should be mouldctl
l!rogre:s!ve sltiirit cl‘ ever-tliinking man.
to the wcri;ink~ o !’
‘\:‘hat I;CW tlixoveliea in science and in the whole field of mechanics,
have
bcell
n::dc
witliiu
tiie last t!vo c.i:iittiries !
llow has public opinion
been
ellIig:!!eid
?
How many new truths disc;&& 1 tihnl! sac not
model our instiiutiuns of gorernLme;lt according to the opinions of the
age 1 Is it not t!:e part of true wisdom to do so ?
The dcCeii:iert: of the life tenure, rely upon rhe antiqtlity of their prineiple. ‘They hare discovered its existence more than two centcries ago,
even before rlie reign of JVilliam XII.
IS that auy argumcut in its Favor?
Are \ve asked, now in the middle of the nineteenth centurv, to roll
back our institutions and to make Aem corrc?I,u:.tl to those of the sis~Vonltl it l;ot present a singular spectacle ! The people
bWl?lh
cen!‘xly.
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are often in advance of their government.
The restless spirit of inquiry
is ever seeking to enlarge the foundations of liberty.
They press against
these ancient institutions, and burst from the trammels they have impored upon them.
The history ot the judicial tenure in this country is peculiar and interksting. The constitutions first framed by the people of the states, with
but two exceptions, contain provisions, clothing their judges with a lifeestate in their offices. Pennsylvania was the first to forsake the English
model. In the original convention of 1776, her sages, Benjamin Franklin, David Rittenhouse, and their associates, established the following as
the fundamental law :
‘6 The judges of the supreme court of judicature, shall have fixed snlaries-be
commissioned for seven years only, though capable of re.appointment at the end of that term, but removable for misbehaviour at
_ any time by the general assembly ; they shall not be allowed to sit as
members in the continental congress, executive council, or general asaemMy, nor to hold any other of&~, civil or military, nor take or receive fees
or perquisites of any kind.”
Most of the othes states, who have formed o- amended their constitutions, after a more full and free discussion of the principles ofrepublican
government, have eitller made the judicial oixice expire at the age of sixty
or seventy, or limited the tenure to 3 short term of years. New Hampshire, Connecticut and New York, who have amended their original constitutions, have declared that no judge shall hold his oflice after he has
Ohio, Iudiana and Mississippi,
arrived at the age of sixty or seventy.
have limited the judicial oflice to a short term of years. Within the last
few years, public sentiment has increased in strength. It is curious to
note, how the little rivulets of thought, ilowing in from different parts of
the Union, have at last formed au overw!lclming wave of popular opinion
upon the subject. In the convention of North Caroiina, which met in
1835, tile priocipie of a limitation or the judicial tenure, to short terms of
years, was ably contended for by that distinguished statesman and then
president of the convention. Nathaniel P*!acon. He ~~3s not successful
The words of truth, and tlkat maxim of jndiin procuring its adoption.
cial responsibility to the people, then SO eloqncntly announced and advocated, found an echo in the heart of every genuine republican in the
The recent amendatory convention of ‘i’ennrssee, limited the
Union.
term of the judges of the suljreme coart to tn.cive years, and that of the
inferior judg,es to eight years. In running my cyc over the records of
that conventIon, I find among its dtlegntcs, many eminent citizens of that
state. Men xv]10 havt: been distinguished, not only in the legislative hall
and judicial forum, but in the battle fields of their country.
‘rbe states of Arkansas and Michigan, just admitted into the Union,
Even iK our own state, at tbe present
have adopted the s3mc principle.
time- in tile district courts-a creation of the legisiatore, an example
Is it possible that justice
can be found of the limitation of the tenurr.
could be administered in any courts, with greater fidelity, impartiality
and in&pendeace) Yet the judges of these courts hold their ofices for a
term of seven years.
With these examples before us, who can say tbat we are contending for
any wild and visionary project, or seeking to establish any new and
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untried system ? Who can say that me are not rather endeavoring tb lay
broader and deeper, the foundations of liberty, by bringing every public
functionary into more strict and frequent responsibility to the people ?
The limitation of the judicial tenure in the amended constitutions of
at the age of sixty
New York, New Hampshire ?nd Connecticut-where
and
seventy,
the judge
must
abandon
his oflice, 1 regard as a bad example
Wh::t is it but a virtual personal disqualification
of a good principle.
from office-arbitrary
and ty.Fnnical, and sustained by no sound reasons
of policy or espediel!cy ‘! 1%hat is it but to deprive the people oftentimes of the escreise of talents of the highest order-improved
by study
and patient application ‘! ‘rhe IllOSt uncertain of 311things, is vigor of mind
at an advanced age. In some instances, as the body decays, the mind
seems to increase in strength and brilliancy, and even from the borders
of Ihe grave, to flash forth an unnatural hrc. The constitutional limitation of Nem York drove into retirement at the age of sixty, Chancellor
l<knt, with a mind as fresh am! vigorcus as in early mmbood, and loaded
wit11 t[le accum:ii:lte!l treasures of learuing. Lord 3Ianafie!J, the presiding
genius of Euglibh lam, resigned his situation ot a jildge, at eighty thlee
years. Yet, who does not know that his !:ttcst tl~cisions were ol’t,eu the
most luminous, and exhibit most plaiuly tGc distinguishing marks of a
vast and comprehensive mind ?
1-10~ difYcrent is the operatiou of that judicial limitation where every
ten or twelve years ttie chief executive of t!le st;ltc-the representative
of the people, will decide upon the character of a judge. Then a regard
fOr fiis own
reputatioil
will induce him to nominale for judicial stations
those alone eminent for their legal abilities and private virtues.
Then, when occasionally some Mansiicld or some Iient might arisenot nlore honored upon the bench than endeared to the people-it
will be
to protect
the
interests and
the pro~ld duty of an esecatit67x--anxious
elevate
tile
chardcle;
of
his
State,
to re-appoint
and continue them in
office.
A people ever ienerous to public servants, would not allow him to cut
off emineut judicial officers in the vigor of their days. Much
less
would
tllev
toieratc
au executive
that
would
turn
them out in the winter of their
dais, with all their facu!ties bright and unimpaired, to the cold, mocking
inhumanity
of the world. IT they did, they would deserve the bitter
censure cintaincd in the line-.> addressed by a modern poet, to the last
days of Sheridan.
bi1~1the woo~lsof tlw north there llre inwcts that py,
00 tllr: bin
of the stq,
till his rrr~ last sigh ;
But

g&us

thy

rot’liw.

niorc

crud

thaws thfy,;

First J& 011thy ljruin, ~/WI k~e fheeio dte.
One of the principal advantages to be derived from a judicial tenure of
short terms, will be, that it mill stimulate the judge to study, and to the
Men,
in
the discharge of laborious
cultivation of ameuity
of manners.
duties, are apt to become slothful and negligent, unless aroused to action
by some quickening impulse and incentive.
The sloth of judges has
been so much a matter of’ complaint, that in England it has been gravely
proposed to pay them in fees, in addition to their salaries. Think you,
however, that a judge who was sensible that, in a few years, he would
have to pass in review, before the appointing power of the state, would
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be remiss in the discharge of his duties ? Would he attempt to play the
petty tyrant- to wound the feelings, or destroy the reputation of members
of the profession of the law 1 Would not the keen, sleepless eye of the
people and the watchful vigilance of the executive, constantly appeal to
his selfishness and interest, to endeavor to till his situation with diligence,
integrity and propriety ?
Gentlemen, who have so extravagantly eulogized the provision of the
existing constitution, have poiuted with an air of triumph to England, for
a perfect model of a judicial system, and as a glorious example in favor
of the life tenure. I am not one of those who how down with an implicit
reverence to the institutions of a monarchical government.
In my mind,
the ruder institutions of the elder governments of Greece and Rome, of
the cantons of Switzerland, or even of the newest republic in our western
wilds, would be entitled to more respect. What is there in England,
with her hereditary nobility intrenched in feudal castles and baronial
splendor- with her judiciary vainly struggling to rival in grandeur,
strength and permaneucy, its kindred institutions-for
us to copy and to
imitate ‘! “But, singular as it may appear, not even England, has a judiciary clothed with such irresponsible power as Pennsylvania.
In England, a majority of ,the representative branch can, by address, remove a
judge, In Pennsylvania, two-thirds of the legislature is required.
In
England, when a judge becomes superannuated, and incapable of discharging the duties of his ofice, he is placed upon the pension list.
Where, in this country, is that bounty which, never dried and never
exhausted, is to be constantly dispensed to the inetbcient judges of the
land? We seek for it in vain. Such a thing as a pension list, is incompatible with the nature of our institutions, and obnoxious to every republican sentiment.
How vain is the effort too, in this country, to attempt to impeach a
judge even for criminal enormity, at whose very recital, the mind shrinks
back with horror 1 False sympathy, lofty station, powerful friends, and
the difficulties of a connexion, all conspire to screen the guilty and even
to continue him in ofllce.
Do you believe that even the great English lawyers, would sustain a
principle, to the extent that it is carried in the constitution?
Do you
believe they would countenance such entire irresponsibility, with no pension list to dispose of imbecile judges- with the perfect absurdity of an
impeachment, and the requisition of two-thirds for a removal 1 Even in
England, many of the ,judges hold their situatious for short terms of years.
The lord chancellor and the judges of the courts of admiralty, are appointed at the pleasure of the crown. Can any judiciary embrace so vast and
so varied an interest, as that of the chancery of Great Britain?
Can any
station be conceived, requiring greater independence and more eminent
abilities than that of lord chancellor 1 In addition lo this, a great amqunt
of the legal business of that country, is performed by pro /LUC vice judges.
Jndg,es deputed with a short and temporary tenure, to execute some
specified business in different parts of the kingdom.
The gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) says that if you limit
the judicial tenure, none but partizans m111be appointed to office. Is it
not so now 1 Will it increase the evil? Has it not been the uniform
practice of the executives of Pennsylvania ? Who have been the chief
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justices of the supreme court of the United States, but men distinguished
at the time of their appointment, as prominent members of one of the
great political parties of the country ?
Is it different in England ? If any one doubts it, let me rrfcr him to a
speech delivered by Henry Brongrham, at one time lord chancellor, in
the house of commons, February 7, 1828.
Illutling to the practice of the Ministers in the selection of judges, he
says :
“ Is all the field really open 1 .4re there no portions of the domain
excIuJed from the selectors authority 1 True, no law presents such a
sexch for capacity and worth 1 ‘I%e, the doors of Westminster Hal1
stand open to the Minister ! He may enter those ga:es and choose the
ablest and the best man there. Be his talent wh::t it map, be his party
what it may, no man to whom the offer is made, will refuse to be a judge.
But there & a custom above the law, a custom in my mind, “more honored in the breach than the observance,” th:it party, as well as merit, must
be studied in these appointments.
One half of the bar is thus excluded
from the competition ; for no man can be a ,judge who is not of a particular party.
Unless he be the known adherent of a certain system of
government-unless
he profess himself devoted to one scheme of policy
--unless
his party happen to he the party connected with the crown or
allied with the ministry of the day, there is no chance for him : that man
ie surely exoluded. Men must be on one side of the great political questions to become judges, and no one may hope to fill that dignified office,
unless he belongs to the aide on whichcourtlv
favor shines. His seat on
the bench must depend, generally speaki;lg, on his supporting the
leading principles of the existing administration.
x

*

*

%

x

x:

“Does not this arrangement instil into the minds both of expectant
judges and of men already on the bench, a feeling of party, fatal to strict
justice in political question5 1 I sneak impartially, but unhesitatingly on
ihis point, for it is perfectly notorious, that now..a-days, whenever a question comes before the bench, whether it be upon a prosecution for libel or
upon any other matter connected with politics, the counsel at their meeting, take for granted, that they can tell pretty accurately, the leaning of
the court, and predict exact!y enough which way the consultation of the
judges will terminate.”
What a picture of English justice from the pen of an English advocate !
What a practical illustration of that judicial system-to portray whose
beauties no praise has been thought too extravagant-no
eulogy too highwrought, and to which me have been constantly referred as an example.
A syalem, under whose operation the power of the crown is exerted to
crush the liberty of the citizen, and to announce in mockery, the judg
ment, before even the forms ofjustice have been administered.
It has been said by gentlemen in this debate, that the life tenure has
been engrafted upon the federal constitut,ion and has worked well.
Probably the propriet,y of no provision in that sacred instrument has been
more often doubted than that which relates to the judiciary.
Thomas
Jefferson ‘6 in numerous essays and letters, which have been published, has
declared it to be ‘* anti-republican because for life.”
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Could a brighter name in the list of American statesmen be brought
to influence our decisions ? Jefferson, whose patriotism was of the revolution, and whose character has shed lusrre upon the annals of his country. Philosophy has enrolled him in her glorious constellatlou, and
history has embalmed his name in lines of endearing retnembrancdand
grateful eulogy.
I am aware that party malignity has attempted to
impugn the motives that dictated the opinion of Jefferson. ‘The same
spirit would tear every laurel from his brow. It would violate even the
sanctity of the grave- and emse, if possible, the monumental inscription
over the honored dead. Vain and futile erort ! His name is a richlegacy
of glory to his countrymen, and his recorded opinions will ever be regarded with more veneration by the votaries of freedom, than th’e wisest
maxims of antiquity.
Upon the subject of the tenure of the judges of the courts of the
United States, I can find no more able illustration than the Ibllowiug.
It is from the pen of John Rowan, an eminent lawyer, and formerly a
representative in the senate of the United States, from the state of Kentucky
‘6 The judnes therefore should be constrained to carry the laws into
effect. The “power of the law, and the power of constrjining the judges
to carry the law into effect, consist alike in the wiil of the people. The
judges, therefore, should bc dependent upon the will of the people-and
indepeqdent of every other will whatever, except that of Heaven. And
this de~e&~ce upon the will of the people, constitutes (strange as it may
seem to superficial observers) the independence of the judges, so much
talked about and so little understood.
‘6 The patriots who framed the constitution of the Uuit,ed States were
strongly impressed with the multiplied evils which had resulted to mankind, from the want of integrity and independence in the judicial department of their various governments.
The cruelties and corruptions which
had marked the dependence of the English judiciary upon the king, were
vivid in their minds ; the fate of Sidney, Russel, and other votaries of
liberty in that country, was no doubt ascribed, and justly too; to the servility of the judges to the king.
They overlooked unhappily the discovery which the English had
made, and, in their zeal to render the judges independent, have made them
absolute. They have placed them, by the constitution, more independent
of the executive department, than they were of the king, anterior to the
thirteenth of William the third, and even less responsible to the people
than they were then : for then, when the people could neither remove
the judges, nor regulate or reduce their salaries-they
could reach and
punish their obliquities by an act of attainder-a
measure, to which the
enormity of judicial malversation constrained them sometimes to resort
-a measure, resulting,from the power created by the social compact, and
not interdicted either by the form of their government, or their Magna
Charta ; a power, never used by that nation, but for the protection of the
liberty, of the people, agaigst oficial encroachment-a
desperate remedy
admmtstercd only in a case of desperate disease-a remedy which has
fallen into disuse in that country, since their judges have been tamed and
made the guurtlians, instead of the nssuilants, of the rights and liberties
of the people. The exercise of that power is wisely negatived in the7
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coustitutions of the states. The judges of the United States then, unhap
pily for the states, were more independent of the people than, were even
the judges of England, while they belonged to the king. There t,he
punitory power of the people, when they, were agonized by judicial iniquities, and only then, could reach the Judges. Here they cannot be
reached effectually by either the punitory or the restraining power of the
people.
What a beautiful commentary ! What an eloquent exposition of the
Aarming and dangerous tendency of a life judiciary ! The page of history is darkened with the crimes of judges,
and warns us not to clothe
_ them with absoh;:e power.
Did the ermine shield her judges
Look to 1110history of England!
from temptation and corruption ! Did it prevent Jcfreries from playing
the tyrant, or Crowly, Davenport, Chancellor Finch, and Uerkly, from
attempting 10 suhrcrt the liberties of the people ? Does the dark record
of j!l;licial criil;cs prove them to be above the frailty and passion of
ElUIllail Ila;LlrC :’ The English people did not think so, when the Empson’s and ihe Dudley’s were iou~d gniitv of exactions ;-when
Sir
Robert Terse!ean, chiel justice of the itin$s bench, Sir Robert Beiknap :md Chancellor La Pole, expiated their crimes upon the scaffold
or 1,~ br:nis!lment
! Tlley did not think so when Sir William
I.
F+xogp. chwl .lustice, and Sir Richard Weston, baron of the exchequer,
\ver’e ~,npxched.
1%no does Ililt now feel apalled, after lhe lapse of centuries, upon
rcadinp the jurlici;d debasement of Lord IZacon 1 Bacon, the master~mind
CChis ::oe--t!rr Ibunder of a new school of philosophy-the
splendor of
whcse genius :rnd the vastness of whose attainment have been a&no wledged 1)-vsuc.c(.ssivc generations-pleadin g guilty to the charge of bribery
and corroplicm iii his oilice of chmicellor.
‘1’11~gentleman from Philadelphia, (Judge Hopkinson) after an historical illustration, and iu couclilsion of one of his passages of eloquence,
says
jlAges hal-e albrays been troublesome to despotism.”
” “ T-our
i
Sir, is it so?
To whom has Enq!ish history givrn, with greater justice and propriety, tlx appellat~ou
(JI
despots, than Charles I. and James II ? Yet who
does not know t:iat some of the greatest judges which England has produced, wcrc tl,e servile iustrumeots and accomplices with which those
tyrants effectc4 llleir purposes. Maclcinto5h, in his history of the revolution, sl~eAing of Ihe character of James IT. says :
“ James all&tcd to be above the law and was therefore a tyrant.
*
c
*
f
Hut, discarding as a delusive phrase, the maxim that
ihe king cau do no wrong, and holding James responsible, of right, as he
WASheld, in fxt, still he was not the sole criminal, but the accomplice,
and, ill .som? measure, the victim of corr?t@ and cruve~2 judges, and of an
tlnonlzlolis s;;+tcm of jurisprudence, which allows judges to fnrtke Euw,
uuder the ~I*:..I<’of expounding it.”
Xrrd we seek, in the records of other times and other countries, for
examples that admonisll us lo be cautious in guartling against undefined
and irresponsible power. They exist in our own country as beaconli,nbts
!0 ;:oint out our true course.
d
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Who has not seen a judge, maudlin in his drink, occupying the high
seat of justice, and wielding the sword of the law-now
striking down
the innoce:lt, and now the guilty, as may suit the capricious whim of a
besotted intellect 1 And when the community, revolting at the speclacle,
petition the legislature for his removal-who
has not seen the same judge
appealing to the sympathies of his friends, appear before that tribunal
with eloquent council at his side, and receive an unanimous acquittal 1
Who has not seen an ambitioi;s judge- hearing at the distance, the din
aud bustle of the conritia, rush from the bench, and eagerly join in the
bitter strife and angry turmoil of conflicting and infuriated parties?
What, though an indignant people might clamour-\v4hat,
though the
press, in tones of thunder, might denounce him-he
smiles at the storm,
conscious that he holds his office by a tenure that no moral obliquity and
nothing hut death can dissolve.
Is it not enough that we place our judges upon an eminence, far above
the sympathies of the people- must we also clothe them with arniour
for life, that shall shield them from all the vices in the moral code, and all
the infirmities ‘6 to which flesh is heir.”
.
It has been said by some gentlemen, that under the prrsent judicial system, many able judges have adorned the bench, and exalted the character
of the state.
Allow it to be so. Is it any argument in favor of the system 1 Is it
not rather a compliment to the bar which has trained and educated them,
and to thy state wllich has honored and cherished them. Sir Thomas
Moore, Sir Edward Coke, the oracle of the law, Burleigh and Walsingham, the greatest of English statesmen, once presided as judges in the
court of star chamber. Yet, would any one think on that account, of
eulogizing that court of criminal equity, as it was styled in the quaint
language of the day. Has not rather the universal opmion of mankind
consigned it to merIted obloquy and infamy.
Men of integrity, decision of purpose, purity of character and high
legal ability, will form good judges under any system.
Will the limitation of the teuure to a short term of years, destroy the
independence of a judge ? I do not believe it. Independence is a
quality of the mind, and will not be aflected by circumstances.
Its
possessor will exhibit it under any tenure. It will place him above the
frowns cr the flattery of power.
Regarding only his couscience and hia Cod, and pursuing the rectitude
of his intentions-it
will nerve him to do justice, although the stormy
and threatening wave of passion should dash against him, and temptation
beset him on every side.
To us, who are about to vote for this principle, it is a proud reflection
and a spirit-stirring incentive-that
we are merely following in the footsteps of the fathers of the republic, who, nearly three quarters of a century
ago, first proclaimed it in the constitution of ‘7’6. The Pennsylvania
patriots of that day adopted it, and affixed to it their hands and seals. It
is the great Penmyluania
principle.
Its pnrentnge was of the most
illustrious kind. For the members of that eonventlon were no ordinary
men. In it, were soldiers of the revolution, who afterwards carried the
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flag of their country to many a victory-in
it, were statesmen whose
acts have emblazoned the escutcheon of a nation’s glory.
It.9 birth place, tot, wa s in the camp and trying scenes of the revolution. Then, invading armies were traversing the plains, and heroic ardor
burned in the breast of every man. Then there was no hot ambition,
struggling for place and power- no fierce party sl.rife-no petty calculation of nolitical chances. The ilame of patriotism burnt pure and bright
-not dirtimed by any selfish motives or dishonorable desires. Indeed, it
will be a glorious event, if here we can re-assert and re-establish a princip10 first ushered into the world, at such a time and by such men.
That principle is the union of judici:?l independence aad judicial
responsibility.
‘I’he rock of freedom ! The impregnable fortress of civil
li5erty !
Upon this qlucstion I may err. But to me it wil’l be a proud consolation that I err with some of the best and purest men that ever adorned
this country.
If I err-1 err with Nathaniel Xacon-I
err with Thomas JeffersonI err with Benjamin Franklin, zml his illustrious compatriots who formed
the constitution of 1770.
On motion of Mr. WOODWARD, the committee rose, and reported progress ; and,
‘rhe Convention adjourned.

FRIDbP

AFTERNOON,
FIFTFI

NOVEXBER

3, 1637.

ARTICLE.

The Convention again resolved itself into a committee of the whole,
Mr. b~'I?SHi?kw
in the chair, on the report of the committee to whom
was referred the fifth article of the constitntivn.
The question being on the amendment of Sir,
on motion

Of Ash.

WOODWARD,

as amended

DICKEY,

Mr. STURDEVANT,
of Lnzerne county, rose an6 said : Mr. Chairman,
it is not my desire nor intention to occupy any great portion of the time
of this committee.
I am aware that the committee must be in some
degree fatigued with the length of this discussion. I am also, fully sensible that, in the remarks I am about to offer, I shall be able to add very
little to the general stock of information which has been brought into this
debate. I am satisfied that, after having listened for a number of days,
to the lucid arguments of gentlemen of experience and talents, who have
preceded me, the committee will not be disposed to pay very close attention to any thing which may fall from me, It is, however, a right--it is
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a privilege here, Mr. Chairman, which belongs to every man on this
floor, to express his views on all subjects which may be brought up for
the deliberation and decision of this Convention, and to be able to place
on the same record as well his name, as his reasons for any vote which
he may give. Bnd, I could not, Mr. Chairman, consent to change this
important feature in the constitution of our state-a feature on which so
many great and vital interests of the people of this commonwealth are
suspeade~l--without, in the first place, giving my views, and the reasons
which have suggested themselves to my mind, why it is right and proper
that this change should be made.
I confess, sir, that I have been almost persuaded to vole on this question, in a manner different from that which my reason dictated. I confess that I have been almost persuaded to rank as one among the
number of those, who would stand by the constituticn under whtch we
have “lived and prospered during so long a series of years, and it is with
a sincere reluctance that I am compelled to change my opinion.
Tt il
with sincere rehlctance that I am compelled to vote for a change of that
constitution, which has been handed down to us by our fathers, and which
was originally the prodnct of minds capable of forming a constitution
suited to the wants and happiness of our people, and abundantly capable,
also, to judge of the effect of the cons@tion which they offered to LIS. I
have been taught from my infancy, Mr. Chairman, to revere the early
institutions of my country.
I have been taught to frown upon any
attempt at encroachment upon them- and to defend them from any innovation which might have a tendency to take away from the citizen any
portion of his liberties, or his rights.
It is, therefore, with great diffidence that I have been induced, on a full iuvestigation of the merits of
this question, to sanction in this Convention, or to record my vote, as a
member of this Convention, in favor of, any change in auy feature of the
constitution of 1790. Sir, the constitution of 1790, has been very justly
eulogized-not
more justly nor properly, than the men who formed it,
have been eulogized.
There were, indeed, great names attached to that
constitution.
It was formed at a time when we were in a measure free
from party bias, and from those angry influences, which are so apt to
It was formed, too, at a time when we
distract the councils of men.
could bring into requisition the services of men who had had much experience in life. They had lived, for years, under a constitution different
frotn that which they seut forth to the people. ‘i’hey had lived under a
constitution which was very similar, in this feature of the judiciary, to the
one which the majority of this Convention is now inclined to give to the
people. They had tried, fully tried, the constitution of 1776 ; they had
most unquestionably becotne dissatisfied with it, and they desired that a
change should be made. Under all these circumstances, I am compelled
to acknowledge that the constitution of 1790, was formed with the best of
motives, for the security and the happiness of the people. I cannot justify myselfin coming to any other conclusion.
It was thought that that
constitution would continue to be entirely satisfactory to succeeding generations, that we should continue t,o prosper under it, and that we should
with great reluctance consent to change it.
However, Mr. Chairman, from the beginning-or,
at least, very soon
after the constitution was made-for, I believe, it was not submitted to
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the people, as the constitution framed by this body must be, for their
approval or rejection-I
say, soon after it went into effect, there was a
dii%culty in relation to it. ‘I%ere were those who made strong objections
to it-and
there were some, I believe, who went so far as to say, that
portions of it mere not congenial to the people. ‘l’hcie were some who
went so fk as to say, that this part of the judiciary would not arat satisfaclorily on tke people ,* and, from that time to this? not a year, not a day
has passed, in which we have not seen petition alter petition-remonstrance after remons~rxnce -and su!;gestion ai’ler suggestion-pouringirito
your halls of legislation, asking lur a change in ihe constitution in this
particular.
‘I%2 legislature have had an@: experience, that the people
were dissatisfied at various times. Provisions have been made by the
legislature to en’ect amendments to the constitution ; but, in consequence
of some unfortunate features in these provisions, it was not found practicable to carry tbem out. ‘Phe people would rather submit to the constitution of 1790, with all its objectionable features, thau they would give
their sanction to one which might be formed, and over which they might
afterwards ha\re no control.
TJut, sir, the voice of the people has, at
length, been heard. I say, their voice has brcn heard--we are sent here
as the representatives of the people, and me are bound to pay regard to it.
We are bound to present a constitution difFcring in some msterral featires
from that, under which we now live. Objections have been made to the
people having any influence in this matter ; and, sir, we have been told
by a gentleman in the course of this debate, (Mr. Forward) that the conatitution was framed to protect the miuoritv, and not the majority.
And
Sir, it has
grievous romplaints have been made ag&t
this majority,
I have nothing
been my fortune to know what it is to be in a minority.
to learn on ihat score, but, I say, that wlici-ever a majority is found,it is
‘rhe duty of the minority to submit to it- and to submit even where the
majority does wrong, because it is sure finally to do right.
Are we not
To whom are we indebted for our glorious revolution?
indebted to a majority ‘? To whom do w owe our S~~CCS~in that sacred
cause 1 Do we not owe it to a majorkly ? To whom are we indebted
for the constitution of the United Stares ? Are we not inc!ebted to a
maj.ority ? To M-born are we indebted for the wholesome laws under
whleh we live? To whom are we indebted fur the m:uly rights and
privileges which we now enjoy ? Are we not indebted to a majority Y
We must submit at all times to the majority-and
if they should go
wrong this,pear, they will go rigbt the next, or, in all probability, another
majority will rise up and take their place. The members of this conrention are entitled to the honor of their seats here, by the election of a
to respect and regard the &ll of that majority,
majority ; we are bound
and if the majority are dissatisfied with our proceedings here, we shail
hear of it through the ballot box. We shall learn in tlrne whether they
are satisfied or not. I am, therefore, inclined to believe that the people
have a right to be heard on this subjeet- that their complaints, which
have been so often repeated, and to which we have paid SO trifling a
regard, ought not to be disregnrded- and thkt we shall find it ahsolutely
necessary, however disincliu@ we may be to do so, to pay respect to this
majority-to
this voice of th2 people. I acknowledge, at the same time,
that it is with much reluctance that I abandon a single provision of the
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constitution of 1790-or make an experiment of a substitute, and ask the
people to accept it. Sir, we live in days of experiment; if the people
are desirous of a change, we must give them the opportunity of trying&
and if they find they have erred, they will finally correct the error themselves. Much, very much, has been said, and justly said, about this provision of the constitution of 1700. We have been referred to the history
of almost every nation in the world-to
the history of ancient as well as
of modern nations. We have been asked to turn our eyes to examples
here, and exnmples there ; but, as it appears to me, it is not necessary to
go beyond the limits of our own republic for any informrtion on this subIt is not uecessory for us to go to the country of Aristotle, or of
ject.
Cicero, to gather the opinions of the men of those days. It is not necessary for us ts go to France, nor to Spain, nor to Rome, nor to Italy, to
gather information there. For my own part, I would give more for the
opinion ofa tenant of a thatched cottage, if be were a cltlzcn of our own
county, thau I weuld for all the learned opinions of Aristotle.
Sir, it is
entitled to more respect, if for no other reason than that it is the opinion
These great men lived in a different age of the world,
of experience.
when the geilius of all human institutions was far diKerent from that
which predominates at the present day, and conscquentlg, they had no
means of forming a judgment cslculoted to direct our course. Our opinions are formed entire!; from the circnmstances attendant on the peculiar
institutions under which it is our lot to live-and
the opinions of men,
living under Far diffetent institutions -however
highly I may respect their
judgment on other subjccts- can not have any weight with mc on this.
I cannot be regulated by the opinions of men who never had any esperience, nor even any opportunity of testing the practical effect of the opinI would much prefer to examine our own
ions which they formed.
minds, and to take counsel of them. I would much prefer to ask of the
experience of others who hsve lived, and felt, and been governed and proted by the constitution of 1790, than I woutd ask the opinions of those
who can know but very little about the matter.
It has been said, Mr. Chairman, that the government of England,
during the protectorate of Oliver Cromwell, was somewhat similar to this ;
that it was a democracy-an cl that, as the system which we are now
about to introduce into the commonwealth of Pennsylvania, was the same
as that, we should draw from the history of those times, a lesson that it
was unwholesome, and not adapted to the good of the people. Sir, this
argument woold have beeu good enough, if the comparison between the
two countries could have been kept up. But me are not able to make a
comparison between the government of Oliver Cromwell and the government of our own couutry.
It ccltainly does appear to me, that the history of the protec.tor Cromwel 1, whatever he may have done in the exercise of his power-however
he may have rernoved the judges-or
however many innocent persons he may have sent to prison, cannot or should
not, throw a shadow of doubt ovel our minds on this subject. It is our
design, by the amendment which we propose to the constitution, that our.
judges should be appointed fora certain number of years, instead of secur‘ing their appointmeuts during good behaviour-or,
in other words, for
life--for it amounts to that-as is provided under the existing constitution
or shorter--I, for
of 1790. What that number cf years may be-longer
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one, do not feel very solicitous. It is desired that the judges of the court
of common pleas should hold for a term of years shorter than that of the
judges of the supreme court ; but on this point, also, I do not feel very
To my mind, sir, it appears, that a judge appointed to oflice
anxious.
during a limited term of years, and appointed, too, “by and with t.he
advice and conseut of the senate” of our state, cannot well be compared
with a man who held his oflice at the will and pleasure of Oliver Cromwell; and I think that so far, therefore, the argument must fall to the
ground.
Loo!< at the constitution of the United States ! Look at the men who
formed the constitution of the United States ! I believe that that instrument was formed by men, such 3s we have not in these days, in which
out-if
I may he allowed the expreswe live- men formed-chiselled
siou-for the purpose of exercising over our land an influence which, eVf2li
at this distant day, has not lost its power.
I admire that instroment as
much as any man-I admire the great wisdom and forecast which is there
exhibited ; but it is alleged (as an argument) that the same provision as
to tenure which exists in the conntimtion of the state of Pennsylvania, is
also, in the constitntion of the United States. I have not
to bc fiurd
closely examined this point, but I will explain the idea which has occurred to niy mind. The constitution of the United States declares, that the
executive “ s11:ill h:ive power, by and with lhcJ advice and consent of the
“ senate, to make treaties, proritlcd two thirds of the senators present
6cconcur ; and he shall nominate, and by and with the advice and consent
6‘ of the senate, shall appoint ambassadors, other pnblic ministers and con&6suls, judges of the supreme court, and all Other otlicers of the United
*‘ States, whose appointments are not herein otherwise provided for, and
6‘ which shall be established by law.”
[See constitulion United States
second section, second article.]
And it is c!cclared in the second section of the third article of the constitutioii of the Unit4 States, lhat Lbthe jntlicial power shall extend to all
L1c&es in law and equity, arising tintier this consti:ution, the laws of
‘1 the United States, and treaties made, or which shall bc made, under
“ their authority.”
NOW, Mr. Chairman, let me suppose a case by way of iltnstrating the
Imanner in which I tllspose of this question in my OWlI mind. Let us
suppose, for example, that a favorite treaty or niemure ol‘ general government, is made by and with the advice and consent of the senate. Suppose
that some question shouid Lie raised ar s to the constitutionality of the
words of the treaty, anti which is to be decided by the supreme court
of the United States. The question is brought before the judges of that
court. Is it not necessary at the time that these judges should be independent of the senate, or of the appointing power I Sir, it is absolutely
Weli-this
is a case which can not arise
important and indispensable.
under the constitution of the state of Pennsylvania, although it may very
often ,arise under the constitution of the United States. And this case
‘scr&es my mind as a strong reason why the constitution of the United
States should contain t!ris provision for the tenure of the judges during
good hehavionr, and not for a limited term of years, as is now proposed
in our state constitution.
It is obvious to my mind that tile necessity
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which exists in the one case, does not exist in the other; and, for that
reason, the same arguments will not apply.
But again, Mr. Chairman : It has been alleged by members of this
body, who are desirous that the constitution of 1790 should continue to
be the fundamental law of the laud in its present form, that it is neces.
sary that the judges of our courts should be entirely independent of alI
external circumstances, which can possibly opelate upon them ; and the
gentleman from the county of Franklin, (‘iir. Chambers) is not able to see
any reason why, if we elected the justices of the peace, we should not,
on the same prmciple, elect the judges ofour court also. The gentleman
said, and said with much truth, that the justices of the peace exercise
great control over the people, that they were an important part of the
judiciary of our state, and that he saw no reason why we should not elect
the judges, if we consented to elect the justices of the peace. I belieye I
did. not misunderstand the gendernan.
Xr. Crr~~nens begged leave to explain : He had been misunderstood,
hc said, by the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr. Sturdevant). He (Mr. C.)
had imputed inconsistency to the colleague of the gent!eman from
Luzerne, (,Mr. Woodward) in this respect ; namely, that that.gentleman
and his friends had expressed the opinion that the justices of the peace
were an important part of the judiciary, and uct distinguishable from the
judges-and
yet they were in favor oi the election of the justices, when
they would not recommend an election of the judges. Me (Mr. C.) considered the justices of the peace to be, nomina!ly, a part of the judiciary,
but as being distinguishable from the judges.
resumed. I accept tllc explanation of the gentleman.
Mr. STURDEVANT
IIowever, although he might not have been in favor of the election of the
justices ofthe peace, he could see no reason why the electionshould prevail
in one CXC, and not in the other. The justices of the peace, for instance,
are elected from among the people. ‘Fhe people are personally acquainted with them. They form 311 opinion at once, how far a man is to be
trusted, and he is to be elected only for a short term of years. Suppose
the rcople should~make the attempt to elect a judge in ihe same way as
they would elect the justices of tile peace, and that they should proceid in
their several counties or districts, to the election. Is it not of the greatest
importance that 3 judge who sits in a particular district should come from
Take a lawyer, for instasce, from
some other portion of that district?
the midst of his cik~nts and e;!ses, with which he has been connected for
years, and place him on the bench in t!iat particular place. Would not
this be l$ghly improper 1 Would it not be hjghly improper to take a
lawyer n&t from among them, and to make bun a judge, when, probably, he u-&lit be concerned in the very cases which are down on the list
for trial ? This, in my view, is an iusurmountable dilficuity, although
it is a diilieulty which will not prevail in the election of the justices of
the peace. And it is absolutely necessary that this feature in the judiciary should continue in its present f:.)rm. I am persuaded that an alteration
~1 this respect woultl
not answer any beneficial purpose.
But, hlr. Chairman, it has been said that, if your judges are appointed
by the governor, by and with the advice and consent of the senate, they
will be under some political influe& and excitement, that they will, in all
probability, be violent political partisans- that lhey will always feel a
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deep interest in politics--that they will always be looking to the attainment of hi,gher places through the means of political influence--that they
would desire a re-appointmeut, autl would lhus lint1 it necessary to connect themselves with some of the political parties of the stste.
Sir, 1 can not see that there is any force in this reasoning. It it is
good in one instance, it is good also iu another. If it applies, in any
his 0fIicC during a term of. years, it will
degree, to a judge who ho&
apply, with much more force, to a judge who holds his olhce for life, or
during what is called the good behaviour tenure. If a ju+e is ambitious
for promotion, he will be quite as likely to be so, when be is beyzxl the
reach of the people, as when he mutt submit himselL’ to the people, or to
the senate, once in every seven or ten years for a re-apisoinlmcllt.
It appears to me, Mr. Chairman, tl~t a judge who is appoint4 for a
term of years, if he shoulil desire a rr-appointment 3t t!le em! 0L’:hat time,
has only one plain and straight~formard conrs’e to pursue--rh:kt is to say,
he must conduct himself like an upright, au honest, and an independent
judge.
I do not believe that the people x~oultl turn thc,ir b:\ci< on the
claims of such a man as this. h j$ge who rigitl1.y. l~!;rsued this course
of ContlLKt --who abstracted himscli from party poht~cs aud party feeling
-would
he much more hkely to procure a re-apl’oiilt~iie”t, tl~au if he
suffered himself to bc drawn into the political estltemcnt and difliculties
of the day- because we know that, in most of our countice, pohtics, or
those who advocate difrcrent sides of politic<&, are gener~ily vo:y equally
divided.
Now, let a jullgc attach himself to any one particular party, andlet
him he convicted of baviug made an attlmpt to hear and adju&cate a case
against one of the parties, in order that he might secure a place in the
whatever that might be-would
not
favor
of the ruling party of the daya cry from the minority be raised at once against such unrighteous proceedings, and woultl not that cry have the effect, the almost certaiu e&et,
of s;welllng that very minority into a majority 1 Would not your senate
he de!nged with memorials aud resolutions on the subject ! \Vould not
the voice of the people be raised in every quarter of your state ? Because
the voice of the people of I’ennsylvania is opposed to every thing like
politics, or the semblance of politics, es!libiting itself on your political
bench. Sir, you can here find a judge who connects himself with the
In
political contests in tile day, who is a popular man iii his district.
the course of my life, I have known mauy political judges, but I never
yet knew oue of them who was a popular man. And this, sir, is precisely as it should be ; because it is agzainst reason, it is against good
sense, it is agaiust every sound principle of our government, that a man
who holds the high responsible trust of a judge among our people-a
man to whom, by virtue of his office, are entrusted the liberties, the property, the rights and the lives of our citizens, should be a political charby political feelings, and
acter--;, ‘roverned ‘Jy political motives-excited
influenced by political iutercsts. No judge of this tlejcription can sustain himself among us. It appears to me, Air. Chairman, that a judge,
jf he desires a re-appointment, has a much better chance to secure that
end by pursuing au illdepCde~lt
and an honorable COWS--thah by pliicing h& expectations on the ground of party feeling and parly servltuile.
c I&$ ‘:et us look for an iixtant at the hfe of a political judge--3f a man
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who is mounted on the back of the people-who
is thrown and forced
upon their shoulders, nohtea
colentes!
a political judge ! a bar-room
,squabbler-a judge who is designed to do any dirty work that may be put
into his hands? How are the people ever to get rid of such an incubus ?
To’whom are they to go for redress ? Shall they apply to the lepislatnre? Who will take upon himself’ to do so? What charges can be
brought against him ? And by what means will you sustain these
charges ? The judge will rise up to answer you, and will say, I have a
right to vote, as much as yoo Irnvc -1 have a right to talk of your town
meetings, as much as you have--:lpon what ground do you undertake to
interfere with my righrs 1 Every man in the legislature wonld accede
to the truth of this position-and
yet this very judge is disgracing, at the
same time, his oflice and his party, by the low course he is pursuing, and
there is no remedy to be found for such conduct, save by that remedy
which eventually comes upon us, and which will finally reform all of us.
I have not myself, Mr. Chairman, had the benefit of much experience
in these matters having reference to the judges-1
have not been at the
bar long enough to obtain that experience, and I come from an obscure
But I hare nevertheless seen things
corner of the state of Pennsylvania.
happen, and seenjudges upon tlie bench who, if they received, according
to their merits, deserved to be any where else than where they werejudges who would lulvc been more appropriately seated in the criminal
box, than on the judges’ bench. And yrt, sir, to the decisions of men
such as these--unmorU[y,
in every sense, of the high office which thcp
only disgrace --the people of this commonwealth are hound to submit. I
know of one particul:lr case, when a dozen witnesses accompanied by their
attornies, have travelled for a considerable distance to attend at a court.
‘rhere happened to be a snow storm, throng11 which any man might have
travelled, but thal snow storm was the means of losing all the expenses
of the parties--the witnes3.3 and attornies, and for what reason? Cecause the judge stayed al home, at the fireside, to drink whiskey toddy 7
This is only a solitary instance, within my own immediate and personal
knowledge, but you might lind the history of many similar cases, if you
will ta!re the trouble to make the inquiry.
Ant] \ et, AMr. Chairman,
there was no me:ms by which we conld get rid of tilis unfaithful j”dge,
although I believe that nin c-tenths of the people in that county desk&
that he should be removed. They complained, ofren and often, and he
professed his intention to resign his ollicc at a stated period, But the
time allotted cnme round ; he did not resign his oilice, and I shall be
JUUC~mistaken if he ever will.
So far as re!:ltes to the re-appointment of a jodge, after the expiration
0~ the term for which he holtls his oftice,
I
haw
myself no recy great
desire that a judge, when he has served seven or ten years--and added
something, it may be, to the glory and tli:znity of his state-1 say I ]lave
1 wo:~lrl have him, lloivvno great desire that he slro~~ltl
be
re-appomted.
ever, desire and hope for the re-appoint~tlcnt--and I know of’ notlliilg
w]lic.h would be better calculated to stimulate him to the upright and
faithful discharge of his duties. But there WOUI~ be another man fonild
ready to fill the office, quite as good, and quite as honest and upright 3s
himself.
I have no doubt that such wuuld constantly he the case ; but
,ifit should happen that no better man, or none equally as good, could
VOL. IV.
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be procured, he would unquestionably be re-appointed.
If he was not
faithful and just, I feel equally sure that he woold not be re-appointed.
Do but give to your judges, a salary which will make them tolerably
independent and comfortable in the world-and,
my word for it, there
will be no sort of difZculty in procuring the services of judges quite as
good, as honest, and as independent as the people could possibly desire
to have; for I regret much to say, as a general thing, that you could not
find more than some half a dozen 1awTers in each of your counties who
would not preside over your courts, qmte as well as some of your judges
who preside at this day. The very moment that ~:ou appropriate to your
judges a salary, which will render them tolerably mdependent--a salary
out of which they may be cnahlrd to lay up something for a rainy or
tempestuous day--from that hour, rest assured, you will experience no
dificulty in securing honest and independent judges. I! has been said
that a man will not abandon his profession as a lawyer, for the purpose of
being elevated to the jrrdicial bmch, if you el~ange this tenure from good
behaviour to a term oi years --that he will prefer, if hc is in the enjoyment of a good prarlice, to cling to his profession. This, I believe, would
be true in most ins!anccs, unless, in rcsiglkg
his practice to take his
seat on the bench, a man could be certain that he would receire something like an equivalent for the abantlollment cf his profession.
If this
could lie so, I have no doubt that all difficulty on this score would at once
be obviated. Suppox, fur instance, that a m:ln was appointed to the
judicial bench at t!:e age of forty or forty-five years. By the time the
term of Tears for which lie was appointed, would have expired, it would
be time for him to retire from all business. Or, suppose that he was
appointed at the age of thirty years. At that time of life, be would
accept the ofice, in the hope that he would be re-appointed, at the expiration of his term, and he would certainly endeavor to pursue such a course
We may
of conduct as would best tend to secure his re-appointment.
talk as much 3s we please, about pzrties operating on Ihc action of the
governor and the senate, in their appointments to office ; and it has been
alleged here, that a governor, holding his o&e by the election of,the votes
of a majority of the people of thy.,
‘0 commonwealth, would nominate to the
senate a man who was incompetent to :he office, and whose only recommendation was, thJthe was s!arish enough to hcnd his knee to executive
power, aud to do the dirty work of the party through whose iufluence he
might hold his offke. Sir, I cannot think this possible of any governor
of our state. I cannot think that the people would aid in the election of
any man who, they had reason to believe, would disgrace the office
bestowed upon him. I cannot believe that the senators, who are elected
from every portion of our state, would sanction the appointment of a man
who was totally incompetent to discharge llle duties of the office. Sir,
I am yonng and inexperienced ; and there are many other gentlemen,
members of thus body, who are much more competent to form an opinion
on tbia subject than I am. But I nlust see, before I can believe. I will
not consent to piu my faith, in this matter, to the sleeve of any man. I
cannot believe that our senators axe so utterly corrupt and abandoned, as,
with their eyes open, and, iu the full knowledge of what they are doing,
to appoint a politiral gambler to oflices of high trust and honor in this
commonwealth.
Sir, I believe that if such an attempt were to be made,
they would soon find themselves rebuked.
I do not believe that the peo
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pleof this state would, for a moment, countenance such profligacy.
We
have been referred, Mr. Chairman, to the lessons of experience.
It is
certainly true, that experience is an advantage, in reference to almost any
thing in life ; and that it not only sheds its ray of ligftt on the ocean over
which we have passed, but that it sometimes flashes before our eye, and enables us to form correct opinions for the future. And, sir, itis this experience
to which I am now disposed to appeal for guidauce here ; I feel disposed
to calf upon all who have had any experience uuder the judicial system
established by the constitution of 1790, to say, whether they have found
any thing in that cspericnce which could induce them to cling to it, rotten
and decayed as I believe it to be ? However I may be disposed to
admire tfie constitution of 1?00-this
tree as it has been called, which
has grown up, and by which we have been protected, as from the turmoils and the storms of party--however
much I may have admired it in
its original form and fruit-still
when its branches become rotten, as B
believe some of them now to be-when
they begin to decay--I, as one
of the people who are to five under it for good or Ior evil, will take the
pruning f<nife: aud fop off those decayed branches, that the tree itself
may once agnin become vigorous and bealthp.
And, sir, it is to experience WCmust look, to guide us in our course ; and, from the experience
of the fact, it is for us to judge whether the system wflich we now have,
is one calculated in itself to satisfy the people.
Let us 1006 to tfie experience of some of tfie sister states of our own
Union. Let us not go across the Atlantic waters; let us not look beyond the
borders of the land in mfiich we live : but let us confine ourselves
to our repubiic-to
the country which is dear to us by every tender association and every tender tie, and with whose institutious me have al1
Idet us lOOfi, then, at the constitution of
become familiarly acquainted.
some of the otfier states ! It will be found, on recurring to the history of
these matters, tfiat most of the constitutions which were formed sooo
after the separation of the colouies from the mother country-or,
SOUX
after the declaration of independenre, contaiued a provision, that tfie jutficial office should be held duriug the tenure of good behaviour ; but that,
in almost all tire constitutious which have been framed subsequent to that
time- that is to say, since our people came to understand rigfitly their
owu wants and wishes- tfiis good behariour tenure has been disposed of,
The people have lopped off that branch of the poflticaf tree, and have
adopted, in its place, that tenure for a fimiled term of years, wfrich the
friends of reform iu this convention propose IIOW to e~rgrat’t ou the fundnLet me as!< the attention of tile
mental law of the state of Pennsylvania.
committee [or one moment to a few facts in illustration Of the position.
Under the revised constitution of the state of Tennessee, the judges
of the supreme court are elected for the term of’ twelve years , while the
judges of the superior courts are elected for the term of eight years,
This constitution, as revised, was adopted in tfie year 1834.
Under the constitution of the state of Indiana, adopted in the year
1816, tile judicial tenure was estJb!ished for ‘the term of seven
years.
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Under the constitution of the state of Mississippi, adopted in the
year 1832, the judicial tenure was established for the term of six
i
years.
Under the constitution of the state of Michigan, adopted in the year
1835, the judicial tenure was established for the term of seven years.
Under the constitution of the state ,New York, which was revised in
the year 1821, the judges of the superior court were not to hold office
after they had arrived at the age of sixty years; and the tenure of the
.judges was for the term of five years.
Under the constitution of the state of Arkansas, which was framed in
Ehe year 1836, the judicial tenure was established for the term of three
years.
Under the constitution of the state of Ohio, adopted in the year 1802,
the judicial teuure was established for the term of seven years.
From these statistics, Mr. Chairman, we gather this important factthat most of the constitutions of the states of this Union, which have
been, in late years, framed, or revised, or re-modelled, have adopted the
principle of the limited tenure for the judicial ofice, while most of the
states which framed their constitutions about the period of the revolution,
or soon after that time, coot&led the old provision of the constitution
ofthis state of the y$ar 1780, and of the constitution of the United States.
Unquestionably, the constitutiou of United States had a powerful influence with the states, in refereuce to the goad behaviour tenure. They
did uot feel disposed at once to change this tenure-they
were not disposed to chauge it espcrimentally,
and at a time when they were so
Little acquainted with their own wants and wishes. But the moment
&y
acquired that experience, they ‘changed the tenure during good
,belrdvionr, into a teuure for a term of years.
It had been brought about by experience ; and that was a guide which
at least, if the convention were not disposed to adopt it-would
enable
The very reasons which some gentlehirn to see his way more clearly.
men here hcd given why they would not adopt the guide which he was
disposed to be governed by,- that was, the colleciive opinions of the
people of Michigan and Arkansas, as set forth in their respective constltutions-were
those which operated with him in favor of it. They
argued that the opiuions of those two communities were not founded
3ipon formed and settled habits, (coming as they did from all parts of the
41.nion,) aud in reference to a perfect and practical knowledge of the
These facts had led his mind to draw
~orkiuq of their own institutions.
‘phe people of the
~<:.er;c?us‘ions
direct17 the reverse of these gentlemen.
states referred to, had come from various sections of the Union-had
lived
under dift’ercnt constitutions, and, consequently, while they fully appreciated their ma:ly excellencies, they saw distinctly the several defects of
&Xh.
Here, t!:en, was the collected-the
united experience of individuals
who originally formed a portion of the population of other states.
I%ow, he would ask gentlemen if that kind of experieuce was not valuaMe ? and, if it was not more important, and with greater propriety, that
xve should look to the constitution of the littlr +nte of Michigan, than to
ifhat of any of the older states of the Union ! It seemed to him that the
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experience, as furnished by these new constitutions, was the best evidence and information whil:h the convention could act upon, in reference
to making the amendments to the prcscnt constitution of Pennsylvania.
Although he had great variety of notes b&re him, hc sl~oultl content
himself wit11 merely glancing over a few of them, as the sllbject 11~~
been already very largely discussed. As hc had said before, he was not
very tena&&
on the subject : the principle was all that operated on his
mind. He was certainly particularly desirous to see it incorporated in
the constitution.
His opioion was th:it we could not hold up to the
people of' the commonwealth, a more acccptahle and sari&ctory llrovi+
ion than the present.
ilie entertained no c!ouht tiiat they would be unanimously in favor of its adoption, and that they would vote d:twn any
constitution submitted for their decision, however unesceptio::able it
might be iu other respects, which did not contain some provision sim.ilar
to the one proposed. He felt quite assured that they would no; take the
work of their dclcgates, elected by them, expressly for the purpose al
proposing such amendments as they knew to be desired by their cocstituents. He believed that the adoption of the new constitutioo would very
much depend upon the making of such important ameutlments as.the one
now in contemplation.
He freely confessed that he was not tlisposed to
vote for many alterations in the existing constitution-only
for such as
he was quite sure would be acceptable.
He was not willing, as some
gentlemen here appeared be, to iotraduce any party feeling, or party
views iuto this body. And, the very moment that he should witness any
thing of that sort, he would loudlv and strongly protest against it, let
He conceived tllat their conit come from whatever quarter it might.
stituents had not sent them to meet iu convention, in order to make political harangues, and to create excitement throughout the conimot~wealth..
by indulging in party speeches, hut to improve the constitution of 1’790%
in some particulars.
With reg:&, then, to the judges of county courts : it had bepn argued,
on one side, that men of cousiderable experience on!y. were competent
to preside on the bench, as men who were familiar with the practice and
mode of transacting business in them. Now, he would ask, what lawyer was there within the sound of his voice, that was not sufliciently
conversant with the proceedings of a court, and fully capahle of discharging all the duties of a judge ‘! He appehended that there were few,
indeed, if any, who were not. This, he regarded as a false proposition made
It was natural to supby gentlemen to defeat the proposed amendment.
pose that they would resort to eve:y possible argument to effect the object
they have in view.
The gentleman from Allegheny, (Mr. Forward) had, in the course of
his speech this morning, taken occasion to advert to the number ofjudges
that have been retnoved from the bench, ou account of misbehaviour, and
contended that a judge should not be removed, unlsss by the testimony of
of two-thirds.
He (Mr. S.) maintained that this course of proceeding would never
answer, and that the people could not even hope for redress under it.
No judge would be satisfied to have testimony taken against him, many
miles from the place where he might be tried. He would want the
witnesses to be face to face. ,4nd, they would not like to be dragged two
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or three hundred miles in order to testify against one of their neighbOWS.

To attempt to impeach a judge in Pennsylvania was a folly. It could
not be done. The people were in consequence, compelled to submit to
injustice. to have their rights trodden under foot, and the only hope which
they had of obtaining redress was on the death of the judge. They
would have to pray for his dissolution, rather than incur the enormous
aqense ant1 inconvenience of going to the iegislature for redress. Now,
this wonld be the result of adopting the plan advocated by the gentleman from Allegheny.
If the people could not submit for seven years, they would have precisely the same remedy as they IIOW have. A judge, however, was to
I~old his office for seven years, and if the people should not desire his
in their remonstrauces against it,
re.appointment,
they would potIr
snd send their committees here to request that the judges might not be
It is a remark in Pennsylvania ‘& once a judge, always a
appointed.
IIe may tyrannize over the people, abuse his commission, 3s
judge.”
he pleases- may become au aristocrat, a time-serving politician. and he
the people, yet there is no getting rid
may oppress, disturb, and trouble
These were his objections to the adopof him. ‘I’here is no remedy.
tion of the plan proposed by the gentleman from Bllegheny.
He did not
anticbipate that :~ny thing he could say would influence the action of any
elefegate on this floor.
It hat1 been his intention, in the course of the discussion, to have
gone into the subject more fully, but ::s it had now undergone considerable esxnination, and inasmuch, tou, a5 there were so many more delegates, who could do the subject greater justice th3n himself, he should
leave it in their hands. He was mhrlt a young member of the body, and
had come ill almost at the close of the session. ?‘herefore, nnder these
circumstances, he tllnrlgilt they would he doing preai irijustice to themselves to permit him f2rther to intrude himself upon their attention.
Snrlced, it would be unpardonable if he did. tie had expressed his opin.
ions honestly, fairly, and canditilyt and had, at the P~IIIC time, also stated
the &i~s oi his constilczuls,---at least a majority of them. He hoped
that wllcncrcr he might lind himself, thongh he wished it might he in
majority, ant1 hc would endeavor to he there, hy every honest means in the
his power, yet he should be satisfied whether or not. If, he inquired,
a majority of the people of Pennsylvania have asked for this change,
will
yea
refuse it 1 Will you refuse to listen to that voice which has
been the prevailing one for a Treat many years past ? Will you deny to
a large majoriiy of your constltueuts the rights to which they are entitled ?
‘Will vou throw back upon them a constitution which, however much
they ilight once have respected it, they now detest and regard as odious ?
T would not. I believe that the good sense of this committee, composed
its it is, of radicals and conservatives and loco focos, will prevail, and that
their deliberations will result in the making of a good, sound, and whole.
some constitution.
If such a constitution should be sent to the people,
take my word for it, if not worth a straw, it will be accepted by the
people.
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Mr. STERIGERE,
of Montgomery, moved to amend by adding the
following, viz :
The judges of the supreme court nom in commission shall hold their
offices untd the age of seventy, years, if they shall so long behave themselves well. The president JUdp
of the several courts of common
pleas, recorders of the mayor’s courts, associate judges of the court of common pleas of the city and county of Philadelphia, and judges of the
several district courts whose commissions bear date before the first day
of April, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-five,
shall hold their
offices for three years after the first day of April next, and no longer.
Those whose commissions bear date on or after the said first day of
April, one thousand eight hundred and twenty-live,
and before the first
day of April, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-two, shall hold their
offices for five years from the first day of April next, and no longer.
Those whose commissions bear date on or after the said first day of April,
one thousand eight hundred and thirty-two, and brfnre the first day of April
one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six,
shall hold their ofices for
seven years after the first day of April next, and no longer. And those
whose commissions bear date on or after the first day of April, one thousand eight hundred and thirty-six, shall hold their ofices for nine years
from the first day of April next, and no long,er, unless any of the said
offices shall be limited by law to a shoxter period. The associate judges
of the several courts of common pleas, except in the city and county of
Philadelphia, whose commissions bear date before the first day of April,
one thousaud eight hundred and thirty-one, shall hold their offices for
two years from the first day of April next, and no longer. And those
whose commissions bear date on or after the said first day of April, one
thousand eight hundred and thir!y-one, shall hold their offices for four
years after the first day of April next, and no longer. But any of the said
judges or those hereafter appointed, may be again appointed at the expiration of their terms of office respectively.”
Mr. S. said that he would be very brief in the remarks he should offer
in support of his amendment.
It was said the other day, when a similar
proposition was offered, that the proper place for it was in the schedule.
He then stated that he did not think so, because there was something of
the kind in it already. The object of the amendment was to keep the
wheels of the government in motion.
In the last constitution of Virginia, matters of this sort are incorporated
in a section of it. He regarded this as a substantive part of the amendment itself: and he confessed, with great frankness, that he was not satisfied with the amandment as agreed to, in two particulars.
He had
bestowed some reflection and examination on the subject, for some time
past, and he had come to the conclusion that the inferior officers
should be limited to a period of years. He had read some books which
he had found in the legislature of the state, not a great while ago, in
which he discovered certain principles laid down as contended for by
a distinguished member of this state.
He had, therefore, had some opportunity to become acquainted with
these subjects, not from mere newspaper accounts, but from personal
observation.
According to his information, the complaints which had
been made of the courts had been chiefly and, indeed, almost entirely,
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confined to the judges of the inferior courts. Very few, if any, cornplaints, had been made against the supreme court judges. To reform
the inferior courts, therefore, was all that was now required.
Sufficient
for the day is the evil thereof. Let us apply the remedy as far as it is
required, and no farther. When the same reasons apply to the supreme
court, let the same remedy, by au ameudmeut to the constitution, be
extended to it. There had been only one case against the supreme court.
In one case there had been au incorrect decision, which had become law
in another case.
The case of Judge Peck, of the federal court, had beeu alluded to.
He did not intend to go into a particular view of this question, but it
seemed to him to be tmpossible that auy sounct man should cume to the
conclusion that the provision proposed should be extended to the supreme
court.
But it ought to extend to all the inferior courts ; not for the reason
that they have been found deficient in some respects, but for a greatvariety
of reasons, independent of that. The men who become uufit by age, or
by mental aberration, or by bad habits, ought to be got rid of, through
an amendmeut.
The proposition was not in conflict with the amendment
already agreed upou, because the apes of the judges were such as would
not carry them beyond the periodsnow agreed to. On au average, their
time would not bc so long as that.
Their commissions do not all
expire at the same time, and if they did, thev would ali be appointed by
the same executive ; the consequences of which might bc? to overturn all
the decisions of the courts, to the very great injury of the interests of the
commonwealth.
We should regard the expirat.ion of the commissions
Let some go out at one time,
at the same time as very inconvenient.
and some at another. They should be divided into classes according to
his plan. His amendment divided them into four classes. He had no
objection to any other arrangement ; but this, it appeared to him, was the
best one that could be devised. So far as concerned himself, he would
rather vote for the clause, with this amendment to it. Marshall and Kent
were probably as well qm&tied for their Atatious, up to the last day of
But many
their service, as they were when they were appointed.
other men fail in intellect and physical energy, long before the age of
seventy.
These remarks he had made, tu explain the nature of the amendment
which he had offered. The example of this provision was set by the
state of Virgioia, and if there should be auy objection to it, he would
endeavor to obviate it.
Mr. DICKE:~ would rather, he said, that the amendment would not be
The proposition belonged more
orered at this stage of the proceeding.
properly to the schedule, after we had settled the tenure. We shall then
be obliged to adopt some provision of this sort. The plan of 1796 was
the best one in bis opinion-that
is, to incorporate all these provisions in
the schedule. There it was provided that the existing executive offkers
should continue to discbarge their duties till the month of September, 1791,
We shall also he obliged to
when their commissions were to expire.
have a schedule oa account of the representation and classification of
the senate.
But, first, let it be settled, whether the judirial tenure shall be a term
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of years, or whether it shall remain, as it is, good bebaviour.
The
amendment was entirely out of place at this time.
The amendment
was
a very detailed one, and went into manv particulars as to time. It
requires time to investigate these details, and’it could be best done, after
having settled the principles.
He thought, therefore, that the gentleman from Montgomery had better withdraw his amendment for the
present.
Mr. STERIGEKE said, the. gentleman from Beaver might have a great
desire to have his proposltlon adopted, independently of any thing else.
He (Mr. S.) had the same desire, in regard to this amendment, wllich he
thought a very essential one. He thought now was the proper time for
it, and he did not wish to throw the judges into an omnibus with every
thing else. While upon the judiciary, we should fix all the details in
If the amendment was proper at all in itself,
relation to that department.
now was the proper time to adopt it.
If, tlken, it should be found
that it belonged more properly to another place, it could be easily
moved.
Mr. DICKEY : One word more. I should be pleased to vote for the
amendment of the gentleman from Montgomery, if it was offered at a
proper time, and in a proper place. But I cannot vote for it now. The
proposition would draw off the attention of the committee from the principles which are first to be settled, to details which should be considered
afterwards.
The question was taken on the amendment of Mr. STERIGEHE, xd it
was negatived.
The question recurring on the amendment offered by the gentleman
from Reavel, (Mr. DICKICY)
Mr. BANKS said it was due to the committee, and to himself, that he
should offer a few remarks on this subject, though he had given an indirect opinion upon it some days ago. He had concluded not to vote for
the amendment, believing, as he did, that it would be better for his constituents, and the people at large, to risk obtaining that sort of reform
which would be more in accordance with their wishes, and with their
principles.
They wanted a judiciary still more responsible to them, than was
offered by the gentleman from Beaver. Many had declared themselves
stoutly against the court of common pless, and were anxious that the
judges of common pleas should be reduced to a short period of years,
while the tenure of the judges of the supreme court was good behnviour, or a term of fifteen years. But he had come to the conclusion
that the courts of common pleas required more scpport and strengthening than the supreme court. The people had more business in the
courts of common pleas, and weIe better acquainted with them than
the supreme court. The supreme court was not in so much danger of
being assailed as the courts of common pleas.
But he was wholly opposed to the term proposed for the supreme
court. The term of fifteen years was so wholly different to what the
people expected and desired, in regard to the judicial tenure, that he could,
not vote for it, for the sake of a compromise.
He would be willing to
take the amendment in regard to the common pleas. If the term should
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be reduced from fifteen years to twelve years for the supreme court it
would be more satifactory.
Mr. READ was much grati6ed to find that the gentleman from Mifflin,
(hir. Banks) h acI ch nnged hia opinion on this subject. He had only
risen for the pnrpltse of explaining the elect of the vote which we
were about to take, in regard to the vote to be taken afterwards.
There appeared to be an apprehension with some members, that if they
vote ngainrt the amendment pending, there will be no chance nfterwards of voting in favor of a term of years in preference to the existing
COnstitution. Now t!lis apprehension was unfounded. Let all those
who are in favor of a s!lorter term than that proposed in the amendment
pending. vote against it, and, if it is voted down, an amentlmeut can be
moved to the section which will suit them better ; but even if this amendment is carried, there mill be another vote tn be taken between the amendIf, when this vote is taken, it
ment and the section of the constitution.
shall be clearly ascertained that there are a majority in favor of this
proposition, it will be time enough then to surrender, without surrcndering at discretion now, the first moment the enemy has shown his colours.
He hoped, therefore, that no gentleman would vote for this amendment, under the impression that he would not have the opportunity of
voting hereafter in favor of a term of years. Let this questIon be determined as it may, there will be another vote to be taken.
Mr. CLARI~E, of Indiana, said, that this was a question which seemed
to belong, almost exclusively, to the lawyers;
and he was not quite
sure but he was intruding,. by taking part in it. So far as we had
gone, the discussion has been carried on pretty generally by members
of the bar.
He once had the honor of being appointed a member of the judiciary
committee, in one of the legislative bodies of this commo!lwealth, aiong
with another member, who was not a lawyer, aud upon inquiring of the
speaker why it was that they had been appointed on that committee, they
were told by that o%cer that he placed thrm there, because he wanted
two men of common sense on it. Now, therefore, as he could not go
into a legal discussion of this subject, snd was not disposed to travel
through the history of courts in Great Britain, France, and other places,
be would take whit he considered a common sense view of the subject,
and he called upon the attornies of the Convention to controvert, if
they could, the positions he was going to lay down. In the first place, he
asserted, so far as his knowledge extended, that alt new judges were popular. All new judges, for the first two or three years, are very popular.
No matter how much their appointment may have been opposed, yet after
they are once appointed, and entered upon the duties of their oflice, they
become very popular.
Now he asked of gentlemen to look around to all
the judges of their acquaintance, and ask of themselves if this was not
the case. Well, he took it for granted that it was the case. So far as
his observation had gone, it had been universally the case, that new
judges were popular with the people ;-and why was this the case !
Why, in the first place, the old and homely adage, “ that a new broom
sweeps clean,” would apply with great force here ; and in the next place,
As Pope says, men are
men were fond of change, and of novelty.
1‘Pleasedwith a feather,tickled with a straw ;”
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consequently, when a man obtains a new commission, he is full of complacency, and a desire to please all. And whatever may have been the
defects of his character, if he has any, it takes some time before they develope themselves, and before they are exhibited to the public ; therefore, he
This kiud of
makes himself popular for some time after he is appointed.
popularity, however, would be oflittle account, but the judge makes himself popular in another way. Be makes himself popular by his industry
and close attention to busiuess. Is this not the fact? He asked every gentleman in this com:nittee, whether it was not a fact, that new judges were
industrious, attended to their business, cleared the docket, and corrected the
errors of those who had gone before them. This was one reason, and a plain
one, and a good on<‘, why judges were popnla~ at first, But there is another
one. Judges, generally speaking, are not taken from the district in which
they are to presule. It has been held by some of our governors, that it
is better to take law judges from one district, and send them to another,
where t!iey have not practised.
This he considered a good rule, and
he wished it was always followed.
They then come into the district
where they have no friends or enemies, no loves or antipathies, and they
are precisely in a situation to administer justice impartially ; and that
very impartiality is one of the causes why a new judge is popular.
But
there is another reason for their popularity.
Attornies pay more deference and respect to a new judge, than they do to an old one. They do
not take upon themselves to talk about the opinions of the court
so much with a new judge, as they do with one whom perhaps
they have found the weak side of. Therefore, between the bench and
the bar, the business of the court goes ou ; trials, which have been accumulating for a long time, are reached, tried, and passed upon, and the
people get their business done, and it is all owing to having a new judge.
The people see this, and, coi.sequently, newjudges become popular with
them. The people see that the new judge attends closely to business,
and that the court meets at regular periods, sits more hours than the old
court did, and that business IS despatched. They make new rules for
conducting business, and let the attornies know what they have to
expect if they do not conform to them, and do not take every opportunity to aid in despatrhing the business they have in charge. There
was another reason why new judges are popular.
It arises from contrasting them with their predecessors. As he had occasion before to
remsrk- which, by tbc bye, is a borrowed idea-all we know. is by comparison.
By comparing the new judge with the old one, the people
draw the conclusion that he is superior.
The old judge may, perhaps,
have.been superannuated ; he may have been laboring under some bodily
infirmity, rendered incompetent by iutemperate habits ; or from the fact
of his holding a life offtce, he tnay have become indolent and careless,
and his only want was to get the two ends of the year to meet, so that
he could get his salary, and the:1 all would be well with him. It is, therefore, by drawing a comparison between the tardiness and delays and
failures, of the old court, and the industry and activity of the new, that
the new judges become popular.
Again, an old judge, or a judge who has been long in one place, naturally gets a strong feeling in favor of some men, and as strong a dislike to
others,-consequently,
it may happen, when a man is brought into court
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a.3 a party to a suit, the judge, without even bearing the evidence, will
make up his mind that such a man is in the wron,g, because he knew him
to have conducted himsrlf improperly, or imagined that he did, on some
other occasion.
He may say, ‘6 Oh, I know that man to be a rogue. 1 caught him in
roguery several years ago.”
It is well known that this feeling will grow n-i!h men, and it is
difficult to root it out.
But we have been told by t.he gentleman from Allegheny, that if we
adopt this system of appointmg judges for short periods, that we will be
afflicted mi!li the tyranny of the majority.
Kow, he did not believe any
thing like this, but, even ac!mitt,in,g it to be 30, mc lose a littie, but how
much do me gain ? Why, we <gun a judge fresh from tile ranks of the
new to them-one they will be pleased wilh, as they are
people -a,jndgc
pleased with all new ,judges, 3x1 one who comes illto of&e \?~it!i a determination to do his duty.
Rut, say gentlemen, a judge, when his term of service is about
expiring, will look to powerful parties to aid him, and consequently, he
will favor these persons ; that he will make unjust decisions for the purpose of securing tiis seat. Why, rhe judge who would do this, must be
a very weak man, and a bad politician.
The true way to
‘l’he true way to obtnin popularity, is to do justice.
be popular, is to do strict jus[ice between man and mau, so that the most
critical observation cannot discover a fault. If judges do this, there will
be no danger but they will be continued.
He would ask of.gentlemen, how many of our present judges would
be turned act, if this amendment was adopted? No gentleruan could
Some of
doubt but what one-half of them, or more, would be continued.
them would go by the board, as they ought to ; but there are many of
the:n valna!,le men, whom auy governor would appoint.
How (lid this system of limitcdtenure
operate in Ohio ? There the
legislature appoint the judges for seven years, Some year and-a-half ago
he travelled through a good por:ion of that state , and be made particular
inquiries as to how their system worked.
He had conversed with all
parlies on the subject-with
members of the !e@ntnre, and members of
the bar, and all of those hc met with, spoke we!1 of their courts. There
were some complaints, with rela:ion to their justices of the peace, but none,
as respected their courts ; 2nd it was looked upon as a matter of course
that all judges, who would do their duty, would be contitmed.
All this ta!k about havin,g life officers for the sake of independence,
and electioneering judges, If they were appointed for a term of seven
years, was a mere bug bear. He had no idea of judges being politicians.
If a jud,ge is a wise man, he will say farewell to politics, so soon as
he is appointed, for at the end of seven years, hc may uot know who
will be in power to appoint.
Do we not all deprecate political clergymen and political judges ? Do
we not all abhor politics in the pulpit, and politics on the bench? Every
judge will consider that his surest plan will be to steer clear of politics-
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be faithful and v.igilant in the discharge of his duty, and depend on the
people to hear hnn out.
But it has been said, that you cannot get members of the bar to
serve as judges, if it is only to be for a limited time. He did not believe
that this would be the case, where the salary was adequate. He had
heard of the office of a judge going a begging in Indiana, hut that was
herause there was no salary, of any account, attached to it. He did not
believe that any office would go unfilled in Pennsylvania, where there
was a salary aitached to it. We all know there are men engaged in the
profession of the law, who, when they become somewhat advanced in
years, want to get rid of the active and troublesome business in which
they are engaged, and such men are always willing to take a seat upon
the bench.
He had no fear but that the legislature would provide such salaries as would always induce good men to take the office, so that, in
that respect, he did not think there was any thing to fear. He had been
in favor of the time named in the amendment submitted by the gentleman
from Luzerne, that is, live years for the associate judges, seven for the
president judges and ten for the supreme court, and still was in favor of
it ; but be was willing, inasmuclt as the vote of the committee seemed to
indicaie that there was a majority in favor of a longer term, to comproIIe would be willing to go for a term of eight years
mise somewhat.
for the president judg;ls an11 twelve for the supreme judges ; and if the
amendment now pending,sbonld fail, as he hoped it would, if a majority
of the committee were willing to come to term of five, cigllt, and twelve
years, he pledgerl himsell; as soon as the amendment should be rejected,
to offer it again, precisely as it uow stood, escepting makiltg the terms
IIe would immediately offer it in the
conform to thnt just indicated.
very words in which it now stood, reducing the terms to eight and twelve
years, and that was the highest he wo111dbe willing to go. Every consideration appeared to him to dictate til>t these ofliccrs sho111d be made
responsible at short periods--that we should have new judges, or have
the old one hurnishcdup and ground over. and 21new edge put upon them.
I-Ie 11sdno notion t.hnt there was any thing dangerous in this, or any
thing wllich weds, in any way, to have evil eKect ; but hc was willing to
ran the risks of the imngiuarp evils wblcb gentlemen have conjured up,
for the purpose of having the substa~:ti;d bendits which must inevitably
result from this system.
Mr. DICKEY &se to correct an error into w!iich the gentleman from
Susquchjnna had f&:1, in relation to the efl’cct of adopting the amendHe could not believe that the committee would
ment to t!li: amendment.
It wonld only provote down that amendment to gratify the gentleman.
long the discusGoo on this subject, because as he could not compromise,
in anv way, in cast this should hc negatived, and the gentleman from Tndiana o’ffers his a~rrrndmcnt, he would feel bonnd to move to amend it by
substituting t!le term proprosed in this amendment, SO that the question
before the committee would then be precisely where it now is. If, however, this amendment is adopted, there will be another vote to he taken
between the amendment and the section of the constitution.
He hoped,
therefore, that all those who were opposed to an annual election ofjudges,
and who had voted for this amendment, would adhere to it and vote for this
time.
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Mr. BROWIY, of Philadelphia county, said that the gentleman from
Beaver had twice reiterated this charge, that there are certain persons here
in favor of an annual election of judges. Now, no gentleman ever urged
such a thing here. It is a creature of the gentleman’s own fancy. He
agreed that all who were in favor of a term of ten and fifteen years,
would vote for this amendment, and those who were for a shorter
term, would vote against ; but the last vote showed that all those who
were in favor of life offIces, had voted Car this amendment. He now
wished to repeat, and desired to be distinctly understood, that no gentleman here had ever asked for the annual election of judges.. That was not
the question brought forward by the reformers here. The question was
a tenure of seven years for the county courts, and ten years fur the
supreme court. Those who had voted for the amendment which had
been adopted, all voted consistently, -because thev voted for the longest
term they could get. Some were iii favor of &se named, and some
were in favor of a life tenure,-but
they preferred Gfteen to ten years.
He, however, called upon all those who were iu favor oi a shorter term
than that named in the amendment, to vote against it, and vote it down,
and then a new amendment can be offered, embracing such a term as will
be satisfactory to all reformers here.
There was no disposition here to
get any other than such tenure as will be sustained by the friends of
reform. Hc might be in favor of a shorter tenure than that which would
meet the views of a majority here, but he was willing to yield up his
opinion, and take that time which would suit the views of a majority of
the refoormers. He was wiiling to yield up his opinions, and take such
time as would suit those who had gone fbr a reduclion of executive patronage, the extension of the right of suffrage, and the election of justices
of the peace. Those were the men whose opinions he would yield to,
and to those who had already gone for the tenure for g3od behaviour.
He warned the reformers nom, not to permit the conseri.ntives to build
up a structure, as they did on the question in relation to the right of
suffrage, which must inevitably fall, and drive us back to the point from
which we started. That structure fell, and the fricntls of reform afterwards built up one which they sustained. This was all that he asked
now, that the roformers might have the opportunity of getting before
the convention such an amendtncnt as they could all unite upon.
Mr. WOODWARD desired to syggest the expediency of a compromise
between those who held contlictmg opinions on this subject. He had
moved an amendment to the report of the. committee limiting the tenure
of the jud,ges of the supreme rourt to a term of ten years, and of the
president Judges, to a term of seven years.
The gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey) had moved an amendment
to that ameudment, extending the term of the supreme judges to fifteen
years, and that of the president judges, to ten years ; and a majority had
sustained the proposition of the gentleman from Beaver. in opposition to
that which he (5lr. W.) had offered. Gentlemen must be well satisfied
that there are some who voted for the proposition of the gentleman from
Beaver, who would finally vote against all the amendments to the section.
He would suggest to the gentleman from Beaver to modify his amendment, so as to make the terms six years for the inferior judges, eight
years for the president judge s, and ten years for the judges of the supreme
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courts. This would probably unite a majority of votes in flavor of the
change. He had prepared an amendment, in case the present should be
rejected; but he submitted whether it would not be better to accept the modification prepared by the gentleman from Fayette, (Mr.
Fuller.)
Mr. BIDDLE, of Philadelphia, inquired when the gentleman talked of
compromise, on what principle would he exclude the suggestion of any
gentleman 2 He (Mr. B.) would name forty, thirty-five, and thirty years,
as the most proper terms of o%ce.
Mr. MCDOWELL, of Bucks, moved that the committee rise, which
motion was decided in the negative,-ayes
46, noes 47.
Mr. WOODWARDsaid he was not disposed to shut out any compromise,
which could be made acceptable to the majority.
But, as he had been
told that his proposition was out of order, of course, the whole matter
must now fall to ihe ground.
The C11.41~stated that the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey) could
not now withdraw his proposition, which, by a vote of the committee,
had beenadopted into the amendment.

t

Mr. STEVENS, of Adams, thought it would be better to let the matter
stand over until the second reading, and then there would have been time
given for a comparison of opinions.
What security could we have now,
that a sufticient number of votes would be found to unite on any particular
term of years 1 But when the section came up on second reading, any
gentleman could move to amend, by striking out the present number of
years, and inserting ten, eight and six years. Thus, by a single vote,
the question might be decided. It would not be a proper course, at this
time, to open the discussion again. Supposing that even this matter of
compromise were to be agreed on here,-it
would have to be ratified
elsewhere.
If a particular term should be carried by a large majority of
reformers-for
it seemed that we were not to be thought of but as reformwould be a vote
ers- no body was represented here but reformers-there
to be taken elsewhere, and all ought to be made satisfactory to the people.
He would rather see the state convulsed, from one end to the other, than
that this change should be adopted,-and
he would exert all honorable
means to defeat it. H’e hoped the people would put down the attempt.
There might be reformers here who would be ready to pull down the
whole fabric of our government; but the question would have to go to
the people, where would be found a tribunal somewhat different from
this, and which must be addressed in a different tnanner from this tribunal. He hoped gentlemen would sustain the amendment of the gentleman from Beaver, through the committee,-and
then, at the second
reading, there might be a change, if any were thought expedient to be
made.
Mr. BROWN, of Philadelphia county, said, the gentleman from Adams
wished this matter to be left until the question should come up on the
second reading.
But who would then vote for it ? The conservatives
would not, and those who desired shorter terms of office would not.
The proper time to settle the question was now. He would be glad if
the learned Judge, (Hopkinson) would favor the committee with his
views on the subject of a compromise.
He, for his part, was willing to
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go for an extension of the term. But the gentleman from Philadelphia,
(Mr. Biddle) says the term must be iixed at forty, thirty-five and thirty
years.
He had merely made
M. BIDDLE
said he had only spoken for himself.
the suggestion.
Mr. BROWN resumed: He certainly should be against any compromise
which did not embrace the views of all. It must be for the people to
make tlleir decision. EIe had given up all idea of getting the reforms
he wished, and was willing to get the best he could. He only now
desired that the friends of the limited tenure would susiain the principle
before the people. He hoped the term would be fixed now, without
waiting until the subject should come up on the second reading.
Mr. FELLER, of Fayette, wished to say a single word as to the vote
he should give. He had, last evening, made a suggestion as to a compromise, and had hoped it would he productive of some effect. But it was
useless, and he should now vote against the amendment. As the conservatives had drawn the line at fifteen. ten and five years, hc was willing,
if they could get a majority of ihe votes, that it should be so ; but they
would not have his vote. On the second reading, he would move an
amendment.
Mr. DICKEY, of Beaver, said he too was a reformer, as well as the
gentleman from Fayette, --but not quite so radical in his views. IIe
wanted to spe the principle of a lilmited tenure carried out. Gentlemen
knew he could not consent to any cou~protuisc, because the vote of the
house had been taken on his proposition.
Mr. FULLER knew it was out of the power of the gentleman from
Beaver to make any change in his amendment,-and
he had no reference to that gentleman in his remar!hs, but to the course of the corn-inittee.
Mr. DIC!KCI~ explesscd his l!opc that the amendment would be sustained.
Mr. CIARICE,
of Indiana, hoped the matter would not he left, as the
gentleman from Adams (Mr. Stevensj had suggested, to be settled on
second reading. Pt had better be done now. He hoped the vote nom
would put the question in a positiou in which it might be reached. If
this amendmcut should not prevail, he pidged
himself to ofbr the same
amendmenl as the minority h3d reported, so as to have a solemn decision
As it
upon it. Ide wanted to get a separate vote on each question.
now stood, WC had to do like ihe boa constrictor, take the horns and
hoofs and ail, and swal!ow it all together. IIe hoped the committee
would negative this proposition in Its present form, and he wculd
then o$er it in the shape in which he desired 10 see it.
Mr. STERIGNRE,
of Montgomery, moved that the commit:ee rise, hut
the motion was: rejected.
The question was then taken on the amendment as amended, and \vas
Ryes W-nays
39, as follows, viz :
decided iu the affirmative.
YEAS-Mcatin:. Agnew, Baldwin, Bilrclsy, Cardollar, Bar&z, Bidd:e,Carey. I&,:,+
IX-B, Ch~rdlcr. of Phild$d~ia, Channcey, Clqy, Clarke, of &aver, Cl& of
Dauphin, Clearinger, cline, Cuated, Cochran, Cop”, COS, Craig, Crum, Cu,,n+
&~n, Dtnny, Dickey, Dickeyson,Dilliugcr, Dudop, Forward,Harris, Hays, ITCJXI~~-
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son, of Allegheny, Heister, Hopkinson, Jenks, Kerr, Konigmacher,Long, Lyons, MS
lay, McCd, M’Dowell, M’Sherry, Meredith, Merkel, Montgomery, Pollock, Porter,
of Lancaster, Reigart, Royer, Russell, Saeger, Scott, Serrill, Sill, Stevens, Stnrde
vant, Thomas, Todd, Weidman, Woodward, Young, Sergeant, President-62.
NAY+-Messrs. Ayres, Banks, Bedford, Bigelow, Brown, of Northampton, Brown,
of Philadelphia, Clarke, of Indiana, Grain, Crawford, Cummin, Curl& Darn&,
Earle, Fleming, Foulkrod, Fry, Fuller, Gearhart, Gilmore, Grenell, Hastings, Hayburst, Helffenstein, Houpt, Hyde, Ingersoll, Kennedy, Krebs, Magee, Mann, Martin, Miller, Nevin, Overfield, Purviance, Reed, Rogers, Scheetz,Sellers,Seltzer, Shellito, Smith, Smyth, Sterigore, Ctickel, Taggart.,Weaver. White49.
Mr. MANN, of Montgomery, moved that the committee rise, which
was decided in the affirmative.
Nays 57. Yeas were not counted.
The committee accordingly rose, and reported progress ; and,
The Convention adjourned.
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Mr. INC?EESOLLsaid, his intention was to listen to the instructiou he
expected to derive from the discussion of this most important subject, and
take no active part till he got from others their better digested views ; but,
the unexpected turn given to it, by the vote of yesterday, placed him, and
probably many others, in a false position, and precipitated him upon the
Yet, he
debate before he was, by any means, prepared to do it justice.
would attempt au argument, addressed altogether to the reason and candor
If
of the committee, studiously avoiding personality and all excitement.
he were even able to be eloquent, he would not on this occasion, and he
must take the liberty to say, that the name of WASHINGTON, to overawe
us, was as much out of place, as introduced by the venerable and learned
chairman of the judiciary committee, as it would be in a charge to a jury
Let us reason together, as if we were not
or other judgment of acourt.
in formal session, but sitting under the mild moderation of the gentleman
in the chair, (Mr. M’Sherry) we were considering this all important
I shall be thankful to any
topic, in free and unreserved conversation.
gentleman for all inquiries made of me, as I proceed, and, instead of complaining of interruption, will rejoice in opportunities of endeavoring to
make myself perfectly understood. I do believe that the convention is
open, as I profess to be, to that conviction which may result from a frank
interchange of opinions, and there are, probably, many members attached,
as I am, to some cardinal principle, but undetermined as to its mode of
apphcation, and ready to unite upon whatever free discussion may ascertain to be the best issue.
I feel all the disadvantages under which I aidress, even a forbearing
argument to the committee, on this peculiar occasion. Scarce an unworthy motive can be imagined, that has not already been suggested, as
On the other hand, it is impossiimpelling those who plead for reform.
ble to speak any thing like the whole truth in its advocacy. In the first
place, the utterer of offensive, however honest turth, might be indicted,
convicted and punished, as guilty ofdefamation.
And, even ifthat should
not he so, still he must make enemies of the most dangerous kind, for
the learned Judge, the chairman of the committee, (Mr. Hopkinson) has
told us, that there is no man who does not,some time or other, fall within
the power of the judiciary.
Judges, he says, are quite as liable as
other men to unworthy
passions and influences, and I must confess,
that I do not feel while discussing them, the natural and proper freedom
of debate, in the effert to expose a system by views unavoidably personal.
I agree with that respectable gentleman, in all he says of the impor--* See note in pago 412.
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tance of the subject, which it is impossible to overrate. The judiciary is our Providence of this world. All other political elements are
but elements ; but this is, so to speak, the reprewtation
of DIVIXITY
on earth.
I concede also, that judicial independence is indispensihle to good government ; but, I deny, that, in order to be independent, judges must bc
irresponsible, or beyond the reach of whatever is the sovereignty of the
state.
The view of the learned chairman was first historical, and then argumentative ; and, I will follow his method. First, with some notice of
antiquity ; secondly of England, and thirdly of our own country.
FIRST-NO such tenure as that during good behaviour was ever known,
until after the English revolution of 16%. Let us, therefore, in the first
place, do all ancient and modern nations, except England, the justice to
recollect that all those wise and established systems of administering law
which have obtained among them, together with their celebrated codes,
come down to us without the tenure of judicial office which our constitution prescribes.
And, while I freely acknowledge, that English justice
protects personal liberty, much better than that of other nations ; yet, as
to property, it is at least questionable, whether it is not as well provided
for by the administration of it in Italy, and Germany and France aud Spain.
We have been reminded to discredit responsible tenures, of many instances of arbitrary judicial proceedings in English state trials, before the
revolution of 1688, which there is no need of controverting.
But this
committee will not forget, that the great foundations of our laws of property-, those noblest monuments of English jurisprudence were laid by
Coke, Hale, and other judges, whose judicial office was mere tenancy
at mill, under arbitrary and capricious monarchs. The gentleman from
Union, (Mr. Merrill) said something disparaging of the Flench law,
till, by charter, the judges were rendered removable.
But, I call his
attention to the fact, that the most splendid accomplishment of Napoleon’s
reign, which will outlive the renown of all his victories, was the code of
laws called by his name, framed by judges and lawyers dependent on his
will.
Sscosnnr-Leaving
antiquity and continental Europe for England, let
us come at once to the act of 1701, which for the first time, conferred
upon judges, the tenure of good behaviour ; a vast improvement in their
situation, and that of all those who look for impartial justice.
But, after
all the eulogy bestowed on this amelioration, it was nothing more than a
transfer of judicial dependence, or respousihility, from the crown to the
parliament, which, in England, represents the sovereignty of the people.
In like manner, the French charter contains nothing more than a similar
improvement ; a great one, to be sure, because it substitutes the nation for
a monarch, as the power controlling the judiciary.
Since the British revolution, the constant tendency of mankind has been to greater freedom ;
to take from the sovereignty of one, and confirm that of the community;
until, both in England and France, by reforms and revolutions, greater
liberty, in some respects, has been established, than many Americans
think compatible with even our free government.
Voltaire, speaking of
queen Elizabetli, says, she loved her people, and then asks, with a sneer,
who loves the people ? But, whether loved or feared, the peop!e of many
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nations have now become their acknowledged sovereigns. We have been
warned against their mastery, by historical illustrations of its arbitrary
excesses drawn from Grecian, from Roman, and from English history.
The delegate from Union even reminded us, that when the author of our
religion was accused before Pilate, who was disposed to enlarge him, and
told the people, he found no fault in him, that, by their clamorous threats
the judge was compelled to sacritice the Saviour of the world. That
gentleman must recollect, however, that Pilot, if a judge, acted from no
fear of popular violence, but intimidated by the threats that he would be
denounced to Caesar. It was from fear of Crcsar that he yielded, and
not the populace, whom he dispised.
George the Third propitiated the people, by the act of 1~6%; a trimsaction, which, as explained in Smollet’s History of England, vol. 10, p.
I 50, appears, to have been a mere matter of salary, and even that allowance postponed till after that king’s death, which did not take place, if I
am not mistaken, until 1820. It seems, that, till that time, the English
judges were paid like other persons of the king’s household, and all that
was accomplished for their independence by the acts of 1701, and 1762,
although certainly increasing it, left them still liable to removal, whenever the parliament addressed the king requesting it. The learned and
venerable judge, has repeatedly and earnestI? told the committee, that
among the best evidences we can have of what is right on this question,
are the opinions of learned men. I shall, therefore, ask his attention,
aud that of the committee, while I read from Boswell’s Life of Johnson, p.
175, of 2d vol., what that learned philologist has made known as his
opinion ; and I cannot refain from introducinp it, with the remark, that
Judge Hopkinson, or any other judge, by inflexible rule of law, would
reject even Ihe oath to a simple fact, of anT witness, however unesceptionable as a man, praposiug to give testimony, much less, pronouuce
opinions, in any matter in which he had the slightest interest, The
opinion of Dr. Johnson, therefore, as perfectly. disinterested, as hc was
undoubtedly well informed, is entit!ed, according to the philosophy of
this legal rule, to much greater weight, than that of any judge, on this
question.
‘6 On Friday. April 14, being Good Friday, I repnircd to him in the
morninq, according to my usual custom on that day, and breakfasted with
him. I observed, that he fasted so very strictly, that he did not, even
taste bread, aud took no milk with his tea : I suppose, because it is a kind
of animal food.”
So, added Mr. Ingersoll, this wise man was prepared, and predisposed for the best judgment.
‘6 He entered upon the state of the nation, and thus discoursed : 6‘ Sir,
the great misfortune now is, that government has too little power. All
that it has to hestom, must, of necessity, be given to support itself. Our
several ministers, in this reign, have out bid each other, in concessions
to the people. Lord IWe, though a very honorable man-a man, who
meant well-a
man, who had his blood full of prerogative-was
a theothought this country could be
retical stateman -a book minister-and
governed by the influence of the crown alone. Then, sir, he gave up a
great deal. He advised the king to agree, that the judges should hold
their places for life, instead of losing them, at the accession of a new
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king.
Lord Bute, I suppose, thought to make the king popular, by this
concession ; but the people never minded it ; and it was a most impolitic
measure. There is no reason, why a judge should hold his office for life,
more than any other person in public trust. A judge may become corrupt, and yet, there may not be legal evidence against him. A judge may
become froward from age. A judge may grow unfit for his oflice, in
many ways. It was desirable, that there should be a possibility of being
delivered from him, by a new king. That is now gone, by an act of
of the crown.”
parliament, ex-grafia
If I do not misunderstand the English system, it is, in every respect,
an improper standard for ours. Notwithstanding the acts of 1701 and
1’X2, and, abstenious as the crown is, from interfering in private controversies, its influence with the judiciary, is still, all-powerful in state prosecutions. When 1 was in &gland, Col. Despard, and his associates,
were condemned and executed for treason, upon proof, so slight, that
upon expressing my surprise, to our minister, Mr. Kufus King, at what
I considered the in:ustice of the result, he told me, that I must have a
very imperfect idea of the power of the crown, if I supposed it could not
procure, by judicial instrumentality, a conviction in such a case. About
the same time, Peltier was prosecuted for a libel, on the first consul of
France, on which occasion again the subserviency of the judiciary to the
ministry, was abundantly apparent. ‘Fhus, controlled by the crown,
English judges, are still more completely controlled by parliament. Their
oilicial tenure, is really, that of gootl behaviour.
The moment a judge
becomes superannuated, or disabled, by any incnpacity, fi>r the performance of much severer duties, though better paid, than ours, he is got rid of.
Ke is pensioned off; which relief, is altogeO]er unknown, and probably
will be, in olir syslein.
The ministerial influence over the judiciary, is,
also, very great here, and, I have unders!ootl, that no one is selected for
a judge, without taking care, that he is of the right. party politics. When
it is recollected, moreover, th:lt Eng!ish jndzes do dot esercise t,hat political jurisdiction, which is considered a principal function of ours, that the
house of lords, by appelate cognizance, snperintend al: the judgments
of the courts wi!ll~n tilt2 liingdom, and the king in council, as I believe,
all those of the foreign provinces, it is plain,that the. English system
dill’crs totally from our, both as to the tenure and jurisdiction.
There the
judiciary, influenced by the executive, is striclly responsible to the legislature, and the kind of independence, attempted by ourconstitution, which
was an expcriinent, allogelher untried, is unlinown in England, or any
other country, as it has proved, on trial, in ours, a vicious system, and
a failure.
'kRDLP--I
come now to America, and will examine, first, ourcolonid. and ;econ?ly, our independent judiciary in Pennsylvania ; thirdly,
with some noLIce of that of the United Slates, which has been pressed
into the argument, as vindicating in principle, that of Pennsylvania.
Judge Hopkinson’s mistake in supposing, if he did, that there ever was
a judiciary in the colony of Pennsylvania, commissioned during good
behaviour, was showh in the excellent speech of the gentleman from
Union, (Mr. Merrill) which displayed researches, and developed facts
upon this interesting inquiry, as honorable to that gentleman as the candor with which he treated the subject, and may be deemed among the
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important advantages which this convention should confer on the community.
It is quite clear that no such tenure ever obtained in Pennsylvania,
till the present constitution.
In page 24, of Shunk’s collection, t.here is
a note which might lead to a different conclusion.
But, besides the refutation for which we are indebted to the gentleman from Luzerne, (Mr.
Woodward) a passage or two, which I will read from the 1st volume of
Proud’s History p. 305, 68, prove beyond doubt, that Penn, while he
lived, never suffered any such judicial authority, but maintained his own,
in the most absolute manner. That it was the constant anxiety and endeavor of the people of this state, to enjoy the advantages of an unshackled
judiciary, is conceded. But their solicitude was, for judges, like those of
the mother country, independent of all influence or control, except that
of the people themselves.
They wanted judges responsible to them,
and not dependant on those in Europe, over whom they had no power,
and with whom they had little sympathy.
In 1684, it has been show-n
by the gentleman from Union, that the judges were appointed for two
years, and so continued until 1706, when the dispute occured between
the deputy governor and the assembly, which has been read from the curious manuscript obtained by that gentleman, out of the archives of the
state. The colonial act of 1727, for which we are indebted to him, provides for nothing but the jurisdiction of the courts, without reference to
the judicial tenure. In 1743. when the governor removed all the judges
of Lancaster county, it is certain they could not have held their commissions during good behaviour.
The document produced from the second
volume of Franklin’s works, in the year 1756, which seems to indicate
his attachment to that tenure, implies no more than his solicitude, which,
I have no doubt, was common to all the inhabitants of the province, that
their judges sho~dtl hold ofice, as the English judges did, independent of
all control, but that of the people. And the act, of 1759, the manuscript
copy, of which we owe again to Mr. Merrill’s laudable industry, puts
this matter beyond all question, by rendering the judges removable on
address of a ma,jority of the two houses of the legislature to the ~OVernor. The difference between that system of immediate responsibility,
and the irresponsibility
of the present constitution, is exactly what is
Let us go back to the provisions
now in controversy in this convention.
of that colonial act, giving the people complete control over a judiciary,
commissioned during really good behaviour, and I see no great objection
to the system. If gentlemen are disposed to compromise for some such
principle as that, they may not find me very tenacious of any other.
The petition of the United Colonies to the king, in 1774, to be found
in the Annual Register, p. 203, and the remonstrance of the Americans
in Loudon, 1). 2:1(5,cited by Judge Hopkinson, are of the same character,
and d0 not, I submit, prove what he produced them for. They are coloTheir whole strain is, that
nial complaints of metropolitan tymnny.
instead of leaving American judges responsible to the American people,
they were rendered independent of them, by either royal or parliamentary
abuse of government.
The only complaint always was, that popular conThere is no question of tenure
trol was taken away by royal usurpation.
in these complaints, from first to last. They had no reference to that
subject. Doubtless the American colonists desired that their judges
should be appointed during good behaviour, as English judges were ; but
they had no idea of a tenure beyond the power of the ordinary action of
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popular sovereignty, represented in a legislature.
That the Declaration
of Independence should be quoted for the constitutional tenure, infers a
dearth of authority for it, since it is well known, that the author of that
declaration, is the apostle of the opposite doctrines, and condemns the life
tenure in the following strong terms, which I reld from one of the letters
published by his family, since his death :
‘6 Let the future appointment of judges be for four or six years, and
renewable by the president and senate. ‘rbis wi!l bring their conduct,
at regular periods, under revision and probation, and may kccap them in
equipoise between the ,general and special governments.
We have erred
in this point by coprlng England, where certainly it is a good thing to
have ?!x judges iudependent of the king. ‘&It we have omitted to copy
their caution also, which makes a judge removeable on the address of
both legislative houses. That there should be public functionaries independent of the nation, whatever may be their demerit, is a solecism in a
republic, of the first order ot’ absurdity and iaconsistency.”
This retrospect brings us to the constitution of 1776, by which the
longest judicial tenure was seven ye.trs. Having, on a former occasion,
spoken somewhat at 1arFe of the :judicial features of that constitution, I
shall not dwell upon them now, And I yield, without reserve, what
was labored by the hnnllrable chairman of the judiciary committee, that
a large majority of the framers of the present constitution, as well as of
those who framed the constitution of the Union, partook of the sentiments so well maintained in the Federalist, R’o. 76, to which that gentleman refers, that a tenure of good bchaviour, according lo the American
experiment, was the best, On the other hand, I earnestly insist, that it
was an untried experiment, of which mankind, under anv form of govermnent, had no former experience ; and, upon that po&late, 1 proceed
to show that the experiment has signally failed, and that we must go
back again to something more like the British constitution, and more
consistent with the acknowleged sovereignty of the people. We are in
the midst of a revolution.
Certainly we are. It is the element of our
political existence, a revolution n-hich I trust necer will end, yet be
always bloodless, a peaceable contest with antiquated establishments,
and considerate trial of new ones, popular, eronomical, fiscal, jurisprudential, legislative, executive and judicial.
I wish that James Wilson
and Thomas &I’Kean, two of the first and most distinguished signers of
the present constitution, had voices in this assembly. For I feel confident that tbev would be among the foremost to declare tlte failure of their
judicial experiment, and to second that reformation of it which is to
reinstate the rigbts of the mass to control all departments of government.
Distiller! to a result, what are all the objections of Messrs. Hopkinson
and Merrill, but apprehensions of the people, whom tlrry fear to trust
with perfect self-government ? Montesqueiu is cited to warn us of the
dangers of extreme democracy ; Marius, Cromwell and h’apoleon are
Eveu when the
paraded as the gorgons of a demagogue licentiousness.
constitutional right of petition is appealed to, by the memorial from Fayette, couched in respectful terms, and praying for none but temperate,
and I should say judicious reforms, we are told to deprecate town niceting authority, tavern instructions, and idle resolutions, signed by we
know not mhorn, written no one can tell where.
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Like the general of an army, some unprincipled leader gives the
watchword, and immediately his followers decry the best members of a
commonwealth as aristocrats in one country or federalists in another.
Lord George Gordon, at the head of a mob, is made to cry no popery,
and rush upon destruction on the one hand, while disappointed suiters,
impertinent lawyers, and noisy partisans, on the other, are clamoring
against the administration of justice.
All this is nothing more than an
It
apprehension we do not feel, and a want of confidence we disowll.
can hardly be called argument. It is indeed warning, perhaps wise
- warning; but it is advice we cannot take, because we have no faith in
it. We trust the people. We believe in self-government.
Thus far
the experiment has never disappointed us.
On the contrary, the farther it has been carried, the bet!er it has
worked; and avoiding all rash, wild, and visionary undertakings, we
cannot nom be deterred, as experience teaches, to carry out, still farther,
the great principle of popular sovereignty.
We have seen, within the
last few days, that in matters of conscIence, and of honor, (brought under
consideration by the provision against duelling) there are sentiments, and
those perhaps among the strongest in human nature which cannot be
argued down, or hardly reasoned with at all. Love and politics belong
to this catagory. All that we can do, therefore, is to agree to differ with
the venerable chairman of the judiciary committee, (Mr. Hopkinson)
because our faith is totally different from his. We confide, without fear.
He mistrusts, without confidence. We are for reforming back the judicial tenure to something like the Er@ish exemplar, and that of our
colonial foscfatliers, satisfied that the hi-st experiment of a less popular
tenure has entirely failed, and that we must try another. I agree that
we must demonstrate its failure, that me must show how the system may
be improved by renovation, and that we do nothing unless we act with
the will of the people. For my part, I religiously be!ieve, that the voice
of the people is a DIVIAE voice, which, once fairly ascertained, is unquestionable, not only in its power. but its good sense and good feeling. I
only trust, therefore, because I have implicit confidence.
I think it stands to leason, and is an ordinance of the Creator, that a
mass of men must be more rational and less selfish, than any one man;
that they are less liable to bad passions, than any individual, and better
endowed with instincts of salutary regulation and self preservation.
A
community murt be, a higher oracle of wisdom than any individual, even
though that individual, come to be canonized for his virtues, as the father
of a country, like Washington himself:
And so do my respected friends,
the members from Philadelphia, Union, and Chester, (Messrs. Hopkinson, Merrill, and Bell) in all matters of law, for it is only when they
cotne to politics, that they gainsay popular sovereignty.
The common
law, to which they are all so much attached, is nothing but the common
sense of the common people, whose canous and very rudiments every
L lawyer is obliged, by his professioual religion, to prefer, to whatever may
be said to the contrary, by the wisest man that can be appealed to. All
goverment is but relative good. Much of it is positive evil. Wisdom is
often mere foolishness : and, among the little we know, with any certainty, if there be oue thing which, above all others, we may be assured
of, from the lessons of christanity, of the art of printing, and of America,
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it is that too much government is an evil, and too much self-government
little to be feared,
The learned and venerable member from Philadelphia, with many
others, whose superiority I unfeignedly confess, deny or doubt this dottrine, and I cannot say they may not prove to be right at last. He says
that man must be a slave, who in his representaiive capacity, suffers
others to think for him ; and to him political pledges are, as he says,
inconceivable.
Yet, said Mr. I., the 20th section of tbe 1st article of the constitution
of Michigan, one of the last and best that has been framed, consecrates
what is to be found in equally explicit terms, in many of the constitutions of New England, the right of popular instruction, which tbat gentleman denies to be a right at all. &hen, therefore, he warns US not to
be wiser than Aristotle, Cicero, Bacon and Locke, WC differ upon a
dividing principle, for I insist that my friends, the three youngest members of this body, (Messrs. Purviance, Butler and Rogers,) are better
informed politicians, more practically conversant with the principles of
free government, than any of those celebrated personages.
In short, we reformers go by the mass, when their opinion is well
ascertained, while the learned and venerable Judge goes by the man, and
relies on his individual wisdom. He is for self confidence. We are for
self government.
And although deference to his better judgment is
habitual with me, yet do I feel an unconquerable prepossession that
there is more intelligence and pat,riotism in the state than in this convention, and in any large body of people, than in any select class, or chosen
number.
As to Aristotle, I have carefully studied all that he has written, as far
as it has been translated into our language, and I brought with me, to this
place, to read in the original, for my edification, that fragment which has
Still I deny the
been preserved to us of Cicero’s treatise on a republic.
capacity of either Aristotle or Cicero, to teach the youngest Amertcan as
much as he already kno\vs of the practice of representative government;
for neither of those wise men of antiquity had even the most remote idea
of that representative principle, which ;s now so familiar to every child.
I deny their authority as a christlan, for neilher of them could conceive
Of Christian charity ; and I deny their authority as an American, for
neither of them bklieved that there was any world west of the st,raits of
Gibraltar.
A lady of my acquaintance frequently reproaches that vulgar sailor,
Columbus, for having discovered this democratic continent, and cast her
lot SOfar from those more fashionable regions of Europe, which are large
enough, she thinks, at all events, for all ladies and gentlemen.
In short, Mr. Chairman, I demur to the authority of Aristotle and
Cicero, because as neither of them was aware of the true solar system,
the mariner’s compass, the circulation of the blood, the art of printing,
or a common newspaper, gunpowder, or the society of friends-whose
wives had not a chemise to their backs, nor even had a common pin for
their clothes-I
am vain enough to believe that we are better Smerican politicians than we could learn to be from their works. Locke
failed, we know, in his attempt at a constitulion for the state of South
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Carolina ; and Judge Bacon, I submit, is not the man whose name should
be held up for imitation, on a question of judicial integrity, and independence.
Last, in this list of personal authorities, a name was introduced, which
I have already said, I think should have been left out of view on this
occasion. But, as it has been made the subject of an eloquent appeal to
the emotions and reverence‘ of this assembly, I shall not hesitate, as I do
not fear, to meet such eloquence by simple argument, and plain fact. I,
too, sir, like the learned judge, have seen that god-like man.-God-like,
he was, in size, aspect, presence, and behaviour, as much as in the
noble properties of his spirit, and the admirable discipline of his temper.
I can see him now, with a vivid recollection of his personal appearance,
as eloquently described by the venerable judge, when he stood up in
congress, with, if I mistake not, a sword by his side, and what in
Europe is called, a court dress, that is, the garb worn by persons who
appear in the presence of monarchs. I never can forget the impressions
of such a scene, which might effect a youthful imagination with sentiments that maturer years may somewhat change. Without pretending
to determine what is right on such occasions, 1 shall simply state the fact,
that when WASPINQTON'S
first and favorite secretary, succeeded him in
the American chief magistracy, he abolished the royal custom of personal address, and sent a message to congress, which reform whetherright
or wrong-and
I give no opinion on the subject, but, resting my argument on the mere fact, has probably, proved acceptable to fourteen hundred thousand, of the sixteen hundred thousand voters in the United
States.
One of the learned judge’s illustrations, was remarkably characteristic
of the intense directness, with which he goes straight, may I venture to
add, and I might say, headlong, to any conclusion he believes in. His
,wish is, often father to his thought.
He set up for our example, the constitution of Massachusetts, from which he read a part to bear the testimony, of such men as Mr. Adams, Mr. Webster, and Mr. Story, to the
necessity of that judicial independence, which he thinks we should
cherish. But we go to a different school. We do not worship at that
shrine. We do not presume to desecrate it. On the contrary, I repeat
my profound respect for it. But by instinct, I am unable to bow down
before it. Its religion may be the true one. We, who deny it, may
all come to repent our error. But till we do, such arguments, shall I be
excused for saying, are in a vein of downright simplicity.
At all events
they fully justify, that by which I would shew, that on great principles,
we must sometimes agree to difl’er.
Such, then, is the platform, on which we propose to place our contemto bring that branch of government, in
plated reform of the judieiarybetter acceptance with the sovereign power, according to what we
believe, is its will.
And, really, there is but one difficulty connected
with this movement, which is, simply, to ascertain, what is that will.
This is no party question, bat, purely popular.
To quote the learned
judge, the people must be the democracy, and the democracy must be
the people, in such a question. The candid and manly concession of the
gentleman from Union, (Mr. Merrill) spares me much an argument in
this ascertainment, for, as he truly said, how came this convention
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together, but by the will of the people, expressed in its most ligitimate
forms 1 We, the representatives, are here to deliberate, and to devise :
they, the people, are there, to ponder, and determine such reforms, as
may be submitted to them. The venerable judge has, himself, in strong
terms, declared, that it would be madness to resist the people’s will,
And can there be a doubt, that they
when once properly made known.
desire their sovereignty to be plenarv ? Do we not, ourselves, each one,
and all of us, wish it to be so? i‘he remarkabIe quarrel between the
speaker and the governor, in 1706, as read, form one of those curious
manucripts, which the gentleman from Union, (Mr. Merrillj has brought
to light, the colonial acts of 1’727, and 1759, the constitution of 1776, the
petitions and remonstrances, as shown by the gentlemen from Philadelphia and Luzerne, (Messrs. Brown and Woodward) to have been, continually pouring into the legislature, from the people, complaining of the
high judicial tenure, as attempted for the first time, by the present constitution, and our omn votes, by one of which, the foundation of the system.
Justices of the peace, have been broken up by change, from the irresponsible, to a very dependent tenure, together with the vlote of yesterday-,
by which a considerable majority of this convention, would seem
inc!ined to limit the tenure of all our judges, without exception-all
this
concurrent testimony, from the very beginning to the end, proves, beyond
a cavil, that the people desire to be then own masters, that this conven
tion think they should, and not to give that mastary to the judges. The
people of Pennsylvania, have always been a peculiar people, in their
jealousy of judicial supremacy.
They never could be brought to tolerate
a court of chancery, which acts arbitrarily, and without what may be
called the popular branch of the judiciary department-a
jury; and
when, at last, within a short time, some chancery powers have been confered by the legislature, on the courts, they take care to associate a jurv,
with the chancellor; and even so, this power was interpolated at a special
session of the legislature, certainly, without the people, or even the profession, being advised beforehand, or prepared for its reception.

r
f.

Let others say what they may, I subscribe, most cordially, to the
patriotic, if you will, the provincial self complacency of the venerable
judge, than whom his country, and his state, contain no truer lover, that
Pennsylvania is foremost in rational improvement, and not behindhand
in intelligence, of all other commonwealths and couutries. If this is 3
prejudice, so be it. It is, at anv rate, au honest and delightful one, which
I cherish and inculcate, and without which. I certainlv woultl not live in
Pennsylvania.
Let the lawyers of other states, and it is chiefly they,
who, regarding with affected coutempt, our palmy democracy, and, I
must add, as they deem it, our judicial degradation, have denounced us,
as a population of stupid Dutch, and wild Irish, the beotia of hmerica
-let
them show greater improvements in any of the arts and sciences,
of good goverwment., and good society, if they can. I assert, with confidence, and this is part of my political creed, in which, I am very happy
to have the concurence of the venerable judge, himself, that Pennsylvania
is a model state, and that more universal suffrage than other states enjoy,
more popular sovereignty, than their constitutions allow, the constant promotion of the greatest good, of the greatest number, a system, of which
the educated, and the opulent, should be the last to complain. even
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though it may deprive them of some of the public honors and distinctions-that
these are the springs of our pre-eminence, the pure, popular
By their fruits,
shall ye lcnow them.
fountains of our prosperity.
Within a few years past, New York, on one of our borders, and Ohio
on another, by rendering their right of suffrage, still more universal,
and their judicial officers still more responsible to the people, than ours,
together with other organic improvements, have taken the lead of us in
the race of advancement, and it is the duty, as it should be the delight,
of this convention, to submit to the people, for their adoptiou, such
improvements, as all experience has testified to be desirable, so that Pennsylvania mav regain, by the renovated republicanism of a still more democratic constctution, that rank in the scale of states, which the least rottenness of arbitrary government, will be sure to make her lose.
And here, let me answer, not without deferential respect to that venerable gentleman, but with the most explicit contradiction of his unfounded assumption, the claim which he has set up, of the constitution, to
be the parent of the prosperity of this noble commonwealth.
Sir, I
pronounce it to be grand larceny, to rob liberty and equality of what
belongs to them, and ascribe it to government.
All the blessings we
enjoy, are the ofTspring of freedom. Too many of the evils we endure
are the inflictions of government, government not strictly and generously
popular, whicll, whenever it undertakes IO regulate, whatever may be
safely left to the people to do for themselves and, of themselves, is
always a grievauce and often a curse. I must be permitted, here, IMr.
Chairman, to read from a late publication, this first of all political truths,
BO much better explained by a German, than I am capable of expressing it, that I take shame to myself, that an American must be indebted to that enslaved, yet enlightened etnpire, for its admirable elucidation.
‘6 Liberty is nothing positive ; it is but the absence of slavery.
Libertv cannot, -liberty will not estnblish auy thing but Itself; it cannot and
&ill not destroy any thing but despotism. Liberty cannot change a
people; it cannot give to a people qualities and virtues denied them by
nature; it cannot change them from faults which are born with them,
or occasioned by climate, education, history, or ill-fate : Liheltg, is in
itself nothing, yet every thing, for it is THE IIEALTH 0F A PEOPLE. As
the healthy beggar, with his stony crust of bread, is happier than the
rich mau at his luxurious banquet, SOis a free people, were it to dwell in
the icy regions of the north, without arts, without science, without hope,
without a single enjoyment of life, aud, wrestling with the bear for its
food, happier still thau a nation without liberty. though it should have
inherited a paradise in its sky, and enjoy a thousand flowers and fruits,
spontaneously produced by the soil. or off‘ered by the cultivation of the
arts and sciences. Liberty alone can develope all the powers aad resources of a nation, in order to make her attain the end for which she was
createil. Liberty alone can ripen the hidden genius of a people’s virtue,
as indeed it reveals all its faults, showing which of them are to be ascribed to natural causes, and which to degeneration ; separating thereby its
healthy qualities from those which, under a semblance of vigor conceal
hut weakness, or a morbid developement of a certain organ at the expense
of all the rest.”
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So much for general principles, Mr. Chairman ; and now for their
The judiciary is the earthly provideaee.
It is,
practical application.
first, to secure personal liberty, secondly, to preserve property, and,
thirdly, to maintain all other constitutional and natural rights. According to the 19th section of the 9th article of the constitution, to do
justice, remedy and right, without sale, denial, or delay, and more especially as the 5th section of that article enjoins, to keep inviolate that first
of all judicial rights, the right of trial by jury.
FIRSI-’ I’he chairman of the judiciary committee read, as he told us
from Clarendon’s* account of it, one of the many similar instances that
might be fetched from such histories of Cromwell’s contumelious treae
ment of a court of justice.
It were to be wished, that, iustead of such
authority, that of a romance, as it may becalled, composed in Holland, or
in France, at a great distance from the scenes described, seen through the
medium of the most distorting.auimosity,
the learned judge had favoured
us with even Cromwell’s acttons, as much more faithfully, depicted in
Goodwin’s excellent history of that absurd but g!orious English commonwealth, which begat, at the same time, the founders of the English revolution of 1688, and the American revolution of 1776. The time has come
when the history of those days is better understood, and their giants less
disparaged than they used to be by Clarendon, IIome, and all that class
of tory fabricators of it. I shall not deny the judicial irregularities of any
of the cases that have been referred to. Ship money, the seven bishops,
Penn’s prosecution, and the many other instances of English wrong. any
more than those of the decemvirs and Virginia, for which we were carried
all the way to Rome, to learn to dread responsibls or popular magistrates.
But I shall come at once to our own business and bosoms, in Pennsylvania, selecting a few from the innumerable instances that might be mentioned of those egregious judicial misdeeds that our vicious system has
teemed with.
I consider them the infirmities of the system, not of those
The system leads into temptation ;
judges who ministered under it.
it provokes indolence and insolence, cruelty and folly, and those who
have been betrayed by it into the excesses, some of which I shall
call to mind, are not to be deemed subjects of my personal censure, while
speaking of the workings and vices of the system itself.
The gentleman from Northampton, (Mr. Porter) reminded us of Passmore’s case, and delivered an eulogium on the judges arraigned for that
affair. I shall not detract from the characters of the dead ; but it belorms
to the scope of fair argument to state that a large majority of both bran&
es of the legislature tried in vain to remove a judge for implication, to
call it by the mildest term, in a stretch of power, so shocking to the sense
of the community, that the legislature, not only of this state, but of
many others, and of the United States, have, by special enactment, taken
from courts’ and judges’ authority ever to perpetuate again what, whether
right or wrong, was extremely odious and shocking to the feeliugs of all
free people. AS in former instances throughout this argument, I content
l *I We suffer ourael~t~to be delighted by the keennessof Clarendon’s observation,
and by the sober majesty of his style, till we forget the oppressorand the bigot in the
historian”-+ the elegant condemnationof Judge Ho$inson’s authority, by a pmsage
I never saw, till while correctingthis sheetfor publication.
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myself with stating facts, leaving conclusions to be drawn Bob o!hers,
without presuming to give any opinion of my own. My friknd from
Luzerne, (Mr. Woodward) mentioned an act of despotic judicial impropriety committed by Judge Cooper, and the gentleman from Union, (Mr.
Merrill) read, as strongly appealing to our best feelings against the dangers
of a dependant judiciary, the detected letter, for which Sidney was condemned, aud the remarkable case of a quaker imprisoned, for not taking
off his hat. Did it not occur to that learned gentleman, that one of the
charges of which Judge Cooper was accused, was committing a quaker to
prison for not taking off his bat, exactly li!ie the English instance referred
to as so abhorrant to our feelings, and that Judge Chase, was impeached,
and defended by Judge Hopkinson, for tllc prosecution of that self same
3udge Cooper, for writing a lqer not much more obnoxious to just punishment, than that for which Sidney suKered 1 It is not Ion: since a
jutlw in the western part of this stat;, struck a lone list of the inembers
2 1Yiscourt from its rolls. and stouned their livelihooc.-1 for alleped misconduct, which the supreme court iijudged to be undeserringkat
severe
And not many years Gore, in another part of the state, two
infliction.
respecta!de members of this convention were conlined in prison, for a
considerable period, by a like abuse of judicial aothorily, not imputabie,
I repeat, so much to thejudge as to the system by rvhxh he was betrayed into it. A bishop of the episcopal church was, on another occasion,
as I understand while a member of the bar, imprisoned by another judge,
These, Mr. Chairman, are
under somewhat similar circumstances.
extracts from the catalqgue of judicial mishaps, tosay the ieast of them, in
Pennsvlvnnia, into whlcb respectable ,judges have fallen, by a system that
tends, *inevitably, to sucli aberrations.
-That
property has not been well secured, I vouch the
SECOT~DLY
judicial vindications of the gentlemen from Nort.hampton ancl &aver,
(Messrs. Porter and Didiey) who have both. declared that so fluctuating
were the adjudications of the supreme court, as to occasion great insecurity and inconvenience : and I vouch, with still greater assurance, than
even the unquest,ionable assertions of those geutlemen, several acts of
assembly to show that it has been necessary to pass special laws for
The delays of justice were such, that my
correcting judicial errors.
colieagne from Philarlclphia, (Mr. Brown) stated yesterday tlrat he understood from oue of the judges of the supreme court, that there were, at one
\\‘hen the
period, eight hundred undecided causes in a single district.
eig!:t, Inmtlrcd suits in one district were mentioned by 3Ir. Brown, as
stateci to him by a judge, the delegate fiom Allegheny, (Mr. 1)enny) interposed to remorc its effect, by saying that there are !,ut eight remaining
arc in the midst of’ a revolntion,
undetermined there. ‘ro bc sure-we
TYe have been assured that ercn when t!le moon has COIXCmore near the
earth than she was wont, prodigies!lave been the consequence : and when
the comet of the convention shakes its fiery tail, it wouLtl be very strange
if some warmth wei-c not imparted to the earth, and perhaps some uneasiness.
I learn from the gentleman fl.om Luzcrne, (Air. Woodward) that when
Judge Mallary undertook the office, in which my friend from Ilu‘orthampton, (?Ar, Porter) says he so much distinguished himself, there were four
hundred causes at issue, am! untried, in a single county of his disfrjct.
2L
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I think I may say that two, if not three years, are the average duration of
the few cases tried by the supreme court in the city of Philadelphia.
The
chairman of thejudiciery committee informs us, defensively, that there are,
as he says, but four or five judges complained of, of the eighteen or twenty
in the state, which, upon his own shewing, is therefore one fourth of the
And I deny the doctrine of disappointed suiters, and
whole number.
vindictive lawyers, provoked by every judgment against them. Such is
not the fact. The late Chief Justice Tilghman, who was what the Emperor Alexander called himself, in a despotic government, a happy accident
in our judiciary, Judge Washington, and many other judges I could name,
did not excite such implacable offence by every judgment they pronounced. What, in a word, is the principal business of the supreme court of
Pennsylvania, since most unfortunately for the system, as well as for
their individual good, the judges got themselves relieved from the wholesome exercise of circuits, (I do not mean bodily, but professional exercise) and settled down upon the tame functions of a court of revisionwhat are their principal labors but to reverse the errors of other courts ?
If they are so, does it not clearly argue, that either the system, or the
administration of it, must be defective?
The character of our printed
reports, is it not inferior to that of other states ; and do not the bench and
the bar elsewhere declare; do not the booksellers’account sales prove that
it is not equal to others ? Uncertainty of law is said to be the most miserable servitude.
‘hiIKDLS -Are those constitutional duties properly performed, which
the venerable chairman of the judiciary committee, assigns as the great
reason why our judges should be farther removed from popular control,
than those of England 1 What political functions has the supreme court
of Pennsylvania exercised since the accession of the present chief justice?
That gentleman, in an elaborate argument of self denying elhcacy, has
repudiated, if I am not mistaken, tbe right of the court to pass on constitutional, or what are called political questions, which, from some cause or
other, has not, I believe, been done during his presidency in that court.
If it is never to be done, if the political power is abjured, and this is high
authority for it, both philosophical and practical, then tbere is an end to
the great reason most anxiously urged, for what some consider the independence, and others the irresponsibility of the judiciary.
Be that as it may, there is another, and as I hold, the most pernicious
irregularity resulting from our bad system, to which I next and earnestly
beseech the committee’s attention. I mean theabsorption, by the higher
judiciary, of all the salutary faculties of the lower in the judicial arrogation, now, become almost universal to determine the facts, as well as the
law of almost every case, and to make the verdict what I acknowledge
the judgment, but only the judgment ought to be, the creature of the
court. Sir, I protest against this much to be deplored and now full grown
usurpation, a rank abuse, which ought to be extirpated.
I hope we shall
be able to engraft some guard fur the restoration and inviolability of jury
With much defference, but as decidedly
trial into the new constitution.
as possible, do I difl’er from the learned gentleman from Northampton,
(Mr. Porter) if, as I understood him, he deems the jury less important
than the judge, in the administration of justice. I hold the very contrary.
The jury is the palladium of personal liberty, drawn into litigation and
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for the most part as important in questions of property.
A jury is much
less liable to err than a court, and for obvious reasons.
Thatthey are
so, is indubitably proved by the fact, that, for one verdict set aside, or
even complained of, there are, I suppose, ten judgments.
The gentleman from Union, (Mr. Merrill) informed us, that the imprisonment of a
jury in England, by order of a court, was one of the proximate causes of
the revolutiou of 1688, and every one knows with what sturdy decision
an English juror, with what respectful consideration an English judge
regards the mystic right of the twelve empannelled laymen, to resolve all
intricacies of fact, all the contrivances of fraud, all the shades of character,
and all the properties of guilt or innocence. This great popular right, so
momentous even in its political consequences, as preserving popular reverence for the judiciary, which should never be impaired by the slightest
circumstance, is every day trdmpletl under foot, by short sighted judges,
who feel power and forget right.
The ungenerous contrast displayed
throughout Peunsylvania, of implicit reverence by jurors for whatever
judges may declare to be the law, and the habitual encroachments of
judges throughout the province of facts, is one of the most striking proofs
of the imperfections of our system. Into this usurpation, as well as those
before mentioned, it is the system that betrays the judge, aud nothing, I
fear, will restore the right trial by jury, but greater responsibility of the
judiciary to that community from which jurors are taken. Another effect
of this assumption, by judges of the trial of the facts, as well as the law,
has been such procrastination of our trials, that six weeks for one trial is
not a very uncommon abuse, during all which protracted period, jurors
are exposed to all those out of court, malign influences, which have been
mentioued as dangerous to judges, and against which they ought sedulously to protect juries, by despatching the law, and leave the facts uncontrolled to those so much better constituted, and able and disposed to do
them justice.
From this review of the political functions of the judge, the transition
is natural to his partisan politics.
‘l’he venerable chairman who strenuously advocates the present constitution, confesses that a partisan judge
is not to be defended. And is there any question at all, that most of our
inferior judges are partisans, and many of the superior judges, candidates
or aspirants for political honors ? Without dwelliug upon the notorious
delinquency of the former class, I may bz permitted to meution, I trust,
without giving offence, that the lirst chief justice of this commonwealth,
became its second governor, after a most violent shock of parties, that
one of the judges of the supreme court of the TJnited States, was a candidate for the chief magistracy of a neighboring state, and another of the
Judges of that corn-t, what lawyers might call cypre’s, being a candidate
for the chief magistracy of the Union.
Nay, sir, I hope I trespass upon no propriety by adding, that we have
seen in the newspapers, the venerable chairmau of the committee, (Mr.
Hopkinson) himself, nominated for that high station, not indeed, in consequence of his interference in party politics, but his spontaneous
appearance before the public, to discuss one of the great topics of public
diversity of opinion.
It is in vaiu for him to tell us that the judicial tree
is sound, with only some rotten branches, that will fall off in time, if left
to themselves. It is rotten at the root. Judicial life offices, as they are
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properly designated, are at once the richest and most plentiful rewards for
partisan services. They are scattered with the utmost profusion by
every governnr.
Life ofices they are called, by the community, and
should be. The words indeed, are not in the constitution of the state,
any more than the word sZnt!e, in that of the United States. But the
thing is there, in all its bad consequences, as much in the one as the
other. A gentle circumlocution may corer up what stains the American
character abroad, and jeopards the union among ourselves : but no coloring of phrase, can alter the too true reality. In saying this, I venture no
opinion, much less condemnation of the circumstances alluded to ; but
stopping short at the statement of facts, I leave inferences to the judgment
of others. The fact is, the solemn and the unhappy truth, that we have
constitutionaliy both life o&es and slaves, and ir is beycmd the power of
professional or interested argument, to convince people that it is not ri,ght to
call suc!~ thiogs by their ri$t names.
Cue governor rewarded with Int’erior magistracies, the twoleadmg editors ofrival party newspapers. Another
governor, [he antagonist of the former, conferred a president judgeship
for pattsau services, on an individual who fell into deplorab!y bad habits,
and yet it was impossible to remove him. The names of Judges struck
with mental incapacity, extreme bodily infirmity, or displaying by vice
and immora!ity, the grossest unfitness for judicial functions, but whom it
was impossible to get rid of, till death relieved them, and the co:nmonweaith together, must occur to every genlleman’s recollection.
Meddling
in politics ! I have heard of judges who did nothing else, and held their
commissions for no other purpose than to receive their salary, and regulate the business of their party. I have indeed heard of a court that is
said to have been created for no other purpose, and to exercise scarce any
other faculty thau by a judicious distribution of tavern licenses, prosecutions of pnlilical opponents, and other such operations, keep a county in
order, and a party in power. In truth, these life offices, high and low, of
the judiciary as arranged hy the present constitution, have been the great
pension fund on which governors have drawn for their rewards to partisans, and other unworthy favorites. By the report of the secretarv of
the commonwealth, it appears that these commissions were lavished iuring the last days of a late governor. and that his successor justific-d equal
profusion, in order to do away some Gf the bad eA’ec!s of its extravagance
by his predecessor.
For, after all, WC hare Judge Hopkinson’s authority, for the sad reality
that judges are like other I~OII, from which, and all experiroce. I must
infer, that even the best of them cannot resist, or escape party inflze!lces.
When, durin:: the war of 1812, the grcst mihtia questlot arose between
the federal g&ernment and that of ?&ssachusetts, the supreme coult of
aat state, w:th an e:ninerlt and irreproachable lawyer nt its head, the
Iate Chief Justice Parsons, did xokhesitate 10 deny Mr. Madison’s understanding of the federal corlstitution.
Judges Bent and Spezcer, of
New York, in the council of revision, were rqnally strenuous, in opposition to the co~:tioct
of that t!len, mxh condemned, but stnce, much
applauded war, ant!, like the imprisoned jurors, who brought about the
English revolution, those ju,dges were mainly i~:stromental in causing
that chsn,ge in the cotx!itution of Sew York, which introduced, perhaps, their inferiors to the bench, thoogh that c::-cumstance, is redeemed,
by abundant melizatious in the LICK constitution.
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From this consideration, of the infirmities of our judicial tenure, I
proceed to a very cursory review of some of its alleged advantages.
Defend us. said mv friend from Northamoton. I.VIr. Porter1 from the
curse of an unlearngd judiciary.
Take 3 Idok, &id the chnirnnm of the
judiciary committee, at the law library, in this capitol, and reflect, from
its size, how much time and labor it must take, to qualifv a judge. Yet,
Buller, perhaps the best English judge of his day, I:hancellor Kent,
nnd Judge Story, all became judges, at an nga too early. and in circumstances too slender, to admit of their having studied, much less owned,
extensive libraries of books. The present chiefjustice of l’ennsylvania,
was also placed upon the bench, at a very early period of life, and it
1s hartilv possihlc, that either his leisure, or his salary since, have enabled him to read or to buy a great number of books. I hope I am not an
enemy to learning, hut 1 shall venture to say, on this occasion, that probably one third of the hooks in a law library, are technical treatises, concerning those abstruse sciences, which the good sense of mankind, and
the labors of legislation have been, for many centuries, struggling to overcome the habitual attachment of lawyers to ; while another third of the
same library is composed of modern English works, which a law of this
state (unwisely, as I conceive, repealed of late,) for a long time interdicted
the use of in our courts of justice.
Let me fortify myself in this perilous
assertion, ‘by vouching a very able tract, lately published by Judge Baldwin, in which he complains, with no less regret than reason, of the
extreme injury done to the constitution of the United States, by the conistruction of judges, relying on recent English law books for their learning. Withiu a very shortperiod, the supreme court of Pennsylvania have
solemnly recognized the obligation as well as the wisdom of those short
pleadings which Penn prescribed, at the foundation of this state ; and
there is some reason to hope, that the technicalities, fictions, and
complicated processes, which constitute so much of what is said to be the
necessary learning of the law , are falling into disrepute, both here and
The chief justice of Pennsylvania, who preceded Mr.
in England.
Chew, not long before the revolution, was a Mr. Allen, a merchant of
Philadelphia, and I have heard the now senior surviving member of the
bar of Pennsylvania, a gentleman of great learning, whose reputation
1s not confined to this country, and will he historical, say that the commercial law of this state was never better administered, than by Chief
Justice Allen.
The much decried arbitration system of Pennsylvania, with a superintending judiciary to regulate it, has been, in my humble opinion, of much
benefit to the community.
Liberty, property and character, are all safe
under the justice administered by arbitrators, and the objection-1 appeal
to lawyers for the fact, that is mostly made to an arbitrator, is, that he is
not fresh from the ranks of the people. An arbitrator long or much employed as such, what is called a I;atent arbitrator, is mostly objectionable.
He has learned the tricks of the trade, and not only suiters, but lawyers,
prefer a man who has not had too much experience.
All the objections that were so eloquently urged by the venerable chairman of the judiciary committee to short or responsible tenure of judicial
authority, apply with much greater force to the arbitrator, juror and justice
of the peace, than to the members of the higher judiciary.
If the press,
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the people, corruption, intimidation, or any other extraneous malign
influences are to be apprehended, they are at least as formidable
to the lower or popular branches of the administration of justice as
to the higher. Nor must it ever be lost sight of, that nine-tenths of
the litigation and controversy of the community are adjusted in these
lower forums. The federal court for this district, in which Judges
Baldwin and Bopkinson preside, determines but very few controversies in the course of a year; and the same thing may he said of all
the superior courts compared with the vast mass of suits disposed of
bv, inferior mawi-‘rates.
F Jr
It may not be amiss to mention that whenever commissioners have been
appointed, as has often heen the case in this state and others, of late
years, to digest and methodise the laws, annual as such appointments I
believe have always been, whether made directly by the legislature or by
nomiuaiion of the governor, short tenure and moderate salary have not
prevented the selection and acceptance of respectable professional talents,
and the re-appointment of the same individuals from year to year. If I
mistake not, barristers of a certain standing are every year commissioned
in England to try causes, both civil and criminal, whose judicial tenure is
only pro hat vice, and their compensation, probably, altogether arbitrary.
The highest judicial officers in England- chancellor and master of the
roll<.--these appointments are not ouly temporary, but eutirely dependent
on the mere changes of party. ‘l’here are now no less than four chancellors iu England, E!tlon, Lpndhurst, Broughsm, and whatever the’
present clnmcellor is entitled. So:nethin,g was said by my colleague
from the counry, (Mr. llrown) of the district courts ; that prolonging the
period of rheir duration had procured better incumbents.
I deny it. As
far as I have any knowledge of’ the gentlemen in those stations, they
would not, I presume, and certainly they co:ild not, deny that when the
tenure was three years, the places were filled by men of more professional eminernc t!rau when it is ten. ‘lkee
years o&e obtained the
best talrznts. ‘IThe last instance I shall r:afer to in this course of argument, is that of the learned and venerable Judge (Mr. Hopkinson) hitnself,
who, I hope, will excuse mv assertion, that he never was a better, bolder
or more independent judge than during the considerable period that elapsed between his nomination aud confirmation ; when his tenure was by
sufferanre of an antagonist party, just come iuto power, with no very great
forbearance towards political opponerrts. By all this I do not wish to be
understood as dcnyiug the value of tirnc for either judicial indel:endence
or qualification.
All I mean t0 say is, that I deem its importance greatly
overrated, in the estimate of those who contend for what I consider an
irresponsible tenure.
Nor in this connexion, let me be supposed to undervalue the absolute
necessity of adequate salaries for the judges. Esteeming a good system,
including sufficient compensation, as much more likely to insure the
state a respectable judiciary, tlian auy duration of office, I have submitted
a plan which at the proper time, I will endeavor to have passed upon.
By that plan, though the gentleman from Beaver, (Mr. Dickey) once intimated that the salaries would be out of reason, yet the fact is that it proposes a very moderate increase of the present allowance, not more than
three hundred dollars to that of the chief justice, and in the same propor-
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.tion throughont, which cannot be considered extravagant, adverting to the
facts that the present salaries were fixed sixty years ago, since when the
price of every thing has increased far beyond the proposed increase of
judicial allowance.
After all, Mr. Chairman, I do not regard either salary or tenure as the
most efficacious means of getting good judges. A good judge is a public
blessing, and a bad judge, a common calamity.
He will never be a +;;t
one, who works for the salary, or hides behind the tenure of office.
venerable chairman of the judiciary commit:ee, portrayed judges in
,darker colours than I should use. But he knows best. Avarice, ambition,
interested motives, love of ease, and of pleasure, he says, are among their
frailties, like other men. That in framing organic government, we are to
deal with them as men like others, I grant. Still, I respectfnlly insist that
zoe should treat them as Americans -citizens
of a republic, where the
people are the sovereignty, and self-government ought to be recognized as
much as possible in every thing. If so, a good judge will never want its
responsible protection, and a bad one should never enjo!; it. Our whole
system must be out of joint, unless we constantly recogmze the principle,
as a principle, that no branch of government is supreme, but that the mass
No body denies this in theory.
But let us
of the community govern.
carry it out in practice ; and to the uttermost development that experience
warrants. We owe a debt of irredeemable gratitude to our English lineage,
for the birth-right of descent from the nation of Shakspeare aud Newton,
Milton and Locke : but much greater is the gratitude due for Milton’s
republican politics, than his inimitable poetry. And it is impossible, either
to deny, or to forget, that the broad foundations of that English law of liberty, which is our richest heritage, were laid by judges, under arbitrary
tenures, and small salaries. All the titles to our liberties and our lands,
to our reputations, and the many advantages we justly boast above other
people, were established by Coke, and Hale, and their peers of those
times, when the jodicialtenure was at will, and the salary a pittance ; when
Coke was thrust from office without offence, and Hale was swearing allegiance one day to a Stuart, the next to the commonwealth.
We are
indebted for our American justice, to the arbitrary sway of Plantagenet government. To come down, even to much later limes, those of Holt, Mansfield, Wilmot, Blackstone, and their associates, even they were always
subject to parliamentary control, and never recompensed by large salaries.
It is not till we reach the Eldons, and their cotemporarias of later days,
that the judicial office enriched its incumbents by great emoluments.
I
say again, that I am no advocate for stinted compensation, but I feel bound
to contradict the position of the chairman of the judiciary, in this particular, as in so many others. The judge, whose best protection is his tenure,
and who works for pay, will never be an eminent, or a popular magistrate.
I think I could mention one, if not more than one member of the bar, who
would be happy to fnlfil the great duties of the chief justiceship of Pennsylvania, without any salary at all, to whom the generous ambition of
nsefnl power, and the still nobler longing for posthumous fame, would be
motives enough for undertaking that office, without salary ; who, like
Washington, in the revolution, for the reimbursement of mere expenses,
would gladly bear all its labors and responsibilities, and satisfactorily dis.
charge all its great duties. Among the fond fancies I have indulged, in
.connexion with this convention, one has been to anticipate, that a gentle-

man I could name, whose not having been appoint.cd chief j ustice of Pennsylvania, I shz4 always esteem a principal c~usc of this convocation,
should, under the new constitution, be called from his privat’e stztinn, 10
re.store the landmarks of our jurisprudence, and the character of our judiclar\- ; in n-hicli xpira:ickn 1 112~ no motive, thnt I can charge mrseif
with, bur that of a sincere and ansioua desire for the supremxy ot the
lam, xid tl;e stability of i!s adminiatrsti9n.
Finally, after nil t!rat has been szic!, it is in vain to deny, that tile justices of the peace arc not only part arid parcel of the s>-stem, but its wry
fouxkniws.
I$>- the report of the secretary of the con~mvnwe:~lth to a
resolution I scbliiirwi’ it it is trstirn:i:rd, thx the very costs of their ndministration amount to tllc large sum 01’*ile hundred and sixty-sewn thousand
three hundred du!l;irs nc:r ;mn8m. ‘ii’llis estimate is ccr:ainlr beiow the
tcuril, and we m3y s3fky take 01ic Ixu~Ired :mtL seventy thc&x~tl tlallar3,
as 31ieast tlic am:a:il cost of this inferior adminiscrstioc oi’ justice. Pains
have been taken :o prore, ti;at th mi!iti:l cost the state tl:elity !ho~lsa~~d
dOlhS
pi%
LLE!il!lil, as rcxun
enough
COY alx&shiug
the whole system.
Yet here is ajiidizial s!;~:cn i, one branch cf which, costs the people eight
times as muck. It is T::~I; to contr’owct, tbecefore, the importxnc~ of’ ins‘I’hey are, irlcieed,‘bl;t
tices of the pe:~~c, in the ndmirilstsltior?
0 f justice.
the tbuudatiou stones or the e&ice, war to, atld almnst under tile t-;round,
of coarse 3ud unsightly m2tcrials. But the superstructure rests ai?nge?ller
on this broad i~sis, ant1 whatever a profession m:!y say, the people must
feel, that as regards tenure, chac:rctc*, , integri%, treedom from improper
influence, and ail the other attcibntcs of the judicial ofIice, they are of
Therefore, it is, that I have conslactly voted against
primacy importance.
separating 311d degmding the squirearch~; from the rest of the judicial
‘~herc rn:?y be more bad l’rult on the lower branches than
hierarchy.
the upper, but t!le stem i s the same, and it is impossible to c’ut 00’ the
one without stciLi:ig at tile other, and lopping away the principle of its,
stability.
Our friend from R‘octhnmpton, (Mr. Portcc) if I understood him, inclines
to undervalue tixtt humble, but excellent portion of justice, which, in
many of the states, particularly in iYew Jersey and Virginia, is administered by what is called justices’ courts. 1 have no practical acquaintance with them, but I have always been led to believe, that they are
A late president of the United States. who was
excellent institutions.
almost unanimously re-elected to that oflice, Mr. Monroe, an honest mau
and true patriot, sat, after his presidency, in such a court, in the county
And, if I am not mistaken, the late judge
of his retirement in Virginia.
Gciffiths, of New Jersey, has bequeathed to us his testimony to the usefulness of such courts in that state. 1 think, among the first atate papers of
Pennsylvania, may be found an early and very able veto of Governor
M’Kean, against the act of assembly establishmg that district system,
which, under the pretext of bringing justice home to every man’s door,
has created courts rather for the accommodation of the bar than the people.
I believe that the best system consists in a very limited jurisdiction, for
small controversies, and a supreme court adequate to the adjwication of
all the rest. Such is the English system, and as I submit the best. A
middle judiciary is as inconsistent with our institutions, as a middle class
m society. It is like that modern acictoccncy of lawyers and clients, weIll
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deslgr.ated as the shopocracy, from which the public derives no advantages, but a few are alone benefitted by. I have therefore proposed,
though I hardly flatter myself it will be adopted, a system with a broad
basis of neighborhood, or domestic jurisdiction, superilitended bv a higher
ludiciary, continually visiting every part of the state, and majhtaining a
constant superiority and uitiformity cf adminislralioii.
Of the Jersey judicinry, and the effects of the Quaker controversy, upon
which Judge Hopkinso~:
i’;?uudc!l much of bis argument, I can add little
to the esplanation of the gcntlemnn from Luzerne, (Rlr. Woodward.)
It
was a sporadii: case, not likely to occ:i r often, and we are not bound by
an abuse vhich can hardly be considered as part of any system. I know
nothing of the judge of whose dratitntion, under that excitement, Judge
Mopliiix3o11
so pathetically
complains.
It is no obligation of government
to provide alms for individuals sufrcring under its operations.
Here is the
broad difl’ercnce between the English system and ours, both state and
We do not, and probablv never
federal. They pension cast oii‘jatlges.
will.
This may be a fit occasion to mention what I never did l;hile he
lived, that Xr. Madison, shortly before his death, told me he could see.no
objection to pensioning a faithful superannuated judge, any more than a
disa!l!ed sailor or so!dier. And 1 have also heard the late Riliiam Lowndes,
declare, that the American system of individuated pensions, granted by
speciiic law, is totally tlilt’crcnt from that abuse of European gorcrnment,
by \vhich tile monarch is allowed to pay any services he xvants, with
public money. We are already discovering iu this country, however,
that industq-, and that constant study of continual advancement which
characterise our people, is a sulficient substitute for public bounty---and a
better. The gentleman from Piorthampton, (Mr. Porter) says, that Judge
Nallary’s income at the bar, though I believe not yet two years in that
vocation, is much larger than his salary on the bench was. hnd it has
always been understood, that Chancellor Kent’s receipts, since he left the
bench, hare much exceeded what they were, whde be was on it. It may
no doubt, be taken for granted, that any judge, who does not give himself
up to indolence, politics, or other bad habits, bat is constantly studying to
improve, as he may do9 wiil be no loser by removal from ofice.
Removal
Whatever the
would not impoverish Charles Ewing, or Joseph Story.
individual effect, I have no doubt that the common weal would be benefited by occasional replenishment, and rotation in the jndicinl ‘office.
The truth is 2s old nud as profund as Tacitus, that meu grow arrogant
even on annual appointments : super6ire homines eliam annuu designadio?le.
I have thus, Mr. Chairman, at much expense of your patience, preaented this su!)ject in some of its prominent features, attempting to shew,
&at our consiituiional tenure of ,;udicial irresponsibility,
is a departure
from all precedent, and the wisdom of other nations ; and that it has
failed to aiiforcl us the administration of justice expected from it. I think,
we must try some other plan, instead of that experiment, perhaps go
back to the English, and our own colonial tenure. I prefer the amendment of the minority, to the present constitution, and consider ten years
a much more reasonable tenure of office than fifteen. But my desideratum, is a wspondde judiciary, by whatever tenure, even that proposed
by the colonial act of 1759. The convention will not forget, that the
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amendatory principle unanimously reported, is, in all likelihood, to be
incornotated with the new constitution ; so that there will be no great
dang& from trying a limited or responsible tenure, since it always ~31 be
in the power of the people and their tepresentatives to amend it, and
adopt whatever plan they may think proper.
Lastly-a
few words concerning the supposed analogy of the federal
Their tenure of office was established, under the impression,
judiciary.
that the American, is an improvemeut on the English plao. That it is
1101,has been the effort of my whoie argument. The federal judiciary is
essentially different, however, from this state, both in jurisdiction and
responsibility.
Its jurisdiction extends over states, ambassadors, and, as
Mr. Madison, and his disciples believe, other objects of high political cognizance ; and its responsibility is to states, rather that to the people. ‘I’hus
the distinctions are marked between the state, and the federal judiciary.
Granting, however, that there is greater similarity than I acknowledge,
has not the federal judiciary also proved a failnre? I refer again to
Judge Baldwin’s trilct, to show that the political functions of that court,
There is no legislative, executive,
have brought it into great difficulties.
or even popular contrariety of opinion, exceeding that of the judges of
the sapretne court of the United States ; party differences or fluctuations
have never gone farther than on that bench ; so that, if the remote
responsibility be connected with the exercise of a stable political power,
that it is to meliate on great national occasions, the federal tenure has not
answered a good purpose in this respect, auy more than that of the state.
If political jurisdiction is the plea for prolonged and irresposihle tenure, as
we are told by the argument of the learned chairman of the judiciary
committee, if, as I heard llim say with some surprise, judicial power to
control the legislature and executive, be our scheme of government, it has
signally, lamentably failed in the Union ; for the judges, differing in opinion, have not been able to control their ow:l judgments, which are, Judge
Baldwin says, and says truly, in a state of deplorable contradiction and
He says that he was, at one time, in a minority of one, in a
confusion.
case in which he now is iu a majority of several. If, as is contended by
many, the federal judiciary is the cole arbiter of political controversy, I
venture to allege that it has proved a total failure for that function. Setting its tenure up to support ours, therefore, is worse than of no avail.
It affords no argument, and in fact, much more of warning than encouragement. Moreover the annual approprialioo for salaries, places all the
judges within the power of congress. It was this dilemma of the federal
judiciary, which Jefferson deprecates, in the passage from one of his
letters I have read. And, whatever we may think of our other patriarchs,
he has proved himself the truest prophet, as hr was the greatest apostle,
of the workings of free government.
There was one argument fell from the gentleman who introduced this
subject, which I confess is very impressive with me, for I had never
thought of it before, and thus far, I am at a loss how to answer it; that
is, that a limited judicial tenure, frequently expiring and renewable, according to the plan of the minority of the committee, or any similar plan,
must tend to enlarge and aggravate that executive patronage which almost
all of us seem to be agreed and anxious to reduce. Such a consideration
makes me halt and hesitate between the colonial act of 1759, viz : tenure
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during good behaviour always and strictly accountable to a mere majority
of the legislature, and the scheme of occasional expiration of office,
adopted in most of the new states, and now proposed certainly with much
To use a word
force of reason and public inclination for Pennsylvania.
which Mr. Madison applied to his predicament in the convention of Virginia, I am not so stifly wedded to either project as to stand by it under
all circumstances.
It is the principle of complete responsibility, that I
stand up for, so that the judiciary shall not be what is claimed for them,
lords, paramount of the government, and beyond the reach of the
people.
Mr. Chairman -a few words in conclusion, of appeal to our own
responsibility,
I know nothing of tactios. I have no confidence in
them. Personal or other combinations in this convention may send its
proceedings forth very different from the sense of a fairly united majority.
Who the majority are, who knows 1 Not I, for one; and personally I
care as little as I know.
Minority is a safe shelter under which I can
cheerfully abide. But a fearful responsibility to the people, to posterity
and to conscience must go abroad with whatever majority arranges this
most vital function of the body politic.
I think, perhaps I flatter myself, that I have shown, that under the
present constitution, and led into temptation by its too great security,
judges are apt to become supine, vicious, tyrannical, and altogether bad
ministers of the law. Do you believe, sir, that any people, any body of
men whatever, in this state, could be found, who would imprison a Quaker for not taking off his hat, or that even a mob, for any offence a
couple of gentlemen might give them, would hurry them into jail for a
fortnight, without bail, or relief of any sort? Certainly not. No mass
of men could be so unmanly, so inhuman: nor could any individual,
whether judge of not, not betrayed by his own passions, original sin, but
by being the minister of au unnatural system. In again alluding to these
revolting instances, let me not be misunderstood as even blaming the
very distinguished man of science, who was the perpetrator of the one,
or the mild and amiable gentleman, also still living, who committed the
other. I blame the system, not the men.
If there are members of this convention who fear to trust the people,
and carry out in practice the theory of free government, who think that
in this country it is still unsafe, with all our encouraging experience, to
confide even as much as they do in England, and as was done by our
colonial ancestors, let such gentlemen put the curb at once upon selfgovernment.
Now is the time, this is the occasion to ask the people to
submit to it, to act upon the principle imputed (unjustly imputed, as he
says,) to a celebrated letter of a distinguished citizen of this state, now
serving his country abroad, and torturmg his iilustrations into arguments,
make at once what is called a strong government.
Possibly the people
may be satisfied that they are, what they have been called, their own worst
enemies, and stultify themselves at the ballot boxes. If not, now is the
time,’ and this is the occasion for trusting free Americans, at least as far
as colonists were, and Englishmen are confided in. Our judicial system
has failed, almost by general confession. Judgment against much of it
has gone by default; and, for one, I am thoroughly convinced that we
shall neither satisfy the spirit of the age, the will of the people, or the
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honor, I hope we all covet of public benefaction, unless we give judgment against the rest, and order a new trial of the whole.
No one, who has done me the honor to attend to my argument, can be
so sensible as I am of its infimities, its inadequxy to the subject. 911 I
claim is the merit of sincere and well considered conviction, that the
constitution is wrong, and may he easily amended, by rendering the judicial offke not less independent, but much more responsible, by which, I
think, the same men who fill it will be rendered better judges, and their
successors better still. How this improvement is to bc brought about, I
am not very solicitous.
I shall, therefore, move to amend the proposition
as now before the committee, by striking out all after the word li Aim”
in t,he fourth line, and inserting what wili make the whole paragraph
read thus ; but without committing myselt’ to any pxticular preference,
but in order to try the sense of this body upon the principle which I cannot abandon, however it mny be modSed, viz :
I6 The judges of the supreme court, of the several courts of common
pleas, and of such other courts of record, as are or shzll be established
by law, shall be nominated by the governor, and by and with the consent
of the seuatc, appoiutetl and commissioned by him. They shall hold
their ofices during good behaviour, but the governor may remove any
judge, upon the address of the rcprcsentatives of the people, by vote of
the general assembly.”
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Remarks of, on Mr. Darlington’s motion to
amend 9th section of 6th arlicle,
On Mr. Read’s motion to add
a new section to 6th article,
On Mr. Brown’s
motiou to
amend
14th
section
of 6th ar_
title,
37, 42, 43, 44, 64, 71,
On Mr. Fuller’s amendment to
Mr. Read’s amendment to
same,
Motion of, to amend 14th section of Otharticle,

36
-

3
4
5, 6
8

-

19

c

26

72, 73, 74
84, 85
143

686

INDEX.

PORTER, Mr. (of Northampton)-Remarks

of, on Mr. Martin’s motion to amend Mr. Bell’s amendment to same,
168, 169, 170
Resolution by, to correct journal,
201
Remarks of, on Mr. Dunlop’s motion to
reconsider amendment to 14th section of
234
6th article,
Motion of, to amend Mr. Hiester’s amendment to 15th section of 6th article,
243
Remarks of, on same motion,
243, 250, 251, 252,253,
Motion of, to amend report of committee on
15th section of 6th article,
262,268, 269
Remarks of, on same motion,
262
Motion of, to amend Ist section of 5th article,
273, 277
Remarks of, on same motion,
273, 274, 275
Resolution offered by, to grant use of hall
to Rev. TV. Booth,
346
Remarks of, on Mr. Woodward’s motion to
amend 2d section of 5th article,
346 to 359
On Mr. Bell’s motion to amend
Mr. Woodward’s amendment
to same,
384
PRESIDENT pro tempoye-Resolution
concerning,
3
Mr. Porter, of Northampton, appointed,
4
PRESIDENT-Leave
of absence granted to,
4
PURVIANCE, Mr. (of Butler)-Remarks
of, on Mr. Bell’s
motion to amend 14th section of 6th
article,
201 to 205
B.
READ, Mr. (of Susquehanna)-Amendment

to 6th article
modified by,
Remarks of, on amendment of 6th article,
On Mr. Steven’s motion to amend
6th section of 6th article,
On Mr. Brown’s motion to amend
7th section of 6th article,
On Mr. Darlington’s motion to
amend 9th section of 6th article,
Motion of, to amend resolution concerning
daily sessions,
To amend 6th article by adding
I
new section,
Remarks of, on the same motion,
On 1 lth section of 6th article,
On 12th section of 6th article,

4
4, 5, 6, 9
10, 11, 12
s

15
18

-

21

-

25
25,2ti
35, 36
36

INDEX.

587

READ, Mr. (of Susquehanna)--Motion

of, to amend 14th
.
section of 6ti1 article,
p
78
Remarks of, on same tnotion,
78,79
On motion of Mr. Fuller to
amend same,
81, 82, 83
On motion, of Mr. Hiester to
amend 15th section of 6th arw
261
title,
On Mr. Dickey’s
motion to
amend Mr. Woodward’s motion to amend 2d section of
5th article,
379, 381
On amendment to 2d section of
I
5th article as amended,
538
I
4
REIOART, Mr. (of Lancaster)-tlies~)lution
by,
Remarks of, on resolution concerning motions aud resolutions,
23
On 11 th section of 6th article,
35
On Mr. Scott’s amendment to
the 13th section of 6th artir
cle,
37
On Mr. Brown’s amendment to
the 14th section of 6th article,
69, 70, 71
On Mr. Bell’s motion to amend
.
same section,
194, 195, 196
ROGERS, Mr. (of Allegheny)-Remarks
of, on Mr. Woodward’s amendment to 2d section of 5th
article,
512 to 522
RUSSELL, Mr. (of Redford)-Remarks
of, on Mr. Darlington’s motion to amend 9th section of Gth
article,
16, 19
Motion of, to amend 14th section of 6th article,
238
Remarks of, on same motion,
236
s.
SCOTT, Mr. (of Philadelphia

city)-Remarks
of, on amendment of 6th article,
Motion of, to amend same,
To amend 13th section of 6th arti-

-

9
9

w
cle,
37
Remarks of, on same motion,
37
011 Mr. Fuller’s motion to amend
Mr. Read’s amendment to 14th
section. of 6th article 97, 96, 99,
100, 101,102, 103
On Mr. Bell’s motion to amend
14th section of 6th article,
226 to 230
SECRETARY, resolution to elect,
28

588

INDEX.

Mr. (of Philadelphia city)-Remarks
of, on Mr.
Darlington’s motion to amend 9th section of 6th article,
18, 19
Remarks of, on Mr. Fuller’s motion to
amend Mr. Read’s amandmeut to 14th section of 6th
srlicle, 132,133, 134,135,
136, 137, 138, 139
On Mr. Dunlq’s
motion to
reconsider amendment to
14th section of 6th article,
232
On Mr. Russsll’s motion to
amend same section,
238, 239
On Mr. Porter’s motion to
amend report of committee
on 15th section of 6th artim
262, 263, 264,265
cle,
SESSIONS, AFTERNOON-~WO~~ltiOll
COnCWning,
3, 21, 22, 345, 346
Resolution concerning place of holding,
394, 492, 493
SHELLITO,
Mr. (of Crawford)-Remarks
of, on Mr. Fuller’s motion to amend Mr. Read’s amendment to the 14th section of 6th article,
103, 104
On Mr. Bell’s motion to amend 14th section of 6111article,
205, 206
SXYTH,
Mr. (of Centre)-Remarks
of, on motion to amend
6th article,
7
Remarks of, on Mr. Brown’s motion to amend
14th section of 6th article,
38,39
On Mr. Fuller’s amendment to
Mr. Read’s amendment to same,
89, 90, 91, 92, 97
On Mr. Hiester’s motion to amend
15th section of 6th article,
245
STERIGERE,
Mr. (of Montgomery)-Lotion
of, to amend
Mr Woodward’s amendment lo the 2d
section of’ the 5th article,
535
Remarks of, on same motion,
535,536,537
Motion of, that committee rise
544
STEVENS,
Mr. (of Adams)--Remarks
of, on amendment of
6th article,
7, 8
Motion of, to amend 6th section 0th article,
10
Remarks of, on same,
10, 11
On tir. Darlington’s motion to
amend 9th section of 6th article,
20
On resolution concerniug motions and resolutions,
23,24
25
Motion of, to postpone same indefinitely,
SERGEANT,

INDEX.

589

STEVENS, Mr. (of Adams)-Remarks

of, on motiou of Mr.
Read to add a new section to 6th article,
26
Remarks of, on Mr. Bell’s motion to amend
10th section of 6th article,
28, 29
On I1 th section of 6th article,
36
On 12th section of 6th article,
36
On Mr. Fuller’s amendment to
Mr. Read’s amendment to
14th section of 6th article,
126, 127
On Mr. Dunlop’s motion to reconsider amendment to 14th
section of 6th article,
236
On Mr. Hiester’s motion to
amend the 15th section of 6th
article,
245, 246, 247, 261, 267, 268
On amendment to 2d section of
5th article as amended,
543

STURDKVANT, Mr. (of Luzerne)-Credentials

of election of,
presented,
21
Appeared in his seat,
59
Remarks of, on Mr. Martin’s motion to
amend Mr. Bell’s amendment to the 14th section
of 6th article,
176, 177, 178, 179
On Mr. Hiester’s motion to
amend 15th section of 6th
article,
244
Resolution offered by, concerning afternoon sessions,
345, 346
Remarks of, on Mr. Woodward’s
amendment to 2d section of 5th ars
ticle,
522 to 534

T.
THOMAS Mr.

(of Chester)-Resolution
daily sessions,

-

o%ered by, as to
-

-

21

W.
WOODWARD, Mr. (of Luzerne)-Remarks
of, ou motion of
Mr. Darlington to amend 9th section

_
of Gth article,
17, 18
Motion of, to amend Mr. Bell’s motion IO
m
amend 10th section of 6th article,
29
Remarks of, on same motion,
29, 30, 31, 32
Motion of, to amend Mr. Bell’s rmendment to 16t.h section of 6th article,
34
Remarks of, on Mr. Bell’s motion to
amend 14th section of 6th article, 149,
150, 151, 152, 206 to 220

.

580

INDEX.

WOODWARD, Mr. (of Lnzerne)-Remarks

of, on Mr. Russell’s motion to amend same section,
On Mr. Porter’s motion to amend 1st section of 5th article,
Motion of, to amend report of committee
on Od section III” article 6,
Remarks of, cm same motion,
Re olution of, concerning state lihrary,
Remarks of, on mo ion to amend ‘Ld sectin11 of article 5, 315 to 331,
On amendment to 2d section
of 5th article as amended,

YEAS

AND

NAYS-On

-

240
274

-

277
277
263

332 to 345
542, 543

Mr. Konipmacher’s
motion to
amend Mr. Read’s amendment to
s
6th article,
On Mr. Srott’s motion to amend same,
9, 1:
On Mr. Read’s motion to ameud reso.
lutiou concerning daily sessions,
21
On Mr. M’( ‘ahen’s motion to postpone
same suh.ject,
22
On the adoption of same resolution,
22
On Mr. Iugcrsoil’s amendment t;1 Mr.
Read’s motion to add a new section
to 6th article,
27
On Mr. Read’s motion to add a new
section to 61h article,
27, 28
On Mr. Woodmard’s amendrnent to
Mr. Bell’s amendment 10 16th section of 6th article,
34
On Mr. Brown’s amendment to 14th
*
section of 6th rrtirle.
78
On Mr. Fuller’s amendment to Mr.
Read’s amendment to do.
142
On Mr. Read’s mn1inn to amend 14th
section of 6th arlicle,
143
On Mr. Dunlop’s resolutinn to proceed
to second reading 01’amendments,
153, 242
On Mr. Bell’s motiou to amend 14th
section of 61.11
article,
230
On Mr. hlarrin’s motion to amend same
w
234
section,
On previous quastion,
234, 235,240,241,269
On .Llr. Dunlop’s motion to reconsider
amendment to the 14th section of
6th arnr.le,
237
On the 14th section of 6th article,
241
On Mr. Porter’s motion to amend Mr.
Hiester’s amen ment to the 15rh section of 6th article,
261

INDEX.
YEAS

AND

591

NAYS-On

Mr. Hiester’s motion to amend the
15th section of 6th article,
On Mr. Porter’s motion to amend reports of committee on same,
On report of committee on 15th section of 6th article,
On motion of Mr. Cunningham to adjourn over,
On motion of Mr. Dickey to amend
motion of Mr. Woodward to amend
2d section of 5th article,
On amendment to 2d section of 5th arm
ticle, as amended,

END OF FOURTH

VOLUME.

m

262

-

268

-

270
203,204

-

381
544,545

